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Art. I.

—

Account of some Volcanic Springs in the Desert of the

Colorado, in Southern California; by John L. LeConte, M.D.

In October, 1850, being at Vallecitas, San Diego Co., California,

it was my good fortune to make a visit, in company with Major
Heintzelman and Mr. Matsell, to certain boiling springs, not simi-
lar 10 any which have been noticed in our territory ; and as the
only account yet given of them has appeared in a newspaper, it

seemed to me, that the rough notes taken while making the visit,

might with slight changes be of interest to my scientific friends.

Mysterious accounts had been given ns of a ' Volcan' situated

in the midst of a plain covered with salt, near the shore of a lake ;

and although most of the salt used by the inhabitants of the

mountains east of Santa Isabel was brought from this lake, no
very definite account either of the distance of the Jake, or of the

phenomena to be seen there, could be procured. It was only

apparent that some awe-inspiring object had heretofore defended

itself against the prying curiosity of man.
Major Heintzelman,"then in command of the troops about to

be stationed at the Gila river, having determined to visit these

objects of unknown interest, kindly offered me an opportunity of
joining his party.

Having secured as guides the interpreter from Santa Isabel,

and the head chief of the i Lleguina' Indians living near the Salt

Lake, we left San Felipe a short time after the rising of the moon
on the morning of the 28th of October.

Second Series, YoL XIX, Xo. 55.—Jan., 1855. 1



2 /. L. Le Conte on Volcanic Springs in Southern California.

Entering almost immediately a small canon, by which we as-

cended a rocky ridge, we soon descended again into a narrow deep
canon trending N.E. ; this we followed for several miles, encoun-
tering in our route many precipitous places, over which we had
great difficulty in leading our horses. The rocks were meta-
morphic, of a gneissoid and sienitic character, and the scanty

vegetation was similar to that of Vallecitas
; the most conspicuons

objects being Larrea mexicana, Fouquiera spinosa, Prosopis, Agave
and a variety of brittle and uncouth looking Opuntiae, both of the

flattened and cylindrical forms.

The canon finally entered a long valley, in which were remains

of some Indian huts, now abandoned from the failure of water.

The valley opened abruptly by a gap through the most eastern

mountain range, and at 8 a. m. we found ourselves on the edge of

the great desert, though still considerably above the general level

of its surface. An extensive but peculiarly uninteresting prospect

was before us; an immense plain extended to the eastern horizon,

broken towards the north by some slight inequalities; masses of

rock lay around us on the mountain side; the mountain itself,

appeared a wall of naked rocks, and it was only within a small

circle of vision, that an earth colored vegetation could be observed

:

as if the influence of our own living selves had communicated
a fictitious vitality to the spot where we stood, which soon

would depart with us, and leave the ghosts of plants to shrink

again into the rocks from which they had been evoked by our

presence.

At an indefinite distance towards the N. E. was seen a low range

of mountains, near which a silvery surface with a slight fog rest-

ing over it seemed to indicate water. This the guides declared

was the Salt Lake, on the shores of which were the objects of our

search, and confidently assured us that we should reach it before

night
Halting here for breakfast, some excellent capon, and hard

bread, washed down with a lirnited draught from our canteens

soon prepared us for the dreary ride ; the only resources to shorten

the way being very limited geology, and as may be inferred from

the nature of the country, equally poor botany. It is no wonder
that Government reports abound with names of plants, which
suggest nothing but linguistic difficulties, for there is little else in

the vast deserts of Western America to occupy the attention of the

intelligent traveller; and with the determination of one resolved

to struggle with the dull sublimity of inorganic matter, he fre-

quently breaks off and preserves a piece of some hideous veget-

able, whose only charms are the ugliness of its form, the lifeless-

ness of its color, and the apparent absence of flower, and foliage,

and every thing else that renders a plant attractive.

Overlying the metamorphic rock was seen a conglomerate of

great thickness, similar to that which at Vallecitas forms the
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greater portion of the eastern range of the Sierra: boulders fre-

quently of immense size, but scarcely rounded, torn in former ages
from the adjacent ranges of mountains, are cemented together by
a small quantity of calcareous matter enveloping gravel of differ-

ent degrees of fineness: this cement presents somewhat the ap-
pearance of bad mortar. Outside of this conglomerate was seen
nnstratified drift. Beyond the mountains, can be traced on the

desert a tertiary formation similar to that of San Diego, and above
this stratified drift. These formations are nearly horizontal and
form low ridges. The vegetation was still similar to that of Val-©—- - «* *~D
lecitas, with the addition of a very large Echinocactus. of which
several grew occasionally from one base: Opuntia vaginata was
also seen, and an Ephedra appeared with a species of Koeberlinia,

These gradually faded out, till at last nothing remained but Pro-

sopis, Larrea, and a plant at that season leafless. The desert

contains three principle levels; of these the upper (consisting of

the part near mountain ridges) is covered with gravel, small stones

from the mountains, silicified wood and oyster shells; the middle
level is sandy, and the lower one clayey, with great numbers of

fresh water shells scattered over its surface : among these the only
bivalve is a species of Anodon, now found in the Colorado River,

(A. californiensis Lea)] the other species are small univalves, be-

longing to Physa, and Amnicola. These clayey parts extend for

many miles, and are evidently the beds of lagoons, which on rare

occasions may be filled with water; they belong to the New River
system of overflow, hereafter to be described. Having travelled

from the mountains a nearly east course, we encamped about 4 p. m.

on the bank of a small stream running northwardly to the Salt

Lake: the banks were precipitous, about twenty feet in height,

and the waters disagreeably saline. This stream is evidently Ca-
riso creek, which being lost in the sands a few miles from its source

here reappears on the lower level of the desert : some rushes

growing on the edge of the water furnished food for our horses.

Starting the next morning at 3 a. m. we arrived about 10, at an
Indian village situated on New River, which is here near its term-

ination, and probably when the supply is abundant, sends a portion

of its water to the Salt Lake : at present there are only two or

three small pools near the village.

New River is an important object to those compelled to cross

the desert, since from it is derived the chief supply of water, to

be found between Cariso creek and the Colorado. It is in reality

a slough of the latter, which is only different from the ordinary

sloughs near the river by its greater length, extending by a very

tortuous course 70 or 80 miles from the point where it leaves the

river. The bed of the Colorado, like that of other rivers carrying
a large amount of sediment, is above the lower portions of the

adjacent dountry, which are thus, in time of overflow supplied



now stand, are several volcanic mounds about 100-150 fee!

high j hastening to one of these, I found it composed of lava.

4 J. L. Le Conte on Volcanic Springs in Southern California.

by these sloughs; frequently however the annual rise of the river

is not sufficient to supply New River with water, and should this

occur for two years in succession the lagoons along its course be-

come entirely dry, and the difficulty of crossing the desert is

much increased.
*

The whole course of New River is marked by a large species

of Chenopodium, called 'Kelite' by the natives, and ' careless

weed' by the emigrants; it furnishes almost the only food for

cattle aud horses to be found in this region : the seeds are used by
the Indians in preparing a kind of cake, which is quite palatable,

[

when nothing else can be procured. The green leaves (if they
ever are green) may be used as a salad, or boiled as a vegetable.

The ground passed over before arriving at the village was in

many places covered with a thin layer of sandstone, forming oc-

casionally concretions like claystones ; this sandstone has appar-

ently been formed by springs similar to those seen afterwards.
[

The dust was sometimes extremely fine and incoherent, so that
[

the feet of the horses would sink from six to eight inches; many
pieces of pumice were also found stranded on the surface.

The Indian village contained about fifty inhabitants, who re-

ceived us in a very friendly manner, offering us melons, beans

and pumpkins, which they raise in abundance. Visiting the

village were some Yumas from the Colorado, who recounted to

Major Heintzelman the depredations committed by the grand army
of California, recently sent under one Major General Morehead, to

avenge the murder of a party of ferrymen at the junction of the

Colorado aud Gila. Though these depredations were not remark-
able, the Indians had apparently had enough of the war, and
learning that a military post was soon to be established, they
became very anxious to make peace, until another opportunity

for safely committing some outrage should occur.

After resting our horses, we started with an escort of seven or

eight Indians, who used all the power of their eloquence to dis-

suade us from going. Nevertheless, on our exclaiming 'that we
had come a long distance to see these volcanoes, and that we
would seek them for ourselves, if they were afraid to accompany
us, the debate ceased, and we rode on in a northwesterly direc-

tion. After going about eight miles, we reached a soft muddy
plain bordering the Salt Lake : the salt in consequence of a recent

shower had almost disappeared, only a few crusts about half an
inch thick now remaining. The deposit is said to be sometimes
a foot in thickness.

North of the lake, and now distant from us six or eight miles,

is a chain of rocky hills 800-1000 feet high, portions of which
have a volcanic appearance. Rising from the plain, where we
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and pumice : several of these mounds are arranged in an arc of
a circle, but the general direction is a little west of south.

Having arrived thus far, and given our horses in charge to some
of the Indians, the interpreter again endeavored to dissuade us
from further exploration. He said that on approaching the
springs, the steam from which was now distinctly seen, devils in

the shape of large black birds rose from the ground, and descended
with overwhelming force on the head of the rash adventurer

:

he stated that a tradition still existed among the Indians, of one
Juan Lonquiss (Longecuisse? perhaps a "Crapaud" trader) who
had met this dreadful fate, and asked us in a pathetic tone, how
he could return to his town, if we too were sacrificed in this way.
We replied, in substance, that devils had no power over us, and
that we were stronger than they, and that probably they were
aware of that fact, and would not appear during our visit.

This seemed very blasphemous to their ears, and the whole
escort suddenly dropped behind, leaving us to our fate.

Advancing towards the place, whence the steam issued, we
found in the muddy plain numerous circular holes containing

boiling mud, and exhaling a naphtha-like odor. Many of them
are encrusted with inspissated mud, forming cones 3-4 feet high,

from the apex of which proceed mingled vapors of water, sal-am-

moniac and sulphur. Four of them eject steam and clear saline

water, with great violence, resembling in appearance the jet from
the pipe of a high-pressure engine. The falling spray around these

has formed a group of acicular stalagmites, composed of aragonite

with a small quantity of silica and some saline matter: many of

these stalagmites are tubular in form. Another spring was a large

basin filled intermittingly to overflowing with foam and clear

saline water: around the edge were botryoidal masses of aragon-
ite, like that forming needles around the cones. Near the cones,

in little fissures, were crusts of sal-ammoniac,# some of which
were colored red, possibly by sulphuret of selenium.

The Indians, finding that the black devils did not assail us,

ran up to us, with great exultation, and leaped about, and danced

in such an extravagant manner, that we were obliged to caution

them of the danger of breaking through ; the solid crust was

evidently very thin, as it bent and trembled under our weight in

a very threatening manner.
In returning we found on the most northern of the volcanic

mounds before mentioned a quantity of scoria and obsidian, and
distinctly traced the course of a lava stream down the side.

The mounds all showed traces of aqueous action, in the terrace-

like manner in which the pumice was arranged. The rest of our

* The specimens of saline crusts having been subsequently lost, I cannot be cer-

tain that they were really sal-ammoniac, and only refer them to that salt from the

karpness of their taste.
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course to the Indian village was unmarked by any incident wor-

thy of note. The next day about 12, having taken a supply of

musk-melons as our only food, we started for Vallecitas. The
afternoon was windy, and, a rare phenomenon in this region,

showery. About nine or ten miles from the village, we passed

some mounds covered with cinders and pumice, and on the top of

one of them found a crater-like hollow, in which grow some very

large canes. Shortly afterwards the strata of fresh water deposit

were seen to be vertical, and were filled with a species of Gna-
thodon (G. Lecontei Conrad). About 4 p. m., we skirted along

the northern edge of a long curved range of hills, the base of

which was composed of strata of limestone dipping outwardly,

and containing also Gnathodon ; around these hills and mounds
were concentric lines of small stones from the mountains arranged

by aqueous action.

About half past five, we encamped in the bed of Cariso creek,

here entirely dry ; the night was stormy, but a melon apiece, and
the warmth of a large mesquite fire soon made us contented.

Leaving at four the next morning, we reached Vallecitas in the

afternoon, without farther adventure, worthy of being here nar-

rated.

Note.—By the kindness of Capt. Davidson, I learn that while

he was stationed at Fort Yuma, in Dec, 1853, a violent earth-

quake occurred ; the ground in the vicinity of the Fort opened,

forming fissures, from which were thrown mud, sand and water:

portions of the mountains several miles distant were seen to fall,

and about forty miles S. E. of the Fort, in the direction of some
springs, said to be similar to those herein described, was seen an

immense column of steam. It is to be hoped that some of the

officers then at the post will favor science with an account of the

phenomena observed.

Art. II.— On the Geographical Distribution of Crustacea;
by James D. Dana.

(Continued from vol. xviii, p. 326.)

V. TETRADECAPODA.

Before staling the conclusions from the tables* of the Tetra-

decapoda, it should be observed that this division of Crustacea

has been less thoroughly explored than that of the Podophthal-

ra ia, and future investigations must vary much the proportions

between the species of the different regions. The coasts of Eu-
rope and the northern seas, are within the reach of European zo-

* As already mentioned the Tables published in the original Report are here

omitted.
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ologists, and have been carefully examined
; while voyagers

through the tropics have usually contented themselves with col-

lecting the larger Crustacea. In the genus Gamrnarus, not a
tropical species had been reported, until our investigations, which
brought ten or eleven to light, being one-third the whole number
of those of ascertained localities reported to this genus.

Some general conclusions may, however, be safely drawn from
the facts already known, although the exact ratios deduced from
the tables may hereafter be much modified.

I. The Tetradecapoda are far more numerous in extra-tropical

latitudes than in the tropical.

The proportion in the table is 521 : 146 ; allowing for future

discoveries, it may be set down at 2: 1, without fear of exceed-
ing the truth.

II. The genera of extra-tropical seas are far more numerous
than those of the tropical.

Out of the forty-nine genera of Isopdda, only nineteen are known
to occur in the tropics, and but four of these are peculiar to the

tropics.

Out of twenty genera of Anisopoda
)
six only are known to

be tropical, and but two are exclusively so.

Among the Amphipoda, out of fifty genera of Gammaridea,
only seventeen are known to contain tropical species; nine are

exclusively tropical, and but ten, including these nine, have
more tropical than extra-tropical species. The Caprellidea and
Hyperidea embrace thirty genera, fifteen or sixteen of which
include tropical species.

The variety of extra-tropical forms compared with the tropical,

is hence very great.

III. From the tables, the ratio of extra-tropical and tropical

species m the

Isopoda, is

Anisopoda,
Amphipoda,

4 : 1

6 : 1

3 : 1

Among the Isopoda, the Idotreidea are the most decidedly cold-

water species, and the Cymothoidea, the least so. The ratio of

species for the

Idotseidea, is

Oniscoidea,

Cymothoidea,.

S : 1

7 : 1

2£: 1

Two-ninths of the extra-tropical Idotaeidea (or nine species)

belong to the Frigid zone, and nearly one-tenth of the extra-trop-

ical Oniscoidea (or nine species) ;
while less than a twenty-fifth

of the Cymothoidea occur in the Frigid zone, and but one of

these has not also been found in lower latitudes.

Of the Amphipoda, the Gammaridea are most strongly extra-

tropical, the proportion being for the extra-tropical and tropical
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species 3^:1; while the ratio in the Caprellidea, is 3:1; and
in the Hyperidea, 1^ : 1. Oat of one hundred and seventy-eight
extra-tropical species of Gammaridea, sixty-six are Frigid zone
species, besides two which have been found both in the Frigid
and Temperate zones.

IV. The genera which extend into the frigid region are the

following. The names of those more especially frigid, according
to present knowledge, are italicised ; and the proportion of frigid

species to the whole number of extra-tropical, is mentioned in

decimals, where they are not exclusively frigid.

Idot^idea.—Idotea (0*3), Glyptonotus.
Oniscoidea.—Jcera (0'25), jceridina, Asellus (020), Janira (0*5), Henopomu^

Munna (0 66).

Cymothojdea.—iEga (0-4).

Serolidea.—Serolis (0*2), Praniza (015), Anceus (0*25).

Arcturtdea—Arcturus (05).
Tanaidea.—Tanais (0

#

5), Ziriope, Crossurus, Phryxus, Dajus.

Caprellidea.—Proto (0'5), Caprella (024), iEgina, Cercop*, Podalirius.
Gammaridea.—Dulichia, Siphoncecetes, Unciola (0*5), Podocerus, (0'5), Laphys-

tius, Orchestia (007), Stegocephalus, Opis (0 66), Uristea, Anonyx, (0'9), Leucothoe
(066), Acanthonotus, (075), Iphimedia (0-6), (Edieerus (0'5), Gammarus (0*33),

Melita (0*5), Pardalisca, Isckyrocerus, M'tchrocheles, Pontoporeia, Ampelisca, Pro-
tomedeia, Pkoxus.

Hyperidea.—Hyperia (014), Metcecus, Tauria, Themuto, (3 0).

The Spheromidse are nearly all cold-water species, though
not reaching into the Frigid zone. There are forty-nine known
species of Spheromidce in the Temperate zone, and but four in

the Torrid. Serolis is a peculiar cold-water form, belonging
mainly to the subfrigid and frigid regions. Orchestia is to a

large extent of the Temperate zone, while Allorchestes is more
equally distributed through the torrid and temperate. Amphi-
thoe, as restricted by us, is alike common in the torrid and tem-

perate regions ; while Iphimedia, the other section of the old

group, is mainly a cold-water genus.

The Hyperidea are mostly tropical genera.

V. The species and genera of Tetradecapoda are not only

most abundant in the extra-tropical regions, but besides, the indi-

viduals of species appear to be more numerous, or at least not

less so. At Fuegia, the quantity of Gammaridae collected on

bait dropped in the water was exceedingly large ;
and in no re-

gion visited by us, did we find evidence of as great profusion.

The Spheromae were also very abundant along the shores.

VI. Moreover, the species of extra-tropical waters are the

largest of the tribe. In the Frigid zone, there are IdotEeida?

three to four inches long, while the average size of the tropical

species is less than three-fourths of an inch ;
there are Sphe-

romae an inch long, while those of the tropics seldom exceed a

fourth of an inch
; there is a Lysianassa three inches long, while
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the warmer seas afford only small species half an inch in length
;

there is a Pterelas over an inch JE
the tropics are less than half an inch. The Gammari of the

tropics are small slender species, not half the size of those of
the colder seas. The species of Serolis are an inch to two
inches long. M.
Spheromidse, Caprellidea, and Gammaridea, the largest species

belong to the colder seas, and the giants among Tetradecapods,
are actually found in the Frigid zone.

Among the Hyperidea there is one gigantic species, belonging
to the genus Cystisoma, which is over three inches long. It is

reported from the Indian Ocean, but whether tropical or not, is

unascertained. Of the species of this group examined by the

writer, the largest, a Tauria, was from the Frigid zone.

VII. Again, the Tetradecapoda of extra-tropical waters are

the highest in rank. Among the Isopoda (which stand first), the

Idotaeidea appear to be of superior grade, and these, as observed,
are especially developed in the colder seas, reaching their maxi-
mum size in the Frigid zone. Again, the Serolidse, the highest of
the Anisopoda, are cold-water species. The Orchestias among
the Amphipoda, although reaching through both the Torrid and
Temperate zones, are largest and much the most numerous in

the latter.

VIIL Those species of a genus that occur in the colder wa-
ters, are often more firmly put together, and bear marks of supe-
riority in their habits. The Amphithoe and Gammari of the

those of the colder seas.

species, of small size compared with

IX. There is a tendency in the colder waters to the develop-
ment of spinous species. This fact is as true of the Podoph-
thalmia as of the Tetradecapoda. Among the former, there are the
thorny Lithodes, the numerous Maioids armed with spines, the

Acanthodes ; while the Cancroids and Grapsoids of the tropics

are usually very smooth and often polished species. There are

the spinous boreal Crangons, the species of which genus in the

warmer seas are without spines. Among the Tetradecapods, the

boreal Iphimedias are often spinous or crested; Acanthonotus and
Dtilichia are spinous genera. The same tendency is seen in the

third pair of caudal stylets in some cold-water Gammari, which
have the branches spinulous instead of furnished with a few mi-
nute hairs like those of the tropics.

as

Palinuridas and species of Stenopus. Such facts, however, do
not lead to any modification of the previous remark; for the
tendency observed is still a fact as regards the several genera men-
tioned

; moreover the spinous tropical species are few in number.
Second Sebixs, VoL XIX, Ho. 55,— Jan., 1855. %
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VI. ENTOMOSTRACA.

The Entomostraca have been little studied out of the Tem-
perate zone, if we except the results of the author's labors. The
described species of most of the families are, therefore, almost

exclusively from the temperate regions, and we know little of

the^ corresponding species or groups in the warmer seas. The
following table presents the number of known species of the tor-

rid and extra-torrid zones, omitting the Lernseoids

:

* TABLE IV.

Torrid zone. Extra-torrid zone
LOPHYROPODA.

Cyclopoidea, • # • 120 76
Daphnioidea, • • • 5 46
Cyproidea, • • • • 13 61

Phyllopoda.
Artemioidea, • • • 10
Apodoidea, • • • 3

Limnadioidea, • • • 2 2
PoZCILOPODA.

Ergasiloidea, • • • 1 4
Caligoidea, • • • 16 33

Were we to leave out of view the researches of the author,

the number of species and the proportion for the Cyclopoidea, in-

stead of 120 to 76, would be about 3: 50, thus not only revers-

ing the ratio, but giving to the Temperate zone almost all the

species of the group.* Moreover, no Daphnioidsand few Cal-

igoids have been yet reported from the Torrid zone, excepting

those described in this Report, The author's time when on land

in the tropics was devoted mainly to the department of Geology,

and consequently the fresh-water Entomostracans were not as

thoroughly collected as those of the oceans. He therefore at-

tempts to draw no conclusions from the above ratios.

A few facts may, however, be deduced with respect to some
genera, and especially those of the Cyclopoidea. The following

table gives the number, as nearly as known, of the species of

each genus of the Cyclopoidea, occurring in the torrid and extra-

torrid zones. The number common to the extra-torrid and torrid

zones is mentioned in brackets.

* The whole number of Cyclopoidea described previous to May, 1842, by which

time the author's observations were completed, was less than twenty-five ; and of the

oceanic Cyclopoids, one hundred and fifty species of which the author has described,

not ten were then known. We may judge from these results of a single cruise what
still remains to be done in the department of Entomostraca.
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TABLE V.

CYCLOPOIDEA

X Calaxtd.k.

1. Calanince.

Calanus, .

Rhincalanus,

Cetochilus,

Euchaeta. .

Undina.
2. Oithonince.

Oithona, .

3. PontellifKB.

Diaptomus,
Hemicalanus,
Candace, .

Acartia,

Pontella,

Catopia,

4. Notodelphince,

Notodelphys,

Torrid. Extra-torrid

25
2

4
3

2

12(3)

1

1

o

1

4
5

3

22

1

2

1

9(3)

3.

Torrid.

Harpacticince,

Canthocampti:

Harpacticua,

Westwoodia,
Alteutha, .

Metig, .

Clytemnestra, . 1

Setella, ... 5

Laophon, .

Oncaa, . .

JEnippe,

Idya,

Steropince.

Zaus,

Sterope,

Extra-torrid.

4
15
1

1

1

1(1)
1

1

1

1

1

4

1

II. Cyclopidje.

1. Cyclopince.

Cyclops, .

? Psammathe,
? Idomene,
? Euryta, .

2 9

1

1

1

III. C0RYC^:iD.E.

1 . Corycceince,

Corycseus,

Antaria,

Copilia,

Sapphirina,

Jfiracince.

18

3

2

15
2.

Miracia,

Total Calantdje,

Total Cyclopid.e,

Total C0RYC££D.£,

11
10

89

1

1(1)

5

1

29(6)
44(1)

8(1)

The properly oceanic genera include all the Calanidce, ex-
cepting Diaptomus and Notodelphys
only [he single genus Setella among the Cyclopidae.
Among the Calanidas, the genera are mainly tropical, yet each

affords some extra-tropical species ; and those which are most
abundant in the colder waters are Calani or closely allied. Se-
tella occurs beyond the tropics ; but all the species thus far ex-
amined are found in the Torrid zone. Pontella is more of a
warm-water genus than Calanus. The Corycasidae are to a large

extent tropical ; the genus Corycceus is almost exclusively so,

while Sapphirina is common in the Temperate zone. The
Steropince are Frigid species.

Although the Calanidas are more varied in species within the
tropics, they abound more in individuals in the colder seas. Vast
areas of " bloody" waters were observed by us off the coast of
Chili, south of Valparaiso (latitude 42° south, longitude 78° 45'

west, and latitude 36° south, longitude 74° west), which were
niainly due to a species of this group ; and another species was
equally abundant in the North Pacific, 32° north, 173 west.*
They have been reported as swarming in other seas, constituting

*The pecies in the former case was the Pontella (subgen. Calanopia) brachiata;
and in the latter, Calanus sanguineus.
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the food in part of certain species of whale. Such immense
shoals we did not meet with, within the tropics.

Among the Daphntoidea, the genera Daphnella, Penilia, Ceri-

odaphnia, and Lynceus were observed by us in the Torrid zone.

Of the Cyproids, Cypridinia, ConchoBcia, and Haiocypris are

oceanic forms, and mainly ofjhe tropical oceans.

The Caligoids spread over both zones. Caligus and Lepeoph-

theirus reach from the equator to the frigid seas ; Nogagus, Pan-

darus, and Dinematura are represented in both the Torrid and

Temperate zones.

GENERAL REMARKS AND RECAPITULATION.

We continue by presenting a few general deductions from
the tables, and a recapitulation of some principles.

A survey of all the great divisions of Crustacea, shows us that

exclusive of the Entomostraca, they are distributed, according

to present knowledge, as follows:

a. Torrid zone. 6 . Temperate zone. c. Frigid zone.

Brachyura,
Anomoura,
Macroura,

Anomobranchiata,

535
125
148
82

257 (34 a)

110 (15 a)

125 (16 a)

33 (9 a)

2(5 6)

4 (lb)
29 (2 b)

2

Isopoda, .

Anisopoda,
Amphipoda,

56
8

82

' 208 (1 a)

34
157

21 (3 b)

15

83 (4 b)

Total, . . 1036 924 (75 a) 159 (14 b)

Taking the sum of the Frigid and Temperate zone species

(subtracting the fourteen common to the two) we have 1036 spe-

cies in the torrid regions to 1069 in the extra-torrid, seventy-five

of which are common to the two. This shows a nearly equal dis-

tribution between the zones. But excluding the Brachyura, the

numbers become 501 to 811, giving a preponderance of more
than one-half to the Temperate zone.*

* Adding to the numbers above, the species which have been necessarily left out

as of uncertain locality, amounting to one hundred and forty in all. and inserting also

En

Brachyura,

Anomoura,
Macroura,

830
262
297

1389
Anomobranchiata, (Mysidea, Squilloidea, Amphionidea,) . 115

295
57

• • • • « 341
693

Entomostraca, . . . . . . 492

Isopoda,

Anisopoda,
Amphipoda,

Total, 2689
r

The number of species collected in the cruise of the Expedition (exclusive of

those lost in the vrreck of the Peacock, which included nearly all the collections of
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Macron ra

type
belong to the extra-torrid zones; and in subordinate groups or
families, it is often true that the genera of superior grade are ex-
tra-torrid, in contrast with the others which are torrid genera.

Higher groups, characteristic of the colder regions, sometimes
show degradation among those species of the group that are trop-

ical
; and the trofjical sections also may continue the line of

degradation by an extension again into the colder seas.

As we descend in the scale of Crustacea from the Podoph-
thalmia to the Tetradeeapoda, the number of cold-water species

increases, becoming in the latter group, three times greater

than the warm-water species. It is an important fact, neverthe-
less, that this increase of cold-water species is still no mark of
degradation ; the particular facts that have been discussed, lead-

ing to a very different conclusion. Other principles follow.

These are

Firsts that the two types, the Decapodan and Tetradecapodan,
are distinct types, to be independently considered, and not parts

of a series or chain of species—a fact illustrated in the chapter
on the Classification of Crustacea.

Second, that the preponderance of cold-water species is the re-

verse of what must have been true in the earlier geological epochs,
when the oceans had a somewhat higher temperature ; or were to

a large extent tropical.

Third, that the progress of creation as regards Crustacea, has
ended not where it begun, in multiplying the species of warmer

perfect

superior

oceans. A preponderance of species in the warmer seas is per-

haps to be expected, since warm waters have prevailed even more
largely than now in earlier epochs. But it would seem, that the

introduction of the higher grades of Crustacea required, not mere-
ly the cooler waters of the present tropics, but even the still colder

temperature of the Temperate zone, and therefore the present

condition of the globe.

two seasons in the tropical regions of the Pacific) is nearly 900 ; and the number
new species described is 658. distributed among the groups as follows:

151
50
57
28

286
67

7
110

184
188

Brachyura,

Anomoura,
Macroura,

Anomobranchiai

Isopoda, .

Amsopoda,
Amphipoda,

Entomostraca,

Total, . • • .658
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The genera of Fossil species commence with the Entomostra-

cans and Trilobites in the Palaeozoic rocks. Next appear certain

Thalassinidea and Astacoid species, in the Permian system ; then

Mysidea, Penmidea, many Thalassinidea, Astacoidea, and Anom-
oura, in the Oolitic system; then a few Cancroids and Leiico-

soids in the Cretaceous, which become much more numerous
in the Tertiary system, along with some Grapsoids. None of

the Maioids, the highest of Crustacea, have yet been reported

from either of the Geological epochs.

The number of individuals and the size are, for the Brachyura,

greater in the Torrid zone than in the colder regions. But for

the Macroura, the species of cold-water genera average nearly

twice the lineal dimensions of those of warm waters; and the

number of individuals also may possibly be greater.

In stating the conclusion respecting the Macroura, on a pre-

ceding page (last volume, p. 325), we omitted to give in detail the

mean sizes of the different groups. The following are the results,

including the Galatheidea which are closely related to the Ma-
croura:

Mean length of Mean length of
Torrid :cone species. Extra-torrid species.

Galatheidea, 0*3 inches. 30 inches.

Thaiassin idea, , . 20 u 30 u

Scyllaridse, . 60 it 60 u

Palinuridse, . 12-0 a 150 N

Astaeidae.—Homarus, 140 m

Astacinre, • 3-0 m

Nephrophinae, 50 u

Crangonidae, • 2-0 u

Palfpmonkfae.—Alpheinse, . 15 it 1-5 it

Pandalina% • 30 a

Pakemon irue, . 23 M 2 4 a

Oplophorinse, . 10 «

Pena'ida?, . 3*6 U 45 u

The table shows that the torrid species, in none of the groups,

average larger than the extra-torrid. The cold-water Palinuridae

are as large as the largest warm-water species, and will outweigh
them ; the cold-water Galatheidea, are ten times the average
length of the warm-water; the Alpheinae, PalaemoninEe, and Pe-
naeidae are at least as large in the temperate regions as in the torrrd.

There is hence nothing in the tropics to balance the Astacidae, a

group of large species, some of them gigantic ; nor the Crangonidae,
nor Pandalina?. The genus Palaemon, in the Torrid zone, averages
larger than in the Temperate, the ratio being 3-5 to 2*4 ; the for-

mer amount being reduced to 2 3 for the Palaemoninse, by the

species of the other tropical genera, which are mostly quite small.

Yet, taking the ratio of 35 to 2*4, it affects but little the balance
against the Torrid zone.
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As to bulkj also, the Temperate zone probably has the prepon-
derance

;
yet our data are less definite. In the Galatheidea, the

cold-water species are not only ten times larger lineally (which
implies at least eight hundred times cubically), but they are far

more prolific, swarming in vast numbers where they occur. The
Thalassinidea are more numerous in extra-torrid species than tor-

rid, as well as larger in size. The Scyllaridse are mainly trop-

ical
;
but the species are not of common occurrence, compared

with the Astacidse, which abound everywhere, and these, as well
as the Crangonidse and Pandalinse, are all Temperate zone spe-
cies. The Palsemoninse and Penaeidae probably preponderate in

the tropics, and this may be also true of the Alpheince. Taking
a general view of the whole, and considering the fact, that the
extra-torrid species rather outnumber the torrid, we believe that
the deduction above stated is correct.

In the Tctradecapoda, the number of species, the number and
diversity of genera, the number of individuals, and the bulk, are
all greater in the extra-torrid seas than in the torrid, as has been
explained on a preceding page : and this is especially true of the
Am phipoda.

The tendency to spinose forms among the species of the colder

temperate regions, or Frigid zone, has been remarked upon on
page 9, as exemplified among the Gammaridea, the Crango-
uidae, Lithodes, and Maioids.

{To be continued.)

Art. III.

—

Contributions to Mineralogy ; by Dr. F. A. Genth
of Philadelphia.

(Continued from vol. xviii, p. 410.)

5. Tetradymite.

After making the examination of the Tetradymite from Da-
vidson county, N. C. (Am. Journ., 2d Ser., vol. oil, page 81), I

was very desirous to reexamine the mineral, which had been
analyzed by Mr. Coleman Fisher, Jr., (Am. Jour., 2d Ser., vol. vii,

p. 282). Fortunately Prof. R. S. McCulloh (who was at the time
of its discovery at Commodore Stockton's mines in Virginia,

Melter and Refiner at the U. S. Mint) had preserved some of
the same material, which was analyzed by Mr. Fisher, and he
very kindly gave me all that he had for examination. This was
sufficient for the whole investigation. The pieces were of two
different kinds, viz : Tetradymite associated with quartz and gold,
and Tetradymite in broad folia, sometimes one inch in diam-
eter, implanted in a decomposed micaceous slate. The latter

mineral undoubtedly came from the Tellurium Mine, Fluvanna
county, Va. and is that analyzed by Mr. Fisher ; the former is
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probably from the same place, but may be from Whitehall Mine,

Spotsylvania county, Va.

Though I was most careful in selecting the material for this

investigation, I found invariably from one half to two per cent.

of quartz, gold and oxyd of iron mixed with it, which were de-

ducted as impurites.

In making the investigation I have found the method hereto-

fore used for the separation of bismuth from tellurium, by sul-

phid of ammonium, not to be as correct as is desirable, since

there is always a considerable amount of tellurium remaining

with the bismuth ; I therefore tried to find another mode, which
would give more satisfactory results, and succeeded best with the

following: The solution containing teroxyd of bismuth and
tellurous acid was made acid by hydrochloric acid, and to the

hot solution bisulphite of ammonia was added. It was allowed
to stand in a warm place for a day or two until all the tellurium

had settled ; this was filtered on a weighed filter, washed first

with a mixture of diluted hydrochloric and sulphurous acids, then
with sulphurous acid alone, and finally with water. The tel-

lurium was completely precipitated and did not contain a weigh-
able quantity of bismuth. The results of the analyses I. and II.

were afterwards corrected, and III. and IV. analyzed by this

method. B.B. it fuses readily giving out a faint but distinct

odor of selenium, leaving on charcoal white incrustations with

a yellow centre. The following results were obtained :

I. II. III. IV. Calculated.

t

From Tellurium Mine.

Bismuth, 53-07 53*78 51-56

Tellurium, 48-19 4707 49-79

Selenium, traces m

Sulphur, none none none

1 From Whitehall Mine.
Not determ. 1 equiv. Bi=51 #94

46-10 3 Te=48-06

0*37

These analyses show that neither of the specimens contained a

weighable amount of selenium- The small quantity of sulphur

(in No. IV,) 0*37 perct. is equivalent to 1-43 perct. of tellurium,

which if we substitute tellurium for sulphur, would give 47*53

perct. of tellurium. These analyses show that Tetradymite is

tertellurid of bismuth, but that sometimes (as I showed for that

from Davidson county) a variable quantity of tellurium may be

replaced by sulphur. I have also observed that Tetradymite oc-

curs at several localities in Cabarrus county, N. C, where I have

found it in minute lead-colored scales, associated with gold and

iron pyrites in quartz at the Phrenix Mine and at the Boger Mine
;

but, though I had sufficient material to determine the nature of

the scales, I could not obtain enough for a quantitative analysis.

6. Bismuthine.

examining some
I found that the crevices in specimens from the Earnhardt
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(from 280 feet below the surface) sometimes contained a steel

colored mineral in minute acicular needles, which are apparently-

rhombic. It was associated with gold, iron and copper pyrites.

B.B. it gave the reactions of sulphur, bismuth and copper, and
once I observed a faint odor of selenium. Afterwards I found
that the chloritic slate of the same vein, in which the copper py-
rites occurs, contains also a considerable quantity of almost mic-
roscopic specks and stripes of the same color. On extracting

some of the slate by aqua regia, the solution contained, besides

iron and copper (probably from the copper pyrites), a considerable

quantity of bismuth. Neither tellurium nor lead could be found.

It is impossible to get a sufficient quantity of this mineral for

analysis, or of sufficient purity to ascertain whether the copper,

which I found, belongs to the mineral itself, or is owing to an
admixture of copper pyrites—or, in other words, whether the

mineral is " Cupreous Bismuth" or Bismuthine. I am in favor

of the latter opinion.

7. Aciculite.-

A mineral between lead and steel-gray in color occurs in small

masses imbedded in quartz and associated with copper pyrites and
sulphate of baryta. Though it is not found in long acicular

needles, like the needle ore from Beresofsk in Siberia, a qualita-

tive analysis showed that it contains the same constituents, viz:

bismuth, lead, copper and sulphur.

B.B. it fuses readily, giving off sulphurous acid and covering
the charcoal with yellow incrustations; with carboijate of soda,

after the lead and bismuth have been volatilized, a globule of

copper remains.

I therefore believe it to be " Aciculite."

8. Bamhardtite, a new mineral.

a. In compact masses; no cleavage could be observed. H.
3'5 >* Sp. grav. (at 25° Cels.) = 4-52*1 ; lustre metallic, but some-
what dull; color bronze-yellow; streak grayish black and slight-

ly shining ; opaque; fracture conchoidal, uneven; brittle; tar-

nishes very soon, more readily in presence of moisture, assuming
a peculiar brownish, sometimes pinchbeck-brown, sometimes also

rose-red and purple colors.

B.B. gives off sulphurous acid and fuses easily to an iron-

black magnetic globule; with borax it gives the reactions of cop-

per and iron
; with carbonate of soda and borax metallic copper.

It was analyzed in my laboratory by Mr. Wra. J. Taylor (I), Mr.

Peter Keyser (III) and myself (II), and a copper determination

was made by Mr. Chs. A. Kurlbaum (I?>~

In analyses I. and IT. a trace of brown hematite was mixed with the mineral

;

in analysis XL some copper was lost.

#

Mil

Second Series, Vol. XIX, Xo. 55.—Jan., 1855. S
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The following are the results :

I. II. in. IV. Calculated.

r

From D. Earnhardt's land. From Pioneer Mills.

Copper, 47-61 4669 48*40 47'86 4 equiy. Cu = 48*14

Iron, 22-23 2241 2108 not det. 2 " Fe = 21-33

Sulphur, 29-40 29-76 30*50 not det. 5 " S =3053
Silver, trace

The composition is expressed by the formula: 2Cu2S+FesS3,
which is between that of yellow copper pyrites ^CusS+FesS

s

and Ernbescite =3Cu2S+Fe2S3.
I have found this mineral associated with other copper ores at

Dan. Barnhardt's land (hence its name) and Pioneer Mills, Cabar-

rus county ; Dr. O. DiefTenbach observed it at the Phoenix and
Vanderbnrg Mines of the same county, and I saw it also amongst
copper ores from the neighborhood of Charlotte, Mecklenburg
county, N. C. It seems to be abundant in North Carolina, and is

of course a very valuable copper ore.

b. I will mention here another copper ore, which also occurs

on Dan. Barnhardt's farm.

It is massive and resembles copper pyrites, but is somewhat
paler. The material for analysis was uniform in appearance and
seemed not to be a mixture of two species.

The analyses made by Messrs. Wm. J. Taylor (I) and Charles

Froebel (II), gave the following results:

I. II. Calculated.

Copper, 40-2 40-5 5 equiv. Copper := 39-67

Iron, 28-4 28-3 4 " Iron == 2812
Sulphur. 32-9 311 8 " Sulphur i= 32-21

The composition of this mineral may be expressed by the

formula: (20u 2 S + Fe 3 S3)+(Cu S, + 2Fe S.)

Whether further investigations will prove this to be a distinct

species or not, I am not able to say ; for the present I only wish

to call the attention of mineralogists to this subject.

9. Gray Copper, (Fahlerz.)

In the Am. Journ. of Sc, 2d Ser., vol. xvi, page 83, I have de-

scribed the first mineral belonging to this group, which has been

observed in this country. Since then I have found two new
localities, where minerals occur belonging to this group, and a

third one (Duchess county, N. Y.) was mentioned to me by Dr.

Isaiah Deck.
a. From Eldridge's Gold Mine, Buckingham county, Va

In granular masses ; lustre metallic ; color between iron-black

and lead-gray
; streak iron-black ; opaque j H.= 4* Very brittle

j

fracture uneven—subconchoidal.
B.B. in an open tube disengages sulphurous acid ; and gives

a sublimate of arsenious acid. On charcoal it emits fumes of an
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alliaceous odor, and fuses with intumescence to an iron black,
slightly magnetic globule, covering the charcoal with white in-

crustations. With fluxes it gives the reactions of copper and
iron.

A preliminary analysis, made by dissolving the mineral in aqua
Mr. Wm

Copper,
Silver,

Gold,

Zinc,

Iron,

Antimony,
Arsenic,

Sulphur,

Quartz,

40*64 pr. cent.

042
trace

339
424
510
1699
28-46

124

It is associated with quartz and auriferous iron pyrites.

b. From Geo. Luderick' sfarm, about 14 miles N. E. of Con-
cord, Cabarrus county, N. C.—The only imperfect crystal which

I found appears to be a combination of
O 202

2 2
coO; it is gen-

erally found massive ; its color is between dark lead gray and iron

black; streak iron black, somewhat brownish; fracture uneven,
subconchoidal ; brittle.

B.B. decrepitates slightly; in an open tube disengages sulphur-
ous acid and gives a sublimate of arsenious acid ; on charcoal it

emits fumes of an alliaceous order, and covers it with white in-

crustations ; it fuses into a magnetic globule and gives with
fluxes the reactions of copper and iron. It is found in quartz,

associated with copper pyrites, iron pyrites, brown hematite and
scorodite.

10. Geokronite. (?)

I received this mineral amongst others from Tinder's Gold
Mine, Louisa county, Va.

It occurs in small irregular masses of a crystalline structure,

with distinct cleavage in one direction; lustre metallic; color

lead gray
; opaque

; H.= 3 ; Sp. grav. (at 16° Cels.) 6-393.

B.B. upon charcoal gives off sulphurous acid and copious

fumes of teroxyd of antimony, covering it with white incrus-

tations, having a yellow centre of oxyd of lead ; further reduced

yields a smalfglobule of silver; in an open tube it gives off sul-

phurous acid and a white sublimate of teroxyd of antimony and
arsenious acid.

A rough experiment showed that it contains about 16 per cent.

°f sulphur, 60 per cent, of lead, and 0*25 per cent, of silver.

Associated with iron pyrites, galena and blende.
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1 1 . Gam et.

a. From Yonkers, N. Y.—This beautiful massive red garnet,

which I have found in many collections labelled " Pyrope," has

been examined in my laboratory, by Mr. Wm. J. Taylor.

B.B. it fuses to an iron black, slightly magnetic globule ;
with

borax it gives the reactions of iron, and with carbonate of soda

those of manganese. It is acted upon by hydrochloric acid, but

not completely decomposed. The analysis gave the following

results.

Silica, . . 38*32 per cent, contains Oxygen 19*90 ss 2

Alumina, 2149 " « 10*05 = 1

Oxyd of iron (FeO) 3023 " " 6*71^

Oxyd of manganese, 2*46 w u 0*55 I - n 1

A

.,

Magnesia, . . 6-29 " " 2*51 f
lult> — l

Lime, . . 1*38 " " 039 J

b. From Greenes Creek, Delaware county, Pa.—Under the

head " Pyrope, " Prof. Dana mentions this beautiful gem, stating

his doubts, that it belongs to this species. The following analy-

sis, made by Mr. Chs. A. Kurlbaum will, show the correctness of

his view.

B.B. it behaves like a; its composition is

:

Silica,

Alumina,
Oxyd of iron (FeO)
Oxyd of Manganese,
Magnesia,

Lime,

40*15

20*77

26*66

1*85

8*08

1*83

per

12.

cent, contains Oxygen,
ti u

tt tt

tt tt

a tt

tt tt

Allanite.

20-86 =
9*71 =
5-92"]

0*4 9 1

0*52
J

: 2

: 1

: 1

Though we have already numerous analyses of this mineral,

we are not yet arrived to a certainty with regard to its composi-
tion. This is owing to various causes, principally, I suppose, to the

fact that analysts have in most cases not taken the necessary care

to ascertain, whether the iron in allanites is in the form of oxyd
(FeO) or in that of sesquioxyd (F2O3), or in both states of oxyd-
ation. At my request, Mr. Peter Keyser made a series of analy-

ses of American allanites. The separation of the oxyds of ce-

rium, lanthanum and didymium from iron and alumina in all the

analyses («) was made by sulphate of potash; in analyses (p) by
oxalic acid; sesquioxyd of cerium was separated from lanthana
and oxyd of didymium by very diluted nitric acid and the oxyd
of iron by chlorid of gold and sodium. All the rest of the de-

terminations were made in the usual manner.
a. Allanite from Orange county, N. Y.#—Massive, no cleavage

could be detected; H. 5 5; Sp. gr. (at 17° Cels.) =3-782 ; lustre

*

SerM vol xvi, page 86.

Journ. of Sc*, 2d
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r

i

I

resinous; streak gray; color pitch-black: opaque; fracture un-
even—subconchoidal ; brittle.

B.B. it fuses with intumescence to a black slightly magnetic
glass. Dissolves easily in hydrochloric acid.

The analyses gave the following results.

Silica,

Alumina,

Sesquioxyd of iron,

Oxyd of iron, .

Oxyd of manganese,
Oxyd of cerium,
Lanthana,
Oxyd of didymium,
Magnesia,

Soda, .

Potash, .

Water, .

a

3222
1199
6*30

0*51

1528

8-79

0'54

8-98

10*55

P

32-17

12-00

6-39

not det.

15-45

8-89

931
1-00

0-18

1-19

Mean.

3219
12-00

634
1055
051

15-37

8*84

0-84

9 14

100
0-1

S

119

Contains oxygen.

1671 =16-71
5-61

190
234

7-51

011
2*22

1-29

0*34

2-60

025
003 j
106

Y
9-18

1-06

b. Allanite from near Eckhardt's Furnace, Berks county, Pa.
In color, general appearance and its blowpipe reactions, resembles
very much the allanite from Orange county.

H. = 6; Sp. gr. (at 27° Cels.) = 3-825-3 -831.

The analyses gave the following results

:

a

32-97

1240

Silica,
w w

Alumina,
,

Sesquioxyd of iron,

Oxyd of "iron,

Oxyd of manganese,
Oxyd of cerium, .

Lanthana
'

[
10-17

1-91

7-10

025
15-79

9*02

Oxyd of didymium
Magnesia, .

Soda, .

Potash,

Water,

7-30

P
32-81

1259
7*56

not det.

15-56

10-02

1-63

6-94

009
0-14

249

3Iean.

3289
1249
7-33

9-02

0-25

15(38

10-10

1-77

7-12

0-09

0-14

2-49

Contains oxygen.

17*0717-07

5-84
)

2-20 f
2-00^1

005
227

8-04

147

0-61

2*02

002
0-02

2 21

y
8-46

2*21

It is found abundantly near Eckhardt's Furnace, Berks County,
Pa., associated with quartz, zircon, mica and titaniferous mag-
netite.

ft Allanite from Bethlehem, Northampton county, Pa.—Mas-
sive : H. 3491; lustre resinous

;

5; Sp. grav. (at 16° Cels.)
color brownish black; streak gray; opaque; fracture subcon-
choidal.

B.B. it decrepitates slightly and fuses with intumescence to an
iron black magnetic slag. Hydrochloric acid dissolves it readily.

Occurs in a decomposed granite in flat pieces of not more than
half an inch in thickness; their surfaces are covered with a crust
of hydrated sesquioxyds of iron and cerium, etc., resulting from
the decomposition of the allanite by the action of atmospheric
water.
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The results of the analyses were

:

(5 Mean. Contains oxygen.

Silica, . . 33'36 33*27 33*31 1730 = 17*30

Alumina, . . 1454 1413 14*34 6*70 ) _ Q.95
Sesquioxyd of iron, 10*71 1095 1083
Oxyd of iron, . 7*20 7*20

Oxyd of cerium . 13.72 1311 13*42

Magnesia, . . 0*95 1*52 1*23

Lime, . . 11-27 11-28 11*28

Soda, . 0*41 0-41

Potash, . . 1-33 1-33

Water, . . 301 3*01 2'68~ = 2*68

In the allanite from Orange county, the ratio of oxygen of

RO:R 2 3 :Si03, is equal to 1:0-8: 1-8, which is = 5 : 4 : 9,

corresponding with the formula: 5R 3§i-H8si, the allanites of

Reading and Bethlehem give very near the ratio 1:1:2, corres-

8*15

ponding with the formula ii s Si + K§i.

The slight variation i it

the ratio of oxygen was found to be = 5:4:9 may be owing
to small impurities of this mineral ; I believe that, when pure, it

has, like the two others, and like all allanites which have been ex-

amined with regard to the state of oxydation of the iron in them,
the ratio 1 : 1 :2, or the constitution of garnet. The quality of

water in the allanites, resulting in all probability from a change,
beginning in the composition of this mineral, as previously sug-

gested by Prof. Rammelsberg, was found to vary from 1-19 per

cent, to 3-01 per cent. ; but if we take it into consideration, the

composition of the Orange county allanite may be expressed by
the formula 2(ft3Si+S Si)+fi ; that of the allanites from Bethle-

hem and Eckhardt's Furnace by (ft 3si+fi§i)+BL

13. Tungstates in North Carolina.

Tungstates having been found only at two or three localities

in the United States, it was interesting to find them in North Car-

olina at two localities, viz : Dr. Cosby's mine, near Pioneer Mills,

Cabarrus county, (a, b and c,) and at the Washington mine, Da-

vidson county, (d).

a. Wolfram occurs in irregular lamellar masses in brown hem-
atite and in a hydrate of the sesquioxyds of iron and manga-
nese, which appears to be a result of the decomposition of spathic

iron. It is associated with scheelite, tungstate of copper, and sul-

phate of baryta.

b. Scheelite is found in white, yellowish white and brownish
crystals and crystalline masses. The crystals are rough and very

imperfect, but on one I could observe the planes P . OP . P oo.

They are sometimes more than half an inch in length. It occurs

also in granular and compact masses.
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c. Tunffstate of Copper [1 and Lime); a new mineral
? Amorphous

; massive and pulverulent; sometimes (if massive)
of the lustre of wax, but usually dull ; color between siskin and '

pistachio-green.

B.B. in a tube gives water and blackens; on charcoal it fuses
with intumescence easily to an iron-black slag, containing glob-
ules of metallic copper ; with fluxes it gives the reactions of cop-
per and tungstic acid. Soluble in hydrochloric acid with separ-

ation of tungstic acid ; the solution contains oxyd of copper and
lime. I believe that the lime belongs to the constitution of this

mineral, and is not owing to an admixture of Seheelite, with
which it is associated, and that its composition is analogous to

that of Volborthite, which it somewhat resembles, or a hydrated
tungstate of copper and lime.

d. Scheeletine.—Only one lump of quartz, which had a few
crystals of this very rare mineral upon it, was found at the Wash-
ington Mine, Davidson county, N. C.
The crystals are quadratic octahedra P, some also in combina-

tion with the plane oo P. The planes sometimes being curved,
give the crystals a barley shaped appearance. Color lavender
blue and yellowish white; lustre pearly—subadamantine; brittle.

B.B. with microcosmic salt in the reducing flame gives an
azure-blue glass; with carbonate of soda upon charcoal metallic

|ead. it is associated with pyromorphite, brown blende, iron pyr-
ites, etc.

14. Scorodite.

I am not aware that another locality has been observed in the
" S., except Edenville, N. Y. It occurs also, coating the cavi-
ties of quartz and brown hematite, associated with gray copper,

copper and iron pyrites at Geo. Luderiek's farm, Cabarrus coun-
ty, X. C.

It is found there in aggregations of greenish white, brownish
and leek-green crystals. Only rarely they are large enough to

distinguish their form, which is a combination of the planes

P .GOP2.00POD.
15. Wavellite.

This is another mineral of which only a few localities are re-

corded in the United States. I, found it at the Washington Mine,

Davidson county, N. C, in a talcose slate in globular concretions

w*th a radiated structure, associated with actinolite, galena, blende,

iron pyrites, silver, etc.

. Correction.—In the article, Owenite identical with Thurin-
g'te, this Journaf, last volume, p. 411, for Schmiedeberg read

Schmiedefeld.

Philadelphia, Oct. 4, 1854.
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Art. IV.—On the Diamagnetic Force ; by Prof. Tyndall.#

With regard to the character of diamagnetic force great diver-

sity of opinion prevails. In Germany we have Weber affirming

that diamagnetic bodies possess a polarity opposed to that of iron.

Weber's countryman, Von Feilitseh, combats this opinion in a

series of Memoirs recently published in PoggendorfPs
lAnnalen.'

He affirms that diamagnetic bodies possess a polarity the same as

that of iron ; and endeavors to bring the phenomena into har-

mony with this view. In this country, on the contrary, we have

Prof. Faraday, and it was believed, Prof. Thomson, neither of

whom are prepared to admit the existence of any polarity what-
ever on the part of diamagnetic bodies. These divergences were
a sufficient proof of the difficulty of the subject, and the neces-

sity of caution in dealing with it; the author, therefore, thought

it well to commence with the fundamental phenomena, and
ascending from them to the more complicated, to endeavor to ob-

tain, by strict adherence to experiment, a clear insight as to the

real nature of that force by which certain bodies are repelled by
the poles of a magnet.
From an extensive series of experiments made with different

bodies, and under the most diverse circumstances, the author se-

lected a few which clearly exhibited the law according to which
the repulsive force augments when the strength of the repelling

magnet is increased. Were the repulsion of a diamagnetic body
dependent on any constant property of the mass, then its repul-

sion must be simply proportional to the strength of the magnet;
but it is proved by the concurrent testimony of experiments car-

ried on in Germany, France, and England, that, for a wide range

of magnetic power, the repulsive force increases as the square of

the strength of the influencing magnet. This leads inevitably

to the conclusion, that the repulsion of a diamagnetic body de-

pends, not alone on the magnet operating upon it, but upon the

joint action of the mairnet and diamagnet. A piece of bismuth,

for example, in presence of the magnet is thrown by the latter

into a state of excitement, which varies as the magnetic strength

varies, and in virtue of which the substance is repelled. The
next question to be decided is, whether the state of excitement

evoked by one pole, in a diamagnetic body, enables a pole of an

opposite quality to repel it.

To decide this, two cores of soft iron were so ben^ that the

two semi-cylindrical ends of the cores could be placed close to-

gether, so as to form a single cylinder of the same diameter as

that of the straight portions of the cores. The cores being placed

in suitable helices could be so excited that the contiguous poles

* Proceedings of the British Association. 1854, Atherueum, Oct. 7.
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were of the same or of opposite names. A bar of bismuth was
freely suspended, so that both poles could act upon it simultane-
ously. When the cores were excited, so that the poles were
alike, the bismuth was repelled ; when the poles were of differ-

ent names, the bismuth bar remained motionless; all action upon
it was annulled. This experiment confirms those of Reich, and
proves that the condition, whatever it may be, which is evoked
by one magnetic pole is neutralized by the other,—that each par-
ticular pole evokes a condition peculiar to itself;—and here we
obtain the first glimpse of the dual nature of the force under
consideration.

The next portion of the inquiry treated of the deportment of
diamagnetic bodies when acted upon, first, by the magnet alone;
secondly, by the electric current alone; and, thirdly, by the cur-
rent and the magnet combined. When we speak of the deport-
ment of bismuth in any one of the cases mentioned, no exact
meaning can be attached to the phrase unless it be first strictly

defined in what direction, as to the planes of crystallization, the
mass has been cut. A bar of bismuth, in which the planes of
principal cleavage are parallel to the length of the bar, and acted
upon by the voltaic current alone, will set itself parallel to the
current's direction. A bar, on the contrary, in which the planes
of cleavage are transverse, will set itself at right angles to the
current's direction, The former bar Prof. Tyndall calls a normal
diamagnetic bar; the latter an abnormal one. The most perfect

antithesis is observed in all cases between the deportment of the
normal diamagnetic bar and a bar of soft iron ; the forces which
cause a deflexion of the former from right to left produce a deflex-

ion of the latter from left to right. If the former take up a po-
sition of equilibrium from southwest to northeast the position

taken by the latter will be from southeast to northwest; and
throughout all the experiments the same opposition of action

is exhibited. By mechanical means, an abnormal magnetic bar

was obtained—a bar which set its length at right angles to the
line joining the poles. The abnormal diamagnetic bar shows
throughout a deportment precisely antithetical to that of the nor*

mal magnetic one ; but when we compare the normal magnetic

with the abnormal diamagnetic, or the normal diamagnetic with

the abnormal magnetic, the deportment is in all cases perfectly

alike. It is evident, therefore, that unless the influence of struc-

ture be attended to, the greatest errors and the most inaccurate

conclusions may be founded on the deportment both of magnetic
a"d diamagnetic bodies in the magnetic field; but the thing

which chiefly concerns us is the strong presumption which the

experiments justify, that whatever be the nature of the influences

evoked in magnetic bodies by the action of currents, or magnets,
or of both combined, to an influence, of the same nature but an-
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tithetical in its manner of distribution, the deportment of diarnag-

netic bodies is to be referred.

The next section of the inquiry imparted clearer knowledge
as to the nature of diamagnetic action. Two helices were so

placed that the ends of the soft iron cores which fitted into them
were about six inches apart from centre to centre; the helices

were at opposite sides of the plane which touched the ends of the

cores. A helix of copper wire was introduced, and within it a

bismuth bar 6 J inches long and four-tenths of an inch in diameter

was freely suspended, so that the ends of the bar were opposite

to those of the soft iron cores. A current being sent through the

helix, if the bismuth bar within it were excited by the current it

was probable that the nature of the excitement would manifest

itself in the action of the magnets upon the diamagnetic body.

By working delicately the most perfect mastery was obtained over

the suspended bismuth ; when the current through the helix

flowed in a certain direction the ends of the diamagnetic bar were
repelled by the electro-magnets; when the current flowed through,

the helix was reversed, and the same ends were attracted by the

magnets. The same effect was obtained when, instead of revers-

ing the helix current, the polarity of the two magnets was re-

versed. On comparing the deflexions with those of soft iron, it

was found that they were perfectly antithetical. The excitement

which caused the ends of the iron bar to be attracted caused the

ends of the bismuth bar to be repelled, while the excitement

which caused the ends of the iron bar to be repelled caused those

of the bismuth bar to be attracted.

All these experiments point irresistibly to the conclusion that,

whatever the ideal magnetic distribution in iron may be, a pre-

cisely opposite distribution occurs in bismuth,—or, in other words,

that the diamagnetic force is a polar force, but that the polarity

is the reverse of magnetic polarity. If, however this be true,

the bismuth bar, when the current circulates round it, must have

its two ends in different states; but if in different states, then if

we make the two poles acting upon the ends of the bar alike, we
ought to have attraction at one end and repulsion at the other,

the result of their opposing actions being that the bar must re-

main undeflected. The decisive experiment has been made, and

the result is in perfect accordance with the conclusion just expres-

sed ; when both magnetic poles are of the same name they com-
pletely neutralize each other. Following up this inductive rea-

soning, it is easy to see that, if what has been stated be correct,

when we bring two magnets with poles of the same name to bear

upon a bismuth bar, the direction of the force emanating from

the two poles being the same, then the repulsion of one end and
the attraction of the other, instead of, as in the former disposition,

neutralizing each other, ought to constitute a mechanical couple
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tending to deflect the bar; and if two other poles of the same
name, but of opposite names to the former two, be caused to act
upon the bar the force of deflexion ought to be increased. In
this form the experiment was made before the Section, Four
magnets were made use of; the two poles to the left were of the
same name, and the two to the right were of the opposite quality.

The result completely coincided with the author's anticipations,

and the bar was promptly deflected.

These experiments, without any exception, are all corroborative
of the view, that diamagnetic bodies possess a polarity opposed
to that of magnetic bodies,—but they do not prove that the phys-
ical theory of Weber is correct. Indeed, it is scarcely possible

that this theory can stand in opposition to the experimental evi-

dence which can be brought to bear against it. One consequence
of this truly beautiful theory is, that when the particles of a dia-

magnetic body are caused to approach each other, the effect of
their approximation will be to enfeeble the magnetic action along
the line of approach. iThis view is opposed by the most direct

experiments, which prove that the approximation of diamagnetic
particles has an effect precisely opposite to that deduced from the
theory.

Prof. W. Thomson remarked, that as early as the year 1S47 he
had published in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical
Journal for May of that year, a theory of the phenomena pre-

sented by diamagnetic bodies in the neighborhood of a magnet,
in which it was assumed as the only possible explanation of the

repulsions observed by Faraday, that magnetic force induces upon
a fragment of bismuth or of any other diamagnetic substance a
polarity reverse to that which a piece of soft iron experiences in

the same circumstances. In that paper the same set of mathe-
matical formulae are applied to either ferromagnetic (paramagnetic
as they are now called) or diamagnetic bodies ; the sole difference

between the two cases being that a certain co-efficient, which meas-
ures the inductive capacity of the substance, has positive values

for all ferromagnetics, and negative values for all diamagnetics.

Since the time when that Paper had been published, he never

had either expressed or felt the slightest doubt as to the certainty

°f the explanation of the elementary phenomena of diamagnetics

which it afforded. Some views, founded on the impossibility of

a perpetual motion, such, as it appears, would result from the

actual substance of a diamagnetic solid receiving by induction a
state of magnetization the reverse of iron in the same circum-

stances, which had been brought forward by Prof. Thomson at

lhe Belfast Meeting of the British Association, had been referred

to as opposed to the theory of the polarity of bismuth.

t

Prof. Thomson explained that those views led to the conclu-
sion, not that bismuth experienced no magnetic polarity, but that
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the actual magnetization of its substance could not be the reverse

of that of soft iron, and that the surrounding medium (whether
it be air or what we habitually but falsely call vacuum) must ex-

perience magnetization similar to that of iron in the same position,

and greater in degree than that of the bismuth. According to

this conclusion, the definition of an ordinary diarnaguetic is, a

substance less magnetizable than air. Prof. Thomson further re-

marked, that he had not perfect confidence in the truth of this

conclusion, as one of the assumptions on which the reasoning

was founded admitted of doubt; but he had no doubt whatever
of the resultant polarity of bismuth, however occasioned, being

the reverse of that of iron. He concluded by expressing com- I

plete agreement with Prof. Tyndall on this point, and admiration

of the remarkable combination of powerful and delicate apparatus,

and the beautiful and well planned experiments by which Prof.

Tyndall had so successfully demonstrated the antithesis between
iron and bismuth to the Meeting.

Art. Y.

—

Reply to some remarks by TV. H. Wenham, and Notice

of a new locality of a Microscopic Test-object ; by Prof. J. W.
Bailey, U. S. Military Academy, West Point.

In an article by W. H. Wenham, Esq., of London, published

in the Quarterly Journal of Microscopic Science for July, 1854,

I have noticed the following paragraph :

"These experiments [made by Mr. Wenham] will readily

account for the difficulty of discovering the markings or structure

of a severe test when mounted in balsam ; for as thus seen it may
be inferred that no aperture exceeding 85° can be made to bear

upon it, and this is even supposing that the largest aperture

object-glass that has ever been constructed is used. Such being

the case I am somewhat puzzled at an announcement that ap-

pears to contradict this fact, coming from one that must be con-

sidered as authority in these matters. I refer to Professor Bailey,

who, in a letter addressed to Matthew Marshall, Esq., dated Janu-

ary 20th, 1852, first speaks of an American object-glass of very

large aperture (L72J°) and its performance on the most difficult

tests known, and then proceeds to say ' In all these cases (and in

fact whenever I allude to a test-object) I mean the balsam mounted
specimens. The dry shells I never use as tests.' This assertion

seems to me to be extraordinary, and very like saying that an aper-

ture of 85° or 90° will do every thing that is required. I have

invariably found that when very difficult tests are mounted in

balsam 1 cannot discover the markings, and certainly the reasons

herein given will account for it. It is to be hoped that the Ameri-

can opticians have discovered some new and peculiar principle in
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object-glasses, that will render a smaller amount of aperture ser-

viceable
; but however this may be, I think that Professor Bailey's

statement requires some explanation."

—

Journ. Mic. Science, July,
1854, p. 215.

It is apparent from the above that Mr. Wenham has convinced
himself, both by "reasons" and experiment, that I ought not to

have seen the markings on delicate test-ohjects when mounted in

balsam
; and that as he invariably found that he could not discover

these markings, therefore some new and peculiar principle in ob-
ject-glasses must have been discovered to account for the success
of American opticians. In answer to this I would state that both
in print, as well as in private letters I stand fully committed to

the statement that I can resolve the most difficult tests known
even when mounted in balsam. In 1849 I stated in this Journal,

. vii, p. 268, that "the resolution of these tests mounted dry is

so much easier than when in balsam, that objects thus mounted are
of little value in testing the powers of lenses, although they may
answer well when the end is to make out the real structure of
the object itself/ 7 In fact I have up to this time met with no
object which, when mounted dry presents sufficient difficulty to

rank as a severe test-object, while there are many which when
balsam-mounted become very satisfactory.

It is certainly no duty of mine to explain why Mr. Wenham
has failed in his attempts to resolve the balsam-mounted speci-
mens, particularly as the resolution of such tests is a matter of
every-day amusement with microscopists in this country, and I

believe Mr. Wenham does injustice to the microscopists and mic-
roscopes of London, in representing the English glasses as inca-
pable of doing as much. That the English lenses are capable of
performing well on balsam-mounted objects of considerable diffi-

culty I know by my own trials, some of which are referred to in
the following paragraph from a paper recently published in the

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, vol. vii, p. 14 "I
would here state that in the spring of 1853 I resolved the Green-
port Grammatophora [balsam-mounted] unmistakably by a J of
an * nch objective made by Spencer, and subsequently by a | re-

cently made by Powell of London for Dr. Vanarsdale of N. York."
As Mr. Wenham does not mention the names of the test-

objects employed by him, I cannot say that they may not be more
difficult than any known to me; yet 1 feel no hesitation in chal-

lenging him to produce an object resolvable when dry, which I

cannot resolve when balsam-mounted. I will also state that I, at

present know of no test-object more difficult than a supposed
yariety of Grammatophora stricta, Ehr., from Halifax, N, S. This
,s as much more difficult than the Providence Grammatophora, as
the latter is more difficult than the Greenport specimens. As a
supply of the last two varieties has been in London for two years
they are probably known to Mr- Wenham and may have been
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subjected to experiments by him. That the balsam-mounted
specimens of all these objects can be satisfactorily resolved is

well known to American observers, and the following statement

given by Judge A. S. Johnson in vol. xiii
3 p. 32 of this Journal,

is fully confirmatory of my own experience. Speaking of a new
object-glass of 174£° made in July, 1851, by Spencer, the follow-

ing remarks are made :

" The light failing us as evening was approaching we did not

try in this way either the Amici test or the Providence Gramma-
tophora, but in the evening we saw both these objects [balsam-

mounted] satisfactorily resolved into dots by unreflected oblique

light from one wick of a common bed-chamber lamp, burning oil,

a homely but very effective method of illumination for objectives

of large apertures."

It appears then that the resolution of balsam-mounted speci-

mens of difficult test-objects can be accomplished, in spite of Mr.

Wenham's arguments and experience to the contrary. The error

in his arguments will be sufficiently obvious to any one who will

trace the course of a divergent pencil of rays out of the balsam

instead of into it, as in Mr. Wenham's experiments, and it will

then be seen that large angles of aperture are as useful for balsam-

mounted specimens as for others. I leave the defense of large

angles of aperture to the professed optician, being well satisfied

that, notwithstanding the extraordinary attempts made by certain

writers it] England to underrate the value of the improvements
made in this direction, no one who has once employed a properly

corrected object-glass of large aperture wiir ever be satisfied with

one of a different construction.

On a new locality of Microscopic test-objects.

In a Smithsonian memoir published in February, 1854,# I have

described and figured a species of Hyalodiscus from Halifax, Nova
Scotia, which appeared to me to be admirably fitted for a test-

object, in as much as its circular form with radiant and curved

lines of great tenuity proceeding in all directions renders it unne-

cessary ever to change the position of the shell when in the field

of view in order to secure the best possible direction of the light.

Whatever its position, on account of the perfect symmetry of its

form and markings, some portion must always be in the best pos-

sible position with reference to the oblique light used for its ex-

amination. Unfortunately the Halifax specimens of this beautiful

object appear to be quite rare, I am therefore happy to announce

the discovery upon Various Algae from Monterey, California, of

an inexhaustible supply of a species of Hyalodiscus closely allied

to the Halifax species and answering equally well as a test-object.

I find it so convenient as a test-object when balsam-mounted that

I am sure it will find favor with lovers of the microscope.

* Notes on 3"ew Spec: and Localities of Microscopical Organisms, by J, W.
Bailey, in Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, voL vii, p. 14,
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Art. VI.

—

On the bearing of the Barometrical and Hygromet-
rical Observations at Hobarton a)id the Cape of Good Hope
on the general theory of the Variations of Atmospherical Phe-
nomena ; by Professor Dove of Berlin.*

I had hoped to have prefaced this volume with a discussion of
the meteorological observations made hourly at Hobarton from
January, 1841, to September, 1848 (of which the abstracts were
published in 1850 in the first volume of the Hobarton Observa-
tions), from the pen of Professor Dove, who had kindly under-
taken, at the magnetical and meteorological conference at Cam-
bridge in 1845, to participate to that extent in the reduction and
application to theoretical conclusions, of the results of the Obser-
vations at the British Colonial Observatories; but M. Dove's ap-

pointment, on the death of Professor Mahlmann in November
1848, to the charge of the meteorological observatories in the

Prussian states has materially abridged the time at that gentle-

•

roan s disposal, and he has found himself unable to complete the
discussion he had undertaken for the present volume without
occasioning an inconvenient delay in its publication ; the discus-
sion will therefore be prefixed to the fourth volume; but in the
mean time Professor Dove has kindly furnished for this volume
the subjoined remarks (written in German) upon the bearing
which the barometrical and hygrometrical observations, at the

Colonial Observatories at Hobarton and the Cape of Good Hope,
have had on the general theory which professes to explain the

physical causes of the variations which we observe in the atmos-
pherical phenomena of the globe. The testimony borne by so
eminent a meteorologist to the importance and value of this por-
tion of the observations made at the British Colonial Observato-
ries, cannot fail to be highly acceptable to the Government which
instituted it, and tb the public who have paid for these establish-

ments, as it must be most satisfactory to the officers and to their

assistants, by whose patient and unremitting labor facts of which
the importance is thus recognized have been added to the founda-
tions of meteorological science. The generalization in which ML
°ove has applied them is remarkable alike for its extent and its

simplicity, and I am glad of the opportunity of enriching this

volume with so interesting a document. Edward Sabine.

Woolwich, March 17, 1853.

The establishment of meteorological stations in distant parts of
the globe had, generally speaking, for its immediate object, so to

complete the partial knowledge we already possessed of the phe-

*From " Observations made at the Magnetical and Meteorological Observatory
at Hobarton, in Van Dieman Island," vollii, Introduction.—Phil. Mag., Oct., 1854.
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nomena over a considerable portion of its surface, as to enable ns

to take a general view of their course over the whole globe ; the

result of those endeavors has even exceeded what was hoped for,

as besides the information obtained respecting regions where our

knowledge was most defective, fresh light has been thrown on
those with which we had supposed ourselves already completely

acquainted.

Meteorology commenced with us by the study of European
phenomena, and its next principal extension was to phenomena
observed in the tropical parts of America. If what is true of

Europe were equally true of the temperate and cold zones of the

earth in all longitudes, and if tropical America in like manner
afforded a perfect example of the tropical zone generally, it would
be of little consequence where the science of meteorology had
been first cultivated; but this is not the case, and a too hasty

generalization has led to the neglect of important problems, while
others less important have been regarded as essential and placed

in the foremost rank. It was necessary that the science should
be freed from these youthful trammels, and this needful enfran-

chisement has been effected by the Russian and by the English
system of observations. Russia has done her part in freeing the

meteorology of the temperate and cold zones from impressions

derived exclusively from the limited European type; and Eng-
land, which by its Indian stations had undertaken for the torrid

zone the same task of enlarging and rectifying the views previ-

ously entertained, has besides, by its African and Australian sta-

tions (Cape of Good Hope and Hobarton), opened to us the south-

ern hemisphere, and first rendered it possible to treat of the

atmosphere as a whole. I will now endeavor to show the import-

ance of being enabled to take such general views, selecting as

an example the annual variation of the barometer.

The study of the annual barometric variation had long been
singularly neglected, while the diurnal barometric variation had
had devoted to it an attention quite disproportioned to its subor-

dinate interest in reference to the general movements of the at-

mosphere. This otherwise incomprehensible mistake is excused

by the localities where nature had been first interrogated. As
the diurnal variation had manifested itself with ereat distinctness

and regularity in tropical America, it naturally presented itselt as

an object of interest in Europe also. The annual variation, on

the other hand, is inconsiderable, both in Europe and the tropical

parts of America; and thus, while atmospheric phenomena were
treated simply as facts of which the periodicity alone was to be

investigated, without seeking for physical causes, it was natural

that a phenomenon, in which opposite effects resulting from two
different causes counterbalance each other, should altogether

escape notice. It is, perhaps, more remarkable that no surprise
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should have been excited when the atmospheric pressure was not
found to diminish from winter to summer, with increasing heat.

When, by the labors of Prinsep more particularly, the phenom-
ena of the tropical atmosphere in Hindostan became more known,
there was seen to be a great difference between the barometric
variation there and in tropical America; inasmuch as the Indian
observations showed a decidedly well-marked annual variation.

A new error was now fallen into, and it was supposed that the
phenomenon did not extend beyond the torrid zone, and that it

was an immediate consequence of the periodical change of wind,
*. e. of the monsoons. This erroneous view was completely re-

futed when the barometric relations at the Siberian stations be-
came known

; for it was then found, that north of the Himalaya
(which in the supposed hypothesis must have formed the limit of
the phenomenon), the annual barometric variation was exhibited
on a large scale, and over a region so extensive, that the shores
of the Icy Sea itself could hardly be assumed as its boundary.
A greatly diminished atmospheric pressure taking place in summer
over the whole continent of Asia must produce an influx from all

surrounding parts
; and thus we have west winds in Europe, north

winds in the Icy Sea, east winds on the east coasts of Asia, and
south winds in India. The monsoon itself becomes, as we see.
in this point of view only a secondary or subordinate phenomenon.

I have endeavored to establish the reality of the above phe-
nomenon and its climatological bearings in several memoirs; and
I must refer for the numerical values to Poggendorff's Atwalen,
vol. lviii, p. 177- vo i. lXXvii, p. 309; and to" the Berichte of the
Berlin Academy, 1852, p. 285. I will here embody the results in

distinct propositions, in order to show, in connexion therewith,
the importance of the bearings of the Hobarton observations.

1. At all stations of observation in the torrid and temperate
zones, the elasticity of the aqueous vapor contained in the atmos-
phere increases with increasing temperature. In the region of
the monsoons this increase from the colder to the warmer months
is greatest near their northern limit. Hindostan and China pre-

sent in this respect the most excessive climate. No differences

of similar magnitude are found in the southern hemisphere. The
form of the curve of elasticity of the aqueous vapor shows, how-
ever, a less decidedly convex summit in the region of the mon-
soons than beyond it, having in that region rather the character

of a flattened summit or table-land, the elasticity continuing

nearly the same throughout the period of the rainy monsoon.
Near the equator the convex curve of the northern hemisphere

becomes, first flattened, and then gradually transformed into the

concave curve of the southern hemisphere. In the Atlantic this

transition takes place in a rather more northerly parallel. In re-

gard to the magnitude of the annual variation, the following rule
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appears generally applicable in the torrid zone : the annual varia-

tion is considerable at all places where equatorial currents prevail

when the sun's altitude is greatest, and polar currents when the

sun's altitude is least; and inconsiderable wherever the direction

of the wind is either comparatively constant throughout the year,

or where it changes in the contrary sense to that above described.

At the last-named class of places the rate of decrease in the mean
annual tension of the aqueous vapor with increasing distance

from the equator is more rapid than in the first class.

2. At all stations in Europe and Asia the pressure of the dry

air decreases from the colder to the warmer months, and every-

where in the temperate zone has its minimum in the warmest
month.

3. If we compare the annual variation of the pressure of the

dry air in northern Asia and Hindostan with the variation in

Australia and the Indian Ocean, we shall be satisfied that some-
thing more takes place than a simple periodical change of the

same mass of air in the direction of the meridian, between the

northern and southern hemispheres. From the' magnitude of

the variation in the northern hemisphere, and the extent of the

region over which it prevails, we must infer that at the time of

diminished pressure a lateral overflow probably takes place ; that

it actually does so may be considered as proved for the northern

part of the region, by the fact that at Sitka, on the northwest
coast of America, the pressure of the dry air /^creases from win-
ter to summer. It is not probable that the overflow takes place

exclusively to the east, it probably occurs also to the west ; and
on this supposition the small amount of the diminution of the

pressure of the dry air from winter to summer in Europe would
be caused, not solely by the moderate amount of the difference

of temperature in the hotter and colder seasons, but also by the

lateral afflux of air in the upper regions of the atmosphere tend-

ing to compensate the pressure lost by thermic expansion. As
at the northern limit of the monsoon, at Chusan and Pekin, the

annual variation of the pressure of the dry air is most consider-

able, while at the northern limit of the trade wind in the Atlan-

tic Ocean, i. e. at Madeira and the Azores, it is very small, it is

probable that there is in the torrid zone also a lateral overflow in

the upper strata of the atmosphere from the region of the mon-
soons to that of the trades.

4. From the combined action of the variations of the aqueous
vapor and of the dry air we now derive immediately the peri-

odical variations of the whole atmospheric pressure. As the dry
air and the aqueous vapor mixed with it press in common on the

barometer, so that the upborne column of mercury consists of

two parts, one borne by the dry air, the other by the aqueous va-

por, we may well understand that as with increasing tempera-
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ture, the air expands, and by reason of its augmented volume
rises higher and at its upper portion overflows laterally,—while
at the same time the increased temperature causes increasing
evaporation, and thus augments the quantity of aqueous vapor
iti the atmosphere,—so it naturally follows that the composite
result in the periodical variations of the barometric pressure
should not everywhere bear a simple and immediately obvious
relation to the periodical changes of temperature. It is only
when we know the relative proportions of the two variations

which take place in opposite directions that we can determine
whether their joint effect will be an increase or a decrease with
increasing temperature,—whether in part of the period the one
variation may preponderate and in other parts the other variation.

The following are the results which we are enabled to derive
from observation.

5. Throughout Asia, the increase in the elasticity of the aque-
ous vapor with increasing heat is never sufficient to compensate
the diminished pressure of the dry air, and the annual variation
of barometric pressure is therefore everywhere represented in ac-

cordance with the variation of the pressure of the dry air, by a
simple concave curve having its lowest part or minimum in July.
The observations in Taimyr Land, at lakousk, Udskoi and
Aianskj show that this is true up to the Icy Sea on the north,
and to the sea of Ochotsk on the east. On the west a tendency
towards these conditions begins to be perceived in European
Russia in the meridian of St. Petersburg, and becomes more
marked as the range of the Ujal is approached. On the Caspian
a,*d in the Caucasus the phenomenon is already very distinctly

niarked
; its limit runs south from the western shore of the Black

Sea, so that Syria, Egypt and Abyssinia fall within the region
over which it prevails. Towards the confines of Europe there
is almost everywhere a maximum in September or October, the

barometric pressure increasing rapidly from July to the autumn.
This maximum is followed towards the latter part of the autumn
by a slighter inflexion or secondary minimum ; it is only beyond
the Ural that the curves become uniformly concave, with a single

summer minimum and winter maximum, which character they

retain throughout the rest of the Asiatic continent, even to its

eastern coast. In winter the absolute height of the barometer at

the northern limit of the monsoon is very great. The still con-

siderable amount of the annual variations at Nangasaki, and
the little difference between the curve of Manilla and that

°f Madras, show that the region in question extends beyond the

astern coast of Asia into the Pacific Ocean ;
in higher latitudes,

however, its limits appear to be reached in Kamschatka. As the

annual variation, which is greater at Madras than at Manilla, is

found greater at Aden than at Madras, the western limit of the
region would appear to extend far on the African side.
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6. In middle and western Europe the barometric pressure

appears to decrease everywhere from the month of January to

the spring, usually attaining a minimum in April ; it then rises

slowly but steadily to September, and sinks rapidly to November,

. when it usually reaches a second minimum. In summer, there-

fore, the whole atmospheric pressure gains more by increased

evaporation than it loses by expansion. This over-compensation

is probably to be explained, as we have seen above, by the lat-

eral overflow received in the upper regions from Asia. In Sitka

the whole annual curve is convex, a result only found in Europe
at considerable mountain elevations, where it is a consequence

of the expansion, and extension upwards, of the whole mass of

the atmosphere in summer.
7. The region of great annual barometric variation, on the

Asiatic side of the globe where monsoons prevail, extends much
further to the north in the northern hemisphere, than it does to

the south in the southern hemisphere; for the variation reaches

its maximum at Pekin, while at Hobarton, in nearly a correspond-

ing latitude, it has already become inconsiderable; and it is gen-

erally greater in the northern than in the corresponding southern

latitudes. The exact contrary is the case on the Atlantic side

and in the region of the Trades ; for here the annual variation,

though nowhere very considerable, is decidedly greater in the

southern than in the northern hemisphere, as is shown by the re-

sults of observation at the Cape, Ascension, St. Helena, Rio Ja-

neiro, and Pernambuco, compared with the West Indian Islands

and ihe southern parts of the United States. Hence it follows,

that if we compare places in the same latitude, we find but little

difference between the annual variation in the southern Atlantic

and southern Indian oceans, while in the northern hemisphere we
hare in the same latitude the very large annual variation in the

north part of the Indian and in the Chinese seas, and the almost

entire absence of annual variation in the Atlantic (compare Chu-
san with the Azores and Madeira). The explanation of the last

named phenomenon, i. <?. that of the northern hemisphere, by a

lateral overflow in the upper parts of the atmosphere, seems so

direct, that I think we may pronounce the irregular form of the

annual barometric curve in the West Indies to be a secondary
phenomenon, the primary causes of which must be looked for on
the east,

8. It is known that in the eruption of the Coseguina on the

20th of January, 1835, when the isthmus of Central America
was shaken by an earthquake, not only were volcanic ashes car-

ried to Kingston in Jamaica, a distance of 800 English miles

in the opposite direction to the trade wind, but some of the

same ashes also fell 700 miles to the westward, on board the

Conway, in the Pacifie Ocean. We infer, therefore, that in
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(he higher regions of the atmosphere in the tropics the air is not
always flowing regularly from S. W. to N. E., but that (his usual
and regular direction is sometimes interrupted by currents from
east to west. I think I have indicated the probable cause of such
anomalous currents in the above described barometric relations of
the region of the monsoons compared with that of the trades.

If we suppose the upper portions of the air ascending over Asia
and Africa to flow off laterally, and if this takes place suddenly,
it will check the course of the upper or counter current above the

trade wind, and force it to break into the lower current. An east

wind coming into a S. W. current must necessarily occasion a ro-

tatory movement, turning in the opposite direction to the hands of a

watch. A rotatory storm moving from S. E. to N. W. in the lower
current or trade, would in this view be the result of the encounter
of two masses of air impelled towards each other at many places

in succession, the further course of the rotation (originating pri-

marily in this manner) being that described by me in detail in a
memoir "On the Law of Storms," translated in the Scientific

Memoirs, vol. iii, art. 7. Thus it happens that the West India

hurricanes and the Chinese typhoons occur near the lateral con-
fines on either side of the great region of atmospheric expansion,
the typhoons being probably occasioned by the direct pressure of

the air from the region of the trade winds over the Pacific into

the more expanded air of the monsoon region, and being distinct

from the storms appropriately called by the Portuguese " Tempo-
rales," which accompany the outburst of the monsoon when the

direction of the wind is reversed. The fact of the rotatory storms
being of much more rare occurrence in the South Atlantic Ocean
arises from the more equal distribution of the periodically dimin-
ished atmospheric pressure in the southern as compared with the

northern hemisphere. Here, therefore, the rotatory storms take

place principally in the monsoon itself.

9. It is evident that the unsymmetrical distribution of land and
sea, which gives rise to the abnormal variations in the forms of

the isothermal lines, is at the same time the principal cause of

the movements of the atmosphere. Thus the monsoon is but a

modification of the trade wind, of which the cause is to be

sought in part beyond the tropic. The region of great thermic

expansion of the air in summer in the interior of the continent of

the Old World presents all the characteristic marks of the region

of calms, being a centre towards which all adjacent masses of

air are drawn. Hence there is no complete sub-tropical zone, in

the sense of a zone encompassing the globe- The region over

which the heated air ascends does not therefore move up and
down, or north and south, parallel with the sun's change of de-

clination, but has rather a kind of oscillatory movement, in which
the West Indies represent the fixed point, and the greatest ampli-
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tude of oscillation is on the side of India. The northern excur-

sion is much greater in the northern hemisphere than is the

southern excursion on the side of the southern hemisphere. The
European atmospheric relations, especially in summer, are there-

fore essentially of a secondary nature; and we must regard the

little alteration in the atmospheric pressure in the course of the

year in Europe as a secondary result, of which the explanation

would not have been possible without the observations from Asia

and Australia.

Berlin, January 5, 1853.

Art. VII.

—

On the Composition of Eggs in the series of Ani-

mals—Part L By A. Valenciennes and Fremy.*

Anatomists who undertake new researches on the eggs of ani-

mals, are obliged, while extending their investigations to the dif-

ferent species of the animal series, to recur to the periods, now
distant, of the publications of Prevost and Dumas, and of Charles

Ernest Baer. The discovery of the former confirmed the opinions

of William Cruikshanks, founded on observations and exact ex-

periments; and that of M. Baer, who succeeded in seeing the

first rudiments of the ovule, even under the stroma of the ovary
of mammals, made one step more in Ovology.

That distinguished anatomist, while aiming to follow the evo-

lution of the foetus, not only in the eggs of animals of that class,

but in" the different members of the animal kingdom, did not

attempt to ascertain the nature of the liquids, more or less dense,

of the egg, nor of those bodies held in suspension or dissolved

in these liquids.

The same direction was pursued by those anatomists who
have treated this subject before and after M. Baer. We should

digress too much if we were to give a history of their success-

ful labors. We believe it useful however to recall the course

followed by the clever anatomist of Koenigsberg and by his

successors, in order to explain how it is that no one has yet

investigated what the microscope has discovered in the vitellus

(the yolk) of different eggs. It seems to us beyond a doubt that

M. Baer saw the granular yolks of different kinds of ray fish and
sharks, without studying them in detail. He did not try to

discover their real nature by the aid of chemical analysis. He
limited himself in fact, to saying that the yellow consists of a
viscous liquid, of colorless grains of albumen, and of fat almost
always divided into minute drops. This yellow is surrounded
by white, but M. Baer did not try whether it would coagulate

* Translated from the Journal de Pharmacie, etc., May, 1854, p. 321, by Dr. J. Ro-
sengarten, for this Journal.

«
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like that of the egg of a chicken. In a word, this investigator
saw in the eggs of these cartilaginous fishes, and in those of other
animals, a mixture of principles as in the eggs of birds, always
consisting of a yolk or vitellus, covered with white liquid albu-
men, and all contained in an external membrane as much varied
in its nature as in color. We have reason for believing too,

that M. Vogt perceived some vitellin grains in the yolk of the
toad, Palytes obstetricans, Dum. He is however, less precise
than M. Baer. It is also believed that M. Strauss saw the vitel-

lin granules, of which we shall speak in our second paper,
since he described in his beautiful work on the anatomy of the
cockchafer, the yolk of eggs of these Coleoptera, as formed of a
liquid pulp, composed of granules, and showing on the surface of
the envelop of the egg a layer of globules. There are allu-

sions to these granules in the work of Baudrimont and Martin
Saint-Ange, which was crowned by the Academy of Sciences.
But these authors did not separate them from the rest of the yolk
to make them the subject of special study; they pointed them
out in the midst of the drops of oil which swim in the yellow of
the eggs of frogs. Other naturalists who have studied the eggs
of different Annelids, Helminths, Insects, Arachnids, Crustacea,
Molluscs (either Cephalopods, Gasteropods or Acephalous), speak
of globules, without distinguishing them from drops of fat, and,
which is more important for the subject of this article, without
marking any vitellin substance.

M. Dumas and Cahours were the first who clearly distinguished
m the egg of a hen, a particular proximate principle, the yolk, char-
acterised by its physical properties and by its composition as de-
duced from chemical analysis. Their researches were not pushed
further, and they were satisfied by calling by the same collective

name of egg, all the products of the ovary that serve in any ani-

mal, after its fecundation, for the reproduction of individuals like

the parent animal which secreted them.
On examining attentively the eggs of numerous oviparous ani-

mals, anatomists however have observed marked differences, which
prove that these reproducing bodies are as varied as the animals
to which they give birth. Thus,—only to cite a few facts,—the

absence of the allantoic! in the eggs of oviparous animals living

in the water, was long ago remarked; the want of chalazes, the

thin vitellin membrane detected with difficulty under the micro-

scope taking its place; and as, one of us has observed, many
kinds of eggs do not harden by cooking in boiling water.

The Academy long ago acknowledged the necessity of calling

the attention of rnen'of science to the investigation of this sub-
ject, by proposing to the meetings, questions relating more or less

definitely to the particular composition of eggs. It has been for-

tunate to find in many communications addressed to it
;
a portion

of the desired answers.
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Feeling ourselves the importance of making additions to the

researches already brought forward on the composition of eggs,

we have undertaken this task together, the questions which it

raises being partly zoological and partly chemical.

A subject so vast, which needs the continuous study of eggs of

animals belonging to different classes of the animal kingdom,

cannot be exhausted in one article ; we are far too, from consid-

ering our researches as completed.

We propose in this memoir, to describe the differences which
exist in the composition of eggs, and to lay down some general

principles, to be developed in subsequent communications.

1. Eggs of Birds.

What we have said at the commencement of this article sufli-
*

ciently explains our silence as to the composition of hen's eggs

during the evolution of the foetus, and as to former researches

relative to the membranes which envelop the first formation of

the chicken within the egg. We will here examine only the

nature of the two substances, the white or albumen, and the yel-

low or vitellus, in order to start from this point of comparison in

studying the eggs of other animals. We shall not follow strictly

the order established by zoologists for the animal series, though
we shall not depart widely from that order.

The composition of birds eggs has been clearly established by
numerous authors, first by Vauquelin, Bostock, and then by Chev-
reul, John, Dumas and Cahours, Lecanu, Gobley, Martin St.-Ange
and Baudrimont, Scheerer. And in this part of our researches,

we are satisfied to confirm the exactness of the leading facts an-

nounced by the observers we have cited, and to determine with
precision the specific characters of birds eggs.

The white of birds egg is considered by almost all chemists as

a principle itself pure, though this white has in it various salts

and a sulphurous body which can be separated from the albumen
by different reagents without producing the decomposition of that

substance, as was long ago shown by Chevreul.

In examining the white taken from eggs of different kinds of

birds, we have often noticed that this body has varying proper-

ties. In some kinds, it is almost fluid ; in others, it possesses a

gelatinous consistency. The white of the egg of a hen is, after

boiling, opaque, and of a pure color, white and solid. That of

the lapwing becomes after cooking, transparent, opaline, green-
ish, and so hard that it may be cut into little stones, used in cer-

tain parts of Germany for common jewelry.
These peculiarities are not enough to prove that the white of

birds eggs is formed of different albumens, but they seem to show
that attentive researches will enable us to point out new proper-

ties in these albumens, which have hitherto escaped chemists.
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When endeavoring to follow in another paper certain of the modi-
fications which are produced in the egg during incubation, we
shall then return to the peculiarities which relate to the constitu-
tion of albumen, and we shall examine, while supported by the
labors of M. Chevreul, whether soluble albumen is to be taken as
a pure proximate principle or not.

The yellow of a bird's egg is formed of a viscous liquid, holding
suspended in it a fatty phosphuretted matter which shows some
analogy to the cerebral fat. The viscidity of this liquid is due
to the presence of an albuminous substance which has been care-

fully studied by Dumas and Cahours, and which chemists call

vitellin. Vitellin is always found in the yellow of a bird's egg,
associated with a certain quantity of albumen. The presence of
albumen in the yolk of birds led us to modify the process which
up to this time has been used in preparing vitellin. This mate-
rial was obtained by drying with ether the yolk of a hen's egg
previously cooked. To prepare vitellin, we treat the yolk of a
hen's eg£ with cold water: the albumen is left dissolved in the
water, while the vitellin is precipitated. The latter, washed
with water, alcohol and ether, is nearly pure vitellin. While
this substance thus obtained shows all the characteristics which
have been marked by Dumas and Cahours, it offers so great anal-

ly to albumen, that the presence of a certain portion of the lat-

ter substance does not sensibly modify its composition and prop-
erties. In this way we have proved that vitellin entirely freed
from albumen, dissolves like albuminous substances, in boiling

hydrochloric acid, producing a beautiful violet-blue color.

The yellow of a bird's egg exposed to damp air grows hard
quickly, because the atmospheric moisture acting on the yolk,
causes the precipitation of the vitellin; this solidification is first

observed on the surfaces of the liquid which are in contact with
the air. While examining the properties of the albuminous
body which characterises the yolk of bird's eggs, and which has
received the name of vitellin, we must first point out the resem-
blance between it and fibrine. The elementary analyses of these

two substances give the following results

:

Fibrin. Vitellin.

I. II.

Carbon, - 525 » 52 26 5160
Hydrogen, - - - - 7*0 7-24 7*22

Azote, .... - 165 1508 1502

Oxygen and Sulphur, - - 24 2542 2616

100*0 100*00 100*00

Vitellin and fibrin maybe said to have the same composition;
for with two bodies of this kind, uncrystalline, insoluble in water,

and which consequently are purified with difficulty, what chemist
can answer, in an organic analysis, for the one-hundredth part of

azote? As to the chemical properties of these two bodies, it

Second Series, Vol XTX. No. 55.—Jan., 1855. 6
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should be remembered that they are almost identical. They are

in fact, equally soluble in the alkalies ; hydrochloric acid dissolves

them alike, producing the characteristic blue. Before considering

vitellin and fibrin as identical, we ought to submit vitellin to a

test which in an unequivocal manner characterises fibrin. We I

know, after Thenard's beautiful observations, that fibrin has the

property of decomposing oxygenated water and disengaging oxy-

gen, like metallic oxyds; the azote obtained from the yellow of

egg, should decompose oxygenated water, like fibrin, if it were
identical with the latter. This experiment, made several times,

has always given a negative result. Hence the azote-matter

which exists in the yellow of bird's eggs, and which is precipita-

ted when the yojk is diffused in a considerable amount of water,

presents, it is true, an evident analogy to the fibrin of blood, but

still differs from it in certain characteristics.

Reviewing the facts as to bird's eggs, established by us or by
earlier observers, we may say, that aside from all the zoological

and anatomical characters of the shell, its form and its varied

color, the membranes, those formed at the moment of laying the

egg or those which are developed during incubation,—the two
essential constituents, prepared by nature to nourish the chick in

the egg, may always be known by the following characteristics.

1st. The white, very rich in albuminous matter, is plainly sep-

arated from the yellow by the vitellin membrane.
2d. The yellow, principally made up of phosphnretted fatty

matter, of a little albumen, of different salts, gives an abundant
precipitate of vitellin when suspended in enough water. This
substance, perfectly characteristic of birds eggs, is not met with

in any other kind of eggs.

2. Eggs of Fishes.

The extensive family of fish with cartilaginous skeletons, the
11 Plagiostomes " of M. Dumeril, has been divided by recent ich-

thyologists into many families. The Ray of Linnaeus and of

Lacepede constitute the family Raiidse ; the torpedos or elec-

trical fish constitute the family Torpedinse ; the race of sharks

subdivided into many others, is now the family Squalidse. In

the comparative study of these three families in connection with

ovology, there are found fishes which are oviparous and ovo-

vivi parous. We have mentioned the researches of M. Ch. Ern.

Baer on the nature of the liquids contained in the egg of the Car-

tilaginas, where he saw granules which he took for corpuscles of

albumen. But beyond proving that these grains are different in

substance from albumen, neither he nor other anatomists have

yet studied the nature of the white or of the yellow of the eggs

of these Cartilaginae. This it is which we have attempted.
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Of the Eggs of the Ray.—The new laid egg of a Ray is cov-
ered with a shell of a bronzed green, whose tissue is made up of
short felty (fetitrees,) fibres ; its general form is a rectangle, more
or less elongated and curved on both sides; each angle is pro-
longed in a crooked tongue (languette). The longer side of this

rectangle extends into a very fine yellowish membrane, which
looks like the shell. Carefully taking the egg out of the oviduct,
the membranes are seen secreted in the interior of the great white
gland which encloses the origin of the oviduct. The surface of
each of them distended under water, is more than twice that of
the shell.

In opening this egg, there is a good deal of yellow contained
in a transparent gelatinous mass which represents the white of a
hen's egg, although it is entirely different. The yellow is in the

middle of this mass, in- one of the transparent cells of the white,
for the yolk, as M. Baer has very rightly said, has not a vitellin

membrane of sufficient strength to be observed under the micro-
scope, and still less to separate the yellow from the white, so as
to isolate it. So that in order to get the yellow matter entirely

pure, it must be taken in an ovula nearly ready to detach itself

lrom the ovary and to enter into the oviduct. We may now re-

mark that this gelatinous white portion does not at all resemble
the white of birds eggs: it does not dissolve in water, it does not
cither under the action of heat or acids, coagulate comparably
with that of ordinary albumen. Examining this jelly care-
fully, we have seen that it was formed by vesicles, whose
elastic membranes contain a liquid, which dissolved, showed
only traces of albumen. When these vesicles are exposed to
the air for several days, they become empty, as it were, losing
their gelatinous consistency, and then produce a slightly albumin-
ous liquid which holds suspended some transparent membranes.
Alcohol equally destroys the gelatinous mass by stopping the co-

agulation of the membranes. Evaporating the white of the Ray's
€gg in vacuo, it is seen that it contains only traces of organic sub-

stances. The white of a Ray's egg, theu, proportiooably small

compared with the yellow, is different in all its relations from the

albumen of birds eggs.
The study of the yellow of the Ray's egg ought to establish

differences still more remarkable between birds eggs and those of

cartilaginous fishes. The yellow of the Ray's egg, under the

microscope, shows that it is formed of a rather fluid liquid, hold-
i»g suspended drops of a fatty body of light yellow, and a con-

siderable quantity of small white transparent grains of a reg-

ular form. We have examined these grains in the different sorts

of Ray-fish which abound in our Paris markets.

^ggs of the Torpedo.—We have examined many torpedos
from the shores of La Rochelle

;
through the kindness of Dr.
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Sauve, a physician of that city. We have discovered that these

fish, while like the Ray in general form, have quite another

mode of generation, and in this respect, more nearly resemble the

larger number of Sharks. Torpedos are ovoviviparous. We
found in the oviducts of one, eight small ones, four on each side.

Each foetus when nearly born, had in the interior of the abdo-

men, a considerable portion of its vitellus (yolk). We were able

to examine this liquid, and we found in it, with the microscope,

grains similar in appearance to those in the Ray's eggs, though
their forms were distinct. This is the only part of the Torpe-
dos' egg we are as yet acquainted with. We cannot therefore

say anything of the white of the eggs of this species of Cartilag-

inae and of their shell.

Eggs of the Bounce Shark, (Catulus major, &c.)—The eggs
of our Bounce are rectangular, much longer, but much narrower
than those of the Ray. Its shell is hard, resisting, yellowish,

horny, like the filament which starts from each angle. One is

usually found in each oviduct, as in our Ray, to which another
soon succeeds, after the laying of that which is completed in

the belly of the female. The ovary of the Bounce, narrower
than that of the Ray, is like it also in its structure

; and under its

stroma, there is a greater or less number of ovules of very differ-

ent sizes, from those which are hardly perceptible to those vitel-

lin spheres ready to detach themselves from the ovary to enter

the oviduct. In opening an egg, the vitellus appears to occupy
the greater part. Its vitellin membrane is even more difficult to

see than that of the Ray : the white is more viscous, the mem-
brane containing it much more delicate ; the liquid, however, only
contains some traces of albumen. Alcohol produces similar de-

struction of the gelatinous mass, stopping the coagulation of these

membranes. The white of an egg of a Bounce is therefore very
much like that of an egg of a Ray. The yellow of this egg re-

sembles very considerably that of a Ray's egg. The very fluid

liquid which composes it, holds suspended drops of yellowish oil,

and a quantity of little white transparent grains, regular in form,

but differing from that of the grains of the different sorts of

Rays which we have examined.
Eggs of "Melandres" (Squalus galeus, Lin.)—If the Bounce

shows the same ovological condition as the Ray, other sharks

are like the torpedos, for they are, like these, ovoviviparous.

We found in these eggs, by the microscope, a large quantity of

little grains of a different form from that of our Ray, but still

visibly analogous.

Eggs of the Round-Fish, (Squalus mustelus.)—Another sort

of shark, the Emisole (Squalus mustelus, Lin.) gave us quite a

number of ovules
; for gestation was not far enough advanced

to engage the eggs in the oviduct This fact, fortunate for our
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labor, showed us that the yellow of the eggs of sharks, still in

the ovarian capsules, offers the same composition as (hose of
Ray's eggs. Our observations are then established wholly by
comparison.

Eggs of the Angel-fish, (Squatina angel us, Dvm.)—We were
not able to obtain more than one female this year, and all its

ovules were still in the ovarian capsules, under the stroma of the
ovary, which, in form, texture and even color, is more like those
of the Ray than the sharks. We carefully gathered the yolks
about to develop ; we found in them, as in the former, a fatty

matter divided into drops, swimming in a viscous albuminous li-

quid, with a great number of grains of peculiar form.

3. Of Ichthin.

Our observations on the eggs of so varied species and kinds of

Cartilaginae, bring us to the immediate analysis of the different

yolks. After ascertaining that the grains suspended in the liquid

were insoluble in water, and that this liquid did not thicken with
water, the next step became very simple.

After taking proper precautions for running the yolk without
mixing, into a large quantity of distilled water, the grains, which
were denser than the water, fell to the bottom, and were washed
by decantation, till the washing-water had no more trace of al-

bumen or of salty matters. The grains were entirely freed from
the fatty matter by successive washings in alcohol and ether.

There remained after this treatment, a large quantity of grains,

from which it is easy to get in some hours, several hundreds of

grammes, which present under the microscope, every character-
istic of absolute purity.

The analysis which we will now briefly describe, then showed
us that the vitellus of an egg of the Cartilaginae is formed of an
albuminous liquid, holding in solution some mineral salts, princi-

pally chlorids and phosphates, and suspended white grains of an
even and regular form in each species but varying in one species

from another, and mixed with a small quantity of phosphuretted

fat. This fatty matter is soluble in alcohol and ether; it forms with
water a sort of mucilage ; it shows some analogy to the fat-acid

which is found in the sta?, described by one of us as oleophos-

phoric acid. As for the white grains, they seem to us to consti-

tute quite a new principle, whose properties and composition we
shall describe as ichthin. Ichthin is pleasant to the touch, and

presents to a certain extent, the aspect of starch. We obtained
11 by our process, pure, under the form of granules from different

species of Cartilagina3.
From the Thornback or Clavated Ray (Raia clavata, Lin.), the

grains of ichthin obtained from the yolk of a freshly laid egg,
aPpear in the form of little rectangular tables, with round edges
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and obtuse angles ; the largest are four hundredths of a millime-

tre, perfectly transparent, but distinctly marked edges. They are

identical in the yolks in the process of formation, and in the ova-

rian vesicles, and whatever the size of these ovules from those

which are only m 01 in diameter, to the largest which are m 03.

In the smaller ovules with diameter varying from m 00l to

-005, the grains have the same tabular shape (" en tablettes,")

but they were much smaller, and did not exceed two hundredths

of a millimetre in length. Generally these grains are of one di-

mension in each ovule. But the differences we are about to

point out, show that the grains enlarge with the development of

the ovules, and that the vitellus, when they are little developed,

has much smaller grains of ichthin than with those which are

nearer the oviduct or more in the egg. The Ray from which
these yolks were taken were hardly in 50 long not counting the

tail, with a weight of 4 or 5 kilogrammes. In our many exam-
inations of different grains of ichthin, we met occasionally with

some little tables almost square, others regular or irregular penta-

gons ; these grains have a tendency to separate. We have not

yet been able to see whether these different forms are due to

some constant cause, or whether they are owing to simple acci-

dental variations, so common in even the most elementary nat-

ural productions. We tried to crush these grains in an agate

mortar, and found that generally they break according to the

axes of the rectangles of these 'tablettes/ and not according to

their diagonals. We studied the grains of yolk developed in

the largest of our Ray such as in our markets go under the name
of the soft or white Ray. This is the Raia oxyrhynchus of Lin-

naeus. We must not forget to remark that individuals of this

kind of Ray are even two metres long, not counting the tail, that

they attain the weight of 100 kilogrammes, and yet the eggs of

this Ray give the smallest grains of ichthin. Those of the

spiked Ray (Raia fullonica,) and those of "la raie ronee" (Raia

rubus,) are very much like those of "la raie bordee ;" the most

noticeable difference consists in their smaller dimensions. The
largest are only three hundredths of a millimetre. In the eggs of

these two sorts of Ray, the grains are very often regular ellipses,

but the rectangular form is still more common. The vitellin

grains of the marbled torpedo (Torpedo marmorata,) from La
Rochelle, are very different in shape from those of the Ray, the

former being elliptical or circular: there are no rectangular

grains; their transparency and their other physical properties are

the same. They are only two hundredths of a millimeter, but

it is not to be forgotten that the Torpedos are never large.

Ichthin of sharks is in larger grains, more elongated than those

of the Ray, and of a very long oval shape. We have noticed,

too, some variations in the form. In a careful microscopic ex-
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amination, we saw one of these ovoid grains pointed at both ends.
Another had the two long straight sides, terminating in two iso-

celes triangles
; it was the figure of an elongated hexagon. The

hound-fish (Sqnalns mustelus, Lin.), smaller than the "Melan-
dre," has grains of ichthin almost as large as those of the latter.

They are five hundredths of a millimetre ; their form is different

from all the others. These grains are round, but often united in
the most varied forms. The Bounce (la ronsette, Squalus ca-

nicula, Lin.) has rectangular grains and obtuse angles, very like

those of the Ray; their longer side is four hundredths of a mil-
limeter. The angel-fish (I'ange* Squatina angelus. Dam.) has
as large grains as the Squalus mustelus; they are elliptical like

those of the shark, and as large, lor they are six hundredths of a
millimeter. We conclude then, from the comparison of the forms
of these grains in the different species cited, that the oviparous
species like the Ray and Bounce, have more or less rectangular
grains, and are very much alike, while the Cartilaginous viviparous
species, like Torpedos and Sharks, generally have oval grains

;

that if the development of the ovula influences the largeness of
the grains of ichthin, the size of the fish has no effect on the size
of the grains.

The grains of ichthin are insoluble in water, alcohol and
ether; they are completely transparent, and do not become
opaque by being kept even for a long time, in boiling water;
hydrochloric acid dissolves them without producing a violet

color: the two latter properties clearly establish the difference

between ichthin, albumen and vitellin. All the concentrated
acids dissolve ichthin; when they are dilute, they do not act

upon it, excepting acetic and phosphoric acids, which immedi-
ately dissolve grains of ichthin, even when greatly diluted with
water. Solutions of potash and soda are slow solvents of ich-

thin. It is insoluble in ammonia. Grains of ichthin when
burnt, leave no ashes. When the ease with which ichthin can
be obtained from the eggs of certain fish is considered, and when
it is seen that grains of ichthin, by the regularity of their form,

offer all the characteristics of a really pure principle, it is impos-
sible not to consider it as one of the most interesting substances

in the animal organization. Ichthin, when analyzed, gives the

following composition

:

i. ii. m. nr« v- VI -

Amount of material, 0*452 0'427 0*282 0*223 0*332 0*406

^ater, - _ m rj.975 0%S00 0195 0150
Carbonic acid, - - 0*845 0*800 0520 0420

The results give the percentages

:

Carbon, .... - 509 51*0 50*2 50*2

Hydrogen, - 6*7 1'8 W 7*3

Azote, - - . . -14*7 15*4

Azote, 0*049 0*062
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Its centesimal composition will then be :

C 51 * H 67 Az 15-0 Ph 19 O 254

It is easy to believe, that these regularly formed tables are small

crystals. To remove doubts in this respect, we have had recourse

to the kindness of M. de Senarmont, who examined our grains

with a polarizing apparatus. This proved to him and to us, that

the grains of ichthin are not crystallized.

Art. VIII.—The Arabic or Indian Method of Notation ; by
Thomas H. McLeod.

The subject of arithmetical notation in its relation particularly

to the Arabic or Indian, the Roman, and Grecian systems, has ar-

rested the attention of mathematicians from the earliest period of

modern mathematical investigation; but the mechanical structure,

especially of the Indian, seems to have been overlooked, as well as

the probable circumstances under which that structure originated.

Barlow, in his Theory ofNumbers, presents the following equation,

N=ar nj
r b?^

n ~
' + crn

' 2 + &^c pr 2 + qr + io,

where r may be any number whatever, and a, 6, c, &c. integers

less than r, as expressing the scheme of the Indian method. It

is undoubtedly a formula by which that method may be explained;

but that it exhibits its simple primitive mechanical structure, may
be justly questioned. For in the first place it does not show the

first position of (zero) with any reliable certainty : the only place

we are left to refer it. from the explanations, is to 10, where it

appears on the right of I, which we apprehend is not its first

place; secondly, r appears in the form of a power, which is un-

questionably true, but accidental; thirdly, it is asserted that r

may be any number whatever, yet upon examination it will be

found always to assume the form 10, whatever be its significance

in the denary measure; and finally, it cannot be in any manner
supposed that the scheme had its origin in philosophy, as the %

formula would seem to indicate, but that it arose out of the cir-

cumstances and necessities of the people from whom it sprung.

Having finished these few restrictions, of which more might
be made, concerning what mathematicians have said upon this

subject, we shall proceed to explain what we consider to be the

simple primitive structure of the Indian method, and afterwards

allude by way of comparison to that of the Grecian and Roman
methods.

The first peculiarity of the Indian method is its (zero), which
stands as the origin of the scheme, as will be seen by writing it

out thus : „ .

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

where it evidently appears in its first place. The next character-

istic worthy of note, is the 10, which does not appear among the
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above figures ; it is evidently made up of 1, and 0, but how from
this circumstance does it get its significance? We conceive the
way to be this : Jt is well known to land-surveyors and other
lineal measurers, that the place where the measuring commences
is but a point and has no lineal significance, and that the first unit
of measure is at the distance of a unit from that point, and the
second at two measures, and the third three, &c. ; i. e. in measur-
ing land the first pin is stuck at the distance of one chain, or

measure, from the place of beginning, the second at the distance

of two chains, the third at the distance of three chains, and so on.

If then the place of beginning be represented by 0, and the sev-

eral distances respectively by 1, 2, 3, 4, &c, the whole will be
properly expressed. But when the pins are all exhausted and a
tally is to be made, how is it to be done? Very naturally by
placing down a 1, and a (zero) (which has no lineal signifi-

cance) to the right; the fact is thus recorded, and will read, one
tally and no more ; at the distance of one small measure (or one
chain) from this point, a 1 tally and 1 chaiti will be marked down
(11) and the expression will read one tally, and one chain more;
and so on to the second tally, which will be made and recorded
by a 2 and a 0, to the right (20), which will read two tallys and
no more. At the distance of one small measure or unit from this

place there will be recorded 2 tallys and 1 chain more, or 21,
which will read two tallys and one chain ; at the distance of two
small measures, the record will be 22, which will read two tallys

and two chains, and so on.
This we conceive to be the simple structure and probable ori-

gin of the Indian method. In its structure it is strictly geomet-
rical^ using that term in its primitive signification.

It will at once be perceived that the tally is not necessarily

made at one small measure beyond 9, but that it may be made at

any measure before or beyond that place; but in each case the

point of repetition will always be expressed by 10, and this from
the fact that it necessarily reads one principal or large measure
and no more. This verifies the statement before made that r, in

Barlow's formula, will always be expressed by 10, and that its

appearing as a power is accidental The whole subject will be

clearly exhibited by the following Table

:

7 8 9 e *
17 18 19 19 1*
27 28 29 29 2*
37 38 39 3$ 3*
47 48 49 49 4p
57 58 59 59 5$
67 68 69 69 6$
77 78 79 19 7<p

87 88 89 80 8*
97 98 99 99 9*
97 98 99 69 9<p

*0 <pl 4,2 $3 <j>4 $5 *6 *7 $8 $9 $0 w
Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 55 —Jan., 1855. ?

1 2 3 4 5 6
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
30 31 32 33 34 35 36
40 41 42 43 44 45 46
50 51 52 53 54 55 56
60 61 62 63 64 65 m
70 71 72 73 74 75 76
80 81 82 83 84 85 86
90 91 92 93 94 95 96
00 ei 82 03 04 85 66

a i «arvr r»Apn^2M
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It will here be seen that the repetitions do not necessarily begin

at one measure beyond 9 but may begin at any measure before

or after that point. It will also be seen how 10 obtains its sig-

nificance.

The Grecian Method, was also a method of large and small

measures, but it had no (zero), 1 (a unit) being the first figure

in the scheme, whence, it evidently had its origin in the consid-

eration of individual objects and not in the measure of distances,

i. e. it is arithmetical, using that term also in its primitive sense.

It employs the letters of the Greek alphabet for its characters, the

first letter representing a unit, the second letter two units, &c, to

ten, which is expressed by i (iota), the tenth letter of the alpha-

bet ;
with this character the repetitions begin. A new character

is introduced at each repetition, as at twenty, thirty, and so on to

one hundred, to represent which a new character is added, when
the whole is repeated; new characters are added for each hun-

dred afterwards, to one thousand, which is also represented by a

new character, as well as ten thousand, and one hundred thou-

sand, &c. The scheme seems then to be simply this : one, ten and

one,—twenty, twenty and one,—one hundred, one hundred and

one,—one thousand, one thousand and one, &c. It is seen, con-

trary to what has been stated, that any number could be expressed

by this method, all that was necessary being to introduce a new
character at the end of the proper repetition. If the Greeks did

not express any number beyond 100,000,000, it was because they

either did not understand the scheme of their notation, or because

at this point it became unwieldy ; the latter was probably the

case. It will be also seen that the repetition can commence and
be carried on with any number whatever.

The Roman Method^ is rather a method of fives than of tens.

It begins its repetitions with five, introducing a new character to

express that number. It introduces new characters to express

ten, fifty, one hundred, five hundred, one thousand, in each case

making use of the previous figures in connection with the new
ones to express the numbers beyond them. Thus

:

I, II, III, mi, V,

VI, VII, VIFI, Villi, X,
XI, XII, XIII, XIUI, XV.
XVI, XVII, XVIII, XVIIII,
XXV, XXX, XXXX, L, C, D, M,

which evidently reads, five, five and one, ten, or two fives—for

so do some at least explain the figures—two fives and one, three

fives, three fives and one, four fives, four fives and one, &c, fifty,

fifty and one, one hundred, one hundred and one, five hundred,
five hundred and one, one thousand, one thousand and one, &c.
It is also evident that it had its origin in contemplating and re-

cording individual objects like the Grecian method, as like it, it
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is destitute of 0, and consequently its origin* is a number and not
a point.

In comparing these three methods, especially the last two with
the first, it is manifest that they had an essentially different source.
It is equally certain that the Indian method could not have origin-

ated with the Chaldeans, who numbered their flocks and herds
and counted the stars, in which operation the unit would hold the
first place in their notation : from which circumstance it is not
improbable that the Grecian or Roman method came from them,
or perhaps from the Phenicians, from whom came also their al-

phabets. But it is certain that we must look to some different

part of the globe to find the makers of the Indian method, to

some Egyptian people, to some land measurers, like the dwellers
on the Nile,—who indeed may have been the very ones. In an
ethnological point of view, if in no other, these circumstances
may be of importance, for numbers, like some word of a lan-

guage, may hold in their secret embrace some untold history of
man.

As a result of employing different measures, as circumstances
require, in numerical expressions, it will be found that any vulgar
fraction can be made to assume the integral, or decimal form, a
circumstance which is often overlooked. Take for instance the

problem of finding the one-third of ten, or the dividing ten by
three. The well-known result is 333333333 <fcc, without a

complete expression being attained; but the difficulty will be

obviated by using a measure of three, when ten will assume the

form 101 and the three, 10.f When the operation is performed
with these expressions, thus, 101 -r- 10, the result will be
seen, KM, which is a complete expression: but it should be
observed that this is not read ten and one-tenth, but three and
one-third, just as the same expression in the denary measure is

read ten and one-tenth, the advantage gained being that it is a

complete expression, by this method. Should all the measures
°f the Indian method be developed up to twelve, there would be

ten additional ways in which the same number of units could be

expressed, by which definite results could be obtained. Leibnitz

claimed and received the credit of inventing the binary measure

which would not have been, had he or his cotemporaries fully

Employing the won! in the sense in which it is u-ed in Conic Sections.

t When 3 assumes the form 10, 9 will a me the form 100, and consequently 10,

being 1 more than 9 will assume the form 101. Not that it should be considered

to contain one hundred and one units, but that in the ternary m, ire it is the ex-

pression for 10. Barlow'. Rule for reducing numbers in the denary measure to any
°tlier measure is as follows : _ , x.

'

Divide the given number and several quotients as expressed in the denary meas-
me

:
by the proposed measure, and note the remainders ;

these remainders, read in

an inverse order, will express the given number in the proposed measure. Thus
*ange 1310 in 'the denary measure to the ternary measure: dividing 1810 by 3

8 l*«s 603 and 1 remainder; so 603 by 3 gives 201 and remainder; 201 by 3, 67
and remainder; and so on. The several remainders afford for the result 2111001,
for the ternary measure.

as
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understood the Indian method, according to which it was devel-

oped, Hutton observes that he had seen a book printed in Ger-

many in which rules for operating with each measure to twelve

was given, but does not intimate that he or the author regarded

it as a development of the several measures of one scheme, but

seerns to consider it, as mathematicians in general appear to do, as

so many independent methods. Could the several schemes, and

especially the Indian, be properly developed in all their different

measures, the subject of numbers would assume a more general

aspect.

Middlebury, Yt., September, 1845.

Art. IX.

—

On the Effect of the Pressure of the Atmosphere on

the Mean Level of the Ocean; by Captain Sir James Clark
Ross, R.N., F.R.S.*

The author states that, in September, 1848, Her Majesty's ship

Enterprise and Investigator having anchored in the harbor of Port

Leopold in lat. 74° N. and Ion. 91° W., a heavy pack of ice was
driven down upon and completely closed the harbor's mouth, thus

effectually preventing their egress, and compelling them there to

pass the winter of 1848-49. It was during that period that the

series of observations here presented to the Royal Society was
obtained; and, as the observations were made under peculiarly

favorable circumstances, the author considers they will throw
some light on the movements of the tides, and on some of the

causes of their apparent irregularities.

Soon after the harbor had been completely frozen over, a very
heavy pressure from the main pack forced the newly-formed sheet

of ice, which covered the bay, far up towards its head, carrying

the ships with it into such shallow water that at low spring-tides

their keels sometimes rested on the ground. Under these circum-
stances the movements of the tides became to the author an object

of great anxiety, and consequently of careful observation, in order

to ascertain the amount of irregularities to which they were liable

in that particular locality.

The first few days' observations evinced much larger differen-

ces in the elevation or depression of successive high or low-waters

than could be accounted for by any of the generally received

causes of disturbance ; and the author was at once led to connect
them with changes of the pressure of the atmosphere, from per-

ceiving that on the days of great atmospheric pressure high-water
was not so high as it ought to have been, and low-water was
lower than its proper height; and that the reverse took place on
the days of smaller pressure.

* Proa Roy. Soc. Lond., June, 1854 ; Load, Edin. and Dub. PhiL Mag., Oct. 1854,

p. 318.
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As it was found that the usual method of -determining the
mean level of the sea, by taking the mean of successive high- and
low-waters, was inadequate to the detection of small quantities
arising from a change in the pressure, a system of observation
was adopted different from that heretofore practised, in order to

determine the mean level of the sea on each day.
In the first instance, simultaneous observations of the height of

the tide and of the mercury in the barometer were made every
quarter of an hour throughout the twenty-four hours. From
these it was found that the mean level of the sea for each day
could be determined with great accuracy, and that the variation
in the daily mean level and in the mean pressure of the atmos-
phere followed each other in a remarkable manner, so that a rise

in the former corresponded to a diminution in the latter. Subse-
quently, however, hourly observations were adopted.
The peculiar advantages of the position of the ships at Port

Leopold for making tidal observations are stated to have consisted
in

1. The great width of the entrance of the harbor admitting
the free ingress and egress of the water, combined with the large
field of ice which covered the whole of the bay

;
completely sub-

duing every undulation of the water.
2. The steady movement of the immense platform of ice, rising

and falling with such singular regularity and precision as to admit
the reading off the marks of the tide-pole with the greatest exact-
ness, even to the tenth of an inch.

3. The shallowness of the water and the evenness and solidity
of the clay bottom admitting the fixture of the tide-pole with
immovable firmness.

4. The whole surface of the sea in the neighborhood being,
for the greater part of the time, covered by a sheet of ice, pre-

venting those irregularities which occur in other localities from
the violence of the wind raising or depressing the sea in as many
different degrees as it varied in strength or duration.

For fixing the tide-pole for the ""Enterprise" a hole 2 feet

square was cut through the icy platform, and a strong pole, nearly

40 feet long, was passed through it and driven firmly down sev-

eral feet into the clay, being fixed by heavy iron weights, which
also rested on the clay and prevented any movement of the pole.

It was placed in about 21 feet depth of water at the time of mean
ievel of the sea. Another such tide-pole was, in like manner,
fixed through a hole in the ice close to the " Investigator," for

the sake of reference and comparison.

Hourly observations of the height of the tide and of the ba-

rometer were commenced on the 1st of November, and were con-
tinued by the officers of each ship throughout the whole of the
nine following months to the end of July. After forty-seven days
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of observation an interruption in one of the series occurred in con-

sequence of the tide-pole of the " Enterprise
1
' having been drawn

up the ice, to the under part of which it had become frozen.

The amount of displacement of the pole was easily determined

by a comparison with that of the " Investigator," but several days

elapsed before it could be satisfactorily fixed at the same point in

which it had been originally. The observations of these forty-

seven days are those which are given in the paper, and their dis-

cussion is the immediate object of the communication.

It is staled that subsequent observations seem to show that,

from the time of the interruption to the middle of July, there

was a progressive elevation of the mean level of the sea, which

although of small amount, was sufficiently evident from month
to mouth to render the subdivision of the series desirable, in order

that the individual observations of each separate division should

be strictly comparable.

The height of the sea and the corresponding height of the

mercury in the barometer, at every hour in each day, from the 1st

November to the 18th December 1848 are given in tables. Iti

these the arithmetic mean of the hourly heights of the sea for

each day is taken as the mean level of the sea for that day, and

the meat) of the hourly heights of the barometer is taken as the

corresponding height of the barometer. These mean levels and

corresponding mean barometric heights are given in another two-

column table, arranged in the order of the days of observation ;
and

in a third table these are arranged in the order of the heights of

the barometer with the corresponding mean levels, without regard

to the dates of observation, for the purpose of showing the de-

pendence which the latter have ou the former.

On these tables the author makes the following remarks. The
forty-seven days of hourly observations give for the mean height

of the baromerer 29*874 inches, and of the mark of the mean
level of the sea 21 feet 21 in.

The mean of three days ) „AOO* . „ i r r , , an - . a . ^ *

greatest pressure was [
<">*22 *,*nd of corresponding level 20 feet 84 inch.

T
tr^eslre^s

<]

:

iyS

}
*9*M

» ™d of corresponding level 21 feeUK inch.

Diff. -f0-668 Diff. -9-0

Thus a difference of pressure equal to 668 inch produced a

difference of 9 inches in the mean level of the sea. As the ratio

of 9 to -668 is 13-467 to 1, the author considers that the effect of

the pressure of the atmosphere on the level of the sea is 13*467

times as great as the effect it produces on the mercury in the ba-

rometer, or very nearly in the inverse ratio of the specific gravities

of sea-water and mercury. He however states that this remark-
able coincidence must be considered in a great measure acciden-

tal, for if a greater number of days' observation be taken in order
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to deduce the mean greatest and mean least pressure, and the cor-
responding mean levels, a different result will be obtained. From
these observations however he considers that he has been enabled
to deduce results which plainly point to the law which governs
the effect of the pressure of the atmosphere on the mean level of
the sea, and may be encouraged to pursue the investigation
through a more extended series of observations, in order to arrive
at the most accurate conclusion that the observed facts may
justify.

In conclusion a formula is given for determining the correct

height of the tide, or of the mean level of the sea:

Let L denote the correct height of the tide, or of the mean
level of the sea

;

B the mean pressure of the atmosphere;
* the observed height of the tide, or of the mean level of

the sea

;

§ the corresponding height of the barometer;
D the ratio of the specific gravity of mercury to that of

sea-water

:

then L=l+((?-B)D.

Examples are given of the application of this formula.

Art. X.

Earthquakes ofM
Commission, MM. Liouville, Lame, and Elie de Beaumont
reporter.*

MM-j _ _ ^ 7 1 J

self, with reporting on a memoir presented March 21, 1853, by
M, Alexis Perrey, Professor in the Faculty of Sciences of Dijon,

On the relations which may exist between thefrequency of Earth-
quakes and the age of the moon, and on a Note presented the 2d
°f January, On the frequency of Earthquakes relatively to the

times of the moon's passing the meridian.
When the memoir of M. Perrey was presented on the 21st of

March, M. Arago was appointed on this commission. The death
°f our illustrious confrere, which happened soon after, left a va-

cancy in the Commission; and subsequently to the reading of
the Note on the 2d of January, one of our number, M. Lame,
was named for the place.

ped

M
Alexis Perrey. The Academy has not forgotten the care with

* From the Comptes Rendus, xxxviii, June 2, 1854.
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which he called attention to the Notes on Earthquakes addressed

to him of late years by the learned Professor of Dijon, and he

has often mentioned at our meetings the relations indicated be-

tween the frequency of earthquakes and the age of the moon.

The cause of the interest connected with these relations is

easily understood. If, as is now generally supposed, the interior

of the earth is in a liquid or pasty state through heat, and if the

globe has for its solid part only a crust comparatively very thin,

the interior liquid mass must tend to yield like the surface wa-

ters to the attractive forces exerted by the sun and moon, and

there must be a tendency to expansion in the direction of the

radius vectors of these two bodies; but this tendency encounters

resistance in the rigidity of the crust, which is the occasion of

fractures and shocks. The intensity of this cause varies, like that

for the tides of the ocean, with the relative position of the sun

and moon, and consequently with the age of the moon : and it

should also be noted, that as the ocean's tides rise and fall twice

in a lunar day, at periods dependent on the moon's passing the

meridian, so in the internal fluid of the globe, there should be two
changes in a day, the time varying with the same cause.

Without entering now into. more details, it will be easily con-

ceived, that if the mobility of the internal mass of the globe

plays a part in the production of earthquakes, there must be some
dependance, admitting of study, between the occurrence of an

earthquake, and the circumstances which influence the action of

the moon on the whole globe or on any place or portion of it,

that is, the angular distance with the sun, its actual distance from

the earth, and its distance from the meridian of the place, or in

other terms, the age of the moon, the time of perihelion, and the

hour of the lunar day.

These considerations which have not escaped M. Alexis Perrey,

have beyond doubt inspired the idea of the two-fold work which
we have been charged to examine ; and they have obtained for

the views, the interested attention of M. Arago and many other

men of science. They have involved on the part of the author

the determination of the precise date, and period of the moon, for

each earthquake on record and even for each shock of which earth-

quakes may consist—a work of vast labor ; the researches have

been now continued for several years and are still in progress.
# #

In the memoir of the 21st of March, 1853, on the relations

between the frequency of earthquakes and the age of the moon,

the author devotes the first chapter to the tabulation and the nu-

merical transformation of the results of observation.

He has conceived four modes of tabulating the facts.

In the first method, followed in his memoir presented to the Acad-

emy on the 5th of May, 1847, the author reckons as a day of earth-

quake each of those on which the earth has been shaken, whether
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it has happened only in one country or on the same identical or
different hours in two or several countries, separated by intervals
not participating in the movement. Noting then, after the Con-
naissance des Temps, to what day of the lunation, each day of
earthquake corresponded, he brings together in one column all

the days which pertain to the first day of a lunation ; in a second,
all pertaining to the second day of a lunation, and so on. Thus
he forms a table consisting of 30 columns, each column giving
the number of days of earthquake corresponding to the succes-
sive days of the moon. The numbers vary, and the law of vari-

ation is the same in his first table comprising a register of 2735
days of earthquakes between 1801 and 1S45, as in his later one
embracing 5388 davs between 1801 and 1850. In both tables.

i

the number of earthquakes during days near the syzygies is a little

larger than in days near the quadratures.

In his second method, the author regards as distinct, the earth-

quakes in different regions separated by an undisturbed region, and
each day of earthquake is counted 1,2, 3, &c, according as the

earthquakes of this day were experienced in 1, 2»; 3, &c. separate re-

gions. By this new mode of tabulating, the number 2735 is

increased to 3041, and that of 5388 to 6596. The same law is

observed in these new tables as in the first set: and similar also

is the result obtained by dividing the half century into two quar-
ter centuries.

In the third method of arrangement, M. Perrey takes as a dis-

tinct phenomenon each of the shocks of which a single earth-

quake is composed, and registers it separately* But he has
not the documents for completing this work, as the number of
shocks often is not stated. The author has contented himself by
considering by this method 931 shocks felt in Central America
and mostly at Arequipa, as published by M. de Castelnau in the

5th volume of* his " Voyage dans les parties Centrales de I'Amer-
ique du Sud." This table, without giving identical results with
the preceding, leads to the fundamental relation already men-
tioned.

Finally, in the fourth method of arrangement, the application

of which is difficult and has not yet been made by M. Perrey, the

collection of shocks in a country, preceded and followed by a

period of tranquillity is regarded as a single phenomenon.

To the nine tables formed by one or the other of the first three

methods of tabulating, the author has added a tenth, formed by
the first mode: it embraces four years, from 1841 to 1845, and
only 422 days of earthquakes. Although this number is small

the numbers lead to the same general conclusion—that is, the

greater frequency of earthquakes at the syzygies than at the

quadratures.

Second Series, VoL XIX, No. 55.— Jan., 1855. 8
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*

This general law, although distinctly observable in the series

of results, is however obscured by many anomalies. In order to

eliminate these anomalies as far as possible, Prof. Perrey divides

the 29-531 days of a lunar month into twelfths, sixteenths and

eighths, and obtains, by proportional calculations applied to the

number of the different tables constructed according to the solar

days, the numbers which correspond to each fraction of lunation.

In his new tables thus constructed, excepting some minor anom-

alies, the law above stated is more fully confirmed, that for a half

century earthquakes have been more frequent at the syzygies

than at the quadratures.

M. Alexis Perrey has also enquired whether a relation exists

between the frequency of earthquakes and the distances, at the

time, of the moon from the earth. For this purpose he has tabu-

lated according to the different methods of tabulation pointed out,

the number of times the earth has been shaken, on the day of the

perigee and apogee of the moon, the day before, night before, the

following day, and the next following; he has hence ascertained 7

by the groups of numbers thus formed, the total corresponding to

the perigee, and also to the apogee. In order to facilitate a com-
parison of the results, he has taken the difference of the totals

thus obtained and divided by their sum, whence he has found
the quotients 1111111 i

16 5j 236? 235? 24 4? 292? 18 6? 212; 10 75>

which are all, above ^¥J and the last nearly equals r\. It ap-;

pears therefore that the unequal attractions of the moon on the

earth at its greatest and least distance from the earth, has a sensi-

ble influence on the production of earthquakes.

In the Note of Jan. 2, On the frequency of earthquakes as re-

lated to the passage of the moon over the meridian, the author
aims to discover whether the repetition of the shocks of earth-

quakes during a lunar day, has, like the tides, a relation to the

moon's passing the meridian. He has submitted to this investi-

gation, 824 shocks observed at Arequi pa, registered by M. Castel-

nau, after calculating the hour of each, with reference to the

moon. He has thus made out a table, which he afterwards di-

vided into 16 equal parts, and then grouped these by twos into 8

parts, using the mean lunar day of 24 hours 50£ minutes. In this

way, notwithstanding some large anomalies which cannot fail to

be presented in so small a number of cases, the number obtained
by each mode of grouping, gave evidence of the existence in the

course of the lunar day, of two epochs of maximum number of

shocks and two of minimum, the former at the times of the

moon's passing the meridian—the superior and inferior—and the

latter at intermediate intervals.

i
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M. Alexis Perrey, by discussing the catalogues which he had
formed, thus shows by three ways independent of one another,
the influence of the course of the moon on the production of

. earthquakes.

t. That the frequency augments in the syzygies.
2. That the frequency augments in the vicinity o[ the moon's

perigee, and diminishes towards the apogee.
3. That the shocks of earthquakes are more numerous when

the moon is near the meridian than when 90 degrees from it.

The tables still present more anomalies, and the author has
omitted nothing which should remove them, so as to bring out
the law in all its purity.

He at first thought of representing the frequency by diagrams
like those for barometrical observation, a process by which the
general march of phenomena is perceived amid the anomalies
which tend to mask it. We regret that this has not been done,
as it speaks at once to the eye. M. Alexis Perrey lias endeavored
to obtain his results by calculation, and has devoted to this sub-
ject the second chapter of his principal memoir, and the second
part of his Note of Jan. 2, 1854.

Without attempting to follow the author in these analytical

discussions, we simply state here that, in order to represent the
results of observation, he employs a formula of interpolation of
the form,

»= m+Asin(«+ «)+Bsin(2i+ /?)+Csin(3/+;')+. - •

in which ra, A, JB, C, &c, are constant coefficients of the same
nature with <r ; « , p7 y, &c., are constant angles ; and t a variable an-
gle dependent on the lunar motion, which is equal to degree
for the new moon, 90 degrees for the first quarter and 180 de-
grees for full moon, &c. He then adapts the formula by known
methods to each of his tables deduced from observation, by de-

termining the constants which it includes.

By means of the formulas thus obtained, the author has been
able to form tables corresponding to those made simply from ob-

servations in which the law of the phenomena is presented, free

from the principal anomalies which tend to conceal it in-the first

tables. The numbers contained in these new tables have been

constructed with care and have led to regular curves in which
the law is expressed fully and clearly. All the curves have a

marked resemblance, although not wholly similar :—an iden-

tity could not be, for the results are only approximative and
take a special impress from the groups of numbers which they rep-

resent. The resemblance in the curves leads to two principal

maxima, corresponding to the syzygies, and two minima for the

quadratures
; and sustains the general deduction, that for half a

century earthquakes have been most frequent at the syzygies.
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The Academy will perceive the importance of this conclusion,

and may judge at the same time from the preceding, of the care

with which the author has pursued the subject, he having brought

together for the half century 7000 observations. This number

is however still small for the solution of a problem of this kind,

and it is important to increase it both by adding the facts of suc-

cessive years, and also by going back to past centuries, which

the author has already commenced.* * # *

Art. XI.

—

On the Periodical Rise and Fall of the Lakes ; by

Major Lachlan, Montreal.

f

Few countries can boast of objects of more imposing natural

grandeur or deeper philosophical interest, than are presented in

Canada, in the vast extent and other striking peculiarities of its

magnificent inland fresh water seas, and their noble connect ng

rivers and unrivalled cataracts, coupled with the singularly anom-
alous nature of its climate and seasons compared with European
countries in the same parallel of latitude: and an additional ge-

ographical interest may be considered as attaching to it, in the

magnetic meridian passing through it—the line of "No varia-

tion" curving through part of its mediterranean waters.J

The investigation of the causes and effects of these great phys-

ical phenomena might well engage the attention of a whole life

of patient observation and study ; and such, doubtless, will at

no distant day, be the case ; but in the present state of things,

in so young a country, all that can be expected is the occasional

contribution of the unpretending philosophical gleaner; and, as

such, I now venture to lay before the Canadian Institute the fol-

lowing desultory observations on the periodical rise and fall of

our great Lakes, in the hope of strengthening the arguments ad-

duced by me in the paper which I had lately the honor of sub-

mitting to it, in advocacy of the establishment of a system of

simultaneous meteorological and tidal observations throughout

British America—as not only a great philosophical desideratum,

but also likely to prove of substantial service to the country, were
it only to make us better acquainted with the great benefits de-

* This Report closes with a recommendation to the Academy that an appropri-

ation should be made to enable M. Alexis Perrey to complete his valuable researches
—especially for books, travelling, and transportation of documents, <fcc., and in ac-

cordance with it a considerable sum was placed at his disposal.

t Read before the Canadian Institute, March 18th, 1854 ; Canadian Journal,
July, 1854.

^ustice to the subject treated of in this paper, a good map of British

America should be at hand to be refered to, and, above all others, that graph
"Map of the Valley of the St. Lawrence," constructed by T. C. Keefer, Esq., in

Which tlifi Btrikin.or rrmnppfinn r»f i\\a wV»nlo CTra+nm rvf T.txhaa iq an, rrrck]] nnrtrnvecL
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rived and derivable from the climatic influence of our mighty in-

land waters.**

In the introduction to my former paper, I was led to remark
that it is now seventeen years since my attention was first attracted

J

to these interesting philosophical subjects, by remarking the great
difference in the newspaper reports of the temperature, direction
of the winds, and state of the weather in different parts of the

Province at the fame time, as compared with each other, and by
having been in the habit for seven years, at my residence on the

banks of Lake Erie, of noticing the constant extraordinary fluctu-

ations in the level of that noble Lake ; at times consisting only of
slight irregularly recurring oscillations ; at others, showing a
sudden change of level, apparently caused by the temporary im-
pulse of passing storms ; at others, evincing a longer continued
state of elevation or depression, in evident accordance with the

more enduring influence of winds blowing from the same quarter
for days together ; and at others, and more especially and unac-
countably, of a longer maintained rise of several feet above the
usual level, sometimes lasting for a whole season, or even more,
as was the case during the memorable years, 1838-39—regarded
at the time by some of my neighbors as the traditional seven
years' flood.

Being much struck with these singular phenomena, and yet
not being sufficiently at leisure, besides feeling myself other-

wise disqualified for attempting a scientific investigation of their

causes, I naturally felt, nevertheless, a strong desire to ascertain

what had been written on the subject, or might be, from time to

time, by more able philosophical observers; and I accordingly
made a practice of taking notes from all such published works,
and other sources of information, as referred to them, as they
happened to fall in my way, until I had, in the course of years,

accumulated a mass of miscellaneous memoranda—not to call it

testimony—on the subject, of so conflicting a character as fre-

quently rather to add to the perplexity than promote the eluci-

dation of the object in view; and the consequence was, that,

after vainly attempting to classify and reconcile the information

therein contained, regarding the rise and fall of the Lakes gener-

ally, and comparing it with my own passing observations and

enquiries respecting Lake Erie in particular, I came to the con-

As a remarkable instance of the tempering influence of the proximity of the

Lakes, it may here be mentioned, that in the immediate vicinity of Cleveland, the

temperature duriug ten years has in no instance fallen below zero, while at Co-

lumbus, Marietta, and Cincinnati, from 120 to 150 miles farther south, it has fre-

quently sunk to 5 deg. and 10 deg. below it; and that in Northern Ohio, generally,

tue tender vegetation^is usually cut down within five days of the 25th of October,

whereas the Lake shore remains untouched for two weeks later ; and during the

winter, when deep snow falls elsewhere, there is comparatively little near the Lake.

•American Journal of Science, 2nd Series, vol. xiii, pp. 215 to 219.
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elusion that there was still much room for further investigation,

as all the Lakes did not appear to be always governed by simul-

taneous influences
;

# and therefore, that the only chance of ar-

riving at a correct knowledge of the state of the whole matter,

would be the adoption of some such course of long continued

meteorological and tidal observations throughout the country, as

that which I ventured to propose in my last paper-

Having in that communication enlarged principally on the

value of a wide-spread series of simultaneous meteorological ob-

servations, as the more important branch of the great object in

contemplation, I propose to confine myself, on the present occa-

sion, to the no less interesting, though minor, part of the under-

taking—aiming at the institution of a simultaneous record of the

daily variations in the level of the great Lakes, with the view of

throwing light on, and, if possible, deciding, the three followin

doubtful points: 1st, How far there is any foundation for the tra-

ditional report, that there is a septennial rise and fall in the wa-
ters of the Lakes, and if so, to what height ; and whether such
phenomenon takes place in all the Lakes simultaneously or oth-

erwise. 2d, The amount of the better known annual variations

in the level of the different Lakes; and how far these changes
]

occur in each at the same time ; and whether they are solely due
to the annual amount of the rain and snow in the surroundiug f

country, compared with that of the evaporation during the sum-
mer months, or to any other cause therewith combined. And
3d, How far the daily or other more frequent oscillations, or.

irregular tides, observable in the different Lakes, are general, and
arise from the temporary force and direction of winds passing

over their surface, or are peculiar only to certain localities ;
and

whether they are in any sensible degree influenced by atmos-
pheric pressure, or lunar attraction, or otherwise. All which, it

is hoped, would in the course of time be satisfactorily decided,

by a daily record of the actual level of the Lakes, combined
with that of the prevailing winds and weather, at a fixed number
of stations, at hours simultaneous with the other meteorological

observations.

Taking it, at all events, for granted that such will be the case,

I proceed, as an indispensable preliminary step, to take a discur-

sive view of a yet debateable state of the question, as brought

home to my mind by a comparison of the casual observations

made by myself on Lake Erie, compared with the recorded opin-

ions expressed by others, possessing either greater ability, or

more leisure and better opportunities, for prosecuting such an en-

quiry,—as far as the very miscellaneous and disjointed memo-
randa accumulated by me will enable me to do so.

* This will be found patiently illustrated in a tabular view of the Rise and Fall

of Lake Erie, incorporatechin this paper.
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In accordance with this intention I may, in the first place, re-

mark, that though the phenomena connected with the various pe-
riodical fluctuations in the level of the lakes appear to have at-

tracted the notice of philosophic travellers near two cenuiries
ago, they remained altogether uninvestigated till very lately.

The minor tides or oscillations were first alluded to by Fra Mar-
quette, the Jesuit, in 1673, and more particularly by the Baron
La Hontan in 1689 : and they were afterwards further noticed
by Charlevois in 1721, and also by the British travellers, Mr. Car-
ver in 1766, and Mr. Weld in 1796 ; but it was not till twenty
years afterwards that the whole subject began to engage the par-

ticular attention of men of science in America, and especially

of the talented individuals engaged in the Geological Surveys of
the States of New York, Ohio, and Michigan : in this period, I

find them successively noticed by Col. Whiting in 1819 and
1829, Mr. Schoolcraft in 1820, General Dearborn in 1826, and
Governor Cass in 1828 ; and more particularly by Professors Hall
and Mather, Colonel Whittlesey, Dr. Houghton, Mr. Higgins,
and others, in their valuable official reports, from 1838 to 1842

;

as well as by various observant British officers and travellers,

such as Captains Bayfield and Bonnycastle, and Messrs. McTag-
gart, Macgreggor, and others, the purport of all of whose observ-
ations will be found more or less glanced at in the sequel :—and
yet, strange to say, these singular phenomena still remain in-

volved in mystery !

It so happens that the observations of all the early writers on
this interesting subject were confined to Lakes Superior, Michi-
gan and Erie, and were directed more to the daily fluctuations or

tides remarked at particular places, than to the actual existence of
the traditionary great septennial rise and fall of the waters of the

whole Lakes. Thus, for instance, Baron La Hontan, on reach-
ing Green Bay, at the northern extremity of Lake Michigan, at

its conjunction with Lake Huron, remarks that where the Fox
river is discharged into that Bay, he observed the waters o( the

Lake swell three feet high in the course of twenty-four hours,

and decrease as much in the same length of time. And he also

noticed a contrariety and conflict of currents in the narrow strait

which connects Lake Huron and Michigan, which were so strong

that they sometimes sucked in the fishing nets, although two or

three leagues off. In some seasons it also happens that the cur-

rent runs three days eastward, two days westward, and one day
to the south, and four days to the northward, sometimes more
and sometimes less.

Charlevois also noticed similar appearances : and supposes
Lakes Huron and Michigan to be alternately discharged into each
other through the Straits of Michilimackinac ;

and mentions
the fact that in passing that Strait his canoe was carried by the
current against a head wind.
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But it was not till fifty years afterwards that we were indebted

to that intelligent British traveller, Mr. Carver, for any great addi-

tional light on this mysterious subject, as well as for other partic-

ulars regarding the then unknown region of Lake Superior, from

information acquired on the spot. But as his remarks are alluded

to by a subsequent equally respectable and observant English

writer, Mr. Weld, who visited Canada in 1796, we are content

to refer to the interesting volume of the latter for the following

(much condensed) appropriate observations.*
" It is confidently asserted, not only by the Indians, but also

by great numbers of the white people who live on the shores of

Lake Ontario, that the waters of this Lake rise and fall alter-

nately every seventh year. Others, on the contrary, deny that

such a fluctuation does take place; and, indeed it differs so mate-
rially from any that have been observed in large bodies of water

in other parts of the globe, that I am tempted to believe it is

merely an imaginary change. Nevertheless when it is consid-

ered, that, according to the belief of the oldest inhabitants of

the country, such a periodical ebbing and flowing takes place,

and that it has never been clearly proved to the contrary, we are

bound to suspend our opinions on the subject. For instance : a

gentleman who resides close upon the borders of the Lake, not

far from Kingston, and had leisure to attend to such subjects,

told me that he had observed the state of the Lake for nearly

fourteen years, and that he was of opinion that the waters did not

ebb and flow periodically
;

yet he acknowledged the very re-

markable fact that several of the oldest white inhabitants in his

neighborhood declared, previous to the late rising of the Lake,
that the year 1795 would be the high year; and that in the

summer of that year the Lake actually did rise to a very un-

common height. He said, however, that he had reason to think

* I take the opportunity of here remarking that I might easily have imparted a

seeming greater degree of originality to this paper by continuing to make only oc-

casional reference to parts of information derived from different writers, and con-

necting them with a few second-hand observations in mv own language; but feeling

mvself already dissatisfied on that head, and being desirous of exhibiting: the whole

evidence on the question, independent of any opinion of my own, I have adopted a

more equitable course, in allowing as much as possible, my authorities fee speak for

themselves, in their own language. I may at the same time add, that, in perusing

the following and other hurriedly copied extra > anil memoranda, accumulated at

uncertain intervals during a course of more than fifteen years, and frequently at

times when opportunities of access to books were "like angels* visit-, few and far

between," it must be borne in mind that they were made without any view to publi-

cation, and simply for the purpose of furnishing the means of hereafter comparing the

observations of different writers on an important philosophical question in which I

had long taken a deep interest; and that they will, therefore, perhaps often be found

neither altogether verbatim nor regularly connected, ami perhaps even betraying not a

few verbal errors ; but whatever their defects may be, compared with the originals,

the reader may be assured that there was no intention to alter or distort the mean-
ing or merits of the author, and that they may therefore be considered as a faithful

epitome of more extended observations.
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that the rise on this occasion was wholly owing to fortuitous

circumstances, and not to any regular established law of nature;

and that its being greater than usual was more imaginary than
real; and he formed this opinion from the circumstauce that

when the Lake had risen to its unusual height in 1795, he had
questioned some of the oldest people as to the comparative height

of the water on this and former occasions, when they affirmed

that they had seen it equally high before." Now, a grove of

trees which immediately adjoined this gentleman's garden, of at

least thirty years' growth, was entirely destroyed this year by
the waters that flowed amongst them ; and if, therefore, the

Lake had ever risen so high before, this grove would have been
then destroyed

; a circumstance militating strongly against the

evidence as to the height of the waters, but which only proved
that they had risen on this occasion higher than they had done
for thirty years' preceding, and not that thpy had not during that

term risen periotlically above their usual level.

*

What Mr. Carver relates concerning this subject rather tends to

confirm the opinion that the waters of the Lake do rise periodi-

cally. " I had like to have omitted (he says) a very extraordinary

circumstance relative to these Straits (of Michilimackinac, be-

|

tween Lakes Michigan and Huron). According to observations

made by the French, whilst they were in possession of the fort

i there, although there is no diurnal flood or ebb to be perceived in

|

these waters, yet from an exact attention to their state a periodi-

cal alteration has been discovered. It was observed that they
arose by gradual but almost imperceptible degrees till they had
reached the height of three feet. This was accomplished in

seven and a half years ; and in the same space of time they as

gently decreased, till they had reached their former situation. So
that in fifteen years they had completed their inexplicable revolu-

tion. At the time I was there, the truth of these observations
could not be confirmed by the English, as they had then been only

\

a few years in possession of the fort, but they all agreed that some
) \ alteration in the limits of the Straits was apparent." "It is to be

I
lamented (added Mr. Weld judiciously) that succeeding years have

|

not thrown more light on this subject. ... A long series of

observations are neccessary to determine positively whether the

waters of the Lakes do or do not rise and fall periodically. It is

|

well known, for instance, that in wet seasons they rise much

|

above the ordinary level, and that in very dry seasons they sink

considerably below it; a close attention, therefore, ought to be

P^d to the quantity of rain that falls, and to evaporation
;
and it

|

°ught to be ascertained in what degree the height of the Lake is

* The destruction of these trees would depend more on the length of time they

[
*ere inundated, than on the mere fact of their haviDg been temporarily flooded.

•R. L.
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altered thereby, otherwise, if it happens to be higher or lower

than usual on the seventh year, it would be impossible to say with
accuracy whether it were owing to the state of the weather, or

to certain laws of nature, that we are as yet unacquainted with.

At the same time great attention ought to be paid to the state of

the winds, as well in respect to their direction as to their velocity

for the height of the water in all the Lakes is materially

affected thereby. Moreover, these observations ought not to be

made at one place only, hut at different places at the same time. . . -

" It is also believed by many persons that the waters of Lake
Ontario not only rise and fall periodically every seventh year, but

that they are likewise influenced by a tide which ebbs and flows

frequently in the course of twenty- four hours—as, for instance, in

the Bay of Qjiinte, where it has been observed to rise fourteen

inches everv four hours. But there can be no doubt that this

must be caused by the wind—no such regular fluctuation being

observed at Kingston, and this Bay being a long crooked inlet,

that grows narrower at the upper end; and therefore not only a

change of wind up and down would make a difference at the

upper extremity, but the waters, being concentrated there, would
be seen to rise or fall, if impelled even in the same direction,

whether up or down, more or less forcibly at one part of the day
than another. . . An appearence like a tide must therefore be

seen almost constantly at the head of this Bay, whenever there

is a breeze. I could not learn that the fluctuation had ever been
observed during a perfect calm ; were the waters, however, influ-

enced by a regular tide, during a calm, that would be most read-

ily seen."

Reserving any comments on the foregoing pertinent extracts

for a future page, I proceed to remark, that such continued to be

the unsatisfactory amount of information on this interesting de-

batable philosophical question, till about 1819. when Capt. (after-

wards Col.) Whiting, of the American army, at length recurring

to the exciting subject, made, at the request of Governor Cass, a

series of regular observations upon these oceanic appearances,

during seven or eight days, in the month of June, serving to show
that at that remarkable inlet, Green Bay, there is a daily rise and
fall, but that it is irregular as to the precise period or flux and
reflux, and also as to the height which it attains ;* and yet such

was the variety of opinion among local residents on the fact, that

he is com jwiled to state, in the course of his remarks, that being

led to suppose that the winter would be the most favorable time
for making such observations, when the superincumbent ice

would nearly destroy the influence of the winds, and show the

unassisted operation of the tide, he made enquiries as to its ap-

pearance during that season, when one gentleman informed him

See American Journal of Science, vol xvi. dd. 90 and 91.
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that no tide was then discernible, while another, equally intelli-

gent, assured him that it was very apparent, and that there was
a regular elevation and depression of (he ice!

From all which conflicting circumstances (as correctly ob-
served by, I think, Mr. Schoolcraft in the same article) there was
reason to conclude that a well-conducied series of experiments
would prove that there are no regular tides in the Lakes; at least,

th*t they do not ebb and flow twice in twenty-four hours, like

those of the ocean
; that the oscillating motion of the waters is

therefore not attributable to planetary attraction ; and that it is

very variable as to the periods of its flux and reflux, depending
upon the levels of the several Lakes, their length, depth, direc-

tion, and conformation, upon the prevalent winds and temperature,
and upon other extraneous causes, which are in some measure
variable in their nature, and unsteady in their operation.

Colonel Whiting,further remarks in another interesting article

on the supposed tides and periodical rise and fall of the North
American Lakes,* in which is given a table of observations kept
at Green Bay, in six weeks, July and- August, 1828, that an ex-
amination of that record would satisfy anyone that planetary in-

fluence had little or nothing to do with the changes of elevation

ill the waters there noted ; and that it was as certain that the fluc-

tuations in some places appear to be independent o( atmospheric
as of lunar control; as, by consulting that table, there would
probably not be found one instance where the time of high water
tallies with the moon's southing, admitting the usual retardation.

And further, that it would also be seen that the changes of eleva-

tion were independent of the course of the wind; for that the

fluctuation continues, notwithstanding the winds remaining the
same. He, therefore, came to the conclusion that, reasoning from
onr knowledge of the great inland waters of the other hemi-
sphere, we should take it for granted that the North American
Lakes have no sensible tides; the Caspian, Black, and Baltic Sens
being said to have none worthy of observation, and even the

Mediterranean being indebted to the sharp-sighiedness of modern
times for the knowledge of there being such a phenomenon on
her wide spread bosomTf Col. Whiting, however, subsequently

remarks, writing in 1830. with regard to what General Dearborn

terms '« the periodical increase of the whole volume of waters in

the American Lakes," that it is the popular tradition on these

Lakes that there has been a rise and fall once in every fourteen

years, or that its recurrence has been sufficiently precise to au-

thorise the belief in its regularity ; but that the New York Canal

Commissioners state the intervals to be once in about eleven
years; and that no actual observations appeared to have been

* See American Journal of Science, rot, xx,pp. 205 to 219. •

t See close of this article.—R. L.
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made on the progress of the elevation, as to whether there were

any preceding seasons of a character to produce it ; and, therefore,

after noticing various well-known periods at which remarkable

elevations and depressions took place, such as in 1800, 1815,

1820, 1828, and 1830, by way of proof of the periodical return

of that phenomenon being regular or otherwise, he was obliged

to come to the conclusion that, as far as facts go they are cer-

tainly in favor of the popular theory, but that it rests on these

facts alone, and is in many other points of view improbable and

absurd ; and that we are therefore constrained to suppose, though

destitute of the light of actual observation, that the fluctuations

observed must have been caused by unusually abundant rains and

snow, and that this abundance had been in fortuitous coincidence

with certain cycles of time; for. improbable as this may be, it is

less so than that nature should have departed from her ordinary

course.*

Weld
now proceed to notice the judicious remarks on the rise and fall

of the Lakes by another intelligent British observer, Mr. McTag-
gart, who, writing in #
" there are no tides in any of the Lakes—none, at least, from the

moon's influence; but that the floods of spring generally raise

them from three to four feet. It is stated that Lake Ontario rises

once in every seven years higher than usual by two feet. The
people ascribe this to some supernatural cause. In the spring of
1827 it had one of these periodical tides rising nearly three feet

higher than it had done in the previous year, and keeping high
the whole summer. Being in the neighborhood (observes Mr.
MeT.) I paid the utmost attention to the phenomenon, and found
that there fell during that summer much more rain than had
fallen for many years before; and that there was little sunshine
throughout the season; and I, consequently, concluded that the
exhalations from the Lake were not so copious. There was an-
other circumstance that puzzled me. Lake Ontario, and indeed,
all the Lakes were up to their very highest surface marks, but the

rivers flowing out of them, were not. Those surface marks were
very obvious on the rocky shores of the Lakes, drawn like so

many chalk lines by Nature herself.
11 Rivers do not rise exactly from the same cause as Lakes. If

in spring the snow melts off the country on a sudden, and the
frozen swamps break up and disembogue their contents, then the
rivers will rise to their utmost height as water pours into them on
all sides; but when the sun has effected this, they begin to fall.

Lakes swell, it is true, from the same cause, but not with the same
parat

can

American Journal of Science, vol. xx,
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cloudy and the weather moist, so that little evaporation goes on,

the surface of the Lake will continue to swell, while that of the

river will fall—as the country on either side is drained—nothing
tending to keep up its flood but the mere discharge from the

Lake. Rivers and Lakes are never at their utmost pitch of flood

at the same time; neither are they ever at the lowest ebb at the
same time

; for when the floods of a river have subsided to a cer-

tain extent, the intense heat of the summer sun, setting upon the

shelving sides of the rocky channels, and even upon the bed of
the river itself, tends greatly to promote the absorption of the

waters, whereas in the deep wide Lake this action cannot take
place.

" The unusual rise of the waters of the Lakes in some seasons,

which some observers state to be seven feet above the common
level, seems to be only rationally accounted for by the absence of
evaporation, and greater quantities of rain than generally prevail.

Once in every seven years it is said to rise thus; but 7, like 3, is

a number open to superstition,* not to be always relied on, and it

would not be surprising if this flow were to happen once in six,

or even in ten years. It will yet, likely, be discovered that when
Lake Erie has its brim flood, the others have theirs also during
the same. season; and when powerful suns are excluded from
drinking them up, by the intervention of drizzling clouds, and
this exclusion extending over an immense surface, we shall cease
to marvel at these wonderful septennial floods. It has also been
remarked that the winters after these seasons have had little snow

;

but meteorology on this score remains to be further prosecuted, ere
the theory dare be advanced, that it isfrom the moisture absorbed
in circumjacent regions during summer that the snows of winter
are supplied."

Passing from the borders of Lake Ontario to the regions of
Lake Superior, I am next enabled to refer to some equally per-
emptory observations on the same subject, made by that eminent
British hydrographer and geologist, Capt. Bayfield, on the spot,
m the course of 1825-26; from whose valuable and interesting
paper on the geology of the latter Lake I extract the following
particulars

:f
" There is no regularly periodical rising or falling of the Lakes,

as has been asserted, whether it be from the influence of the
moon, or any other. They rise and fall from accidental causes;
such as a very severe winter without the usual thaws. The springs
are locked up all winter, and the whole accumulated snow re-

mains until the spring, when the weather, becoming suddenly

t ji]? stated by Professor Johnston, in his address at the New York Agricul-

of

F

fK i°

Ciety me«ting at Syracuse, as a fact, that Holland is exposed on the average

-lp t
^rteen centuries, to one great sea or river flood, every seven years

t See Transactions of the Lit. and Hist, of Quebec, vol i, pp. 1 to 43.
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warm, dissolves it at once. Hence it will generally be found that

after a very severe winter, the waters of the Lakes will be much
higher than at other times. Heavy gales also raise the water in

the upper parts of the Lakes, and also cause currents in various

directions. The rise, however, in Lakes Superior and Huron,
from this or any other cause, never exceeds a few feet. . . •

Whether a gradual diminution of the waters of Lake superior is

now going on, is a point on which no one is qualified to give an

opinion ; for no observations have been made or recorded to ascer-

tain the interesting fact. Any diminution must be always imper-

ceptibly gradual, and would require constant, accurate, and regu-

larly recorded observations during a great number of years to

render this indisputable. The streams which discharge into

Lake Superior amount to several hundreds in number, and the

quantity of water supplied by them is many times greater than

that discharged at the falls of St. Mary, the only outlet. There
is, however, no reason to imagine from this that the quantity of

water increases; for it is absolutely necessary that there should

be a supply very far exceeding the discharge, to replace the

immense expenditure arising from the evaporation from so exten-

sive a surface."

Adhering to my intention of reserving for the present any com-
ments on the above, as of other quotations, I now revert to the

next American writer on this important subject, namely, General
Dearborn, who, in the 10th volume of the American Journal of

Science, already referred to, observes that "it is not sufficiently

certain that tides may not be produced in the great chain of

Lakes, in the same manner as they are in the ocean j" and in

proof thereof quotes an elaborate theory of the distinguished Dr.

Young (illustrated by three diagrams) which had at that time

been sanctioned by the scientific for more than twenty years, not

only presuming the possible existence of such tides, but furnishing

the means of demonstrating that such is the fact in deep and broad

Lakes, and even going so far as, where the area and depth of a

lake is known, to give a theorem by which the maximum rise

and fall of the waters and the time of its oscillation, or in which
a tide wave might pass over it, can be ascertained.# But the

General at the same time admits, with regard to "the periodical

increase and diminution of the whole volume of water in the

Lakes." that he is in possession of no definite facts, save what
was contained in a letter from Captain Dearborn, stating, that

whilst stationed at the Sault Ste. Marie, on Lake Superior, he

had himself observed for three successive days an ebb and flow
of one-and-a-half feet, in the course of about two-and-a-half hours
each

; but that he attributed it to the winds; and that he sup-

* See American Journal of Science, vol. xvi, pp. 78 to 94, and Young's Natural
Philosophy, voL i

r p. 578, <kc. See also beyond, in this article.
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posed that the rise and fall which takes place during periods of

from three to seven years, to he possibly the effect of increased

depth of water in the Lake, caused by an unusual amount of snow
on its borders and tributary streams, or an uncommon rainy sea-

son
; and that it even appeared from an extract from the New

York Advertiser, that a gentleman just then (1828) returned from

a tour to the West, had informed ihe editor that the waters of

Lakes Ontario and Erie were then nearly a foot higher, while

.
. those of Lake Superior were considerably lower than ever known.

The General was therefore led to suggest that, to obtain full, and

exact data as to the rise and fall of the different Lakes tide-

guages should be placed at a number of points on the shore of

each, both in their narrowest and broadest dimensions, and the

changes carefully observed for a whole year, or at least for several

months, and accurate tables kept of the times and extent of each

flux and reflux, in which the position, as respects the meridian
and the phases of the nixm, and also the course of the winds
should be noted;—a plan which, it will be perceived, is very

I similar to that proposed bv myself in my late paper on the estab-
1icKmn.,t ^c * u

*
. i„ •« ~i -l ;

i
lishment of simultaneous meteorological observations.

(To be continued.)

Art. XII.

—

Synopsis of the Ichthyological Fauna of the Pacific

slope of North America, chiefly from the collections made by the

U. S. Expi. Exped. under the coinmand of Capt. C. Wttftef,

with recent Additions and Comparisons with Eastern types;
by L. Agassiz.

CVPRINOIDS.

In order rightly to appreciate the natural relations of the rep-

resentatives of this family living in the fresh waters of the western
slope of this continent, to those found in the waters of its eastern

slope and elsewhere, it is important first to reconsider the many
genera established by Rafinesque in his " Ichihyologia Ohiensis,"

as well as those recently added by Messrs. Baird and Girard, and to

institute a careful comparison between them and those founded
by European ichthyologists; for though it is gratifying to behold
the zeal with which important additions are daily making to our

fauna by the activity of the scientific members of the various

expeditions which have lately explored the western parts of the

United States by order of the Central Government, it is deeply
to be regretted that no more criticism is displayed in the notices

which have been published descriptive of these animals. Instead
of careful comparisons with more or less allied foreign forms, we
are presented with such descriptions of our fishes and reptiles, as

would leave the impression that nothing like them is to be found
in any other part of the world.
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The family of Cyprinoids presents peculiar difficulties when-
ever we attempt to characterise its genera, as is too well shown by
the conflicting views of those who have written upon this subject.

This difficulty arises chiefly from the uniformity of its repre-

sentatives, greater than is observed, in most other families, and

also from the necessity of resorting to dissections to trace their

most important characteristics.

In a paper published in 1834 in the Memoires de la Societe des

Sciences Naturelles de Neuchatel, I have however shown that

reliable characters may be obtained from the pharyngeal teeth,

and the more recent investigations of Heckel upon this subject

have confirmed my statements and extended them over a large

number of genera and species unknown to science at the time I

published the results of my first investigations. At the time

Heckel published his valuable remarks upon Cyprinoids, he seems

to have heen but scantily provided with American representatives

of this family.

It is this gap in our knowledge I intend to fill here in connec-

tion with a more full description of the species collected in Oregon
and California by the naturalists of the expedition of Capt. Wilkes.

The propriety of establishing new genera among Cyprinidas

will appear very questionable to the ichthyologists who have

traced the almost endless divisions to which this family has of

late been submitted. Nevertheless I feel compelled to introduce

some new divisions among them, to classify several fishes which
have been collected by the United States Exploring Expedition,

and some others long known from the eastern parts of this con-

tinent.

Few Cyprinidae have as yet been described from the fresh

waters of the northwest coast of America, and the species brought

home by the Exploring Expedition form an interesting addition

to our knowledge.... . •

The first question which arises upon examining these fishes is

naturally,—to what genus do they belong? Are they in any

way analogous to the Cyprinidas of the eastern or Atlantic side of

North America, or do they resemble those of western Europe, or

are they in any way related to the Asiatic types? As soon as I

knew that species of that family had been preserved among the

collections of the Exploring Expedition, my first care was to

examine their generic relations, and, to my utter astonishment I

found that they do not belong to any of the numerous genera

established by myself, Heckel, Prince Canino, or McLelland for

the species of the old world, and that, with one exception, they

correspond as little to any of the types which occur in the eastern

parts of the North American continent. They constitute in fact

by themselves a natural group of species, remarkable for the de-

velopment of their lips, and the horny covering which protects
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the outline of the mouth. Their pharyngeal teeth also, as far as

I have been able to ascertain, have a peculiar structure. Even
if the subdivision of the Cyprinidae into genera had never been
extended beyond ihe limits marked out by Cuvier, three, at least

of the species from Oregon should be admitted as new types of
this family, for which genera I shall propose the names of Mylo-
cheilus, Ptychocheilus and Acrocheilus.

TRIBE OF CATOSTOMI.

Heckel subdivides the family of Cyprinoids into ten tribes, the
fourth of which embraces our Catostomi. This tribe is very
natural, if we exclude from it the genus Exoglossum, the true

affinities of which are with Chondrostoma and not with Catos-
tomi as Heckel admits. The true Catostomi have very remarka-
ble pharyngeal bones, with a large number of compressed teeth,

arranged like the teeth of a comb, upon the inner prominent edge
of these bones, and gradually increasing in size from above down-
wards, whilst in Exoglossum the teeth are few in number, ob-
liquely truncate and occupying only the middle of the curve of
the pharyngeals as in Chondrostoma.

For a long time past I have sought in vain to find out the
homology of these curious pharyngeal teeth, so peculiar, and so
characteristic in the family of the Cyprinoids. It was not until
I began to investigate the various types of the old genus Catos-
tomus, that I found a clue to their true significance. The arma-
ture upon the inner curve of the branchial arches of Cyprinoids
differs so completely from the common type of their pharyngeal
teeth, in the genera of the old world, that even a comparison
between them is hardly suggested ; but in Catostomus the exten-
sive row of comb-like teeth, upon the posterior edge of the inner
jnargin of the pharyngeal arches is so combined with a row of
horny serratures upon the anterior edge of the same margin, that

the homology of the two becomes at once obvious. See fig. 2,
«' and a". The pharyngeal teeth correspond to the armature
upon the inner curve of the branchial arches; they may, how-
ever, be either simple epidermic serratures or papillae, or assume
the structure of genuine teeth and become soldered to the bone
upon which they are formed, as is the case also with the maxil-
lary teeth of so many fishes.

Notwithstanding the similarity of the general arrangement of
the pharyngeal teeth in all Catostomi, there are still such differ-

ences in their form and number, and especially in the shape of
their inner edge, that these peculiarities afford additional evidence
°* the propriety of acknowledging several genera among them,
wost of which have already been indicated, though very indiffer-

Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 55.—Jan., 1855. 10
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ently characterised by Rafinesque. In order to ascertain beyond
a question the generic value of these characters I have examined
the pharyngeals of every one of the species described in this

paper, and of several of them compared a number of specimens

of different ages and sexes with one another, and I have invaria-

bly found that within the limits within which the genera are

circumscribed here, they present a peculiar type for each genus
7

reproduced in the different species with slight variations in the

size and proportions of ihe teeth, the strength of the arch and

the length of its symphysis.

Thus far the whole tribe of Catostomi must be considered as

belonging exclusively to North America, the true relations of the

Catostomus Tilesii, founded by Valenciennes, upon the descrip-

tion of the Cyprinus rostratus, from Northern Asia, by Tilesins

being still doubtful, or wanting at least the only confirmation

acceptable in our days, that is based upon a direct comparison of

original specimens. Catostomi are found as far south as Texas
and along the northern boundaries of Mexico, as is shown by the

descriptions of several species published by Messrs. Baird and
Girard in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia for 1854, but 1 have been unable to ascertain

whether they inhabit the waters of Cuba.
It is a very interesting fact that while America has no native

representation of the tribe of Carps, some of its Catostomi, the

Carpiodes, Ichthyobns and Bnbalichthys, remind us strongly by
their external appearance of the true Cyprini of the old world,

whilst others, the Cycleptus and Moxostoma resemble more the

Borhus of Europe, Asia and Africa and the Tinea of Europe,
which are also entirely wanting in America, and still others, the

Catostomi proper have not even analogous representatives in the

eastern continents.

Carpiodes, Raf.

1. The body is very high and strongly compressed, the narrow
ridge of the back funning the outline in front of the dorsal is

very much arched, and regularly continuous downwards with the

rather steep profile of the head.

The head is short, its height and length differ but little. The
snout is short and blunt. The small mouth is entirely inferior,

and surrounded by narrow thin lips, which are more or less

transversely folded. The lower jaw is short and broad.

The pharyngeal bones of Carpiodes are remarkably thin, com-
pressed laterally, with a shallow furrow along the anterior margin
on the inside, and another more central one on the outline of the

arched surfaces ; the teeth are very small, compressed, equally
thin along the whole inner edge of the bone, forming a fine comb-
like crest of minute serratures ; their cutting edge rises above the
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inner margin into a prominent point. Fig. 1.

1, a, represents the inner surface of the

right pharyngeal, 6, the dental edge of (he

two pharyngeals in their natural position,

c and rf, magnified teeth in profile.

The anterior lobe of the long dorsal is

slender, its third and fourth rays being
prolonged beyond the following ones into

long filaments. The lower fins are all

pointed, rather small, and hence distant

from one another. The ventral ridge of
the body is flat. The scales have many
narrow, radiating furrows upon the anterior field, and one, more
deeply marked, in a straight line, across the lateral fields, or limit-

ing the lateral and posterior fields, hardly any upon the anterior

field, the waving of the broader concentric ridges producing only
a radiated appearance upon that field. Tube of the lateral line

straight and simple, arising in advance of the centre of radiation,

which is seated in the centre of form of the scales.

Cuvier referred erroneously the type of this genus to his ge-

i nils Labeo, in which he has been followed by DeKay, whilst

Valenciennes founded upon it his genus Sclerognathus. Rafin-
«sque however, had already called it Carpiodes; this latter name
having the priority, must therefore be retained. Moreover Valen-
ciennes describes as a second species of that genus under the

name of Sclerognathus Cyprinella. a fish from Lake Pontchar-
train, which belongs to Rafinesque's genus Ichthtjohus. as I shall

show below. In recognising the generic differences which dis-

tinguish these two fishes, Rafinesque has really been much in

advance of more recent observers, though the characteristics he
ascribes to them are very loosely and imperfectly drawn.

I know now four species, of this curious genus, one of which in-

habits the fresh waters of our middle Slates, emptying into the At-
lantic, the Catostomus Cyprinus of Lesueur; another occurs in

Lake Champlain and the waters of our Northern Slate* emptying

J[Ho the St. Lawrence, the Catostomus Cyprinus of the Rev. Zad.
Thompson; a third is found in the Ohio, and its tributaries, and
has been described under the same name as the preceding ones, by
Dr. Kutland in his " Fishes of the Ohio." I have lately obtained a

fourth from the Osage River,' through the kindness of Mr. George
Stolley, which I have inscribed mCarpiode* Bison in my notice

of the Fishes of the Tennessee River* It occurs also in the

Mississippi, above its junction with the Missouri, as I have ascer-

tained recently from specimens forwarded to me by Dr. Rauch of

purlington, Iowa; whether it is found farther south, 1 do not
know.

* See this Journal, 2nd Ser., vol xvii, p. 356.
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In my enumeration of the fishes of the southern bend of the

Tennessee River, I made a mistake in preserving the name of

C. Cyprians for the Ohio species
; but having known that species

for many years, I took it as the type of the genus the more read-

ily, since Rafinesque has established the genus Carpiodes from

Ohio specimens. Yet this species, C. Cyprinus, was described

by Lesueur from Pennsylvania specimens, so that the name of

C. Cyprinus belongs to it by right of priority, and the name of

C.Vacca which I have applied in my notice of the fishes of the

Tennessee River to the Pennsylvania species, must be considered

as a mere synonym of Colostomas Cyprinus of Lesueur, and the

Ohio species must retain Rafinetsque's name of Carpiodes velifer.

Lesueur himself had already pointed out in the Journal of the

Academy of Natural Sciences, vol. i, p. 110, the differences he

noticed between some specimens obtained in the Ohio River, by
Mr. Thomas Say, and preserved in the Museum of the Academy
of Nat. Sci. in Philadelphia, and those from the Chesapeake Bay
he described under the name of C. Cyprinus. Upon these in-

dications, Rafinesque founded his Carpiodes velifer, Ich. Oh., p.

56, without perceiving that it is identical with his" own Carp.

Carpio ; though he had already a few lines higher in the page

called it C. setosus, referring that name erroneously to Lesueur.

Again page 51, Rafinesque describes the same species once more,

from a drawing of Mr. Aububon, under the name of Catostomus
amsopterus, referring it to his subgenus Moxostoma, though he

points out himself its true affinity to C. velifer. With these ma-
terials before me, I was very anxious to obtain also original spe-

cimens of the fish described by Rev. Z. Thompson, under the

name of C. cyprinus, from Lake Champlaim To that gentleman
himself, I am now indebted for the means of comparing it with

the species described by Lesueur and Rafinesque, and I find

that it is still another species for which I propose the name of

C. Thompsoni.
These species, though very similar in general outline and com-

pression of body, instantly strike one on comparing them as dis-

tinct ; the different form and size of scales give to each a very

peculiar appearance. In Carpiodes velifer, which has the largest

scales, their hind border is very broadly arched or rounded, whilst

ill Carpiodes Thompsoni, it forms a very blunt or open angle.

Hence in the former species, the posterior margin of a row of

scales extending obliquely from the dorsal to the ventral region is

strongly waved, but in the latter species it is straight. In Carpi-

odes velifer the radiating lines on the opercle are more prominent,

and the subopercle is longer and not so broadly rounded at its

lower angle, and the anterior lobe of the dorsal is higher ana
much more slender than in Carpiodes Thompsoni. C. Cyprinus
is more elongated than either, and C. Bison, from Osage River, is
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the most elongated of the four species, and its snout is most
prominent. Valenciennes states that C. Cyprinus occurs also in

Lake Pontchartrain, Louisiana; but this is incorrect.- He has
mistaken my C. Taurus, which belongs to the genus Bubal ich-

thysj for the true Cyprinus of Lesueur. This result shows how
important it is in identifying fishes from distinct water basins, not
to trust implicitly to descriptions for comparison, but lo resort as

far as possible to original specimens. I shall have full opportu-
nity below to show also how dangerous it may be to take lor

granted that because fishes occur in distant regions, they must
differ specifically, and to describe them as such.

Whether Carpiodes tumidus, B. and G., from Texas, belongs
to this or the following genus, or to Ichthyobus, I am unable to

ascertain from the description published by Messrs. Baird and
Girard in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences in

Philadelphia, 1854, p. 28.
I am entirely at a loss to understand why Rafinesque should

have referred his Catostomns xanthopus with C. Cyprinus and
Velifer to his subgenus Carpiodes. It certainly does not belong to

the same genus as the description shows, in which the dorsal is

said to be " hardly falcate with 14 rays," I have scarcely any
doubt that Rafinesque had an old specimen of Lesuenr's Catos-
tornus nigricans before him when he described his Cat. xantho-
pus. Not supposing that species to occur in the Ohio, he did not
even compare it with the description of Lesueur ; but the name
"mud sucker,' 7 the specific name xanthopus and the statement
that the " head is larger, flattened above," &c, apply together
only to Cat. nigricans, which, as Dr. Kirtland has already shown,
and as I also know from direct observation, is not only found in

the Ohio, but occurs very extensively iu our western waters,
even as far as Osage River, whence I have obtained specimens
through Mr. George Stolley, and also in the middle Atlantic
States.

Bubalichthys, Agass.

At the time I vindicated the propriety of restoring some of the

genera established by Rafinesque among Cyprinoids * I did not

suspect that the genus Carpiodes as I then represented it, still con-
tained two distinct types, though I had noticed that some of the

species had the anterior margin of their dorsal greatly prolonged,

whilst in others it hardly rises above the middle and posterior

portion of that fin. Having since examined the pharyngeals of
all the species of this tribe which i have been able to secure from
different parts of the country, I find that those with a high dor-
sal, which constitute the genus Carpiodes proper, have in addi-
tion very thin flat pharyngeals with extremely minute teeth,

whilst those with a low dorsal have triangular pharyngeals with

* See this Journal 2nd Ser., vol. xvii, page 353.
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larger teeth, increasing gradually in size and thickness from the

up|>er margin of these bones towards their symphysis. The differ-

ence in form of these bones arises from the circumstance that the

slight ridge upon the outer surface of the arch in Carpiodes is

transformed in this second type into a prominent edge, dividing

the outer surface of the arch into a posterior and an anterior

plane, meeting under an acute angle. This structural homology
is satisfactorily traced by the difference in the external appear-

ance of these two planes, the posterior one being full as the pos-

terior half of the Hat outer surface of the arch in Carpiodes,

whilst the anterior plane is coarsely porous, indeed studded with

deep, pits analogous to the porous character of the anterior half

of the outer surface of that bone in Carpiodes. The teeth them-

selves are compressed ; their grinding edge is rather blunt, slightly

arched it] the middle, and provided with a little cusp along the

inner margin which is hardly detached from the crown and does not

rise above its surface, as in Carpiodes, Ichthyobus and Cycleptus.

Fig. 2, a, represents the right pha-

ryngeal seen from behind, a/ being the

crest of teeth, a." the armature of the

anterior edge of the inner curve, b one
of the lower, c one of the middle, and
d one of the upper teeth.

In this genus the bulk of the body is

not placed so far forwards as in Carpio-
des, the greatest height being midway
between the head and. tail. The up-
per outline of the body is less strongly
arched in advance of the dorsal ; the
head is longer than high, and the
snout not more prominent than the
mouth. The mouth opens obliquely
downwards and forwards, the? lower
jaw being nearly as long as the upper.
The lips are small and granulated.
The anterior rays of the dorsal are not separately prolonged

its anterior margin is higherbeyond the rest of the fin, though
than its middle and posterior portion* The lower fins are as in

Carpiodes.

The scales have many narrow radiating furrows upon the an-

terior field, none across the lateral fields, and few upon the pos-

terior field, converging to the centre of radiation to which the

tubes of the lateral line extends also. For this new genus I pro-

pose the name of Bubalichthys, intending to recall the name of

Buffalo fish, commonly applied to its species. To this genus
belong the species I have described as Carpiodus Urns from the

Tennessee River * C. Taurus from Mobile River, and C. Vilnius

* See this Journal. 2nd Ser^ vol. xvii. r>. 355 and 356.
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from the Wabash, and also the Catostomtts niger of Rafinesqne
and Catoslomas Bubalus of Dr. Kirtland from the Ohio, but not

Cat. Bubalus, Rafinesqne, which is the type of the genne Ich-

thyosis described in the following paragraph. I have another

new species from the Osage River, sent me by Mr. George Siol-

ley. This shows this type to be widely distributed in our west-

ern waters; but thus far it has not been found in the Atlantic

States. I have some doubts respecting the nomenclature of these

species which are rather difficult to solve. It will be seen upon
reference to Rafiuesque's Ichthyologia Ohiensis, p. 55 and 56,

that he mentions two species of his subgenus Ichthyobns, one of

which he calls C. Bubalus, and the other C- niger ; the second
he has not seen himself, but describes it on the authority of Mr.

Audubon as " entirely similar to the common Buffalo fish, Ins

C. Bubalus, but larger, weighing sometimes upwards of fifty

pounds." Dr. Kirtland, on the other hand, describes the O. Bu-
balns as the largest species found in the western waters, and adds
that the young is nearly elliptical in its outline and is often sold

I in the market as a distinct species, #'
Perch. If there was only one species of Buffalo in those waters
the case would be very simple, and the Catostomus Bubalns and
niger of Rafinesqne, and C. Bubalus of Dr. Kirtland, should sim-
ply be considered as synonymous,* but Dr. Ranch of Burlington

I has sent me fine specimens of this Buffalo Perch, to which the

remark of Dr. Kirtland, "elliptical in its outline,
;? perfectly ap-

plies, and I find that it not only differs specifically but etfen ge-

nerically from the broader, high-backed, common Buffalo, and
being the smaller species, I take it to be Rafiuesque's C Bubalns,
the type of his genus Ichthyobns, which is more fully charac-
terised below, whilst the larger species, Rafiuesque's C. niger,

can be no other than Dr. Kirtland's C. Bubalus, "the largest spe-

cies of the western waters." It seems therefore hardly avoidable
to retain the name of C. niger or rather Bubalichthys niger for

the common Buffalo, though Rafinesqne, who first named that

fish, never saw it, or if he saw it mistook it for his own Bubalus,

and though Dr. Kirtland, who correctly describes and figures it,

names it C. Bubalus, for such is the natural result to which the

history of the successive steps in our investigation of these fishes

lead. But our difficulties here are not yet at an end. Among
the splendid collections 1 have received from Dr. Ranch, I found
j M 1

-•"" pcutjuuy aiSllllCt species Or auuurirwnya, <-«'<= ""»•« « >"«„

mouth, and the other with a small mouth, and one of lrhthyobus,
living together in the Mississippi River, in the neighborhood of
B«rlmgton, Iowa, and the next question, probably never to be

* Dr. Kirtland and Dr. Storer, who follows him, are certainly mistaken in refer-
ring C niger of Raf, to Cat elongatus of Lesueur, as the description in the Ichthy-
ologia Ohiensis clearly shows.
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solved, will be, if they all three occur also in the Ohio, whether

Rafinesqne's C. niger was the big-mouthed or the small-mouthed

Bubalichthys. Judging from the figure, given by Dr. Kirtland in

the Boston Journal of Natural History, vol. v, pi. 19, fig. 2, I be-

lieve his C. Oubalus to be the small-mouthed species. I myself

have however only seen one specimen of the big-mouthed spe-

cies from the Ohio, and that in a rather indifferent state of pres-

ervation, for which I am indebted to Prof. Baird, and none of the

small-mouthed species. Should however all three, as is possible,

occur as well in the Ohio, as in the Mississippi, to avoid introdu-

cing new names, I would call the big-mouthed species B. niger,

preserving for it Rafinesque's specific name,—the small-mouthed,

1?. Bubalus, retaining for it the name which Dr. Kirtland has

given it, even though the species of Ichthyobus must bear the

same specific name, being that originally applied to it by Raf-

inesque. It may be that either my B. Vilnius or my B. Urus is

identical with Dr. Kirtland's C. Bubalus, but until I can obtain

original specimens of his species, this point must remain unde-

cided, as it is impossible from mere descriptions to institute a suf-

ficiently minute comparison. The specimen from Osage River,

I shall call B. Bonasus.

Compared with one another, these species differ as follows:

B. niger (the bitj-mouthed Buffalo) differs from B. Bubalus, (the

small-mouthed Buffalo) by its larger mouth, opening more for-

wards, its more elongated body, the first rays of the dorsal rising

immediately above the base of the ventrals, and its anterior lobe

being broader, and the anal fin not emarginated ; B. Bonasus
differs from B. Bubalus and from B. niger in having the mouth
larger than the first and smaller than the second, and from B.

Bubalus by its less emarginated dorsal, which renders its larger

lobe broader, anal fin not emarginated, opercle larger. A farther

comparison with the southern species could only be satisfactory

if accompanied by accurate figures.

I therefore turn now to the genus*

Ichthyobus, Rafin.*

In the form and position of the fins, as well as in the general

outline of the body, this genus is very nearly related to Buba-

lichthys, but in the structure of the parts of the head, it is quite

dissimilar. The mouth opens directly forwards, and is large and

round. The lips are small, smooth and thin; the upper one is

not thicker than the intermaxillary itself and tapers to a narrow

edge. At the symphysis of the lower jaw, which is larger than

in any other genus of this group, the lower lip is hardly more

than a thin membrane connecting its small lateral lobes.

* Rafinesque spells the name incorrectly Ictiobus ; as its name means Bull or

Buffalo fish, from IjftNbg and fiovg it ought to be spelled Ichthyobus, as I hare

already stated it in my Nomenclature Zoologicus : Index universalis, p. 194.
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The eye is small, and the opercular pieces very large.

The scales have many narrow radiating furrows upon the an-
terior field

;
none across the lateral fields, few upon the margin of

the posterior field and these not extending to the centre of radia-

tion. Tubes of the lateral line straight and simple, arising nearly

in the middle of the posterior field.

The pharyngeal bones are neither flat, as in the Carpiodes, nor
triangular as in Bubalichthys, but present an intermediate form;
the outer surface of the arch standing outwards, and presenting a
porous outer margin. The peduncle of the symphysis is much
longer proportionally and more pointed than in Carpiodes and
Bubalichthys. The teeth are very numerous, small, thin and
compressed as in Carpiodes, but the lower ones are gradually

larger than the upper ones. Their inner edge is slanting out-

wards, and not uniformly arched as in Bubalichthys, or truncate

as in Cycleptus, the innermost margin rising somewhat in the
shape of a projecting cusp.

3.Fig. 3, «, represents the right pha-
ryngeal of Ichtkyobus Rauchii, from
the inner side, b and 6' lower teeth
from both sides, c a tooth from the
middle of the comb, and d, one from
its upper end.

Thus far a single species of this

genus has been accurately described
by Valenciennes, under the name of
Sclerognathus Cyprinella, from lake
Pontchartrain, near New Orleans; but
as I have remarked above, the genus Sclerognathus can not stand,

siftce it includes two distinct types, for*both of which Rafinesque
has already introduced unobjectionable names. One of these

genera is founded upon the Catostomus Cyprmns of Lesueur, and
Will retain the name of Carpiodes, as characterised above, the

°ther is the subject of this paragraph, for which the name of

Ichthyobus must be preserved, even though its typical species

C Bubal us was so imperfectly described by Rafinesque as to be

mistaken by Dr. Kirtland for the common Buffalo of the Ohio,

as I have shown above. Ichtkyobus Bubalvs, Raf, is easily dis-

tinguished from the two following new species by its low dorsal,

its small fins, and high scales.

Ichtkyobus RauchiL—DovsdX much higher than in I. Bubalus,

all other fins much larger, and the scales not higher than long
;

Irom Burlington, Iowa. Received from Dr. Ranch, to whom I

am indebted for a very large collection of fishes from the Missis-

sippi, and its tributaries in the State of Iowa.

Ichtkyobus Stolleyi.—Body higher than in Ichthyobus Rauchii,

profile steeper, and hence snout blunter, opercular bones larger,

fins proportionally of the same size. From Osage River, Missouri.

Second Seeies, VoL XIX, No. 55.—Jan., 1855. 11
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I have obtained this species from Mr. George Stolley, who has

made extensive zoological collections for me in ihe western and

son I hern parts of the State of Missouri especially along the Osage

River and its tributaries.

Cycleptus, Raf.

As in many other instances, Rafinesque has named, but neither

defined nor characterised the genus to which I now call attention.

He has not himself even seen the fish upon which the genus is

founded, arid refers to another genus a species which cannot be

separated from this. Moreover the characteristics of the genus,

as given by Rafinesque are not true to nature. Yet, notwith-

standing these objections, I do not feel at liberty to reject his

generic name; since it is possible to identify the fish he meant
by the vernacular name under which it is known in the West.

There is another reason why Rafinesque's descriptions of our

western fishes ought to be most carefully considered and every

possible effort made to identify his genera and species, the fact

that he was the first to investigate the fishes of the Ohio and its

tributaries upon a large scale, and that notwithstanding the loose-

ness with which he performed the task and the lamentable inac-

curacies of his too short descriptions, his works bear almost upon
every page the imprint of his keen perception of the natural

affinities of species, and their intimate relations to one another;

so much so, that even where he has failed to assign to his genera

any characters by which they may be recognized, yet, when the

species upon which they are founded can be identified, we usu-

ally find that there are good reasons for considering them as form-
ing distinct genera.

The trouble with Rafinesque is, that he too often introduced
in his works species which he had not seen himself, and which
he referred almost at random among his genera, thus defacing his

well characterised groups, or that he went so far as to found
genera upon species which he had never seen, overlooking per-

haps that he had already described such types under other names.

The genus Cycleptus affords a striking example of all these

mistakes combined together. In his remarkable paper upon the

genus Catostomus, Lesueur describes and figures one species from

the Ohio River, under the name of C. elougatus peculiar for its

elongated cylindrical body, and for its long dorsal fin beginning
half way between the pectorals and ventrals, and extending as

far back as t lie insertion of the anal. This species Rafinesque
introduces in his subgenus Decartylus among the genuine Catos-

torni, without perceiving that it belongs to his own genus Cy-
cleptus. This mistake arises undoubtedly from his belief that in

Cycleptus there are two dorsals which indeed he mentions as

characteristic of this genus: but this statement is erroneous: the
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rays of the dorsal are in fact, enclosed in a continuous membrane,
the anterior rays only being much longer than those of the mid-
dle and posterior portion of that fin ; occasionally these long rays

split, and accidentally separate from the following ones, when
they seem to form two dorsals.

The character of this genus, as far as the dorsal fin is con-

cerned, consists in reality not in its division, but in its great ex-

tension along the back, and the elongation of its anterior rays.

The anal is very small in proportion to the size of the fish, and
inserted far back, so that the length of the abdominal cavity is

greater than in the genera Carpiodes, Ichthyobus and Bubal ich-

thys, with which Cycleptus is closely allied by the peculiar

form of its dorsals. Again, Rafinesque remarks that the mouth is

terminal, round and small. This requires also to be qualified.

The mouth appears terminal and round only when the jaws are

protruded to their utmost extent ; when closed, it is rather cres-

cent-shaped and entirely retracted under the projecting, pointed

snout ; the lips are covered with numerous projecting papillae and
spread horizontally.—these are moreover continuous around the

angles of the mouth, so that the upper and lower lips are hardly

separated by a small fold, and the lower lip is slightly emargiuate
in the middle, while in other genera of this tribe it is actually

bilobed.

The pharyngeal hones are strong, their anterior surface being

flattened and their greatest diameter being the transverse one, as

in Bubalichthys and not laterally compressed and thin as in Car-

piodes and Ichthyobus.
The symphysis is short and its penduncle flat and square, sep-

arated from the curved arch by a deep semicircular emargination.

The teeth are also stronger and stouter than in Carpiodes and
Ichthyobus, as is also the case in Bubalichthys, and they are

gradually increasing in size, and relative thickness from the upper

Part of the arch to its symphysis, but they are much fewer and
farther apart than in the latter genus. Their inner edge is trans-

verse, rather blunt, though the middle ridge is somewhat project-

ing; the lower teeth are so shaped that their inner angle is hardly

higher than the outer,
while in the middle and
upper teeth it is gradu-
ally more projecting,
and from the middle of
the arch upwards forms

4.

a prominent point arch-
ed outwards.

Fis.4 a, represents
»je right pharyngeal of
Cycleptus nigrescens
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from the posterior side, b and b' being two lateral views of the

lower teeth, and c a view of an upper tooth.

The scales are considerably longer than high, with a rather

prominent posterior margin ; numerous radiating furrows upon

the anterior and posterior fields, some across the lateral fields

;

the concentric ridges of the posterior field are not only broader

that those of the other fields, but instead of running parallel to

the margin of the scales they are curved in concentric gothic

arches between each two radiating furrows. Heckel mentions

this genus under the name of Rhytidostomus, but Rafinesque's

name Cycleptus has the priority. Properly it ought to be called

Leptocyclus. according to its etymology, (see my Nomenclator
Zoologicus: Index Universalis, p. 109,) but under this form no-

body would recognize it as Rafinesque's name, I shall therefore

not urge the change. I must leave it doubtful whether we have

more than one species of this interesting genus. I have before

me specimens from Cincinnati, kindly forwarded to me by Prof.

Baird, and others from St. Loins, Missouri, for which 1 am in-

indebted to Dr. George Engelmann, but they differ so much in

size, those from Ohio being young and those from Mississippi

rather large, that I am unable to decide whether the differences

they exhibit are specific or merely characteristic of their age. In

the St. Louis specimens the peduncle of the tail is shorter, the

lobes of the caudal fin broader, the scales of the sides of the body
less pointed behind and the caudal fin not so deeply forked.

Should these differences prove specific, the name of Cycl. nigres-

cens proposed by Rafinesque may be retained for the St. Louis
type, and that of C elongatus for that of Cincinnati ; should they
be the same, the name elongatus, applied by Lesueur for his Ca-
tostomus elongatus, having the priority over that of Rafinesque,
must be preserved for both.

The preceding descriptions show that instead of four species of

Catastomi with a long dorsal, mentioned in Dr. Storer's Synopsis
of the fishes of North America, as Catostomus elongatus and Bu-
balus and Sclerognathus Cyprinus and Cyprinella, we have not

less than four distinct genera of this type: Carpiodes, Bubalich-
thys, Ichthyobus and Cycleptus, numbering together sixteen or

seventeen sf>ecies, fourteen of which I have been able to describe

and minutely to compare with one another, having specimens
of them in my own collection.

It is a fact worth mentioning that the whole of this type is

ope

known thus far.

proper

Moxostoma

Most to Catostomus
proper. DeKay however refers them to Cuvier's genus Labeo,
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though they bear only a remote resemblance to it. I have been
unable to trace the etymology of the name Moxostoma. It may
be a misspelling for Myzostoma, but in that form the name is

already applied to a genus of worms.
The species of this genus contrast greatly with those of all

other genera of the family of Cyprinoids, by the total absence of
external openings in the lateral line, visible upon the scales. There
is indeed no row of perforated scales upon the sides of the body to

mark the main course of the system of tubes, pervading the skin
in most fishes, and the pores traversing the skin which covers the
skull and cheeks, as well as the lower jaw, are so minute as to

escape the unarmed eye. In this respect the genus Moxostoma
differs greatly from all other abdominal fishes in which the lateral

line is distinctly marked by a series of tubes traversing a promin-
ent row of scales along the sides, and extending through the mas-
toids to the forehead, and along the preopercle to the symphysis
of the lower jaw. This total absence of an externally visible lat-

eral line is compensated by the presence of a few deeper radia-

ting furrows in the posterior field of all the scales *

The longitudinal diameter of the scales exceed greatly the
transverse, but the scales are imbricated in such a manner that
the portion visible externally appears higher than long. The
centre of radiation is placed in the middle of the scales; there
are no radiating furrows upon the lateral fields, those of the pos-
terior field are fewer and deeper than those of the anterior field

;

the concentric ornamental ridges of the posterior field are also

much broader and farther apart than those of the lateral and an-
terior fields. The scales are smaller upon the anterior portion of
the body than upon the sides. Another remarkable peculiarity
of this genus consists in the great difference there is among the
adults in the form of their fins in the different sexes. The young
also differ strikingly from the adults both in form and coloration :

the mouth is not surrounded by such thick lips, nor turned so
far downwards, so that they may easily be mistaken for young
Leucisci, and as they are marked with a broad, longitudinal black
band extending from the snout through the eye to the end of the

tail, they bear the closest resemblance to the Cyprinus atronasus
of Mitchill,

(my Rhinichthys atronasus) and have more than
once been mistaken for that species. This lateral band which I

have observed in the young of all the four species of this genus,

which I have had an opportunity of examining, gradually fades

* In the genus Mugil we observe another extreme in this system of tubes, every
scale from back to belly, being perforated by a tube, as the lateral line alone shows
them in most fis ]ies; jn

'

ot r̂ fishes, such as our Rhombus eryptoms, we have still

pother arrangement ; for besides the perforations of the scales of the lateral line,

there are in this fisb, several rows of similar holes above and below the lateral line,

and along the base of the dorsal, and below the insertion of the pectoral, all of
which converse towards thp nnner anerle of the thoracic arch aod open into the sinus
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and finally vanishes entirely in specimens of about three inches

in length. Such a young specimen of our eastern species has

been described by Lesueur as Catostomus vittatus. The body of

Moxostoma is elongated and somewhat compressed ; though
stouter than that of the Ptychostomus and Catostomus proper

;

its greatest depth is above the ventrals.

The head is small ; the small mouth opens obliquely for-

wards and downwards; when open the lower jaw is quite prom-
inent. The lips are small and transversely ridged ; the lower one

is slightly bilobed.

The dorsal is over the ventrals ; its length considerably exceeds
its height in the males; in the females these dimensions are more
nearly equal. The pectoral and ventrals are more pointed and
longer in the males than in the females. The lower margin of

the anal fin is bilobed in the males, while in the females it is sim-

ply emarginaied ; in both sexes, the anal, when bent backwards,
reaches the caudal.

The pharyngeal bones have a greater resemblance to those of

the genus Ichthyobns, than to any other of the tribe of Catos-

tomi ; the symphysis however is shorter, and the teeth are neither

so minute, nor so numerous ; they increase also more rapidly in

size from above downwards, and are more strongly curved in-

wards; their cutting edge is slanting outwards, the innermost
edge rising into an acute point, which is more prominent in the

middle and upper teeth, than in the lower ones. Fig. 5, a, repre-

5.

sents the right pharyngeal of Moxostoma oblongum, b one of the

lower teeth in profile
; c another in the same position ; d the same,

from the sharp side.

Former investigators, unconscious of the marked differences

which exist in this genus between individuals of different sexes

and ages, in different seasons of the year, have described a num-
ber of nominal species, which may now safely be reduced to their

true relations. DeKay, in his Natural History of the State of New
York, describes the species so common in the Eastern States, un-

der no fewer than five different names, as Labeo gibbosus, Labeo
elegaus, Labeo esopns, Labeo oblongus, and Catostomus tubercn-

latus, and mentions it a sixth time under the name of Catostomus
vittatus, given to the young by Lesueur. Dr. Storer in his synop-
sis of the fishes of North America, has it under five different

names, as Catostomus gibbosus, oblongus, elegans, esopus, and
vittatus. The oldest name applied to this fish being that of Cyp-
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course be preserved for it. Since DcKay has represented four

forms of this species, I may avail myself of his figures to give
an idea of its variations: Colostomas taberculalus, PI. 31, fig. 97
represents the male in the spawning season, with tubercles upon
the snout, a long dorsal and a lobed anal. DeKay mentions its

appearance in April. Labeo oblongus,P\. 42, fig. 136, is an adult

male in winter, with a long dorsal and a lobed anal, but wilhont
tubercles. DeKay observed its appearance in December. Labto
gibbosus, PI. 32, fig. 101, is a younger male, with less deeply
lobed anal

; Labeo elesans, PL 31, fig. 100, is a young female in

winter dress, with a shorter dorsal, trapezoidal anal and a more
slender form. Dekay observed his specimens in October and
November; Labeo Esopus is an adult female with a somewhat
emarginate anal, broader than the preceding ; Catostomus vitlntvs,

Lesueur, with "a black stripe passing from the snout through the
eye to the caudal fin, dividing the body equally" in the young.
I have traced all these differences in specimens taken from the
same pond in different seasons of the year. Lesueur, who first

described Catostomus gibbosus and tuberculatum already remarked
that these species may be founded upon the two sexes of one and
the same species. Instead o( availing himself of this hint and
ascertaining its correctness, DeKay has only increased the confu-
sion by describing three other forms as so many additional spe-
cies, and he has unfortunately been followed by later compilers,
i his species ratiges through the States of Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland.
I have obtained specimens from the Susquehannah through the
kindness of Prof. S. S. Haldeman, from Carlisle, Pa., through
Prot. Baird, from Chestertowu and Havre de Grace, Maryland,
through h\ R. Williams, Esq. and Dr. Wroth. I entertain seri-

ous doubts as to the identity of the form found in Lake Cham-
plain. The other species of the genus are Catostomus Sucetta,

£es. (CyprinusSucetta, Lacep.), Aom Charleston, and other locali-

ties in South Carolina. This species occurs also in Georgia. I

have received specimens from that State from Alliens, through the

kindness of Prof. J. Le Conte, and from the Aitamaha, through
G. Belknap, Esq.
The third species is the Catostomus (Moxostorna) anisurus,

*«f-i from the Ohio, which I have found as far west as the vicin-

»y of St. Louis (Missouri), and of which specimens have been
kindly forwarded to me from the Scioto River, by J. Sullivant,

Esq., from Lake Erie, by Dr. Kirtland, from Lebanon, Tennes-
see, by Prof. J. M. Safford, from Quincy, Illinois, by Dr. Wat-
s°n, and from Milwaukie, Wisconsin, by Prof. Lapham. I have
obtained a new species from the neighborhood of Mobile, Ala-
bama, through the kindness of Albert Stein, Esq, of Springhill,
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which I shall call Moxostoma tenue, as it differs from the others,

by its more elongated form, and less prominent differences be-

tween males and females. I would unhesitatingly refer also Ca-
tostomus congestns, B. and G., to this genus, from the characters

assigned to this species, were the lateral line not described as run-

ning straight along the middle of the side, when the absence of

a lateral line is the most prominent character of the genus Moxos-

toma. Not having however seen a specimen, I must leave it for

Messrs. Baird and Girard to determine whether it is a genuine Ca-

tostomus, as the genus is now circumscribed.

Ptychosiomus, Agass.

In respect to form of body and the structure and position of

fins, this genus does not differ from Catostomus proper, but may
be distinguished by the following structural peculiarities. The
lips are marked by transverse ridges or folds, and hardly bilobed

below; they are not papillated as in Catostomus proper. The
generic name of this type is derived from this character of the

lips. The head is shorter and stouter. The dorsal is longer than

it is high, but in the males it is longer in proportion than in the

females. The anal of the male is also broader than that of the

female, and its lower margin lobed, while in the female it is tra-

pezoidal and narrow. Such differences between the sexes do not

exist in the species of Catostomus proper.

The scales are as large on the anterior as on the posterior parts

of the body; their vertical diameter about as great as the longi-

tudinal, so that the scales are nearly quadrangular with rounded
edges • the ornamental concentric ridsres not longer nor broaderO^ J

upon the posterior than upon the lateral and anterior fields; the

radiating furrows (ew^ only one or two in the posterior field, and
one on each side, limiting that field from the lateral fields; those

of the anterior field are more numerous, and yet not crowded.
Tube of the lateral line arising in the centre of radiation or far-

ther back upon [he posterior field.

The pharyngeals are strong, their entire edge spreading like a

wing, and that spreading margin is sep-
6

arated from the symphysis by a deep
emargination. The teeth, increas-

ing rather rapidly in size from above
downwards, are more apart from one
another than in the preceding genera,

and arched inwards as in Moxostoma

;

the inner edge of the lower ones
square, its inner margin rising into a
broad cusp in the middle and upper
teeth. Fig. 6, a, represents the right
pharyngeal of Ptychostomus macro-
lepidotus from its inner surface, b one of the lower teeth, c and d,

teeth from the middie and upper part of the arch.
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I know four distinct species of this genus from personal exam-
ination, all well described and figured by Lesueur and Dr. Kirt-

land, viz: Catostomus Aureolus, Les., Catost. Duquesnii, Les.,

Catost. macrolepidotus, Les., and Catost. melanops, Rojin. The
Catost. Sueurii, Rich., Fauna Boreal i-A mericani, I have not seen

myself, nor the Catost. Carpio, Vol., but from their description, and
from the figure given of the latter by Valenciennes, 1 am inclined

to believe that Cat. Sueurii is founded upon the male of Catost.

aureolus, Les., and that C. Carpio is the male of C. macrolepidotus.

The circumstance that I have found C. aureolus in the Lake Su-
perior in lat. 47° would connect the range of this species from
the middle western States through the great Canadian Lakes to

the locality from which Dr. Richardson (now Sir John), obtained
his C. Sueurii in lat. 54. DeKay's Cat. Oneida is probably also

C. macrolepidotus. That it belongs to the genus Ptychostomus,
the description of DeKay leaves no doubt, and his remark that the

scales are very large, points rather to C. macrolepidotus than to

Duquesnii. It cannot be a distinct species, since three species only
of this genus are found within the natural boundaries of the fresh-

water fauna of New York:—Catost. aureolus, Catost. Duquesnii,
and Catost. macrolepidotus, one of which, C. aureolus, DeKay
has himself accurately described. Rafinesque's Catostomus eryth-
rurus is identical with Lesueur's Cat. Duquesnii. As to Catosto-
mus melanops, Raf. y

it is a well characterised species, which Dr.

Kirtland has for the first time satisfactorily described ; but the

species Valenciennes described afterwards under the name of C.
fasciatus from specimens sent him by Lesueur under that name,
is synonymous with it, as is also his own Cat. melanotus. Judg-
ing from the form of the anal, and the position of the dorsal, I

believe that Catostomus insignis, B. Sf G., which I have not seen,

also belongs to this genus, though no mention is made in their

description of the character of the lips, so important in this tribe,

as Lesueur has already shown. The black dot at the base of
each scale, brings it near Ptychostomus melanops.
The geographical distribution of these species presents some

interesting peculiarities; for three of them, C. aureolus, Duques-
nii and macrolepidotus are found in the Canadian Lakes, and yet

they do not cover the same areas, C. aureolus, extending chiefly

northwards, Catostomus Duquesnii westwards, and C macrolepi-

dotus eastwards
; C. melanops on the contrary, is only found in

the West and Southwest, and not in the great Lakes. If, upon
c'ose examination, Catostomus insignis should prove to belong

to this genus, it would furnish additional evidence that the Pty-

chostomi with dotted scales are the southwestern type of the

genus.

Second Series, Vol. XIX, lS
r
o. 55—Jan, 1855. 12
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Hylomyzori) Agass.

The name of this genus is a mere translation of the vernacu-

lar name of iis type, the Mud-Sucker of the West, framed in imi-

tation of Petromyzou, but expressing its habits of living in the

mud. The body is stout and heavy in front, and tapers off rap-

idly from the shoulders towards the tail ; behind the dorsal it is

nearly cylindrical in form.

The short quadrangular head is broad and flat above, its sides

are vertical. The eyes are of moderate size, and elliptical in

form ; the superorbital ridges are elevated above the general level

of the head. The mouth is inferior, and encircled by broad,

fleshy lips, which are covered by small granules or papillae.. The
lower lip is bilohed. The dorsal is over the ventrals, and nearer

the head than the tail ; its height and length are nearly equal.

The pectorals and ventrals are broad and rounded, the anal fin is

slender and reaches the caudals. The scales are largest on the

anterior portion of the body. They are slightly longer than high
;

the ornamental concentric ridges of the posterior field are broader

and farther apart than those of the lateral and anterior fields ; no

radiating furrows upon the lateral fields; those of the anterior

and posterior fields rather remote, about equal in number. Tubes
of the lateral iine arising from the centre of radiation.

The teeth are compressed, so that their sharp edge projects in-

wards ; at the same time they are slightly arched inwards and in-

serted obliquely upon the pharyngeal bones. They increase

gradually in size and thickness from above downwards. The
masticating ridge of the teeth is transverse, compressed in the

middle, and sharp; its upper and lower edges are rounded and
more projecting, the inner point however projecting more than

the outer one. Fig. 7, a, represents the right pharyngeal of Hy-

7.

lomyzon nigricans, b and c, one of the lower teeth from two sides,

and d one of the middle teeth in profile.

There is no species in the whole tribe of Catostomi which has

been described under so many names as the type of this genus.

It was first described by Lesueur under the name of Cat. nigri-

cans, from specimens obtained in Lake Erie. At the same time

he described specimens from Pipe Creek, Maryland, under the
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name of Catostomus maculosus, suspecting however, what is

true, that this may be only a variety of the former. Soon after-

wards Rafinesque described the same species from the Ohio and
its tributaries, under four different names, as Catostomus fascio-

laris, C. flexuosus, C. megastomus, and C. xanthopus. Again,
bis Exoglossnm rnacropterum, for which he afterwards proposed
the generic name Hypentelivrn is only the young of the same
species; finally Valenciennes, though copying the description of
Gat. nigricans and C. maculosus from Lesuenr's paper, describes

anew original specimens of the former species, which Lesueur
had sent to the Jardin des Plantes under a new name, as Cat.

planiceps. We have thus eight specific names for a single spe-
cies, the only one thus far known of this genus. In order to sub-
stantiate this assertion. I ought to state that thouah there are no
marked differences between males and females in this genus,
which may lead to the establishment of nominal species, as in

the genus Moxostoma, the young and adult differ greatly in their

oration, being first strongly banded transversely, then more
mottled, and afterwards the bands and blotches of dark color fa-

ding into isolated specks and finally disappearing entirely, the lower
fins, and the abdomen becoming in the same proportion more
brightly tinged, especially in the spawning season, as the upper pans
of the body grow lighter. These four stages have misled Rafin-
esque to distinguish four species; his C fasciolaris, about eight
inches long, with small transversal black lines, is described from a
juvenile specimen, his C flexuosusfrom (en to twelve inches long,
more plain, is described from nearly full grown specimens; Ins
C megustomus, yellowish beneath, appearing in shoals in Maich. is

drawn from a male in the spawning season : hisC. xanthopus, with

.n his Exoglossnm macro p-

terutn is drawn from a very young specimen with fnlly protruded
month. Thus we account for all the nominal species of Rafin-
csqne. That he should have taken no notice of Lesueur's de-

scriptions, is the natural consequence of the assumption upon
1 which Rafinesque works throughout, that the fishes of our west-

ern waters differ uniformly as species from those of the Atlantic

streams. The mistake of Valenciennes arose from another
source. It was the habit of Lesueur to send to the Jardin des

Plantes, original specimens of all his species, carefully labelled,

whether he had published descriptions of them or not, and we
fil >d in the great Histoue Naturelle des Poissons, many species de-

scribed by (Juvierand Valenciennes, under Lesueurs name, even
though the latter had never himself published any notice of
them * Of Catostomus nigricans, Lesueur sent two dried speci-

:,

* How honorably this com ntrastt, with the race some Na iralists are run-
lr for the questionable distinction of being the first to name species, using even

*>r of uuworthv tricks to seeur n.
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mens to Paris from the Wabash, the labels of which seem to have

been lost ; at least Valenciennes, who describes them as Cat.

planiceps, says he received them from Lesueur without a name,

not recognising that they were original specimens of the Catost.

nigricans of Lesueur, as the description o( Valenciennes clearly

shows them to be. Hylomyzon nigricans has the widest geo-

graphical distribution of all our Catostomi. It occurs in the

northern and middle Atlantic States, in all the great Canadian

Lakes, with the exception of Lake Superior, through all the mid-

dle western States as far as Missouri. Its southernmost localities

are Lebanon, Tennessee, from which place I have received speci-

mens through Prof. J. M. Safford, and Huntsville, Alabama,
whence J. H. Newman, Esq., sent me also several specimens.

Its westernmost range is in the Osage River, Missouri, from

which Mr. G. Stolley has sent me quite a number. I have

repeatedly and most carefully compared with one another the

specimens from the remotest localities, without finding the least

specific difference between them.

Catostomns.

I have retained the name of Catostomus for the type to which
it was originally applied by Forster.

The body is elongated, fusiform and slightly compressed. The
snout is short and blunt, and projects but little beyond the mouth,
which is inferior.

The lower jaw is short and broad; the lips are fleshy and
strongly bilobed below

; their surface is conspicuously granulated
or papillated. The head is considerably longer than high. The
dorsal is large, and mostly in advance of the ventrals; its length
is greater than its height. The anal fin is long and slender, and
reaches the caudal.

The sexual differences so conspicuous in the genus Moxostoma
and Ptychostomus, are hardly to be noticed in this genus. The
other fins are of moderate size, and more or less pointed.
The scales are much smaller on the anterior than on the pos-

terior portion of the body; nearly quadrangular, with rounded
angles, but somewhat longer than high; the ornamental concen-
tric ridges of the posterior field broader than those of the lateral

and anterior fields
; the radiating furrows more numerous than in

Hylomyzon and Ptychostomus, and encroaching upon the lateral

fields, where in some species, they are nearly as numerous, as

upon the anterior and posterior fields. Tubes of the lateral line

wider than in Hylomyzon and Ptychostomus. extending from
the centre of radiation to the posterior margin.
The pharyngeals are stout and compact, the outer margin not

so spreading as in Ptychostomus; the teeth are blunter and larger

comparatively than in any other genus of the tribe, increasing
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more rapidly in size from above downwards, so that those of the
middle of the arch are already of the same cast as those of the
lower part of the comb

; their crown is blunt and the inner edge
rises into a blunt cusp. Fig. 8, a, represents the right pharyngeal

8.

of Catostomus communis, b being one of the lower teeth, c one
from the middle of the arch and d a side view of the same.

This genus has representatives over a much greater geograph-
ical area than any other of the tribe, some are found even as far

north as the fur countries of North America, others in Lake Su-
perior; farther south they occur in all the fresh waters of the
United States as far as Texas and the northern boundaries of
Mexico, whence Mr. John H. Clark has obtained several new
species described by Messrs. Baird and Girard in the Proceedings
of the^American Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,
tor 1854, page 27. I have myself received a new species from
N. Mexico, through the kindness of Dr. Henry of the U. S. Army
and another from Georgia through Prof. J. LeConte. Sir John
Richardson mentions their occurrence in the Columbia River. I

have myself received a new species from San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, from my friend T. G. Carey, Jun., Esq. Valenciennes re-
fers to this genus, a species described by Tilesius under the name
°f Cyprinus rostratus, from Siberia. This would be the only
Catostomus from the old world. As the species of this genus are
closely allied to one another and their distinguishing characters
could not be plainly illustrated without figures, I will not enter
into more details about them for the present and limit myself to

enumerating them and describing the species from San Francisco.
The first species known is that which Lesueur has called Ca-

tostomus Hudsojiias, the Cyprinus Catostomus of Forster. Next
to it comes my C. Forsterianus, for which I regret having adopted
that name, as it conflicts with the Catostomus Forsteriamis of
Richardson (my Cat. Aurora), an entirely different species. There
are however still some difficulties about these northern species to

be solved, as it remains doubtful whether there are three or four
or only two species ranging from the great Canadian Lakes north-
ward. [ am unable to find any difference between Catostomus
teres

> Les. (Cyprinus teres, Mitchill) and his own Cat. commu-
nis,

to which Cat. gracilis, Kirtland, seems also to belong, as he
himself has more recently admitted. Catostomus Clarkii and Ca-
tostomus plebeius, B. 4- G., are distinct species.
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For their Catostomns congesftis and insignis I must refer to

my remaks under the head of Moxostoma and Ptvchostomus.
Catostomns Bostonensis, Les., Cat. paliidus, DeKay, and flore-

alis, liaird, are so closely allied that I am unable to distinguish

them ; I have however seen only one specimen of the latter. As
to Cat. Tilesii, Val^ it has not been seen since Tilesius described

it under the name of Cyprintis rostratus, and its true affinities

remain still doubtful.

Catostomns occidentalism Agass.

This species resembles very closely C. communis, in general

outline and appearance, but differs from it in the following re-

spects. The head is less square ; the profile steeper, but the snout

is more pointed. The sides of the head are nearly triangular

instead of trapezoidal and converge more rapidly forwards. The
longitudinal rows of tubes upon the top of the head are more
waved. The mouth is smaller; the hind margin of the lower
lip is perpendicularly under the anterior nasal opening. The
lower border of the eye and the posterior angle of the opercle are

on the same horizontal line. The centre of the eye is nearer the

anterior edge of the upper lip than the hind or lower angle of the

subopercle. The opercle and snbopercle are larger and longer

and together form one-half of the side of the head. The lowest

angle of the opercle is less acute, and its hind angle smaller; its

waving border is directed more forwards and backwards.

The pectorals are broader: the dorsal is longer, considerably

emarginated above, its last rays shorter and its upper angle more
acute. The ventrals are more pointed.

The scales on the anterior part of the body are smaller.

TRIBE OF CHONDROSTOMI.

There lives in Europe a remarkable fish of the family of Cyp-
rinoids which was first described by Linnaeus as Cyprintis Nasns,

and in which I recognised about twenty years ago the type of a

distinct genus, Cho/tdrostoma. This fish differs so strikingly

from the other Cyprinoids that Heckel in his synopsis, considers

it as the type of a distinct tribe, to which he ascribes the follow-

ing characters :

Os inferum in aciem cartilagineam attenuatum, labiis et plica

menti deficient i bus ; rostrntn incrassatum
;
preoperculum ante

occiput. Pinna dorsal is subelougata, analis brevis, utraque radio

osseo nullo. Tractus intestinal is lougissimus teuuissunus.

The cartilaginous lips, with a sharp edge of the lower lip at

least and the chisel-like teeth, with a narrow flat grinding surface,

supported upon pharyngeals the outer margin of which has a

spoon-shaped lateral expansion, truly characl rise this tribe as a

natural group in the family of Cyprinoids.
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Thus far, America has not been known to produce any repre-

sentation of this type. I for the first time called ihe attention of

Naturalists to its existence in our waters in my " Notice of a a I-

lection of fishes from the southern bend of the Tennessee River/'*
but the scanty materials I had then in my possession did im i all< w
me to make a thorough comparison between ihe representatives

of the old world and those of the new, and oven now I am unable
to extend my investigations to ihe Asiatic and African species

described by Buchanan, McCMIan, Sykes, Russell and Valen-
ciennes. But even between the American and European mem-
bers of this tribe, most of winch 1 have now before me. there are

marked differences and striking analogies. In ihe first
|
lace, I

would remark that the genus Exoglossum of Rafjnesque, which
is entirely peculiar to North America, though placed near Catos-
tomus by ail ichthyologists who have had an opportunity of ex-
amining it, in reality belongs to the tribe of Chondrostoma, the
very peculiar shape of its mouth being only the extreme of the
feature characteristic of that genus and arising from the reduc-
tion and discontinuity of the lower lip near the symphysis of the
two branches of the lower jaw and the great projection of the

symphysis itself. The pharyngeal teeth moreover have no re-

semblance to those of Catostornus, either in their form or in their

arrangement, but approximate closely the common type of Leu-
ciscus and Chondrostoma, between which they are intermediate.

The genus Pimephales of Rafinesqne, which, like Exoglos-
sum, contains also exclusively American species, next deserves to

be noticed here. Since Rafinesqne, Dr. Kirtland seems to be the
only ichthyologist, who has observed the type upon which this

genus was founded. We find an excellent figure of it, accom-
panying his paper upon the fishes of the Ohio and its tributaries,

published in the 3d vol. of the Boston Journal of Natural History.

1 his genus seems at first to resemble more the type of Leuciscus
than that of Chondrostoma by its general form, and yet the at-

tenuated, sharp, somewhat truncated lower lip, and the thickened
snout leaves no doubt as to its real affinity with Chondrostoma.
The fish described by Dr. Kirtland as Exoglossum dubium, of
which Valenciennes' Exoglossum spin icepha Iurn is the male in the

spawning season, is another representative of this tribe, still more
approximating the European genus Chondrostoma, but differing

from it, in having only four pharyngeal teeth on each side, in-

stead of six, and which I shall call Campostoma. Finally, among
the fishes collected by the U. S. Exploring Expedition, under the

command of Capt. Wilkes, there is a species found in the Colum-
bia River, coming nearer to HeckeFs genus Chondrorhynchns,
than to my Chondrostoma, which however constitutes another
genus peculiar to the Pacific slope of North America, which I
shall call Acrocheilus.

* Printed in this Journal, vol. xvii, 2d ser. p. 857.
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It appears thus that far from being deficient in representatives

of the tribe of Chondrostomi, North America has a greater num-
ber of them and more diversified ones than Europe, belonging to

four distinct genera : Exoglossum, Raf., Pimephales, Raf., Com-
postern a, Agass., and Acrocheilvs, Agass. ; to which must be added

two other new genera to be described hereafter, founded also upon

North American species: Hybognathus^ Agass., and Hyborhyn-
chus, Agass. I am unable to say whether the genus Cochlogna-

thos, B. and G., belongs to this tribe or not, as I have had no

opportunity of examining it.

Acrocheilus, Agass.

The type of this genus has a general resemblance to the type

of my genus Ohondrostoma, inasmuch as the mouth opens trans-

versely under the snout, and has a hard cartilaginous or rather

horny edge. But it differs from that genus in having a solid rim

along the upper lip similar to that upon the lower, and in the

character of its scales, which resemble more those of the group
of Barbus, than those of the common type of Leuciscus or Ca-

tostomus.

As a genus I would characterise it by the peculiar structure of

the edging of the mouth, which in the lower jaw constitutes a

transverse broad flat plate, very similar in appearance to the dental

plates of Myliobates, being thicker along the outer edge and.

tapering gradually along the inner edge. This transverse plate is

square and cut at right angles externally towards the symphysis
of the two jaws. In consequence of this peculiar structure of

the margin of the mouth and its armature, the lower jaw is as it

were cut transversely, and has in no degree the rounded outline

about the symphysis of its branches which is observed in most
Cyprinidae. The membranous fold which extends from the sub-

operculum along the interoperculum towards the symphysis of

the lower jaw is limited by a deep furrow which terminates some-

what behind the horny plate of the lower jaw. Along the inner

edge of the intermaxillary bone there is a similar transverse bony
plate which is, however, much narrower and rounded, folding

over that of the lower jaw when the mouth is shut. Sideways
and above, the intermaxillaries are surrounded by a fleshy lip

which is bent forwards at the angle of the mouth to unite wilh

the edge of the horny plate of the lower jaw. The upper max-
illary bone forms a slight projection behind the angle of the

mouth in a depression arising from a membranous fold upon the

sides of the lower jaw, and below and behind the first suborbital

bone. There is not the slightest rudiment of a tentacle in the

angle between the lower termination of the intermaxillary and

upper maxillary. But what is particularly striking in the struc-

ture of this fish is the circumstance that the horny covering en-

%
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circling the mouth is deciduous, at least in specimens preserved

iu alcohol, showing that the attachment of this indurated edge is

not very close. The surface to which the horny plate of the
lower jaw was attached appears fibrous upon the removal of that

plate, and the fibres run in a longitudinal direction up and down.
The tissue of the plate itself is also fibrous and the fibres have
the same longitudinal direction throughout its thickness, so that

the plate breaks very readily at right angles with its own greater

diameter.

The nostrils, two on each side as in all Cyprinidae, consist of a

tubular opening in advance and a large crescent-shaped opening
behind.

The opercular apparatus and the branchiostegal rays, present
no peculiar characters. The branchiostegal membrane however
unites with the skin under the chin on the anterior margin of the

humerus, so that the branchial opening does not extend to the
sides of the tongue bone.
The dorsal begins opposite the insertion of the ventrals, which

are themselves somewhat nearer to the anal than to the pectorals.

The dorsal extends as far back as the anterior margin of the anal.

It has three small rays in advance of the longest simple ray
which is followed by ten branching rays, the last of which is

properly a double ray.

All these rays are deeply divided longitudinally and trans-

versely articulated. The caudal is very powerful, and remarka-
ble for the many simple rays which it has along the base of its

two lobes, there being seven above and seven below, gradually

increasing, so that the longest reaches nearly half the length of
the longest simple ray which edges the fin above and below. The
inner rays are all deeply divided longitudinally and transversely

articulated. The number of rays in the upper and lower lobe is

equal, eight in both. There seems however to be a middle ray,

so that properly speaking there are seven rays in the upper lobe,

°ne in the middle, and eight in the lower lobe.

The tail is deeply furcate. When the fin is shut, the inner-

most rays overlap each other, so that the caudal appears much
narrower than when fully expanded, but the outer rays in both

[rtbes remain in one plane, and do not overlap each other at all.

The anal consists of two simple short rays in advance of the long

simple one followed by nine articulated rays which, when the fin

»s closed, overlap each other: so much so that the fin appears

much narrower when bent backwards than it is in reality. My
attention not having been called formerly to the manner in which
the fi U s shut until f began to study the Balistidae, I am unable
t° say how far in various families, the closing of the fins varies

;

b,U it is a point to which the attention of Zoologists should be

directed in future, as it will no doubt afford interesting characters

»«ow© Series, Vol. XIX, No. 55.—Jan., 1 855. U
t
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in addition to those exhibited by the structure of the rays them-
selves. As far as I can ascertain, it has been admitted among
ichthyologists, that the change of form in the fins arose from the

rays being brought close together, or stretched asunder ; I find, nt

least, no mention in any description, of rays overlapping each

other, as I have shown it to be the case among Balisiidae, and as

is also the case among many others. In the Scomheroids, for

instance, the rays of the vertical fins are remarkably spreading

when contrasted with those of the Balistidse, or those of the genus

Acrocheilus described here. The ventrals are rather large, some-

what similar in their rounded form and the thickness of their

rays, to the ventrals of the genus Tinea; the first ray especially

is thick and simple. It is fi Mowed by eight articulated rays.

The pectorals are also somewhat rounded, but not so much as

the ventrals, the upper angle projecting more. Their first ray is

also thick and simple, atid is followed by sixteen articulated rays

gradually tapering, the last of which, however, are simple, in

its general form, the fish upon which this new genus is founded,

has considerable resemblance to the European Chondrostoma Na-

sus, and I should not be surprised at all if, upon a superficial ex-

amination, it had been identified with it, notwithstanding the

generic and specific differences, to which I have already alluded.

The scales, however, present a striking difference. They have
not. as in Chondrostoma, t Fie ordinary type of Leuciscus, but re-

semble rather the scales of Barbus in their elongated form, their

small size, their many radiating furrows diverging in every direc-

tion, and their ornamental pigment cells which are especially nu-

merous along the posterior margin. 'I he centre of radiation is

far in advance of the centre of form. The lateral line arises above
the posterior and upper angle of the operculum, and is first slightly

bent downwards, so that it follows in its course upon the side, a

direction nearer the abdominal margin titan the back; but upon

the tail it is strictly upon the middle of the side. The tubes of

these scales arise in the middle of the anterior field, and taper

towards the middle of the posterior field, where they terminate.

The scales along the back, upon the neck, between the pectorals,

and along the lower margin of the abdominal cavity, are much
smaller than upon the middle of the sides. There is a naked

space behind the pectorals in which the muscular swellmgof the

base of that fin is received, when the fin is bent backwards.

There is also a narrow smooth space above the ventrals; alon

the base of the dorsal and anal the scales do not extend quite to

the base of the rays, but upon the caudal they cover their base

completely and even extend somewhat along the sides of the

middle rays*

Water pores besides those of the lateral line, are very distinct

upon the neck In advance of the scales. The whole surface ot

the skin covering the skull seems also to be perforated by a set
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of smaller pores, but larger ones follow the margin of the pre-

operculum, and the lower jaw as well as the suborbitals and mas-
toid hones.

Unfortunately the two specimens collected in Columbia River
are deprived of their intestines, and in one of them only, were
the pharyngeal bones, with their teeth, preserved ; but these af-

ford further evidence of the correctness of my view in consider-

ing these fishes as a type of a distinct genus peculiar as far as

is now known to the northwest coast of America. There is but

a single row of teeth and only five teeth in that one row on the

left and four on the right side. The isolated teeth stand on a
Cylindrical peduncle swelling into an oblique club-shaped crown,
which is elongated externally into a sharp hook, but the inner

surface is cut obliquely like the incisors of Rodents, and | resent

a Hat grinding surface resembling closely the dentition of Chon-
drostoma and (Jhondrnchilus, differing however in the more club-

shaped fonn of the teeth, and the sharp terminal hook, and also

the smaller number of teeth in one row. Fig. 9, a, represents

9.

rr>

the right pharyngeal of Acrocheilus alutaceus seen from behind, b

the rune sea\i from its inner margin, c owe tooth in profile from
its upper side, d another from its lower side, and e the same from
'he inner side to show the grinding surface. As a furl her resem-
blance to the genus Chondrosioma, I should mention the cir-

cumstance, that the peritoreum is also black.

Acrocheilus alutaceus, Agass. and Pick.

Caught at Willamet Fails, and in Wallawalla River. Nose
prominent and rounded.

Pail rather slender. Cauda! large. Dorsal much larger than

the anal. The color light brown above, (there being a while and
v?ry fine |,„e on the edge of each scale,) blending into yellowish

brown upon the sides, and passing into pure while upon the ab-

domen, (jiill-cover golden brown. Dorsal and caudal of ihe

same color as the sides of the body. Pectorals orange, gradually

paler towards ihe base. Ventrals as the pertorals, but more uni-

formly orange. Anal also orange, but more bright and reddish.

ll occurs in the rapids and falls of the River. Is caught by the

natives while fishing in the Falls for Salmon.

(To be continued.)
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j?

Art. XIIL

—

Thoughts on Solution and the Chemical Process;

by T. S. Hunt.

By solution, as distinguished- from fusion or volatilization, we

understand in chemistry the production of a homogeneous liquid

by the combination of two or more bodies, one of which must

itself be in a liquid state, while the others may be liquid, solid,

or gaseous. The solvent action of acids and alkalies upon bodies

insoluble in water is by all admitted to be chemical in its nature;

but according to Leopold Gmeiin, "mixtures of liquids, and so-

lutions of solids in liquids, (as of acids, alkalies, salts, oils, etc., in

water and alcohol,) are by Berzelius, Mitscherlich, Dumas, and

others of the most distinguished modern chemists, regarded as

not chemical unless they take place in definite proportions

"Mitscherlich attributes such unions to adhesion, Dumas to a

solvent power intermediate between cohesion and (chemical)

affinity, and Berzelius refers them to a modification of affinity,

while proper chemical combinations according to him result not

from affinity, but from electrical attraction.'
7—(Gmdiu's Hand-

book, English ed , vol/i, p. 34.)

The learned author of the Handbook objects to these views

that "they restrict the idea of a chemical compound within too

narrow limits," and he elsewhere implies that the force which
produces solution is a weak degree of chemical affinity. (Id. vol.,

p. 70.) The judicious Turner also speaks of ordinary solutions

as instances of chemical union
;

# and Mr. J. J. Griffin has insisted

upon the same view.f As these writers have not however suffi-

ciently dwelt upon the important principle, rejected by so many
names of authority, that all solution is chemical union, we pro-

pose to offer some considerations upon aqueous solution, and

endeavor to show that the process presents all the phenomena
of chemical combination. First, in the fact that the resulting

saturated solutions are perfectly homogeneous; secondly, in the

condensation and more or less perfect identification of volume
observed in the process :J (some anhydrous salts dissolve in water

without increasing its volume.) Thirdly, in the change of tem-

perature which attends the process; thus oil of vitriol, hydrate of

potash, and many anhydrous salts evolve heat when dissolved iu

water, while sal-ammoniac, nitre, and many hydrous salts pro-

duce cold by their solution. Fourthly, in the change of color

which attends the solution of some salts, as the chlorids of nickel,

cobalt, and copper.

* Elements of Chemistry, 7th ed., p. 139.

f L., E. and D. Phi). Mag., 3d Series, vol. xxix, p. 299.

% See my paper, Considerations on the Theory of Chemical Change*, etc., this

Journal [2], xv, p. 225, L, E. & D. Phil. Mag. [4], v, 526, and Pharm. Centralblatt,

Leipzig, 1853, 849.
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It must not be forgotten that the liquid state of these aqueous
combinations is often an accident of temperature; alum and the
rhombic phosphate of soda are liquids at 212° F., and bi-hydrafed
sulphuric acid is a crystalline solid below 4(3° F. The ease with
which many of these compounds are destroyed by evaporation,
and even by changes of temperature, is not to be urged as an
objection to the chemical nature of the union. We need only
compare the corresponding silver salts with the chlorid and iodid
of gold, or the hydrochlorates of morphia and ammonia with
those of caffeine and piperine, which lose their acid by a gentle
heat, to learn how variable is the stability of admitted chemical
compounds. Chemical affinity may be very feeble in degree.

According to Gay-Lussac one part of oil of vitriol will absorb
from air saturated with moisture, fifteen parts of water, or more
than eighty equivalents ; terchlorid of arsenic requires eighteen
equivalents of water to dissolve it, and the saturated solution
unites with as much more water, evolving heat and forming a
stable solution.# According to the experiments of Mr. Griffin in

the paper cited above, the condensation which takes place in the
solution of the acid is still perceptible with 6000 equivalents of
water to one of SO 3. There appears however to be with many
bodies a limit beyond which the affinity for water is satisfied, and
the liquids being then mechanically mixed, gradually separate by
reason of their difference in density, as is observed in dilute alco-
hol, and probably in some saline solutions! and metallic alloys.

Solution is a result of that tendency in nature which con-
stantly leads to unity, condensation, identification. I have else-

where with Kant defined chemical union to be interpenetration,
but the conception is mechanical, and therefore fails to give an
adequate idea. The definition of Hegel, that the chemical pro-
cess ts an identification of the different, and a differentiation of
the identical^ is however completely adequate. Chemical union
involves an identification not only of the volumes, (interpenetra-
tion mechanically considered,) but of the specific characters of
the combining bodies, which are lost in those of the new species.

Such is equally the case in aqueous solution, and we may say
that all chemical union is nothing else than solution ; the uniting

species are as it were, dissolved in each other, for solution is

mutual.

ft Penny and Wallace, L., R & D. Phil. Mag., Nov., 1852, p. 863.

t See Gmeiins Handbook, EnLC. ed., vol. i, p. 111. G-melin throws a doubt upon
these experiments; but the satisfactory results obtained on a large scale, in applying
this principle to the rectification of spirit of wine by a recently patented process,

^ere communicated to the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
at Washington in May, 1854, by Dr. L. D. Gale.

; Stallo's Philosophy of ^ature, p. 453. See also p. 67, where Stallo m>ists
upon the same view. To Hegel belongs the merit of having first among modern
philosophers obtained a just conception of the nature of the chemical process, al-

though in its armlipatm™ \*a TOaa mUlaH Hv the received tenninoloerv of the science.
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Solution being (hen identification, the discussion as to whether

metallic chlorids are changed into hydrochlorates when dissolved

in water, is meaningless. Snch a solution is a unity, in which
we can no more assert the existence of the chlorid or of water,

than of chlorine, hydrochloric acid, or a metallic oxyd, although

these and many others are conceivahle results of its differentia-

tion. If the solution be one of chlorid of potassium, evapora-

tion resolves it into wafer and the chlorid, but if chlorid of alu-

minum, it is decomposed by boiling into water, hydrochloric acid,

and alumina, or in the case of the magnesian salt, into hydro-

chloric acid and an oxychlorid.

The precipitation of the sulphates of cerium, lanthanum and

lime from their solutions by heat, and of most other salts by cold,

is chemical decomposition or differentiation. Dilution may also

effect decomposition in solutions; we have already said that I he

combination of terchlorid of arsenic AsCU, with 36HO is sta-

ble at ordinary temperatures, but a further addition of water

causes the solution to divide into aqueous hydrochloric acid, and
crystalline oxyd of arsenic. The precipitation of chlorid of an-

timony, and many salts of bismuth and mercury by water, is an

analogous process. This decomposition of the solution of chlorid

of arsenic is an example of what is called double elective affinity,

(attractio election duplex,) and is generally explained by saying

that the attraction of arsenic for oxygen, and that of chlorine for

hydrogen, enable the chlorid and water to decompose each other.

But these elemental species do not exist in the solution, although
they are possible results of its decomposition, and to explain the

process in this manner is to ascribe it to the affinities of yet un-

formed species.

I have elsewhere asserted that double decomposition always
involves union followed by division,* although we cannot in every

case arrest the process at the first stage. Under some changed
conditions of temperature and pressure, the decomposition may
be the counterpart of the previous union, and thus reproduce the

original species, as in the case of mercuric oxyd, which is de-

composed into mercury and oxygen at a temperature a little above

that at which it was formed. When the division takes place in

a sense different from the union, giving rise to new species, we
have double decomposition. In the case of chlorid of arsenic,

the aqueous solution exhibits the first stage of the process. A
similar condition of unstable union is observed in many other in*

stances; thus binoxyd of manganese gives with cold hydro-

chloric acid, a brown solution, but the combination is by a gentle

heat resolved into chlorine gas, and a rose-red solution of proto-

chlorid of manganese. So a mixture jof equivalent parts of

* Considerations on the Theory of Chemical Changes, etc., cited above.
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chlorid of benzoyl and benzoate of soda combines at a tempera-
ture of 13(1° C, to form a limpid solution, and it is only on rais-

ing the temperature that the precipitation of sea-^alt indicates! ho
commencement of that deeomposi'ion which yields at the same
time anhydrous benzoic acid* It is only when looked upon as

a momentary combination followed by a decomposition, that the
theory of double decomposition becomes intelligible, and in ac-

cordance with known facts.

From the narrow limits of temperature which often include
the two processes, and from the ease with which light, warmth,
friction and pressure excite the decomposition of such bodies as

the chlorid of nitrogen, the nitrite of ammonia, the oxyds of
chlorine, and the metallic fulminates, we may conceive that

within still narrower limits, and under conditions as yet unde-
fined, many bodies may exhibit affinities for each other, which
are reversed by a very slight change of condition. In this way
we may explain many of those obscure phenomena hitherto as-

cribed to actio)), by presence or catalysis.

Montreal, Nov. 10, 1854.

Art. XIV.— Correspondence of M. Jerome Nickles, dated Paris,

Nov. 3, 1854.

Obituary.—The patriarch of French Botanists, M. Brisseau de Mirbel,
has just died at an advanced a<je. For many years he had been dead
to science as well as to his family and friends. He came out, like many
others illustrious in science, during the French Revolution, and wns
active in promoting the progress of the Science of Botany at the com-
mencement of this century. He first introduced into France the study
of the microscopic anatomy of plants. The microscope which more
than a century before had furnished important results to Grew and Mai-
pigm, had long been left, in France especially, among physical appara-
tus, and was hardly applied to the Natural Sciences. M. de Mirbel,

engaged in this fertile line of research, with very imperfect instruments,

and from the commencement of his investigations in 1801, aimed to

found the department of the comparative anatomy of plants, by study-

ing for this object a number of families of acotyledonous and monoco-
tyledonous plants.

In early youth he devoted himself with success to painting, and was

intimately acquainted with the celebrated artist Girard. His knowl-

edge of painting was afterwards of great use to him, enabling him to

sketch well what he observed, as may be seen especially in his re-

searches on the structure of the seed and embryo of different plants of
the family f Labiate, etc.

M. Mirbel was a member of the Academy of Sciences from the year
1808. His work entitled " Elements de Botanique" in 1815, led to his

* Gerhardt. Ann. de Ch. et de Phys. 3me Serie, torn, xxxvii, p. 299.
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appointment as Professor in the Faculty of Sciences at Paris, \

ceeding Desfontaines. This was the first period of his scientific life.

His intimate friend Duke Decaze having been named Minister of the

Interior (in 1816), he accepted the position of general Secretary, which

he held till 1824. If he did not publish works during this time, he

performed an important service to science by using his influence in

bringing back from exile men of science who had become victims of

political vicissitudes at the Restoration ; and through him also funds

were given to the Museum of Natural History, to render the institution

useful to travelling naturalists.

Returning to private life, he took up again his researches in physiol-

ogy. His new labors possessed a novelty, an exactness, and perfection,

which was hardly expected of a savant, who had been so long a stran-

ger to the progress of the science. What was especially surprising,

was the profound difference between his new views and those of his

youth, and also his noble frankness in acknowledging any inexactness

or too positive assertions in his former works. His memoirs on the

development of the ovule, on the structure of the Marchantia, on the

formation of the embryo, on the arrangement and mode of formation

of the tissues in the stems and roots of monocotyledonous plants, on the

cambium, were elaborated in this new period ; and they were the oc-

casion of spirited discussions with M. Gaudichaud, then young, whom
science has lost during the present year. M. Mirbel did not long con-

tinue in this new career. He fell into imbecility, and continued in this

state until his death.

Astronomical Refraction.—A memoir by M. Faye, in which he en-

deavors to show a defect in the existing theory of astronomical refrac-

tion and proposes a formula for correcting it, has led to an interesting

discussion which has already continued two months. All the astrono-

mers and the principal physicists have taken part. M. Biot does not

adopt the innovation, and his third memoir has just been read, opposing

the view that it is necessary to add to the theory the coefficient of ter-

restrial refraction. M. Faye has nevertheless many partisans, and the

issue of the discussion does not appear doubtful.

Constitution of the Sun ; Solar Magnetism.—Mr. Thomson, one of

the physicists, who with Carnot, Clapeyron, Joule, Meyer and others,

have most largely contributed towards establishing the relations between

heat and mechanical force, has extended his researches to the heat

emitted by the sun; and he observes that this heat corresponds to a

development of mechanical force, which, in the space of about 100

years is equivalent to the whole active force required to produce the

movement of all the planets. The author examines successively the

different sources of heat, and ends by concluding that the solar heat

can have no other than a meteoric origin, and that it results from the

motion of meteors which fall into the sun—an idea first put forth by M.

Waterston at the meeting of the British Association at Hull. What-
ever may be the value of this hypothesis, we may ask whether it would

not be more simple to admit that the solar heat proceeds simply from

the rotatory movement of the sun; Mr. Thomson admits himself that

the rotation is necessary to the production of the heat. It is known
that the sun moves on its axis, and what use is this intervention of

meteorites, which nothing justifies ?
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This idea of deriving the heat from motion, which was rejected more
than thirty years ago, suggests the hypothesis which assigns an analogous
origin to terrestrial and hence to planetary magnetism, an hypothesis of
which we have spoken on several occasions in this Journal.* But, at

that time, the question of solar magnetism was still under discussion,

which, researches undertaken by M. Secchi, director of the Observatory
at Rome, have now established on evidence. The sun, which is a
source of heat, and a source of light, is then a source also of magnetism

;

heat, light, electricity and magnetism, have then a common origin

matter in motion.

Optics—Manufacture of Glass for Objectives.—In the manufacture
of glass for the lenses of telescopes, the vitreous mass when brought
to a liquid state in a crucible, is stirred in order to render it homogene-
ous, and to expel the air it may enclose. But this result is never fully

attained
; there are always numerous streaks in the mass, which cause

the loss of a large part of the material, and hence the difficulty of ob-
taining lenses of large dimensions.

M. Peyronny, captain in the corps of Engineers at Cherbourg, pro-
poses to avoid these difficulties, by giving the crucible a rapid rotatory

movement around a vertical axis ; the centrifugal force tends to bring all

the bubbles of air about the centre of the melted mass, whilst the streaks
caused by the stirring mostly disappear, and those remaining are circu-
lar and feeble, and also little objectionable if the axis of the mass be
made the axis of the lens.

Polarization of the Atmosphere, fyc.—There are several kinds of
apparatus for exhibiting the phenomena of polarization. Besides the po-
lariscopes of Biot, Arago, Savart, Guerard, Delezenne, Soleil, there
are the polariscope of Babinet and the chromatic clock of Wheatstone :

but we hare not, properly speaking, an apparatus for measuring easily

and rigorously the quantity of polarized light contained in a ray or in

a given luminous field. M. Bernard, Professor of Physics at Bor-
deaux, has resolved this problem in a manner satisfactory to the most
critical physicists of the Academy of Sciences of Paris, and those at the

recent session of the British Association, where his apparatus was ex-

hibited. Through the assistance of the theories of Fresnel and Arago,
and also profiting by the discoveries of Babinet and Beer of Bonn, M. Ber-
nard has constructed an instrument of extreme delicacy, which is man-
aged with great ease, and requires but two minutes for an observation.

The same physicist has constructed a Refraclometer, for determin-
,n g, to the 4th decimal, the index of refraction of solid bodies, and for

liquids arranged as a medium with sensibly parallel surfaces. He has
also contrived a universal photometer, of which we shall give details in

another communication.
Microscopes for Micrographic demonstrations, by Nachet.—Those

who use the microscope in instruction, know the difficulty of adjusting

m the field of vision, the objects to which they would call attention,

and are aware how convenient it would be could they exhibit to sev-

eral students at once, the part of an object to which attention may be
directed with a needle. The microscopes of Nachet realize this object,

and have been employed by Prof. Milne Edwards for a year in his lee-

* January 1854, p. 116, and November, 1854, p. 386.

Second Se&iss, Vol. XIX, Ho, 55—Jan., 1855. 14
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hires at the Faculty of Sciences of Paris, and the Museum of Natural

History. In one of these instruments, made for anatomical demon-

strations, two persons may see at once the same object. The two im-

ages are formed by a prism whose transverse section is an equilateral

triangle," which is placed immediately below the objective in such a way

that its edge shall be perpendicular to the optic axes of the lenses.

Each of the two faces of the prism reflect the image of the object at

such an angle of incidence that this image passes at right angles to the

surface opposed ; finally the ray of light, thus turned from its direct

course, meets a second prism whose surfaces are parallel to the first,

but whose edges form with the edges of that a right angle. The image

reversed behind the objective is thus righted by the first prism, so that

the observer can direct his needles towards any part of the object with-

out difficulty.

In other microscopes, three or even four images are obtained through as

many ocular tubes, by substituting for the ordinary prism below the ob-

jective, either three reflecting prisms placed around the optical focus of

the instrument, or a quadrangular prism acting as a multiplying prism.

The loss of light from these additions is less than would be supposed,

and Milne Edwards and other micrographers say that such instruments

have been very useful in their demonstrations.

Aluminium and the Alkaline Metals—The persevering efforts of M.

H. Sainte Claire Deviile and M. Bunsen, lead us to hope that alumin-

ium will soon become a useful metal. The last advance has been made
by means of the pile causing it to act on chlorid of aluminium. It is

an important step ; but still the process is expensive. Deviile, not ex-

pecting to reach a cheaper method by means of the galvanic battery,

has endeavored to use the old method by sodium, and has sought to re-

duce the cost of preparing this last metal. He can now prepare this

metal at a cost of 25 francs the kilogramme ($2 15 cts. the pound avoir-

dupois.) The following is the process :—Mix together for a thousand

parts,

Dried carbonate of soda, 714 parts.

Carbonate of lime, 108 "

Pulverized charcoal, 178 i.

Reduce the whole to a paste with oil, and put it into an iron retort,

like that of a mercury bottle. A musket barrel two decimeters long is

fitted to the extremity, to which is adapted one of Donny and Mareska's

receiving vessels. The retort and barrel are heated to redness :
the

sodium is immediately reduced, volatilizes, and is condensed in the re-

cipient.

The only peculiarity of this process is the carbonate of lime, which

serves to prevent the mixture from entering into fusion : it was through

a perusal of the memoir of MM. Donny and Mareska, remarking that

these chemists recommend the use of crude tartar which contains lime,

that Deviile was induced to study out the reason for this preference ;
he

soon discovered it, and proved that he was right, by adding to the ordi-

nary mixture 15 per cent, of chalk.
M. Deviile has also prepared metallic chromium^ by using the method

mentioned in a preceding number of this Journal, and which depends

on producing a very high temperature in an ordinary furnace. The
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mixture employed is oxyd of chrome and carbon, ihe former in slight

excess. The metallic chromium resulting was of extraordinary hard-

; it scratches Hass like the diamond.

Manufacture of Alcohol.— The disease of the vine and the conse-
quent dearness of wine, has directed attention to different methods of
obtaining alcohol without the aid of the grape, or the cereal grains,

which last the French government protects, as their use diminishes the

amount of food and raises prices. Recourse has been had to the juice

of the beet, which has given rise to an extensive establishment under
M. Leplay, to which I alluded in a former note on the sugar of barytes.

But as this use of the beet is at the expense of the sugar, and would
finally turn the sugar manufactories into distilleries, we now hear of
the alcohol of Indian corn, alcohol of couch grass

(

u chiendent"), alco-

hol of asphodel, which have begun to be manufactured in the colony of

Algiers. Quite recently, M. Arnoult has applied to the same purpose
the fact discovered by M. Braconnot of Nancy, and which consists in

transforming wood into sugar by means of sulphuric acid. M. Arnoult
has observed that poplar wood gives the best results, affording 79 to 80
per cent, of sugar to be converted into alcohol. The wood is reduced
to coarse saw-dust then dried at 100° C ; after cooling sulphuric acid is

added in small portions, taking care that the material does not become
heated. It is well mixed, and after repose for 12 hours, it is triturated

until the mass, before almost dry, becomes quile liquid so as to run.

This liquid, diluted with water, is made to boil ; the acid is saturated

with chalk, and the liquor after filtration is subjected to fermentation;
when the alcohol is distilled off by the usual process.

The quantity of sulphuric acid employed should not be less than 110
parts for 100 by weight of the dry wood. The author hopes to dimin-
ish the quantity of acid, and is engaged at this time on this part of the

process. We cannot say that the process will be economical.

Crystallizations.—We have just seen at the Sorbonne, in the labor-

atory of M. Dumas, a magnificent collection of artificial crystals. The
principal types of crystallized compounds are represented among them,
and the crystals are of high finish and transparency. Artificial crys-

tals are usually imperfect on one side; but the author of this col-

lection has obtained crystals that are wholly without defects. There
are transparent crystals of hyposulphite of lime of perfect symmetry ;

of the double sulphates, monoclinic in form, of the magnesia series

S° 3RO-f-S03KO+6HO
; the different alums ; the double chlorids

;

the different salts of copper with the fatty acids of the homologous se-

ries OKnO, &c. &c. The owner of this fine collection is a German
chemist, M. Stephany, who gives his time and labors wholly to this

business and who devotes himself to his crystallizations with a patience

quite Germanic. M. Dumas employs hitn in his laboratory and has

given him a commission to form a collection of the principal artificial

crystals—an example which should be followed. Now that crystal-

lography has become a part of chemistry, it is indispensable that artifi-

cial products should be studied with the care which mineralogists have

devoted to native crystals. The many misunderstandings will be

avoided when the forms shall have been referred to types whose exact

composition is known, and whose crystallized form can be verified.
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This undertaking is specially interesting for scientific instruction in

France, since the new programme of Chemistry which has just been

prescribed to the Professors of the Faculty of Science, contains ques-

tions relating to isomorphism, polymorphism, isomeromorphism, and in

general all that relates to the relations between chemical composition

and crystalline form.

Introduction into France of a new species of Silkworm.—The " So-

ciete Zoologique d'Acclimatation," alluded to in a former communica-

tion,* is highly prosperous. It has made numerous laudable attempts

to acclimate useful animals from different parts of the globe, and to

domesticate wild animals. Although too recently formed to pro-

nounce on the full success of its endeavors, it is already in possession

of facts which give great hopes. Of these, is the acclimation of the

Bombyx Cynthia (" chenille du ricin") a silkworm of India, which, ac-

cording to Roxburgh, furnishes a silk so firm that clothes made of it will

last a life time. The honor of having introduced this Bombyx belongs

to M. Milne Edwards, the Dean of the Faculty of Sciences of Paris,

who has made experiments also on the hatching of the eggs of these

silkworms.

As the Ricinus (Castor-oil plant) grows with wonderful facility in

the south of France and Algiers, attempts have been made for a long

time to introduce the Bombyx Cynthia. But the rapidity with which the

eggs hatch, and the short duration of the period of the cocoon state,

has seemed to render it difficult to carry the animal from India to Eu-

rope. A series of circumstances has led to a triumph over the diffi-

culties, and some decisive trials place the success beyond doubt. The
cocoons have a russet color. At one extremity there is an opening

which the caterpillar reserves in order to facilitate its escape on passing

to the butterfly state. The threads of the cocoons are so agglutinated

that at first it seemed impossible to divide them ; but M. Guerin Menne-
ville has succeeded in proving the dividing possible after boiling the co-

coons in alkaline water. There are experiments now in progress at

Algiers, to ascertain the value of the silk per acre of Ricinus com-
pared with that of an acre of mulberry.

Industry and Agriculture of Algeria.—We cite some facts from an

interesting report made by Marshall Vaillant, Minister of War, on the

agricultural and industrial condition of our French colony of Algeria

in 1853.

Fertility of Algeria.—In 1853, Algeria furnished to France over

a million hectoliters (over three millions of bushels) of cereal grains,

valued at fourteen millions of francs. It has produced the tender

wheat
(

u ble tendre") of the best quality weighing 86 to 88 kilograms

in place of 76.

Industry in Silk.—The superior quality of the Algiers silk, attested

by two medals at the London exhibition and by the price it brings at

Lyons, leaves no doubt that Algeria must take a prominent place

among countries which derive their principal wealth from the produc-

tion of silk. In 1853, three hundred and thirty-five persons (" educa-

teurs") have collected in the single department of Algiers 14,000 kilo-

grams of cocoons. Plantations of mulberry are daily multiplying and

the silk industry is constantly increasing.

* This Journal, voL xvii, page 414.

•
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Cultivation of Madder,—The madder of Algiers is known to be
more highly esteemed than that of Cyprus. It follows from calculations

made from several columns that the cost is 70 francs the 100 kil.,

while it brings 140 to 155 francs.

Cochineal.—The success of the cochineal insect at Algiers is no
longer doubtful. . A hectar planted with 13,000 feet of cactus gave a
crude product of 10 to 12 thousand francs of which only 2000 should
be set down for expenses : there are actually 29 " nopaleries" (planta-

tions of cactus) and 500,000 feet of cactus.

Cultivation of Cotton.—The cotton of Algiers took 11 prizes at the

London Exhibition. The two varieties which grow best at Algiers are

those which are of the highest price, (because America can furnish

only 30,000 bales [?] ) and also which give the largest return. Eu-
ropeans and Arabs are engaged in the work, and during a single year
the plantations of cotton have increased ten-fold.

Oils.—The olive tree in Algeria grows to the height of our largest

forest trees. Certain countries, and especially Kabylia, are covered
with it. Since 1852 the commerce in oil has rapidly increased. Eu-
ropeans have put up well managed establishments among the moun-
tains, and students in our nurseries from among the native population
are taking lessons in grafting the olive trees. In 1853, although the

product was below the mean, the amount exported was 2,914,430 kilog.

Government Nurseries.—The objects of the government nu
are to produce a large number of young trees and give them to the

colonists at a small price, and experiment on the cultivation of exotic

industrial plants and endeavor to acclimate them in Algiers. To them
we owe the cultivation of cotton, madder, the trades in cochineal and
silk

; and probably also the acclimating of the coffee and tea plants.

Through them the oases have received the rice of China, which grows
at the foot of the palms without requiring special care.

Value of the Forests.—The forest country of Algeria as now known,
comprises about 1,200,000 hectars. Species of Cork Oak constitute a
large part of these forests, and already 12,000 hectars of this wood
have been explored. On the line of the Tell there are forests of cedar
some of which are 4 or 5 meters in circumference ; there is good tim-

ber for the construction of ships, and also other kinds, like the pine, juni-

per, arbor vitse, olive, black walnut, etc., which do not yield in quality
to the trees of America.

Metallurgical and Mineralogical Industry.—The exploration of the

mines of copper have been active in consequence of a temporary permis-
sion of exportation given to foreigners. There were exported 3,1 1 1,516
kilog. of argentiferous lead ore. Some furnaces established within a [ew
years produce steel rivalling that of Sweden. Quarries of marble and
translucent onyx are opened which still bear marks of the labors of the

Romans. i

Coral Fishery.—One hundred and fifty-six vessels in the coral fishery

explored in 1853 the vicinity of Bone and Calle and collected on an
average 230 kilograms per boat. At the price of 60 francs per kilo-

gram, the value of the fishery was 2,152,800 francs. Large banks have
recently been discovered on the coasts of the Province of Oren.

(

We stop here with our citations. The rest of the Report refers espe-
cially to commerce, administration and war.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the influence of the direction of transmission upon the passage

of radiant heat through crystals.—Knoblauch has published the sec-

ond portion of his very elaborate and skillful investigation of this inter-

esting subject. We shall give his results in his own words.

I. Radiant heat penetrates certain crystals of the optically biaxial

systems, like Dichroite, Topaz, Diopside, &c, in different quantities in

different directions. It passes, for instance, most freely through di-

chroite in the direction of the middle line, less freely in a direction per-

pendicular to the plane of the optic axes, and least freely of all in a

direction parallel to the supplementary line. In blue topaz, on the

contrary, it passes in the smallest proportion in the direction of the

middle line, more abundantly perpendicular to the plane of the optic

axes and most freely in the direction of the supplementary line. After

this transmission the rays of heat, according to their direction within

the crystal, exhibit different properties in their behavior for example
toward diathermanous bodies. In this particular different crystals ex-

hibit different peculiarities

In the case of polarized heat, differences may appear for one and

the same direction according to the position of the plane of polariza-

tion. Thus rays of heat whose plane of polarization coincides with

the plane of the optic axes penetrate yellow and blue topaz more

abundantly parallel to the middle line than those whose plane of polar-

ization is at right angles to the plane of the axes, whereas precisely

the contrary is the case in Heavy Spar, Hornblende, Pistacite, Mica,

Dichroite, &c.
Rays of heat polarized in different planes often differ from each

other in their capacity to penetrate diathermanous bodies after their

passage through the crystal. The comparison of the rays polarized in

the same sense and transmitted in the same direction exhibits the great-

est variety, not only in different crystals but even in those belonging to

the same species, as yellow and blue topaz, &c.
In one and the same substance, as for example mica, the quantitative

as well as the qualitative differences of the rays polarized in different

planes increase with the thickness of the layers penetrated.

When the heat passes successively through two plates of the same
crystal, e. g. Pistacite, phenomena are observed analogous to those

already mentioned according as the planes of the optic axes coincide

or are crossed.

II. When the rays of heat pass through certain crystals of the opti-

cally uniaxial systems, as amethyst, idocrase, &c, quantitative as well

as qualitative differences are exhibited according as the rays penetrate

the crystal in one or another direction.

However great these differences are in the cases of transmission par-

allel and perpendicular to the axis, no difference of any kind is per-

ceptible in the behavior of rays of heat which, whatever may be their

directions, are all transmitted at right angles to the axis.
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In this particular, uniaxial differ from biaxial crystals, in which the

rays of heat exhibit differences in three directions at right angles to

each other.

If the heat is polarized, differences are observed even in the same
direction according to the position of the plane of polarization.

Transmissions perpendicular to the axis exhibit however in this case

corresponding peculiarities.

It is only when the rays are transmitted alorfg the axis that their

passage and quality are independent of the position of the plane of
polarization.

The differences in the penetration of the crystal in different direc-

tions are greater with polarized than with natural rays, if the plane of

polarization be at one time parallel and at another perpendicular to the

axis
; they vanish however completely when the plane of polarization

i

coincides with the axis. Rays of heat which have passed through
amethyst and idocrase differ, under otherwise similar circumstances,
with respect to their quantity and their capacity of transmission through
diathermanous substances.

All these observations correspond completely with those which the

author formerly made with rock crystal, beryl and tourmaline.

HI. Even in crystals belonging to the regular system like colored
fluor spar, blue streaked rock salt, &c, where, for instance, an arrange-
ment in the form of layers is present, differences in the quantity as
well as in the quality of the rays of heat may occur according to the

direction in which they are propagated. The same is true for polar-

ized rays. For the same direction the position of the plane of polar-

ization has no influence.

—

Pogg. Ann., xciii, 161, Sept., 1854.
2. On the condensation of gases by solid bodies, and on the heat dis-

engaged in the act of absorption.—Favre has studied the development
of heat produced by the absorption of gases by porous solids, and has
compared the quantity of heat thus set free with the latent heats of va-

porization and liquefaction of the gases in question. The author first

determined by means of his mercurial calorimeter the latent heats of
protoxyd of nitrogen and of carbonic and sulphurous acids. He em-
ployed the same instrument to determine the heat produced by absorp-
tion and arrived at the following results. (1.) For the same gas the

coefficient of absorption by carbon may vary with the kind of wood
charred, and even with different specimens of the same coal. The
same specimen of charcoal may present differences at different times.

Heavy woods yield charcoals which absorb the least amount of gas.

a he gases are absorbable in the following order : ammonia, muriatic

acid, sulphurous acid, protoxyd of nitrogen, carbonic acid.

(2.) The gases may be classed in the same order relatively to the

amount of heat disengaged during the process of absorption to satura-

tion. The comparison is made with equal weights of gas.

(3.) The maximum amount of heat disengaged by the absorption of
1 gramme of sulphurous acid or of protoxyd of nitrogen greatly ex-
ceeds the latent heat of liquefaction of equal weights of the same gases.

Jnus the latent heat of sulphurous acid is 88*3 units, while its heat of
absorption is 150-1 units: the latent heat of protoxyd of nitrogen is

100*6 and its hem of absorption 148*3. In the case of carbonic acid
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the heat of absorption is greater than the heat of solidification, the

former being 148*8 and the latter 138*7 units,

(4.) In the case of certain gases the sum of the heat disengaged,

for the same weights of gas absorbed, is the same, whatever be the

nature of the carbon, which in this case only affects the volume of the

gas fixed in its pores. This result taken in connection with the others

seems to shew that the thermic effect is not due to the liquefaction of

the gas, but to some Special action, since the introduction of a small

quantity of gas under conditions in which we cannot suppose it to be

liquefied, according to the calculations of Mitscherlich, disengages more

heat than the quantity necessary for saturation. It appears possible

that this action is due to the special force which Chevreul assumes and

calls capillary affinity.— Comptes Rendus, xxxix, 929, Oct. 16, 1854.

3. Researches on the Ethers.—Berthelot has studied the action

which acids when confined in close vessels exert upon the compound

ethers and upon alcohol and common ether, the actions being assisted

by time and by heat. The author classes his results according to three

different series of facts.

(1,) Formation of the compound ethers by means of hydric ether

and acids.

(2.) Direct formation of the ethers by means of alcohol and acids.

nde
acids.

1. When ether and different acids are healed together in strong

closed tubes to a temperature of from 360° to 400° C, water is set free

and a compound ether is formed. In this manner the author produced

benzoic, palmitic, butyric and chlorhydric ether. When ether, butyric

and sulphuric acids are distilled together, butyric ether is formed in

abundance, while at the same time defiant gas is generated. Acetic

ether was formed by a precisely similar process. 2. When alcohol is

heated in closed tubes with the fatty acids, which as is well known are

the feeblest of the organic acids, the corresponding ethers are readily

produced, although the combination is never total. In the presence of

a strong acid, however, the combination is most abundant. At 100°

the author produced in great abundance, after 30 hours of contact,

benzoic, acetic and butyric ethers. Stearic ether was formed in very

small quantity at the end of two hours, but when acetic acid was added

the stearic acid was completely acidified in the same space of time.

3. In the direct formation of the ethers by the processes already indi-

cated, neither the alcohol, ether or acid, even enter completely into

combination, whatever be the respective and reciprocal excess of the

reacting bodies. Berthelot attributes this with great probability to the

decomposing action exerted on the ethers by the water set at liberty in

the decomposition itself, the intensity of the action being augmented by

the presence of acids. Thus water heated to 100° during 102 hours

with stearic and oleic ethers begins to decompose them, regenerating

stearic and oleic acids. At 240° and after some hours of contact, water

begins to acidify benzoic ether; at the same temperature acetic ether

undergoes a similar decomposition. The presence of a free acid in-

creases the effect ; thus acetic acid by a contact of six hours at 100

acidifies stearic, butyric and benzoic ethers, producing a sensible pro-
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portion of acetic ether. In like manner benzoic acid at 240° produces
the decomposition of acetic ether, traces of benzoic eiher being formed
at the same time. From this it appears that the acid which produces
the decomposition may itself enter inio combination with the alcohol

;

the phenomenon is then the replacement of one acid by another. This
replacement is particularly well marked with fuming chlorhydric acid.

In 106 hours at 100° this body produces the decomposition of acetic,

butyric, benzoic and stearic ethers, the acids being set at liberty and
chlorid of ethyl formed. The analogy between the double decomposi-

r tions thus produced and the examples furnished by inorganic chemistry
is sufficiently obvious.

—

Ann. de C/iimie et de Physique, xli, 432, Au-
gust, 1854.

4. On the cyanic and cyanuric ethers and on the amids.—Wurtz
has published an elaborate and most interesting memoir on this subject,

from which we shall extract those results which appear most striking

and important. Cyanic ether brought in contact with water yields car-

bonic acid and diethvl-urea : the reaction is represented by- the equa-
tion 2C6H5N03+2HO = CioHi3N-20i4-2CO-2. Water of ammonia
dissolves cyanic ether with disengagement of heat and formation of
ethyUurea. Thus CsHaNO + NH-i = CeHsN-iCh. The compound
ammonias exert a similar action, which the author proposes to consider
in a separate memoir. Hydrate of potash and cvanic ether yield car-

bonate of potash and ethylamin, thus CeHsNCh+aKO, HO=2KO, COs
+C4H7N. Alcohol and cyanic ether yield ethylurethane, C10H11NO4,
which with caustic potash yields carbonate of potash, ethylamin and
alcohol, a decomposition exactly analogous to that of ordinary ureihane.
With sulphuric acid ethylureihane gives ethylamin and sulphovinic
acid : in its pure state it is an oilv liquid boiling between 174° and 175°

l* Cyanic ether and acetic acid react readily at ordinary tempera-
tures, carbonic acid is disengaged and ethylacelamid is formed : the

reaction is represented by the equation

fC4H5
C4H404+C6HoN02=2C02+N I CiHsOa. Caustic potash decomposes

ethylacetamid into ethylamin and acetate of potash. It is obvious
that ethyl acetamid may be regarded as ammonia in which one equiva-

lent of hydrogen is replaced by one of ethyl and a second equivalent of

hydrogen by one of acetoxvl C4H3O2. With anhydrous acetic acid,

f&Hi
cyanic ether yields ethyldiacetamid, N I GftHtCfe, in which all three

( C4H3O2
equivalents of hydrogen are replaced by other radicals. Formic acid

{C2HQ3
C4H5
H

w urtz has found in like manner that cyanic ether attacks a great num-
ber of acids, the products being amids, the constitution of which may
easily be foreseen.
The constitution of cyanuric ether is represented by the formula

C16H15N3O3, or it is isomeric with cyanic ether ; it is a colorless crys-
talline body fusing at 95° C. The author believes that there are how-
Seco*d Series, Vol XIX, No. 55.—Jan., 1855. 15
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ever other cyanuric ethers having a different constitution. Cyanate of

methyl is prepared by the distillation of 2 parts of sulphomethylate of

potash with 1 part of cyanate of potash. It is a light, colorless, very

mobile and volatile liquid, boiling at 40°
; its vapors are extremely

irritating and suffocating. Its formula is C2H3O, CyO, and its most

remarkable property is the facility with which it is transformed into

cyanurate of methyl, a change which takes place spontaneously when

the ether is left to itself in a closed tube. This change sometimes

takes place in the course of several days, sometimes in a few minutes,

and is accompanied in the last case by a sensible evolution of heat.

The cyanurate of methyl is a solid crystalline body, fusing at WOf-nfl*

and boiling at 274°. It is very remarkable that its boiling point is

higher than that of the cyanurate of ethyl which is 253°. With

caustic potash both these compounds of methyl yield carbonate of pot-

ash and methylamin, as the author long since shewed.
Gerhardt and Chiozza have referred the amids which contain oxy-

gen to the. type of ammonia, I, 2 or 3 equivalents of hydrogen being

replaced by 1, 2 or 3 equivalents of a radical containing oxygen.

Wurtz is of opinion that this view is not applicable to all amids, and

especially to those acid amids which are formed by the tribasic acids.

He therefore refers these to the type of water, one equivalent of tho

compound NH being supposed to replace the two equivalents of oxygen

in a double molecule of water. Thus the formation of acetamid is rep-

resented by the equation
°4H3

^ J
Os+NHaiz:^113

^ J
NH2+ 2HO.

For the further development of this theory we must however refer to

the original memoir.

—

Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, xlii, 43, Sept.

1854.

5. On some new Ethers. W
tory the action of iodid of ethyl upon certain salts of silver, and has

obtained several interesting ethers. Iodid of ethyl heated in a closed

tube with pyrophosphate of silver yields iodid of silver and pyrophos-

phate of ethyl. The new ether is a viscid liquid, of a burning taste

and peculiar odor, soluble in water, alcohol and ether, and becoming
promptly acid on exposure to moist air. Its formula is POo, 2C4H5O.

Iodid of ethyl acts in like manner upon tribasic phosphate of silver,

producing iodid of silver and the already known tribasic phosphate of

ethyl, PO0.3C4H0O. Carbonic ether may be produced by the action

of iodid of ethyl upon carbonate of silver. It is too well known to

require description.

—

Comptes Rendus, xxxix.

6. Action of the protosaJts of iron on Nitronaphtalin and Nitro-

benzin.—Under this title Bechamp has published a very interesting and

valuable paper on the reducing action of the acetate of protoxyd 01

iron upon those nitro-compounds in which an equivalent of NO4 may
be considered as replacing an equivalent of hydrogen. The author

sets out from his already published observation that ordinary cotton may
be reproduced from gun cotton by means of the acetate of iron. He

then shews that the acetate exerts a similar action upon nitro-benzin and

nitro-naphtalin, and that the products of this reaction are anilin and

naphtalidin. The following processes answer for the production of

these two bases in large quantities and with the greatest facility, (we
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select from various methods given by the author those which he found
most advantageous). For the preparation of anilin, 1 part of nitro-

benzin, 1*2 parts of iron filings free from rust, and 1 part of con-

centrated commercial acetic acid are introduced into a capacious re-

tort. The acetic acid must be free from mineral acid and its quantity

must be sufficient to completely cover the iron. The action quickly

begins without heat and becomes so violent that the liquid boils and
much matter passes into the receiver, which must be well cooled.

When the retort has become cool, the contents of the receiver are to

be poured into it, and the whole is then to be distilled to dryness. An
excess of a concentrated solution of caustic potash is to be added to

the distillate; hydrated anilin separates upon the surface in a very
nearly pure state. The quantity of anilin obtained by this process is

almost f of the nitrobenzin employed, and the author states that anilin

could be prepared at 20f. the kilogramm. The process for preparing
naphtalidin is similar : 1 part of nitro-naphtaline, 1'5 of iron filings,

and enough acetic acid to cover the mixture completely, are employed.
The action begins on applying a gentle heat so as to fuse the nitro-

naphtaline
; the fire must then be removed and when the violence of

the action has ceased the retort placed in a sand-bath so that the belly
shall be completely covered. The acetic acid distills over first; the

naphtalidin comes over at 300° and-condenses in an oily liquid beneath
the acid which protects it from the air. The two are to be separated by
a second distillation, and the naphtalidin preserved in a tightly stoppered
bottle. It is remarkable that the compounds of protoxyd of iron with
strong acids do not decompose the nitro compounds.

—

Ann. de Cliimie
el de Physique, xlii, 186, Oct. 1854. w. g.

7. Prof. Tyndall on some Peculiarities of the Magnetic Field, (Proc.
Brit. Assoc, 1854, Ath., No. 1405.)—The Professor said, a piece of soft

iron suspended between the flat poles of an electro-magnet set its largest

dimension from pole, the residual magnetism of the cores being suffi-

cient to produce the effect. This is the normal deportment of mag-
netic bodies, but it is by no means universal. By mechanical agency,
by pressure for example, the structure of a magnetic body can be so

\

modified that its shortest horizontal dimension sets from pole. Prof. Tyn-
dall exhibited actions of the kind where the body operated on was com-
pressed magnetic dust. In such a body two opposing tendencies were
at work,—the tendency due to length, which sought to set the length
a*»al, and the tendency due to structure, which sought to set the line

Perpendicular to the length axial. Between the flat poles the latter ten-

dency was predominant, but between pointed poles this was not the

ease
; here the attraction of the ends of the magnetic mass constituted

a mechanical couple of sufficient strength to overcome the directive

tendency which was due to structure, and to draw the mass into the
*xial line. But in raising or lowering the body operated on out of the
sphere of this local attraction, by bringing it into a position where the

distribution of the magnetic field resembled that existing between the
fl at poles, the body forsook the axial position and turned into the equa-
torial. The complementary phenomena were exhibited by bismuth.
A normal bar of this substance sets its length at right angles to the line
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from the poles; but Prof. Tyndall exhibited a bar of this substance,

which set between the flat poles exactly as a magnetic body. Such a

bar, however, between the points are equatorial. On raising or lowering

it, however, it forsook ihe equatorial position and set axial. In this case

the local repulsion of the ends between the points caused the bar to set

equatorial, the influence of length thus predominating over the influence

of structure; but removed from the sphere of this local action, the di-

rective tendency of the mass triumphed and caused the bar to set axial.

The bar in this case was cut with its length at right angles to the planes

of most eminent cleavage of the bismuth :— it is a proved fact, that

these planes while the influence of form is annulled, always set at right

angles to the line piercing the poles, and hence where they are trans-

verse to the length, the bar will set axial. These phenomena were ex-

amined in a great number of cases; bars were taken from substances

possessing a directive tendency, and it was so arranged that the directive

tendency due to structure was always opposed to the influence of length

;

between the points the former tendency succumbed to the latter, while

between the flat poles, or above and below the points, the former was

triumphant. It is amusing to observe the strife of these two tendencies

in substances possessing a strong directive action- A plale of crystal-

lized carbonate of iron, when properly suspended, will wrench itscii

spasmodically from one position into the other, and find rest nowhere.

The simple law which governs all these actions is, that if the body, cut

as above, be dia magnetic, its length sets equatorial between the points,

but above and below them axial. If the body be magnetic it sets axial

between the points, above and below equatorial. Hence the rotation of

a magnetic body, on being removed from between ihe points, is always

from axial to equatorial ; while the corresponding rotation of a diamug-

netic body is always from the equatorial to the axial. The deportment

of wood in the magnetic field was next described. Nearly sixty speci-

mens examined by Prof. Tyndall were all diamagnetic; each of them

was repelled by the poles of the magnet ; cubes of each when suspen-

ded wiih the fibre horizontal set between the excited poles, the fibre

perpendicular to the line which unites the poles. Thinking that wood

on account of its structure, would exhibit those directive phenomena
which had been demonstrated in the case of the bodies mentioned at

the commencement, bars were taken from nearly forty kinds of wood,

the fibre being at right angles to the length of the bar; in the centre

of the space, between two flat poles, all those bars set their length from

pole to pole. But Prof. Tyndall afterwards observed the remarkable

fact, that homogeneous diamagnetic bodies did the same. Bars of sul-

phur, of salt of hartshorn, of wax, and other diamagnetic substances,

when suspended in the centre of the space between two flat poles, set

their length from pole to pole. Now, as diamagnetic bodies always take

up the position of weakest force, it was proved by these experiments,

and corroborated by others not cited here, that the true force of the

centres of two flat poles, contrary to the general opinion hitherto re-

ceived, was the line of minimum force.

The Rev. Dr. Scoresby stated, that, by subjecting to force ordinary

magnets of hardened steel, as by suddenly bending them, or striking
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them in particular modes, they may have their poles reversed or be de-

prived of iheir magnetism, or hardened non-magnetic steel may he in-

stantly rendered magnetic ; and he considered lhat these facts, which
he had long since made public, should be kept before ihe mind in such

investigations as the very original and interesting facts just brought un-

der the notice of the Section.—Prof. Faraday after very briefly, jet

lucidly, explaining to the Section the leading distinctions between para-

magnetic and diaruagnetic bodies, and their behavior in the magnetic
field, said, that it was conceded on all hands that the explanation was
erroneous which Plucker had given of the phenomena which lie first

discovered connected with the branch of research to which Prof. Tyn-
dall had just been directing their attention, and which he was so ably

hunting down. But when he said the original explanation of Plucker
was erroneous, he did not mean that as the slightest disparagement to

that philosopher. It was well understood by all who had any preten-

sions to scientific knowledge since the days of Bacon, that it was
through the mist of error that the most important discoveries had to be
made, and that in pursuing any research it was much belter in the first

stages of the inquiry to have erroneous views, than to be without any

,
views that would tend to connect the scattered facts. For his part, he
was not ashamed to own that he was a learner, and that in almost
every instance it was through the clouds of error lhat he arrived at

* the conclusions which satisfied him most. And as his mathematical skill

and acquirements were by no means such as to entitle him to despise

instruction, he should feel particularly grateful to his mathematical
friends present, Or. Whewell and others, if they would explain to him
and to the Section the law of distribution of the magnetic force in the

magnetic field, if it was known.—Dr. Whewell explained how the

force would be distributed upon the old theory of magnetic lines ; but
he said he was aware, and he believed it was now generally admitted, that

this theory must be greatly modified, if not given entirely up. But as
he saw Prof. W. Thomson in the Section, who had paid particular atten-
tion to the development of the mathematical theory of magnetical and
electrical forces, he trusted that that aentleman would favor the Section
with his views.— In answer to Prof. Faraday's question, as to the math-
ematical conditions under which a uniform field of magnetic force may
be produced, Prof. VV. Thomson remarked, that the mathematical the-

ir ory of the distribution of force afforded both a remarkably simple and
definite general answer, and pointed out the most convenient practical

means of fulfilling these conditions either approximately or rigorously.

• For, in the first place, it is strictly demonstrable that if the force be
rigorously uniform in some locality, in the neighborhood of any kind
of magnet or electro-magnet, through even one one-thousandth of a

«c inch, in fact, through any finite bulk however small, it cannot but
De rigorously uniform through every portion of space to which it is

possible to go from that locality without passing through the substance
°f the magnet. Hence, although between flat poles, such as Mr. Far-
aday

fi rst introduced for obtaining uniformity of force, we have in re-
a ' l!y a most excellent practical approximation to a uniform distribution
of very intense magnetic force, through a space of several cubic inches,
,n a locality not only visible, but in every way convenient for experi-
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mental purposes; yet it is absolutely impossible that the force can be

rigorously uniform through the smallest finite bulk of the magnetic

field in any such arrangement, or, generally, in any locality external

to a magnet. If an experimenter wants a rigorously uniform field of

force, he can have it only in the interior of his magnet ; and he must

be contented not to see the action he experiments on at the time it

is being produced, unless he will follow the example of Prof. Fara-

day, who u went into a hollow cubical conductor of electricity and lived

in it," and so was enabled to observe some most interesting and im-

portant fundamental properties of electrical force. It would be easy to

make a hollow electro-magnet, in the interior of which the experimenter

could observe with the minutest accuracy the bearings of all kinds and

shapes of bodies in a rigorously uniform field of force. Ail that is ne-

cessary to make such a conductor is to take a hollow papier-mache

globe, say six feet in diameter, and roll a galvanic wire over its surface

in a succession of close parallel circles, having their planes at equal

distances from one another. A hollow non-magnetic body of any

shape, cubical for instance, may have a rigorously uniform distribution

of magnetic force produced in its interior by a suitable distribution of

galvanic wire over its surface, determinable, according to the form of

this surface, by the mathematical theory from which these results are

stated. But it would be difficult, perhaps practically impossible, to get

a sufficient intensity for exhibiting the forces experienced by diamag-

netic or weakly paramagnetic bodies in a uniform field of such extent

that the operator could himself enter it ; and experimenters must be

contented either with approximations to uniformity, such as in the ar-

rangement with flat poles, so successfully used by Prof. Tyndall in the

beautiful experiments which he had exhibited to the Section, or they

must arrange to test effects in the interior of hollow electro-magnets

without seeing them at the time they are taking place. Interesting

questions, which the mathematical theory answers decisively, had also

been asked regarding the minimum condition of the central line in a

field between opposed flat poles, of two cylindrical soft-iron bar mag-
nets, and the effects of rounding off the edges of these poles. It ap-

pears that, if we consider the intensity of the force in a plane perpen-

dicular to the magnetic axis through the centre of the field, we find it

increasing from the central point to a certain circle of maximum inten-

sity, beyond which it diminishes gradually and fails to nothing at an in-

finite distance. If the edges of the cylinders be rounded off,"the circle

of maximum intensity contracts, its centre always being a point of

minimum intensity, until a certain degree of convexity of the poles is

attained, when the circle of maximum intensity becomes contracted to

a point—the central point of the field—which will then be a point of

maximum intensity (the central minimum being eliminated), and will

continue a maximum, as regards all points in the plane through it, per-

pendicular to the axis, for any less flat or more prominent or pointed

forms of poles. No form of rounded poles, by doing away with max-

imum or minimum points, can possibly give a uniform distribution of

intensity through ever so small a finite bulk of the field.
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II. Mineralogy and Geology.

I. Analysis of Allophane from the Black oxyd of Copper mines of
Polk County, Tennessee ; by Dr. C. T. Jackson, Assayer to the State

of Massachusetts, &c.

—

Description.—This mineral occurs in the great
veins of black oxyd of copper of Polk County, Tennessee, encrusting
the black oxyd of copper, and is especially abundant in the mine
worked by Mr. Congdon. It occurs in botryoidal and reniform concre-
tions with a crystalline aspect somewhat resembling concretions of Preh-
nite in appearance.

Its color is honey yellow. Lustre resinous, particularly on fractured

surfaces. It is brittle and is easily crushed to powder in an agate mor-
tar. In a glass tube it gives off much water when heated, and the min-
eral becomes opaque, and is then very friable.

Before the blowpipe on charcoal becomes white and opaque, but does
not melt. With soda it forms a white enamel, and effervesces in fusing.

With borax forms a clear transparent glass. With salt of phosphorus
it leaves a skeleton of silica of large size in the glass, but gives no
color. Pulverized and placed in warm hydrochloric acid it gelatinizes
readily and decomposes, leaving flakes of silica. By qualitative anal-
ysis the mineral is found to contain silica, alumina, lime, magnesia and
phosphoric acid.

Quantitative analysis on 2 grammes of the mineral.—One gramme of
the mineral heated to full redness in a platinum crucible, loses 0*377
gramme of water.
One gramme of the mineral that had not been ignited was decomposed

by chlorohydric acid in a platinum crucible, and then the usual process
of analysis for the separation of the different ingredients was pursued,
and the following results were obtained :

Water,
Alumina, •

Silica,

Lime,

Magnesia,

Phosphoric acid,

o-m
0-410

0-198

0-005

0-002

traces

0-992

The presence of phosphoric acid was proved on the gramme of

^
the mineral that had been ignited by digesting the mineral in chlorohy-
dric acid, evaporating to dryness, and then dissolving in water with a
little chlorohydric acid, and filtering and adding to the filtrate nitric

acid, and ammonia not quite sufficient to saturate the acids, and then
adding a clear solution of molybdate of ammonia. A fine yellow pow-
der forms and subsides ir\ the warm solution—showing the presence of
phosphoric acid.

2. On the Boracic Acid Compounds of the Tuscan Lagoons ; by
EMU Bechi, (Berg- und hultenmannische Zeitung, Oct. 18, 1854.)-
Since the publication in the American Journal of Science of descrip-

tors and analyses of some Tuscan minerals containing boracic acid,

J^bich had been described and analyzed by Prof. Meneghini and myself
(as communicated to Prof. Dana by Prof. xMeneghini), I have further in-
vestigated the subject with some new results interesting to mineralogical
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science and illustrating the products of Tuscany. It is known that at

certain places between Voherra and Siena there are springs or lagoons

of hot water issuing from natural or artificially made craters, which

contain a large proportion of boracic acid compounds. These Soffioni

or Bulikamen, as the exhalations are called, sometimes change their

place of opening, making another at some point of easier outbreak.

The rock about some of the older openings has often undergone alter-

ation and sometimes is covered with peculiar concretions. A specimen

of this kind from an old lagoon of the proprietor Larderell was ob-

served by Professor Savi and is now in the Museum at Pisa. It affords

on different parts three distinct mineral species. One of them is a

borate of soda, and has the following constitution

:

Boracic acid. Soda. Water. Lime & Magnesia. .

43559 19-254 37-187 trace = NaB 2 +6H

The formula differs from that of borax, in having 6S in place of 10H.

The second species is borate of lime, which afforded me

Bor. acid. Lime. Water. 5i,3cl,S"a ilg
...

.

51-135 20-850 26*250 1*750 trace = CaB* + 4H

It is probably hydroborocalcite, which differs only in containing 6fl-

These boracic acid compounds, the borate of soda and hydroboro-

calcite, are very similar in physical characters and chemical relations,

and may be varieties of the same species.

The third species, finally, afforded by the above mentioned specimen,

has an ochre-yellow color and is crystalline. Heated il loses water and

becomes black. B.B. fuses with difficulty. In chemical characters,

it is a borate of iron mixed with hydroborocalcite and hydroboracite.

The existence of borate of iron in concretions at the Tuscan lagoons

remarked by Beudant in 1832. Both Dufrenoy and Dana, in their

mineralogical works have mentioned these concretions under the name

Lagonite, without giving an analysis or formula.

In the collections of Tuscan minerals of John Targioni, I detected an

ochre-yellow mineral, which gave the tests of the iron borate; and

afforded on analysis

Boracic acid. Sesquioxyd of iron. Water. Si, Xl, Ca, Mg
47955 36260 14'016 1*769

The Lagonite therefore is no longer a hypothetical species, but one

well characterised, and having the composition PeBs + $BL

Sometime since Signor Larderell in an old lagoon, found a druse

which was peculiar in its physical and chemical characters. The min-

eral was in yellowish-white rhombic tables of 110° 6', and by polarised

light showed a resemblance to sulphate of lime. On heating in a

glass tube, a strong ammoniacal odor is given off: B.B. fuses easily to

a colorless glass, which on treating with alcohol, gives a green color to

the flume.

From these characters I concluded that it was a borate of ammonia,

a species hitherto unnoticed, except that Erdmann in the analysis ot

Sassolin has reported the presence of some ammonia. Careful analysis

afforded me
Boracic acid. Oxyd of ammonium. Water. ,- -*.

G9-244 12-897 17*869 = NHCHB^-M11
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This species I have named Larderellite, after Sr. Larderell.* On boil-

ing the Larderellite in water, ammonia is given out, and a new crystal-

line salt is obtained, having the formula NHCHB6-f9lI. Berzelius
obtained by neutralizing boracic acid and ammonia, a salt crystallizing

in hexagonal prisms containing according to Gmelin NH(HB±+6li.
It differs from the Larderellite in composition and strikingly in crystal-

line form. It appears that one and the same salt may be obtained,

with different proportions of water, by employing different tempera-
tures

; and thus is easily explained the analogy between the borate of
soda of the lagoons and borax, the borate of lime and hydroborocalcite,
the Larderellite and Berzelius's borate of ammonia. In the same way
according to Berzelius, the sulphate of the protoxyd of manganese
crystallized at the temperature of 6° R., gives the formula MnS+ 7H,
but between 6° and 20°, the formula Mn S + 6il; and between 20° and
and 30°, MnS + 4H. The interesting point in this subject is that these

compounds of manganese differ widely and irreconcilably in crystal-

lisation, showing the influence of the water of crystallisation on the

crystalline form.

Laurent takes boracic acid for monobasic—as the borate of oxyd of
methyl z= C 2 H^O, BO 3 -+ HO, BO 3

; and the borate of oxyd of sethyl

OH 5 0, BO 3 + HO, BO 3
; and borax for a neutral salt, in which

1 equivalent of base is replaced by 1 of water, whence the formula of
borax is

Ea O, HO, 2BO* + 9HO or 2((Na, H) B)+ 9fi.

This view is sustained by many examples among other boracic acid
compounds, which are described in Wohler and Liebig's Annalen.
following Laurent's theory my formulas become, for the

Borate of lime, (6a, £) B+ 3ll

Borate of soda, (ZSTa, 5)5+ 53
Larderellite, (N HO* + fl) B+ Tl

[The author closes with some observations on the condition of the
boracic acid of the lagoons.]

3. On the Thickness of the Ice of the Ancient Glaciers of North
Wales, and other Points bearing on the Glaciation of the Country ; by
Prof. Ramsay, (Proc. Brit. Assoc, Athen., No. 1405.)—Prof. Ramsay
stated his belief that there had been two sets of glaciers in North

| Wales since the ground assumed its present general form. The first

was on a very large scale, followed by a slow subsidence of the whole
country to the extent of 2,300 feet, until only the tops of the highest
hills remained uncovered by the sea ; and when the mountains again
rose, a set of smaller glaciers was formed. The thickness of the ice
in existing Swiss glaciers was known to be very great ; in the GrindeU
wald it had been ascertained to amount to 700 feet, and in other in-

stances was probably thicker. The observations of Agassiz and Prof.
James Forbes on the height to which grooved and polished surfaces
span up the sides of Alpine valleys, had led to the conclusion, that the
ice had once been much more extensive ; and that in the glacier of
the Aar, for example, it must have amounted to 2,000 feet. The same

Another hydrous compound of boracic acid and ammonia I have since noticed
*aich will hereafter be described.
Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 55—Jan. 1855. 16
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method of observation had been applied to North Wales ; and it had

been ascertained that in the Pass of Llanberris the grooves and round-

ings of the rocks extended to a height of 1,300 feet above the present

bottom of the valley. The drifted deposits which overlie these rounded

surfaces must have formed during the slow depression which followed,

and the glaciers must still have existed, since these deposits, though

marine, are still of a moraine character. The cold climate continued

during the period of depression, and for some time after it ; and there

was beautiful evidence in the side valleys of the gradual decrease

of the glaciers until they died away amongst the higher mountains, in

the form of moraines stretching across the valleys, one within the other.

The scratches made by the first set of glaciers passed down the val-

leys ; those of the smaller glaciers crossed the first obliquely.

4. On the Foliation of some Metamorphic Rocks in Scotland ; by

Prof. E. Forbes, (Ibid.)—It was of great importance to geologists to dis-

tinguish between lamination, cleavage, and foliation: the first resulted

from original planes of deposition : the second was a superinduced

structure, dividing rocks into laminse of similar constitution, not coinci-

dent with the lines of bedding ; thirdly, foliation was the division of a

rock into lamina of different mineral condition. Cleavage had been

attributed, by Prof. Sedgwick, its first definer, to electrical action ;
by

Mr. Sorby, to a mechanical force; and by Mr. D. Sharpe, to mechanical^

and chemical influence. The foliation of mica slate, or separation c

its mineral constituents into distinct layers, had been sometimes attribu-

ted to metamorphic action on layers of different constitution ; Mr. Dar-

win had considered it identical with cleavage, and due to the same

cause,—the one passing into the other: the same view has been main-

tained by Mr. Sharpe. Prof. Forbes agreed with those who considered

it a superinduced structure quite distinct from cleavage or lamination.

The author then referred to examples of foliated structure. In a road-

side quarry at Crianlarich, near the head of Loch Lomond, where the

metamorphic limestone is not distorted, and exhibits distinct lines of bed-

ding, of a pale blue color, caused by the presence of iron ; also lines of

different mineral matter, the laminse frequently curved round nuclei

;

and dark lines of crystals of calcareous spar, produced, perhaps, by the

metamorphism of bands of fossils. In the upper part of the quarry the

limestone becomes foliated with mica,—the foliation being at first paral-

lel with the bedding, then becomes wavy and contorted, is affected by

small faults, and contains nuclei of calcareous spar and at length passes

into a mica slate. At Ben Os there is a calciferous band in the mica slate,

which, having the same strike with the Crianlarich beds, may eventu-

ally prove a guide in unravelling the structure of the country. Two
miles from Inverarnon there is a bed of porphyritic trap in mica slate,

and the foliation on the sides of the trap is conformable. Four miles

from Inverarnon, in a quarry of trap, which sends large and small veins

into the mica slate, there is evidence of a second foliation having taken

place, following the small veins of trap. Near Tarbert, the mica slate

is foliaied and contorted ; and a bed of calcareous grit cuts through it,

without disturbing the relations of the curves and laminae. In a slate

quarry at Luss, the foliation accords in the main with cleavage, as ob-

served by Mr. Sharpe, in the corresponding district ; but whilst the foli-

ation curves round the nuclei of quartz, the cleavage abuts against them.
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Foliation has also been noticed in the baked rocks of Salisbury Crags.
Prof. Forbes concluded, 1, that foliation was a superinduced structure;

2, that it was distinct from cleavage; 3, that it was not of mechanical
origin, but a chemical phenomenon ; 4, that it was, perhaps, induced by
more than one agency.

5. On the Relations of the " New Red Sandstone" of the Connecti-
cut Valley and the Coal-bearing rocks of Eastern Virginia and North
Carolina; by Prof. W. B. Rogers, (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

1854, p. 14.)—Prof. W. B, Rogers exhibited a series of fossils from
the middle secondary belts of North Carolina, Virginia, Pennsylvania,
and Massachusetts; chiefly, he said, with the view of calling attention

to the evidence afforded by some of them, of the close relation in geo-
logical age between what has been called the New Red Sandstone of
the Middle States and Connecticut Valley, first designated by Prof. H.
I). Rogers as the Middle Secondary Group, and the coal-bearing rocks
of Eastern Virginia and North Carolina.

Prof. Rogers referred to the existence in Virginia of three distinct belts

of these rocks. The most eastern of these, extending almost continu-
ously from the Appomatox River to the Potomac, includes the coal-

fields of Chesterfield and Henrico Counties. The middle tract, about
twenty- five miles west by south of the preceding, is of much less ex-
tent, and has not yet furnished any workable coal seam. Somewhat
intermediate in trend to these is a belt of analogous rocks in North Car-
olina, commencing some distance south of the Virginia line and stretch-
ing southwestwardly across the State, and for a few miles beyond its

limits, into South Carolina. This area, first mapped by Prof. Mitchell,

includes the coal-bearing rocks of Deep River. The western belt ex-
tends, with two considerable interruptions, entirely across Virginia, be-
ing prolonged towards the southwest in the course of the Dan River in

North Carolina, and towards the northeast through Maryland, Pennsyl-
vania, and New Jersey, forming what is usually called the New Red
Sandstone Belt.

Eastern and Middle Belt of Virginia and Eastern Belt of North
Carolina.—From an examination some twelve years ago of the fossil

plants of the most eastern of the Virginia belts here designated, Prof.

Rogers had been led to refer this group of rocks to the Oolite series

°n or near the horizon of the carbonaceous deposits of Whitby and

Scarborough in Yorkshire. Some years later he discovered many of

the same plants in the middle belt of Virginia, and, in the summer
of 1850, he found several of these plants in the coal rocks of Deep
River, in North Carolina. In each of the latter districts we meet with

Equisetum columnare, Zamites, and a plumose plant referred to L»yco-

podites, and strongly resembling L. Williamsonis of the Yorkshire

rocks. These are among the usual forms occurring in the easternmost

of the Virginia belts.

P>esides the fossil plants common to these three areas, they contain

two species of Posidonomya and two of Cypris. Of the Cyprida:,

one species has a smooth, the other a beautifully granulated carapace.

They are both very small, seldom exceeding gfo an inch in length and

ra in width. Both species of Posidonomya differ in proportion from
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the P. rninuta of the European Trias, but one of them strongly resem-
j

bles the P. Bronnii of the Lias, although of larger dimensions. '

Prof. Rogers remarked upon the uncertainty which exists as to the true

nature of the small shell-like fossils, which being assumed as molluscs,

have been referred to Bronn's genus Posidonomya. But, whatever may

be their zoological affinities, the fossils now under consideration have

great interest, as affording further means not only of comparing to-

gether the mesozoic belts of North Carolina and Virginia, above refer-

red to, but of approximating more justly than heretofore to the age of

the so-called New Red Sandstone, or Triassic rocks which form the pro-

longed belt lying further towards the west.

In the report of Prof. Emmons, published in the autumn of 1852,

mention is made of the remains of Saurians in the Deep River de-

posits, as well as of the Posidonia and Cypris, and of an Equisetites, a

Lycopodites and other allied forms, together with a naked, rather spi

nous vegetable, regarded by him as a cellular cryptogamous plant.

In view of the general identity of the fossils thus far found in the

Dry River and Middle Virginia belts, with those of the most eastern de-

posit in Virginia, viz., that including the coal of Chesterfield, Prof. Ro-

gers maintained that the general equivalency of these three areas may
be regarded as established, and therefore the Dry River belt of North

i

Carolina, as well as the Middle Virginia belt, ought to be placed in the

Jurasic series, not far probably above its base.

Western Belt of North, Carolina and Virginia and its Extension

towards the Northeast, forming the so-called New Red Sandstone of

Virginia, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and probably of the Valley

of the Connecticut.—In North Carolina, on the Dan River, where the

rocks include one or more thin seams of coal, the same Cypridee or

Posidonise are found in great numbers in some of the fine-grained shales

and black fossil slates. The latter were noticed as early as 1839, by

Dr. G. W. Boyd, while on the Virginia Geological Survey. Regarding
this fossil, of which specimens were also obtained about the same time

from the middle belt in Virginia, as identical with the Posidonia of the

Keuper, Prof. Rogers had, many years ago, announced the probability

that a part or all of the great western belt was of the age of the Trias,

instead of being lower in the Mesozoic series.

Specimens of the Posidonise and Cypridae, from both belts in North

Carolina, and from the eastern and middle belts in Virginia, were ex-

hibited by Prof. Rogers at the Albany meeting of the American Asso-

ciation of Science, in 1851, for the purpose of showing the close rela-

tionship between these deposits, in geological time. Among the speci-

mens from the Dan River, Prof. Rogers on the present occasion refer-

red to the impression of a Zamite leaf and a joint of Equisetum col-

umnare. Prof. Emmons, in the report above referred to, speaking of

the marly slate of this system, says that "*it differs in no respect from

that of Deep River, bearing the same fossils, Posidonia and Cypris, in

great abundance."
In the belt in Virginia, toward the Potomac river, Prof. Rogers had lately

found immense numbers of the same Posidonia and Cypridae, crowded
together in fine argillaceous shales, and at several points he had met, in

the more sandy rocks, vegetable impressions, which, although obscure,

are strongly suggestive of the leaves of Zamites.
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In the same belt in Pennsylvania, in the vicinity o( Phcenixville,

early last spring, Prof. H. D. Rogers discovered Posidonise in great

numbers in a fissile black slate, and on subsequent examination, the

same beds were found to contain layers crowded with the casts of Cyp-
ridac. Along with these are multitudes of Coprolites, apparently Sau-
rian, resembling in size and form the Coprolites found in the carbona-

ceous beds on Deep River, and also some imperfect impressions of

Zamites leaves. These facts Prof. Rogers considers sufficient to iden-

tify, as one formation, the disconnected tracts of this belt in North
Carolina and Virginia, and the great, prolonged area of the so-called

New Red Sandstone of Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.

As to the geological date of this belt, Prof. Rogers said that the dis-

covery at various and remote points of its course of Posidonise, Cyp-
ridae, and Zamites, most or all of which are identical with these forms
in the eastern middle secondary areas of Virginia and North Carolina,

makes it extremely probable that these rocks, formerly referred to the

New Red Sandstone, and of late more specially to the Trias, are of
Jurassic date, and but little anterior to that of the Coal Rocks of East-
ern Virginia.

Prof. Rogers considered the frequent occurrence of Cypridae in ail

these belts as a strong evidence of their Jurassic age. While only a
few species of Cypridse, and many of the allied genus Cytherina occur
in the Silurian and Carboniferous rocks, there is a total absence of these

crustacean remains throughout the series of deposits extending from
the base of the Permian to the lower limits of the Oolite. But on en-
tering the latter, the Cypridse re-appear, and become very abundant
there, there being no less than twelve species known to belong to the

Oolite formations of Europe.
On comparing the silicified wood, found in the western and eastern

belts, Prof. Rogers had found its structure to be the same, and to agree
very nearly with the fossils figured by Witham under the name of
Peuce Huttonia. As this particular structure does not appear to have
been met with below the Lias, and occurs in that formation, it furnishes
another argument in favor of the Jurassic age of all these rocks.

Prof. Rogers added, that he had not found in the New Red Sand-
stone of the Connecticut Valley either the Posidonia or Cypris, al-

though he had met with obscure markings which he was inclined to

refer to the latter. He had however satisfied himself that one of
the plants, from the vicinity of Greenfield, in Massachusetts, was iden-
tical with the form in the Virginia coal rocks referred to Lycopodites,
and probably L.Williamsonis ; and that among the other very imper-
fect impressions associated with this, was one which he regarded as the
leaf of a Zamites.
On the whole, therefore, Prof. Rogers concluded that the additional

fossils from the coal-bearing rocks of Virginia and North Carolina
served to confirm the conclusion of their being of Jurassic date, and
that the fossils, thus far found in the more western belt, and its exten-
sion through Pennsylvania and New Jersey, rendered it proper to re-
move it from the Trias and place it also in the Jurassic period, a little

lower probably than the eastern belt of North Carolina and Virginia;
and there could be iittle doubt, he thought, that the same conclusion
would apply to the New Red Sandstone of the Connecticut Valley.
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6. Note on an indication of depth of Primeval Seas, afforded by

the remains of color in Fossil Testacea ; by Edward Forbes, F.R.S.,

Pres. G. S., (Proc. Roy. Soc, March, 1854.)—When engaged in the

investigation of the bathymetrieal distribution of existing mollusks, the

author found that not only did the color of their shells cease to be

strongly marked at considerable depths, but also that well-defined pat-

terns were, with very few and slight exceptions, presented only by

testacea inhabiting the littoral, circumlittoral and median zones. In

the Mediterranean only one in eighteen of the shells taken from below

100 fathoms exhibited any markings of color, and even the few that did

so, were questionable inhabitants of those depths. Between 35 and 55

fathoms, the proportion of marked to plain shells was rather less than

one in three, and between the sea-margin and 2 fathoms the striped or

mottled species exceeded one-half of the total number.
In our own seas the author observes that testacea taken from below

100 fathoms, even when they were individuals of species vividly striped

or banded in shallower zones, are quite white or colorless. Between

60 and 80 fathoms, striping and banding are rarely presented by our

shells, especially in the northern provinces ; and from 50 fathoms i

shallow-wards, colors and patterns are well marked. I

The relation of these arrangements of color to the degrees of light I

penetrating the different zones of depth, is a subject well worthy of q
minute inquiry, and has not yet been investigated by natural philoso-

phers.

The purpose in this brief notice is not, however, to pursue this kind

of research, but to put on record an application of our knowledge of

the fact that vivid patterns are not presented by testacea living below

certain depths, to the indication of the depth, within certain limits, of

palaeozoic seas, through an examination of the traces of color afforded

by fossil remains of testacea.

Although their original color is very rarely exhibited by fossil shells, I

occasionally we meet with specimens, in which, owing probably to I

organic differences in the minute structure of the colored and colorless

portions of the shell, the pattern of the original painting is clearly dis-

tinguished from the ground tint. Not a few examples are found in

mesozoic as well as in tertiary strata, but in all the instances on record,

the association of species, mostly closely allied to existing types, and

the habits of the animals of the genera to which they belong, are such

as to prevent our having much difficulty about ascertaining the probable

bathymetrieal zone of the sea in which they lived.

But in palaeozoic strata the general assemblage of articulate, mollus-
|

can and radiate forms is so different from any now existing with which
|

we can compare it, and so few species of generic types still remaining
j

are presented for our guidance, that in many instances we can scarcely

venture to infer with safety the original bathymetrieal zone of a deposit

from its fossil contents. Consequently any fact that will help us in

elucidating this point becomes of considerable importance.

Traces of coloring are rarely presented by palseozoic fossils, and the

author knows of few examples in which they have been noticed. Pro*

fessor Phillips, in his 'Geology of Yorkshire,' represents the carbonif-

erous species, Pleurotomariajiammigera (i. e. carinata) and conica, as
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marked with color, and Sowerby has figured such markings in P. cari-

nata and P. rotundata. In the excellent monograph of the carbonif-

erous fossils of Belgium, by Professor De Koninck of Liege, indications

of pattern-coloring are faintly shown in the figures of Solarium pentan-
gulatum, and distinctly in those of Phurotomaria carinata and Patella
Solaris.

In the cabinets of the Geological Survey of Great Britain are some
finely-preserved fossils from the carboniferous limestone of Parkhill,

near Longnor in Derbyshire. Among these are several that present

unmistakable pattern-markings, evidently derived from the original

coloring. They are

—

Phurotomaria carinata and conica, showing wavy blotches, resem-
bling the coloring of many recent Trochidce.

An undescribed Trochns, showing a spiral band of color.

Metoptoma pileus, and
Patella! retrorsa, both with radiating stripes, such as are presented

by numerous existing Patellidce.

Nalica plicislria, with broad mottled bands.

Aviculo-pecten, a large unnamed species, with spotty markings on
the ribs in the manner of many existing Peclines.

Aviculo-pecten sublobatus, Ph. ? Beautifully marked with radiating,

well-defined stripes, varying in each individual, and resembling the
patterns presented by those recent Aviculce that inhabit shallows and
moderate depths.

Aviculo-pecten intercostatus and ehngatus also exhibit markings.
Spirifer decorus and Orthis resupinata, show fine radiating white lines.

Terebrafula hastata, with radiating stripes.

The analogy of any existing forms that can be compared with those
enumerated, would lead to the conclusion that the markings in these
instances are characteristic of mollusks living in less depth of water
than 50 fathoms. In the case of the Terebratula, which belongs to a
genus the majority of whose living representatives inhabit deep water,
it may be noticed that all the living species exhibiting striped shells are
exceptions to the rule, and come from shallow water.

lhere are many circumstances which warrant us to suspect that the

carboniferous mountain limestone of most regions was a deposit in shal-
low water. The facts now adduced materially strengthen this inference.

In the British Museum there is a beautifully spotted example of a
Devonian Terebratula, brought by Sir John Richardson from Boreal
America.

Specimens of the Turbo rupestris, from the Lower Silurian Lime-
stone of the Chair of Kildare near Dublin, exhibit appearances that
seem to indicate spiral bands of color.

T. Arsenate of Lead and Vanadate of Lead.—Beautiful specimens
°f these two minerals have been detected by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith
among the minerals coming from the VVheatley Mine near Phoenix-
Vl"e, Penn. A full description of them will be given in his next pa-
per on the reexamination of American minerals.

8. On the Identity of Ripidolite of von Kobell with Clinochlore ; by
N. von Kokscharov.— M. N. von Kokscharov has sent us an elaborate
paper on the Clinochlore of Achmatowsk and its identity with Ripido-
ue, which is crowded out of this number and will appear in our next.
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III. Botany and Zoology,

1. Marlins, Flora Brasiliensis : fasc. XII. Dec, 1853. (folio.)

This part of Professor Martius's elaborate Flora of Brazil, which has

been long in reaching us, comprises the Urticinea, which are elaborated

by Prof. Miquel of Amsterdam, who had already published an excellent

and much-needed monograph of the Fig tribe. We are pleased to

see that a botanist so thoroughly acquainted with Urticineous plants,

and of such sound judgment, does not regard them as a group of or-

ders, but as constituting one large and polymorphous order; the Urti-

cinece in his view being even more extensive than the Urticece of Jus-

sieu, inasmuch as he takes in the Ulmece also. Different as the types

of the several included groups are, yet they are so intimately connected

by every kind of intermediate form that, in Prof. Miquel's opinion,

they are not to be definitely separated. His Urticinece accordingly

embrace four suborders, viz,—the Artocarpece (including Morece), the

Ulmacece, the Urticece, and the Cannabinece. All but the last of these

are of course represented in the Brazilian flora ; the Artocarpem by

16 genera and a large number of species ; the Ulmacece by Cellis and

Sponia ; and the Urticinece by 6 genera. The descriptions are illus-

trated by 45 elaborate folio plates. A. g.

2. The non-assimilation of Nitrogen by Plants.—M. Boussingault
has published, in the Annates des Sciences Naturelles, 4th ser., torn, i,

No. 4 and 5, the details of an interesting and well-devised investigation

upon the vegetation of several plants, of different families, from which

ammonia and all azotized organic matter were excluded ; and he finds

that under these conditions there is no more nitrogen in the resulting

vegetation than there was in the seed, but usually a considerable loss

of this element; showing that the nitrogen of the atmosphere is not

assimilated by plants in such cases. Another memoir is promised

illustrating the conditions under which this element is assimilated when

plants are grown in a sterile soil in the open air. A. g.

3. Lupulin.—The corpuscles on the bracts and ovaries of the Hop,

to which hops owe their essential qualities, have lately been studied,

both structurally and chemically, by M. Personne. Their development

is explained in the Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 4, torn, i, No. 5, and illustrated

by fine figures drawn by M. Trecul. The corpuscles are of the nature

of epidermal glands, of a cup-shaped or saucer-shaped form, the cells of

which secrete a yellow liquid, which at length distends the gland, and

elevates the cuticle of the upper surface into a form resembling the

acorn surrounded below by its cup. The account of these corpuscles

iven by Raspail appears to have little more foundation in fact than

is hypothesis that they are analogous to pollen. A - G

4. The Fertilization of Ferns.—The most important fact in respect

to the fertilization of the higher Cryptogamia, which has been brought

to light since the publication of Mr. Henfrey's Report on the subject,

(reproduced in this Journal, vol. xiv,) has just been furnished by Hoi-

meister. Suminski, indeed, who discovered the two kinds of organs on

the prothallia, or seed-leaves of germinating Ferns, affirmed that he

had seen the moving spiral filaments, or spermatozoids, of the anthe-
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ridia enter the canal of the archegonia (called by him ovules); but his

observations were not thought altogether trustworthy in this and in some
other particulars. But Hofmeister, one of the ablest vegetable anato-

mists, and the most experienced and trustworthy in this kind of investi-

gation, has recently announced (in Proceedings of the Royal Society of

Sciences of Saxony, April 22, 1854) that he has seen the moving sper-

matozoids, not only in the canal of the archegonium of Ferns, but even
(in three instances) in the cavity of its central cell, in which the germinal
vesicle originates, " actively moving about the germinal vesicle, which is

adherent to the vaulted apex of the central cell near the inner extremity

of the canal, with its hemispherical free end hanging down in the cav-

ity. In one case where these spermatozoids had arrived at the central

cell of an archegonium of Aspidium Filix-Mas, the movements lasted

for seven minutes from the commencement of the observation. The
tion was accompanied (and probably caused) by the coagulation

of the albuminous substance of the fluid contents of the central cell."

(Henfrey's transl. in Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., No. 82.) In several

instances he has seen motionless spermatozoids, lying by the side of the

partially developed germinal vesicle. a. g.

5. Botanical Necrology.—The year now closing has been a fatal

one to an unusual number of scientific men, and especially to botanists.

° addition to those mentioned in the last number of this Journal,
namely, Dr. Fischer, M. Moricand, and Mr. Webb, we have now to lament
the decease of Mr. Winterbottom and Dr. Stocks, two English bota-
nists, who had made extensive collections in different parts of India,
and had returned home to elaborate their ample materials. Also of G.
W, BrscHOFF, Professor of Botany in the University of Heidelberg,
a voluminous author, especially of works upon terminology, &c., and
an admirable draughtsman. He died of apoplexy on the lJth of Sep-
tember

; aged about 60 years. To the list must be added the more
celebrated name of M. Mirbel, one of the most distinguished vegetable
anatomists of the age. His earliest publications bear the date of 1801

;

his latest memoir, on the embryology of Pinus (in which M.'Spach
was associated with him,) was read before the Academy of Sciences in
the autumn of 1843. He shortly afterwards retired from his profes-
sorship at the Jardin des PIantes, on account of enfeebled health, and
has continued with his mind totally prostrated by disease until his death,
on the 13th of September. He was one of the luminaries of a past

generation. A comparison of his Traite d'Anatomie et de Physiolo-
gie Vegelahs, and his Elemens de Physiologie Vegetates et de Botan-
ique, with the similar treatises of the present day, will well show the

progress that has been made in the science during the first half of the

A. G.nineteenth century.
6. Payer; Traite d' Organogenie Vegetale Comparee, livr. 1-4.

imp. 8vo. Paris : Victor Masson, 1854.—This elaborate work is to
form two volumes of letter-press, and an Atlas of 150 plates, of the
same imperial 8vo. size. It is issued in monthly numbers, each of about
48 pages of letter-press and 9 or 10 plates. The latter are crowded
with admirable details, each having 30 or 40 separate figures. The
organogeny of each natural order of plants is treated in succession,
and illustrated by details from one or more genera; the figures exhib-
Secgxd Series, Vol. XIX, No. 55.—Jan., 1855. 17
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iting the whole development of the principal organs of the blossorr

from their earliest appearance to the completed flower-bud. Such in-

vestigations are of high importance ; although they are not likely to

modify very materially views soundly based upon comparison of floral

characters. Still they often furnish data for elucidating obscure points

of botanical affinity or morphology, or a decisive test of the correct-

ness of an ingenious hypothesis ;—data which M. Payer sometimes

turns to good account, although he cannot be said thus far to evince

any remarkable aptitude for the discussion of such questions. We no-

tice here and there points brought forward as new which have been

elsewhere published for some time. A. g^

7. The Micrographic Dictionary ; by Geiffith and Henfrey. ("Van

Voorst, London.)—Parts III, IV, and V, have reached us since our last

notice of this valuable work : the latter ending, on page 128, with the

article Ceruminous glands. The articles which strike us as most inter-

esting and important are those upon Angular aperture, Blood, Bon

(which is admirably illustrated), and the CeH, especially that on the

Vegetable cell. a. g.

8. The Individual in Plants, in its relation to Species, is the title of

a recent Memoir by Professor Braun of Berlin, of so much general

interest, and so ably handled, that we hope we may be able to publish

a copious abstract of it in a future number of this Journal. a. g.

9. On the Influence of the Solar Radiations on the Vital Powers

of Plants growing under different Atmospheric Conditions ; by J. H-

Gladstone, (Proc. Brit. Assoc, Athen., No. 1405.)—This was the

second Report given by the author under the same title, and com-

menced by describing accurately what portions of the prismatic spec'

trum were cut off by the various colored glasses employed in his ex-

periments. A series of observations followed on hyacinths grown un-

der very varied influences of light, and solar heat, and chemical

agency. Among the results may be mentioned the power of the yel-

low ray to diminish the growth of rootlets, and the absorption of wa-

ter ; ttte power of the red ray to hinder the proper development of the

plant ; and the effect of total darkness in causing a rapid and abundant

growth of thin rootlets, in preventing the formation of the green color-

ing matter, but not of that of the blue flower, nor of the other constit-

uents of a healthy plant. A series of experiments on germination was

then detailed. Wheat and peas had been grown without soil under large

colorless, blue, red, yellow, obscured colorless, and obscured yellow

glasses, and in perfect darkness. The effects resulting from these va-

ried conditions were very marked ; and the description of them occu-

pies a considerable space in the Report. The two plants experimented

on—being chosen from the two great botanical divisions—exhibited a

wide diversity, sometimes amounting to a direct opposition, in their

manner of being affected by the same solar ray ; but in the case o*

both the plants, under the circumstances of the experiment, the- fol-

lowing effects were observed :—The cutting off of the chemical ray

facilitates the process of germination, and that both in reference to the

protrusion of the radicles, and the evolution of the plume : the stem

grows unnaturally tall, and there is a poor development of leaves in

darkness, becoming more manifest as the darkness is more complete;
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and the yellow ray exerts a repellant influence on the roots, giving the

wheat a downward and the pea roots a lateral impulse. A few experi-

ments on the germination of other seeds were then narrated ; and the

Report concluded with an account of experiments on the germination

of wheat and peas in oxygen, hydrogen, and carbonic acid gases, as

well as in ordinary atmospheric air, and in air from which carbonic acid

was at all times certain to be removed. The results confirmed former

observations on the necessity of oxygen.
Prof. Miller, in thanking the author for his valuable researches, made

some remarks on the interesting results that the investigation had
brought to light ; and drew especial attention to the remarkable fact

stated in the paper, that the blue rays retarded the action of germination
at first, although they probably accelerated the growth of the plant af-

terwards,—the act of germination being attended with the absorption

of oxygen, but the process of development being, on the contrary, at-

tended with the extrication of this gas.—Professor Anderson remarked,
that a similar difference in the rate of growth of the leguminous plants

and grasses to that described by Mr. Gladstone had been observed
when they were manured with the same material. Nitrate of soda,

which was found to be an excellent fertilizer for grasses, had compara-
tively little iufluence upon leguminous plants.

10. Note on the Mastodon (?), and the Elephas primigenius ; by Sir
John Richardson.*—Mastodon (?)—At page 102 of the Zoology of
the Voyage of H. M. S. Herald, it is stated that the scapula of the Mas-
todon does not exhibit the remarkable depression which characterises
the fragmentary shoulder-bones found at Swan River. Since I have
(through the kindness of the author) had an opportunity of consulting
Dr. Warren's excellent work on the Mastodon giganteusjr I have dis-

covered this assertion to be erroneous ; a depression in the same part
of the shoulder-blade of that species being noticed in the text by that

gentleman, and figured in his large plate. The probability therefore is

'-hat the Swan River bones belonged to the Mastodon giganteus, and
that the range of that species must be extended northwards in Rupert's
land to the fifty-second parallel of latitude, while the provisional geo-
graphical designation of Elephas Rupertianus must be expunged.
The depression in question was most likely designed to afford a firmer

attachment to the central fascicular of the infra spinatus muscle ; and
a similar one, though not so sharply defined, exists in the scapula of an
Indian fossil elephant from the Seewalik hills, deposited by Dr. Fal-
coner, in the British Museum, as noticed at p. 102; but it is totally

wanting in the several scapulae of the Eschscholtz Bay elephants which
are preserved in the British Museum and Haslar Hospital, the part in

question being in them smooth and convex.
The error of my former notice above alluded to, arose from an in-

pection of Mr. Koch's skeleton of the Mastodon now in the British

Museum, whose shoulder bones exhibit no such depression. Neither

!

s l^ s character visible in two other scapulse purchased by the same
institution from Mr. Koch as bones o( the Mastodon ; all the four scap-
ulae having merely some roughness, but no hollow, in that part of the

From a communication made bv Sir John Richardson to Dr. John C. Warren*

TrTh0ia the above was receiYed fr>r ** Journal.
t -Description of the Mastodon giganteus, by John C. Warren, M.D., Boston, 1852.

s
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infra spinal surface. From this fact one might be led to conclude that

the concavity in question is merely an individual peculiarity, and does

not occur generally in the species ; but it is rare to meet a mere osteo-

logical variety so perfectly alike in form in the two limbs as it is in our

Swan River scapulae, and, as we presume it to be, iu both shoulder-

blades of Dr. Warren's Newburgh Mastodon ; for had it been other-

wise, that accurate observer would have mentioned it. And the matter

admits of another explanation.

Mr. Koch's skeleton, when first brought from America for exhibition

in this country, had its parts not only misplaced, but composed of the

bones of more than one individual, there being at least five vertebra

too many in the spine. It may therefore be, that the two scapulae now

forming part of the skeleton of the British Museum Mastodon, and the

two detached ones, are in reality bones of the American fossil Elephant,

of which a cranium of great size was purchased by the Museum from

Mr. Koch. Dr. Warren has shown that the Mastodon giganiens and

the great fossil Elephant were coeval (op. eit. p. 142) ; and Mr. Koch

may have dug up the remains of both animals from the same deposit.

Not the least doubt rests on the authenticity of every part of Dr. War-

ren's skeleton of the Mastodon,—the account of its discovery and dis-

interment being quite clear.

The Swan River scapulae belonged to an individual of intermediate

size, between the Cambridge (Mass.) Mastodon and Dr. Warren's.

Elephas Primigenius.—Very recently a fossil skeleton of an Ele-

phant has been discovered by Mr. Roderick Campbell, of the Hudson's

Bay Company, on the sixty-first parallel of latitude, on the west side

of the Rocky Mountain chain, near the sources of the Yukon or Kwich-

pack, at an elevation by calculation of considerably more than 1500

feet above the ocean. The skeleton, when first found, was believed to

be entire, but unfortunately, the Indians employed to disengage it and

bring it home to the Fur Post let it slip into a deep lake, where it now

lies, with the exception of a tibia, which was recovered and brought to

this country. This bone is of a bluish-white color, has lost some of

the rotular surface immediately beneath the knee-joint, and portions of

the surface on its rotular and lateral aspects have scaled off; it is

otherwise very perfect, the articulating surfaces of the knee and ankle

joint being especially in good condition.

On comparing the Yukon fossils with the smaller but more perfect

tibia brought from Eschscholtz Bay by Captain Beechey, and now in

the British Museum,* the popliteal aspects and distal articular surfaces

are alike in both, as were also the peroneal and medial aspects; though

in this case the comparison is less satisfactory, from the surface having

partly scaled off in the Yukon fossil. The circumferences of the

proximal articulations are not perfect in either bone, but the parts

which remain present no dissimilarities.

tmensions
From Yukon. Esch. Bay

Length of the medial face of the shin bone from the brim of
the knee-joint to that of the ankle bone, 26'1 in. 18'8 in.

Length of the fibular face from the brim of the knee-joint to
the proximal edge of the articular surface on which" the
distal extremity of the fibular moves, ,

23*1 in. 16*8 in.

* Numbered 82-2 and 31a in the Catalogue of the British Museum.
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11. Remains of the Mammoth and Mastodon in California ; by W. P.

Blake.—A large tooth of the Elephas primigenius was found about, a
year since oh the shores of the Bay of San Pedro (the sea-port of Los An-
gelos) California.* It was washed out of a bank by the undermining
action of the surf. This bank contains an abundance of shells of species

apparently identical with those now living on the coast.

The tooth is in excellent preservation; the grinding surface retaining

its polish as perfectly as if it had been but recently taken from the jaw.

This grinding surface is five and a half inches long, and exposes the

< ends of eight plates. The whole length of the tooth is twelve inches.

It is reported that other teeth, together with portions of the skeleton,

have recently been found in the earth several miles inland from the

Bay, in the direction of Los Angelos.
During my recent visit to the mining region of the State, I ascer-

tained that teeth of both the Elephas primigenius and the Mastodon,
had been exhumed at several places from the auriferous flats.

In Calaveras county, at the mining town called Murphy's, several

teeth of the Mastodon have been taken out from a depth of about thirty

feet below the surface. They were imbedded in blue clay, and asso-

ciated with auriferous gravel and fragments of talcose slates. Two of
the teeth have been preserved, and I was permitted to make drawings
of them.

I conversed with a miner at this town, who had found what he sup-
posed was a number of teeth connected together. His partners being
anxious to have a specimen to send home, the mass was "split up" and
a tooth given to each owner in the claim. This specimen was un-
doubtedly a tooth of the Mammoth, and the plates were mistaken for

single teeth.

A large tusk was taken out of Texas flat about two years ago. It

was allowed to remain exposed to the weather outside of a miners
cabin, until it fell to pieces and crumbled away. Many interesting

specimens share a similar fate ; or they are hoarded up by persons
who fancy they have an extraordinary value, and who will hardly part
with them at any price.

12. Discovery of Viviparous Fish in Louisiana ; by B. Dowler,
M.D.,-(from the N. O. Med. and Surg. Journal.)—In the month of Octo-
ber, 1854, through the politeness of J. C. B. Harvey, M.D., of Tchoupi-
toulas street, I received a small osseous fish, caught in the New Orleans
Canal, which connects the city with Lake Pontchartrain. This fish

had been placed in a basket containing crabs, one of which wounded it

slightly in the abdomen near the cloaca, thereby exposing several foetal

fish enveloped in a delicate membrance. The parent fish, which had
been rudely thrust into a narrow-mouthed phial of spirits, retains after

immersion for two weeks, the original rigor mortis, and the same re-

mark applies* to the fetuses, though they have been soaked in water

:

some of them have been forcibly straightened. On the 17th of Octo-
ber, in the presence of, and assisted by Dr.'s J. Hale and M. M. Dowler,
I enlarged the wound and proceeded to dissect a somewhat globular
mass of fetuses bounded by the intestines before, and separated from

The specimen -was found by a brother of Capt. Ord, U. S. A., from whom I pro-
cured the specimen for description.
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them by an indescribably thin, diaphanous membrane ; this mass was

further bounded above by the spine and ribs, below and behind by the

posterior inferior abdominal walls, bulging backward of the anal orifice I

and fin. The exterior envelop of this oblong globe consisted of a very I

thin, pelucid, extremely delicate and apparently laminated and floccu- I

lent membrane, like the amnion of the human embryo in the early state ; \

it did not form a simple sack, but consisted of many duplications like

the arachnoidal reflections among the sinuosities and convolutions of the I

human brain, sending its prolongations as the hyaloid membrane does,

through the vitreous mass of the eye.

This uterine membrane (ovisac it may not be termed) contained

twenty-two fishes. It is probable that the inner surface of the uterine

membrane sent forth a still more delicate membrane which enveloped

each fish after the manner that the peritoneum envelops the abdominal

viscera ; but the parent fish, and still more its inclosed organs, were too

minute to admit of full demonstration during a necessarily hurried ex-

amination ; moreover the wish not to mutilate the parent fish very much
prevented a fuller dissection of the foetal mass in situ.

Each foetal fish was doubled laterally, sometimes to the right, some-

times to the left into the globular form, the caudal fin which is inclined

to the lancet shape, though blunter, overlapped one eye and one side of

the mouth ; each fish in situ, and even after forcible extraction from its

bed was infolded in a sack ; some were drawn out united by pedicles to

a common stem, somewhat like an umbilical cord.

These foetal fishes presented a perfect example of close packing. A
perceptible force was required to dislodge them from their beds. The
concavity left by their extraction appeared to be lined with a smooth,

black, peritoneal membrane.
The intestines which were very minute were crowded forward by the

rounded mass of foetuses which occupied the greater portion of the ab-

dominal cavity. No ova were discovered.

The maternal fish not being much mutilated, is reserved for a more

detailed technical description, which my leisure and the limits of this

Journal will not admit of at present.

Without attempting fully to describe even the dermal skeleton, I may
observe that this tiny fish is a most symmetrical one. Its minuteness

may be imagined when I state that after the removal of the inclosed

foetuses it weighed only seven grains, though not disembowelled.

Thorough desiccation would probably reduce its weight one half or

more. The fish exposed for two hours in the shade on a damp day,

was but slightly desiccated. It was weighed by Mr. Macpherson, apoth-

ecary, in my presence ; but fearing a mistake I had it weighed the

second time, with the same result. If each foetus should weigh but one

grain, the aggregate would be more than three times greater than that

of the mother.

Measurements in inches: Length including the caudal fin 2 inches;

greatest circumference \% ; width vertically £ ; length of thoracic fin

£ ; the caudal fin does not expand from its base or proximal end, but

terminates ovally, its length £ ; the anal but little expanded \ ; the ven-

tral is too minute for convenient measurement, being almost invisible

without a lens ; the dorsal which is single, has but a slight vertical width,
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arising from a base J of an inch, nearly opposite, though a little for-

ward of the anal.

The teeth are advanced, nearly ranging with the lips, being very nu-

merous, close and small, though scarcely discernible without a magni-
fying glass. Lips thin, the under one slightly projecting ; angles of the

mouth not depressed ; eyes medium size ; head flattened at the frontal

bone ; operculum much expanded. The branchire largely developed
in three great arches, densely fringed with thick tufts, the outer and
inner rows inclining to the central, having also, one, perhaps more rows
behind, which are shorter.

The predominant hue of this fish is a tawny or fawn color; the

opercula silvery; head metallic gray ; muzzle blackish, slightly pro-

jecting.

There are six rows of rather quadrangular black spots, more particu-

larly marked ir\ the posterior half of the body, averaging twenty-five

spots for each row. These black spots, resting on a tawny ground,
leaving intervals something larger than themselves, give a picturesque

appearance, forming stripes of alternating hues, the three upper of
which slightly curve corresponding to the arching back; but each be-

comes straighter, the fourth and fifth being nearly straight ; the sixth

or lower row follows the abdominal curve, and disappears at the anal
fin

; the other five rows gradually converge without coalescing at the

origin of the caudal fin. At the origin of this fin the spots are displaced
out of a line. By this arrangement the six rows of alternating black
and tawny leave in the longitudinal direction six other continuous tawny
stripes, all of which except the two interrupted ones, lost at the anal fin,

converge without mingling in the tail, all being about equal in length.

The colors fade somewhat into a greyish yellow around the thoracic fins,

which are nearly central between the dorsum and abdomen, being on
a level with ihe eyes, and about one line from the opercula.

There are six or seven rows of scales. The spinous rays of the fins

are about twenty-five caudal, twelve anal, fifteen dorsal, ten thoracic.

The foetuses are half an inch long, all alike, exactly resembling the

maternal form and proportion, with the following slight exceptions,
namely: their bodies are more slender and compressed laterally; their

heads are comparatively larger, and their eyes more prominent ; their

colors are less variegated, and paler; a still greater difference appears
about the middle of the abdomen, where there is attached to each
fetus a whitish, faintly yellowish, placental-like irregularly formed mass
of considerable size, having a broad base, being apparently implanted
in or blended with the abdominal intergument, possessing considerable
strength and constituting what may be termed the umbilical prominence

;

perhaps, it may turn out upon further examination that this mass may
he not placental, but an adherent mesenteric mass of convoluted mem-
brane.

These foetal fishes were probably sufficiently developed at the time
of the parent's death to live independent of the mother.

It appears from the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia, for 1854, that Dr. Gibbons, of the Academy of Natu-
ral Sciences of San Francisco, "claims priority of description of vivip-
arous fish," in behalf of the gold-shimmering waters of California, and
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consequently, that State takes precedence over Louisiana. Agassiz,

whose sounding (fishing) line has passed the living waters to the most

ancient palaeozoic rocks, says, in regard to the California viviparous

fishes, that "a country which furnishes such novelties in our days, bids

fair to enrich science with many other unexpected facts."

The remarks of Dr. Dowler upon a viviparous fish of Louisiana,

contained in the above notice, add a few points to the unpublished facts

connected with the history of that family. The fish itself is not new ;

it has already been described and figured in 1821 by Lesueur in the

2d volume of the Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences in Phil-

adelphia, under the name of Poecilia multilineata. It belongs to my
family of Cyprinodonts* I have had ample opportunity of observing

large numbers of this fish during my stay in the South in the spring of

1853, in Mobile and in New Orleans where it is found everywhere in the

lagoons in the immediate vicinity of these two cities, and not only of as-

certaining that they are viviparous as 1 have already mentioned in this

Journal for July, 1853, (p. 135,) but also of tracing the whole develop-

ment of the embryo from the first stages of the segmentation of the yolk

to the hatching of the young, which were freed from the abdominal pouch

of the mother in the month of April. The date of the observations of

Dr. Dowler seem to show that they breed twice a year. I should have

hastened to publish my investigations had not Duvernoy already pub-

lished a very full account of the later period of the embryonic growth

of another species of this genus, the Poecilia surinamensis, FaZ., in the

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 3d series, vol. i, p. 313, plate 17, to

which my own observations, except with reference to the earlier changes

of the embryo will add comparatively little, when published. That the

fish observed by Dr. Dowler is the same as that I had an opportunity of

investigating, his description shows very plainly. There is only one

fact to which I would call again attention though I have already noticed

it before, that the genus Mollienesia of Lesueur is founded upon the

male of the same species he has described as Poecilia multilineata.

There can not be the slightest doubt about it, for I have repeatedly seen

them copulate, and among a large number of specimens examined, all

those that answer to the description of Mollienesia latipinna are males

and all those corresponding to the description of Poecilia multilineata

are females. There are several species of this family much smaller

than this Poecilia multilineata. Indeed it contains the smallest repre-

sentatives of the great type of Vertebrates. My Heterandria formosa,

for instance, when full grown, is not quite an inch long and does not

weigh more than five grains. An adult male weighed 33£ milligrams.

Cambridge, Aug. 22, 1854. L. Agassiz.

13. Perforating Animals.—M. Valenciennes observes that there are

several Echini that perforate rocks like the Lithodomi. He also states

that he has endeavored to obtain evidence of the presence of acid for

perforating in different perforating animals, but has never detected the

slightest alteration of litmus paper while in contact with them ;
and he

admits that the action is wholly mechanical, proceeding from the inces-

sant friction of the fleshy foot or some other part of the animal.—ISIn-

stitute Oct. 11, 1854.

* See Agassiz s Recherches sur les Poissons fossiles, yoL v, part 2d, p. &>
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14. MoUusca of Irkutsk.—M. Maack has recently sent to the Acad-
emy of St. Petersburg, 27 species of mollusca, both land and fresh-water

species, and it is remarkable that all the species without exception, are

those of Europe, and pertain even lo the most common and most widely

distributed species ; only four of them had not previously been observed

in Siberia.

—

Vlnstiiul, Oct. 11, 1654.

IV. Astronomy.

»/

p. 644.)—Mr. Oudemans has computed the following elements of this

planet from the Regent's Park observations of July 22, and those of
Leyden of August 12 and Sept. 5.

Epoch Julv 22 Greenwich M. T.
Mean anomaly, - \ . 298 J 13' 1?" *4

Long, perihelion, • - - 26 42 59 -3 ) Mn. Eqnx.
" asc. node, - 307 57 51 -15 / 1854-0.

Inclination, - - - - 1 56 41 7
Angle of excentricity, - - 8 54 39 -2

Mean daily motion, - • - 979715
Semi axis major, - 2*35833

2. Comet, 1854, IV, (Astron. Journal, 77 and 78.)—Mr. Van Ars-
dale has been anticipated in the discovery of this comet by Mr. Klin-

kerfues, who saw it on the 11th of September. The following parabolic

elements of its orbit are published by Dr. B. A. Gould, Jr.

:

T. 1854, Oct. 27-35980 Greenwich M. T.

Perihelion passage, - 94° 12' 49"- 1 \ Mn. Eqnx.
Long. asc. node, - - 324 35 33 -9 ] 1854 0.

Inclination, - - 40 59 28 -8

Loe. q 9 903504.

3. New Planets.—Two new asteroids have been discovered in Paris :

one Oct. 27, by Mr. Goldschmidt, which has been named Pomona (32),

and the other Oct. 29, by Mr. Chacornac, named Polymnia (33). Their
positions at that time were :

(32) R. A. 2h 24™ and Dec. +14° 55'

(so) " 2h 34™ " " -f 16
° 58'

V. Miscellaneous Intelligence.

1. On the Means of Realizing the Advantages of the Air-Engine ; by
•William John Macquorn Rankine, Civil Engineer, F.R.S.S., Lond.
and Edin., &c.—This paper consists of four sections. In the first are

explained the two fundamental laws of the mechanical action of heat,

and their application to determine the efficiency of theoretically perfect

engines working between given limits of temperature ; and it is shown
thai, as the efficiency increases with the distance between those limits,

and as it is easy to employ air with safety at temperatures far exceed-
ing that at which the pressure of steam would cease to be safe and
manageable, the maximum theoretical efficiency of air-engines, con-
sistent with safety, is much higher than that of steam-engines. For ex-
ample, at the temperature of 650° Fahr., at which the air-engine has
Second Series. Vol. XIX. No. 55.—Jan., 1855. 18
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been successfully worked, the pressure of steam is 2100 lbs. on the

square inch, while that of the air is optional, being regulated by the

density at which the air is employed.

In the second section, the various causes of waste of heat and power

in steam-engines are classified, and the actual efficiency of steam-en-

gines is compared with their maximum theoretical efficiency, and also

with the maximum actual efficiency, which may reasonably be supposed

to be attainable in the steam-engine, by means of any probable mechan-

ical improvements.

The following are estimates of the consumption of bituminous coal

of a specified quality, per horse-power per hour :

1

.

For a theoretically perfect engine working between such limits

of temperature as are usual in steam-engines, 1.80 lbs.

2. For a double acting steam-engine improved to the utmost prob-

able extent, 2.50 "

3. For a "well constructed and properly worked ordinary double
acting engine, on an average, 4.00 "

In the third section, the causes of waste of heat and power in air-en-

gines, are classified in a manner analogous to that applied to steam en-

gines ; and the actual efficiencies of those previous air-engines, as to

which satisfactory experimental data have been obtained, namely, Stir-

ling's engine and Ericsson's engine of 1852, are compared with the effi-

ciencies of theoretically perfect engines working between the same

limits of temperature, the results being as follows, so far as they relate

to the consumption of coal of the specified quality per horse-power per

hour :

—

Actual Consumption. Consumption of a Theoretically

Perfect Engine.
Stirling's Engine, 2.20 lbs. 0/73 lbs.

Ericsson's Engine, 2.80 " U.S2 M

It is thus proved that an air-engine has actually been made to work

successfully, and to realize an economy of fuel considerably superior

to that of ordinary steam-engines, and, in fact, surpassing the utmost

limit to which it is probable that the economy of double-acting steam-

engines can ever be brought. Stirling's engine, as finally improved,

was compact in its dimensions, easily worked, not liable to get out of

order, and consumed less oil, and required fewer repairs than any

steam-engine. Still the advantages shown by that engine over steam-

engines were not so great as to induce practical men to overcome their

natural repugnance to exchange a long tried method for a new one

;

another circumstance caused Stirling's and Ericsson's engines to meet

with neglect from scientific men, namely, that both were by some per*

sons represented as instances ofpower created out of nothing—the pop-

ular delusion commonly called u perpetual motion" It is shown that

Stirling's air-engine, as compared with a theoretically perfect air-

engine, wasted two-thirds of its fuel, and Ericsson's somewhat more.

Two obvious and powerful causes of that waste of fuel are traced— 1-

Deficiency in extent of heating surface. 2. The communication of heat

from the furnace to the working air at those periods of the stroke when

it is not performing work.
The necessary conclusion is, that the more completely we remove

those two causes of waste of fuel, the more nearly shall we approxi-

mate to the theoretical extent of the economy of the air-engine—an ex-

»
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tent far exceeding that to which the economy of the steam-engine is

restricted
; and the more fully, in short, shall we accomplish that which

hSs hitherto been very imperfectly done—to realize the advantages
OF THE AIR-ENGINE.

s The fourth section describes the improved air-engine of Messrs. James
Robert Napier and VV. J. Macquorn Rankine. In this engine the heat-
ing surface is increased to any required extent, by means of tubes em-
ployed in a peculiar manner. The waste of heat by its communica-
tion to the air, at improper periods of the stroke, is prevented by a

*
sort of plunger, called the heat-screen, which prevents any access of

I the air to the heating surface, except when it is in the act of expand-
ing, and so performing work. The engine may be made of the same
size with a steam-engine of the same power, or smaller, according to

the degree of condensation at which the air is employed. The air re-

ceivers of an experimental engine were completed some time since,

without practical difficulty, notwithstanding the novelty of their con-
struction

; but the erection of the engine has been retarded by delav
in the execution of the cylinder, fly-wheel, shaft, and other parts, which

I

are similar to those of a steam-engine.
Independently of the amount and value of the saving of fuel, which

j

will result from the introduction of the air-engine, it possesses the infi-

ll
portant and incontestable advantage, that even should an air receiver
burst (which is very unlikely), the explosion would be harmless, for its

. force would not be felt beyond the limits of the engine itself, Red-hot

|

air does not scald.

—

Proc. Brit. Assoc, Sept., 1854.
2. On Lightning Conductors, (Proc. Brit. Assoc, Athen., No.

1405.)—Mr. Nasmyth described a Lightning Conductor for Chim-

I

Heys, which he conceived affords more perfect insulation, and is there-

|

fore safer than those in common use. The present practice is to fix

the conductor outside the chimney by metal holdfasts, by which means
during severe thunder-storms chimneys are often damaged by the light-

ning entering at the points of attachment and displacing the bricks.

In the method of fixing the conductor recommended by Mr. Nasmyth,
the metal rod is suspended in the middle of the chimney by branching
supports fixed on the top. A conductor of this kind had proved effi-

cient in storms which had severely injured other chimneys in the neigh-

borhood that were protected in the usual manner. An experience of

eighteen years had tested the superiority of the plan.

Prof. Faraday, on being called on for his opinion, said that he re-

commended that lightning conductors should be placed inside instead of
outside of all buildings. He had been consulted oa that point when
the lightning conductor was fixed to the Duke of York's Pillar, and he

advised the placing it inside, but his advice was not taken, and the rod

was fixed outside, to the great disfigurement of the column. All at-

tachments of metal to or near the conductor are bad, unless there be
a continuous line of conduction to the ground. He mentioned the in-

stance of damage done to a lighthouse in consequence of part of the

discharge of lightning having passed from the conductor to the lead

fastenings of the stones. The practical question for consideration by
the Mechanical Section was, how far they could safely run lead between
the stones of such a structure, for if ii were done partially, leaving a
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*

discontinuous series of such metallic fastenings, there would be great

danger of the stones being displaced by the electric discharge. When
such fastenings are used, care should be taken that they are connected

together and with the earth by a continuous metallic conductor. Some

persons conceived that it is desirable to insulate the conductor from the

wall of a building by glass, but all such contrivances are absurd, since

the distance to which the metal could be removed from the wall by

the interposed insulator was altogether insignificant compared with the

distance through which the lightning must pass in a discharge from the

clouds to the earth. On being asked whether a flat strip of copper was

not better than a copper rod, Prof. Faraday said the shape of the con-

ductor is immaterial, provided the substance and quality of the metal

are the same.
3. On the Effect of Pressure on the Temperature of Fusion of differ-

ent Substances; by Mr. Hopkins, (Proc. Brit. Assoc, Athen.,No. 1406.

The author began by stating that it was most fortunate for the success

of his researches that, in the very commencement of them he had ap-

plied to Mr. VV. Fairbairn, who had with the utmost enthusiasm, entered

into his views, and aided him to the utmost extent of the incomparable

facilities afforded by his celebrated establishment. Mr. Hopkins then

gave a short description of the apparatus which he had used, and the

successive steps by which failures in some contrivances had led him to

that which was ultimately found to answer. In particular, how, from

the enormous pressures to which the substances were subjected, they

found it impossible to use glass to see what was going on within the cyl-

inders in which the substance to be experimented upon was inclosed;

which difficulty had been got over by causing an iron ball to rest on the

top of the substance within the cylinder, while its presence deflected a

small magnetic needle outside, but the instant the melting of the sub-

stance inside permits the ball to fall, the magnetic needle returning to

its position of rest indicated the fact. The use of this needle made it

necessary to make the cylinder of brass ; and Mr. Hopkins stated that

with the first cylinder they used, they were surprised to find when

enormous pressures were laid on, that the liquid within wasted ;
the

cause of this they long sought to discover in vain, until at length they

found that it was escaping through the very pores of the metal in thou-

sands upon thousands of jets so minute as to be almost imperceptible.

This they remedied by greater care in the casting of the cylinder, and

hammering it well ot/the outside. The method of laying on the pres-

sure was by a piston well packed and forced down by a lever. This

they adopted as the simplest means of getting a numerical estimate of

the actual compressing force. Mr. Hopkins then described the method

by which the friction had been determined which opposed the motion of

the piston, and so diminished the pressure by so much. This was clone

by noting the weight required to drive the piston in a certain small dis-

tance : this, less by the friction, was equal to the compressing force ;

then noting the weight which allowed the piston to return exactly to

its first position : this, together with the friction is equal to the compress-

ing force; but as these two compressing forces are equal, the friction

is equal to half the difference of the two weights used, and is then a

matter of very simple calculation. Mr. Hopkins then gave the results of
^

the experiments, of which the following are the most important

:
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Substances experimented! Pressure in lbs. to Temperature, Fahr.,

at which it liquefied. [upon. the square inch.

Spermaceti, 7,790 11880 124° 140° 1765°
Wax, - - 7,790 11,880 1485 1665 176 5
Sulphur, 7,790 11,880 225 275*5 285
Stearine, 7,790 11,880 158 155 165

Of course when the weight was on the piston, the substance was un-

der atmospheric pressure, or about 15 lbs. to the square inch ; and the

pressure of 7,790 to the square inch was just that at which the Britan-

nia Bridge had been raised. Mr. Hopkins had also tried the metallic

alloys which fuse at low temperatures, but had not detected any eleva-

tion of fusing temperature required by increasing the pressure ; but

these experiments required to be repeated and confirmed before they
could be relied upon.

4. M. FoucauWs Nouvelles Experiences stir le mouvement de la

terre au moyen du Gyroscope* (Proc. Brit. Assoc, Alhen., No. 1406.)

—The author spoke in French, but very distinctly, and the apparatus
was so simple, beautiful, and exquisitely constructed, that the experi-

ments all succeeded to a miracle, and fully interpreted the author's

meaning as he proceeded. The gyroscope is a massive ring of brass

connected with a steel axis by a thinner plate of the same metal, all

turned beautifully smooth, and most accurately centred and balanced
;

in other words, the axis caused to pass accurately through the centre of
gravity, and to stand truly perpendicular to the plane of rotation of the

entire mass. On this axis was a small but stout pinion, which served
when the instrument was placed firmly on a small frame, containing a
train of stout clock-work, turned by a handle like a jack, to give it an
exceedingly rapid rotatory motion on its axis. But to this clock-work
frame it could be attached, or detached from it, instantly. This revolv-

ing mass was only about three inches wide, and four of them were
mounted in frames a little differently. The first was mounted in a
ring, attached to a hollow sheath, which only permitted the axle and
the pinion to appear on the outside, so that it could be laid hold of, or

grasped firmly in the hand, if the pinion were not touched, while the

mass inside was rapidly revolving without disturbing that motion. By
this modification of the gyroscope, the author afforded to the audience
a sensible proof of the determination with which a revolving mass en-

deavors to maintain its own axis of permanent stable rotation, for upon
setting it into rapid rotatory motion, and handing it round the room,
each person that held it found himself forcibly resisted in any attempt
to turn it round either in his fingers, to the right hand or left, or up or

down, or in his hands if he swung it round. So that the idea was irre-

sistibly suggested to the mind, that there was something living within

which had a will of its own, and which always opposed your will to

change its position. The second modification presented the mass sus-

pended in a stout ring, which was furnished with projecting axles, like

the ring of the gimbal. These axles could be placed in a small frame
of wood bushed with brass. This small frame, when placed on a piece
of smooth board, could be turned freely round by turning the piece of
board on which it rested as long as the gyroscope was not revolving,

friction being sufficient to cause the one to turn with the other; but,

* See this Journal, xv, 263.
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when the gyroscope was set rapidly revolving, in vain you attempted to

turn the frame, by turning the board on which it rested, so determin-

ately did it endeavor to maintain its own plane of rotation, as quite to

overpower the friction. In the third modification of the gyroscope it

was suspended in gimbals, so exquisitely constructed that both the gy-

roscope proper and the s-upporting gimbals were accurately balanced,

so as to rest freely when placed in any position in relation to the earth.

By this the author showed most strikingly the effect of any attempt to

communicate revolving motion round any other axis to a mass already

revolving, for, on placing the gimbals in a frame of wood while the

gyroscope was not revolving, it remained quite steady ; but, when

thrown into rapid revolving motion, the slightest attempt to turn the

frame round to the right or to the left was instantly followed by the en-

tire gyroscope turning round in the gimbals, so as to bring its axis to

coincide with the new axis you endeavored to give it, with a life-like

precision, and always so as to make its own direction of revolution be

the same as that of the slightest turn you impart to it. Having thus

demonstrated the necessary effect of combining one rotatory motion

with another, he then proceeded to demonstrate palpably that the earths

revolving motion affected the gyroscope in precisely a similar way.

Having, by the screw adjustments, brought the gyroscope, in gimbals,

to a very exact balance, it remained fixed in any position when not re-

volving. But, rapid rotatory motion bavins: been communicated to the

gyroscope mass as soon as the gimbal supports are placed on the

stand, you see the entire apparatus, slowly at first, but at length more

rapidly, turn itself round, nor ever settle until the axis, on which tne

gyroscope is revolving, arranges itself parallel to the terrestrial axis, in

such a sense as to make the direction of the revolving gyroscope to be

the same as that of the whole earth. He next showed that the deter-

mination with which it did this was sufficient to control the entire

weight of the instrument, though that amounted to several pounds, for,

taking the ring gyroscope from the side of the ring of which a small

steel wire projected, ending in a hook, the wire coincided with the

prolongation of the axis of the gyroscope : of course, when not made

to revolve, the hook, if placed in a little agate cup at the top of a stand,

would permit the instrument, by its weight, to fall instantly, as soon as

the support of the hand was taken from it. But, upon imparting to it

rapid rotatory motion, it stood up even beyond the horizontal position,

so as to bring its axis of rotation nearly to the same inclination to the

horizon as the axis of the earth, while the whole acquired a slow rota-

tory motion round the point of the hook ; and so steady was its equi-

librium while moving thus, that a string being passed under the hoo^

and both ends brought together in the hand, the whole may be lifted by

the cord off the stand and carried revolving steadily about the ro0™;

Next, to show the motion of the earth sensibly, he placed the gim

gyroscope suspended freely by a fine silk fibre in a stand with the lower

steel point of its support resting in an agate cup ; a long light pointer

projecting from the ring carried a pointed card which passed over a

graduated card arch of a circle placed concentrically with the gyr°*

seope ; upon imparting rapid rotatory motion to the gyroscope, the in-

dex was seen as the earth moved to point out the relative motion of the

bal
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plane of rotation exactly in the same way ; the law of the motion being
also the same as that of the well-known pendulum experiment. Lastly,
lie set the ring gyroscope in motion, and by placing a small pointed
piece of brass at the end of the axle on the ring, the instrument went
immediately through all the evolutions of a boy's top on the floor, hum-
ming meanwhile loudly also.

5. On Meteoroliies and Asteroids; by R. P. Greg, Jr., (Proc. Brit.

Assoc, 1854, Athen., No. 1405.)—Mr. Greg brought forward some
facts respecting meteorites and asteroids, not hitherto noticed, in

favor of the theory that they are identical in nature and origin. After
stating some arguments against the theory of the atmospheric origin of
aerolites, Mr. Greg proceeded to give an abstract of some results he had
lately obtained in analyzing a very complete catalogue of aerolite falls.

It would appear that since the year 1500 a.d., there are 175 authentica-
ted instances of falls of aerolites, the month of whose fall is known,
i he number for each month being as follows :—For January 9, Febru-
ary 15, Mafch 17, April 14, May 15, June 17 fells,—first half of the
year, 87 falls; July 18, August 15, September 17, October 14, Novem-
ber 16, December 8 falls,—second half, 88 falls. Giving an average
of 14*6 for each month. The most important thing to notice is the
small number of aerolites registered for the months of December and
January, and the comparatively large number for June and July. The
former two showing but 16 instances of falls, the latter two 35, or more
than double. Now, granting that these aerolites, or meteorolites, belong
to the system of the asteroids, having orbits therefore whose mean dis-

tance is superior to the earth's orbit, it is certainly reasonable to con-
clude that it is when the earth is farthest from the sun, i. e. at her aphel-
ion, that the meeting with aerolites is rendered most probable. This
is what would appear really to be the case, for the earth is at her great-

est distance from that luminary on the side of the summer solstice, i. e.

m June and July, precisely the months shown to be most abundant in

aerolites.

Mr. Greg then referred to a recent number of the Comptes Rendus,
in which there is a paper by Le Verrier on the asteroids. M. Le Ver-
ier shows by calculation that the sum of the mass of the fragmentary
planets called asteroids cannot exceed one-fourth of the earth's mass :

and also shows it probable that their mean mass or system is at its peri-

helion, and consequently nearest the earth, at the time when the earth
herself is on the side of the summer solstice. This would appear again
confirmatory of the theory that aerolites are the minute outriders of the

asteroids. There would appear to be also further evidence, though of
another kind. It has been supposed that some of the larger asteroids
have irregular and angular surfaces, which is precisely the case with
lhe

.

majority of the meteoric stones which fall to the earth. Again,
taking the average specific gravity of aerolites at 3*0 (they vary from
1 7 to 39), further indirect evidence is afforded as to their position with
r^gard to distance from the sun, and, taking water as 10, the following

Jabie shows the relative densities of several of the planetary bodies,

following the order of their distances from the sun :—Mercury, 15-7
;

Venus, 5-9; Earth, 5-9; Mars, 5-2; Aerolites, 3-0; Asteroids, (?),
Jupiter, 1-4. Another circumstance relating to aerolites which was
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alluded to by Mr. Greg was the periodicity of those bodies, and he

mentioned more particularly the 19th of May, 29th of November, 13th

of December, 15th to 19th of February, and 26th of July, as being

aerolitic epochs, aerolite falls having been recorded on the following

days :—February 10, 10, 13, 15, 15, 15, 18, 18, 18, 19, 19, 25,27,

27; May 9, 10, 17, 17, 17, 18, 19, 19, 20, 22, 26, 26, 27, 28; July

S, 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 14, 17, 18, 22, 24, 24, 26, 26, 26, 30 ; November 5,

7, 11, 13, 17, 20, 23, 25, 27, 29, 29, 29, 29, 30, 30; December 11,

13, 13, 13, 13, 13, 14,28. In referring, however, to the epochs most

remarkable for the periodical displays of luminous meteors, as Novem-

ber and August 9th to 14th days, Mr. Greg observed that the number

of aerolites recorded as falling on those days is remarkably small, in-

deed under the average of the year, for out of 155 falls (the day as

well as month of fall being known), but four have fallen between the

9th and 14th days of August and November. The aerolitic and (lumin-

ous) meteoric epochs also would appear to differ, with the^exception of

the 29th of November.
From this circumstance it seems probable that aerolites, and the ma-

jority of luminous meteors (especially periodic and conformable ones),

are resolvable into separate classes ; and in corroboration of this it may

be mentioned, that, while the number of aerolites whose falls have been

recorded are about equally divided for the first as for the second half of

the year, this is very far from being the case with luminous meteors,

by far the larger numbers of which are observed during the second

half of the year, viz, from July to December. While, then, we con-

consider aerolites as belonging to asteroids, with orbits superior to the

Earth's, and partakng of the nature of true though minute planets, the

majority of luminous meteors may be considered as having characters

more in common with comets. It has been shown by several astrono-

mers, as Olmsted, Peirce, Erman, and others, that the majority of pe-

riodic meteors have orbits inferior to the Earth's, and their perihelia

near the planet Mercury. Mr. Greg concluded, after making some ob-

servations in favor of the seif-luminosity of meteors, by suggesting the

probability of their having a nature less dense than that of aerolites,

but denser than that of comets, and that it is not improbable they have

a fluid or viscid nature.

6. Summary of the Weatherfor June , at San Francisco. California;

by H. Gibbons, M.D. (From the California Christian Advocate.)
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In 1851 and 1853 there was no rain, a trace in 1S52, and 4 hundredths of an rocb

in 1854.

From the foregoing table it appears that the last June was the coldest

of the series, both the means and extremes being lower than those o

the same month in either of the preceding years. In June '51, the
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mercury was below 50 on four mornings ; in '52 on three mornings ;

in '53 on one morning only; and in '54 on eleven mornings. An un-

usual tendency to rain existed throughout the month—not the misting

or drizzling rain common in the summer; but rain in big drops from
the clouds in the higher regions of atmosphere. Light showers fell on
the 1st, and on the night of the 11th; and rain fell moderately for sev-

eral hours on the 17th, T^ths of an inch collecting in the guage.

Besides there were threalenings of rain on the 7th and 21st. Though
the sea winds were constant and often high, they brought but little mist.

The weather of the month was pronounced by general consent to ba

colder and more unpleasant than is warranted by the common reputa-

tion of the summer in this place.

It will be observed that id the four years not a single day occurred
in June when the sky was cloudy from sunrise to sunset. This is in

character with our summer weather. The mornings are frequently

cloudy, without interruption, for one or two weeks, occasionally even
for a longer period ; but the clouds almost invariably disappear between
8 and 10 o'clock, often returning towards sunset or afterwards, in the
form of driving mist. The tendency to cloud at night and in the morn-
ing generally increases as the summer advances, so that the number of
cloudy mornings is greater in August and September, when the sea
breezes have abated in force though not in constancy.

7. Observations on Atmospheric pressure ; from A. and H. Schla-
gintweWs "Untersuchungen uber die physicalische Geographie vnd
die Geologie der Alpen"—(1.) A diminution of atmospheric pressure
causes a small expansion of the thermometer-bulb, and a consequent
depression of the zero-point. With delicate thermometers, made with
•arge bulbs and especially with those used for thermo-barometric meas-
ures of altitude, the difference can amount, on high summits to 17 or 20
hundredths, (which would correspond to an error of 3 or 4mm. if in

computing the atmospheric pressure the change of the zero-point were
disregarded.)

(2.) In very great altitudes also, the local forms of the surface are not
seldom without influence sufficient to change somewhat the daily range
of temperature. Bare walls exposed to the sun act by absorption and
subsequent radiation : favorably located snow surfaces can act by reflec-
tion so as to increase the maximum. The minimum also can, even in

greater heights, be depressed sensibly, if the forms of the peaks favor
descending cold currents of air. The increase of temperature which
may result even before the appearence of the sun, and after the efTecfc

pf the descending current has diminished is dependent upon the lateral

influx of the free, less cooled masses of air.

(3.) The time of the maximum at high places, nearly agreeing with
the culminations of the sun, appears to be somewhat independent
°f the maximum in the lower parts of the mountains and in the plains.

The velocity of the ascending current, not very important on the aver-
age, causes ihat the heat produced in the plains does not ascend to al-

titudes of 9000 or 10000 feet before the later hours of afternoon.

(4.) On isolated fair days with strong sunshine, the temperature of
the air near the ground, even at the height of the snow-region may de-
viate very sensibly from that of the free columns of air removed from all

Second Series, Vol XIX, Xo. 55.- Jan, 1855. 19
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effect of the heated ground. This heating can sometimes over toler-

ably extended spaces, amount to a difference of 8 or 10 degrees. This

often shows, in the same manner as the corresponding local cooling by

descending glacier-winds, an important difficulty in barometric measure-

ment of heights.

(5.) The most important disturbances of the regular diminution of

temperature in great surfaces may be produced by the influx of warm
winds, which spread themselves generally from the upper regions down-

ward. Sometimes it happens then, that in an air-column of more than

2000 feet height the temperature shows no sensible diminution.

8. On the Artificial preparation of Sea Water for Marine Viva-

ria; by Dr. G. Wilson, (Proc. Brit. Assoc, 1854, Athen., No. 1405.)

The paper was a criticism on a communication made by Mr. Gosse,

and contained in " The Annals of Natural History." Guiding himself

by Schweitzer's analysis, Gosse employed chlorid of sodium, sulphate I

of magnesia, chlorid of magnesium and chlorid of potassium. Into

a mixed aqueous solution of these salts, Gosse introduced various spe-

cies of marine plants and animals ; and for six weeks they throve and

flourished. Dr. Wilson considers, however, that the less abundant, but

still essential, constituents of sea-water—such as carbonate of lime,

sulphate of lime, phosphate of lime, fluorid of calcium, silica, iodine

and bromine—should not be absent, as these latter substances are found

in marine plants and animals ; and it is therefore plainly evident that

the medium in which they live ought to contain the same substances.

It is, of course, quite possible that in a single aquarium the death of a

certain portion of the animals might furnish calcareous salts, &c, for

the growth and preservation of their survivors ; and in like manner the

death of a given number of plants might liberate iodids, bromids, &c,
for the remainder. But this destruction of part of the occupants of

the aquarium for the preservation of the other part might be easily

avoided, as calcareous phosphates, carbonates and fluorids occur to-

gether in shells, corals, and many limestones. The arrangement of

fragments of such calcareous bodies at the bottom of the aquarium

would supply some of the missing ingredients ; whilst pieces of trap

rock and a few grains of an iodid and bromid would afford the re-

mainder.

9. On the Results of Experiments on the Preservation of Fresh

Meat; by Mr. G. Hamilton, (Ibid.)—This inquiry was undertaken

with a view of discovering a method by which beef could be brought

in a fresh state from South America. The experiments were made by

inclosing pieces of beef in bottles containing one, or a mixture of two

or more of the following gases :—chlorine, hydrogen, nitrogen, ammo-

nia, carbonic acid, carbonic oxyd, and binoxyd of nitrogen. Of these,

the last two only possessed the power of retarding putrefaction. Beef

that had been in contact with carbonic oxyd for the space of three

weeks was found to be perfectly fresh, and of a fine red color. Bin-

oxyd of nitrogen is capable of preserving beef from putrefaction for at

least five months, during which time the beef retains its natural color

and consistence. When meat that had been preserved by the last pro-

cess was cooked by roasting, it was found to possess a disagreeable fla-

vor. If cooked by boiling, the ebullition must be continued for a much

greater length of time than is necessary for fresh meat.
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Dr. Calvert remarked, that he had opportunities of observing the
well-known valuable anti-putrid properties of carbolic acid,—and in-

stanced the case of the carcass of a horse that was at present in a fresh
state, although four years had elapsed since it had been soaked in liquor
containing the acid. He recommended the use of this acid for pre-
serving bodies intended for dissection, as it neither affects the tissues
nor discolors the organs.

10. Magnetic Needle.—M. Hansteen of Christiana, has made many
new observations on the changes which the magnetic needle is under-
going in Europe and Asia. He observes among his results, that the
inclination which is diminishing to the west of the line of no declina-
tion, is increasing on the contrary, to the east of this line. This law
has just been confirmed by M. Simonov, by observations made at
Kazan.

11. Official Report of the United States Expedition to explore the
Dead Sea and the River Jordan ; by Lieut. W. F. Lynch, U. S. N.
Published at the National Observatory, Lieut. M. F. Maury, U. S. N.,
Superintendent.—This official Report on the Dead Sea Expedition con-
tains a valuable Report of 150 pages, presenting a " Geological Re-
connaisance of part of the Holy Land," by Dr. Henry James Ander-
son. The general geographical features of the country are described,
the characters of the rocks, their composition and fossils, the features
of the Dead Sea Valley, the waters and sediment of the Sea, and other
particulars of interest. The Fossils, of which there are numerous
lithographic plates, are described by Mr. T. A. Conrad, of Philadel-
phia. From the various facts this work affords, we cite the following
analyses of the sediment and waters of the Dead Sea :

Ihe sediments were obtained at various depths and distances from
the shore. The specimen selected for analysis was procured from a
spot where the water had a depth of 116 fathoms, and was not far from
the centre of the Sea. For greater precaution against any adventitious
matter derived from the vessel in which it had been brought home, (a
small well-tinned and closed box,) the portion submitted to analysis
was carefully cut out of the interior of the mass which, in the course
of the time elapsed (a twelve month) had contracted some degree of
hardness. But if there be reason for supposing that the slight metallic

addition due to the oxydation of the vessel had already diffused itself

through the mud, there could not have been over one per cent, of iron

ascribable to this source.
A preliminary experiment showed the following results, due to the

moisture yet adherent

:

Of 86-2 gr. submitted to a sand-bath heat of 200, after two

hours there remained ... - 760
After five " « " . 69-5

The next day, after free exposure in the laboratory, - 68-9

After four hours more of sand-bath, - - .
68*7

It then ceased to lose weight.

Of what remained after expelling the retained humidity of this mud,
1 found soluble in water 20-5 per cent. This was analysed qualitatively
and consisted mainly of chlorid of sodium, with minute crystals of
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which the sediment was plentifully studded. The other chlorids ex-

isted nearly as in the Dead Sea water, the chlorid of magnesium being

largely in excess.

Of that portion which was not soluble in water there was 575 per

cent, soluble in hydrochloric acid. An analysis of this gave

Carbonate of lime, .... 74*7 percent.

Carbonate of magnesia, .... -4

126Peroxyd of iron,

Alumina, 121

The remaining portion (42*5 per cent, of that part which water did

not dissolve) was not soluble in hydrochloric acid, and consisted of

Silica,

Alumina,
85*1 per cent

4-9

Peroxyd of iron, .... 2*5

Magnesia,
Lime, - - . .

Alkalies, (traces)

3-9

33

This portion, as already observed, consisted mainly of a very fine

quartz sand with about one-fourth more of minutely triturated silicate

powder, derived partly from the basalts of the Valley of the Jordan

and partly from the flints of the chalk.

As this specimen was obtained from a part of the Lake not very

distant from the focus of the detrital deposits, it may be regarded as ex-

hibiting the maximum of the most transportable matter and the mini-

mum of the least. Yet the carbonate of lime exceeds the silica only in

the ratio of 7 to 6. As the ratio of the lime to the silex in the detritus

as first detached must far exceed this, it would seem to follow that, not-

withstanding the large quantity of carbonate of lime in the Dead Sea

sediment (far exceeding that of any marine delta,) a great deal 6f" it

has nevertheless disappeared, and must have undergone decomposition

before reaching the sea, and probably before arriving at the Jordan.

Another conclusion (and one eminently deserving attention) to which

we are brought by this result, if confirmed by fun her analyses, is that

the magnesia so largely incorporated with the lime in the sources of

the descending debris, is nearly exhausted on reaching the final resting

place of the transported material. Most of the limestones in the Jor-

dan Valley contain at least 2*30 per cent, of magnesia, and the dolo-

mites of the western shore show even 23 per cent. Whereas we find

but one-half of one per cent, in the oxylytic portion of ihe sediment,

the only portion probably which has been derived from thecalcareo-mag-

nesian rocks. It would seem then that the magnesia in the Dead Sea

water is extracted from the rock powder by some other process than

vegetable reaction, though this undoubtedly contributes ; but I confess

myself at a loss to suggest a rationale which can satisfactorily explain

the extent of this disappearance. If the sediment contained a larger

proportion of magnesia there would be no difficulty in looking to the

magnesian chlorids in the lavas as competent to the effect, allowing

time to do its work ; but the carbonates have also contributed their

share, and the decomposing process is yet to be detected.
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Analysis of the Bead Sea Water.—The quantity submitted to anal-
ysis was drawn up by Capt. Lynch himself from a depth. of 185 fath-
oms. The determination of its constituents was very carefully made
by Professor Booth, of Philadelphia, assisted by Mr. Alexander Muckle
I subjoin the results as already given in Captain Lynches Official lie-
port, submitted February 3, 1849.

Specific gravity = 1*22742.

Chlorid of sodium, .... 78*554
Chlorid of potassium, .... 6*586
Chlorid of magnesium, .... 145*897
Chlorid of calcium, 31*075
Bromine salts,

Sulphate of lime,

Water, -

1-374

•701

264186
735*813

1000000
It may be remarked that the great specific gravity of this water does

not indicate full saturation with any of the chorids, for the water is

still capable of holding much chlorid of sodium, and of course still

more chlorid of magnesium in solution. Since, however, crystals
of chlorid of sodium remain undissolved at the depth of 116 fathoms,*
it follows that the water of the Dead Sea is very unequally charged
with its constituents, and that no safe inference can be drawn from an
analysis of the surface water, and still less of any specimen in which
the depth is not given. I will also add, that in two analyses of Dead
kea water for chlorid of calcium alone, I have found more of this
salt than in the analysis, above given, in one instance 48 gr. 47 in 1000

;

but the water was in these cases taken from another part of the Sea,
Ihe fossils described by Mr. Conrad were either Jurassic or Creta-

ceous, but mostly the former. Concerning the fossil Ostreidse, he ob-
serves :

It is worthy of remark, that some species of this family and of Pec-
temdcB are widely distributed throughout the globe. Thus Pecten quin-
qupcostatus and Ostrea vesicularis occur in Syria, Europe and America.
Ustreafalcata and Gryphcea vomer of Morton, originally discovered in
the Cretaceous beds of New Jersey, occur in Europe also, where they
have since been described under other names, and I have elsewhere
stated, that Exogyra Boussingaultii is found in Syria, Europe and
America.

12. Illustrations of the Birds of California, Texas, Oregon, British
and Russian America; by John Cassin. Philadelphia, Lippincott,
Crambo & Co.—We perceive with great satisfaction that the ornitholo-
gical illustrations of Mr. Cassin continue to appear as regularly as the

Pa?es and plates of such a work can fairly be expected to come forth

f
r°m the press. We have already No. 7 before us. Like the former,

11 COn *ains a part of the general synopsis of the birds of North x-Ymerica

They

may
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(this time the close of the family of the Owls) and the description of

several new or thus far little known species, which are here for the first

time handsomely figured. While this book may be particularly accep-

table to the lovers of finely illustrated works, and appear as an orna-

ment upon any centre table, it constitutes a highly valuable addition to

our scientific literature. To the naturalist who would follow up the

general features of the feathered tribes, especially with reference to

their geographical distribution and not merely enjoy the diversity of

their species, nothing can be more attractive than to behold these care-

ful delineations of birds from the recently annexed parts of the country,

which at first sight might appear as simple repetitions of our common
species, but are in reality newly discovered representatives of our east-

ern types in the specific garb they present west and south, l. a.

13. Orr's Circle of the Sciences— Crystallography and Mineralogy

;

Parts I, II, III, by the Rev. Walter Mitchell, M.A., and Professor

Tennant. 12 mo, 32 pp. each number. London.—In these three

numbers, the authors have given the first part of a Treatise on Crys-

tallography. The subject is presented from a mathematical point of

view, and with much detail. The system adopted is in its main fea-

tures that of Prof. Miller ; but the symbols of Naumann, and Brooke and

Levy, are given, as well as those of this crystallographer. The work

promises to be a valuable one to the student of the Science.

14. Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal.—A new series of this

valuable Journal is announced to commence with the 1st of January,

1855, under the editorial direction of Edward Forbes, F.R.S., Regius

Professor of Natural History in the University of Edinburgh, and

Thomas Anderson, M.D., F.R.S.E., &c, Regius Professor of Chem-

istry in the University of Glasgow. With men so eminent in science

at the head of this Journal, it will assuredly prove second to none in Great

Britain. It will be issued quarterly as before, and retain the general

excellent features it presented under Professor Jameson. The editors

also propose to give analytical Reviews of Scientific Publications, Re-

ports of the Proceedings of learned Societies, and notices of the con

tents of foreign Journals. The price of the Journal is reduced to 24s.

per year.

[Since the above paragraph was put in type, we have received the

following announcement of the death of Professor Forbes.]
" Amongst the younger men of science few have made so brilliant a

career, or given promise of so much in the future, as Edward Forbes.

Just as his friends were rejoicing in his having attained one of the most

distinguished positions his country has to offer for the cultivation of nat-

ural history and in the leisure he had won,—looked to as a means of

developing the rich store-house of facts and thought he was known to

have accumulated,—he has been snatched from us. Never strong, he

sunk under a malady from which he had suffered for some years on

Saturday last, the 18th of November, in the thirty-ninth year of his

age."

—

Athen., Nov. 25, 1854.

15. Memoria sobre las Antiguedades Neo-granadinas,por Ezequiel

Uricoechoea, 76 pp. small 4to. Berlin. Libr. de F. Schneider & Co.

M. Uricoechoea in this work writes like a scholar about a region with

which he is familiar, and gives information both ethnological and histor-
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ical as well as archaeological, respecting the people and country of
New Granada. The memoir is illustrated by four lithographic plates,

the first representing images in gold of New Granada ; the second,
Crania ; the third and fourth images in stone, and pottery.

16. Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften,
zu Wien. Vol. vii, of the Mathematico-Natural-History Class, witfi

56 plates.—This volume of memoirs of the Vienna Academy of Sci-

ences is one among the many scientific publications issued annually at

Vienna. Among the papers, there is an elaborate one of 156 pp. by Dr.

A. E. Reuss, on the Cretaceous rocks of the eastern Alps, which is

illustrated by 31 quarto plates; the larger part of the plates are of fossil

corals, and are among the most beautiful as specimens of art and fidel-

ity that we have seen. There is also a paper by E. Suess on the

Brachiopods of the beds at Kossen (lower liassic) in the Austrian Alps,
with four plates ; and another by Fr. Ujnger, on the Fossil Flora of
Gleichenberc.

The Sitzungsberichte or Bulletin of this Academy, a large and ele-

gant 8vo publication, contains in its number for June, 1854, a paper on
the Neuration of leaves of the Papilionacese, illustrated by numerous
(22) plates of leaves taken by the automatic method mentioned in our
last number, the leaves themselves making the engraving. The figures

stand out on the paper, like actual specimens, and have all the per-
fection of nature. •

17. Economic Rurale, consideree dans ses rapports avec la Chimie, la

Physique et la Meteorologies par J. B. Boussingault. 2nd edit. 2 vols.

8vo, of 800 to 900 pages. Paris, chez Bechat, jeune.—M. Boussin-
gault stands preeminent among the scientific agriculturalists of Europe.
To talent of observation, he unites a synthetic power which has con-
ducted him to admirable results. He not only enters into details of
Rural Economy as presented in his beautiful place at Bechelbronn
(department of the Bas-Rhin) ; but having seen and travelled much,
he finds in his memory, many valuable illustrations of his subject. M.
Boussingault has explored the principal volcanoes of America, and has
scaled the highest peaks of the Andes ; he has ascended Chimborazo,
and passed 10 years in Peru and Chili. He recalls much of his travels

in his Rural Economy, while still keeping to his subject, thus giving

his work a cosmopolitan character. J- Nickles.

18. Traite des Arts Ceramiques ou des Poteries considerees dans
leur histoire leur pratique et leur theorie par Alex. Brongniart. 2nd
edit, revue et augmentee par M. A. Salvetat. 2 vols, in 8vo, with an

Atlas. Paris, chez Bechat.—After the French Revolution, the illustri-

ous geologist and mineralogist, Alex. Brongniart was appointed to super-

intend the reorganization of the Manufacture at Sevres. He had the

direction of this establishment for nearly half a century, and raised

^ to a degree of splendor which entitles it to the first rank among
the manufactures of the world. We owe to the skillful attention

°f Brongniart, the chefs d'ceuvre which call forth so general admira-
tion. By a judicious selection of artists and workmen he brought

together a large amount of talent, as was seen at the London Exhibi-
tion and will be further exhibited in the Crystal Palace of 1855 at Paris.

His position and influence have enabled him to form a Ceramic Museum,
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in which all the nations of the globe are represented. A chapter on

the potteries of different countries forms an interesting part of his

Treatise on the Ceramic Arts. With full liberality all the different

processes employed at Sevres are explained in the work, and M. Sal-

vetat, the pupil of M. Brongniart, has added a history of the art since

(he death of M. Brongniart in 1847. J. n.

19. Cours special sar VInduction , le Diamagnetisme, le Magnetisme

de Rotation et sur les relations entre la Force Magnetique et les Actions

Moleculaires, par M. Matteucci. 1 vol. in 8vo, of 280 pages. Paris,

Mallet-Bachelier.—This work gives a review of the principal facts in

these different branches as brought out both by Matteucci himself and

by Arago, Faraday, De la Rive, Becquerel, Ampere, de Haldat, Pog-

gendorff, Weber, etc. J. n.

20. Nouveau Sysleme de Navigation fonde sur le principe de

Vemergence des corps ronds roulant surVeau; Hydro-locomotives a

grande vitesse portees sur des cylindres roulants ; vol a la surface de

Feau, par Planavergne. A brochure in 8vo. of 100 pages with plates.

The work describes and illustrates a new mode of navigation by which

the vessel moves over the water instead of in it. J- n.

Transactions of the American Medical Association, vol. vii. 668 pp. 8vo.

—

This volume contains a paper by F. Peyre Porcher, M.D., of Charleston, S. C, on the

Medicinal and Toxicological Properties of the Cryptogamic plants of the United

States.

W. J. Macquorn Rankine : On the Geometrical Representation of the Expansive

Action of Heat and the theory of Thermodynamic Engines ; Trans. Roy. Soc. 1 854.

p. 115. 60 pp. 4to.

Quetelet : Observations des Phenomenes Periodiques—Mem. Acad. Roy. de Bel-

&*ique. Tome xxviii. 104 pp. 4to.

J. C. Houzeau : Methode pour determiner simultanement la Latitude, la Longitude,

l'Heure et l'Azimut, par des passages observes dans deux verticaux; 26 pp. 4to.

Mem. Bruss. Acad. Brussels, 1853.

F. A. Quenstedt : Handbuch der Mineralogie. 1 Lief. 8vo, 384 pp. Tubingen.

Schlagintweit : Neue Untersuehungen iiber die Physicalische Geographie und

die Geologie der Alpen. 4to, 630 pp. with an Atlas of 22 plate3 and 8 tables in

folio. Leipzig. $24.00.

Hinrichs : Das Leben in der Natur Bildungs- und Entwicklungsstufen dessel-

ben in Pflanze Thiere und Mensch. 8vo, 271 pp. Halle.

Cassaday of Louisville, Ky.: Description of New Crinoids. (In German, from

the Zeitsch. d. deutschen geologischen Gesellschaft, Jahrg. 1854.) This memoir

describes two new Crinoids from limestone at the foot of Spergen Hill, 25 miles

from New Albany, Indiana. They are referred to the new genus Batocrinus, and

named B. icosadactylus and B. irregularis. The head is elongated and the pieces

rise into cones over the whole surface.

J. Mulleb : Ueber den Bau der Echinodermen, 100 pp. 4to, with 9 copper plates

of great beauty. Berlin, 1854.

C. Vogt : Lehrbuch der Geologie und Petrefactenkunde. 2nd edit. 2 vols, Svo f

672 and 641 pp., with 16 copper plates and 1136 wood-cuts. Braunschweig, 1864

Proceedings of the Acad. Nat. Sci. of Philadelphia. Vol. vii, No. 5.—p. lok

Descriptions of some new Fossils from the Cretaceous Rocks of the Southern States j

M. Tfjomey.—p. 172. Description of a fossil apparently indicating an extinct species of

the Camel Tribe: J.Lkidy.—p. 175. Catalogue and descriptions of Crustacea coll ted

in California by Dr. John L. LeConte ; James D. Dava (contains new genera of Isopoda,

Alloniscus and jEgacylla).—p. 177. Additions to North American Ornithology ;
A.

L. Heermanx.—p. 18< ». Descriptions of four new species of Kinosternum ; J. LeConu:.

p. 190. Observations on the Vespertilio leporinus of Linnaeus ; J. LeConte.—p.

191. On Urnatella gracilis and a new species of Plumatella ; J. Leidv.—p. !•"•

Descriptions of new Reptiles from Guinea ; E. Hallowell.
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—

De Bow's Review.
" It is an indispensable companion for the scholar, and all wdio wish to keep pace with

the literary movements of the age."

—

Family Friend, Columbia, S. C.

Norih British Review,
British Quarterly Review,
Retrospective Review,
Month y Review,
Foreign Review,
Edinburg Monthly Review,
Pamphleteer,
Blackwood's Magazine,
Frasers Magazine,
Dublin Univer'ty Magazine
North American Review,

JUST PUBLISHED,
A GENERAL INDEX TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE,

BY H. F. POOLE, A.B.,

LIBRARIAN OF THE BOSTON MERCANTILE ASSOCIATION.

Being a Complete Key to the Contents of the following, among other Series of

STANDARD PERIODICALS

:

Edinburgh Review. Democratic Review, Walsh's American Review,

London Quarterly Review, American .Monthly Review, American Eclectic,

Foreign Quarterly Review, Mass. Quarterly Review, Eclectic Museum,
Westminster Review, Brownson's Quarterly Review, Eclectic Magazine,

« . Southern Literary Messenger, Bibliotheca Sacra,

Southern Literary Journal, Christian Examiner,
American Literary Magazine, Christian Disciple,

Littell's Living Age, Christian Review,
Museum of Foreign Literature, New Englander,
American Journal of Science, Methodist Quar. Review,

Hunt's Merchant's Magazine,
De Bow's Coram. Review,
Knickerbocker Magazine,
New England Magazine,
Analectic Magazine,

American Quarterly Rev'w, Nile's Register,

New York Review, United States Lit. Gazette,
Southern Review, Carey's American Museum,
American (Whig) Review, American Almanac, I

Each of these volumes—some fifteen in number—has been carefully indexed by an ex-

amination of each article, and reference has been made under the subject of which the a -

cle treats. The whole is arranged alphabetically, so that by turning to any subject, in

periodical, the volume, and the page where it has been discussed, can be immeaiai >

ascertained. . , **.

An important feature of the work has been to give, with the reference to an article, «»

name of the writer. This was an undertaking attended with no little difficulty; je

Princeton Review,
Am. Biblical Repository,

Church Review,
Amer. Quarterly Observer,

Lit. and Theological Review,

Mon. and Quar. Chr. Spectator

Spirit of the Pilgrims,

Lord's Theological Review.

en.

work will contain the names of the authors of many thousand articles that ware CO

tributed anonymously to the leading Reviews and Magazines, and in several
.

s^"es .

of which is the North American Review—the writer's name of every article will b^
The Index is brought down to January, 1853, and is an indispensable book ol retereii

to every student and literary man. Complete in 1 vol., 8vo., 600 pages. Price *o.

Orders for the above work should be sent in at once to the publisher,

C. B. NORTON, 71 Chambers st., (Irving House,) JSew lorh.

Jan. 1B55.
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CHEMICAL AND GEOLOGICAL LABORATORY.

Dr. J. LAWRENCE SMITH, Professor of Chemistry in the

Medical Department of the UNIVERSITY of LOUISVILLE,

Having completed his private Laboratory for Chemical and Geological
purposes, is now prepared to undertake investigations in either of the
above branches in his laboratory or in the field. Examination of Mines
and Minerals, Assay of Ores and Coal, Analysis of Mineral Waters,
Medico-Legal investigations, and Manufactural and Mining consultations
are especially attended to. The Laboratory is on Guthrie street, be-
tween Second and Third, and Dr. Smith's residence is on Walnut street,

between Second and Third.
The Laboratory is also open gratuitously to three or four advanced

students, such as have already acquired some practical knowledge in
Analytical Chemistry.
Nov. 1854.

LUHME & CO., 343 Broadway, New York,

Call the attention of the Scientific Public of the United States and
esneciallv nf WhAloenin rU«i™„ n~ii«„«« n „A rTnU^mit^ f^ *u<*',~ «^„,Wholesal* J wm T * "vtoaic ucaicis, vuiiciico anu \j in vci auic&, iu uicn new
and complete assortment of apparatus and instruments for chemis-
try, physics, pharmacy, and all other branches of Physical and Natu-
ral Science.ral Science.
Nov. 1854. [tfj

To Chemists and Druggists.

G. QUETTIER
IMPORTER OF FRENCH AND BOHEMIAN

CHEMICAL GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN, EARTHENWARE, &C.

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND LABORATORY
UTENSILS.

FRENCH REAGENTS BOTTLES, OF ALL SIZES.—COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT OF DRUGGISTS' STORE FURNITURE.

193 Greenwich street,

NEW YORK,
Between Dey and Fulton Streets.

[6t]
Sept. 1853.
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A COLLECTION OF MINERALS
For the illustration of a course of Chemical Lectures, embracing 300

Specimens, including the rarer Ores and substances. This Collection

has been used for the purpose named by an experienced teacher. Hav-

ing no further use for it, it maybe purchased very cheap. For further

information apply to the Editors of this Journal. [tf]

GENERAL INDEX
TO THE FIRST SERIES OF

THE JOUKNAL OF SCIENCE AND ARTS-
IN ONE VOLUME OF 348 PAGES, 8vo.—Price, $3.

A few copies remain for sale in the hands of the Publishers

Inquire of Silliman & Dana.

See further, second page of Cover.

New Haven, March 1, 1851.

t



LIST OF RECENT IMPORTATIONS

FKENCH AND ENGLISH BOOKS,
(SCIENTIFIC AND PHILOSOPHICAL,)

OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC AT THE PRICES AFFIXED,
BY

290BEOADWAY, NEWYORK.

Collections of Transactions of Philosophical Societies, Annals,

Almanacs, Annuaires, fyc, fyc, at greatly reduced prices.

EEHOSOPHICAi TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, from 1S25 to

1851, incl. half bound in russia, forming 25 vols. . . • . . . . .180 00

Published Price, £70, unbound.

NAUTICAL ALMANAC AND ASTRONOMICAL EPHEMERIS, Published by order of the Com-
missioners of Longitude. 1S2S-1850. Half-bound, fine copy . . . . . • 40 00

JAMISON (EDINBURGH) NEW PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL, From 1S26 to 1838, inclusive.

24 foIs, half-bound ........... .8700
TRANSACTIONS OF THE SOCIETY INSTITUTED AT LONDON FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT

of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce. 17S9 to 1833. 50 vols., bound in half-calf . . .60 00

IE0NHARD UND BRONN JAHRBUCH FUR MINERALOGIE, GEOGNOSIE, GEOLOGIE
und Petrefakten-Kunde. 1830 to 1851. A complete set. 21 vols., half-bound in Russia, for . 70 00
'Worth $120.

BULLETIN DU MUSEE DE L'INDUSTRIE, PUBLIE PAR TOBARD. (CHEMISTRY,
Engineering, Agriculture, Ac, Ac.) 20 vols., Royal 8vo. 1840 to 1851. half-cf., splendid plates. . 40 00

ANNUAIRE HISTORIQUE, OU HISTOIRE POLITIQUE ET LITTERALRE. 1S18 to 1840, incl.

23 vols., bound in cloth 25 00

ANNALS OF PHILOSOPHY ; OR, MAGAZINE OF CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, MECHAN-
ICS, Natural History, Agriculture, and the Arts. By Thomas Thomson. 1813 to 1826. (A complete *
**. 28 vols. 30 00^ PARLIAMENTARY REGISTER OF ENGLAND AND WALES. 12 vols, royal 8vo. With
«PS of all the Counties of England. 12 vols 10 00

MEDICINE, SURGERY, ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, ETC,

All
r^!

l
o
OS

c
ake2- Essai *ar 1' Exploration de la

retina. Svo. Paris, 1854. ..... 75

^Swrni?"* T,
0n Pain after Foo<*- its Causes

treatments. Post 8vo 1 37
e

Clinir
(

J5\f Jh-e Micr0scc-Pe and its Application to

^ uinica* Medicine. 12mo. Cuts. London, 1854. . 3 50

blf^
1^^'.*^ Memoire sur ie Forceps-Assem-we. Svo. Avec 55 Figures. . . . . 1 25

w'S
or?T

Ui
?les of «*« Veterinary

SixthV£*a Treatl3e °« the Anatomy of the Horse.

Edward m\' revised and Srea.t)y enlarged, by

Brow
Mayhe^ 8vo. London, 1854. . • . . 7 00

mUthi^'If^ -

0n Some diseases of Women ad-

1S54
Sur^cal Treatment. 8vo. London,

Carp* '
' ' 3 50

*h^otoX (^ 5;l Pn
l?ciPle9 of Comparative

*• wo. pp. 770 300 Woodcuts. Cloth.

Cha«sai?mac (F.) Clinique Chirargicale de

i'Hopital de Lariboisiere. Lecons sur I'Hypertro-

phie des Amygdales et sur une Nouvelle Methode
Operatoire pour leur Ablation. 1 vol. 8vo. Avec
8 figures dans le texte. Paris 75

Daremberff. Glossulas Quatuor Magistrorum Su-

per Chirurgiam Rogerii et Rolandi. Svo. Naples,

1854 2 50

Delaford et T,assaig^ie. Traite de Matiere
Medicale et de Pharmacie Veterinaires Theorique

et Pratique. Second Edition, revue, corrigee, aug-
mentee, et renfennant un choix de Formules pub-
liees a l'Etranger. 8vo. With Plates. . . 2 25

I Demansreoti (J. B.) Anthropogenese oxx Gene-
ration de l'Homme. 8vo. Paris. Half bound . 1 T5

Desruelles. Histoire de la Blennorrhee Uretrale.

Svo. Paris, 1854, 1 5C



2 Medicine, Surgery, Anatomy, Physiology, dec.

Devay ct ftttilliermond. Recherches sur le

Principe Actif de la Cigue et de son Application
aux Maladies Cancereuses et aux Engorgements
de la Matrice et du Sein. 8vo. Paris, 1853. . 1

Fermond (Cli.) Monographic des Sa ngsues Medi-
cinales. 8vo. Avec 36 Figures. Paris, 1854.

FXourens (P.) Histoire de la Decouverte de la
Circulation du Sang, 1 vol. 12mo. Paris. 1854.

Foucart De la Suette Miliaire, de sa nature et de
son Traitement. 1 vol. 8v. .

TJ

25

1 50

75

1 50

Fotirca.li It. Nouveaux Principes de Physiologie
ou Lois de FOrganisme, Consideree dans leurs
Rapports avec les lois Physiques et Chemiques. 2
vols. Svo. Half bound.

Gabft (G%) Traite Elementaire de ia Science de
l'Homme, Consideree sous tous les Rapports Enrichi
de Figures. 3 vols. 8vo. Half bound.

Gal i en. (Euvres Anatomiques, Physiologiques et
Medicales. Tome 1. Paris, 1854

Gibh (G. I>.) A Treatise on Hooping Cough. 12mo.
London, 1S54

Giron «Ie BuzaTein^ues* Be la Generation.
8vo. Paris. Half bound

3 00

4 50

Granville (A. B.) Sudden Death. 8vo. Lon-
don. 1854.

Gray H .) On the Structure and Use of the Spleen.
8vo. London, 1S54

Jones (C. H.) and SieTeking (E. HO A
Manual of Pathological Anatomy

Kollikers. Manual of Human Histology. 2 vols.
Svo. London, 1S54

Kolliker. Mikroskopische Anatomic Specielle
Qewebelehre. 8vo. Half calf.

Ijee(*¥«) Pathological and Surgical Observations

;

Including a short Course of Lectures delivered at
the Lock Hospital, and an Essay on the Surgical
Treatment of Hemorrhoidal Tumours. 8vo Lon-
don, 1S52

Lepel If tier de la Sarthe. Nouvelle Doctrine

1853
°U Doctrine Biolopque. 8vo. Paris,

* * * • *

Had?e (ft.) Diseases of the Foetus in Utero.
12mo. London, 1350. ...

2 50

2 12

2 00

2 25

4 50

3 75

9 00

8 50

JTIaddin. Considerations sur le Nature et le Traite-

ment du Cholera. 8vo. 1851. ....
Nysten. Dictionnaire de Medecine, de Chirurgie,

de Pharmacie, des Sciences Accessoires et de

l'Art Veterinaire. Tenth edition. Entierement
Refondue par E. Littre, et Ch. Robin. Ouvrage
Augmente de la Synonymie Grecque, Latine, An-
;laise, Allemande, Espagnole et Italienne, et suivi

'un Vocabulaire de ces diverses langues. Ulustre

de 400 figures intercalees dans le texte. Part 1st.

(A.-G.) Large Svo. 2 vols. Paris, 1854. . . 3 50

Racle(V. A.) Traite de Diagnostic Medical, ou

Guide Clinique pour l'Etude des signes Caracteris-

tiques des Maladies. 1 vol. 12mo. Paris 1854. . 1 »
Or in half calf. } »

Reybard. Traite Pratique des Retrecissements du

Canal de l'Uretre. Svo. Avec planches. Paris, 1854. 2 Of

Romberg** Diseases of the Nervous System. 2

vols. 8vo. London, 1854 9 00

Ronx (Pli. T.) Quarante Annees de Pratique

Chirurgicale. Tomel. Chirurgie Reparatrice. 1

vol. -Svo. . .
l w

L'Ouvrage aura 4 volumes

JLcs-ond (L. A.) Traite d'Anatomie Generale.

Theorie de la Structure, Erabrassant les Substances

Organiques, les Elements, les tissus, les Membranes

et les Parenchymes. 8vo. Paris, 1854. . • ^ w
Skoda. Traite de Percussion et D'Auscultation

18mo. Paris, 1854 . .

Swan (J.) The Brain in relation to the Mind. Lon-

don, 1854
l w

Thomson (H.) The Pathology and Treatment of

Stricture of the Urethra. 8vo. London, lb£4. . © w

125

3 vols.

.119
50

8 74

2 25

2 50

1 50

Van Ben ed in. Anatomie Comparee.
18mo. With illustrations. 3 plates.

Velpeait Maladies de l'Uterus; Svo. Paris, 1853.

Waring (E« T%) A Manual of Practical Thera-

peutics. 12mo. London, 1854. .

West (C.) Lectures on the diseases of Infancy and

Childhood. Third edition, enlarged. Svo. .

Wiliemin (A.) Memoire sur le Bouton d'Alep.

8vo. With Colored Plates. Paris, 1854.

Window. (Dr. Forbes) Letisomian Lectures on ^
Insanity. 8vo. London, 1854. .

NATURAL HISTORY, GEOLOGY, BOTANY, ZOOLOGY, C0NCH0L0GY,

ENTOMOLOGY.—THE MICROSCOPE.
Beil (JT. A.) Technologisches Worterbuch : unter

Natural Sciences. The same : German, French,
fcnglish Part. Paper, . . . .

Half bound, . J
*

BiTCM?f
,

(l r̂
t.
Th * L*W.) Entwicklungsge-

schicht des Rehes. Mit 8 Tafeln. 4. Giessen 36
__ PP

h?l
1§Cal * "»T«iolosrical Memoirs,ny Brown and Others. Edited by A. Henfrev Svo

London, 1853

Callow (A.) Popular Conchology ; or, the Shell
cabinet arranged according to the Mwtern Sys-
tem. Post 8vo. > . . . W

Donovan. The Naturalist's Repository. With 72
colored plates. 2 vols. . ... • >

^^IL11?" ?e PIberie ou Es3ai Critique sur 1Wine
^fr

aTbo£T!
atio

?
i de rEspagne

-

.

8vo
;

°°H^d (Z*-\ Et DoIfus-Ausset. Materiaux pour

dHl a*
Vtude les

? &laciers - Principaux glaciersae ia Suisse impnraes en lavis-aquarelle d'apres

text l
P^ Henri Ho*ard -

10 inches, and Svo.

Ge
?^??a?^ Dr> °- ******* ™ n'ahern Ke'nnt^mss der Schwimmpolypen (Siphonophoren.) Mit
3 hthographirten Tafeln. 4. Leipzig 62 pp! .

^fn^'^;' Allgemeine Zoologie. Systematis-che Darstellung d. gesammten Thierreichs nachsemen Klassen. 5 parts Svo. Leipsig. Each
Gerard (CM.) Researches upon Memereans and
. Plananana. 4to. , with piatei. . .

8 00
3 75

3 25

6 00

4 25

5 00

1 75

13

1 37

50

1 00

Gosse (P.W.) The Aquarium: an Unveiling

the Wonders of the Deep Sea. With Colorea

Plates and Wood Engravings. London, !*>*•

Gratiolet. Memoire sur les plis ^erebr^x
H^

1'homrae et des primates, in 4to, accompagne u uu

atlas in-folio. Paris, 1854. .

Griffith & Hemphrey. The Mcwaphio
Dictionary: a Guide to the Examination ana x

vestigation of the Structure and Nature of Micros

copic Objects. In 12 monthly parts, i"ustra
J,
e

by 40 plates, and 800 engravings on wooa.

part *

Hop? )L) The Microscope ; ^^^l^^^i
tion, and Applications ; being a familiar in^du

£f

tion to the use of the instrument and the siuuj

microscopical science. Svo. 500 engravings.

Johnston (G.) Natural History of ^Eastern

Borders. Vol. 1. embracing the Topography an

Botany. Svo. London, 1S54.

Kolliker, Prof Dr A Mikroskopische Ana^me

Oder Gewebelehre des Menschen. Bpccteiw

ebelehre. Von den Ham und OwcWec^cnUor^

anen. Mit 140 Holzschnitten. 8. Leipzig- *
bound :

•

Lacordaire. The Histoire of Insects. Coleop-

teres. Tome 2. ..•••'
Latham (R. G-) The Native Races of the ^

sian Empire. By R. G. Latham. 8voj'J£
.

5*

6 50

T5

3 35

8 50

1T5

2 00



Chemistry, Electricity', Physics, <&c.

Leach (W. A.) A Synopsis of the Mollusca of
Great Britain ; arranged according to their natu-
ral Affinities and Anatomical Structure. With 13
plates

Lecoy (It.) Etudes sur la geographic botanique
de l'Kurope et, en particulier, sur la vegetation du
plateau central de la France. Ouvrage edite
aux fraia de l'auteur et tire a petit nombre. 2 vols.
Svo. Paris, 1854

Lemaire. Traite Raisonne d'Horticulture Pra-
tique. 2 vols. ISmo. Plates. .

Lenckart, (r.) Zoologische Untersuchungen. S.
Heft A. u. d. T. Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte
Uer Cephalophoren. 4. Giessen

Lowe (K. T.) Two Memoirs on the Ferns, Flow-
ering Plants, and Land Shells of Madeira and
Porto Santo. 12mo. London, 1854.

Slaccoj's (F.) Contributions to British Palaeon-
tology. 8vo. cloth. Cambridge (Eng.), 1854.

Mariiii \iinl- In^e. Etude de l'Appareil Re-
proaucteur dans les cinq classes d'animaux Verte-
ores. 4to. 17 plates colored. Paris, 1854,

$ c.

4 25

4 00

1 25

2 50

2 00

2 T5

7 00

1 ss
"'m&'J^J Ueber den Bau der Echinodermen.

Mit y Kupfertafeln. 4. Berlin, 99 pp. .

X&iiinanii. Prof, Dr. C. F. Lehrbuch der
Gcognoise. Zweiter Band. 3. Abthlg. Schluss
des A\erkes. Mit Figuren in Holzschnitt und
einem vollstandigen Register uber das ganze
WOT. 0. Leipzig pp. 641 3 25
Complete with Atlas 22 50

°k
^rVp

ElementsofPhysio-PhiIosoPhy- Svo. Very
,CarCe

'
' • 6 00

I

Orr's Circle of the Sciences. Vol. 1.

ture. 12mo -

Organic Na-

3

1 25

3 23

Payer (ITf, J.) Traite d'Organ-Ogenie Vegetale
Comparce. Liv. 1 to 4, with beautiful plates. Price
Per part

; . . # 2 50
This will form 2 vols

Poey (Felipe). Memorias Sobre la Ilistoria Na-
tural de lalsla de Cuba. Tome 1. Colored plates.
Half bound. Habana, 1S51 13 50

Quatrafajjes. Souvenirs d'un Naturaliste. Deux
volumes. 18 2 00

Ray (John). Correspondence of. 8vo. . . 3 60

Scliachf (Or. ft.) Beitrage zur Anatomie und
Physiologie der Gewachse. Mit 9 Tafcln lithogr.

Abbildungen und mitzahlreichen Holzschnitten im
Text 8. Berlin, 328 pp

Stein (Prof. Dr, F») Die Infusionsthiere auf
Inre Entwickelungsgeschichte untersucht. Mit 6
Kupfertafeln. 8. Leipzig, 265 pp.

Sowerby and Johnson* The Ferns of Great
Britain. To contain about 46 plates, and to be
completed in 8 monthly parts. Full colored at. .

Partly colored.

Vogt (€!•) Lehrbuch der Geologie und Petrefacten-

kunde. Zum Gebrauch bei Vorlesungen und sum
Selbstunterrichte. Inzwei Banden. Zweite ganz-

lich umgearbeitete Auflage. Mit 16 Kupfertafeln

und 1136 Illustr. in Holzstich. 2. Bd. 8. Braun-
schweig, 640 pp 3 50

Woolasten. T. Vernon. In9ecta Maderensia:
being an account of the insects of the Islands of

the Maderian group. 4to. London, 1854. . . 12 50

Woodward (S. P.). A Rudimentary Treatise of

Recent and Fossil Shells. Part 2. 12mo.

8 50
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' Rewritten, rearranged, andarged. 2 vols. gvo. In one. New York. 1854.

Deschamps?* Art (V) de Formuler, Contenant:
les Principes Elementaires de Pharmacie, etc. 1

vol. ISmo. Avec 19 figures intercalees dans Ie

texte. Paris 1 ®
Durand (Fans:.) Nouvelle Theorie Physique on

Etudes Analytiques sur la Physique et sur les ac-

tions Chimiques fondamentales. Svo. Paris, 1854.

Fresenins (€• R.) A System of Instruction in

Quantitative Chemical Analysis. London, 1854. .

Gerhard t (Cn). Traite de Chimie Organique.

Tome 1. 8ro

Ce Traite est une suite a Berzelius. Ce celebre

chimiste etant mort avant d'avoir pu terminer son

ouvrage, M. Gerhard t, ancien professeur de chimie

a Montpellier, s'est charge de terminer son travail

et de le mettre au courant de la science actuelle.

Cette publication aura 4 volumes avec gravures sur

bois. Chaque volume coutera ....
Honzeau. Physique du Globe et Meteorologte.

ISmo. With plates. Brussels, 1S64.

Hunt (R.) Researches on Light and its Chemical

Relations ; embracing a Consideration of all the

Photographic Processes. Second edition, Svo.

London, 18^4

Laurent (A«S«) Methode de chimie. Precedee

d'un Avis au Lecfceur, par M. Biot. 1 vol. 8vo.

2 23

8S5

2 50

Be*

50

8 00

vern-
aUx Bacc*

Physiq

12mo.

e, a PUsage des

aux Ecoles du Gou*
gures intercalees

2 50

Avec figures dans le texte. Paris, 1S54

Le Play. De la methode nouvelle employee dans

les forets de la Carinthie pour la Fabrication du fer,

etdes principes que doivent suivre les proprietaires

de forets et d'nsines au bois pour soutenir la iutte

engagee dans 1 'Occident de PEurope entre les bois

et charbons de terre. 8vo. 6 plates. 1853.

Nonveau Manuel complet de galvanoplastie, on
Elements d'electro-metaHurgie contenant Part de
reduire les metaux a i'aide du fluide galvanique,

etc., par Smee. Augmente d'apres MM. Jacoby,

Spencer, Eisner, etc. Ouvrage publie par E. de

Valicourt 2 vol. 18mo

TVIattenci. Cours Special sur I'lnduction, le Magne-
tism et sur les relations entre la force Magnetique
«*t les actions Molecnlaires. Svo. Paris, 1854- .

2 00

1 50
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4 Mathematics>, Mechanics, Astronomy, Engineering &c.

8* Iv. OTetcalf• Caloric its agencies in the Phe-
nomena of nature. 2 vols. 8vo....

$ c.

10 50

Moseley (If .) Lectures on Astronomy delivered
at King's College, Hospital London. Fourth and
cheaper edition, revised, 12mo. ... . 1 00

Mure liiso ii (R* JT.) Siluria : the History of the
Oldest known Rocks containing Organic Remains;
with a brief Sketch of the Distribution of Gold
over the Earth. 8vo. London, 1854. , . . 9 00

Pelonzc & Fremy* Traite de chimie generate,
comprenant lea applications de cette science a
1'analyse chimique, a I'industrie, a i'agriculture et
a l'histoire naturelle. Second edition. Tome 3.

8vo. To be completed in 5 vols. Price of vols. 1,

2, and 3, with atlas, 7 50

$c
Pereira. Lectures on Polarized Light. Second

edition, greatly enlarged from materials left by

the author. Edited by Prof. Powels, of Oxford.

12mo. Woodcuts. London, 1854 * 25

Phillips (J. A.) A manual of Metallurgy; or a

Practical Treatise on the Chemistry of the Medals.

Post 8vo 3 T5

Reech . Theorie Generate sur lea Effets Dynamiques

de la Chaleur. 4to. Avec planche. 1S54. Prix 3 m

Vo*t (C.) Lehrbuch der Gcologie u. Petrefacten-

kunde. Mit 16 Kpfrtaf. u. 1136 Illustra. 2 vols.

8vo. (Braunschwig.)

MATHEMATICS, MECHANICS, ASTRONOMY, ENIGNEERING, ETC.

2 00

1 00

4 00

Catalan* Theoremes et Problems de Geometrie
Elementaire, avec leur Demonstration et leur
Solution Raisonnee, ouvrage destine a tous les

aspirants aux Ecoles du gouvernement. 2d edi-
tion entierement refondue et considerablement
augmentee. Svo. Avec 14 pi. Paris, 1852.

Collate* Recherches sur 1'Incustration des Chau-
dieres a Vapeur. Svo. Paris, 1S54.

l>iipiiit. Ornieys and DMubnssoti.
Traite Theorique et Pratique de la Gonduite et de
la Distribution des eaux. 4to. Plus un Atlas 4to.
48 pi., folio oblong 12 50

Endres (E.) Manuel du Conducteur des Ponts et
Chaussees redige d'apres le nouveau programme
officiel. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1854.

Foiltenay. Construction des Viaducs, Ponts-
Aqueducs, Ponts et Ponceaux en maconnerie ; de-
scription du Viaduc de l'Indre et des procedes
employes dans sa construction. Description des
Principeux Viaducs et Ponts-Aqueducs en macon-
nerie qui existent en France, en Angleterre, en
Allemagne, etc. Dimensions des principaux ponts
en meconnerie construits en Europe. Regies
pratiques, basees sur Texperience, pour determi-
ner dimensions des voutes, des piles, des culees,
etc. 1 vol. 8vo., de texte. Avec un bei atlas
4to. de pi. gravees. Paris, 1852 4 00

Franconur (f*« B.) Uranographie, ou Traite
Elementaire d'Astronomie. 6th edition, revue,
corrigee. 6vo. Avec pi. 1853

Giroml et L,esoro*. Tables de Linus pour la

levee des plans de Mines. 8vo. Paris.

Joplins: (J.) The Practice of Isometrical Per-
spective. New edition. 8vo. Cloth. .

Klarlor (JT.) Coal Mining Investigated in its

Principles, and applied to an Improved System of
Working and Ventilating Coal Mines. 8vo. Lon-
don 1854. ...;...,

Kl&rton* Etudes sur les Institutions de Prevoy-
ance. 18mo. Brussels. . . . m.

Nadault de Buffon. Cours d'Agriculture et
* d*Hydraulique Agricole, comprenant les principes

generaux de Peconomie rurale et les divers tra-
vaux d'amelioration du regime des eaux dans Tin-
teret de ^agriculture, tels que curages, elargisse-
ments, redressements, endiguements, desseche-
ments des marais et terrains inondes, assainisse-
ment des terrains humides ou deteriores par suite
de nitrations, drainages irrigations, limonages,
etc 2 tres-forts vol. 8vo. Avec un grand nom-
tore de figures dans le texte et des planches (en
publication)

*
. .

Quet^lct (Ad.) Theorie des Probabilities. ISmo. ^
Brussels. . . .

Rf cell (Itf. F.) Cours de Mecanique d'apres la

nature generalement flexible et elastique aes

corps, comprenant la statique et la dynamique,

avec la theorie des vitesses virtuelles, celle aes

forces vives et celle des forces de reaction, ia

"theorie des mouvements relatifs et le theoreme ae

Newton sur la similitude des mouvements. 1 vol.

Svo. Avec figures dans le texte. . • ' •

Ronnie (J.) Theory and Construction of Harbors ^
and Docks, Suplement to. Folio. . • • HAA oa

Complete, half-bound morocco
100 00

2 25

2 75

1 50

1 50

Rogruet (Professeur.) Lecons de Geomehie

Analytique a deux et a trois dimensions, P*we
?";J

d'une introd. renfermant les premieres notions

sur les courbes usuelles. 8vo. Avec les ngures

intercallees dans le texte. Paris. 1854.

• Lecons de Trigonometric rectiligne et spherique,

2d edition, entierement refondue. Svo. Avec ng-

intercal. dans le texte. Paris. 1S54. .

Scluilze (JT. C.) Recueii de Tables I^a^ra
;

ques, Trigonometriques, etc. 2 vols. bvo. tfouu
^ ^

7"

in one.

Scrivenor (If.) History of the Iron Trade from

the earliest records to the present period. ovu.

London. 1854.
*

Taniier(E. A.) Algebre Elementaire 2d e

d

tion, conforme au dernier programme d enseigu^

3 25

ment. 8vo.

Tomlinson. Cyclopaedia of Useful Arts-Me-

chanics, Mining, and Civil Engineering. 2 voio.

Super-royal 8vo. Cloth. - - - *

125

13 60

2 50

63

I Tripoli (Profewenr.) Etudes de ^±^s
D'Ombres et de Lavis, a l'usage de toutes

ecoles, des arcbitectes et des mecaniciens, o

vrage divise en quatre parties; 1st. P'^"*?
orthogonales; 2d. Projections obliques ;

M- v

ores; 4th. Lavis applique a Penseignement flu

dessin des machines, de I'architecture, etc. i

8vo. De texte avec un magnifique Atlas^« *?
f̂

grand 4to. Imprimee* au lavis sur H colony
^ ^

glace ; les 2 vols, elegamment relies.

WI1 1l«K (C. W.) The Combustion **»>*!£
the Prevention of Smoke chemically and P rac

cally considered. Svo. With numerous ilfestw

tions. London. 1854. .

2 M



Philosophy, Metaphysics, Art, Illustrated Works, and Belles Zettres, 5

MILITARY SCIENCE.

RarauU-Roullon, Eloge Sur le Marechal
Suchet. 8vo. Paris, 1854 2 25

Blanch (Luiffi). De la Science Militaire Consi-

deree dans Ses Rapports avec les autres Sciences
et avec ie System Social. 8vo. Paris, 1854. . 2 25

Hrussel de Itrulard. Memoires sur les Fu-
sees de Guerre, fabriques a Hamburg en 1813 et
18X4 et a Vincennes en 1815. 8vo. avec atlas. . 1 50

Bur?. Traite du dessin et lever du materiel de l'ar-
tiilerie, ou application du dessin geometrique a la
representation graphique des bouches a feu, voi »

Jori machines, etc., en usage dans l'artiilerie,
id edit, revue et augmentee, tra duit par Rieffel,
professeur de sciences appliquees a l'Ecole d'artil-

.
iene de Vincennes. 4 vol. in-8, Atlas, 184S. . . 8 50

Clauzewitz (le General Charles de).
ve la, (xuerre, publication posthume, traduite de
•

a" e *ma
rt

nd
i Par le major d'artillerie Neuens, 3 vol.

in-8, en 6 parties. 1852 8 50
C°7eaTd (T^ Guide Maritime et Strategique

aans la mer noire, la mer d'Azof, etc. Svo. avec
atlas de40 planches in foi. Paris, 1854. . . 9 00

Lafay, Aide-memoire d'Artillerie navaie,imprime
avec I automation du Ministre de la marine et das
colonies, 1 fort vol. in-S, accompagne de 50 plan-
ctl€s

-
• i « . . . . . . 4 50

,^
aS*

D
Etudes sur les aciers dont l'artiilerie fait

usage. Svo. Paris, 1852 75

| Massas* Memoire sur les cuivres Etains et Bron-
zes employes pour la fabrication des Bouches a
feu. 8vo. Pan's, 1850. 1 75

ITIartin de Hrettes* Des Artifices Eclairanta
en usage a la guerre et de la luiniere eiectrique.
8vo. avec planches. Paris, 1S52. . . . * 2 25

martin De Brettes. Coup d'CEil sur les Etu-
des du Passe et de Pavenir de l'artiilerie de
Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. 8vo. Paris,1852. 1 75

Martin de Brcttes. Etudes sur l'appareils

electro-magnetiques destines aux experiences de
de l'artiilerie en Angleterre, en Kussie, en France,
en Prussie, etc. Svo. avec planches. Paris, 1854. 3 75

Etudes sur les fusees de projectiles creux, brochure in

8vo. avec fig., 1849 1 00

Memoire sur un project de chronographe electro-

magnetique et son emploi dans les experiences de
l'artiilerie, in-S, avec fig. et planches, 1849. . . 1 50

ITIussot. (P.) Commentaires Historiques et ele-

mentaires sur Pequitation et lacavalierie, avec 20

planches. Svo. Paris, 1S54. . . . . 2 25

Sclicenhals (General). Souvenirs d'un Vete-

ran Autrichien sur la Guerre d'ltalie. Tome 1

avec carte. Svo. Paris, 1854. . . . . 2 25

PHILOSOPHY, METAPHYSICS, ART, ILLUSTRATED WORKS, AND
BELLES LETTRES,

4 25

1 75

™t IUi,?»f
f Lance!ot* Grammaire Generale

dentlur .

eC0
^tenant le3 Fondementes de Part«e parler, etc. 8vo. Half bound. Paris. . . 1 50

S2ueUpIS.,lo,l,™ 0risilie
'
Progres etPetat

Bar h
Puissance Russe. 8vo. Paris, 1854. . 2 25

^Pme de
1 Histoire. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1854. .

**!*
Half

L
b
S

u^
ement8 ****** des *"**"*-

, n
siennV o

(
i

} H,3toire de la Philosophe Carte-

Bouv t
Paris, 1854. . . .4 00

tre* ou'A .^.Confession et du Celibat des Pre-

fcreiv
p°ltfique du Pape. Svo. Half bound.

Cree? of *hl »&? More Worlds than 0ne
i
the

^Christian\ LoLonT^ ^ *? *T °! *?

^qul^eL^ n ™e P™<lenfc Man; or, How Co

Co-operation
a
^\ K

Be(l^ath Money by means of

formation<"f' k l
h a draft set of rules for the

ties, hv Arth, °?,nefit
-eruig>'ation, and land socie-

CaldlJ

?

r Scratchley, M. A.' 8vo. sd. . . 80

^*hh?£S*?'h The Philosophy of the Infi-

Wili am h?!?.
1

,*
1 refereuce to the Theories of Sir

bn^1854.
and M

"
Coasin

-
8vo

*
Edin *

pfrfc
11** Lec°ns Logique. 8vo. Half morocco.

an <* Co^trasTof^i
The Princ5Pl«» °f Harmony

&* Art* in!h^.
CoIors

'
and theil' Application to

d°u, 1854
Udms Painti"g> etc. Post 8vo. Lon-

Chaste! /r \ t!

ae la chaVul h
des Hist°riques sur PInfluence

»
et ponsider^t^

rant lea Premiers Siecles Chretiens
mo<iemes fl^

8,S^ son roIe d*ns lea societies

^m^r ' 185S -

* Toia. 8Vn*^ Philosophic Sociale de la Bible.

ComteU Bound iuone. ....
Uv«- 6v^jf

U
o
te)

* Courade Philosophie Posl-
9

' «ro. A nicely hallf bound codv. . 5

2 25

1 00

3 75

2 00

2 00

Com te ( * lijyuste). System de Politique Posi-

tive. Vols. 1 to 4. Half bound. . . . . 10 00

Comte (August*). System de Politique Posi-

tive. Tome 4 et dernier. Paris, 1S54. . . 2 25

Court de G< be! in. Histoire Naturelle de la

Parole ou Grammaire universalle. Svo. Paris,

1816. Half mor 1 50

Cousin* Madame de Sable etudes sur les femmes
iliustres du XVII siecle. 8vo. Paris, 1854. . . 2 00

Darlingr (J.) Cyclopedia Bibilographica ;
a Library

Manual of Theological and General Literature, and
Guide to Books for Authors, Preachers, Students,

and Literary Men, Analytical, Bibliographical, and

Biographical. Imp. Svo 15 50

De Felice (G.) Histoire de Protestants de Prance.

Second edition. Revue et corrigee. Svo. Paris,

1851 1 50

Del eu Ire (C'li.) Precis de PHistoire de PArt. S

vols. ISmo 1 50

De Saulcy (F.) Voyage Autour de la mer Morte

et dans les terres Bibliques execute de 1850-1851.

2 vols. Svo, and folio plates 50 00

Dvl Camp ( ff •) Egypte, Nubie, Palestine et Syrie

Dessins Photograpliiques Recueilles pendant les

Annees 1849, 1850 et 1851 et accompagnes d'Un

Texte Explicatif. 25 livraisons for . 100 00

Duma« (I<»n)« Traite du Suicide. Svo. Am-
sterdam, 1773. Half bound

Cicliof f. Tableau de la Litterature du Nord au
Moyen Age. 8vo. Paris, 1853 2 00

Fsquiros* Paris ou les Scenes, les Institutions, et

les Moeurs au XIX Siecle. 2 vols. Svo. Half
bound. . . 3 00

Gallix et Guy. Histoire Complete de Napoleon
III. 8vo. Paris, 1S53. Half bound. .

G ioberti. Introduction a PEtude de la Philosophie.

4 vols. 8vo. Bound in two. . , . • . 5 00

1 75



6 Philosophy, Metaphysics, Art, Illustrated Works, and Belles Zettres.

3 50

Go lirami (CIi,) Histoire de la politique commer-
ciale de la France et de son influence sur les pro-
gres de la richesse publique, depuis le moyen age
jusqu'a nos jours ; par Charles Gouraud. Deux
volumes. 8vo

Guy de l'Herault. Histoire de Napoleon II.

Roi de Rome. 8vo. Paris, 1853. Half bound. .

Harding: (J. D-) Elementary Art of the Use of
the Chalk and Lead Pencil. Fourth edition. Folio,
cloth,

Hoffman A: Kellerhoven. Les Arts et
l'lndustrie Recueil de dessins relatifs a Part de la
decoration chez tous les peuples. The plates exqui-
sitely illuminated. Two parts, folio. . . . 30 00

Svo.
. 3 00

7 50

Jouftroy. Cours de droit naturel. 2 vols.

Halfmor. Paris. .....
nti Anthropologic, traduite en francais pour la
premiere fois par Tissot. 8vo

Koenig-* La Science du Vrai Philosophique et Pra-
tique. Speculative et experimentale. 8vo. Half
bound

Keen isg"warter (L. G.) Histoire de POrgani-
sation de la Famine en France. Svo. Paris, 1851. 1

Laponnerage, Histoire des Rivalites et des
Luttes de la France et de PAngleterie. 2 vols.
Svo. Bound in one. 2

JLegrouTe (F # ) Histoire Morale des Femmes.
Svo. Half bound 2

]»e<:rand» Amoureux Ambitieux et Devot ou trois
actes de la vie humaine Histoire d'un Sensualiste
ecrite par lui meme. 2 vols. 8vo. Bound in one.

Ling; (P. H.) A biographical Sketch of Peter
Henry Ling, the Swedish Poet and Gymnasiarch.
By Professor Augustus Georgii, 8vo. .

Locke, Philosophical Works, containing the Es-
say on the Human Understanding, the Conduct of
the Understanding, etc. ; with Preliminary Dis-
course and Notes, by J. A. St. John. In 2 vols.
With general index and fine portrait. Vol. 2, post
8vo.,pp. 52T. Cloth

IiOrdat. Reponses a des objections faites contre le
principe de la dualite du dignamisme Humain.
Svo. Montpeilier, 1854. ....

ID

75

00

2 50

60

2 00

Melancholy: as it proceeds from the disposi-

tion and habit, the passion of love, and the influ-

ence of religion. 8vo 150

Nan lt« Verite Catholique ou vue generale de la

religion consideree dans sin historie et dans la

doctrine. 8vo. Paris, 1S39. 1 75

Nisrar (Cli.) Histoire des livres populates, ou de

lalitterature du colportage depuis le XV. siecle

jusqu'a Petablisseraent de la commisrion d'examen

des livres du colportage (30 Novembre, 1S52). Deux
volumes in-8, avec 160 vignettes 5 00

Pousin* Nouville magie blanch devoilee. 8vo. 2

vols in one. . . - 2 BO

The Portrait Gallery of Distinsru lull-

ed Persons. 3 vols. roy.Svo. Splendidly

engraved portraits. London, 1853. . . . 20 00

Prevost-Paradol. Revue dei'historie univer-

selle. Roy. Svo. Paris, 1854 2 ft

Psychological Inquiries: A series of es-

says intended to illustrate the influence of the

physical organization on the mental faculties.

Fcp. 8vo. London, 1854 l °0

Reiftenberg. Principes de Logique. Svo. Half

mor. * w
Remusat (Cli. de). Saint Anselme de Cant-

erbery. 8vo. Paris, 1S54 *

Reuss (E.) Histoire de la Theologie Chretienne

au siecle apostolique. 2 vol3. Svo. Paris, law. * <*

Ruskin (John). Lectures on Architecture and

Painting ; with illustration by the author.

London, 1854 •

Sartorius. Essai sur Petat Civil et Politique des

Peuples d'ltalie sous le Gouvernment des frotns.

8vo. Hf. cf.

Schleicher* Les Langues de l'Europe Modernc.

8vo. Paris. Half bound

Whewell (W.) Of the Plurality of Worlds
;
an

Essay. Also, a Dialogue on the same subject, m
edit. 12mo. London, 1854. . - •

Wolkof f (1TI.) Opuscules sur la Rente Fonciere.

8vo. Paris, 1854. .

00

lvol.
2 50

1 75

150

Just Published. Price $75 00.

EHEENBERG (C. G.) Mikro-Geologie. Das Erden und Felsen Schaffende wirken des

unsichtbar kleiner selbstandigen Lebens auf der Erde nebst 41 Tafela mit uber 4.000 colonrten

Figuren, gezeichnet Vom verfasser.

THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE; ITS NATIVE RACES. By Dr. R. G. Latham. With a large colored Ethno-

graphical Map of Russia, drawn under the direction of the Russian Governmrnt, and a colored Frontis-

piece ; being the Second Volume of the Ethnographical Library. In Post Svo., cloth, price -
2 00

New and Enlarged Edition, with New Plates and accompanying Text, of

A Series of Illustrations of the Geographical Distribution of Natural Phenomena. By

KEITH
Th Price of each, $5.

W "J

Messrs Blackwood & Sons have appointed H. B. Special Jlgents for this splendid work



Just published) 1 voL
}
12mo., in flexible leather binding^ Price $1 50*

i
*

THE PRESCRIBERS' COMPLETE HAND BOOK,
Comprising the Principles of the Art of Prescribing ; a Materia Medica

containing all the principal Medicines employed, classified according

to their natural families, with their properties, preparations

and uses, and a concise sketch of Toxicology.

Professor of the Faculty of Medicine, Paris, and

M.BEVEIL.
EDITED, WITH NOTES, BY J. BIRKBECK NEVINS, M. D

In 8i?0., Price $5.

radital %mfat nn 1st

BY JOHN QUEKETT,

mw0pe.

Assistant Conservator of the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons of England

BEVISED. WITH STEEL AND WOOD ENGRAVINGS.
\

•

QUEKETT'S

Delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons of England.

Vol. L—Elementary Tissues of Plants and Animals, 8vo., 159 Woodcuts, $1 75

Vol. II.—Structure of the Skeletons of Plants and Invertebrate Animals, 8vo.,

264 Woodcuts, $4.

In $vo., with nine folio colored Plates and 129 Woodcuts, $5.

KNAPP, RONALDS & RICHARDSON'S

CHEMISTRY [APPLIED TO THE AETS
AND TO MANUFACTURES, VOL. m.

EMBRACING SUGAR, COFFEE, TEA, CHOCOLATE, BREAD, ETC.

Also, in 8rc,

NEW EDITION OF VOL I, GREATLY ENLARGED,

AND SPLENDIDLY ILLUSTRATED, PRICE $5, CONTAINING:



LIBEAEY OF ILLTJSTEATED

STJU\*nann scientific ironns
*

English Editions at the price of the Reprints. .

Professor Muller's Principles of Physics and Meteorology*

WITH 530 WOODCUTS AND TWO COLORED ENGRAVINGS. 8VO.

Professor Wiesbach's mechanics of Machinery and Engineering*

2 YOLS. WITH 900 WOODCUTS. $7 50.
*

Professor Knapp's Technology; or*
1 Chemistry Applied to the Arts and to Manufactures.
EDITED BY DB. RONALDS AND DR.T. RICHARDSON.

3 VOLS. SPLENDIDLY ILLUSTRATED, PRICE $14.

Vol. I. New Edition^ containing :

Fuel and its Application* thoroughly Illustrated. $5.

Vol. III. recently published^ containing :

Sugar* Coffee, Tea. $5*

Quekett's (John) Practical Treatise on the use of the Microscope.

SECOND EDITION, WITH TWELVE STEEL AND NUMEROUS WOOD
ENGRAVINGS. 8vO.

External Forms of Man,
FOR ARTISTS.

EDITED BY R. KNOX, M.D.
TLAS PLAIN COLORED $10.

%
W

Graham's Clements of Chemistry.
in the Arts.

EDITION, WITH VOL. I.

,
Vol. II. in the Press.

Professor Nichol's Architecture of the Heavens*
NINTH EDITION, WITH 23 STEEL PLATES AND MANY WOODCUTS. LONDON, 185L $3 50

Mitchell's (J.) Manual of Practical Assaying.
FOR THE USE OF METALLURGISTS, CAPTAINS OF MINES, AND ASSAYERS IN GENERAL

SECOND EDITION, MUCH ENLARGED, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS. ETC.

3tt tjt ffrlBK.

Treatise on Metallurgy and the Chemistry
Metals*

BY DRS. RONALDS AND RICHARDSON.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Rl "
S-£

W. H. TINSON, Book and Job Printer, 84 Beelcman Street, New-York.



I

and on the heat disengaged in the act of absorption, 111 —Researches on the Ether»,

112—On the cyanic and cyanuric ethers and on the amids, 113.—On some new bitters

:

Action of the protosalts of iron on Nitronaphtahn and Nitrobenzin, 114.—Prot. Itndall

on some Peculiarities of the Magnetic Field, 115.

Mineral*™ and Geology.—Anal ysis of Allophane from the Black ox'yd of Copper mines

of Polk County, Tennessee, by Dr. C. T. Jackson On the Boraeic Acid Compounds

of the Tuscan Lagoons, by Emil Bechi. 119-On the Thickness of the Ice of the

Ancient Glaciers of North 'Wales, and other Points bearing on the GlacmOon ot the

Country, by Prof. Ramsay, 121.—On the Foliation of some Metamorphic Rocks m
rotland, by Prof. E. Forbes, 122-On the Relations of the " New Red Sandstone

of the Connecticut Valley and the Coal-bearing rocks of Eastern Virginia and £orth

Carolina, by Prof. W B. Rogers, 143.—Note on an indication of depth or tttmetaL

Seas, afforded by the remains of color in Fossil Testacea, by Edward Forbes, *.K.S>.,

1-26 -Arsenate of Lead and Vanadate of Lead : On the Identity of Ripidolite of yon

Kobell with Clinochlore, by N. von Kokscharov, 127

Botany and Zoology.—Martins Flora Brasiliensis, fasc. XII : The non-assimilation of Nitro-

gen" by Plants : Lupulin : The Fertilization of Ferns, 123.—Botanical Necrology

:

Payer; Traite d'Organogenie Vegetale Coraparee, 129—The .Micrographic Dictionary,

by GRiFFtTH and IIenfrev : The Individual in Plants etc. : On the influence ot the

Solar Radiations on the Vital Powers of Plants growing under different Atmospheric

Condition*, by J. II Gladstone, 130—Note on the Mastodon (?), and the Cephas

primigenius, by Sir John Richardson, 131.—Remains of the Mammoth and Mastodon

in California, by W. P. Blake : D overy of Viviparous Fish in Louisiana, by b. yow-

ler, 3I.D, with remarks by Prof. Agassiz, 133.—Perforating Animals, 136.-Mollusca

of Irkutsk, 137.

Astronomy.—Elements of Crania : Comet, 1831, IV : New Planets, 137.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.—On the Means of Realizing the Advantages of the Air-Engine,

by William Jons Macucorn Rankine, F.R .S.S , eu 13J.-Oti Lightning Conduc-

tors, 139.—On the Effect of Pressure on the Temperature of Foaion of different Sub-

stance by Mr. Hopkins, 110.—M. I'oucaull's nouvelles experiences sur le mouvemeni

de la rra an moyen du Gyroscope, 141.—On Meteorolites and Asteroids K.r.

Greg, Jr., 143.-Snramary of the Weather for June, at :-<an Francisco, California* By

II. Gibbons. M.D., lit -Observations on Atmospheric prepare; from A. and «J£
n™-

gintweit's « Untersuchunijen iiber die phy ehe Geographyand die <*«•«£»» aer

Alpen," 143.
G. Wilson
G. Hamilto
to explore the ueaa oea auu ine iuver juiuuji, «j w.~-- - - -

—
» _.-,;,.« w

Illustrations of the Bii of California, Texas, Oregon, British and Ru an America, by

John C vss.n, 149—Orr's Circle of the Scienccs-^rystalkwraphy^J™^
Rev. Walter M.tchell, M.A.. and l^of. Tennant : Ldinburgh New PhiIo^hica|

Journal: Memoria sobre las Antigiiedades Neo-granadma,, por EzEaLiEL L riccw
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XV.—Memoir on Meteorites—A Description offive new

Meteoric Irons, with some theoretical considerations on the
origin of Meteorites based on their Physical and Chemical
characters; by J. Lawrence Smith, M.D., Professor of Chemis-
try in the Medical Department of the University of Louisville.

Am

1. Meteoric Iron from Tazewell County, East Tennessee*

1 his meteorite was placed in my possession through the kind-

?o
Slof Prof

' J - B- Mitchell of Knoxville, in the month of August,
loo3. It was found by a son of Mr. Rogers living in that neigh-
borhood, while engaged in plouahir™&«gW mi ploughing a hill-side ; his attention
Was drawn to it by its sonorous character. As it very often hap-
pens among the less informed, it was supposed to be silver or
jo contain a large portion of that metal. With some difficulty
the mass was procured by Prof. Mitchell, and passed over to me.
Nothing could be ascertained as to the time of its fall ; it is stated
among the people living near where the meteorite was found, that
a ljght has been often seen to emanate from and rest upon the

5
,,l

» a belief that may have had its foundation in the observed
faI

' of t.his body.
The weight of this meteorite was fifty-five pounds. It is of a

Battened shape, with numerous conchoidal indentations, and three
annular openings passing through the thickness of the mass near

*
se of the discovery of this iron was given by me in 1853

sanes, Vol, XIX, ffo. 56.—March, 1855. 20

"J# Lt s.
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the outer edge. Two or three places on the surface are flattened,

as if other portions were attached at one tim£, but had been rusted

off by a process of oxydation that has made several fissures in

the mass so as to allow portions to be detached by the hammer,
although when the metal is sound the smallest fragment could not

be thus detached, it being both hard and tough. Its dimensions

are such that it will just lie in a box 13 inches long, 11 inches

51 The accompanying figure gives a

correct idea of the appearance of this meteorite.

l.

The exterior is covered with oxyd of iron, in some places so

thin as hardly to conceal the iron, in other places a quarter of an

inch deep. Its hardness is so great that it is almost impossible to

detach portions by means of a saw. Its color is white, owing to

the large amount of nickel present ; and a polished surface when

acted on by hot nitric acid displays in a most beautifully regular

manner the Widmannstattian figures. The specific gravity taken

on three fragments selected for their compactness and purity, is

from 7-88 to 791.
The following minerals have been found to constitute this

meteorite : 1st. Nickeliferous iron, forming nearly the entire

mass. 2nd. Protosnlphuret of iron, found in no inconsiderable

quantity on several parts of the exterior of the mass. 3d. Schrei-

bersite, found more or less mixed with the pyrites and in the

crevices of the iron, in pieces from the thickness of the blade ot

a penknife to that of the minutest particles. 4th. Olivine; two

or three very small pieces of this mineral have been found in the

interior of the iron. 5th. Protochlorid of iron; this mineral has

been found in this meteorite in the solid state, which I believe

is the first observation of this fact : it was found in a crevice
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that had been opened by a sledge hammer, and in the same crev-
ice Schreibersite wa£ found. Chlorid of iron is also found deli-

quescing on the surface ; some portions of the surface are entirely

free from it, while others again are covered with an abundance of
rust arising from its decomposition.

Besides the above minerals two others were found, one a sili-

ceous mineral, the other in minute rounded black particles ; both,

however were in too small quantity for any thing like a correct

idea to be formed of their composition.
The different minerals that admitted of it, were examined

chemically, and the following are the results

:

1. Nickeliferous Iron.—The specific gravity of this iron is as

already stated, from 7-88 to 7*91. It is not readily acted on by
any of the acids in the cold; nitric acid, either concentrated or

dilute, has no action on it until heated to nearly 200° Fahr., when
the action commences, and continues with great vigor even after

the withdrawal of heat. With reference to the action of sulphate
of copper, it is passive, although when immersed in a solution of
sulphate of copper and allowed to remain for several hours the
latter metal deposits itself in spots on the surface of the iron.

Thorough digestion in hot nitric acid dissolves the iron com-
pletely. When boiled with hydrochloric acid the iron dissolves

with the liberation of hydrogen, leaving undissolved the Schrei-
bersite

; but by long continued action this latter is also dissolved
with the evolution of phosphuretted hydrogen.
The following ingredients were detected on analysis of two

specimens

:

L 2.

Iron, . 82-39 83-02

Nickel, .... 15-02 1462
Cobalt, ... '43 '50

Copper,
. #

-09 '06

Phosphorus, . . .
-16 *19

Chlorine, .... *02

Sulphur, '08

Silica,

Magnt
46 '84

•24

98-55 99-57

Tin and arsenic were looked for, but neither of those sub-

stances detected. The magnesia and silica are doubtless com-
bined, probably in the form of olivine, and disseminated in mi-
nute particles through the iron. The phosphorus is in combina-
llon with a given portion of iron and nickel, forming Schreibersite;

the 16 per cent, of phosphorus corresponds to VIS of Schreiber-

site: so the metal mass may be looked on as composed of

Nickeliferous iron 9897, Schreibersite 103=10000.
The composition of the nickeliferous iron corresponds to five

atoms of iron and 1 of nickel.

*£°n, 5 atoms,
Nickel, 1 "

82*59

17-41=100-00
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2. Prolosulphuret of Iron.—This variety of sulphuret of iron

found with meteorites is usually designated as magnetic pyrites,

leaving it to be inferred that its composition is the same as the

terrestrial variety. Without alluding to the doubt among some

mineralogists as to the true composition of the terrestrial magnetic

pyrites, I have only to say that most careful examination of the

sulphuret detached from the meteorite in question proves it to

be a protosulphuret ; a conclusion to which Rammelsberg had

already come, with reference to the pyrites of the Seelasgen iron,

which latter pyrites I have also examined, confirming the results

of Rammelsberg.
This pyrites encrusts some portion of the iron, and in places is

mixed with a little Schreibersite. It presents no distinct crystal-

line structure, has a grey metallic lustre, and a specific gravity of

4*75. The Seelasgen pyrites gave me for specific gravity 4*681.

The specimen of pyrites in question gave, on analysis:

Iron 62-38, sulphur 3567, nickel 0-32, copper trace, silica 0*56,

lime 08=98*91.
The formula Fe S requires sulphur 36*36, iron 63*64.

The magnetic property of this mineral is far inferior to that

possessed by Schreibersite.

3. Schreibersite.—It is found disseminated in small particles

through the mass of the iron, and is made evident by the action

of hydrochloric acid ; it is also found in flakes of little size, in-

serted as it were into the iron, and owing to the f-jct that in many
parts where it occurs chlorid of iron also exists, this last has

caused the iron to rust in crevices, and on opening these, Schrei-

bersite was detached mechanically. This mineral as it exists in

the meteorite in question, so closely resembles magnetic pyrites

that it can be readily mistaken for this latter substance, and I feel

confident in asserting that a great deal of the so-called magnetic

pyrites associated with various masses of meteoric iron, will upon

examination, be found not to contain a trace of sulphur, and will

on the contrary prove to be Schreibersite that can be easily re-

cognised by the characters to be fully detailed a little farther on.

Its color is yellow or yellowish white, sometimes with a green-

ish tinge; lustre metallic; hardness 6; specific gravity 7*017.

No regular crystalline form was detected; its fracture in one direc-

tion is conchoidal. It is attracted very readily by the magnet,

even more so than magnetic oxyd of iron ; it acquires polarity

and retains it. I have a piece T\ of an inch long, T\ of an inch

broad, and 3\ of an inch thick, which has retained its polarity

over six months ; unfortunately the polarity was not tested imme-

diately when it was detached from the iron, and not until it had

come in contact with a magnet, so that it cannot be pronounced

as originally polar.
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Before the blowpipe it melts readily, little blisters forming on
the surface from the escape of chlorine, and blackens. The mag-
net is a most ready means of distinguishing the Schreibersite from
the pyrites commonly found in meteoric irons, for although the
pyrites is attracted by the magnet, it is necessary that the latter

should be brought quite near to it for the effect to be produced,
whereas i( the particles exposed to the magnet be Schreibersite,

k they will be attracted with almost the readiness of iron filings.

Hydrochloric acid acts exceedingly slowly on this mineral when
pulverized, with the formation of phosphnretted hydrogen. Nitric

acid acts more vigorously and readily dissolves it when finely

pulverized. The composition of this substance has in ail cases
but one, been made out from the residue of meteoric iron, after

having been acted on by hydrochloric acid, which accounts for

the great variation in the statements of the proportion of its con-
stituents.

Mr. Fisher examined pieces of Schreibersite detached from the
Braunau iron, with the following results : Iron 55-430, nickel
25015, phosphorus 11-722, chrome 2-850, carbon 1-156, silex

0-985^98-158.

The results of my analyses do not differ very materially from
this

; they are as follows :

Nickel,

Cobalt, .

Copper, .

Phosphorus, .

Silica, .

Alumina, .

Zinc, •'.-..
Chlorine,

10066 99-69

Nos. 1 and 2 were separated mechanically from the iron. No.
3 chemically. The silica, alumina and lime were almost entirely

absent from No. 3, and in the other specimen they are due to a sili-

ceous mineral that I have found attached in small particles to the

Schreibersite. There is no essential difference in my results, yet
in neither instance do I suppose the mineral was obtained per-

fectly pure
; although enough so, it is believed, to furnish the

correct chemical formula ; and, as from what has been previously
Said, Schreibersite will be found to exist in larger quantities than
11 was suspected, it will not be long before the question of the

uniformity of its composition will be settled, a point of interest

bearing upon the theoretical consideration of meteoric stones.

The formula of Schreibersite, I consider to be NiaFeiP.
Per cent.

Phosphorus, * 1 atom 15*47

Nickel, >:*•-*
. 2 « 29-17

Iron,
.

*

4 " 55*36

1. 2. 3.

57*22 56*04 56*53

25-82 2643 28-02

0*32 0*41 0*28

trace not estimated.

1392 14*86

1*62

1*63

trace not estimated.

0*13
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This mineral although not usually much dwelt upon when
speaking of meteorites, is decidedly the most interesting one asso-

ciated with this class of bodies, even more so than the nickelifer-

ous iron. It has no representative in genus or species among ter-

restrial minerals, and is one possessed of highly interesting prop-

erties. Although among terrestrial minerals phosphates are found,

not a single phosphuret is known to exist ; so true is this (that

with our present knowledge) if anyone thing could convince me
more strongly than another of the non-terrestrial origin of auy
natural body, it would be the presence of this or some similar

phosphuret. It is commonly alluded to as a residue from the ac-

tion of hydrochloric acid upon meteoric iron, when in fact it ex-

ists in plates and fragments of some size in almost all meteoric

iron ; and there is reason to believe that it is never absent from

any of them in some form or other : what is meant by u some
size" is, that it is in pieces large enough to be seen by the naked

eye, and to be detached mechanically.

In an examination of the meteoric specimens in the Yale Col-

lege Cabinet, more than half of them have been discovered to

contain Schreibersite visible to the eye, that had been considered

pyrites. Among them, the large Texas meteorite was examined,

and although none was visible on the surface, a small fragment

of the same mass given me by Prof. Silliman, contains a piece of

Schreibersite of over a grain weight.

The reason why it has not attracted more attention, arises from

its resemblance to pyrites ; I will therefore state a ready manner
of telling whether it be such or not.

Detach a small fragment, and hold a magnet capable of sustain-

ing five or six ounces or more, within half an inch or an inch

of the fragment, if it be Schreibersite it will be attracted with

great readiness ; the magnetic pyrites requiring a very close ap-

proximation of the magnet before attracted. This, with some

little experience, becomes a ready method of separating the two.

It is not, however, to be expected that this method alone, is to

satisfy us, when other means can be appealed to for distinguishing

this mineral ; the following is one which is readily accomplished

with the smallest fragment (half a milligramme). Melt in a small

loop of platinum wire, a little carbonate of soda, add the small-

est fragment of nitrate of soda and the piece of mineral, hold the

mixture in the flame of a lamp for two or three minutes; place

the bead of soda in a watch glass, add a little water and filter
j

to the filtrate add a drop or two of acid to neutralize the excess

of carbonate of soda ; evaporate nearly to dryness ; add a drop of

ammonia, and then a drop of ammoniacal sulphate of magnesia,

when the double phosphate of magnesia and ammonia will show
itself, and the crystalline form will be recognised under the micro-

scope. If the piece examined be several milligrammes in weight,
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the operation can be carried on in a small platinum capsule. This
reaction can also be had by acting on the mineral, however small
the piece, by aqua-regia, evaporate until only a little of the liquid
is left, add a little tartaric acid, then a drop or two of ammonia
to supersaturate the acid, and lastly a little ammoniacal sulphate
of magnesia, when the crystals of the double phosphate of mag-
nesia and ammonia will appear.

4. Protochlorid of Iron.—In breaking open one of the fissures

of this meteoric iron, a small amount of a green substance was
obtained, that was easily soluble in water, and although not
analyzed quantitatively, it left no doubt upon my mind as to its

being protochlorid of iron ; and the manner of its occurrence gave
strong evidence of its being an original constituent of the mass,
and not formed since the fall of the mass, Chlorid of iron was
apparent on various parts of the iron by its deliquescence on the
surface.

2. Meteoric Iron from Campbell County, Tenn.

This meteorite was discovered in July, 1853, in Campbell
County, Tennessee, in Stinking Creek, which flows down one
°f the narrow valleys of the Cumberland mountains. It was
found by a Mr. Arnold in the channel of this stream, and having
been obtained by Prof. Mitchell of Knoxville, he kindly pre-
sented it to me. It is a small oval mass 2J inches long, If broad,
and % thick, with an irregular surface and several cavities perfo-
rating the mass. It was covered with a thin coat of oxyd ; and
°n one half of it chlorid of iron was deliquescing from the sur-

face, while on another portion there was a thin siliceous coating.

The iron composing the mass was quite tough, highly crys-
talline, and exhibited small cavities on being broken, resembling
very much in this respect, as well as in many other points, the

Hommony Creek iron ; a polished surface when etched, exhib-
ited distinct irregular Widmannstattian figures.

The weight is 4£ ounces. Specific gravity, 7*05. The low-
ness of the specific gravity is accounted for by its porous nature.

Composition

Ir™i, ....
Nickel,

Cobalt, . . . .

Copper, too small to be estimated.

Carbon, ,

Phosphorus,
Silica,

.

97-54

0*25

0-6

.1-50

012
1-05

100-52

Chlorine exists in some parts in minute proportion. The
amount of nickel, it will be seen is quite small, but its composi-
tion is nevertheless perfectly characteristic of its origin.
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3. Meteoric Iron from Coahuila, Mexico.

This meteorite was brought to this country by Lieut. Gouch,
of the U. S. Army, he having obtained it at Saltillo. It was

said to have come from the Sancha estate, some fifty or sixty

miles from Santa Rosa in the north of Coahuila ; various ac-

counts were given of the precise locality, but none seemed very

satisfactory. "When first seen by Lieut. Gouch, it was used as

an anvil, and had been originally intended for the Society of Ge-

ography and Statistics in the city of Mexico. It is stated that

where this mass was found, there are many others of enormous
size ; these stones, however, it is well known, are to be received

with many allowances. Mr. Weidner, of the mines of Freiberg,

states that near the southwestern edge of the Balson de Mapimi,

on the route to the mines of Parral, there is a meteorite near the

road of not less than a ton weight. Lieut. Gouch also states

that the intelligent but almost unknown Dr. Berlandier, writes in

his journal of the commission of limits, that at the Hacienda of

Venagas there was (1827) a piece of iron that would make a cyl-

inder one yard in length with a diameter of ten inches. It was
said to have been brought from the mountains near the Hacienda.

It presented no crystalline structure, and was quite ductile.

The meteoric mass in question, which is at the Smithsonian

Institution, is of the form represented in the figure, and one well
*

2.

adapted for an anvil. Its weight is 252 lbs., and from several

flattened places, I am led to suppose that pieces have become de-

tached. The surface, although irregular in some places, is rather

smooth, with only here and there thin coatings of rust, and, as

might be expected, but very feeble evidence of chlorine, and that

only on one or two spots on the surface. Specific gravity 7-81.

It is highly crystalline, quite malleable, and not difficult to cut

with the saw. Its surface etched with nitric acid, presents the

Widmannstattian figures, with a finely specked surface between
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the lines, resembling the representation we have of the etched
surface of Hauptmannsdorf iron. Schreibersite is visible in the
iron, but so inserted in the mass, that it cannot be readily detected
by mechanical means. Hydrochloric acid leaves a residue of
beautifully brilliant patches of this mineral.

Subjected to analysis, it was found to contain
Iron, 95*82 Which corresponds to

Cobalt, »S6

Nickel • 3*18 Nickeliferous Iron, 98*45

Copper, minute quantity not estimated.
Schreibersite, 1 55

Phosphorus, 0*24
10000

9959

The iron is remarkably free from other constituents. It is es-

pecially interesting as the largest mass of meteoric iron in this

country next to the Texas meteorite at Yale College.

4. Meteoric Iron from Tucson, Mexico.

We have had several accounts of meteoric masses which exist
at Tucson

; Dr. J. L. LeConte having made them known sdme few
years ago. Since that time Mr. Bartlett, of the Boundary Com-
mission, has seen them and made a drawing of one which he has
kindly allowed me the use of, as well as the manuscript* notice
of them, which is however, quite brief. This mass is used for

an anvil, resembles native iron, and weighs about six hundred
pounds. Its greatest length is five feet. Its exterior is quite
smooth, while the lower part which projects from the larger leg
is very jagged and rough. It was found about twenty miles dis-

tant towards Tubac. and about eight miles from the road where
we are told are many larger masses. The following figure (3)
represents the appearance of that meteorite.

Since my communication last April, I have obtained fragments
°f the meteorite from Lieut. Jno. G. Parke, of the U. S. Topo-
graphical Engineers, who cut them from the mass at Tucson,
and to whose kindness I feel much indebted.
Some of the fragments were entirely covered with rust, and

}n some parts, little blisters existed, arising from chlorid of iron.

Portions of the broken surface retain their metallic lustre untar-

nished. The Widmannstattian figures are very imperfectly de-

veloped, owing to the porous nature of the iron, the pores of
wluch are filled with a stony mineral. The specific gravity

taken on three specimens were 6 52—6-91—7*13. The last was
the most compact and free from stony particles that could be
f°und, and upon that the chemical examination was made.

Since this was communicated to the American Association for the Advance-
ment f Science, Mr. Bartlett's valuable and instructive work, entitled " Personal

Narrative of Explorations in Texas, New Mexico, California, Sonora, and Chihuahua,"
£as been published in two handsome octavo volumes, by the Messrs. Appleton's,
«ew York

: and we are indebted to the publishers for the use of Mr. Bartlett's fine
c,Jt3 on the following pages.—J. L. s.

StowD Series, Vol. XIX, Xo. 56.—March, 1855. 21
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On examination it is seen to consist of two distinct parts, me-

tallic and stony; the latter was only in minute particles, yet it

was impossible, among the specimens at my disposal, to find a

piece that was without it. On analysis, the following ingredients

were found

:

Iron,

Nickel,

Cobalt, ' *

Copper,
Phosphorus,

Chromic oxyd,
Magnesia, .

Silica,

Alumina. .

85*54 Which represent the f<ulowmg mi

8*55

•61 Nickeliferous iron, . 93-81

•03 Chrome iron, -41

•12 Schreibersite, •8 J

21 Olivine, 506
' 2'04

302 100-12

trace

100-1

2

3.

%

Some few particles of olivine were separated mechanically,

and readily recognised as such under the magnifying glass in con-

nection with the action of acids, which readily decompose it, fur-

nishing silica and magnesia. Some of the olivine is in a pulver-

ulent condition, resembling that of the Atacama iron. The nick-

eliferous iron of this Tucson meteorite also resembles that of the

Atacama iron
; calculated from the above results, it consists of

Iron 9091, nickel 8-46, cobalt 63, copper, tracer 10000.
This meteorite* is one of much interest, and it is to be hoped

that some of our enterprising U. S. Topographical Engineers

* Since my notice of this meteorite, Prof. C. U. Shepard has published (Am.

Journal of Science, Nov. 1854) an account of it, not aware of my communication to

the Am. Assoc. He seems inclined to think that the stony material might be chlad-

nite, although he could form no definite conclusion on this head From what has
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will yet be able to

it to this country.

part

Meteoric Iron of

For the description of this meteorite, I am indebted to the
manuscript of Mr. Bartlett, and had hoped to have obtained a
fragment of it for examination from Dr. Webb, who detached
pieces from the mass ; but when applied to, they were no longer

4.

W his possession. It exists at the Hacienda tie Conception, about

Jen miles from Zapata. " The form is irregular. Its greatest
height is forty-six inches

;
greatest breadth thirty-seven inches

;

circumference in thickest part eight feet three inches. Its weight
as given by Senor Urquida, is about three thousand eight hun-
dred and fifty-three pounds. It is irregular in form, as seen by the
fig«re

; and one side is filled with deep cavities, generally round
and of various dimensions. At its lower part, as it now stands,
js a projecting leg, quite similar to the one on the meteorite at
1 Ucs°u. The back or broadest part is less jagged than the other
portions, and contains fewer cavities, yet, like the rest, is very
lrregular.' ?

t>een said in the text, it will be seen to be olivine, the chladnite of the Bishopville
stone not being a icked by acid, or onlv to a very feeble extent, by boiling sul-
ptnmc acid. And I would here remark that from some investigations just made,
Aiaonite is likely to prove a pyroxene.—J. l. s.

(To be continued)
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Art. XVI.

—

On the Periodical Rise and Fall of the Lakes ; by

Major Lachlan, Montreal.

(Continued from p. 71.)

Such continued to be the state of the question, till the institu-

tion, by the American States, of those great patriotic works, the

Geological Surveys of New York, Ohio, and Michigan, when the

subject being taken up by the talented individuals employed in

that duty, as far as their other immediate avocations would permit,

with that spirit which ever distinguishes the lovers of science, I

was enabled to glean many interesting additional particulars from

their official reports, though, unfortunately, none sufficiently con-

clusive to solve the great philosophical problem so long under dis-

cussion. Among these I, of course rank first the eminent Amer-

ican geologist, Professor Hall, from whose elaborate work, put

forth under the enlightened auspices of the State of New York.

I extract the following valuable remarks on the elevation and de-

pression of the great Lakes:*
u The fluctuating level of the waters of these Lakes has long

excited attention
; and many speculations have been hazarded to

account for the phenomenon. The somewhat general belief that

the periodical rise and fall in their waters occupy seven years ap-

pears not to be founded on authentic observation. Sand-bars and

beaches, or the inlets of certain bays, are regarded as the land-

marks
;
and these being liable to fluctuation from accumulation

and removal, it follows that no hypothesis, founded on such ob-

servations, can be of any value. It is nevertheless true

that there are important fluctuations in the Lake levels, which

are unconnected with the temporary influence of winds. The
only rational explanation of these changes yet afforded is that de-

pending on the waste and supply of water. From the immense
surface exposed to the sun's rays, it is plain that the amount of

water evaporated is immense ; and if by any means the process

becomes retarded, the water is elevated. Again, the greater quan-

tity of snow fallen during certain seasons has been considered a

sufficient reason for explaining the increased elevation of the

Lakes. If after such a season a summer follows when there is a

small degree of sunshine, the amount of evaporation being thus

diminished, the Lakes remain at a high point. These causes

though perhaps satisfactory, and without doubt true, at least to a

certain extent, do not always appear sufficient to account for the

fluctuations which have been noticed. Twenty-five or thirty

years ago the beach of Lake Erie was a travelled highway beyond

Buffalo; but at this time it would be quite impossible to travel

along the same. • . .

See Hall's Geology of Hew York, pp. 408 to 410.

?
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"From the united testimony of persons residing along the
margins of all the Lakes, and from other demonstrative proofs, it

appears that for many years previous to 1838, all the Lakes had
been rising, that about that time they attained their maximum,
and have since (to 1842) been subsiding. I have no means of
determining the time or degree of the minimum depression. Mr.
Wiggins, the State Topographer of the Geological Survey of
Michigan, gives the rise of the Lakes as five feet from 1819 to

1838, and regards it as probable that the minimum period contin-
ues for a considerable length of time, while the maximum con-
tinues only for a year. . . A single individual has informed
me that about 1788 or 1790 the Lakes were nearly as hish as in
issa ...

" The annual fluctuations in the level of the Lakes are doubt-
less due to the nature of the seasons, depending on the quantity
of rain and snow, and the amount of the evaporation ;

but it is

not so satisfactorily demonstrated that for a series of twenty years
the quantity of rain and snow has increased, or that evaporation
has lessened uniformly throughout that period.

J he effect of winds in producing {daily) temporary elevations
and depressions is very remarkable. A strong westerly wind
will raise the water in the eastern end of Lake Erie several feet
in a few hours, when a much larger quantity is driven down the
Niagara; and although so rapid a stream below the Falls, the
water frequently rises fifteen or twenty feet during a westerly
wind. At the same time the water is diminished at the western
extremity of the Lake, and a corresponding depression there takes
place. The prevalence of a strong easterly or northerly wind
IQ the same way drives the waters to the western and southern
parts of the Lake, and a much smaller quantity flows down the

Niagara during such period. The same effects take place in a
greater or less degree in all the Lakes—the rising at one extrem-
lty and the sinking at the other, till the wind subsides, when it

resumes the equilibrium, and in so doing presents a beautiful ex-

hibition of the long swells which are observed in the ocean after

the subsidence of a high wind."
Professor Hall was well seconded by Professor Mather, after-

Wards chief director of the Geological Survey of Ohio, and sub-

sequently (in 1845, '46, and ?47) a resident on the shores of Lake
Superior, observant of the meteorology and change of level of
that Lake, from whose reports and other writings I extract the

following particulars respecting Lakes Erie and Superior:*
" A tradition exists that there is a periodical rise and fall in Lake

Erie, through a certain number of years. If it is true—and there

are reasons for believing that it may be so, to a certain extent

See Geological Report of Professor Mather for 1838.
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it is evident that the present rise (1838) is higher than has occur-

red for many years before, for extensive tracts of forest are now
overflowed, and timber killed in consequence, the trees of which
indicate a long period of growth. The causes that may concur

to produce such a variation in the level of the Lake are :— 1st,

An obstruction to the drainage to the usual quantity of water, in

consequence of which, if the usual supply continues, the water

must rise. 2d, The increased or diminished supply of water, de-

dependent on the wetness or dryness of the season, the relative

temperature, and amount of evaporation, both from the surface

of the Lake and the country which receives its drainage waters,

and the amount of water supplied by the Lakes above, as Lakes

Huron, Michigan, and Superior,—the amount of water contribu-

ted by which is due to the same general causes, with the possible

addition of an increasing water-way from the cutting down of

their outlets, and pouring down an additional supply. 3d, An-
other possible cause may be taken into account in the varying

level (or upheaval) of the solid earth itself—examples of which
are mentioned -in various works on geology, as to be seen in part

of the coast of Sweden, where it is said to be slowly rising at

the present time. 7 '

To this the Professor well adds;—"It is considered an object

of great importance to determine what are the causes of this

effect ; and it was therefore intended, if the Legislature had made
an appropriation corresponding to the estimate, and with provisions

to the Bill which was reported last Session, to have set in train a

series of observations in several localities on the Lake coast, and

in different parts of the States, so that by the period for the close

of the survey, a determination of the causes of the rise and fall

of the Lake might have been attained. All the aid which the

various branches of meteorology could have secured would also

have decided the question as to the small tides, which are said to

be very sensible in some places."

To the foregoing remarks- of Professor Mather, I may be per-

mitted to add that it is much to be regretted that any circum-

stances should have prevented his excellent suggestion from being

carried into effect; but that such having unfortunately been the

case, it now remains for the British province of Canada to have

the credit of completing so desirable a work, on a far more ex-

tended scale.

Turning again to Lake Superior, I am happy to be able to

quote the following (abridged) remarks by the same writer:*
" The great rise and fall of the level of the waters of the great

Lakes, through a series of years has been long noticed. The
cause is doubtless due to a greater quantity of snow and rain, or

* See Report of Geological Survey of Ohio for 1838-39 ; and an article in the

American Journal of Science for Julv. 1 848.
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of a lower mean temperature and diminished evaporation during
the period of rise, and the reverse during the time of fall of the
water-level. During 1838-39, the waters were higher than they
had been before for at least two centuries. This is demonstrated
by the large tracts of land that were inundated which were cov-
ered with forest trees, many of them the growth of ages. These
trees were destroyed by the overflow around Lakes Erie and Hu-
ron, and on the Ste. Marie river, between Point Detour and the
Sank Ste. Marie.

" We have no accounts of Lake Superior at that time ; but
there are facts that indicate a marked variation within a few years.
In 1845 a rock in the middle of the entrance of Eagle Harbor,
showed itself only in the trough of the waves ; and the narrow
outlet between the west end of Porter's Island and the main land
at Copper Harbor, was of such depth that loaded boats could
enter without touching the rocks. In 1846, the rock at the
mouth of Eagle Harbor was one-and-a half feet above water

;

and boats could not get into Copper Harbor. In June, 1847, the
rock above-mentioned was still more above water, and the outlet
to Copper Harbor could be crossed by stepping on the projecting
points of the reef, without wetting the feet ; and during some
depressions of the water by barometrical waves, it was laid almost
entirely dry. From the 18th of June to the 6th of September
there was a rise of full twelve inches. It has been observed on
this lake that the water is lowest in spring and highest in autumn.
Ihis is readily explained by the fact that in winter most of the
ordinary supplies of water from the drainage of the surrounding
country are cut off, by being converted into ice and snow; while
evaporation from the surface of the Lake by the dry northern
winds continues to carry away a very sensible quantity of water.
Airing the spring, on the contrary, the snow and ice melt, and
the accumulated stores of winter flow into the Lake in greater
quantity than to compensate for the evaporation and the drainage
at the outlet.

# . During a century past the waters of Lake
superior cannot have been more than four feet above the level of
1847, for any considerable time, as is evident by the growth of
trees of two feet in diameter at Porter's Island, which would have
died had the ground around them been inundated for any great
length of time.

.

To descend once more to Lake Erie. I am next indebted to

^°1. Whittlesey, Topographer to the Geological Survey of Ohio
*or the following, confined to the annual and daily fluctuations in
that Lake, with a variety of other acceptable details respecting

Particular sudden floods, as well as for a concise but imperfect
tabular view of the reported, combined with the known annual
^nations in the level of its waters from 1796 to 1S3S.#

* See Colonel Whittlesey's Report for 1838-39.
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"The general belief among navigators and residents on the

Lakes appears to be uniform against the existence of any law by

which these fluctuations are governed or may be predicted. The
scanty information collected tends to the conclusion that these

general elevations and depressions are fortuitous, and the result of

accidental disorder in the seasons throughout the Lake country.

It is, however, well established that there is in Lake Erie an an-

nual tide, independent of the general state* of the water, which

rises from eight to fifteen inches in the mean. The minimum
occurs about the time of the breaking up of the ice, late in winter.

and the maximum late in spring or early in summer and fall. In

the winter less change is perceptible ; but early in spring it rises

very fast, and with great regularity, till it reaches the maximum.
All measurements should be taken subject to this change ; but I

am unable to fix a mean surface for the year, or to give a probable

error. . . The geographical position of Lake Erie in refer-

ence to the prevailing winds is the cause of irregularities in the

annual rise and fall of the waters. Its general course being

northeast and southwest, discharging at the north, the steady

west wind of the fall accelerates the flow of water from this Lake,

at the same time retarding its supply from the other lakes.

" It has been asserted that there exists in the Lakes, as in the

Ocean, a daily or lunar tide. Whether it is true when applied to

Huron, Ontario, or other lakes, is not perhaps entirely settled.

The observations I have been enabled to make on Lake Erie, and

the uniform testimony of the waterman and harbor workmen
coincide in denying the existence of any change resembling the

oceanic tide, and Mr. Davies, the Collector of Customs, writes

decidedly: ' This is not the fact ; the examination of the tide-

waiter kept at our office, and observations made almost hourly

since August last, enable me to assert, without fear of contradic-

tion, that there is no tide upon Lake Erie.'

"

It will be perceived that I already happen to possess more ac-

cumulated information on the vicissitudes of Lake Erie, to which

my own attention and reflections had been more particularly di-

rected, than of all the rest of our great Mediterranean seas put

together; and I have now the additional satisfaction of turning

to the investigations of my more immediate neighbors, the State

Geologists of Michigan, and more especially of their talented

chief, the lamented late Dr. Houghton, and his able assistant and

topographer, Mr. Higgins.

From the first Report of the former, however, I can only ven-

ture to point to the following naked paragraphs, on the change of

elevation in the waters of the Lakes, as equally applicable to Can-

ada and to the American States.f

* Stage is the word used, meaning " level" I presume.—R. l.

f See Geological Report of Michigan for 1839, p. 20 to 22.
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11 The great interest which this subject possesses, in connection
with our Lake Harbors, as well as with those agricultural inter-

ests connected with the flat lands bordering the Lakes and Rivers,
may be a sufficient apology for introducing the following facts

and reflections upon the subject. An accurate and satisfactory

determination of the total rise and fall of the waters of the Lakes
is a subject, the importance of which, in connection with some
of our works of internal improvement and harbors, can at this

time scarcely be appreciated.

"Much confusion is conceived to have arisen in the minds of
a portion of our citizens, in consequence of a confounding of the
regular annual rise and fall to which the waters of the Lakes are

subject, with that apparently irregular elevation and subsidence
which only appears to be completed in a series of years; changes
that are conceived to depend upon causes so widely different,

that, while the one can be calculated with almost the same cer-
tainty as the return of the seasons, the other can by no means be
calculated with any degree of certainty.

" It is well known to those who have been accustomed to no-
tice the relative height of the water of the Lakes, that during the
winter season, while the flow of water from the small streams is

either partially or wholly checked by ice, and while the springs
fail to discharge their accustomed quantity, the water of the lakes
is invariably low. As the spring advances the snow that had
fallen during the winter is changed to water, the springs receive
their accustomed supply, and the small streams are again opened,
their banks being full in proportion to the amount of snow which
ttay have fallen during the winter, added to the rapidity with
which it may have been melted. The water of the Lakes, in
consequence of this suddenly increased quantity received from
the immense number of tributaries, commences rising with the
first opening of the spring, and usually attains its greatest eleva-
tion—at least in the upper Lakes—sometime in the month of
June or July. As the seasons advance, or during the summer
and a large portion of the autumnal months, evaporation is in-

creased, and the amount of water discharged by the streams les-

sened, in consequence of which the water of the Lakes falls very
gradually until the winter again sets in, when a still greater de-
pression takes place, from the renewed operations of the causes
already mentioned.

* The extreme variation in the height of the water from win-
ter to summer is subject to considerable change, according as the
winters may vary from cold and dry to warm and wet ; but dur-
lng the past e jght years it may foe estimated at two feet.

"The annual rise and fall of the waters of the Lakes, depen-
dent, as it manifestly is, upon causes which are somewhat uni-
form in their operation, must not be confounded with that eleva-
Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 56—March, 1855. 22
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tion and depression to which the waters are subject, independent

of causes connected with the seasons of the year. These latter

changes, which take place more gradually, sometimes undergoing

but little variation for a series of years, are least liable to be no-

ticed, unless they be very considerable ; but with respect to con-

sequences, they are of vastly more importance, since they are

subject to a larger and more permanent range.
" That the waters of the Lakes, from the earliest settlement of

the country have been subject to considerable variation in relative

height is well known. At one time the belief was very general

that these changes took place at regular intervals, rising for a

space of seven years, and subsiding for a similar length of time:

a belief which would appear to be in consonance with that of

the Indians, and with whom, it no doubt originated. It is not

wonderful that a subject, the causes of which are so little com-

prehended by our natives should be invested with an air of mys-

tery, or that an error once propagated, in consequence of the long

series of years required to bring about any considerable change

could scarcely be eradicated. While the idea of that septennial

rise and fall must be regarded as founded in error, it is neverthe-

less true, that from the earliest records, the height of the Lakes

has been subject to a considerable variation, usually rising very

gradually and irregularly for a series of years, and after that falling

in a similar, but more rapid, manner."
Dr. Houghton concludes a number of other excellent elucida-

tory remarks by observing, with regard to the succession of pre-

vious cold and wet seasons which produced the great rise in 1838

that, "when we take into consideration, in connection with the

causes enumerated, the fact that during the wet years evaporation

must have been less than during the dry ones, it may be fairly

presumed that sufficient apparent causes have existed to produce

all the results noticed ; and we may add, should such a succes-

sion of dry and warm seasons follow, we may look with certainty

for a return of the Lakes to the former low level."

In consequence of the great length of the foregoing quotation,

I must be content with giving only the following abridged and

disjointed particulars on the same subject from Mr. Higgins's Re-

ports of 1839 and 1841 :—" That interesting question, the peri-

odical rise and fall of the Lakes, has given rise to a variety of

curious speculations. The inference drawn from the following

data, is presumed, will not be altogether inconclusive. Calcula-

tions may be made sufficiently accurate to determine nearly the

amount of surface drained ; and if our climate, as is alleged, shows

a successive series of cold and moist years, and of warm and dry

ones, mutually following each other, variations in the volume of

water cannot but be great. Taking into account only the cen-

tral and upper divisions of the St. Lawrence valley
;
from Niagara
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to the northwest angle of Lake Superior, embracing all the coun-
try whose streams are tributary to the Lakes, the surface drained
is calculated (as shewn by a table of sections) at 248,775 square
miles, besides 86,760 square miles occupied by the Lakes; and it

is further calculated that the enormous accumulation of water dis-
charged through the River Detroit during high floods, allowing
a current of only one mile an hour, is not less than 95,135,000
cubic feet per hour, or 1,585,558 cubic feet per minute. The
floods on Lake Ontario, however, are generally the highest by
about two feet ; and for this obvious reason, that it receives the
successive accumulations of all the Lakes, from the Niagara to
the St. Louis Rivers, at the head of Lake Superior.
According to Mr. Mather's report for 1S41, which is the next

testimony to be adduced : "The preceding year (1840) was the
second since the unusual elevation of the waters of the Lakes,
since which time there had been a remarkable coincidence in the
ratios of subsidence, the more unlooked for when taken in con-
nection with the causes which tend to equalize the amount of
falling water in the form of rain, snow and dew, with the con-
stant action of evaporation.' 7 ••#•'#
"The diminution in a given quantity of water exceeds by

evaporation all the supplies which it receives from rain

—

i. e, the
average amount of falling water is equal per year to thirty-three
inches; but the evaporation will reduce it to forty-four inches,

^

rhen fully exposed to the sun and air. One season of extreme
drought would, upon the expanse of these Lakes produce an ex-
treme depression, while the contrary would produce a correspond-
Jng rise. It cannot then be matter of much astonishment that
such expanded areas of water, subject to such influences should
be greatly affected. The wonder is that they do not oftener
present greater fluctuations. The equal and almost unvarying
s^ge at which we find them is due to the conformity of the
seasons, and the systematic order in which nature conducts all

her works.

" The semi-annual alterations observable in summer and win-
ter arise from other well known causes. In summer the supply
w unchecked, and the consequence is an increase to the height of
ab°ut thirty inches; when in winter these supplies are again
checked, a consequent depression follows. Measures to ascertain
exactly the semi-annual fluctuations have never been thought
^eccessary. Besides it is not uncommon for ice in large bodies

c°ttect at the outlets of the Lakes, andfor a time prevent the
usual discharge, as xoas the case at the outlet of Lake Huron in
connection with a west wind in 1824 and 1831, when the depth
m tfle Detroit River opposite the City of Detroit was diminished
°ver ten feetP •>****
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\

" Besides all this, the effect of winds acts sometimes in favor

as well as against the other irregularities. The geographical po-

sition of the Lakes is such, that allowing them to prevail from

the same point at the same time over them all, which is by no

means always the case, they produce a variety of results. A west

wind forces the waters of Lake Erie into the Niagara River, at

the same time that the waters from the foot of Lakes Huron and

Michigan are forced into the straits of Michilimackinac, and there

again are met by the waters of Lake Superior, through the straits

of Ste, Marie. Hence the straits which connect Lakes Huron
and Erie have all the indications of a tide, though irregular as

to time, as well as to the amount of its elevation and depression
j

and it has often both risen and fallen in about the same proportion

and sometimes in the same periods as the lunar tides of those

Rivers which empty into the Ocean. But when even these tides

take place, either in the Lakes themselves, or in the straits con-

necting them, they are fortuitous, and the results of accidental

disorder common throughout the Lake region. Another feature

may be observed in the Lakes, differing in nothing from the

ground swell of the Ocean—the reaction of the water, after

having been pressed by the wind a few days or hours in one di-

rection ;—the most favorable point for noticing which is at an

outlet or bay, and Lake Superior having the largest surface pre-

sents the most favorable traits of such reaction."

Having thus nearly exhausted my scattered extracts and notes,

derived from American authorities, it now remains to refer to a

few more memoranda on the same interesting subject, derived

from British writers, such as Sir Richard Bonnycastle, Mr. Mc-

Gregor, Mr. Talbot and others. Among these I turn first to Sir

Richard's work on Canada, from which I have taken the following

disjointed extracts.*

" The Lakes of Canada have not engaged that attention at

home, which they ought to have done ; and there is much infor-

mation about them which is a dead letter in England. Their rise

and fall is a subject of great interest. The great sinking of their

levels of late years, which has become so visible and injurious to

commerce, deserves the most attentive observation. The Ameri-

can writers attribute it to various causes ; and there are as many
theories about it as there are upon all hidden mysteries. Evapo-

ration and condensation, woods and glaciers, have all been

brought into play. If the Lakes are supplied by their own Riv-

ers, and by the drainage streams of the surrounding forests ;
and

all this is again and again returned to them from the clouds,

whence arises the sudden elevation or the sudden depression of

such enormous bodies of water which have no tides? * *

Where do the Lakes receive that enormous supply which restores

* See Bonnvcaatle'a Canada in 1840, t>d. 276, 291 to 300.
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them to their usual flow? or are they permanently diminishing?
I am inclined to believe that the latter is the case, as cultivation
and the clearing of the forests proceed ; for I have observed
within fifteen years the total drying up of streamlets since the
removal of the forest; and these streamlets had evidently once
been rivulets, and even rivers of some size, as their banks cut
through alluvial soils plainly indicate. # # # Perhaps,
whenever a cycle of years occurs, in which the northeast wind
prevails during a year, or a series of years, the Lakes lose their

level; for the direction being northeast by southwest such is the

usual current of the air, and therefore either northeast or south-
west winds are the usual ones which pass over the surface.

Whenever southerly winds prevail,—and in the cycle of the

gyration of atmospheric currents this is certain, and will be re-

duced to calculations,—the great Lakes are filled to the edge
;

and whenever north and northeasterly winds take their appointed
course, then these Mediterraneans sink, and the valley of the Mis-
sissippi is filled to overflowing. * * * But the most curious
facts are that the different Lakes exhibit different phenomena:
the Board of Works of Ohio having stated that in 1837-8, the
water descending from the atmosphere did not exceed one-third
of that which was the minimum of several preceding years.

"Ontario, from the reports of professional men, has varied not

Jess than eight feet ; and Erie about five. Huron and Superior,
being comparatively unknown, no dates are afforded to judge of
them. But what vast atmospheric agencies must have been at

work when such wonderful results on the smaller Lakes have
been made evident !"

" What a useful thing," further observes Sir Richard, UU
would have been, ifscientific navigators, or resident observers had
registered the rise and fall of the Lakes in the years since Can-
ada came into our possession."
Among other unconnected notes I find also some judicious re-

marks, extracted from McGregor's British America;* but from
these I must be content to quote only the following, as referring
to a collateral philosophical question of deep interest which may
perhaps be touched on in the sequel ; namely, the possibility of
there being a subterraneous outlet to some of the great Lakes

—

^hypothesis which 1 have long been disposed to regard as not

altogether irreconcilable with the geological formation of the

basins of the middle and lower lakes, though perhaps not so with
the structure of the Lake Superior regions; it being doubted
whether, notwithstanding the great annual evaporation, the vol-

ume of water discharged by Lake Erie does sufficiently account
tor the vast united supply received by it from the immense triple

resources of Lakes Superior, Michigan and Huron.

* See McGregor's British America, vol i, pp. 131 to 133.
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"As the temperature of the climate in America depends chiefly

on the winds, the formation of that continent is evidently the

cause of the frosts being more intense than in countries in paral-

lel latitudes in Europe; a consequence arising principally from

the much greater breadth of America towards the poles. Winds

change their character in America. Northeast winds, which are

cold and dry in Europe, are wet and truly disagreeable in America.

Northwest winds are, on the contrary, cold and dry, and are fre-

quent during winter in America, much about the same period

that northeasterly winds prevail in Europe. One great, if not

the principal, cause of cold in America, is the direction of the

mountainous ranges and basins of country which conduct or in-

fluence the course of the winds. While the sun is to the south

of the equator, the winds less under solar influence prevail from

the northwest, following, however, the great features of the con-

tinent. The winds blowing over the vast regions of the north

are always piercing and intensely cold. The return of the sun,

again, by the diffusion of heat, agitates the atmosphere and alters

the winds, which blow from a contrary direction, till the equi-

librium is produced. This, however, does not appear to require

much time, as no wind blows scarcely forty hours together from

any one point.

" The comparative depths of the Lakes forms another extraordi-

nary subject of enquiry. The bottom of Lake Ontario, which

is 452 feet deep, is as low as most parts of the Gulf of St. Law-

rence, while Lake Erie is only 60 or 70 feet deep ; but the bot-

toms of Lakes Huron,* Michigan and Superior, are all, from their

vast depth, although their surface is so much higher, on a level

with the bottom of Lake Ontario, This is certainly not impos-

sible : nor does the discharge through the Detroit river—allowing

for the full probable portion carried off by evaporation—appear

by any means equal to the quantity of water which the three up-

per great Lakes may be considered to receive. All the Lakes are

estimated to cover 43,040,000 acres. The great Lakes occasion-

ally rise above their usual level from three to five feet. These

overflowings are not annual nor regular. They have occurred

about once in seven years, and are probably the effect of more

rain and less evaporation during the seasons in which they take

place. Sir George Mackenzie observed occasional overflowings

of two to three feet in the Lakes northwest of Lake Superior;

so that they are not peculiar to the Lakes of the St. Lawrence/

Having at length nearly exhausted my miscellaneous quota-

tions and notes, I propose concluding that main branch of my
task with the following appropriate remark, derived from a note

* As an instance of our ignorance of the true depth of some of our Lakes, it is

proper to note here that that of Lake Huron has, after all, been lately ascertained

by the American Coast Survey to be not more than 420 instead of 860 feet !—R. *•
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at page 133 of the 1st volume of Talbot's Canada, as not only-
bearing on the now generally admitted influence of prevailing
winds on the temporary fluctuations in the level of the Lakes,
but also as adverting to the almost equally demonstrable fact, that
the singular severity of our Canadian winters, and more particu-
larly those of Lower Canada, compared with European countries
in the same parallels of latitude, is altogether uninfluenced by the
vast extent of our Lakes

; on which subjects the author referred
to, quoting an American author, states as follows:

"Professor Dvvight has proved that the height of the river
(Niagara) both above and below the Falls, depends on the quar-
ter from which the wind blows. Lake Erie, he says, is regularly
raised at the eastern end, where the Fall commences, by every
wind blowing between northwest and southwest. A strong west-
erly wind elevates its surface six feet above its ordinary level.
The rivers must, of course, be proportionally elevated ; and at
the outlet must, when such a wind blows, be six feet higher than
the usual water mark. * * On the contrary, when "the wind
blows from the northeast (the only easterly wind which in this
region is of any importance), the waters of Lake Erie must re-
cede of course, and fall considerably below their usual level, and
the river be necessarily lower than at any other time."
The same author, in another part of his work (pp. 339 to 342),

remarks as follows, with regard to the climate of Canada differing
from that of European countries in a similar latitude :

"The cause of this phenomenon appears to have eluded the
roost diligent and profound research. Many writers attribute the
severity of the winter to the astonishing prevalence of northwest
winds, and the amazing extent of the Lakes. That the severity
°t the weather in winter cannot with any propriety be attributed
to the influence of the Lakes will appear evident to every man
who reflects that the shores of those great inland seas enjoy a
m"ch milder climate than any other part of the country in the
»aw parallels of latitude, however remotely situated from them,
yuit trees thrive well and bring their fruits to great perfection
a'ong the northwest extremity of Lake Ontario, in lat. 43 deg.
wmin., and along the north shore of Lake Erie; and yet at 35
wiles from the latter place, and in lat. 42 deg. 20 min., this fruit

cannot be cultivated
; and I have also seen snow three feet in

uepth a degree south of Lake Ontario, while at the same time it

jw not exceed six inches in the immediate vicinity of that

Lake*"*

(To be continued.)

I

T
meteorological observations : and also

Journal.
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Art. XVII.

—

On the Clinochlore of Achmatowsk ; by N. von

Kokscharov.*

The green mineral of Achmatowsk, remarkable for its dichro-

ism and its perfect cleavage, was for a long while regarded as

identical with the chlorite of Werner, Von Kobellf first re-

marked the difference from that species of both the Achmatowsk
chlorite and another of like characters from Schwarzenstein, and

gave to them the name ripidolite (from Qimg
%
feather and UOo;

stone). G. Rose, observing that the name ripidolite was more

appropriately descriptive of Werner's mineral than of that of

Achmatowsk, reversed the use of the names ripidolite and chlo-

rite, giving the former to the St. Gothard and Rauris mineral

and the latter to von Kobell's ripidolite. Recently, a mineral

from Westchester, Pa., has been described by W. P. Blake,

as Clinochlore, which is not different from the Achmatowsk
species.

The crystals of Achmatowsk according to von Kobell are hex-

agonal. All other mineralogists have adopted this view. At the

suggestion of my esteemed instructor, G. Rose, I made in ISoi

many measurements of the crystals, and in my paper I also de-

scribed it as hexagonal.

J

[The author here observes that his former measurements were

made with great care with the reflective goniometer ; and that

although discrepancies with calculation were observed, and the

planes were not always simple in their crystallographic signs, the

habit of the crystals appeared to be hexagonal, and this view was

hesitatingly adopted. He then proceeds, as follows.]

The observations on my labors of G. Rose and M. Kenngott

and especially a letter from J. D. Dana giving a description of

the Clinochlore and its analysis by Mr. Craw, led me to suspect

that the crystallization of the Achmatowsk chlorite was mono-

clinic.^

As the Achmatowsk mineral has now proved to be monoclinic

and its name has been the occasion of some perplexity in the

science, I propose to retain the name Clinochlore for the species

including with it also the Schwarzenstein mineral ; and I have

consequently placed this name at the head of this article.

* Read before the Akademie der Wissenschaften zu St. Petersburg, Sept. 20,

1854, and published in volume xiii. of their Memoirs.

f Jour. f. pr. Chem., xvi, 470, 1839.

X Verhandl der K. K. Min. Ges. St. Petersb., 1850 and 1851, p. 163, ami Fogg.

lxxxv, 519.

[The notes in the original giving the remarks of G. Rose, and Kenngott, and an

extract from the letter of J. D. Dana, are here omitted.—Eds.]

p
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The clinochlore of Achrnatowsk is a
very beautiful mineral species. It ac-
companies handsome crystallized varie-
ties of garnet, diopside, apatite and other
species, in which this locality is so very
rich. Many of the crystals are tabular,

while others are lengthened in the di-

rection of the vertical axis, and often
they are in druses. A large part of the
crystals are unfit for measurement by
the reflective goniometer; but there are
some small ones which afford good re-

sults. The planes observed are as here
enumerated.*

2-3

3-x (k)

4-x V)

-6 (d)

-4-cc(.r

-2 («t>

6 3(>)

2000 ih

Observed Planes.

The most important combinations are as follows :

I.—0, -4.00,

II. (fig. 1)_0, 4-i)

.

.J,
l,ao, f-3, 4-£>.

£-00,1-00,-4.00, §,1,-2, f-3,
III. (fig.2)— 0, l,oo, 4-ob, oc-ob.

IV. (fig. 3)—0, l-oo , -4.00
, f, 1, 00, f-3, oc-3, 4-od , cc-ob

V-0, |, QD 4 , QD

VI,—
0, I, 1, 00, 4- go, oD-ab .

VII. 0, |-ao , 1-ao ,4-ao, h&
VIII.—0, 1-00,4.00, l,ao, 2.3,00*3, 4-&.

2-3, od.3^-6-3, 4-ao

1. 2. 3.

Putting a for half the vertical axis, b for half the elinodiagonal,
c for half the orthodiagonal, and C for the inclination of the ver-

tical axis or a on 6.

[* The planes are here presented in a table according to the method of J. D. Dana,
snowing the several zones of planes; the 1st column being the zone parallel to the
orthodiagonal

; the 2nd, the fundamental zone ; the 4th, that parallel to the clino-

aiagonal. The symbols are essentially Naumann's, except that the letter P is

f £Ped * The Otters used by Kokscharov on his figures are also given—Only part
°* the figures of the memoir are here copied. In figure 2, the lettering is altered,

correspond with the notation, only * is wirittea for <*> ; 0, I, 1, 4i, ii are respect-
lvely P, M, o, t, h, of Kokscharov— p.]

Series, YoL XIX March, 1855. 23
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Also, ,« for the inclination of the clinodiagonal terminal edge
on the axis a; *, for the same on the diagonal b : q, for the inclin-

ation of the orthodiagonal, terminal edge on the axis a; X, for

the inclination of a face of P on the clinodiagonal section ; Y, ibid

on the orthodiagonal section; Z, ibid on basal section.

And also : X', Y', Z', and </', v', for the corresponding angles in

the negative hemipyramid :—we then find

a £:c=l-47756: 1:1-73195*

X
X

or

60° 44'

70° 22'
' 4'

Y
Y'

41°

60° 0'

48° 53'

31° 10'

5'

.«'=24° 42

C=62° 50' 48
Z =77° 54

a

!

V 76°
I

Z'=42° 12'

49° 32'

'=38° 8v i

gof

the angle of M : M, or 125° 37'—half of 125° 37', being 62

The angle o- being 60°, therefore the plane angles of the basal

planes are 120° and 60°, or when the acute angle is replaced.

a regular hexagon. This hexagonal character is also strongly

shown in the planes of the zone w-3, whose intersections with

the edges of the basal plane are 150°, and which correspond to

the zone m-2 (or intermediate hexagonal pyramids and prisms)

of the hexagonal system. The compound crystals consistin

three crystals, which are common in the clinochlore of Achma-
towsk, have a still greater similarity to a hexagonal prism.

It is also to be observed that the angle C, 62° 5

1

7

, is nearly half

48£.

In the crystals, the hemipyramids of the fundamental series are

mostly more or less striated parallel to their intersection with

P(0)
?
and seldom smooth and shining so as to afford good meas-

urements. The faces of the clinodiagonal zone m-x , are rather

smooth and lustrous; but the face P, and the planes of the zone

TTi-3 are the brightest and smoothest.

obtained by calculation from the values of the axes given, except-

ing those with an asterisk which are measured angles

:

oP 102° 7' (102° 6'f)
oi/143° 57'

on 16JJ 34'

ot 122° 0'

ou (over M) 130° 10'

oo (overt) 121° 28'

oh 119° 16'

nn (over y) 127° 53'

nP 118° 82' (118°28't)
ny 153° 57'

n3/(over o)127° 31'

nt 124° 31' (124° 31'+)

mP 113° 28'

mi 150° 6' (150° 0'f)
fn&=U7°lS'
wM24°4'
mk 125° 27'

The following angles are

mm 125° 24' sh 140° 39'

f»Jfl32° 35' cP 107° 26'

uP 127° 43' en 150° 20'

^1/166° 14' ct 1 ° 28'

uxl55° 49' cv 148° 11'

^124° 33' i-.r (over v) 138° 30'

uh 113° 18' wP 114° 4'

uu 133° 24' u-i/152° 38'

dP 118° 59' (119° 5'f) wt 151° 29'

<D/174°53' wh 142° 15'

di 124° 33' wv 170° 19'

dh 115° 56' wn 119° 59'

dflM ?' wo 133° 27'

st 151° 5' MP ll:> 57'(113°57't)
sn 153° 26' Mi 124° 8' (124° 4'f)
so 148° 16' Mh 117° 12'

*P116° 45' MM 125° 37' (125° 38'f)

Obtained from the measured angles; M:M= 125° 37'; M:P=H3° 57';

P:o= 102° 6}'. \ Observed angles.
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vP 75° 37'

vMlbO W
vt 150° 59'

vAl47° 1'

w 65° 57'

kP 113° 42 f

A'/* 156° 18'

*£(over A) 132° 35'

H- (over P) 47° 25'

/P 108° 14'

fA 161° 46
1 '

(over A) 143° 33'

eP 103° 55'

to 150° 44'

m 148° 35'

ty 161° 47'

yo 145° 57'

7/P 122° 8'

P 72° 7'

8 148° 12'
z

z

zt/l29° 59'

P 125° 7' (125° 4'*)

arJ/" 151° 45'

For the forms, X
?
Y, Z, etc., have the following values:

Form J

X
63° 57'

T
62°41'

Z
61° 28' 59° 17'

v 9 (T

57° 52' 60° 22' 60° 00

4 62 12 58 19 66 32 53 47 63 23 57 23 60 00
66 42 27 17 52 17 14 37 48 14 30 22 60 00

-6 64 04 26 28 61 01 5 27 57 24 11 03 60 00

§-S 39 21 78 57 63 15 72 23 44 46 38 00 30 00

2^3 34 17 73 17 72 34 59 17 57 52 30 22 30 00

-6-3 37 45 53 41 65 56 14 37 48 14 11 03 30 00

* 62 48£ 27 11*
<*-3 32 59 57 1

3-oo

4-oo

1-

23 42

18 14

00

-£-00

4-co

-4*00

66 18

71 46

41 04 76 05

69 17 57 52

9 16 107 53

7 57 54 53

C'eavage very perfect parallel with the base. G. = 2-774 accord-
ing to G. Rose. H. = 2 5. Strongly dichroic, being green in the
direction of the vertical axis and brown or hyacinth-red trans-
versely, and the colors seldom so different in other dichroic spe-
cks. Streak-powder light greenish-white. The largest crys-
tals often only translucent on the edges; the smaller subtrans-
parent. Flexible in thin plates but not elastic.

Although the basal plane is usually smooth and shining, there
]s in some crystals an nnevenness which indicates by its stellate

appearance a regular composition. In the crystals of Achma-
towsk, this compound structure is quite common; they consist
of three simple crystals, compounded parallel to the plane f.
Since the faces of the form | are inclined to the clinodiagonal sec-

tion 60°, and to the basal plane 89° 43', the three crystals will

meet at angles of 60°, and have their basal planes inclined to one
another 179° 25', or very near 180°. f The large crystals are often
also made up of a mixture of small crystals with their basal planes

grouped in rosettes, as happens in the specular iron of St. Gothard.

* Observed angle.
t It might be suspected from such twins which are like those of Aragonite, that

the P]ane |P m.tv make an w&gle of 90° with the base, (as in the mica of Vesu-
**os); but the appearance of salient and reentering angles on the cleavage fare of
these compoun(j crystals seems to be good evidence that the angle between #P and
jhe base is not a right arale. In the collections of P. von Kotscimbey, there is a

;

ar
Pe druse of Clinochlore crystals in which each is a twin of three crystals. [In

twins from Westchester, there is no reentering angle, the cleavage plane being per-
fectly smooth,— d.]
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According to G. Rose, the Clinochlore of Achmatowsk has the

following characters : B.B. on charcoal intumesces, becoming yel-

lowish brown and opaque : in the platinum forceps, fuses with a

strong heat on the outer edges to a black glass. In a tube under-

goes the same changes as on charcoal giving little water with no

fluoric acid. With borax dissolves easilv to a clear class, colored
^ -wi

—

w

by iron ; with salt of phosphorus a similar glass, the silica sepa-

rating ; with soda on charcoal, a brown swollen mass which

fuses with difficulty. With sulphuric acid wholly decomposed.

Analyses by von Kobell (J. f. pr. Ch. xvi, 470), Varrentrapp, (G.

Rose, Reise n. d. Ural, 1842, ii, 127 and Pogg., xlviii, 1S9) and

Marignac (Ann. de Ch., x, 430).

i Si Ye Mn Mg ft Insol.

1. 31*14 17-14 3 85 0'53 34 80 12 20 0'85=100"11

2. 30 38 16'97 437 3397 1263

—

=98 32

3. 30 27 19 89 ¥e 4 42 33*13 1254 =10025

Varrentrapp deduces the formula,

(% Fey Si+Sl Si+2&gfl*.

This composition does not differ from that of the Clinochlore of

Pennsylvania.

I shall have to revise my comparisons of the described chlorites,

after this reference of the Achmatowsk mineral to the mono-clinks

system, with the exception of the Schwarzenstein chlorite (ripi-

dolite of v. Kobell), as they cannot stand, since we do not know
to which zone the described planes of these chlorites belong. I

may here observe that none of the angles obtained by Frobel

and Descloizeanx in Pennine, are yet found in either of the zones

of the Achmatowsk chlorite. The same is true of the Kammer-
erite. The resemblance of the clinochlore crystals to hexagonal

forms, renders it desirable that there should be a revision of the

crystallography of all these minerals.

The optical characters of our crystals have not yet been fully

studied. 1 can only state that the laminae of the Achmatowsk
clinochlore examined with the tourmaline, allows the light to

pass when tV

iu which respect it does not differ from biaxial crystals. There

is a strong probability therefore, that the optical characters are

like those of the Pennsylvania Clinochlore. In this last, Mr. W.
P. Blake, examining a triangular plate, found that the two axes

lie in the same plane which was at right angles with one side of

the triangle ; and this plane therefore lies in a clinodiagoual sec-

tion. Accord

an angle of 2
between them 85° 53' and 94° 7'.

Mr. Blake has observed in another specimen a second system

of axes, the plane of which makes an angle of 60° with the first,

ling to Klake. one of the optical axes is inclined at

7° 40', and the other at 58° 13'
3
making the angle

which indicates that the specimen was a compound crystal.
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[The paper closes with an enumeration of the measurements of
crystals of the Achmatowsk Clinochlore with a Mitscherlich's go-
niomer, by which the angles were obtained. The mean for

P : M from 12 measurements of one crystal was 113° 58'; (the
extremes 113° 57^ and 113° 58£') from another 113° 5(5'; from
a third 113° 56|'

;
giving for the mean of the three 113° 56g'.

For M : M from No. 1, 125° 38 , for No. 2, J 25° 37'. For P : o
from crystal No. 3, 102° 6<p ; from crystal No. 5. 102° 6' ; from
crystal No. 3. P : n = 118° 28' ; from No. 6, P : t=108 3 11
from No. 2, M : t = 124° 3£ ; from Nos. 2 and 3, t : n = 124° 32
from No. 4, 124° 30'; from No. 4, P : x=125° 4'. From No.

;

)

7, P:d=119° 5'
?

in : i 150° 0'.]

Art. XVIII.

—

A brief notice of some facts connected with the

Duck Town, Tennessee, Copper Mines ; by M. Tuomey, State

the

Geologist, Ala.

Knowing that Dr. Curry of Nashville, and Mr. Proctor of the
I ennessee Mines, are preparing a memoir, that will include
history, geological and economical relations of these mines, I in-
tend to confine myself to a fact or two that I observed during a
hurried visit to the place, and which may be worth being placed
upon record.

Notwithstanding the excitement produced by the discovery of
these mines, the current accounts of the richness of the ore, and
great thickness of the beds, are not greatly exaggerated.

In a short but very lucid report, Mr. Whitney has presented a
clear view of the state of some of these mines which he was
commissioned to examine, together with a section which repre-
sents the geological character of the country for a distance of 40
nnles. The road to the mines, which lies along the banks of the
Oeoee river, exposed an admirable section of 24 miles in length.

.

The mines are situated at the
Junction of the Silurian and meta-
ttorphic rocks,—or as Mr. Whitney
suggests, the cupriferous slates may
faltered Silurian strata.

-The accompanying cut presents
position, and relation of the

Metalliferous beds at all the mines:
a

> upper portion of the bed com-
posed of a porous, amorphous mass
°t red and brown oxyd of iron, the
gossan of the Cornish miners, iron
natot the Germans, which is the
residue of the ore after the copper

the
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has been dissolved out. This process, the solution of the ore, is

constantly, though, of course, slowly going on, as may be seen

at the works, and hence the very variable thickness of the ore b.

From portions of the bed every trace of copper has disappeared,

down to c. The copper ore 6, is a bluish black altered sulphuret.

That the alteration is due to heat is rendered highly probable

by the vesicular structure of the ore itself, as well as by the

joints with which it is intersected, and which correspond in

direction with those of the surrounding rocks of the country.

In every published account of these mines that I have seen,

the impression is left, that the ore b is derived from the under-

lying portion of the bed c, by decomposition. Now c has been

readied in all the mines, and invariably consists of arsenical iron,

with rarely more than one per cent, of copper in the form of yel-

low sulphuret, and consequently could not furnish by decompo-
sition or any other conceivable process, an ore containing 20 per

cent, of that metal.

This lower arsenical iron portion c, of the bed is found every-

where immediately underlying the black ore, at no great distance

below the surface, and is frequently met with even in the levels

driven in the hill-side.

The whole of that portion of the bed above c, doubtless once

consisted of yellow sulphuret of copper, and the part below c,

as at present, of arsenical iron. During the metamorphism of

the slates the sulphuret was altered to the black ore, and subse-

quently the soluble salts derived from this ore, were dissolved

out by the simple process of leaching, the residual gossan, or

iron hat being left in the upper portion of the bed, and the still

unbleached ore, resting on the arsenical iron.

It is remarkable that this same arsenical iron with a little cop-

per, is found in some of the shafts sunk, in exploring for copper

?

in Alabama.
The solution of the question, What is below the arsenical iron

is a most interesting subject in connection with the value and

future prospects of the mines. At one place a shaft has been

sunk in the arsenical iron, to a depth of 10 or 12 fathoms with-

out showing any encouraging change, and at another a shaft

has been commenced calculated to cut the bed, 50 fathoms below

the present level

ports, for the purpo r .... , _... r

experimental shafts, if continued, will be of the utmost import-

ance to the whole copper region, including portions of Georgia

and Alabama. Should this arsenical iron terminate, at a moder-

ate depth, in the yellow sulphuret, then indeed amy Tennessee

boast of such mines as are not found in the history of mining

operations.

of the mine, or, as it is called in the mining re-

pose of " proving the yellow sulphuret." These
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Art. XIX.

—

On the Periodical Variations of the Declination and
Directive Force of the Magnetic Needle ; by W. A. Norton,
Professor of Civil Engineering in Yale College.

The direction in which the magnetic force of the earth solicits

either end of a magnetic needle js ascertained by suspending the
needle freely by its centre of gravity. It is well known that

throughout the greater part of the northern hemisphere the north
end of a needle thus suspended is depressed below the plane of the
horizon

; and that throughout the greater part of the southern hem-
isphere the south end is depressed below this plane ; also that this

inclination or dip of the needle gradually increases from the mag-
netic equator, where it is zero, in both directions to the magnetic
poles, where it is 90°. Such then are the varying directions of the
directive force of the magnetic needle at different points of the
earth's surface. The two ends or poles of the needle are solicited
111 °pposite directions ; the north end downward, and the south
end upward. It suffices in discussing the perturbations to which
the earth's magnetic force is subject, whether of direction of in-

tensity, to confine our attention to the action upon one end of the
needle, for example the depressed end,— (north end in the north-
ern hemisphere, and south in the southern hemisphere); since
the repelling force, acting upon the more elevated end, experi-
ences corresponding changes, and has uniformly the same ten-
dency, in giving direction to the needle. If now the directive
force be decomposed into two components, the one horizontal,
and the other vertical, we have what are called the horizontal
force, and the vertical force, acting upon the needle ;

or the hori-

zontal and vertical magnetic intensities of the place. These two
forces, together with the declination (or deviation of the line of
direction taken up by the horizontal compass needle, from the true

north and south line) constitute what are called the Magnetic Ele-
merits of the station. Each of these elements changes in value as
We Pass from one station to another. It is well known also that at

any one station they are not at all times unalterably the same
;

but are subject to variation from hour to hour, from day to day, and
from year to year. The changes from hour to hour during the

period of a day we call the Diurnal Variations ; those from day
to day, during the period of a year, we call the Annual Varia-
tions

; and the change from year to year, the Secular Change.
™ a more restricted sense we call the entire amount of the

change, whether of increase or diminution, in a day, the diurnal

variation of the element ; and we often attach a similar significa-

tion to the term annual variation, of a magnetic element. But,
Jn the present paper I shall generally use these terms in the most
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comprehensive sense ; that is as comprising all the variations that

occur during the day, whether we compare them hour by hour,

or by longer intervals.

There are two classes of diurnal variations of the magnetic

elements—viz, those which are Periodic and those which are

Irregular, or more properly Occasional. Thus any one element,

as the declination, regularly increases during a certain portion

of every day, and then as regularly decreases during another

portion of the day. Changes also occur, to all appearance fortu-

itously, at any hour of the day; so that their occurrence cannot

be predicted for any one hour. Still it is now known that the

irregular variations, so called, are under the control of certain

overshadowing laws; thus they occur more frequently, and are

larger in amount at certain hours than at other hours, and at cer-

tain parts of the day the liability is to an increase, at other parts

to a diminution. If we compare the amount of the declination,

or other element, at any hour of the day, with the same at the

same hour of the following day, we find that a change has oc-

curred, and if we do the same throughout the year we discover

that the element in question, or its amount at a particular hour

increases during half of the year, from a certain day, and de-

creases during the remaining half; in other words, it undergoes a

regular variation, the period of which is a year. The amount of

the change of the declination, or horizontal or vertical force,

that takes place during a day, also varies from* one season to

another. Besides the periodic variations whose period is a day,

or half a day, or a year, there is another class, recently discovered,

whose period is about ten years (10 to 1 1 years). Thus, it is

found that the amount of the alternate increase and decrease of

the declination during a day is greater some years than others,

and that it alternately augments and diminishes during a pe-

riod of ten or eleven years. It is an interesting and very im-

portant fact, in a physical point of view, that this period has been

found to be identical with that of a change which has been ob-

served to occur in the number and magnitude of the spots on the

sun from year to year, the maximum and minimum of the one

quantity coinciding also in point of time with the maximum and

minimum of the other quantity. Thus the year 1843 was that

in which the mean daily movement of the needle, for the year

was the least, and also that in which the number and magnitude

of the solar spots was the least. The year 1838 was the epoch of

the previous maximum for both. The changes are very marked;

the number of groups of solar spots observed by M. Schwabe

during the year 1843 was 34, during the year 1838, 282; the

mean daily movement of the needle at Toronto for the entire

year, was 8'-90 in 1843, and 12'lliii 1848, (the year of the fol-

lowing maximum). It has been still more recently established,

i
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that the irregular variations, so called, undergo similar changes
during the period just mentioned—the solar period, as it may be
termed, by way of distinction.

It is now about twenty-five years since the project was conceived,
by Baron Humboldt, and partially carried into execution, of cover-
ing the earth with magnetical observatories, at which u simulta-
neous observations should be made of every regular and irregular

excitement of the earth-force." Since the year 1840, magnetical
observatories have been in systematic operation in all parts of the
earth, " from Toronto, in Upper Canada, to the Cape of Good
Hope, and Van Diemen's Land, from Paris to Pekin ;" provided
with the magnetometers contrived by Gauss in 1832. These are

large magnets delicately suspended, and carrying a small mirror,

in which the observer
;
looking through a small telescope firmly

fixed on a stone pier, sees the reflection of the fixed scale, and
thus observes with great precision the smallest movement of the

magnet. The horizontal force magnetometer is brought by the
torsion of its suspension wire into a position at right angles to

the magnetic meridian
r
and shows by its motions the variations

of this force. The vertical force magnetometer devised by Dr.
Loyd of Dublin, admits of motion only in a plane perpendicular
to the magnetic meridian. The bar rests by a knife edge, on
agate planes, and is adjusted by a ball moveable upon a fine

screw, so as to deviate a little from the truly vertical position.

In its improved form it carries a mirror at right angles to the
plane of the bar, like the declination and horizontal force mag-
netometers. With these magnetometers a change of magnetic
intensity amounting to the jolooth part is measured. The
changes of declination are shown by the declination magnetome-
ter, or declinometer, to within 2" to 3" of the truth. In this
u net work of stations provided with similar instruments" are es-

pecially to be noticed the British Colonial Observatories (at To-
ronto, St. Helena, Cape of Good Hope, and Hobarton in Van
Diemen's Land) which began operations in 1840, and the Rus-
sian Observatories scattered over the Russian Empire, which were
erected about ten years earlier. Hourly or bi-hourly observations

have been' made at these and at many other observatories in Eu-
rope and elsewhere, for many years ; and on certain days, called

Term Days, they have been" noted as often as every 2i minutes.

We have now several volumes of Reports of the magnetical and

meteorological observations made at the British Colonial Observ-

atories, with abstracts, discussions, &c, published under the di-

rection of Colonel Edward Sabine. Annual Reports of the ob-

servations made at the Russian Observatories have also been pub-

lished, under the superintendence of Professor Ktipffer. Reports
°f the observations made at the Girard College Observatory, and
also at Washington, under the direction respectively of Professor

Second Seeies, VgL XIX, No. 56.—March, 1855. 24
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Bache, and Lieutenant Gilliss, during the years 1840-1S45, have
also been published. To separate the regular from the irregular

variations, and ascertain the changes that occur from one season

to another, &c, the means of the magnetometer readings at each

observation hour, for periods of a month, three months, half a

year, or a year, are calculated and published in a tabular form:

and their variations are also graphically represented by curves,

the abscissas standing for the observation hours, and the ordin-

ates for the magnetometer readings.

Such are the materials from which I have for the most part de-

rived the specific data, and general facts and laws used in the

present discussion. In my first investigations on the present sub-

ject, commenced several years since, I undertook to determine

how far the diurnal variations of declination, &c, might be rep-

resented by changes of temperature, directly and indirectly. In

a paper read before the last meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science (held in Washington in April,

1854,) I stated that I had satisfied myself, by an examination

of the Toronto observations, that no direct connection could

be traced as subsisting between the disturbances of the mag-

netic needle, whether regular or irregular, and meteorological

changes of any kind, occurring at the place ; and that accordingly

if the principle of terrestrial magnetism exhibits grand features ot

correspondence to that of terrestrial heat, in its normal aspect,

and its more prominent variations, on a nearer view dissimilari-

ties stand revealed, which indicate that another direction must be

taken if we wish to gain an insight into the real physical cause

of magnetic disturbance. Granting that the perturbations of the

earth's magnetic force occur without any reference to meteorolog-

ical changes that happen at the earth's surface, or ill the lower

atmosphere, we are led to conclude that the seat of magnetic dis-

turbance is located either in the upper regions of the atmosphere,

or is coextensive with the magnetic matter that pervades the at-

mosphere and is distributed through the crust of the earth.

Taking up the former idea, I advanced certain reasons for sup-

posing that the sun could only act by some emanation, and un-

dertook to follow out the consequences of a supposed emission of

some form of magnetic matter from the sun, and the flow in

every direction over the surface of the atmosphere of the streams

of this matter that would descend upon the equatorial regions.

In the present memoir I have adopted the idea that currents of

electricity are excited in the upper atmosphere, by the sun's ac-

tion, and flow in every direction along its surface ;
also that cur-

rents are developed by the sun which flow in a direction parallel

to his equator, or nearly parallel to the ecliptic, and from East to

West. The conception I have formed of the nature of this ac-

tion is that it consists in the propagation by ethereal waves of a
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vibratory motion, or rather an impulse, from the sun^to the upper
atmosphere. But it should be observed that the question of the
truth of this physical conception is entirely distinct from that of
the satisfactory explanation of the magnetic perturbations, by the
fundamental idea of electric currents just stated. This elevated
region, surrounding the earth, whether it be entirely compre-
hended within the atmosphere, or be more or less exterior to it,

I shall cali the Photosphere of the earth ; under the idea that the
luminous phenomena, the Aurora Borealis and Aurora Australia,

probably occur in this region. At times, I may designate it as
the upper atmosphere.

Before entering upon a particular examination of the diurnal
variations of the magnetic elements that occur at any one place,
U will be well to consider how far the laws of these variations
are the same in different parts of the earth. The following are
the principal results which have been obtained on this point :

1. The laws of the diurnal variations are essentially the same
at all places to the north of the Torrid Zone; they are also the
same at all places to the south of the Torrid Zone. The only
difference noticed is in the amount of the variations, and in the
precise hours of the maxima and minima.

2. The laws are the same in the Southern Hemisphere with-
out the Torrid Zone, as in the Northern, if we observe that in
the Southern Hemisphere the south end of the needle answers to
the north end in the Northern Hemisphere. Accordingly, at the
same local hours the north end of the needle is moving in oppo-
site directions at stations in the two hemispheres, without the
tropics.

3. At stations situated between the Tropics, the laws of the
diurnal movement are not the same throughout the year, as they
are very nearly in other parts of the earth ;

at certain local

hours the needle moves in the one direction or the other accord-
lng as the sun is north or south of the equator.

I may here state that the theoretical views advanced in the
progress of the present discussion all have their foundation in one
fundamental physical idea with regard to the nature of the elec-

tric excitement induced by the sun, and the sun's mode of action.

But the physical aspect of the question must, of necessity, be
}le 'd in abeyance for the present. Let the present inquiry be sim-

P'y, whether there is any conceivable system of electric currents,

Which will explain all the diversified laws of the diurnal and an-
nual variations of the declination of the needle, at all the differ-

e "t points of observation, and which will equally well explain
the laws of all the variations of the horizontal and vertical forces.
If so

,
it can hardly be doubted that the hypothesis is either a ver-

itable reality,- or has its counterpart or equivalent in nature. If
it stands the test of quantitative determinations, the conviction
of its truth will be strengthened.
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It may be well to meet at the outset an objection that may oc-

cur to some of my readers. It is implied in what follows (al-

though not perhaps of necessity) that the atmosphere derives its

principal electric excitement from a solar action upon its upper re-

gions
;
when it has generally been supposed hitherto that atmos-

pheric electricity has iis origin in the evaporation going on at the

earth's surface. But in fact, the old theory of the origin of at-

mospheric electricity has no longer any basis to rest upon. Ac-

cording to Becquerel. and other able experimenters, electricity is

not generated by evaporation unless salts are present in the water.

u Some years since M. Riess and M. Reich showed that the elec-

tricity attending evaporation proceeded from the friction of the

water against the sides of the vase. This fact is proved anew by

the researches just published of M. Gaugain, although the results

differ in the details from those of the German physicists." If the

fact be admitted that the atmosphere is electrically excited by some

action of the sun, our views of certain meteorological phenomena

must be modified, and we may derive new light with regard to

some of these phenomena hitherto enveloped in mystery.

It should be observed that the idea of the magnetic needle, at

the earth's surface, being disturbed by electric currents circula-

ting in the upper regions of the atmosphere cannot be regarded

as an hypothesis, since we know from observation that the needle

is disturbed by the Aurora Borealis, and that this phenomenon is

unquestionably attended with the circulation of electric currents

in the upper atmosphere. In fact the aurora, with its attendant

electric excitement, and electric currents, is the only known ter-

restrial cause of magnetic disturbance.

DECLINATION.

It is to be recollected that the declination at any particular

place may be either East or West; and that in the Southern

Hemisphere, as well as in the Northern, it is defined by the posi-

tion of the North end of the needle with respect to the North

point of the horizon.

Diurnal Variations.

The laws of the diurnal variations of declination are graphic-
# *

ally represented in the annexed diagram, (Fig. 1.) On examining

it it will be seen that the needle has its minimum of declination,
m m

or in other words, that its north end has its most easterly position

at 8 a. m. At this hour it begins to move toward the west,

and continues to do so until 1 p. be., when it has attained to its

maximum of westerly deviation. It now begins to return toward

the east, or its declination decreases, and this movement continues

until 10 p.m. when there is a second minimum of declination.

From 10 p. m. to 2 a. m., there is a small westerly movement again,
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1.

—

Curve showing the Mean Diurnal Variations of the Declination at Philadel-
phia

x for the year 1S44.

Ok 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11121314 15 16 17181920 2122 230/,

Increase ofnumbers at the side corresponds to decrease of declination : Oh answers
to midnight.

r ' J

and from 2 a. m. to S a.m. a greater easterly movement. Thus
the declination has two maxima, viz., at 1 p. m., and at 2 a. m.,

and two minima, at 8 a. m. and 10 p. m. The principal maximum
js at 1 p. m., and the principal minimum at 8 a. m. The principal

disturbance occurs during the day, and consists in an increase of
declination or a westerly movement, from 8 a. m. to 1 p. *., and
a decrease of declination, or an easterly movement, from 1 to 10
p. m. The disturbance at night, is of the same nature, but much
less in amount ; that is, the north end of the needle first moves
toward the West and afterward toward the East.

o

Now let P (Fig. 2) be the point of the tipper atmosphere di-

rectly over the station of the needle, EW and PM the parallel of
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latitude and meridian traced through this point, S the point of

the photosphere directly underneath the sun, at a certain hour in

the forenoon, AB the parallel of latitude followed by the sun

in its diurnal motion, and SP the arc of a great circle followed

by the electric current flowing from S to P. Let this current be

decomposed into the two equivalent currents Yd and PA, the one

lying in the meridian MP, and the other in the parallel of lati-

tude EW. The variations of the current Pel, as the point S

moves westward along the parallel AB, serve to explain the prin-

cipal westerly and easterly movement of the needle, while those

of the current PA serve to explain the variations of the horizon-

tal force during the same hours To understand the effect of a

current in its action on a magnetic needle, we have only to recall

to mind Ampere's rule, viz., to suppose ourselves lying along the

current circulating from the head toward the feet, and facing the

needle, then the north end will move toward the right ; or we
may, in the present case, suppose ourselves to be standing, (in a

vertical position,) on the line of the current, and to be looking

toward the needle from the side from which the current flows,

then the circular action of the current on the north end of the

needle will be in the direction of the motion of the hands of a

watch. It follows that when the meridional current in the upper

atmosphere is directed toward the North, the needle will be im-

pelled toward the West, and when it is directed toward the

South, it will be impelled toward the East. It is manifest that

tlie meridional current Yd will increase until the hour of noon,

and after that decrease, and hence that there should be a westerly

movement during the forenoon, and an easterly during the after-

noon. The explanation of the fact that the turning point falls

an hour or two after mid-day will hereafter present itself. If we

suppose APB to represent the azimuth circle which crosses the

meridian at P under an angle of 90° (corresponding on the pho-

tosphere to the prime vertical in the heavens) early in the morn-

ing when the sun is to the east of A, the component meridional

current will be directed toward the south : but as the sun, or

rather the point of excitement underneath it, moves westward

this current will decrease, and vanish altogether when the sun is

over A, and hence from the cause under consideration the motion

should be westward. After the sun has passed B, the meridional

current will again be directed toward the south, but it will now
be on the increase, and hence the easterly motion should con-

tinue. The reason of the morning easterly movement will ap-

pear in the sequel.

The similar nocturnal movements of the needle may be ex-

plained in a similar manner, if we suppose that there is another

point of excitement on the photosphere from which electric cur-
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rents flow in all directions, diametrically opposite to the point
directly under the sun. If the electric excitement of the upper
atmosphere by the sun be indeed a consequence of the propaga-
tion of a vibratory motion (or impulse) by ethereal waves, then I

conceive that the concentration of the separate currents (individual
pulses) at the point diametrically opposite the sun would give
rise to a certain increase of excitement, and to currents of a cer-
tain intensity flowing in every direction outward from this point
along the surface of the atmosphere. The resistance experienced
by the individual currents flowing from the point under the sun,
together with the diminution from the very law of propagation,
should cause the intensity of the electric excitement at this second
point to be less than at the first ; and accordingly the needle should
be lesseffected at night by the passage of this point along the upper
atmosphere than during the day by the passage of the point di-

rectly underneath the sun. If the entire mass of the earth should
be partially transparent to the wave or force propagated from the
son, then a certain degree of excitement would be produced, at
the point diametrically opposite to the sun, by the sun's direct
action.

I infer from certain theoretical considerations, on physical
grounds, that the radial current proceeding from the two points
°f maximum electric excitement should be attended with trans-
verse impulses (or circular currents) of a feebler intensity. Such
transverse currents, if they be directed from right to left (east to
^r

est side), would tend to deflect the needle to the east early m
the morning, also to prolong the westerly movement after mid-

^y> and to diminish the motion toward the east in the afternoon.
I heir effects would therefore correspond with phenomena which
really occur, and they seem to supply what is wanting in the
radial currents to complete the explanation of the diurnal move-
ment. Still there is another set of currents, to which allusion has
been made (p. 186), viz. the ecliptic currents, which, as we shall
See, generally tend to produce similar effects ;

and as the fact o( the

existence and very decided action of these currents can be con-
clusively established, we must conclude that if the supposed
transverse currents realiv exist, they only conspire in general

^ith the ecliptic currents' to produce similar effects, in disturbing

fhe declination. I shall therefore not undertake the explanation
ln detail of the action of the transverse currents, but content my-
self with simply pointing out, in each instance, the nature of this

action.

I have hitherto regarded the point of the photosphere directly

under the sun, as the only point electrically excited by the sun's

action, and from which the currents flow ; but on theoretical

grounds other points upon which the solar emanations fall should
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be excited in a similar manner and send off radial, and possibly

feebler transverse currents. There is however, one possible con-

ception that might be formed of the nature of the sun's action,

which confines the radial currents entirely to the great circles di-

verging from the point underneath the sun. This is that these

currents have their origin partly in the polarization of the electric

rays by refraction ; the vibration of such a polarized ray would

be confined to the plane of incidence and would be attended

with two impulses which would be propagated in opposite direc-

tions. A longitudinal impulse propagated along the ray proceed-

ing from the sun, by its obliquity to the surface of the atmos-

phere would give rise to a current flowing away from the sun.

But such considerations are foreign to the present inquiry. Taking

up now the idea of a general electric excitement of the upper at-

mosphere which receives the sun's rays, we are to consider the

various points of the parallel of latitude followed by the sun, ( AB,

Fig. 2,) as acquiring more and more electric intensity, (that is

more and more intensity of electric vibration,) as the sun ap-

proaches them, and as declining in intensity after the sun has

passed to the west of them. It is not reasonable to suppose,

however, that the diminution of intensity should begin at the

moment of the sun's passage through the zenith of the point, for

any current excited by the sun's impulse must decline gradually.

An hour after this passage, if the sun were to cease to act the

moment it reached the zenith, a certain portion of the current

then in existence would still be circulating; and hence it follows

that the current flowing from the point in question will continue

to increase until the diminution of the sun's impulse overbalances

the portion of the current that remains undestroyed by the re-

sistances. The current that follows the meridian of the station

of the needle (coming from M, Fig. 2,) should then increase

until a certain time after noon, and therefore the declination

not attain its maximum at the hour of noon. Later in the after-

noou the points that lie to the west of the meridian come into

most efficient action, and the needle accordingly moves toward

the east. Toward sundown the points of maximum electric

excitement fall to the west of the prime vertical (PB), and their

meridional components are directed toward the south; the east-

erly motion will therefore continue. During the latter part of

the night the points that lie to the east of the prime vertical (PA)

acquire a greater intensity of excitation from hour to hour, but as

the obliquity of the current that proceeds from the shifting point

of maximum excitement, to the prime vertical, increases, the

tendency will be to a westerly deflection. This will be dimin-

ished by reason of the greater proximity of the points immedi-

ately to the east of the prime vertical. In fact, in the summer
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months, as the sun's action is more in advance on the parallels of
latitude to the north, and as the currents from these are nearer
and inclined under a larger angle to the prime vertical than those
from the parallel under the sun, it may very well happen that the
needle will be deflected toward the east. We must take into ac-
count the fact that as a line of given excitement draws near the
station, the currents from the points of it nearly east of the sta-

tion will experience a greater proportional increase of intensity
than those farther south

; because of the law of divergence of the
individual currents, and the law of diminution of each individual
current from the effect of resistances as the distance traversed in-

creases. Early in the forenoon the determining points fall to the
west of the prime vertical (PA), and a decided westward move-
ment should obtain.

I shall show in another connection (see p. 202) that the ecliptic

currents play an important part in the forenoon ; tending to pro-
duce an easterly movement in certain morning hours, (in the
summer,) and subsequently a displacement toward the west. The
oscillation of the needle first to the east and then to the west,
during the forenoon, is a result of the joint action of both sys-
tems of currents.

We have hitherto regarded the two component currents which,
by their changes of intensity and direction, determine the varia-
tions of the declination and horizontal force, as lying, respectively,
m the geographical meridian, and in the line crossing the meridian
*l right angles. Strictly speaking, the primary currents should
be decomposed into two currents following the magnetic merid-
ian and traversing this meridian perpendicularly. In this region
°f the earth the two meridians are inclined to each other under a
small angle. For the sake of simplicity I shall continue to con-
fer them as coincident. It will be easy in any special case,
to allow for the effect of their actual inclination.

Annual Variations.

Under this head are comprehended all the inequalities of declin-
ation, and of diurnal variation of declination, whose period is either
an entire year or any fraction of a year. The laws of all such
^equalities may be deduced from the following table, taken from
v ol II of the Toronto Observations. (See next page.)

The most conspicuous inequality is that of the diurnal varia-
tion. The diurnal range changes materially from one season to.

another. Thus, in the year 1846, the mean daily range during
the months of January, February, November and December was
^'33 ; during March, April, September and October 9'-21

; and
during May, June, July and August 12'-27. The mean for the
whole year was 9'27. It is therefore greatest in the summer,
least in the winter, and has an intermediate value in spring and
Second SeeIES, Vol. XIX, No. 50.- March, 1855. . 25
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TABLE I.

Showing the Mean (West) Declination at Toronto at every Observation Hour in every

month of the year 1846, derivedfrom three years of hourly Observations.

Toronto Time,
Astronomical
Reckoning.

Jan. Feb.

1° +
H. M.

12 3

13 3

14 3

15 3

16 3

17 3

18 3

19 3

20 3

21 3

22 3

23 3

3

1 3

•2 3

3 3

4 3

5 3

6 3

7 3

8 3

9 3

10 3

11 3

1° +

Marcli

I°+
; I ,

30 21 30-25

29-85 31-30

29 64(3065 2999 3067 3148

30-31 [30-63 13007
30-33130-76 30-17

April.! May. June.

1°+ 1°+ r +

3000 8<H
30-20 29*94"

29-74

28-98

29-62|29-28|29-7

29*43|29*26 29*28

•29-07 28-93 28 63
28-15 28-42 27-50

28 33 29-47 27-15

29-46 30*85128-97

31-35

3319
33*76

33-38

30-07J30-78
294330-00

July. Aug.

r +
/

30-40 29-62

3Q-9429-88

31*10 30*6<

28-87

28-13

28-26

2671

31-27 O n-88

32-1832-32

33'80;34-95

1-42 36-51

34-103654

2781 25 68

27-80 25-71

28-35 27-88
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The corrections have been applied for the secular change, reducing to the mean
epoch, July 1st, 1846.

autumn. The peculiarities of the mean diurnal variation in the

opposite seasons of summer and winter, are exhibited in the fol-

lowing curves. (Pigs. 3 and 4.)

Besides the difference in the amount of the daily range it may
be noted that the diminution of declination in the morning hours

•

is much greater in summer than in winter, and is comprised

within a shorter interval of time ; also that the turning point,

from the easterly to the westerly motion occurs earlier in summer
than in winter. The greater diurnal range in summer is a con-

sequence of the relative depression of the morning minimum,
and elevation of the afternoon maximum. (See also Table I.)

The depression is greater than the elevation. The morning

minimum is 3-40 lower in June than in December, while the af-

ternoon maximum is l'*74 higher in June than in December. At

the hour of noon the declination is 3 /
-(34 greater in June than in

December.
It will readily be seen that the needle ought to decline farther to

the east in the morning hours in summer than in winter, when
we reflect that the points of maximum excitation at these hours

&
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Diurnal Variation of the Declination^ Toronto.

12A 13A 14A 15k 16A \7h \$h 19A 20A 3IA 22ft 23A 0'< H 2* 3* 4A BA 6A 7* 8A 9* 10A HA 12A

12Am 14* 15* 16A 17A 18* 19A 20A 2U 22A 23a

Fig. 3. April to August, inclusive.

Oh \h 2A 3A 4A 5A 6A /A SA DA 10A ] I A 12A

Fig.. . -..„ .-., . .B . 4. October to February, inclusive.w answers to noon. Scale 0"' -25 to*l r
of arc. Ascending curve is increasing declin-

ation
( West), descending curve decreasing declination : m m, line ofMean Declination.

lie to the east of the prime vertical and to the north of the equa-
tor in summer, and to the west of the prime vertical and south of
the equator in winter. On the other hand about the hour of noon,
when the points in question are in the vicinity of the meridian,, the
West declination ought to be greater in summer than in winter. We
shall see that the ecliptic currents conspire with the radial in pro-
ducing a relative depression in the morning. In like manner each
system of currents tends to make the turning point, from easterly
to westerly motion, occur earlier in summer than in the winter.
To consider now the action of the radial currents alone; we have
to observe that on all the parallels of latitude to the north of the
equator the sun has a greater altitude at a given hour in the fore-

noon, in the summer than in the winter : hence the points in those
parallels, which lie to the west ofjhe prime vertical, have a higher
electric intensity in the summer. Thus, at Toronto, the turning
point in December is 9 a. m., in June 7 a. m. ; now 9 a. m. in De-
cember is 1£ hours after sunrise, and in June A\ hours. The sun's

altitude also increases more rapidly in June than in December.
There is another annual variation, which has recently been

bought to light by Colonel Sabine. It consists in this:

comparison is^made of the values o( the declination at the hour
of 7 to 8 a. m. among themselves, it appears that "at the north-
ern solstice the north end of the magnet is at the eastern extreme
°t a periodical movement, which apart from, and independently

°h all other movements whatsoever, has its opposite or west-
em extreme at the period of the southern solstice, and returns

jwo itself at the next return of the northern solstice. It is there-

fore strictly an Annual Variation, or a variation whose period is

a year, its amount is, at Toronto, about five minutes of declin-

If a
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What is remarkable, we are also assured that an iation."

variation of the declination at the same hour of 7 to 8 a. m., " al-

most precisely similar in character and amount," obtains at Ho-
barton, which is nearly diametrically opposite to Toronto, and

also at the two intertropical stations of St. Helena and the Cape

of Good Hope, and is probably therefore a general phenomenon.

It will be seen upon a little examination that it is a simple con-

sequence of the shifting of the position of the radial current pro-

ceeding from the point underneath the sun, which may be taken

as the representative of all the radial currents in action at the

hour in question. To show this let us first suppose the station

to be on the equator. At the hour of 7 to 8 o'clock a. m. the

point of maximum excitement will be on the 6 o'clock hour cir-

cle, as it lags an hour or two behind the sun. (See p. 192.) Now
let EQ,, Fig. 5, be the equator, as traced on the photosphere, P

Q,

the zenith of the station of the needle, N the position of the

point of highest intensity at the time of the northern solstice, on

the 6 o'clock hour circle, and S the same point at the time of the

southern sdstice. NPE=EPS=23£°. The meridional com-

ponent of the current along NP will be directed toward the

south, that of the current SP toward the north. The former

will displace the north end of the needle toward the east, the

latter toward the west by an equal amount. (A transverse cur-

rent, in the present instance, could have no effect, since it

would be equally inclined to the meridian at the two solstices,

and solicit the needle with the same force toward the east.)
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]\
T
ext suppose Toronto (N. lat. 43£°) to be the station of the

needle, and represent it by P in Fig. 5. P'E will be the prime
vertical on the photosphere; and P/EQ. = 43£ , P'E = 90°,
and NE=SE=23J°. From which we have, NP=74°5',
NPE=17o 30', SP'E = 17°30', SP' = 105° 55'. Current NP'
impels the north end of the needle toward the East, and SP'
toward the West. The meridional component of current NP'
NP sin NP'E

; that of SP=SP' sin SPE ; hence the deflecting
force at Toronto in the interval of the solstices, is to that at a
station on the equator in the ratio of NP' sin NP'E+SP' sin SPE
to 2 NP sin 23£°.* Going through with the calculation we find
the ratio to be 0-78. NP sin NPE=0 312,f SP sin SPE=
0-312. The horizontal force at Toronto is to that at the equator
nearly as 5 to 9 ; dividing 078 by f we obtain 1-40 as the ratio
of deflection at the two stations, or the deflection being 5' at To-
ronto it should be 3'-57 at the equator. I find by calculation, al-

lowing for the west declination of the needle at St. Helena, that
the deflection should be very nearly the same at St. Helena as at
the equator. At Hobarton it should be about 4'. We may con-
clude, therefore, that the deflection, so far as it depends on the
radial currents, is everywhere in the same direction, from the one
solstice to the other, and that it should vary in amount at the
four British Colonial Observatories between 5' and 3'6. The
diagrams given by Colonel Sabine, (Toronto Observations, Vol.
Ill p. 20,) represent the deflection as about 0'-5 less at St. He-
lena than at Toronto.

It is obvious that if we compare any two periods of time
equally distant from the equinox, we shall have a deflection of
the same character, though less in amount than in the case just
considered, since the north and south declinations of the sun,
(^Eand SE, Fig. 5,) are less than at the solstices. Since the
change of the sun's declination is very slow before and after
the solstice, the amount of the deflection should be nearly the
same for the months that precede and follow the solstices. This
Jact as the result of observation is exhibited to the eye in Fig. 6,

(which is a transcript of Fig. 1, p. 20, Vol. II, of Toronto Ob-
servations). From the cause now under consideration the same
effect should occur at the hours following 7 to 8 a. m.

;
but it

Sn!
lld be less m amount from hour to hour, because the angle

JjP'S is less and less as the arc NS is carried farther to the west
Dy the diurnal revolution. This fact is also shown in the dia-

w % the arcs NP', SP' NP. is meant the force of the currents proceeding from
^ and S to P and P'.

t Current alone NT'm - XT ^, • The effect of the currents proceeding from
anv • sin > P'
rT Point, as N, varies with the distance by reason of the divergence of the individ-

^
currents, which follow arcs of great circles, because of the effect of resistances

J>on the individual currents, and doubtless also from the very nature of the prop-

> ,
D

- The intensitv of a galvanic current varies inversely as the square root of^ length of the wire traversk
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17* ISA 19* 20* 21* 22* 23* 0* 1* 2* 3* 4*

These curves show the deviations of the declination, at the specified hours, in tn

months named, from the mean declination in all the months and at all the hours, rep-

resented bf/ the horizontal line MM. An ordinate lying above MM shows that the dec-

lination ( West) at that hour is less than the mean, one lying below that it is greater

than the mean. It May ; % June ; 3, July ; 4, August; 5, November ;
^Decem-

ber; 1, January ; 8, February. Scale 0*'*'5 to V of arc.

gram, (Fig. 6). It should disappear at noon, and recur in the

afternoon, ,but we shall soon see that antagonistic causes come

info operation in the afternoon, which prevent the same result

from being realized. We shall see also that the deflection at

7 to 8 a. m., and the forenoon hours generally, in passing from

the summer to the winter months, is not wholly due to the shitt-

ing of the radial current from the north to the south side of the

prime vertical, as we have thus far considered it.
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We
of electric current in the photosphere of the earth, already briefly

alluded to, from which several interesting effects ensue. This is a
current, or rather system of currents, induced by the sun's mag-
netic action on the photosphere, and running in a direction paral-
lel or nearly so to the ecliptic and from east to west. I conceive
them to be developed by the inductive action (the simple propaga-
tion of an impulse probably) of currents traversing the sun's sur-

face in a direction parallel, or nearly parallel to his equator. The
physical theory of their excitation does not fall within our pres-

ent inquiry. The following discussion will, I think, serve com-
pletely to establish the fact of their existence. To have a clear

conception of their diurnal and annual change of position, we
may regard them (or at least those which originate in the lower
latitudes) as represented by a single current followiug the direc-
tion of the ecliptic traced on the earth, and observe that this is

carried around with the sun during the day; and at a given hour
of the day goes through in the course of a year the same changes
of position that it does during a day. It is also to be observed
that the force of this current will be the greatest at or near the

' directly underneath the sun. At either equinox, and at thepoint

234
°f the station

; at the vernal equinox passing from the north to
the south side of the equator, and at the autumnal equinox from
the south to the north side. The meridional component of tills

current will then be directed from north to south at the vernal
and from south to north at the autumnal equinox. The north
end of the needle ought therefore, to stand farther to the west at
the autumnal than at the vernal equinox, at the hour of noon and
thereabouts, at all stations. In fact there is an excess at Toronto,
at noon, of 3'-23 * (See Table I.) In what precedes I have
°nly considered the action of the ecliptic currents near the equa-
tor. In point of fact, the sun acts upon the high as well as the
low latitudes, and develops at each point of its action a current

^hich sets out in a direction parallel to the ecliptic and follows
the course of a great circle. The more northerly currents may
ln general be approximately represented by a single current pass-
wg through the zenith of the station.f Throughout the year,

This inequality of declination, which 3ms its positive maximum at the autum-
na

J

an <l negative maximum at the venial equinox, and is zero at the solstices, does

.
^Ppear hitherto to have been noticed.

t More correctly by a single current originating in about the latitude 45°. The
Nation is supposed in the text to be in a high northern or southern latitude (as To-
f°nto). So long as we are only attempting to explain the laws of the phenomena it

J?

not imPortant that we should know the precise starting point of this representa-
tive current. It will at any siven hour be shifting its p< tion m the same direction,
irom whatever point in the higher latitude it be supposed to issue. It is to be ob-
served that, other things being the same, the effect of a current will be the greatest
TOen xt passes through the zenith of the station.
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the current developed within the Torrid Zone (or rather within

a few degrees of the ecliptic) maybe represented by a single cur-

rent following the course of the ecliptic traced on the earth's pho-

tosphere. At the equinoxes the northerly currents will cross the

meridian at noon, under larger angles than this single ecliptic cur-

rent, but their tendency will be the same in the inequality just

considered. Let us endeavor to obtain a general conception of

the entire system of currents now under consideration. At the

solstices the currents will everywhere, at the outset be parallel to

the equator, and the circle traced through the various points from

which they proceed at any one instant, will be a meridian and

correspond to the solstitial colure. The entire system of cur-

rents will pass through the pole of this circle, lying on the equa-

tor 90° to the west of the circle. As the earth rotates the circle

of excitement with its pole will be carried toward the west, and

the inclination of each of these currents to the meridian of any

particular station will vary continually. The currents in question

will also pass through the other pole, 90° to the east of the circle

on which they originate, but they will flow from this pole toward

the circle, and from the circle toward the other pole. To the west

folio or

currents. The two poles will in all cases be diametrically oppo-

site to each other, and on the ecliptic. The starting point of the

current that passes through the zenith of the station also varies

continually. At 6 a. m. and 6 p. m. this current issues at the pole,

at noon its starting point is in the zenith of the station. At the

equinoxes the circle of excitement will coincide with the circle of

latitude (that is circle through the pole of the ecliptic) which
passes through the equinoctial points. The currents will set out

perpendicularly to this circle and all meet at its pole. This pole

will, at the autumnal equinox, lie in the northern Tropic, and

move along it toward the west. At the vernal equinox the pole

will follow the course of the southern Tropic. During the year it

will move along the ecliptic from west to east, keeping always

90° behind the sun. It will therefore pass gradually from

one tropic to the other, as the sun does, but be on one of the

tropics when the sun is on the equator, and vice-versa. The
two poles, or points of concentration of the currents, will al-

ways be on opposite sides of the equator, and in the same lati-

tude. At 6 a. m. and 6 p. m., on the day of the autumnal equi-

nox, the current which traverses the zenith of the station origin-

ates at a point on its meridian 23J° beyond the pole ; at noon at

a point a few degrees to the south and east of the station, and

crosses the meridian under an angle of 73°. At the same hours on

the day of the vernal equinox, the current in question originates

at the point on the meridian 23£° on this side of the pole ;
at noon

a few degrees to the south and west of the station, and deviates

73° from the meridian.
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1

At the Solstices, at the hours of noon and midnight, the eclip-
tic current will have no effect on the declination, since it will
cross the meridian of the station perpendicularly- But at 6 a. m.

and thereabouts it will tend to produce a deflection of the needle
from East to West, in the interval from the northern to the
southern solstice ; and this in both hemispheres. For at the
northern solstice, it will, at this hour, cross the meridian under
an angle of 66J°, and tend from north to south, but at the south-
ern solstice it will cross the meridian under the same angle from
south to north. The extratropical currents are at this hour more
oblique to the meridian, than the intertropical (just represented by
a single ecliptic current); but their representative current will
have the same inclination to the meridian at the one solstice as at
the other, passing from N. of E. to S. of W. at the northern sol-

stice, and S. of E. to N. of W. at the southern solstice. These
currents will therefore conspire with those that originate between
the tropics in producing an annual oscillation of the needle, from
the one solstice to the other. The observed oscillation of about
5', at 7 to 8 a. m. (see p. 195), is therefore to be regarded as the
sum of the effects of the entire system of radial and ecliptic cur-
rents. It is to be observed that each set of currents has traversed
an arc of nearly 90° before it comes into operation at this hour.
The same effect, though less in amount, should occur at each of
the successive forenoon hours. In the afternoon the tendency is

everywhere reversed
; the ecliptic currents are therefore now an-

tagonistic to the radial (see p. 198), and tend to counteract these

currents in their tendency to produce the same species of oscilla-

tion as in the morning hours. In this way we may explain the

comparatively small oscillation that occurs toward 6 p. m. (a fact

which is conspicuously indicated by the curves of Fig. 6.) To-
ward mid-day, and afterwards, the stronger meridional currents,

When the sun is at the nearer solstice, has the effect to make the

West declination in both hemispheres, greater at the northern than
at the southern solstice. We shall have corresponding results if

We compare any two months equally distant from the equinox.

At intertropical stations they will also be similar if the com-
parison is made between any two months, on opposite sides

°f the equinox, at which the sun is on the same side of the

zenith of the place. (This qualification is made only with re-

spect to the mid-day relative positions, which are due chiefly to

the radial currents.) The same relative positions of the north

end of the needle, at the various hours of the day, should in fact

obtain on the comparison of two periods very near the equinox,

as
> the interval from Sept. 1 to 15 with that from Oct. 1 to 15.

This appears in the following curves, constructed from the ob-

servations made at St. Helena- No. 2 answers to the former in-

terval, and No. 3 to the latter. The ordinates show the deviations

Secoto Series, Vol. XIX, BTo. 56.—March, 1355. 26
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of the declination at the several hours from the means for the

year at the same hours. An ordinate lying above m m shows

that the needle is at that hour to the east of its mean annual po-

sition at that hour, and an ordinate lying below mm shows that

the needle is to the west of its mean position.

n.

17A ISA 19/j 20A 2\h 22h 23h Oh \h\ 2h

I

/* 4A

*

m

17/* 18A 19A 20A 21 h 22h 23A Oh \h 2h 3A 4A

1, Aug. 16 to 31 ; 2, Sept. 1 to 15 ; 3, Oct. 1 to 15 ; 4, 0& 16 to 81.

The ecliptic currents play an important part in modifying the

diurnal variations. Let us first see what should be their effects in

the northern hemisphere at the time of the summer solstice. If Wi
follow the solstitial colure to the point 23£° beyond the pole, we

reach the last point excited ; this will move from east to west along

the polar circle. I find that about 1§ hours before 6 a. m. the current

from this point will pass through the zenith of Toronto, crossing

the meridian under an angle of 34°. At midnight it will cross

the meridian perpendicularly, 234° south of the pole. Soon af-

ter midnight the currents from the various points of the arc con-

necting the point in question with the pole, cross the meridian un-

der a very large angle and far to the north, and they should have

but little effect ; but as their an^le of inclination to the meridian

decreases there will be a tendency to an easterly displacement,•••- • •
- • The

i

which will go on increasing up to the hour of 4h 20m a. m.

points of meridian passage of the currents in question will now

some of them fall to the south of the zenith, until finally at 6 a.m.

these currents will all pass through the point of intersection of the

meridian and equator; which is now the pole of the solstitial

colure. Between 4 1 * 20m and 6 a.m. their obliquity will be in-

creased, their meridional components will be augmented, and the

easterly motion should continue. The amount of the movement

should be somewhat diminished by the southerly progression ot

the points of meridian passage of the currents. To consider uo*

the effect of the remaining currents ; it suffices to investigate the

action of the currents of the northern hemisphere, since those o
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the southern hemisphere cross the meridian under the same angle,
but in such a direction as to afford a meridional component in the
opposite direction, and being of less intensity, only tend to dimin-
ish the effect produced by the currents of the northern hemis-
phere, without altering its character. The ecliptic currents of the
northern hemisphere, now to be considered, proceed from the va-
rious points of the solstitial colnre lying between the equator and
the pole. Before the hour of 6 a.m. the point of meeting of
these currents will lie on the equator and to the east of the me-
ridian of the station. The currents after intersecting at this point
pass on and cross the meridian south of the equator. As the*

point of concentration moves westward the obliquity of the cur-
rents to the meridian, at their respective points of passage, will

increase, and hence the needle will be deflected still more toward
the east. After G a. m. the obliquity will diminish, and a ten-
dency to a westward movement will obtain. This will be more
or less diminished by the continued augmentation of the strength
of the individual currents, as the circle of excitement is brought
nearer to the meridian, and also by the movement northward of
the points of meridian passage of the currents. The currents
first considered (before 6 a. m.) will now cross the meridian far-

ther and farther to the south, and under larger and larger angles,
and will therefore unite with the others in creating a westward
tendency. This tendency to a westward movement will con-
tinue until noon, and during the afternoon until 6 p. m. The ac-
tual diurnal variation of the declination, is a combination of
these effects and of those already noticed, of the radial currents.
I he variations, as they have been determined by observation,
may be ascertained by turning to Table I, and observing the com-
parative declinations as given for the month of June. It seems
that either a tendency to a diminution of declination, produced
by the radial currents, from 6 to 7 a. m., prevails slightly over the

tendency to an augmentation resulting from the action of the
other set of currents; or else that we must ascribe the fall of

declination at this hour to the two causes of diminution just

mentioned. On either view it is important to observe that the

hourly change of the obliquity of these currents, to the meridian,

* at its maximum at the hours of 6 a. m. and 6 p. m. (See p. 209.)

Let us pass to the epoch of the winter solstice. The effective

currents in the morning hours, are now those of the southern

hemisphere, and hence as they cross the meridian from S. of E.
to N. of w.. instead of from N. of E. to S. of W., the tendency
°f the needle at the same hours, should be in the opposite direc-

tion from that which prevails at the summer solstice : that is the

declination should increase previous to 6 a. m., and afterward de-
crease for a time. (See Table I, December column.) There is

now no tendency to a diminution in the early morning hours,
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from any action of radial currents; we have already seen that

the slight effect of these is the reverse at this season. In the

course of the forenoon, the ecliptic currents of the northern

hemisphere will come into preponderating action ; because after

6 a. m. the points of meridian passage of these currents will move

north, toward the zenith of the station, while those of the south-

ern currents will decline toward the south. The radial currents

of the northern hemisphere will also come into action. From
both of these causes combined, the declination begins to augment

before the hour of noon.

At the equinoxes the resultant of the entire set of ecliptic currents

would be a single current following the course of the ecliptic traced

on the photosphere, but for the fact that the currents of the two

hemispheres cross the meridian under somewhat different angles,

and in different points (except at the hours of 6 a. m. and 6 p. m.).

At the autumnal equinox, before 6 a. m. the currents of the

southern hemisphere cross the meridian to the north of the tropic

of Cancer, and after 6 a. m. the same is true of the currents of

the northern hemisphere. Previous to 6 a. m. we may represent

the whole system of currents by a single one in the ecliptic,

and another crossing the northern tropic, at the point of general

concentration, in a direction from S. of E. to N. of W. For

the sake of distinction we will call the former the primary

and the latter the secondary current. After 6 a. m. the secondary

current crosses the tropic in a direction from N. of E. to o. of

W. Now at the earlier hours the obliquity of the secondary cur-

rent to the meridian, continually, but slowly, (p. 209.) increases,

and hence the needle has a slight tendency westward. The primary

current now crosses the meridian from N, of E. to S. of W., and

its obliquity rapidly decreases, and hence an increased tendency

westward. Later than 6 a. m. the secondary current, now in the

northern hemisphere, experiences a slow diminution of obliquity,

while the obliquity of the primary current, which now runs from

S. of E. to N. of W.j rapidly increases. Both currents therefore

conspire as before to urge the needle westward. To this west-

ward tendency in the morning hours is perhaps opposed a slight

tendency in the opposite direction from the action of the radial

currents. The facts in the case will be seen on glancing at the

September column of Table I. The movement is westward

after 4 or 5 a, m., except from 7 to 8 a. m. The easterly mo-

tion at that hour may perhaps be due to the progression north-

ward of the points of meridian passage of the currents, together

with the augmentation of their individual intensities by reason of

the westward movement of the circle of excitement. Later m
the forenoon the shifting position of the ecliptic currents, both

primary and secondary, tends to keep up the increase of declina-

tion from hour to hour. At noon the declination, so far as it de-
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pends on these currents, should be at its maximum. During the
afternoon the primary ecliptic current becomes less and less ob-
lique to the meridian, in a direction, S. of E. to N. of W., and
hence the needle tends to shift its position toward the east. The
secondary current is opposed to this ; but its effect will be weak-
ened in the latter part of the afternoon, by the progression south-
ward of the point of meridian passage of the current. The pri-

mary ecliptic and the radial currents, therefore, unitedly impel the

needle toward the east, while the secondary current urges it in the

opposite direction. The hourly change, so far as it is due to the

primary current, will be greatest early in the forenoon, and late in

the afternoon, and least at noon ; so far as it is due to the second-
ary current, it will be greatest toward mid-day, and least at 6
a. n, and 6 p. wt. From the effect of both currents it should be
greatest, a short time after the middle of the forenoon. It should
be less at the middle of the afternoon, because the secondary
current is now opposed to the radial. Table II. (p. 208) gives
the hourly change from 9 to 10 a.m. in September 3 7,

25, and
from 2 to 3 p. m., l'-82.

At the vernal equinox the point of concentration of the eclip-

tic currents is on the Southern Tropic ;
the secondary current,

previous to 6 a. m. will be much less oblique to the meridian, and
after that hour much more oblique than at the Autumnal Equi-
nox. The primary current will now, in the earlier hours, run
from S. of E. to N. of W. ; its obliquity will diminish from hour
to hour, and hence there will be a tendency toward the east.

After 6 a. m. the current goes from N. of E. to S. of W., and its

obliquity increases so that the tendency continues to be the same.
In the present case the secondary current is opposed*to the pri-

mary, but its first effects are slight; for two or three reasons, it

is differential in its character, and therefore comparatively feeble,

is remote from the zenith, and its hourly change of position

is the least possible in the morning hours. On turning to

Table I, and examining the column for March, it will be seen
that the declination steadily decreases from 3 a. m. to 9 a. m.

After this hour the radial and secondary prevail over the primary
current, and the deflection is toward the west. In the afternoon

the action of the primary current is reversed, while that of the

secondary remains the same. We have therefore the primary
and secondary ecliptic currents both acting in opposition to the

radial and checking the movement toward the East. The amount
of the displacement of the needle should therefore be greater in

the forenoon than in the afternoon. The actual deflection from
6 A - m. to noon is 5'-G7 (Table I), and from noon to 6 p. m. is

?
/-7

8- At the autumnal equinox the three currents act together

in the forenoon
;
and the deflection is 8'65. In the afternoon

the secondary current is opposed to the other two, but its princi-

pal effects both in the morning and afternoon lie within three or
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four hours of noon, because it is then that its position changes
most rapidly, (p. 209). At the same hours the primary current is

in its position of minimum action. Table I. gives for the de-

flection in September between 8 a. m. and 12 m. 9'-78, and be-

tween 12 m. and 4 p. m. 4'-85.

At other periods of the year the general character of the effects

of the currents may be readily ascertained if we reflect that in

the summer months, the currents of the Northern Hemisphere pre-

vail throughout the day, while in the winter months the currents

of the Southern Hemisphere come into prevailing action in the

morning hours, from 4 or 5 a. m. to 8 or 9 a. m. ; and that toward

the equinoxes the effect of the primary ecliptic current is greater

than at other seasons. We see therefore that the curves for the

summer months should resemble that for the day of the sum-

mer solstice, and the curves for the winter months that for the

day of the winter solstice; and that the curves for March and

September should be somewhat different. (See Fig. 6, also

Hobarton Observations, Vol. I, p. 34.) The change from a west-

ward to an eastward tendency at the hour of 6 a. m. in the win-

ter months, is observable in the curves 5, 6, 7, 8, of Fig. 6. Pre-

vious to 5 a. 3i. there is a slight eastward tendency, except in the

curve for January. This I ascribe to the easterly deflection that

follows the meridian passage of the point of maximum electric

excitement diametrically opposite the sun. This point should be

particularly effective in the winter, because its declination is north.

The opposite change of tendency, viz., from east to west, at 6 a.m.

is to be seen in the curves 1, 2, 3, 4. That the westerly motion

does not actually begin at that hour I suppose to be owing to the

action of th% radial currents, which tend to urge the needle to-

ward the east early in the forenoon. The greater part of the

movement in this direction previous to 6 a. m., is doubtless attrib-

utable to the same action of the radial currents.

If we compare any one curve with the others, we find that

the differences and correspondences which subsist, are in almost

every instance such as the theory calls for. Thus, at 6 a. m. the

needle should stand farther to the east in June than in May or

July, because the ecliptic currents are more oblique to the merid-

ian
; also the position should be nearly the same at that hour, in

May and July, since the obliquity of the currents is nearly the

same. The more easterly position of the needle, at 6 a.m., in

August than in June would seem to be an exception, but it is to

be observed that the points of meridian passage of the ecliptic

currents, at the hour in question, are almost twice as near the

zenith of the station (Toronto) in August as in June, and it

is possible that this may over-balance the diminution of the

obliquity of the currents. Again, from the predominance of the

currents of the Southern Hemisphere, there should be an espe-

cial tendency to a westward displacement of the needle, at the
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hour of 6 a. m. in December; but the tendency should be approx-
imately the same in November, December and January. In Feb-
ruary it should be less, because the preponderance of the currents
of the Southern Hemisphere is diminished, and the primary eclip-

tic current is less oblique to the meridian. If we pass to the
hour of noon, the declination is greater in August than in June
because of the greater obliquity of the ecliptic to the meridian

;

the increase of this obliquity prevailing over the diminution of
the action of the radial currents. In the winter months the mid-day
declination should be the least in December, because the tendency
of the radial currents to deflect the needle toward the west is

then at its minimum. In November the declination at noon
should be greater than in January or February, because the ecliptic

crosses the meridian in November in a direction from S. of E. to

N. of W., and in January and February from N. of E. to S. of W.
It is a consequence of our theory of the combined action of

radial and ecliptic currents, that in the middle of the day the dec-
lination should be greater at the autumnal than at the vernal
equinox. This fact has already been noticed (p. 199). It fol-

lows also that the declination should be nearly the same both at

6 a. m. and 6 p.m. at the equinoxes. The actual difference at 6
a. m. is only 0'-25 ; at 6 p. m. the declination is l'*9 greater at the
vernal than at the autumnal equinox. This excess of 1

7,9 is

probably in part due to the irregular disturbances, so called, for

these are much greater at the autumnal than at the vernal equ'i-

hox, and at 6 p. m. and for several hours after the easterly disturb-
ance preponderates over the westerly. It also may be in part at-

tributable to the more northerly position, in the latter part of the
afternoon, of the point of meridian passage of the secondary eclip-
tic current. Another consequence of our theory is that the increase
of declination from 6 a.m. to noon should be greater at the au-
tumnal than at the vernal equinox; because at the former the three

currents are combined in their action, whereas at the latter the

he actual numbers
ts (or rather their

mary current ; then ar+y=8M>5, #~y=5'-67,

y= l'-49. We have an opportunity of verifyiog this de-

termihation of the effect of the primary current. The difference

between the declination at noon at the equinoxes must be very
nearly equal to twice the effect of the primary current at noon.
The amount of this difference is 3'-23. and the half of it is 1' 61
^hich differs from l'-49 by 0'-12. The afternoon movement ought
also to be greater at the autumnal than at the vernal equinox, for at
the former the radial and primary currents are opposed to the sec-
ondary, while at the latter the radial is opposed to the secondary

The numbers which observation gives are

primary current is opposed to the other two. Tl
are 8'*65 and 5'-67. Let x= rad. + sec. cnrren
effect), and y= pri

*=7'16, y=l'.49.

and primary currents.

V-89and2'-78. 7'-8!.--_ . 89-l /<49=6 /-40=rad. -sec. ; 2/-78+l'-49=
4/
'27=rad. - sec. With Table II, we get the results, 4'-63

;
4' -38.

i

*
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If we make a comparison between the hourly variations at

the equinoxes, toward the middle of the day, similar differences

ought to obtain. We have, therefore, an inequality of hourly

change of declination, which has its maximum positive value at the

autumnal and its maximum negative value at the vernal equinox.

At the summer solstice all the ecliptic currents tend to deflect the

needle in the same direction, as they shift their position at a given

hour ; and in the forenoon they have the same tendency as the ra-

dial currents, in the afternoon the opposite tendency. Taking the

numbers given for June (Table II.) we have ar+y=12'-34, x—y=
6'-ll, #=9' -22, and y=3A12. x represents the effect of the radial

currents and y the effect of the ecliptic currents from 7 a.m. to

1 p. m., and also from 1 p.. m. to 7 p. m. If we compare 6 a. m.

to 12 M. with 12 m. to 6 p. m. we have ^ = 7 /
*02, 2/=2'-94.

The ecliptic currents will have some effect in modifying the

nocturnal variations of declination, but we will not enter upon the

study of their more minute effects on the present occasion. The
following table contains the mean hourly variations of the declin-

ation for certain hours of the day for a period of six years, from

1842 to 1848, which is half a solar period.

TABLE II.

Mean hourly variations of the Declination at Toronto during a period of six years,

from July, 1842, to June, 1848, inclusive.

17/<. to 18/i.

18a. to 19ft

19ft. to 20ft

20ft. to 2U.

21ft. to 22ft.

22ft. to 23ft.

23ft. to Oft.

Oft. to 1ft.

Jan.

W
006

0*56

1-04

"IT
0*42

"vvT
l-ii

"vvT
1*76

216

0-81

lft. to 2ft.

2ft. to 3ft.

3ft. to 4ft.

4ft. to 5ft

5ft. to 6ft.

6ft. to 7ft.

W.
0-06

~e7
0-59

E.

0-91

Feb. Mrch.

E.

084
E.
0-61

~eT
058

000
~eT
042

054

0-84

1-15

W.
1-98

~xv7
1-50

W.
0*23

o-oo

E.

0-84

E~
86

~E~
046

E.

0'54

E.

0-94

~E~
112
"wT
002

205
W.
293
W.
2 74

W.
1-43

vvT
o-oi

April

94

E.

0.44

May. June. July.

E.

1.53

"eT
097

E
2-31

"e7

E.

2-01

E. I E.

0*15 0-03

VV. w.

E
100 1-47

1-00 1-83

W. w.
218 328

E.

067

111

W. VV.

3-05 340

w. w.
248 2-18

W.
1-2

VV.

0*86

E. E.

0-06; 29

E.

0-7

E.

037

E.

110
E.

103
~eT
080

e
0-86

E.

1-66

E.

1-10

~eT
1-71

e. e.

1-5.°, 170 1 82

VV
025
^vvT
1-55

2-87

~wT
363
w.
267
W.
1-37

E.

0*02

E.

092
~eT

1J>9
e7

Aug

E.

264
~E~
168

E. E.

1*05 1*01

1-00 022

E.

110
E
0*66

E.

019
w.
1-70

VV.

2*85

w
338
~w7
274
"wT
142

012
E.

084
"IT
1-29

~E~
1-83

"IT
1 • 20

56
;

vv.

0*06

w.
230
W.
403
VV.

349

Sept

E.

1-28

E.

1-25

0'94

VV^

1-66

Oct. Nov.

VV. W.
029 02

E. E.

051 0-60

Dec.

~vvT

005

E. E.

0-98 0-75

E.

028

w. vv.

018 016

VV.

•2 28

VV.

325
w.
299

\V.

0*98

~eT
068
E
1-82

~E
1-86

E.

1 55

"IT
142

009

vv.

192

E.

021

E.

0j83

1-82

E
1-79

vv. w.
1-68 152

vv vv.

2 67 2 21

vv. w.

2 00 r67

w.
076

VV.

0-43

eT
0'24

E.

031

E.

0*61

"vv.

0-66

1-68

1-66

E.

E.

106

~E~
094
E

E.

029
E.

HI
E.

0^73

E.

1-26 0-77 0-73

E.

063
"eT
028

E.
i

E.

119 1-10

vv.

096

001

0-75

098

E
94

E-

CMKi

E.

07 1-01 !
067

E. 1 1

The direction of movement of the north
E or W9

placed aver the number.

*

\
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8

In what precedes the law of variation of the angle included be-
tween the ecliptic and meridian, from one hour
to another, or from oue season to another at a

• _
'

given hour, has been assumed. I propose now
Let ER (Fig. 8) represent the

equator, ES the ecliptic, and DSR a merid-
ian

;
put ESR=S, ES=L, SER=*>=23£°.

Then

to establish it.

tang S
cot to

cos p d (tang S)= cot &>
sin LdL
cos 2 L

tangL _ T
cot « ,

—

K- d L.
cos L

tangL

cos L
Thus the hourly variation of tang S is proportional to

For L=l° 11°, 22°, 33°, 45°, 55°,«65°, 75°, 85°, d(tangS)
•017, -197, -436, -765, 1-41, 250, 5 07, 14-4, 131. The corres-
ponding values of S are, 66^, 66° 53', 68° 3', 69° 58', 72° 55',

76°, 79° 25', 83° 35', 87° 50'. The variations of the angles cor-
responding to the above variations of the tangent are as the num-
bers 1, 11, 22, 33, 44, 53, 60, 64, 64. If the hourly variations of
the obliquity of the ecliptic current, as one or another part of the

9.

Solst. 85° I°Eq.

ecliptic is on the meridian, be represented by the ordinates of a
curve, we have a curve of the form shown in fig 9; nearly straight
toward, the solstitial point and again nearly straight in the vicinity
of the equinoctial point. The meridional component of the ecliptic

current is proportional to cosS, and d (cosS) varies as sin S

;

hence the hourly change of declination resulting from the same
change of the obliquity of the current is greatest at the solstitial

and least at the equinoctial points. A curve showing the hourly
change of declination that would result from the actual change
of position of the current, would then differ from the

JJ^g
in being slightly more curved toward the solstitial point.

The law of variation would be the same if we take any individual

ecliptic current, instead of the primary current (so called) just con-
sidered, for this does not depend on the value of the constant, cot w;
it would also be the same for any single current taken as the rep-

resentative of the ecliptic currents more remote from the equator.

^ appears to me that the two laws recently made out by M.
Secchi are deducible from the theory of ecliptic currents, taking

Secosd Series, Yol. XIX, No. 56.—March, 1855. 27

prece-
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into acccount the law of variation of their angles of inclination,

to the meridian, just established, but as I have only seen a meagre

statement of his researches (in the Comptes Rendus) it would be

premature to enter into a detailed discussion of them in the pres-

ent paper.

It remains to discuss the peculiar variations of declination that

occur at intertropical stations, which have been signalized by Col.

Sabine. In the first volume of the Hobarton Observations we find

the following statement ;
" the diurnal variation between the

hours 2 a.m. and 10 a. m. at St. Helena correspond in respect to

the direction in which the magnet moves in the months from

April to August with the phenomena of the Northern Hemisphere,

and from October to February with those of the Southern Hemi-
sphere. 7

' Similar phenomena are observed at the Cape of Good
Hope. The comparison between the diurnal movements at short

intervals before and after the equinox is made in Fig. 7, p. 202:

the same opposition of movement in the forenoon is here seen

to exist very near the equinox. These curious phenomena may
readily be referred to the action of the ecliptic and radial currents.

When the sun is north of the equator the currents in the Northern

Hemisphere predominate, and when he is south of the equator

those in the Southern Hemisphere predominate. Now we have

already seen (p. 202) that when the sun is considerably north of

the equator the tendency of the action of the currents of the North-

ern Hemisphere, is to impel the needle eastward previous to 6 or

7 a. m. and afterwards toward the west, and that when he is south

of the equator the tendency of the action of the currents of the

Southern Hemisphere is the reverse at the same hours; and such

are the actual diversities of movement that have been observed.

The curves representing them for the months near the solstices

as observed at St. Helena, have the same form, and have the

principal turning points at the same hours as those of Fig. 7. As

the station (St. Helena) is in the Southern Hemisphere, the cur-

rents of the Southern Hemisphere, when they predominate have

a more energetic action than those of the Northern Hemisphere

when in most effective action. Toward noon, (when the sun

passes to the north of the zenith,) the radial currentsfrom within

the tropics will increase the tendency toward the east. In case the

sun is north of the equator, the radial currents in question and the

predominating currents from the high latitudes are opposed to each

other, at that hour, but when he is south of the equator they con-

spire to produce an eastward movement. We see therefore that

the deflection toward the west, late in the forenoon, in the former

position of the sun should be less than the deflection toward the

east in the latter position. In the afternoon the radial currents

that come from points within the tropics will again be in oppo-

sition to the predominating extratropical currents when the sun

?

?
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is considerably to the north of the equator, and in coincidence
of action when the sun gets to the south of the equator- (See
Fig. 7.)

Let us take now the special case represented in Fig. 7. The
same effects will occur that we have just considered; they will
only be less in amount. But we may also .discern effects pro-
duced by the primary ecliptic current. Before and after the equi-
nox this current crosses the meridian under a large angle, early
in the morning, and by the rapid shifting of its position tends to

deflect the needle more and more toward the west during the fore-

noon. During the afternoon the tendency is reversed. It is thus
opposed to the intertropical radial current during the greater part
of the day both before and after the equinox. At the earlier date,
at which the sun is north of the equator, the primary current
crosses the meridian early in the morning in a direction from N.
of E. to S. of W. ; and at the later date it runs at the same hour
in a direction from S. of E. to N. of W. The needle ought
therefore to have a greater west declination early in the morning
after than before the equinox. That such is the fact will be
seen on inspecting Fig. 7.

It is to be observed that the easterly movement of the needle
from 6 to 7 a. m., when the sun is north of the equator, and west-
erly movement at the same hour when the sun is south of the

equator, is attributed to the action of the radial currents. When
the sun has a south declination the westerly tendency resulting

from the action of the radial currents, from 6 to 7 or 8 a. m..

should be relatively greater at St. Helena than at Toronto. Ac-
cordingly the radial may prevail over the ecliptic currents at that

hour, at St. Helena, and the ecliptic over the radial at Toronto
;

(compare Figs. 6 and 7.)
It may be stated in general terms that the peculiar phenomena

°f the diurnal variation of the declination which have place at

St. Helena and the Cape of Good Hope, and probably at inter-

tropical stations generally, receive their explanation in the alternate

preponderance of the extratropical currents of the Northern or

Southern Hemisphere, according as the sun is north or south of

the equator; together with the modifying action of the ecliptic

and radial currents that are developed between the tropics.

(To be continued)
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Art. XX,— Observations on the fructification of the Arachis

hypogcea; by Hugh M. Neisler, Columbus, Geo.

In studying our Stylosanthes a few years ago, my attention was

attracted by a note in Torrey and Gray's Flora of North America,

vol. i, p. 354. viz., "Mr. Bentham in a paper on the affinities of

Arachis, read before the Linnsean Society in 1838, gives an account

of the two kinds of flowers in Stylosanthes, and shows its affinity

to Arachis, which he considers a genuine Hedysarea." I presumed

that he supposed the Arachis to have two kinds of flowers, but,

wishing to inform myself accurately as to his views, I mentioned

the subject to Dr. Torrey in the course of our correspondence,

who remarked in reply; u Mr. Bentham says, that Arachis has

two kinds of flowers. Those that have all the parts, do not per-

fect their fruit, the ovary never ripens. The fructiferous flowers,

have neither calyx, corolla, nor stamens, but consist at first of a

minute ovary on a rigid stipe that arises from between two brac-

teoles. After fecundation, the minute ovary swells, at the same

time burrows in the ground where it ripens.

On examination, I found in some specimens that had been in

flower some days, in the axils of two or three of the lower leaves,

minute, sessile (sometimes two or three in a kind of one-sided ra-

ceme) conical germs situated between two bracteoles ; these grad-

ually elongated themselves until reaching the earth, they pene-

trated beyond the reach of light, where their extremities becom-

ing etiolated they grew succulent, enlarged and ripened their

fruit. The stipe of the fruit varies much in length, in the pros-

trate forms of the plant from 1 to 3 or 4 inches—but in an up-

right variety which I cultivate, they grow 6, 12, and sometimes

even 18 inches before reaching the earth and in their growth

hang around the stem like aerial rootlets. In the axils next above

these fertile germs, in my specimens, I found petal-bearing flow-

ers, which I at first (supposing Mr. Bentham's views of course to

be correct) regarded as barren. But after close and repeated ex-

aminations, to my surprise, I found them in all respects perfect,

and what at first sight I had thought a long peduncle which

withered with the flower, proved to be a slender, tubular calyx,

through which there was no difficulty in tracing the style to a

minute conical germ, situated between two bracteoles—and in

all respects identical with those in the axils below. And after

examining a few plants, I succeeded in finding germs elongated

to two or three inches with the marcescent calyx and corolla still

adhering to their points, and stimulated into growth beyond a

doubt by the perfect and fertilized ova. Younger plants just get-

ting into bloom showed petal-bearing flowers in the lowest axils

i
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and doubtless those that I first examined and which I thought
achlamydeous, would have been found so, if seen a little earlier

;

for generally, the flower falls away entirely and is seldom found
attached to the germ after withering. Theflowers of the Arachis
hypogma are all petal-bearing and all fertile. The plant is in
some respects a singular one—and I am not surprised that Mr.
Bentham or any one else who had not watched it in all stages
of its growth, should have fallen into error as regards its fruc-

tification.

Art. XXI.

—

On certain Physical Properties of the Light of the

Electric Spark, within certain Gases as seen through a
Prism; by D. Alter, M.D., of Freeport, Pa.

In a former communication, I noticed the peculiar character of
the light produced by interrupting the galvanic circuit, between
different kinds of metal. I also mentioned that several bright
bands were observed in the common electric spark. I have since

employed various metallic conductors, but without producing the
bands corresponding with those resulting from the interrupted
galvanic circuit between the same metals—the bands always re-

gaining the same, whatever metal was employed. It then oc-
cureq to me, than the bands were characteristic, not of the
petals, but of the atmosphere, through which the sparks passed.
To test this view, I passed the spark through various gases, in

succession, and found that they were characterised by their ap-

propriate bands, with as much distinctness, as the metals are, by
the galvanic spark ; e. g., I discovered in atmospheric air, one red,

°ne orange, two green, one blue, and one indigo: while in hy-
drogen, I discovered one very bright red, two faint green bands,
and one very faint, blue. In nitrogen, one red, one orange, and two
green, fa chlorine, two distinct green bands, and a knot of light

M the yellow and also in the blue, which I think are composed
°f several bands close together in each. In carbonic acid, there

are, one red, three orange and two green bands. In sulphuretted

hydrogen, there are red, orange and green bands. In oxygen, no
bands were discovered, but the light was strong throughout the

spectrum. In the other gases it is feeble, except in the bands
before mentioned. The quantity of light in the red band of the
spark, in hydrogen, is quite remarkable, being so great, that the
sfark, seen without the prism, has a very red appearance, as

als<> in the gases compounded of hydrogen. From this, we per-

ceive the cause of the difference in color, in the flashes of light-

ing—for when the electricity has a watery conductor, in much
of its course, it will emit red light, but when it passes through
*"•> the light will be white : as in the spark through that medium,
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the bands are well distributed among the colors of the spectrum.

The colors also, observed in the aurora borealis, probably indicate

the elements involved in that phenomenon. The prism may
also detect the elements in shooting stars, or luminous meteors.

Since from the preceding observations, it is evident that the

electric light, whether from the interrupted galvanic current, or

from the common electric machine, is principally resolved into

several bright bands by the prism ; and that the light, thus pro-

duced by one elementary body, differs in the number, brilliancy

and situation of its bands, from every other element, so that it is

immediately recognised, by mere inspection—we are led to the

following inquiries. Is their such a fluid as electricity? or,

are the phenomena, commonly reputed electrical, the result (as

suggested by Prof. Graham) of chemical affinity? If so, are there

only two poles, a chlorous and a zincous, to each molecule—or,

are there as many poles or combining surfaces as are indicated by

the number of bright bands of its refracted light? And (if the

undulatory theory of light maybe depended on) would not these

bands give an indication of the size of those surfaces or poles?

On Daguerreotyping the dark lines in the Solar Spectrum.

Being desirous to know whether corresponding lines exist in

the actinic rays, I adopted the following method. The sun's rays

were admitted into a dark chamber, between the edges of two

pieces of sheet brass about eight inches in length and separated

about the thirtieth of an inch, at one end, but in contact at the

other.

Near the outside of the aperture thus formed, was placed a

large lens, five feet in focus. Near the focus of the lens in the

chamber, the rays pass through a prism and through a second

lens of about 20 inch focus, which shows the dark lines very

distinctly on white paper, at its focus, for rays coming from the

slit. The prepared Daguerreotype plate, placed in the focus and

exposed for one or two seconds, produces the effect.

In the Daguerreotype, which I send you there are two spectra

caused by filing the brass slips so as to cause an aperture on side

of the point of contact. I have placed the letters on the lines as

given in Brewster's Optics, 1837, page 79. They would corres-

pond with Prof. Draper's (see this Journal, March, 184S) if the

H occupied the place of I.

I could not see the spectrum farther than the breadth of the

second broad line at I in the direction beyond that line, when

looking through the prism and slit at the sun. But by receiving

the spectrum on paper stained with alcoholic tincture of turmeric,

several dark lines can be seen beyond these and the blue appears

to be changed to violet down to the line F.
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Art. XXII.

—

Synopsis of the Ichthyological Fauna of the Pa-
cific slope of North America, chiefly from the collections wade
by the U. S. ExpL Exped. under the command of Cupt.
C. Wilkes, with recent Additions and Co7nparisons with East-
ern types*; by L. Agassiz.

(Continued from p. 99
)

Exoglossum, Rafl
Thus far a single species of this remarkable genus is known,

which was first described by Lesueur, under the name of Cyp-
rinus maxillingua in the first volume of the Journal of the Acad-
emy of Natural Science of Philadelphia, p. 185. Lesueur how-
ever already suspected that this species would constitute a sepa-
rate genus, but until the discovery of another similar species he
would content himself with referring it to the genus Cyprinus.
His expectation of such a discovery has however not been real-
ized, since the three species soon afterwards referred to this type
by Rafinesque, who first introduced for it the name of Exoglos-
sum, and those described at a later period by Kirtland and Va-
lenciennes do not in reality belong to it. This is another among
the many instances which show that the importance of generic
peculiarities does not necessarily depend upon the number of spe-
cies in which they occur. Rafinesque states that he had thought
of calling this genus Glossognathns, but that this name appear-

ing to him rather harsh, he has proposed that of Exoglossum,
for the sake of euphony. Valenciennes remarks that he would
have preferred that of Glossognathus, which he had himself intro-

duced for this genus, before he read Rafinesque's paper. As mat-
ters now stand, we can have no choice, the name of Exoglos-
sum standing by the right of priority and general acceptance.
UeKay is certainly wrong in referring this fish to the genus*Ca-

#

tostomusfrwith which it has no generic affinity, as I have already
shown. In calling the typical species Exoglossum Lesueinianum,
Rafinesque has paid a deserved tribute to the able French natu-
ralist who discovered this fish ; but in so doing, he has acted con-
trary to the universally acknowledged law of priority, which re-

hires that specific names once established, should never be
changed, unless they are absolutely objectionable, which is by
no means the case in this instance. I do therefore not hesitate

st given to this

Maryland.

^restoring the specific name of maxillingua, fir

tsh by Lesueur, who discovered it in Pipe Creek,

Valenciennes describes specimens from Pennsylvania. I have
myself obtained numerous specimens from different localities

;

I hare introduced this and similar other remarks in my paper, not merely with
Terence to the subjects under consideration, but chiefly as bints to American Zoolo-

£j*ts > who in their writings seem not always to take sufficiently into consideration
the ^aditionai rules which have guided Naturalists since the days of Linnaus,
m ^ters of nomenclature.
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through the kindness of Professor S. S. Haldeman from the Sus-

quehannah River; from Carlisle, Pennsylvania, through Prof.

Baird
; from Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania, where it is called

Cuttlips, or Niggerfish, through J. R. Lowrie, Esq. ; from the Ju-

niata River, where it is called Daychub andNiggerchub, through

Prof. Th. C. Porter, and from Nichols, Tioga County, New York,

where it is called Mullet, through R. Howell, Esq., so that its

geographical range appears much wider than was known before.

As to the other species referred by Rafinesque to the genus

Exoglossum, it may easily be ascertained on comparing his

figures and descriptions, that neither of them belong to this tribe

and one not even to this family. His Exoglossum macroptenm,
for which he himself afterwards proposed the generic name of

Hypentelium is only a young Catostomus nigricans ; his Exoglos-

sum annulaium belongs to my genus Melanura of the family of

Erythroids or Characini ; and his Exoglossum nigrescens is only

a synonym of his own Exoglossum annulatum with a less marked

caudal spot. These nominal species have nevertheless been in-

troduced by Valenciennes into his Histoire Naturelle des Poissons,

upon the authority of Rafinesque, and hence reproduced by Dr.

Storer in his Synopsis of the Fishes of North America. The
Exoglossum dubium of Dr. Kirtland and Valenciennes, Exoglos-

sum spinicephalum truly belong to the tribe of Chondrostoma,
but as we shall see below they constitute a distinct genus, differ-

ing in some marked structural peculiarities from Exoglossum
proper, as well as from the European genera of that tribe.

Thus restricted to its proper limits the genus Exoglossum is

characterised by the following peculiarities : Body elongated,

cylindrical, slightly compressed, covered with medium sized

scales. Head flattened above ; sides of head vertical : mouth
terminal, and yet opening downwards owing to the shortness ot

the lower jaw, which fits within the upper and is entirely con-

cealed from above by the broad upper lip, wh?n the •mouth is

closed. The lower jaw has three distinct lobes, the middle one

of which is larger, simulating a tongue, owing to the projection

of a symphysis of its two branches between the lateral lobes of

the lower lip. In fact the lip is wanting in the middle of the

lower jaw, or reduced to a thin somewhat cartilaginous covering

on the anterior portion of the jaw, whilst on the sides towards

the angles of the mouth it remains large and fleshy, producing

the appearance of a three-lobed lower jaw. The ventrals are

further backwards thau in most Cyprinoids, their insertion being

nearer that of the anal than that of the pectorals, and their tip

when bent back reaching the anal. The scales are almost quad-

rilateral, with rounded angles and a somewhat projecting poste-

rior margin. Their vertical diameter is scarcely greater than the

longitudinal The centre of radiation is in advance of the centre

of outline. The radiating furrows do not converge regularly
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towards the centre, but occupy near it a broader field than usu-
ally and diverge towards the posterior margin in such a manner
that the concentric ornamental ridges of the lateral fields and of
the anterior field are not intersected by them.
The pharyngeal teeth are arranged in two rows, the outer one

with four somewhat compressed teeth, curved inwards, termina-
ting with a small hook and provided with a small grinding sur-
face upon the inner margin. The inner row has only a single
tooth, more conical than the outer ones and much smaller. The
insertion of these teeth lower
upon the branch of the sym-
physis than usually is also
quite characteristic.

Fig. 10, a, represents the
right pharyngeal of Exoglos-
sum maxillingua, 6, c and rf,

the longest tooth of the outer
row from three sides and e,

the smallest in profile.

ID,

Melan Few fishes have been referred to
so many different groups with which they have no affinity as the
type of the genus I have called Melanura. First described by
Rafmesque in 1820, in the first volume of the Journal of the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, under two different

names, as Exoglossum annulatum and nigrescens, it reappears in

1842 as a new species in DeKay's Report, without any reference
to Rafinesque, under the name of Leuciscus pygrnceus* It is

introduced a second time in the same work under the name of
Hydrargyra atricauda, though Rev. Z. Thompson had already
described it anew shortly before the publication of that work,
under the name of Hydrargyra fitsca in his History of Vermont.
In 1S43JDr. W. O. Ayres described it for the sixth time as a new
species Irnder the name of Fundulus fusais in the 6th volume
of the Boston Natural History Journal, p. 296. He however
added to our knowledge of its structure by describing correctly

the jaws. In 1846 Dr. Storer trusting implicitly to his predeces-

sors, -mentions it still under the head of three different genera
w his Synopsis of the Fishes of North America, as Leuciscus

Pygmanis, Fundulus fuscus and Hydrargyra fnsca.

AU these descriptions relate only to two species of one and
the same genus, which however belongs neither to the family
of Cyprinoids, nor to that of Cyprinodonts in which the inter-

maxillaries form the whole margin of the upper jaw. but
5

con

I am indebted to Professor Baird for specimens of the Leuciscus pygmseus of
^eKay from the same locality as those described in the Natural History of New
x ork, without which I would hardly have suspected even the generic identity of
that fish with DeKay's own Hydrargyra atricauda.

Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 56.—March, 1855. 23
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stitutes a North American representative of that curious type

first described by Gronovius, under the name of Erythrinus, from

the Brazils. The genus Erythrinus, divided by J. Muller into

two genera: Erythrinus proper and Macrodon, was referred by

hirn to his family of Characini and afterwards raised by Valen-

ciennes to the rank of a distinct family under the name of Ery-

throids, to which he has added the genera Lebiasina VaL, from

Lima, Pyrrhnlina VaL, from Surinam, and Urn bra Kram, from

Hungary. My genus Melannra is the North American represent-

ative of the European Umbra. It may be characterized as fol-

lows : Body elongated, compressed: dorsal far behind, extend-

ing over the space between the ventrals and the anal, as far back

as the anal itself : ventrals when bent back reaching the anal.

Mouth opening forwards ; lower jaw longer than the upper

armed as the intermaxillaries and palatines with small recurved

velvet teeth; no teeth in the upper maxillaries which form the

sides of the upper jaw ; pharyngeal teeth like those of the jaws

but smaller. Cheeks, opercle and top of the head covered with

scales. A. few large pores along the preopercle, the mastoids

and on the top of the head. Gill openings very large; mem-
brane connecting the four branchiostegal rays overlapping one

another below. No Pseudobranchiae. Caudal fin rounded. Hy-
drargyra lirni, Kirt, is another species of this genus, and Professor

Baird has discovered others in our western waters, which he has

forwarded to me for comparison and description.* The first spe-

cies mentioned above, must retain the specific name given to it

by Rafinesque: I shall therefore call it Melanura annulate.

The little figure given of this species by Mr. Thompson, in his

History of Vermont, p. 137, is very characteristic]

Campostoma, Agass.

As stated above, the Exoglossum dubium of Dr. Kirtland,

though closely allied to the typical species first described

by Lesueur is not generically identical with it.

It is true, its pharyngeal teeth have the same gerieral arrange-

ment, there being an outer row of four teeth on each side, and

an additional small tooth within that row ; but the teeth them-

selves inserted in a cluster abreast of the rather spur-like lateral

dilatation of the pharyngeal, are more elongated, hardly hooked

at all, and their inner margin presents a long narrow grinding sur-

face, very similar to that of the genus Chondrostoma proper.

The American fish differs however, in having two rows of

teeth, while Chondrostoma has six teeth in a single row. Be-

sides, the form of the mouth is very different in the two, being

square in Chondrostoma and arched in Exoglossum dubium.

* I have received another from Davenport, Iowa, through the kindness of Professor

Sheldon. I shall describe all these fishes comparatively, on another occasion, and

then discuss their svnonvmv more fullv.
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This shows plainly that however closely allied, they are types of
different genera, and I shall introduce the name of Campostoma
for the American form. The scales bear a close resemblance to

those of Exoglossum
; their longitudinal diameter however pre-

vails over the vertical and the radiating furrows diverge more
towards the posterior margin. The body is fusiform, rather stout,

somewhat compressed
; the peduncle of the tail long and power-

ful. Fins of medium size and rounded. Head broad, com-
pressed

; its sides vertical ; eyes high upon the sides of the head,
reaching its upper outline. The species I have mentioned in my
notice of the iishes of the Tennessee River, under the names of

Chondrostoma, prolixnm and pullum* belong to this new genus,
as also Exoglossum spinicephalum of Valenciennes. Since it is

not my object t6 describe here the species of North American
Cyprinidce, upon which Professor Baird is preparing a mono-
graph, I shall not enter into further particulars respecting this

genus, remarking only that the species of Campostoma assume
a very different appearance in different periods of the year, accord-
Mg to their sexes; Exoglossum spinicephalum of Valenciennes,
for instancy being the male in its breeding dress of the same spe-
cies Dr. Kirtland has described under the name of Exoglossum
dubium. Leuciscus prolixus Storer again, is synonymous with
Bx. dubium Kirtland. The young differ also greatly from the

adults, and I have satisfied myself from a large collection of spe-

cimens of different ages and sizes sent me by Dr. I. H. Rauch, of

Turlington, Iowa, that the fish I have described as Chondr. pul-

jum, in a note to my notice on the fishes of the Tennessee River,
is a very young specimen of the same species. It is hut recently

I have been able to identify this fish with one of Rafinesque's

species. Knowing how common it is in bur western waters, I

could hardly believe he should have overlooked it, and yet it was
not until I had made out most of his species I perceived that

among the few remaining ones his Rutilus anomalus agrees in

e^ery respect with it. This name anomalus being by many
years the oldest, must supercede all others, and the species shall

henceforth bear the name of Campostoma artomalurn, I would
also consider Rutilus melanurus Raf, as another synonym of this

species, were the dorsal not described as having 15 rays. Some
°f the species described lately as Chondrostoma from the Old

World may belong to this genus.

.
**g. 11, a, represents the

right pharyngeal of Camposto-
ma anomalum, b and r;, one
tooth of the outer row from
two sides, and e, the same from
the inner side to show the a

grinding surface.

n.

* See this? Jouna I, volxvii, p. 357.
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Pimephales, Raf.

This genus was established by Rafinesque for the reception

of a small species little known then as now to anglers. The
single specimen from which he drew the generic as well as spe-

cific characters of this fish was taken at Lexington, Ky., with a

small hook. The peculiar features of the fish mentioned by

Rafinesque in his description, leave no doubt respecting its iden-

tity. The large irregular black spots of the anterior base of the

dorsal, its first, simple, shorter, obtuse, hard ray, together with

the blackish head and blunt snout, readily distinguish it from any

other fish of the same family in the vicinity from which it is de-

scribed. The generic characters as given by this naturalist, are:

Body oblong, thick, and scaly, vent posterior, nearer to the tail,

head scaleless, fleshy all over, even over the gill covers, rounded,

convex above and short. Mouth terminal, small, toothless, with

hard, cartilaginous lips. Opercle double, three branchial rays.

Nostrils simple, dorsal fin opposite the abdominals, with the first

ray simple and cartilaginous. Abdominal fins with eight rays.

This generic diagnosis exhibits most of the defects of Jhe greater

number of such descriptions. To mention that the body is scaly,

the head scaleless, the mouth toothless, the branchiostegal rays

three in number is only to repeat as characters of one what in

reality belong to all the genera of the family. I am sorry to add

that this practice of referring at random to families, genera or

species the characters observed, is continued to this day by the

majority of our Naturalists. Most of their generic descriptions

are only vague specific descriptions, and their specific descriptions

refer chiefly to individual peculiarities of the specimens before

them. They are at best a kind of portrait of particular indi-

viduals without much likeness.

What Rafinesque says of the nostrils being simple is absolutely

false, as in all Cyprinoids there are two openings of the nostrils

on each side of the head ; the upper one is crescent-shaped, the

lower or anterior one oval ; both close together.

The name proposed by Rafinesque is abbreviated from Pimele-

kephale, which means fat-head, an allusion to the round fat head.

In the Ichthyologia Ohiensis, Rafinesque gives Flat-Head as

the meaning of the name he proposes for the genus: but this

is evidently a misprint for fat-head.

This genus is very closely related to Campostoma, in which how-

ever the scales on the back in front of the dorsal are as large and

as well arranged as those belling this fin, while in Pimepheles

they are very much reduced in size, crowded and irregular in

form and arrangement in front of the dorsal. The spine in the

dorsal, as well as the rounded form of all the fins are also char-

acters which distinguish this genus from Campostoma. But what
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particularly characterizes this genus externally is the short, coni-
cal head, the height and length of which are nearly equal. The
snout is broadly rounded both vertically and laterally. The
mouth, which is terminal and not beneath the snout, opens
slightly upwards. The lower jaw is short, arched in front and
bent upwards, giving it a somewhat spoon-shaped form. At pres-
ent, we know of only one species belonging to this genus, which
Rafinesque described under the name of Pimephales promelas.
He never saw more than one single specimen of this remarkable
fish, which he obtained from Mr. W. M. Clifford, Y>f Lexington,
Kentucky, in 1820. It is not mentioned in the great Histoire
Naturelle des Poissons, by Cuvier and Valenciennes. Dr. Kirt-
land, to whose indefatigable ardor we are indebted for so much
valuable information upon the fishes of the Ohio, seems to be the
only Ichthyologist who has noticed this fish from personal ob-
servation, since it was first described by Rafinesque. Dr. Kirt-
land describes it

" .._...
County, Ohio.

from three specimens caught in Trumbull
—jj I have myself had the good fortune to obtain a

jarge number of specimens in the smaller brooks west of St. Louis
in Missouri. The species fully deserves the specific name given
to it by Rafinesque on account of the contrast between the al-

most black color of the head and the light tint of the body. The
largest specimens I have seen did not exceed three inches and a
half in length.

Heckel, who has devoted more attention to the study of the

pharyngeal teeth than any other Ichthyologist has gone so far as
to consider their number of generic importance. To some ex-
tent this is true

; for I find that in some types of this family
there is a remarkable constancy in that respect, though in others
sl,ght variations are observed. In the tribe of Chondrostoma for

instance, the genera after being characterized by other structural

Peculiarities, present further differences in the form and number

J*

their pharyngeal teeth, and even in the form of the pharyngeal
owes. In Pimephales there are constantly four compressed teeth
°n each side, the inner edge of which presents a flat, narrow,
grinding surface, while the outer edge is arched and terminates

^ther abruptly or as a small hook curving over the side of the

grinding surface. The spoon-shaped lateral dilatation of the

pharyngeals is particularly promi- 12
ne nt in this genus. Fie. 12, a, rep-
resents the right pharyngeal of Pi-
inephales promelas enlarged from
.outer surface to show this pro-
jection, b represents the same bone
h'om the dental side, in natural size:
c and e

, are profile and side views
ot one of the teeth without hook, *

*
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and e, one hooked tooth in profile. The scales of this genus are

also very peculiar; their longitudinal diameter is much shorter than

the vertical, as in Plargyms, and the centre of radiation is much
nearer to the anterior, than to the posterior margin ; the concen-

tric ridges of the ornamental layer of the outer surface are close

together, and only interrupted by radiating furrows upon the pos-

terior and lateral fields of the scales. The tubes of the lateral

line short, broad and curved downwards upon the middle of the

posterior fields of those scales.

Hyborhynchus, Agass.

In respect to the arrangement of the scales, and the structure,

position and form of the fins, this genus does not differ from

Pimephales ; it is chiefly distinguished by characters of the head

and the pharyngeals. The head is long and flattened above ;
-

j

1

the profile descends suddenly on reaching the nostrils, forming a

very blunt, gibbous snout, (whence the generic name Hyborhyn-

chus). The mouth is small, beneath the snout, and cut horizon-

tally. The lower jaw is flat, broadly rounded in front and

shorter than the upper jaw. The sides of the head are vertical

and form with its upper surface an angle or ridge behind the eyes.

The upper border of the eye reaches the top of the head. The
pharyngeals have about the same form as in Pimephales, the sym-

physal process being only more straight, with a deeply emargin-

ate side ; the teeth cut vertically and not obliquely as in Pime-

phales, with a narrow, flat grinding surface and a slightly arched

tip. Fig. 13, a, represents the right pha- 13.

ryngeal of Hyborhynchus votatus in nat

ural size, b
)
slightly magnified, c and d

two teeth more highly magnified, seen
in profile, and e, one seen from the grind-

ing surface. The scales are higher than
long, and the centre of radiation very
forwards as in Pimephales; but the ra-

diating furrows are not so numerous, and the tubes of the lateral

line are narrow and straight.

For the possibility of identifying one more of Rafinesque
?

s

species, I am indebted to the Rev. T. S. Fall, of Frankfort, Ken-

tucky, who sent me specimens from the very locality where Raf-

inesque used to collect, among which I have recognised without

difficulty his Minnilus notatus, Ha/., the type of my new genus

Hyborhynchus. I had already received specimens of this fish

before, through the kindness of Prof. Baird, from various locali-

ties in Pennsylvania and Ohio, under the name of Pimephales

elongatus, which very correctly expresses the general affinities of

this fish. I am indebted to J. Sullivant, Esq., of Columbus, for

specimens from the Scioto River, to Dr. Watson for others from

1
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Quincy, Illinois, to Dr. I. H. Ranch, for others from Burlington,
Iowa, to Prof. J. M. Safford, for specimens from Lebanon, Ten-
nessee, to Col. B. L. C. Wailes for others from Natchez, Mississippi;

I have myself caught specimens at Beardstown and Lasalle, Illi-

nois. I received from an unknown contributor, with many other
species, one specimen from Rome, New York. I find it also

among Professor Baird's specimens from Westport (Lake Cham-
plain) and among mine from Lake Huron. This most extraor-

dinary range is hardly covered by a single species, and yet I can
find no specific differences between the specimens even from the
most remote localities. I must remark however, that from some
I have only a few rather indifferently preserved specimens.

Hybognathus
}
Agass.

In this genus the body is more of a fusiform shape than in

Pimephales; the head is triangular or wedge-shaped, and the
snout hardly blunt ; the profile not descending suddenly on reach-

the nostrils. The top of the head is convex and rounded at the
sides instead of forming a prominent ridge. The month is small
and terminal ; the lower jaw is quite thin and flat ; its symphy-
sis is angular and prominent, being surmounted by a slight tuber-
cle, in allusion to which I have called the genus Hybognathus.
The upper jaw partakes in a less degree of the angular outline

of the lower jaw, which is shorter than the upper, and fits within
it. The dorsal and anal fins, though similar in form, yet differ

from those of Pimephales, in having the longest simple ray the

longest ray of the fin, making the anterior and outer angle

pointed. The pectorals and ventrals are slender and pointed
;

the caudal is deeply forked. The scales are as large on the back and
anterior portions of the body as behind the dorsal and ventral fins.

Scales subtriangular, owing to the greater vertical diameter, the

prominent posterior margin and the very forward position of the*

centre of radiation.

Ornamental concentric ridges closer together upon the very
narrow anterior field. No radiating furrows upon this, and the

lateral fields, but only upon the posterior field
;

this however,
be »ng by far the greatest, the furrows appear rather numerous.
Tube of the lateral line beginning forwards in the centre of ra-

diation, but extending only to the middle of the posterior field.

The pharyngeals have their lateral dilatation almost square, with
an acute angle from the most projecting point

;

u
fheir upper end is club-shaped. Teeth, four

JJ
one row, of the same form as those of

Campostoma.

,
P 'g. 14, a, represents the right pharyngeal

°f Hybognathus in natural size, 6, enlarged,
a»d c and rf, one tooth in profile and from
the side, still more magnified.
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Hybognathus nuchalis, Agass.

For specimens of the species which constitute the type of this

genus, I am indebted to Dr. Watson of Ciuincy, Illinois. • I have

also received some from Dr. Ranch of Burlington, Iowa, and

others from Dr. Engelman of St. Louis, Missouri. The largest

specimens are nearly four inches long. The dorsal and ventral

outlines are arched equally. The length of the head is one-fifth

of the entire length or a little less than the greatest height of the

body. The eye is of moderate size, and slightly elliptical in

form, its hinder margin is nearer the posterior angle of the oper-

cle than the end of the snout. The opercle is higher than

long, its lower border is convex, the posterior emarginatc. The
upper maxillary does not reach the vertical line of the anterior

border of the eye. The dorsal begins at the highest part of the

back slightly in advance of the ventrals; its height is greater

than its length, and is not emarginated behind
;

its last ray as to

length, is to the longest ray of the fin as 1 to 2. The anal fin is

one-third smaller than the dorsal. The lateral line is straight,

except over the pectorals, where it bends upwards, and ends above

the opercle. There are four rows of scales between this line and

the ventrals, and five above it.

Back, dark olive color, with a darker stripe from the neck to

the base of the dorsal, extending also along the back, between

the dorsal and the caudal. A greyish, diffuse, longitudinal band

above the lateral line
; sides silvery.

P. 1,14; D.2, I,6f ; V.1,7; A.2,I,6|; C. 4, I. 9, 8, 1, 5.

In the method adopted by Valenciennes, all the fishes of the fam-

ily of Cyprinoids described above from the North American conti-

nent, would be referred to his genus Sclerognathus, to Catostomus

proper, to Exoglossum and to Chondrostoma. His Sclerognathus

would include Rafinesque's genera Carpiodesand Ichthyobus, and

my Bubalichthys ; Catostomus, as he limits the genus, would cover

Cycleptus, Moxostoma, Ptychostomus, Hylomyzon and Catosto-

mus proper. Whether Exoglossum would be made to include my
genera Hyborhynchus and Hybognathus, or whether these would

be referred by him to my genus Chondrostoma, I do not know ;

Campostoma, which is much nearer to Chondrostoma, beingalready

referred to Exoglossum would probably carry with it Hyborhyn-

chus and Hybognathus, and yet these types are much more closely

related to Chondrostoma than to Exoglossum ; but such incon-

sistencies are everywhere the unfortunate results of a loose iden-

tification of genera. I have no doubt however, that my genus

Acr6cheilus would be considered by every Ichthyologist as nearest

akin to Chondrostoma. All the genera of North American Cyp-

rinidas not yet enumerated above have been referred by "Valen-

ciennes to his genus Leuciscus, which in my estimation is a mix-
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tureof heterogeneous types, and must be subdivided not only into

genera, but even into tribes. But before expressing any oprnioti

upon the closer affinities of these more restricted genera it is ad-
visable to illustrate successively their structural characters and to

compare them with one another. I begin with

Chrosomus, Raf.

The genus Ltixilus of Rafinesque embraces two different types,

which he has himself separated as subgenera under the names of
Chrosomus and Luxilus proper. These two types differ in so

many structural peculiarities that I do not hesitate to consider
them as different genera. These differences are indeed so obvi-

ous, that DeKay, though he does not refer to Rafinesque's groups,
has elevated to the rank of a distinct genus which he calls Stilbe,

the type which Rafinesque calls Luxilus proper, whilst Heckel
has given it a third generic name, calling it Leucosomus*

Kirtland is the only American Ichthyologist who has paid due
regard to the work of Rafinesque upon our western fishes, and
we find in consequence the species now under consideration de-
scribed by him as Luxilus erythrogaster, he not having deemed
it necessary to enquire into the merits of the subgenera Chroso-
mus and Luxilus proper. Kirtland however erroneously intro-

duces a genuine Alburnus into the genus Luxilus.

Storer refers Luxilus erythrogaster to the genus Leuciscus,
Without giving his reasons for the change.

I shall of course, retain Rafinesque's name Chrosomus, for the

type of Luxilus erythrogaster and that of Luxilus for the other
lype, which embraces at the same time the genus Stilbe of
DeKay and the genus Leucosomus of Heckel. It is more diffi-

cult to trace the generic differences distinguishing Chrosomus
a»d Phoxinus as they are very similar in external appearance ;

yet upon careful comparison such differences are observed between
them, that no doubt can remain respecting the propriety of con-

sidering them as distinct genera, if structural peculiarities are at

all indicative of generic differences. In the first place Phoxinus
has two rows of pharyngeal teeth, the outer, numbering four or

five teeth, the inner, one or two, whilst Chrosomus has only one

*>w of five teeth. Moreover, in Phoxinus the point of the teeth

ls strongly hooked, and their inner margin entire, while m Chro-
s°miis that margin is flattened into a grinding surface, the teeth

terminating however with a small hook.

pon1 , ~*'<-«aiu:?uii, upon wu
18e blit °ur common Hyodon.

Cyprimis Smithii of Dr. dot

his genas Glossodon is nothin

Second Series, VoL XIX, Xo. 66.—March, 1 855. 29
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Fig. 15 and 16 rep- 15. 16.

resent the pharyngeals

and teeth of these two
genera side by side :

15, a, the right pha-

ryngeal of Chrosomus
erythrogaster, 6andc,
one tooth in profile and from the grinding surface. Fig. 16, a, the

right pharyngeals of Phoxinus varius of Europe, &, c, rf, a tooth

of the outer row from three sides.

In my paper upon some new species of Cyprinoids from the

Lake of Neuchatel, printed in 1835 in the Transactions of the Nat-

ural Historical Society of that city, I characterised the genus

Phoxinus as follows: "Body cylindrical, stout, covered with

very small scales. Pharyngeal teeth pointed. Caudal furcate.
7 '

Heckel in his Ichthyology of the Travels of Russegger. has added

the following particulars: Dentes raptatorii 2-5
;
5-2. Os anti-

cum ; labia teretia; cirri nulli. Pinna dorsalis et analis brevior,

ilia pone pinnas ventrales incipiens. Squamae minims mem-
branaceae, adherentes, vix se invicem tegentes.

The facilities 1 have had for comparing Phoxinus and Chroso-

mus, which are representative genera, respectively limited to the

Old and New World, enable me to furnish further information

upon their peculiarities, which is the more needed as the descrip-

tion of Rafinesque is very brief and incomplete.
The bluntness of the head and the shortness of the cylindrical

body of Phoxinus is very characteristic and contrasts in a striking

manner with the more pointed head and fusiform body of Chro-

somus. In both these genera the scales are very small, thin,

membranaceous and hardly appressed to the body, which circum-

stance has misled Heckel into the statement that the scales hardly

cover one another; yet they are imbricated in the usual manner;

but they are not arranged in quite so regular rows as in most other

genera. Phoxinus and Chrosomus are in fact with Moxostoma

the only groups I know in the family of Cyprinoids in which the

lateral line is not regularly continuous from the upper angle of

the opercle to the base of the caudal. In Phoxinus it breaks up

for the most part, not far behind the tip of the pectorals, but re-

appears generally above the ventrals for some short space, and

here and there single perforated scales may be traced to the end

of the tail
; in Chrosomus it is more continuous, extending usu-

ally without interruption as far back as the space between the

ventrals and the anal, and then more interruptedly backwards.

The scales themselves differ so far that they may be recognized,

even when isolated
;

in Chrosomus the concentric ridges upon

the surface of the ornamented layer of the scale are closer to-

gether and interrupted at regular intervals in every direction from
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the centre, in such a manner as to give rise to radiating furrows
diverging on all sides In Phoxinus the ridges are fewer, and
they are only distinctly interrupted upon the posterior and lat-

eral fields of the scale, and scarcely at all upon the anterior seg-
ment, so that the anterior margin exhibits few furrows, if any.
The tubes of the scales in the lateral line are also different. In
Chrosomus they are narrower, more tubular and closed, and
not extending far beyond the centre of growth o[ the scales ; in

Phoxinus they have the appearance of broad channels occupying
almost the entire field of the scale from margin to margin. The
number of teeth assigned to Phoxinus by Heckel is not quite so
constant as he seems to believe ; I find occasionally only four
teeth in the outer row instead of five, and only one in the inner
row instead of two ; but I have never seen two rows in Chro-
somus. The form and comparative size of the fins are about the
same in the two genera ; they differ only in relative position, the
dorsal being placed farther back iti Phoxinus than in Chrosomus.
lhe mouth is terminal and yet when it is closed, the snout pro-
jects slightly beyond its crescent shaped outline ; this feature is

particularly marked in Chrosomus. • However, when the mouth
is opened the lower jaw of Chrosomus projects more than that of
Phoxinus. Neither of these fishes have barbels. In Chrosomus
as well as in Phoxinus, the males differ from the females in hav-
ing brighter colors, especially in the spawning season.

-Hie Rutilus ? ruber of Rafinesque, which he has himself
never seen, and of which he says that it may belong to his genus
Rutilus, or to any of this tribe, a slender fish, only two inches
|^ng, compressed and of a fine purple red, can be nothing but
Chrosomus erythrogaster. There is no other fish in the Ohio ba-
Sln answering to this description.

Ptychocheilus, Agass.

There are few Cyprinidce in which the mouth is widely cleft;

few which have a slender appearance and whose form indicates

swift motion. Among the best known of that character I may
mention Aspius rapax from the Danube. The new genus which
1 am about to describe, has however, this appearance in a very
eminent degree; aud, though it would not appear safe to estab-
lish a new genus among Cyprinidas from a single specimen de-
prived of its intestines and of its pharyngeal teeth, and which, in

such a state, affords very imperfect means of comparison, I have
however, not the slightest doubt that the fish before me cannot
be referred to any of the many genera which have been estab-
lished among Cyprinidaj. Its mouth is far more widely open
than that of any Oyprinoid known to me, and its lips are very
fleshy,

especially the upper lip, the inner surface of which is

deeply folded so as to present radiating folds all round its edge
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when the mouth is open. The lower lip is also very fleshy

around the symphysis of the two branches of the lower jaw, and

presents the satne folds ; but, upon the sides it tapers into a thin

membranous fold deeply separated, by a furrow, from the skin

covering the lateral branches of the lower jaw. This fold unites

at the lower extremity of the intermaxillary bone, and presents

in many respects a remarkable resemblance to the folds of the

membrane of the lower jaw in MurEenidae. The skin covering

the tongue and extending between the inner sides of the two

branches of the lower jaw, is also remarkably folded. As such

characters occur in no other genus, 1 am well justified in consid-

ering this as a peculiar type of the family. There is not the

slightest indication of a tentacle at the angle of the. mouth be-

tween the intermaxillary and upper maxillary bones.

The branchiostegal rays, three in number as usual, seem at first

rather short, and broad, but, upon close examination it is found

that behind and above the part of these bones which is seen ex-

ternally, there is a long prolongation arising behind the suboper-

culum, thus giving additional strength to the gill covers. The
branchiostegal membrane unites with the chin in advance of the

humerus, so that the branchial fissure does not extend to the side

of the hyoid bone.

One of the most striking features of the fish is the great elon-

gation of the head, which, in outline, truly resembles that of Lu-

cioperca. The body is cylindrical and slender, tapering slightly

toward the caudal, so that the tail is very strong and powerful,

affording another evidence of the energetic movements this fish

can perform. The dorsal and the ventrals are rather backwards;

the ventrals much nearer to the anal than to the pectorals. The
pectorals are rather large and elongated, and by no means so

broad proportionally as the ventrals. They consist of one hard

ray, and sixteen articulate rays, the two lowest of which are sim-

ple. In the ventrals there is in advance one simple ray, followed

by eight branching rays. In the dorsal, which has the same

form as the anal, there are two small rays in advance of the large

simple one followed by eight branching rays, the last of which is

a double ray. The anal has the same structuie, but there is one

ray less. In these two fins, when shut, the rays overlap each

other. This is also the case with the central rays of the caudal,

in which there are nine branching rays in the upper lobe, and

eight in the lower. A large simple ray on each margin and seven

or eight small rays near the base. The lateral line considerably

curved behind the operculum, follows at first the middle line of

the body, but is nearer the abdomen than the back, upon the

sides of the abdomen, and resumes its medial position upon the

tail. The scales have the ordinary appearance of Leuciscus scales,

but are rather smaller than in the common Leucisci. It is a great
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pity that neither pharyngeal bone nor intestines have been pre-

served so that the relation of this fish to the ordinary Leucisci

cannot be well ascertained.

I have preserved the characteristic of this genus as I had writ-

ten it four years ago when I had only the specimens of the Ex-
ploring Expedition before me, without any trace of pharyngeals

or intestines, that I may be able better to show how correctly we
may judge of certain structural peculiarities not within our reach

from other facts we may have observed. The
predatory habits of the type of this genus w ere
inferred from the form of its body and from the
shape of its mouth. Now we know also the
teeth from another species sent me from San
Francisco by my friend T. G. Cary, Jr., Esq.,
the case is perfectly plain and 1 am confident
in asserting that the species of Ptychocheilns
are among the most voracious of the whole
family of Cyprinoids, exceeding probably^all
others in their rapacious dispositions.

Fig. 17, a, represents the right pharyngeal
of Ptychocheilns major, from behind; 6, one
of the teeth of the outer row magnified twice.

Ptychocheilus gracilis, Agass. & Pick.

The back bluish grey. Silvery upon the sides. Head and
cheeks golden color. Fins yellowish orange. The middle of the
caudal grey.

From Willamet Falls
>
Oregon.

Ptychocheilus major, Agass.

I am unable to indicate the colors of this species, but it is easily

distinguished from the preceding by its larger scales.

From San Francisco, California.

Mylocheilus, Agass.

It seems to be a characteristic feature of the Cyprinidae of the

Columbia River, to have their mouth clothed with a hard grind-
ing sheath similar to the horny covering of the Turtles. We
nave seen the Acrocheilns provided with a flat horny chevron upon
its lower jaw, and a similar but narrower sheath upon the inner

Margin of the upper lip. In the genus Mylocheilus the mouth has
a different shape. At first sighut does not differ at all from that

°f the common Leucisci, or rather from the type which repre-

sents the European Leucisci on the shores of North America, and
<jj* which Dr. Storer's Leuciscus pulchellus is this type, which
differs from the European Leuciscus in having a small tentacle,

like the European Gudgeon upon the angle of the upper jaw be-
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tween the extremity of the intermaxillary and upper maxillary

bones. In addition to this peculiarity which our Mylocheilus has

in common with the Eastern American Leucisci, our fish has a

horny sheath surrounding both the upper and lower jaw, so that

we are led to consider it without hesitation as a new generic type,

peculiar, as far as we know at present, to the Northwestern coast

of America. A close examination of the pharyngeal system of

teeth fully sustains the impression, first received from the exam-

ination of the jaws, that Mylocheilus constitutes a distinct genus in

the family of Cyprinidas ; for its teeth differ entirely from those

of the common Cyprinidae known at the present day. Far from

having the slightest resemblance to the teeth of either the Euro-

pean or East American Leucisci, its teeth resemble more those of the

true Carp's in being large and rounded, while the Leucisci, which

it most nearly resembles in external appearance, have their teeth

conical, pointed and hooked at the tip. However, these teeth

differ from those of the genus Cyprinus proper in having a flat

rounded crown without sulci and gyri. These teeth are arranged

in one main row of five, in which the anterior teeth are the largest,

and the posterior are much smaller and somewhat compressed

and hooked. One tooth is wanting in the left row, but its base

of insertion shows that it has recently fallen off. In addition to

those teeth, there is above on each side one small tooth similar

in form to the common small tooth of Leucisci ; underneath on

each side, one or two immature teeth sticking in the gum. Were
it not for the circumstance that the two arches of the pharyngeal

bones are free and movable upon their symphysis, one might sup-

pose this apparatus to have belonged to some Labroid Fish ;
so

great is the resemblance of its rounded teeth to those of that fam-

ily. The horny plate against which this apparatus moves upon

the basilar bone is ovate, lanceolate. The arches of the gills are

provided, on their inner margin with tufts of small teeth form-

ing canals which alternate between the adjacent arches, the upper

ones of the first arch only consist of strong hooks. The nostrils

are large ; the anterior, tubular ; the posterior crescent-shaped.

Water-pores seem to be fewer than in Acrocheilus. I perceive

only those larger ones which follow the shoulder bone, the mas-

toid, the preoperculum, the suborbital, and the lower jaw. The

branchiostegal membrane unites in advance of the humeral bone

so that the branchial fissure does not extend to the side of the

hyoid bone. The pectorals are large, and longer than the ven-

trals, the latter placed nearer to the anus than to the pectorals.

The dorsal begins in advance of the ventrals which are opposite

the middle of that fin. There is one strong simple ray, in the

anterior margin of the pectorals, followed by seventeen branching

and articulated rays, the last of which however are simple. The

ventrals consist of one simple ray and eight branching ones.

?
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When shut, the rays of these fins are brought close together, but
do not overlap each other as is the case with the rays of the dor-
sal and anal and with the middle rays of the caudal. The dorsal

has a narrow base, as has also the anal, both fins having the same
structure, differing only in size. There are two small rays in ad-
vance of the long ray of the dorsal, followed by seven branching
rays the last of which, however, is a double ray. The anal has
precisely the same number of rays. The caudal is large, furcate,

and has eight smaller rays along the upper and lower margin
;

then, on each side, a large simple ray. The upper and lower
lobes are apparently equal ; there is, however, one ray more in

the upper lobe, that is to say, nine above and eight below. The
inner ones overlap each other when the fin is shut. The scales

are of medium size and have the common appearance of Leucis-
cus scales. The lateral line slightly bent downwards behind the

operculum, follows about the middle of the side. The intestine

has twice the length of the abdominal cavity, and is a simple
tube tapering from the stomach backwards. The air bladder as

usual, consists of two divisions with a tube opening into the pha-
rynx. The humerus forms a widely rounded angle above the

pectorals.

18.

Fig. 18, a, represents the right pharyngeal from behind, b from
within so as to show the crown of the teeth from above, c repre-

sents the same in profile to show the insertion of the teeth ;
d and

d'» represent the same tooth, the second above the symphysis, from
two sides showing how much it is compressed ; e is a side view
of the outer or upper tooth of the main row.

Mylocheilus lateralis, Agass. & Pick.

Greenish blue above with a reddish line upon the sides. Upper
fin greenish. The edge of the caudal reddish. Pectorals and

The horny plate of the mouth is of a brown-ventrals orange,
ish

6
orange.

Vancouv

{To be continued.)
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Art. XXIII.— Discovery of a Coal Basin on the Western borders

of the Lake of the Woods; by Henry R. Schoolcraft.

Facts observed during the several expeditions to ascertain

the sources of the Mississippi river in 1820, and in 1832, under

the authority of the government, denote this stream to originate

in the geological drift, or erratic block stratum, resting on Silu-

rian strata. This drift composes a wide crescent-shaped range

of high lands, sweeping round from the Otter-tail lake to the

sources of the St. Louis river of Lake Superior, which consti-

tute the northern rim of the valley. It forms a well defined

water-shed, which pours its drainage south into the Gulf of Mex-

ico north into the great Lake Winnipek; and southeasterly into

Lake Superior. The French denominate it Hauteur des Terres.

From the principal lake, which occupies its summit, it has,

since the era of the last expedition referred to, been called the

Itascan summit or water-shed. Mr. Nicollet who ascended it,

in 1836, found its extreme altitude to be 1680 feet above the

Gulf of Mexico.

The surface consists of immense heaps and wave-like deposits

of oceanic sand, and comminuted sandstones and schists, with

boulders of both the sedimentary and igneous rocks. Although

the Silurian series are generally concealed by these deep and

wide-spreading deposits of the drift era, yet, they appear in hori-

zontal positions at the Naiwa rapids at the foot of the Itascan

range; on the Metoswa rapids, below Queen Anne's Lake; and,

very distinctly at the Pakagama Falls, at the foot of the great

sphagnous plateau below the inlet of Leech Lake river.

The whole column of formations is manifestly supported by

the igneous group of rocks, heavy boulders of which lie tumbled

together in many of the sub-valleys, as if they could not have

been transported far from their parent beds. Whether the Silurian

strata be, however, imposed directly on the igneous, or exist in

juxtaposition with them, is not certain. This only can be stated,

in regard to the general arrangement, that in descending the chan-

nel of the Mississippi from Itasca Lake, the sandstones, grits, and

quartzite are encountered at the localities mentioned. At a point,

where the river has worn its channel 550 feet into the geological

formations, (Dis. Sources Miss., p. 582,) the pyrogenous rocks are

found in place, in its bed and on its banks. Such are the ap-

pearances near the influx of the river De Corbeau, in latitude 46

and below that point. Rocks of igneous character have crossed

the track of the Mississippi below this point—covering a belt of

about one degree of latitude in width—that is to say, from the

small river Nokasippi, near the Crow Wing branch, to the influx
.

ot

the Sac or Osakis. Mr. Norwood, in his geological visit in l84o,

did not find rocks in place above the De Corbeau, and did not
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ascend the river above Sandy Lake inlet. (Owen's Geol. Rep.
of 1852, p. 293.)

'

These preliminaries will enable the reader, better to compre-
hend the following remarks. In mere point of altitude, the
Itasca summit is not above the coal measures on the Alleghanies,
which, by the best atlases, do not exceed sixteen hundred feet.

(Black's Atlas, Edin.) The basin of the Lake of the Woods, is,

however, at a lower point, occupying one of the northern plataux
of this continental water-shed. Reports of the existence of coal in
this remote basin, while I resided in the West,—taken in connec-
tion with the specimens of its mineralogy, brought to me from time
to time, by the aborigines, did not sustain the conclusion. Noth-
ing of the kind had been observed by the Commissioners and
Surveyors, acting under the treaty of Ghent, who visited the lake
to establish the national boundary, in 1823. Among these officials,

were Maj. Joseph Delafield of New York, and Dr. John Bigsby
of Nottingham, England—both zealous students of natural his-
tory. The only rock-specimen brought to me by the aborigines,
proved to be a species o[ black steatite, a material which is much
valued, by them, in their pipe sculpture and this afforded no evi-
dence of the propinquity of coal-bearing strata. Neither were such
strata observed by the late Mr. Keating, who accompanied Maj.
Long in his expedition through the lake in 1823.

The first evidence of the silurian rocks in that quater, comes
from Dr. Richardson, who passed through that lake in 1848, in
the search after Sir John Franklin. He observes that in crossing
the pyrogenous summit* between Lake Superior and Lake Win-
n ipek, in the direction of the Rainy Lakes, silurian strata occur
on both flanks of it. He further observes, that Dr. John Bigsby
presented a species of Pentamerus to the British Museum, which
he had procured at the Lake of the Woods. He informs us that

fhe eastern margin and island of that lake, are granitic, and hence
infers, with good judgment, that Dr. Bigsby's fossil was proba-
bly found on an arm of its western coasts. (Arctic Searching

.«*i p. 47)
It is on the western coast of this lake, that recent information

°( a reliable character assures me, that large deposits of coal exist,

The formation lies south of the national boundary line of 49°
w hich crosses the Portage du Rat.
« is not the result of experience, to pronounce a country

absolutely barren of resources, which has an uninviting aspect, but

Jjjich is at the same time, unexplored, or imperfectly explored.
1 he importance of coal in that quarter of the continent can hardly
be over estimated. Immense tracts of fertile plains, without for-

est or fuel, exist along the valley of Red River, at Pembina, and

* He infers the summit to be a derelopment of the beda of granite of the Thou*
*and Mauds, at the head of the St. Lawrence.
Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 56.—March, 185*. SO
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at points north of it, to which such a discovery must be of ines-

timable value. These extend south, quite to the St. Peters, or

Minnesota, up to which, the transportation would be wholly by
water. By the route of the Rainy Lakes, and the old Grand
Portage to Pigeon River, the article could be readily introduced

into the basin of Lake Superior for mining and smelting purposes.

The absence of coal and the deficiency of wood in that quarter,

now drives its ores and metallic masses to very distant points to

Remarks on the year 1854.

The year just closed has been one that will long be remem-
bered for several striking features; the most prominent of which

were the long continued and excessive heat, accompanied by mi"

exam pled drought. No preceding year has witnessed such; em-

bracing so vast an extent of country and so unremitting in sever-

ity. It ranged in longitude from the foot of the Rocky Moun-
tains in the West, to the state of Maine in the East, and in latitude

the region of country between the parallels of 32 and 42 degrees.

In this space it was felt with the greatest severity ;
but varying

somewhat in intensity, in different localities. The central portions

of Iowa, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio seem to have sustained the focus

of its force. Collections of water, and the courses of rivers, ap-

parently ameliorated its destructive effects, by attracting occasional

be smelted.

Washington, Dec. 9, 18c>4.

1

Art. XXIV.

—

Abstract of a Meteorologial Journal,for the Year

1854, kept at Marietta, Ohio; by S. P. Hildreth, M.D.
*
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showers along their borders. This was evidently so in the south-
ern portions of Ohio where showers were so distributed as to pro-
duce good crops of Indian corn ; especially in the vicinity of the
Ohio and Muskingum rivers. In the hilly portions of the state,

where the soil is argillaceous, and the ground not ploughed more
than five or six inches deep, there was nearly an entire failure of
this staple crop.

The superior advantages of deep and thorough tillage was
never more strikingly seen than in the results of this year The
potato crop was a failure

; as much from the excessive heat of the
summer, as the drought; the tubers being in many instances partly
cooked, becoming soft and spongy in texture. The result was
the almost entire destruction of this important article of food, and
raising the price to a higher figure than known since 1S3S, when
the potato disease prevailed so extensively. The wheat crop was
excellent over all the western states; having attained its growth
before the severity of the drought commenced. In some districts

the grain was entirely destroyed by insects ; the wheat fly or mil-
ter (Tinea granella), a species different from the Hessian fly, or

(Cecidomyia destructor) which attacks the plant in the culm, or
stem near the ground

; while the miller deposits its egg in the
newly formed grain, and the larva eats and destroys the farinaceous

P°rtion, leaving only the cuticle, and the kernel an empty shell. If
the season is cool the destruction is accomplished after the crop is

reaped and stowed away in the stack or barn ; but if the weather
is quite hot, the mischief is done in the field, and thousands of
acres this year, in the central portions of the state were left un-
touched by the sickle. The grass crop was good, attaining its

growth before the want of rain was felt; but the pasturage in the
latter part of the summer was a failure. Sweet potatoes, now an
jna portai it crop in Southern Ohio, were less than usual in quantity,
out of a most excellent quality. The long continued heat being

congenial to their habit, and perfecting the saccharine portion of
this delicious esculent, in an unusual degree. The fruit crop was
rather a failure, small in amount, and inferior in quality. The
heat changed winter apples into autumnal ones; causing them to

decay at a much earlier period than heretofore.

The grape crop was less injured by the drought than almost any
other; its greatest enemy was the Curculio; but yielded a fair*

average of fruit. As an evidence of the wonderful compensating
power of Providence, in the laws which govern vegetation, by
restoring the loss of one production in the increased amount of

another, the natural fruits of the forest were unprecedented in

amount ai)ci quanliry. The golden age so much lauded by the

ancient poets, seemed about to be again restored, in the immense
quantities of acorns and other nuts. Many oaks being so loaded
with fruit as to bend the branches nearly to the earth. On these
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the hogs luxuriated and fattened, in a wonderful manner; so that

many farmers, whose corn-fields returned nothing for their labor,

had cause to thank God, for such an abundant supply of nutri-

tions food in this season of scarcity. Hogs and sheep prefer nice

white oak acorns to corn, as more agreeable to them, and fatten-

ing them full as certainly.

Temperature.—The mean temperature for the year is 54° -20,

being an increase of 1-46 degrees over that of 1853, and 2 above

the mean heat of this locality. From the long continued warmth
of the summer and early autumn, we should be led to expect a

higher rate than we actually find ; but the seasons are so governed

by the permanent laws of climate, that no very serious, or injuri-

ous changes can take place.

Rain.—The amount of rain and melted snow was 38 TW
inches which is more than the excessive drought of summer would

seem to indicate ; showing also in this respect the permanency of

the laws of distribution of moisture and the descent of aqueous

vapor, that arises by evaporation from forests and the surface of

the earth. The mean quantity for a year will probably remain

nearly the same but may be differently distributed amongst the

several months; less in summer and more in the winter and

spring, requiring in some portions of the west the construction of

reservoirs for irrigation during summer droughts, as is practiced in

New Mexico and some countries in Asia. The Ohio river became

unusually low by the last of June, so that navigation was much
impeded. During the summer months and all the autumn, busi-

ness on the river in a manner ceased, greatly to the loss of manu-

facturers and traders. Immense quantities of iron and coal lay

piled up on the banks of the Ohio, until the ice closed the river,

early in December. Flat boats with produce could not float to their

usual markets below ; the yards of dealers in coal and fuel were

exhausted in the cities and towns that depend on navigation for

a supply and great suffering was the consequence of this low

stage of water for so long a time.

Winter.—The mean of the winter months was 330, 13—which

is rather mild. The mercury sunk to 8° above zero in December

and to 2° in January, which were the extremes. During this

season there fell about nine inches of snow, at different times;

the greatest fall being not over six inches. It was a singular fact

that the deepest snow, eight inches, fell on the 17th day of April ;

and at head waters about Pittsburg, over a foot. Also on the 29th

of the month at Marietta, four inches, a very rare occurence.

Spring.—The mean temperature of spring was 53°24, which

is above the average. The supply of rain was abundant, being

nearly twelve inches, or about one-third of the amount for the

whole year. In April there fell with the melted snow five and a

half inches, furnishing a liberal supply for the growth of early

crops, such as grass and wheat.
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Summer.—The mean of the summer months was 73° 55,
which is three degrees above the mean average, but only one de-
gree above that of the last year, which was very hot. There
was some change in the distribution as to months, June having
onlyJ0°-33 this year, and 74°-60 in 1853; while July in 1S54,
had 76°*66, in place of 71°-15, in the preceding year. August
varied less; being 73°-66 in place of 71°-55. During some of
the hottest days in July, the temperature was 98° on the north
side of my house, protected by the shade of a tree ; and 140° in
the direct rays of the sun. Under thick shady trees it rose to

100°, and continued all night above 90°, in the dwelling house,
in several places. "Hot enough to roast eggs,' 7

is an old vulgar
saying. I tried the experiment—a common hen's egg was painted
black, put in an iron vessel and placed in the rays of the sun at
noon. In two hours the white was cooked quite thick—the yolk
in the centre not much changed. An acquaintance of mine blis-

tered the ball of his thumb by picking up a small iron bar, that
had been lying in the sun's rays. Many fields of late planted
corn were much damaged by the heat of the sun scorching the
leaves on the S. W. side of the hills, and killing the pollen of
the blossoms, so that the silks could not be impregnated, render-
ing the grain abortive.

Autumn.—The mean temperature of autumn was 56°-50,
which is nearly three and a half degrees higher than in 1853,
and above the annual average. It arose from the heat of Septem-
ber 69°-96, which is nearly ten degrees above that of some years,
and six above the mean for this month. The severe drought con-
tinued into the autumn, cutting off the fall crops of turnips, cab-
bage, &c. The yield of Indian corn was much lessened in
amount, but bore the drought better than any other grain. It is

the first year since the settlement of the state, which has threat-
ened an entire failure of this staple crop. It is one, the loss of
which, would be more injurious to the inhabitants than that of
wheat

; as it affords sustenance to both man and beast, and is the
source from which that immense quantity of beef and bacon is

Nipplied. It is supposed that the amount in the valley of the
uhio is fully one-third less than the average.

Floral Calendar.—-February 8th, Robin seen ;
10th, Bluebird

;

12th. Honey bee abroad.
March 12th, Hepatica triloba in bloom ; 15th, Early Hyacinth,

Jfach ready to open : 24th, Crown Imperial ready to bloom
5

^'th, Blackbird in flocks; 30th, Pyrus Japonica in bloom.
April 1st, Crown Imperial open; 2d, Hyacinth in full bloom;

4t h> Martin seen, Primrose in bloom; 5th, Sanguinaria Canaden-
sis,

K
6th

> Spirea Prunifolia; 7th, Peach tree ;
9th, Pear and Plum

;

14th, Dodecatheon
; 17th, Snow eight inches deep in the wood-

lands
; 18th, Pear blossoms full of melted snow and frozen.
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Thermometer at 26° and yet there was fruit ; 2 1st, Apple tree in

bloom; 24th, Chimney Swallow appears; 25th, Harebell; 29th,

Four inches of snow fell ; 30th, Lilac in bloom.
May 1st, Quinces and Cornus Florida ; 3d, Papaw ; 4th, Black

Haw: 12th, Red Peoney ; 13th, Yellow Rose ; 16th, Weigelia

rosea; 17th, Syringa fragrans ; 2 1st Locust tree; 25th, Early

strawberry ripe; 27th, Antwerp raspberry in bloom; 28th, Bulb-

ous Iris ; 30th, Syringa Philadelphia; 31st, Roses generally in

bloom.

June 29th, Catalpa in bloom.

Art. XXV".—On the Composition of Eggs in the animal series ;

by A, Valenciennes and Fremy.—Part II.#

We
viously on birds' eggs. Taking these eggs for criterions, we
exhibited the results of our researches on those of cartilaginous

fishes of the family of Squalidae (Sharks,) and of those of the

Raiidae (Rays). We remarked that the white shows hardly any

traces of albumen, and that the yellow contains a substance insol-

uble in water, suspended in the liquid in small tables, of forms

varying according to the species; we explained its characteristics

and its composition, and we called it Ichthin. We continue the

explanation of our researches on the eggs of animals, completing

what we have to say of other kinds of fish.

Of the Eggs of the Osseous Fishes.

The larger number of osseous fishes are oviparous. The ovary

and the oviduct are in one large common sac, rounded toward

the top, narrowed toward the bottom, and enveloped in a fold of

the peritoneum, which the anatomist can separate from the real

membrane of the passage of the ovario-oviduct, these two oblon

pockets are reunited a little before their exit, behind the rectum.

Each organ is suspended above from the intestines by a ligament-

ary fold of the peritoneum. The lower portion of the abdomi-

nal region of this sac is smooth and without any fold of the mem-

brane. On the upper or dorsal part, there are numerous scales,

or lobes on which there are developed, in their own capsules, the

thousands of ovulae afterwards to be laid. These ovarian folds

are divided and subdivided into secondary, tertiary, and quater-

nary lobes of forms differing with the species. They float in

tufts and bunches, and in developing themselves, become those

familiarly known masses of eg2:s. When the ovula is ripe, (to

cr

make use of the technical word,) it detaches itself from its ova-

rian capsule, it falls into the lower or oviduct portion of the sac,

* From the Journal de Pharmacie, <fca, June, 1854, p. 415.
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and after staying in this oviduct a long or a short time, it changes
its nature there, and then it is laid in places along shores, sandy
or rocky, in kinds of nest chosen or arranged by the instinctive

faculties of the mother; after which it is hatched. As to the
ovula or the egg changing the composition of its liquids during
its stay in the oviduct:—this ovula while still shut up in its

ovarian capsule, is more or less opaque, on account of the fat

which it contains. Detached, it becomes transparent, the yolk
surrounded by its albuminous matter is clearly visible, unless its

vitellin membrane be of appreciable thickness, and the ichthulin
of which we shall soon speak, is replaced by albumen. Thus
the egg which shows only some traces of albumen when still at-

tached to the ovary, becomes very albuminous when it is free in
the oviduct. In the larger number of fish, the ovary is double.
We have spoken of the prodigious number of eggs layed by some
of them, and we could cite numerous examples. The number in-

creases in proportion to the size of the females and the smallness
of the eggs. As they are almost all of the same weight and si

we weigh the ovary and by counting the number of eggs in a
gramme, we can estimate pretty closely, the entire number devel-
oped in the ovary. It is in the thick-lipped Grey Mullet {Mugil
thelo, Nob.) that we have found as yet the greatest quantity.
One of this species of the length of 0™ 60, contained 13,000,000

"i

^gs; a Codfish (Gadus Morrhua, Lin.) of one metre, gives

11,000,000; a Tnrbot (Pleuronectes maximus, Lin.) of m *50
ength, lays 9,000,000; we estimated 6,000,000 in a Plaice,

(Pleuronectes maximus, Lin.) of the length of m,30; the carp,
whose eggs are the largest, gives only 600,000 or 700,000, when
from (K15 to m -50 long. Other fish with only a single ovary,
have a much smaller number of eggs, than those named. Having
jtoade an estimate on a dozen large perch of the rivers in Holland,
Belgium, Picardy, and the neighborhoods of Paris, we found for
a mean 71,000 eggs ; Bloch gave nearly twfbe as many. We dis-
covered in the eggs of the osseous fishes immediate principles
entirely different from the ichthin of rays and sharks. The
study of carps' eggs enabled us to appreciate these differences.

Carps 1

Eggs.—On studying under the microscope an ovula
a carp slightly advanced, it is seen that the liquid holds sus-

pended in it a number of little drops of fat slightly colored, in
the midst of which are to be seen swimming transparent granules,

Jabular in form, which recall those of the vitellus of the ray. The

j

,na Oorado, vulgarly the Redfish, (the Sea-bream, Cyprinus
ama

>) is another species of carp whose ovules present similar

of

small grains mixed with drops of oil.

Ichthidine.—In spite of their resemblance in form, the granules
°* which we speak, are not formed of ichthin ;

for in treating the
ovula crushed from a carp with a small quantity of water, the
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grains gradually decay and in a few minutes entirely disappear.

The substance which constitutes them is then soluble in water,

while ichthin is insoluble. Admitting, for a moment, that these

grains are formed of ichthin, their solubility might be attributed

to the action of the albuminous liquid existing in the carp's egg,

which would thus show the property of dissolving the ichthin

of Rays. To verify this hypothesis, we introduced some grains

of ichthin from a ray into the liquid of the crushed eggs of a carp;

the Whole was submitted to the action of water. We then saw

the granules of the carp's eggs gradually disappear ; those of ich-

thin were not altered by the water. It thus seems to be demon-

strated that there exists in the eggs of certain Cyprinidag, a sub-

stance soluble in water, which presents itself in the form of rect-

angular grains. Although it has been impossible to give to this

observation all the exactness desirable, for the soluble grains could

not be isolated, yet we think we ought, while waiting for more

satisfactory results, to give a name to this substance, and we pro-

pose that of Ichthidine. When we employed saline solvents,

these grains always disappeared in the washings. Besides, the

presence, in these eggs, of a body which we are about to describe,

made this separation still more difficult.

Ichthulin.—We have just said that a small quantity of water

mixed with the liquid obtained by crushing carps' eggs, in process

of formation, made the rectangular grains of ichthidin disappear

and that it produced a transparent liquid, holding nothing sus-

pended but a few grains of fat. By increasing the proportion of

water, a new body immediately is seen in precipitate, which till

then was in solution in the albuminous liquor, and which col-

lected by being agitated, separates in the shape of a syrupy

ropy mass, insoluble in water. This substance is found in a

large number of the eggs of birds which we have been in the

habit of examining while they were in the state of ovulae, re-

tained in the ovary. # We have established its presence in the

Labrax lupus, the thick-lipped Grey Mullet (Mugii Chelo, Nob.),

the Mackerel (Scomber Scombrus, Lin.), the Turbot (Pleuro-

nectes maximus, Lin.), the common Sole (Pleuronectes Solea,

Lin.), the Breton Sole (Solea armorica, Val). We have estab-

lished its existence, and in great abundance too, in the eggs ot

Salmon, already detached from the ovarian lobes, and fallen into

the abdominal cavity. It seemed to us at least important to study

it carefully, and to ascertain its composition. We have given it

the name of Ichthulin. The liquid obtained by pressing the

eggs of Salmon in a cloth is treated with distilled water, the albu-

men dissolves, and the precipitation of the ichthulin is effected.

This substance is then purified by being washed with alcohol

and ether.

i

i
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At the moment of its precipitation the ichthulin is viscous and
resembles gluten. But the action of the alcohol and eiher causes
U to lose its viscosity, and it becomes then solid and powdery.
The ichthulin, which in its physical properties differs in every
respect from ichthin, is very like it in its chemical characteristics.
It is, Jike the latter, soluble in acetic and phosphoric acids; it dis-
solves too in hydrochloric acid, without producing a violet color.
Its composition is as follows :

I
Solid matter,
Water, -

Carbonic acid, -

Proportion of Azote.
Solid matter,
Azote, -

Per centages.

0*283

0-205

0-545

Solid matter,

Water, -

Carbonic acid,

II
0*253

0190
0495

0.338

0-05145

Carbon,

Hydrogen,
Azote,

Phosphorus,
Sulphur, -

Oxygen,

52-5

8-0

152
- 0-6

10
- 227

Carbon, -

Hydrogen,

Per centages.

533
83

Prom these analyses it follows that ichthulin differs in compo-
sition from ichthin : it approaches on the other hand that of albu-
men, and like it, contains sulphur and phosphorus. From these
facts, it follows that the eggs of fishes of the family of Cyprinidae,
when only a little developed, contain, with a soluble substance ich-
tmdin, a liquid strongly albuminous holding in solution mineral
salts, some ichthulin, and suspended in it phosphoric fat. After ob-
taining these results, it seemed interesting to compare with eggs
m the state of ovulae the composition of eggs of the same sort
completely formed, detached from the ovarian lobules and free in
the ov iduct. This examination has brought us to (he establish-
ment of this very important physiological fact: that is, that the
composition of eggs undergoes, with the age of their develop-
ment, important modifications, even before the laying, and dur-
mgthe time that they remain in the oviduct. It is in fact, a re-
sult of our analyses, that the eggs of the Carp, eniirely formed,
contain no longer traces of ichthidm ;

that the ichthidin gradually
disappears, and that when they are become entirely transparent,
these eggs are formed wholly of a liquor strongly albuminous,
which holds suspended in it phosphuretted fat. The examina-
tion of Carps' eggs while young, has also shown us, that to study

.

e e?gs of these Cyprinidae, it is necessary to guard against put-
ting them in contact with water, which often dissolves bodies
whose presence it is important to establish, and which in other
cases, precipitates substances as the ichthulin, which were at first

dissolved hi it.
Second Series, VoL SIX, tfo. 56.- March, 18&5.

\

31
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Perfect eggs (ceufs murs) of the Mullet, Trout, Pike, Whi-
ting, Plaice, Sole, and the Dab.—We have continued our for-

mer researches on the different fishes above named, taking care

to profit by the season for spawning. We found in the ovary of

the Plaice and Pike, and of the others, eggs entirely formed, not

containing ichthidm at any period of their development, but very

rich in ichthulin in their early age. Detached from the ovary,

and free in the oviduct, they no longer showed us the least trace

of ichthulin
; they then consist of a very albuminous liquid, con-

taining a considerable quantity of phosphuretted fat. This quan-

tity of albumen explains why the eggs of all these kinds of fish

become hard by boiling.

Eggs of Salmon.—Salmon's eggs do not contain rectangular

grains soluble in water. Those which we have examined were

free in the abdominal cavity, they contained much of ichthulin

and very little albumen. Their color, reddish yellow, is due to

the presence of a considerable quantity of phosphuretted oil.

Submitted to the process of boiling, they become opaque, but re-

main always soft, even if kept a long time in boiling water. This

is easily understood, since they have only a very slight amount

of albumen. Their opacity is caused by the water brought into

them, which thus stops the precipitation of the ichthulin.

Ec/s' Eggs.—The eggs or rather the ovulse of the eel, taken

in fish kept in fish-ponds are much too small to enable us to

make researches of any extent on these curious productions of

the organs of generation. We have been able however, to assure

ourselves that they contain perhaps still more fat than the eggs

of Salmon, and they do not seem to have more albumen, for they

do not harden by boiling. We have not been able to see in them

the least trace of ichthidin* Our researches supply a very simple

method of observing the eggs of the eel. It is sufficient to boil

for a few minutes one of the ovarian lobules: then the eggs

swell without hardening, the distended membranes become more

apparent, and with sufficient enlargement, one easily sees the

ovulse which are hardly one or two hundredths of a millimeter.

If, as we do not doubt, our further observations confirm those

which we now publish, we will thus give an easy method, and a

sure one too, to ascertain whether the female has kept its eggs

long enough in its oviduct to perfect them, and whether they are

in a condition to be productive. It will suffice to take a few

from the body of the fish, to crush them on a glass-plate, and

to add a little water. If there is no precipitate of ichthulin, the

egg is perfect, for it only contains albumen and phosphuretted

fat. If ichthulin is precipitated, it will be necessary to restore

the fish to the water, and to wait awhile before proceeding to fe-

cundation. We point this out as the most certain method, to

persons who wish to try artificial breeding.
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After having established that the eggs of fishes contain sub-
stances insoluble in water, ichthin and ichthulin, which have
both of them, properties different from the vitellin of birds, we
have inquired whether the albumen of fishes' eggs is the same as
that of birds' eggs. Although we reserve the detailed account of
this examination for a succeeding memoir, we are prepared to
affirm that these two albuminous substances often present in their
properties notable differences. In fact, the albumen of the eggs
of certain fishes dissolves without any discoloration in hydro-
chloric acid, and it begins to coagulate at about 45°

; while the
albumen of birds' eggs, dissolves, as we know, in hydrochloric
acid, and gives to the liquid, a violet-blue color, and it does not
coagulate below 63°. Are these differences sufficient to admit
really, in the animal organization several sorts of albumen? Can
the blue color produced by hydrochloric acid, be considered as a
specific characteristic of albumen ? In short, may not the min-
eral salts contained in the albumen in different proportions, exer-
cise an influence on the point of coagulation of this substance?
these are delicate questions whose importance we appreciate,
and which we shall treat in a special article to be devoted to

albuminous substances.
(To be concluded)

Art. XXVI.

—

Chemical Examinations ; by Ezequiel
Uricoechea, of Bogota.

!• Chemical Examination of the Oloba, and of a new body,

Olobile, contained in it.

The Oloba, a fat, has been known in New Granada for a very
long time, and I have no doubt that the aborigines were the first

*° use it, for we know well that they used the palm-wax for

Rumination, as Pedro Ciezor De Leon* tells us.

The tree which produces it is the Myristia Olobaf of about 20
Meters height. It grows in the warm valleys of New Granada,
and only there, for all the efforts to plant it in the table-land of
Bogota, have been unsuccessful. Bonpland found the tree in

Mariquita, west of the River Magdalena, a place well known for
Ks silver mine.
The use of Oloba is to my knowledge, exclusively, in veterinary

Medicine, especially in the cure of skin complaints with horses,
f°r although Garcia de AlonzoJ made in 1808 some experiments

J^Kh reference to using it for illumination, I believe nobody has
followed them up.

* Cronica del Peru, Part I.

f Humboldt et Bonpland, Plantes Equinoxiales, tome ii, p. 8.

t Semaiiario de la Nueva Granada, (

42ded.) 1848. p. 341.
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Mochat
ered the myristic acid in it. It was very probable that in the

butter obtained from another plant of the same genus the same

constituents were to be found. Having received, however, some

Oloba, direct from New Granada, I determined to examine it.

When fresh, the Oloba exhales, on being melted, a very unpleas-

ant odor owing to a volatile oil. The quantity that I received,

however, had lost a good deal of this peculiar odor.

The Oloba was seen at once to be composed of different fats,

a white one and a brownish-red, which although in close contact,

irregularly disseminated through the mass, could easily be distin-

guished from one another.

To free it from impurities it was melted and filtered through a

fine cloth, on which it left pieces of palm leaves, and a brownish-

red mass (pollen?) which undoubtedly gave the coloring to cer-

tain portions of the Oloba. On cooling, the Oloba presented

a crystalline texture and a yellowish-white color. Its melting

point was 38°*. A determination of the melting point of the im-

pure Mochat butter gave 51°, a difference from that of the Oloba

which I cannot explain.

The Oloba, freed from all visible impurities by filtration, was

boiled with a solution of caustic soda until every oily appearance

had disappeared from the surface of the liquid. This was diluted

with some water and common salt thrown in, in excess, so that

after cooling, the soap, rendered insoluble, could be easily separated

from the liquid. This was evaporated nearly to dryness and in

the usual way the presence of glycerine proved, by its sweet

taste and its acrol reaction. The soap was dissolved once more

in water and decomposed by hydrochloric acid. The fat acids

were melted again twice in boiling water to free them completely

from the hydrochloric acid, and after cooling the second time,

they were dissolved in alcohol.

A portion of acetate of magnesia equal to a twentieth part of

the weight of the acids was taken, and after being dissolved in

alcohol, mixed with the solution of the acids. By this process

only a part of these acids could combine with the magnesia, those

of course being the first to unite which have the strongest affin-

ity. This is a very easy way of separating the fatty acids, and

has been called "the method by fractional precipitation." After

the first precipitation was completely separated, in this case always

as crystals, it was filtered and into the filtrate another portion of

acetate of magnesia in solution was thrown. This was repeated

until the magnesia salt gave no precipitate even after standing for

a long time in a cool place. Then acetate of lead was substitu-

ted ; and when this, employed in excess, produced no more change,

ammonia was added. In this way the different acids were sepa-

* The Centigrade scale is to be understood through this paper.
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rated. I examined, however, only that one which was combined
with the magnesia, the lead salt being left, for want of time, for
a future examination.
The magnesia salt which fell from the alcoholic solution was

decomposed by hydrochloric acid, and the fatty acid after being
crystallized two or three times from its alcoholic solution had
a constant melting point at 53°. Playfair gave as the melting
point of myristic acid 49°, but Heintz in his masterly examination
of the spermaceti* obtained for the melting point of this acid
o3°-8, with which, my own observation, made before Heintz's
article was published, agrees very well.

To be sure of the identity, an elementary analysis was made.
0*4275 gram, of substance gave l-152.gr. of carbonic acid

and 0-4750 gr. of water, or
At. Calculated. Found.

Carbon, 28 7368 7.3-50

Hydrogen, - - - 28 12 28 1234
Oxygen, ... 4 1404 14' 16

100-00 10000

The analysis as we see, agrees exactly with the formula C 2 a

H 28 4 which Playfair gave for myristic acid, and which Heintz
has recently confirmed.

In the first and sometimes in the second of the partial precipi-
tations another substance is found which I have named Olobile
(Oloba and Zhj.)

It is less soluble in alcohol than myristic acid, but more readily
so it) ether; these particulars, and its crystallizing out first from
a mixed solution are properties by which a separation from my-
ristic acid is easily effected.

It crystallizes in beautiful (square?) prisms, colorless, transpa-
rent, and with a strong vitreous lustre. Melts at 133°; on cool-
ing a few degrees, it solidifies to a crystalline mass ; and on heat-
ing again the melting point remains the same. This reaction is

so very different from that of Olivile, that it suggested at once the

supposition that this was a new body.
Two elementary analysis were made in order to test this con-

clusion :

1. 2804 gr. of Olobile gave 0-7524 of carbonic acid and
01603 of water.

2. 01793 gr. of Olobile gave 0-4801 of carbonic acid and
01027 of water, or

i. ir.

Carbon, - - - T3-19 T2"86

Hydrogen, - 6'35 6 46

Oxygen, - - 2046 20'68

10000 100-00

* Pogg. Ann., vol. xcii, p. 441
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Which leads us to the formula C 2 4H J 3 5
;

Calculated. Mean of I. and II.

Carbon, - - 24 73,09 73*02

Hydrogen, - 13 6*50 641
Oxygen, - • 5 20*30 2057

10000 100-00

proving it to be a new body. For want of material, I have

not studied the products of decomposition, which, no doubt, are

analogous to those of Olivile, and no other reactions except its

solubility in ether and alcohol, insolubility in water, melting

point at 133°, and its non-volatilization were noticed. I hope af-

ter returning to Bogota, to study it further. Meanwhile this ex-

amination may do something towards giving a knowledge of a

plant, so much used and apparently so beneficial at home. This

first result obtained by me, is that Oloba contains a volatile oil,

a fixed one, myristic acid in combination with glycerine, and

(Mobile.

2. Analyses oftwo Gold Idols of the Aborigines ofNew Granada.

My studies on the antiquities of my country, the result of

which I have laid before the public,^ gave me occasion to make
analyses of the' gold idols in my possession.

It is impossible to tell their age
;
yet it is certain they were

made before the Spaniards conquered the country. The exact

locality also is unknown, although they were sent to me from Bo-

gota; but there is very little doubt that they were made by the

Chibcha nation (called also Muiscas) and among them, the tribe

which was known under the name of Guatavita, and whose in-

habitants were renowned for working in gold.

We know of the lake Guatavita, that for ages, millions of gold

idols were thrown into it as offerings to the gods in time of ueed.

We also know that a powerful cacique every year entered the

lake, bathed in turpentine and gold dust, and in the middle of it,

after throwing in the largest amounts of gold, he himself followed

the gold into the waters where they had disappeared, and bathed ;

which story gave the name "El dorado" to our country. The In-

dians of this nation then, were the gold sculptors, and the alloy

they mixed was the one I examined.

The external color of the metal of these idols is different;

some are light yellow and others copper-red. On heating the

alloy it blackens at a red heat, becoming covered with the black

oxyd of copper. On washing it with hydrochloric acid, the color

becomes yellowish white, probably by the formation of chlorid

of silver ; for by washing it again with ammonia it becomes cop-

per-red.

* Memoria sobre las

1854.

Berlin, F. Schreiber & Co-
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The analysis of such an alloy is so simple that I need only give
the results.

Gold,

Silver,

Cupper,

I. II.

• 5163 45 91

1631 1055
29*31 43-70

100*25 10016

All the analyses that we possess of native gold from New
Granada* give no copper ; which makes us at once sappose that
the aborigines knew the art of alloying, for they could find cop-
per in the native state in several parts of New Granada as for ex-
amples in Moniguira.

It is difficult to say how they could use coins without any stamp,
merely round plates of gold, while they know how to alloy metals,
for undoubtedly great frauds could be made. Acosta however, is

of opinion that the Chibchas had the gold plates for curreney
and were the only American aborigines that made use of the metal,
as coin, in their exchanges.

Art. XXVII.

—

Review of the Fifth volume of the Agriculture of
New York , dfa., by E. Emmons ,f

1

Ignorance per se is not a crime, its heinousness depends upon
the use which is made of it.

5—American Journ. Set. and Arts.

This volume purports to contain descriptions of the more com-
mon and injurious species of insects found in "New York and
New England." It contains 256 pages of text, and 50 plates, 47
of which are colored.
The text, as is intimated in the preface, has been mostly col-

lected from the researches of others, and in truth, in the descrip-
tive portion of the work, brief specific phrases alternate with
excerpts from the synopsis of British genera at the end of West-
Wood's Introduction to the modern classification of insects.

However applicable these diagnoses may be in British Ento-
mol°gy, it may be doubted whether they can be used with ad-
vantage in a country where a large number even of common in-

sects belong to genera not found in Britain, or whether it was ne-
cessary to copy from foreign works, when there are men of ability
in the land who could have given original and accurate descrip-
tions. We feel assured that a small compensation compared with

* Dana's Mineralogy, and Coleccion de Memorias cientificas por Joaquin Acosta.
P^18«.p.43-50.

t Natural History of New York: Agriculture of bew York, comprising an
account of the classification, composition, and distribution of the Soils and Rocks and
°* the climate and agricultural" productions of the State, together with descriptions
<* the more common and injurious insects ; by E. Emmons, M.D. Vol. V. Albany,
*So4. The volume is devoted to the last topic, " The Insects of New York."
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the money which has been expended on the volume before us,

could have secured an original memoir, that would have been

useful both to the scientific student and to those seeking for

information in a popular form.*

The plates contain figures of many of our common insects of

each order. The figures are in general recognizable, but the exe-

cution is disgraceful. The references are frequently confused and

more often imperfect, even for the most common species.

As the plates appear to be the most important part of the book,

and a review of the whole would be tedious, we will begin by

mentioning some of the important errors conveyed by the figures

of Coleoptera. To go through the other orders would require

more patience than can be properly claimed either of our readers

or of ourselves ; moreover, as the order of Coleoptera has been

better studied than any other, and information regarding it is

more accessible to both the student and the compiler, a glance at

the part of the work devoted to it will probably enable us fairly

to appreciate the method pursued by the author.

PI. 2, fig. 8,
c Clerus apiariusS The name belongs to a Euro-

pean insect ; the figure if not copied from a European work, may
represent our somewhat allied Trichodes apivorus Germ.

PL 5, fig. 2,
i Huprestis dentipes' is B. punctulata Sch. (trans-

versa Say), and belongs to the genus Dicerca ; B. dentipes Germ.

is a Chrysobothris. Fig. 8,
4 Baprestis ' is an Elateride,

not noticed in the text. Fig. 10, ' Dyticas HarrisiV is D. verti-

cal is Say.

PL 8. The very abundant Chjtns colonus is queried ;
while

C. erythrocephalus is left unnamed : fig. 4, of the reference is

marked 5 on the plate, while 4 is omitted : we thus have 13 ref-

erences to 12 figures. Fig. 9,
c Elaphidiort is irrecognizable.

PL 10, fig. 5, ' Scarites ' is the very common Passalus inter-

ruptiis, and is noted among the corrections (p. 256) as "allied to

Sinodendron," but its name is not given.

PL 11, fig. 3, ' Coccinella 12-notata' is Hippodamiaconvergens

Gucrin. Fig. 11, < C. binoculata 1
is (text, p. 137) described

as C. trioculata: the description of C. binolata, p. 138, we may

remark in passing, is altogether wrong.
PL 12, figs. 10 and 11, ' Platycerus piceus' in recent times is

placed in the genus Ceruchus.
PL 14, fig. 5, ' Chrysomda tremula? Why is this European

species introduced into the Natural History of New York? I 1

has been frequently figured in its own country.

PL 14, fig. 4, < Galleruca Ms the well known Galleruca (Dia-

betica) 12-punctata : in the text, p. 129, it is noted as Criocens

* Even a few plates added to Dr. Harris's admirable treatise On the I"^cts

^
Massachusetts injurious to Vegetation, would have given to the farmer, as well as

the scientific observer all the necessary information regarding our injurious species.
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12-punctata, and on p, 134, reappears as { Adimonia \ Imme-
diately following the description p. 134, is placed Lema trivi/tota,

thus putting it in a group to which it does not belong. Per con-
tra, the same insect appears on page 129, as i Crioceris (or Lema)
trilineata (Oliv.).

PI. 17, fig. 6,
s Cirindela campestris* is C. 6-gnttata; we are

at a loss to understand the motive for introducing the European
C. campestris in a Zoology so well provided with species of the
genus. If another figure was wanted to fill up the plate, there
are several American species well worthy of the place.

PI. 17, fig. 14, ' Cirindela ,

?
is the well known C. unipunc-

tata, but probably, to quote the words of a former collaborator on
the Survey, is * extra-limital.'

PL 17, fig. 15,
4 Cirindela? (Maryland)^ is Megacephala vir-

ginica, and is so noted in the corrections on page 257, with many
others not introduced in this review.
PL 19, fig. 9, ' Anisodactylns ogricollis? (! !)
PL 20, fig. 8, ' Chlamius UlliopliilusJ Particularly bad, if it

be the species intended.
PL 20. fig. H

y
Omophron labraturri1

is O. americanum Dej.,
and fig. 12, ' var. tesselatum', is nothing like O. tesselatum Say.
The forms are strangely caricatured.
PL 21, fig. 4 4 Lumpyris wtgulata? should be L. angulata,

and fig. 5
?

\ £,. scintillaris
1 ought to be L. scintillans : neither

% 7 or 8 belong to Dictyoptera, but if not placed in Digrapha,
they should have been left where they were found, in Lycus.
PL 21, fig. 9, ' Diccelus dilatatits,'* and fig. 13, ' D. elongates?

Jnese have been reversed in some way : the references in the
text (p. 49) are right. Fig. 10 is anything rather than Sphcero-
derus stenosiomus.
PL 23, in two places we find Necrophagus for Necrophorus.
PL 25, fig. 3, ' Platycerus piceus f for another insect under

fhe same name, vide pi. 12 ; fig. 5, * Osmoderma sraber' seems
intended for O. eremicola ; fig. 6, ' Pyrochroa flabellaia' is very
bad, while fig. 8, 'Upis pennsylvanicus,' represents nothing found
m the country.
PL 31, fig. ~i

5

t Cantharis atrata? is a duplicate of pi. 25, fig. 4.

Each figure appears to be worse than the other, but the strongest

impression is left by the one last looked at. Can fig. 4 be ' On-
thop/wgits Hecate' ? Fig. 8, < Hister rovformis

1

is H. abbre-

viatus Fabr. < H. conformis Dej-,' belongs to the genus Sapri-

nus, and was described and figured in the Boston Journal of Nat-
ural History, so that no excuse can be offered for ihe confusion.
F, §- 10, not ' Tenebrio molitor,

1 but a species of Iphthinus; fig.

*3, ' Copris ' is C. anaglyptica Say.

Second Series, VoL XIX, No. 50.—March., 1855. 32
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PI. 34, fig, 1, ' Podabrus modestus' is Telephones carolinus.

What caa fig. 2 be ? It is marked ' Stenocorus ductus,' but the

resemblance is not apparent. Fig. 3, ' Telephones ' is Nacer-

des melanura, an (Edemerite described by Linnaeus, found in all

our cities, and now carried by commerce from Europe over the

greater part of the globe. Fig. 7,
i Saperda f we have already

had on pi. 16, as S. calearata. Fig. 8,
; Monohammus pu stilus

1

is Graphisurus fasciatus. Fig. 9, ' Cerambyx (undescribed)' is

Uorcaschema nigrum, long ago described by Say. Fig. 11,
l Lep-

tura ' is Toxotuscylindricollis Say, also a well known species.

Having thus mentioned some of the more conspicuous errors

in the plates, and referring for others to the list on page 257 of

the text, we may now turn our attention to that portion of the

work.

It is, as was stated before, mostly made up of extracts from

other works; with what skill these are placed together will appear

shortly. In the mean time we regret to be compelled to call

attention to the fact, that while on page 25, it is stated that the

anatomical figures have been copied mostly from the Naturalists'

Library, we find the plates (A, B and C), on which these figures

appear, credited to E. Emmons, Jr. Could not the lithographer be

trusted to make the copies ? Why should the expense of repeating

the drawings be thrown on the State ? That under a liberal grant

from the Legislature, such as has been expended in the New
York Survey, our entomology should be illustrated by copies of

foreign figures of foreign species is at least discreditable; but

what can be said, when an author permits a person in his em-
ployment, to affix his name to these foreign labors?

Continuing our exposition of errors, we find that on page 31,

the reader would be inclined to believe that Mr. McLeay has di-

vided all beetles into 1, Geodephaga and 2, Hydradephaga : this

is not so.

Page 35, for l Cicindela guttata' read C. sexguttata.

Page 39, Div. 5 of Carabidae, ' Bembidiides' are placed under

those having the 'anterior tibia) without a notch near the tip'

:

on page 53, a contrary statement is made, that Mhe anterior tibiae

are always notched on their insides near their tips.
5

Page 41, the explosive power characteristic of Brachinns and

closely allied genera, is here extended to the whole section of

Brachinides as defined by Westwood.
Page 42, ^Polystichus (Bar.)

?

is placed as a synonym of Galer-

ita, and the description of the former copied from Westwood.

Polystichus was never applied to North American species, but was

established by Bonelli (not Bar.) upon certain small European

insects, previously placed in Galerita.

The system of arrangement pursued by the author, will be

better illustrated by an example, than by any criticism. Com-
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mencing therefore with the genera of Harpalides (p. 45), the suc-
cession is : Agonum, Harpalus, Pangus, Amara, Agonoderus. An-
isodactylus, Chlsenius, Trechus, Calathus, Anchomenus, Dicae-
lns, Sphaerodertis. Then comes the family Carabides with Cy-
chrus, &c.
Many of the genera are not described; when descriptions are

given they are, as frequently as possible, taken from West wood's
synopsis above mentioned : this however can be done only with
genera found in Britain ; for the rest we have sometimes, as in

Galerita, a misapplication of a description of an allied genus, or

occasionally an original description; as a specimen of the latter,

we will take Agonoderus (p. 47). " Head subqnadrate, thorax
subqnadrate, slightly narrowed behind, elongate: the thorax
equals in width the base of the elytra.
Page 55, we have 'Dyticus' ranked under Haliplides.

Page 60, v Dermestes lardarius* is placed in the family Cu-
cuiides.

Page 61. The generic description of Staphylinns fails in two
of the three species placed under it : the one to which it applies,
S. cyanipennis, is not a Staphylinus, but a Philonthus.
The names of authors are usually omitted, references to their

I works under synonyms or names are never given. Where the
authorities are mentioned, ' Anchomenus extensicollis (Steph.)'
and '* Necrophorns pygmeus (Rich.), show what reliance may be

I placed on them.
I The genera of Lamellicomes have been arranged on the same

|

principles as the Harpalides already cited. The succession (p. 67)
]s

; GEOTftupiDiE, Geotrupes, Coprobins; Scarab;eides, Ontho-
phagus, Phanaeus, Aphodius, (with a remark on Lethrus cephalo-
*es

>) Copris. The parallelism of the results is further illustrated
by the description of Coprobins, which being an American genus
is not found in West wood. "Body ovoid ;

thorax dilated in the

middle, scutellum none : abdomen nearly square, clypeus biden-

ticulated ;" this will compare favorably with Agonoderus above.

But it is time to stop. Although we have gone over but a
very small portion of the volume, our readers have had enough to

enable them to judge of the character of the work. The task of
the reviewer is a thankless one ; but if it will prevent books of
hke merit or rather demerit from appearing in future by aiuhor-
ny>

J

it has not been performed in vain. Indignant protests from
students of Entomology, should at once dispel the illusion, if

s^ch there be, that this volume is an exposition of the present

condition of their science in this country. J. l. l.

»
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Art. XXVIII.

—

Caricography ; by Prof. C. Dewey.

(Continued from vol. xviii, p. 104, Second Series.)

No. 246. Carex lucorum, Willd., Kunze Suppl., No. 47, fig. 39,

non Sart.. Car. Am. Sept. Exsicc. no.

Spica staminifera unica; spicis pistilliferis 2-3, subglobosis,

sessilibus, braeteat is ; fractibus tris/igmatiris, ovatis vel subglobo-

sis, subtriquetris, pedicellatis, hirtulis, nervosis, prolongo-rostratis

bidentatis, squama ovata oblonga acuta sublongioribus.

Culm triquetrous, slender, erect and subscabrons on the angles;

leaves narrow linear, scabrous on the edge ; fertile spikes two or

three and sessile, ovate and few-flowered ; stigmas three, and very

long; fruit oviform, tapering below or stipitate, rostrate above,

two-toothed
; the beak large and about half the length of the

whole, fruit, and de.ep-split; pistillate scale ovate, oblong and

acute or ovate-lanceolate, a little shorter than the fruit.

Kunze remarks the resemblance of this species to C Pennsyl-
vania, Lam., and to C. marginata, Schk. It has the same red-

dish scales, but is easily distinguished by the peculiar shape of

the fruit and the beak.

As this species is very distinct, and should be recognized by
our botanists, I have derived the preceding description from Kunze
for their benefit. The plant has probably been confounded with

C. emargiuala, Schk. Kunze states that it was raised from

American seed in the Botanic Garden at Berlin, and afterwards

the plant also was received from a collection made by Rugel at

Bergen on Broad River, North Carolina, May, 1841.
Though I labelled some specimens, a few years since, by this

name, I am not confident of their identity with this species of

Willdenow. The fruit of C. ?iigromaginata
)
Schw., is too unlike

that of this species as given by Kunze.

Note.—C. marginata, Muhl. and Schk.. has been considered to

be C. Pennsylvania, Lam. The former was described in vol.

xi, p. 163, First Series, and the latter referred to it. A more exten-

sive comparison of specimens over our wide country from New
England to Kansas Ter., has led me to exclude there are two

species under these two names, manifestly distinct. As the one

has been described, as above, the oilier is here given.

No. 247. C. Pennsylvania, Lam. Encycl.

Spica staminifera unica cum squamis oblongis obtusis ;
pis-

tilliferis 2-3, ovalis, sessiiibus. inferiore bracteata. fructibus tris-
l

tigmaticis, oblongoovalibus vel ovato-ohlongis, trinervosis, stib-

triquetris, brevi-rostratis et bidentatis, tomentosis, squamam ova-

tatn subacutam subaequantibus.
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Common over the United States, and the plant usually desig-
nated by this name, with which C.marginata, Muhl. and Schk.tD J ™ ~v,«««.^

has been confounded.

C. marginata, named and described by Muhl. in his Gram.,
and sent by him to Schk., who described and figured it in his

Reidg., Part 2, p. 49, fig. 143, is a short plant, 4-8 inches high,
(a span high, Muhl.) stocky, with leaves erect and longer than the
culm even before the fruit matures; spikes few-fruited and ses-

sile, with fruit distinctly globose and short rostrate and sub-stiped
;

while C. Pennsylvania* is about twice as tall, 8-15 inches, slen-

der, with short leaves till late in the season ; spikes with more
fruit, and the fruit oblong or long-oval, plainly triquetrous.

Both appear easily distinguishable from C. varia, and other spe-

cies of the same family.

No. 248. C. Persoonii, Sieb. Herb., H. Aust., No. 282, secundum
Lang in Linnaea, vol. viii, p. 539.

vitilisj Fries, Nov. Mant., iii, p. 137 et Summa Veg.

Scand., p. 223.

Wahl
canescens, L., var. brunnescens

)
Koch.

var. splicerostachya, Tuck. Enum.
sphcerostachya, Dew., Sill. Journ., vol. xlix, p. 44,

Ser. prima.

gracilis? Schk., Part I, p. 48.

Spiculis3-5, ovatis, approximatis in apicem vel infra subremo-
tis, altern is, sessilibus, paucifloris, bracteatis, inferne staminiferis

;

"ftcuhnsdisticrm-aticis. ovatis, subrnarginatis. substriatis, oblongo-
lanceolatis vel tereto-rostratis, convexo-planis, glabris cum rostro
S8epe dorsum fisso, squama ovata hyaiina longioribus ; culmis sub-
prostratis, vililiusculis ; foliis plauis margine scabris.

This more full description of this species than in vol. xlix, p. 44,
is here given from a more full examination of the plant with the

descriptions of Pries and Lang. The synonyms show the atten-

tion to this plant in Europe and in this country. Being unac-

quainted with the older descriptions of Sieb. and Fries, I had
made it a distinct species, as above mentioned.

In his description, Fries states distinctly the difference of C.

Wilis and C. Persoonii, and yet in his tabular vieiv, Sum. Veg., p.

~2, he denies the true specific difference, and inquires whether

fhey are not the same. But Dr. O. F. Lang, in the Linnaea, ed-
ited by D. F. L. von Schlechtendal, Professor and Director of the

Botanic Garden at Halle, has proved the identity of these two
species. Indeed, the descriptions of Fries and Lang so nearly

coincide as to exclude doubt. The chief difference between
them is the split on the back of the beak, which in the abundant
specimens of our country is a character often, not always, clearly

present.
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C Persoonii, Sieb., is the proper name due to the plant.

This species is wholly different from C. disperma, Dew., for

which C. vitilis, has been substituted by Dr. Boott. But this

has stamens below, and 0. disperma above; and the fruit and scale

of the latter are very diverse from those of the former. In our

country, C. Persoonii, Sieb. the C. vitilis, Fries, can not be con-

founded with C. disperma, Dew. The above characters show

that this substitution can not be sustained. The somewhat vine-

like form of C. Persoonii, for which it was called C. vitilis by

Fries, is directly opposed to such confounding of names.

It is to be noticed also, that C. disperma is not confounded

with C. gracilis, Ehrh. by Dr. Boott, or with the very different

C. gracilis, Schk., Part First, p. 48, fig. 24, which is described by

Schk. with stamens bclov), and not above, and which is probably

a minor form of C. sphcerostachya, the C. Persoonii, Sieb. given

above ; see the remarks on that species, vol. xlviii, p. 44, in this

Journal.

No. 249. C. tenax, Chapman in MS. Boott, Richardsoni

Arct. Exped.
C Chapmani, Sartewellii, Am. Sept. Exsic.

Spica staminifera unica brevi; spicis pistilliferis 2-3, ovatis vel

brevi-cylindraceis, densi-fructiferis, inferiore subpedicellata ; fruc-

tibus tristigniaticis variis infra subteretibus, longo-conicis, vel

brevioribus et bidentatis, multinervo-striatis tomentosis, squama
ovata acuta duplo longioribus.

Culm a foot high, erect, with leaves short and flat ; staminate

spike short, with oblong and acutish scales
;

pistillate spikes usu-

ally three, lowest pedunculate, ovate or short, cylindric, close-fruit-

ed
; stigmas three ; fruit some tapering downwards, ventricose in

middle, long or short conic and often bidentate, villose, many
nerved or striate; pistillate scale ovate, acute or mucronate, half

the length of the fruit.

Florida; Dr. Chapman, who long since distinguished it from

C. dasycarpa Muhl. and gave it the above name.
From C. dasycarpa, whose fruit is ovate, clearly triquetrous,

rather obtuse, scarcely nerved or striate, it is easily separated.

Note.—The following views of the synonymy of the species

to be mentioned, are presented, in the hope of throwing some

light upon a difficulty long felt in our country.

C loliacea, L. et Wahl.
C. gracilis, Ehrh., Lang in Linnasa, vol. viii, p. 542, No. 56.

Sill. Journ., vol. xi, p. 306, Serie prima.
Culmo tenui gracili scabriusculo, foliis planis margine subsca-

briusculis
; spica composita, spiculis 3-4 rotundis paucifloris gynas-

candris (infra staminiferis) remotis; fructibus oblongo-ellipticis

nervosis obtuse erostratis, ore integerrimo. Lang ut supra.
4
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This description is given from Dr. Lang, a laborious and dis-

criminating Caricographist, because it was made after extensive
examinations so late as 1847, and published after his death in the
Linneea by Dr. von Schlechtendal for its singular merits in 1852.
On examining recent specimens from Lapland, I find little to

change in the description of C. loliacea in vol. xi. The scale of
the frail is not i{ acute" but subacute, and the fruit is very obtuse.

In the words of Dr. Lang, M Fructus ita obtnsi ut apice fere ro-

tundati sunt, 5
' evidently following Wahlenberg's description as

quoted by Prof. Gray in vol. iv, p. 21, of this Journal, 2nd Series.

The synonymy of C gracilis, Ehrh., has been made difficult by
the manner in which the synonyms were left by Schk. in the
two Parts on Carices. Prof. Gray gave a plausible solution in
the reference just made to vol. iv. To learn if any new light

had appeared, I wrote to Dr. von Schlechtendal, Professor in the
University of Halle, by which Schkuhr's collection of Carices is

possessed, for information. This was immediately given, and
the letter shows that C. gracilis, Ehrh. is considered to be, and
actually is, the true C loliacea, Lin. After stating that Ehrhart
published no characters or descriptions of his XII decades of dried
specimens, but merely attached to each plant a schedule or label

containing the number, the name and the author, and the locality,

he adds the following:
"In the collection of Carices of Schkuhr himself, which our

University possesses, under the name of C. gracilis is present a
single specimen of that collection of Ehrhart on whose label is

fead, 78, Carex gracilis, Ehrh., Upsaliae.'

i "Hence there is no doubt, but that Ehrh.'s plant is the same
*ilta that of Schk., nor can there be a doubt, that this C. gra-

^w > Ehrh. (of which I possess two original specimens in my own
herbarium, marked with the same Ehrhartian label) is clearly
the same with C. loliacea, Lin, as Schk. has himself already said,

and all the more recent botanists agree ; and indeed as I maintain
from comparison of specimens from Sweden, Norway, and Russia
*ith those of Ehrhart."

.
As C. gracilis, Ehrh. was placed by Schk. with his C loliacea,

11 is evident that Schk. considered the plant as the C loliacea L.,

and of Wahl., for he uses the description of both on C. loliacea, L.,
ln his Part Second, No. 47, p. 18; and, having done this, the

bonder is, that Schk. should also have quoted his C. gracilis,

Fart First, p. 48 and fig. 24, as a synonym, when the description
and fig llre prove the plant so utterly different from C. loliacea, L.,

J
1 nearly every particular. By the letter of Dr. Schlechtendal,

doubt is removed, and the synonymy made certain.

.
Still further: C. tenella, Schk., Part First, p. 23, and fig. 104,

js also given by Schk., Part Second, p. 19, as a synonym of C.
loliacea L. This is another great mistake, but is corrected by the
later authors. Thus, C. tenella, Schk. is described by Fries in
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his Sum. Veg. Scand., p. 224, with a direct reference to the same'

figure, 104 Schk., and fully distinguished from C. loliacea, L.

The spikelets of C. tenella have stamens at their summit, while

the other has them at the base. By Dr. Lang in the Linnaea, vol.

viii, p. 518, 0. tenella is described under the name of C. Blyttii,

Nyland, and the same fig. 104, Schk., quoted. Lang remarks

that this species " was formerly, and still is confounded with

C. hiliacea, L.," but is distinguished " toto ccbIo" by the position

of the stamens from C. loliacea.

Hence it is evident, that C. gracilis, Ehrh., is not C. tenella,

Schk., Part First, p. 23.

The only remaining difficulty in the synonymy is whether C.

disperma^ Dew. is the same as C. tenella, Schk. The separation

of C gracilis, Ehrh. from C. tenella, Schk., does not of course

decide the other case either way. Mr. Tuckerman in his Enum.,

p. 19. says, " Hand tamen licet, etiam si certum plantam nos-

trarn Schkuhrii C. tenellam esse, nomen Deweyi mutare, quia

auctor ipse C. tenella?, nomen suum aboluit." But the name, C.

tenella, is perpetuated by later writers. Let, then, C. disperma,

Dew., be absorbed in C. tenella, Schk., when their identity is es-

tablished. This may be accomplished or not ere long by com-

parison of specimens at home and abroad. In the mean time the

following points deserve attention. In Sum. Veg. Scand., Fries

states that C. tenella is taken by many for C. loliacea, but this

mistake can not be made in our country when the specimens are

mature, if at all, where C. disperma is compared. Fries indeed

says, that C. loliacea, more slender, more humble, and commonly
with two fruit, is with difficulty to be distinguishedfrom C dis-

perma, Dewey! showing that he had seen 0. disperma and judged

it to be nearer toG. loliacea than C. tenella is, and of course dif-

ferent from C. tenella. Yet C. disperma differs from 0. loliacea

"toto caelo" by the position of the stamens, and when the sta-

mens are visible can not be mistaken for C loliacea, L. Neither

can their fruit be confounded.
Fries also gives the following characters of C. tenella, viz.,

" fructibus ovalibus obtusis erostratis obsolete nervosis, squama

ovato-lanceolata acuta triplo longioribus," several of which are

not found in C disperma.
From these considerations, the following synonymy are my

results

:

1. C. loliacea, L. et Wahl., Schk., Pars 2, p. 18, excl. synonymis.

C. gracilis, Ehrh., non C. tenella, Schk.
C. loliacea, Fries et Lang.

2. C. tenella, Schk. Pars 1, p. 23, fig. 104, non Pars 2, p. 1S -

Fries, Nov- Mart, iii, et Sum. Veg. Scand.
C. Blythii, Nyland, et Lang in Linnaea.
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Art. XXIX.—On a remarkable change which has taken place
in the composition and characters of the Water, supplied to

the City of Boston, from Lake Cochituate; by Augustus A.
Hayes, M.D., Assayer to State of Massachusetts.

(Read at a meeting of the American Academy, 11th January, 1855.)

In the study of the chemical composition of waters, used for

domestic purposes, a wide field is opened for inquiries of high
scientific interest, as the accurate comparisons of different waters,
lead us through both departments of modern chemistry, the or-
ganic and inorganic. This interest is however secondary to the
importance of careful inquiries in an economical view, as we
have actions of waters on substances with which they come
in contact, at one point modifying their composilton so as to

render them purer or less salubrious, and when a water passes
some distance, its characters may thus be made to differ at dif-

ferent points. Not only is the water changed by contact with
different bodies, with which it is brought in contact, but conduits
oi masonry or iron are in special cases rapidly destroyed.
Although my observations on the water supplied to this city

were among the earliest made before its introduction, they have
been continued since that time, and within two years partial

analyses have been made almost weekly, for the purpose of learn-
lng the cause of any changes occurring. The results thus ob-
tained will be given in a future paper, with the conclusions ar-

rived at, in a general form—while at present, it is my design to
call attention to the condition of the water, as it has existed for

about ten weeks.

m
Cochituate water, derived mostly from surface drainage, as it

Js found in the Pond or Lake, belongs to the class of peaty wa-
ters, so common in New England; It has not characters in com-
mon with the green or colorless waters of limestone formations,
n°r the medium or mixed qualities of our river waters. In its

normal state, it may be considered as a pure water, holding in so-

lution four or five grains of mineral sahs in one U. S. standard
gallon, arid these consist of compounds of chlorine with sodium,

Potassium, calcium, and magnesium, carbonates and silicates of

seasons. Its or-

are those of the
?*ost importance, as they 2\ve it particular characters, modifyiu
]ts chemical relations and affecting the taste, color, and purity of
the fluid.

In the spring and autumnal seasons, there are found ulmic,
cre nic and apocrenic, and humic acids, with sparingly soluble com-
pounds of these acids and bases, including alumina and oxyd of

Second Semes, VoL XIX, No. 56.—March, 1855. 33

nese bases, in varying proportions at different
ganic constituents, including the gases dissolved,

(7
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*

iron. With them there is a neutral body, which resembles mucil-

age from gum, and is usually in a changing state, especially while

the water is warm, in the summer season. The gases dissolved are

oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid : the nitrogen never has the

volume relation to the oxygen which exists in the air, being, ex-

cept in rare instances, in smaller proportion, and cases have oc-

curred, when the nitrogen was no more than 20 volumes to the

oxygen 80. The volume of carbonic acid also varies, while about,

one volume of all the gases exists in thirty-six of normal water.

There are present, also numerous animalcules and infusoria, fresh-

water sponges and abundance of ochry matter, resulting from the

chemical action of the water on the iron pipes. The animalcules

indicate a state, which really exists,—of a disturbed balance be-

tween the fish, crustaceans, animalcules, and sub-aqueous vegeta-

tion of the lake. Although throughout the year, the water, at

times increased by rains and melting snow, cannot be classed with

putrid waters, there are periods in every season, during which it

closely approaches to these in character.

In the latter part of October last, I was watching, for the in-

creased amount of organic acids, due to the decomposition of

vegetable matter, after a season of drought, succeeded by copious

rains, when I was greatly surprised to find the humates and apo-

crenates giving place to crenic acid and crenates, accompanied by

a perceptible odor of decomposing vegeto-animal matter, such as

is emitted by freshly disturbed soil. This odor, which character-

izes the humus from animal matter, continued several days, the

water became colorless, while the organic matter, including car-

bonic acid, increased so as to exceed nineteen times the minimum
amount previously found. The condensed vapor from the water

had a strong odor of earth, or precisely that of guano from humid
climates, and possessed an acrid reaction. No more than a mere

trace of ammonia could be thus detected. When the water was

mixed with lime and distilled, the condensed vapor was ammo-
niacal, proving that no carbonate of ammonia from the soil was

present, but a salt of ammonia due to decomposition. The
earthy odor, or (so called) taste, was succeeded by one closely

resembling that of fresh- water fish, which, with slight variations

in intensity, has continued nearly ten weeks. Before the water

throughout the city became thus contaminated, the suggestion

arose that the cause was local ; the secondary main supplying my
dwelling-house having perhaps retained some parts of eels or fish.

A careful examination was made and by analysis, a portion of oil

was separated from the water, which had been filtered through

muslin to remove suspended impurities.

By distillation, the odor could be isolated from the water, which

thus lost, what was pronounced by good judges, to be the taste ot

fish oil, while the water, retained the oil, almost destitute of odor.
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The general supply of water to a populous city, had thus be-
come very offensive, without any adequate cause appearing, and
the evil led to ihe expression of many hypotheses and supposi-
tions, chiefly without reliable support.
As the subject was one within the reach of experiment, the

course adopted was the following: A displacement apparatus of
glass, was charged with recently calcined animal charcoal, of me-
dium fineness ; over this was placed a conical filter of clean cotton,
so that any water, falling on the charcoal, would first pass through
the cotton filter. The water from a contracted supply pipe, was
allowed to flow slowly on the cotton filter, and passed away, so
long as the pores remained open. Removing the cotton filter,

the charcoal was allowed to drain, the water displaced by alcohol,
and the alcohol by sulphuric ether, without removing the coal.
Some oil was found in the alcoholic fluid, while the aqueous
ether was colored by it, from a tint of yellow to a light olive
color.

By evaporation at 90° to 100°, the ether left some globules of
fluid oil, but by far the larger bulk of residue, was a soft solid in
granules, without crystalline form. By warming the solid with a
little acid, a base was dissolved, generally lime, or lime and ammo-
nia, while the oil floated on the fluid, and was left by evaporation
of the water. As thus obtained, this oil was of a light yellow
color, presenting both oleic and stearic acids. Its specific gravity
Was the same as that of lard oil. Alcohol dissolved it without resi-
due. A solution of carbonate of soda saponified it when warmed,
proving the acid condition of the oil. With sulphuric acid it

blackened, and chlorine changed its color to dark brown.

f
he oil, as separated from the etherial solution, in different ex-

periments, assumed a solid state at 80° or 90° F. Acids elimin-
ated oily fluids constantly, with the emission of a peculiar odor,
created with carbonate of soda, when the soap was decomposed,
an odor resembling that from adipocere was generally percepti-
Dle

- When the charcoal, while wet from the water, was distil-

eci, the vapor, which was first condensed, had a strong fish-like

odor. It would putrefy and run through the changes resulting
Ifom the production of Conferva.

1 he mass of the water supply, was constantly changing from its

state of approach to putrefactive fermentation—in which free cre-
mc acid and crenates appeared, with a large volume of carbonic acid

to its more nearly normal state. At one time, twenty-eight vol-

tes of water evolved, by boiling, one volume of gases. Twen-
l.V-hve volumes of the gases were diminished only one volume, by
Phosphorus, warmed and left twenty-four hours ; or about four

P^ce-n. of oxygen, seventy of carbonic acid, and twenty-six of
nitr°gen. Such a gaseous atmosphere dissolved in water, could
jj°t support animal life, in the higher forms of organization. As

e oxygen gas increased in volume, the apocrenates and humates
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appeared, and the water which had no action on iron, assumed
its ordinary action on this metal. The crustaceans increased in

quantity and size, the Cyclops and Daphnia became predominant,

and the cotton filters were soon closed by their bodies. Atten-

tion was now given to the mass collected on the filter, as had al-

ready been done with the sponges, and some vegetable organ-

isms, including Conferva.

The fish like odor was mostly retained by the filter, which
had not been the case in the earlier experiments, and it became
easy to separate from the gelatinous mass on the cotton, the oil,

with the odor, or apart from it. As separated from the mass, the

oil possessed a fugitive green color, at times, bnt the dried filters

extracted by ether, afforded a yellow oil. The variations in

color were found to be due to the state of the matter on the

filter, which, evidently of animal origin, decayed rapidly, and the

oil and odor became merged in a body, much like adipocere.

The water, which had been purified by means of animal char-

coal, was free from taste and odor ; its vapor did not possess odor,

and the larger part of the organic matier had disappeared.

As the chief contaminating matter in this water was arrested

from a current by even a coarse filter, and the experiments had

been repealed so frequently as to leave little else for chemical

trials, I placed in the hands of Dr. John Bacon, for microscopical

examination, the substance, like that, from which the odorous oil

had been taken.

Dr. Bacon at once detected the source of the oil, the bodies of

the Cyclops and Daphnia, being in large part filled with it,*—ten

or fifteen globules, of different sizes, could be seen in a single

subject,—but the most remarkable fact in this connection is the

varied color of the oil. Under the microscope while many sub-

jects presented a yellowish-brown oil, some were filled with col-

orless oil. and not a few had oil of a blackish blue, shading to in-

digo blue.

This fact explains the production of green and olive green

etherial solutions, and it was found that the decomposing re-

mains, were often red and yellowish brown—and in that case af-

forded light yellow solutions. No other substance, but those

named, was found among numerous collections, which could af-

ford oil ; the connection between the chemical proofs, and mi-

croscopical observations was most skillfully made by Dr. Bacon,

in the way of extracting the oil, while the subject was in the

field of the instrument.
*
'At this point of the research, a series of experiments was un-

dertaken, which demonstrated that the fluid oil first obiaiued by

animal charcoal, was really due to the presence of broken up and

dead crustaceans, which had given free oil to the water.

* The species of Cyclops and Daphnia are usually between £th and TVfcn °^ aD

inch in length.
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Certain modifications of the oil which had been observed,
could be traced to the state of the mass of crustaceans, before the
ether was used as collected at the present time from a portion of
water by means of filters of different degrees of fineness, from
coarse to very fine, we have the water on one hand free from
taste, while the fillers retain the matter which rendered the water
impure. A portion of this matter placed in pure water gives to
it the taste of Cochituate water, while another portion under the
microscope presents only living and dead crustaceans.

Dr. Bacon has kindly recorded his observations and allowed
me to append his account of them to this paper.

the Cochituate Water, by John Bacon, M.D.
fi

The occurrence of numerous transparent globules in the bodies
of the minute crustaceans found in the Cochituate water, first

attracted my notice in the spring of 1854, and I then ascer-
tained by chemical tests that they consisted of oil. Supposing
that they were ova in some stage of development and were
probably well known to natural isis, no further observations were
made until the bad condition of the Cochituate water attracted
public attention

; when I called the attention of one of the chem-
ists employed to analyze the water to the presence of this oil

and suggested that it might be the cause of the evil. But it

did not appear probable to either of us that a small amount of oil

could occasion so serious an effect : and thus the matter rested
until the commencement of the present year, when Dr. Hayes
placed in my hands for microscopical examination the gelatinous
substance collected by him on cloth filters. The microscope re-

vealed an abundance of oily globules, in the bodies of the Cy-
clops and other minute crustaceans, of which the mass on the
filter chiefly consisted, and the source of the oil obtained in his

experiments was at once evident. At this time, early in January,
very few Conferva and other vegetable organisms were found.
The empty silicious shells of various Diatomacese were abundant
as usual, but scarcely any specimens were living, or contained
organic matter. Yet the peculiar flavor of the water was as
strongly marked, as in the autumn, when Conferva and other veg-
etable organisms abounded. The crustaceans in which the oil

0c*urs are several species or varieties of Cyclops and Daphnia, and
probably other allied genera of the division Entomostraca. In the

ywg animals, the oil is clearly seen by the aid of the microscope,
through the carapace which is mostly transparent; and it is dis-

tinguished by its high refractive power and other optical charac-
ters from the other contents of the shell. It can also be extracted
by ether, aud still more satisfactorily, by strong alcohol from the
body of the animal, while in the field of the microscope. The
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quantity present is exceedingly variable, not only at different times,

but in different individuals collected at the same time. In a few

i
specimens no globules are visible. In others they are so abund-

ant, that the oil forms at least one quarter part of the bulk of the

animal. These large quantities occur only in the Cyclops, which

is by far the most abundant form present; the other crustaceans

contain much less.

Its distribution in the body of the animal is remarkable, being

diffused irregularly in globules of various sizes, (usually spherical

and occasionally ovoid or pear-shaped,) and in masses formed by

the coalescence of globules; and it appears to have no definite

connection with the internal organs of the animal. Sometimes,

small globules are seen even in the last joints of the tail. No sac

or envelop is visible around them, as they occur in the animal, or

when liberated by tearing the body into fragments. Yet glob-

ules lying in contact in the body do not unite by moderate pres-

sure, but regain their form when the pressure is removed.
A strong pressure causes them to run together. These facts

are compatible with the absence of a proper enveloping mem-
brane. No structure of any kind is visible in the globules.

Their color, when isolated, is generally orange, red, or yellow;

they range, however, from brownish red to an entirely colorless

condition, in different specimens. As the carapace has frequently

a tinge of red or green, the color of the oil is of course affected

when seen through it.

Finding that the comparatively large size of the crustaceans,

allowed of their almost perfect separation from the other bodies

suspended in the water, by means of a suitable filter, a quantity was

collected from a Cochituate service pipe, and thoroughly washed
with distilled water. They were then introduced, mostly in a

living state, into distilled water, in an open vessel. In about half

an hour, the water began to acquire an odor, and after some

hours, both the odor and taste resembled closely the peculiar

flavor of the Cochituate. In a day or two, a decided fishy flavor

was developed. The water. was now somewhat milky, and on

microscopic examination, an abundance of colorless oil globules,

were seen diffused through it, with some gelatinous matter, de-

rived from the bodies of the dead crustaceans, with the fragments

of which, togeiher with exuviae, the bottom of the vessel was
covered. A large proportion were still living and active. In

about a week, the water began to regain its clearness, and the

odor and taste nearly disappeared. Many of the crustaceans were

still alive
; and it was noticed that a progressive diminution in the

general amount of oil contained in their bodies, was evident in

the successive examinations.
in the Cyclops, these globules are found equally in both sexes

and cannot therefore be derived from the ova : in many of the

?
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females, the granular ova masses, in the internal ovaries, are seen
in company with the globules—but they are not in connection,
nor is there any indication of a transition from one form to the
other.

In the Daphnia, the small pellucid globules which constitute the
earliest stage of the ova, and also the hibernating eggs, are visi-

ble in many specimens, and do not resemble the globules under
consideration. The male Daphnia is rarely seen, and I do not
know whether the oil is found in both sexes as in the Cyclops.

Since the above observations were made, I have learned, that

J

these oil globules are briefly described by von Siebold. See Dr.
Burnett's translation of von Siebold's Anatomy of the Inverte-
brata, pp. 310 and 334. This author regards them as fat cells,

and after stating that they occur in many crustaceans, adds the
following remarks: "The fat, which these cells contain plays a
part, probably, in digestion and assimilation ; for with these ani-
mals, the excess of nutriment is deposited as fat to be used in
times of need, as for example, during the act of moulting. This
explains why the quantity found is so variable, or even may be
entirely wanting." I cannot find that they are described by other
authors, nor are the appearances, which they present in the crus-
taceans of the Cochituate, represented in any o( the figures I have
seen.

Art, XXX.—On Gum Mezquite; by Campbell Morfit, M.D.

Gum Mezquite, known synonymously as Mvckect, Mezqncet
and Musquit, and recently presented to public notice by Dr. G. G.
Snumard, U. S. A., is said to be the product of a tree flourishing

extensively in the high and dry regions of the plains of Western
Texas, New Mexico and the adjacent Indian Territory. The fa-

cility with which it may be obtained in large quantities, and its

very probable prospective value as an article of commerce, give
Man interest that led me to a chemical examination, which I

have caused to be made in my Laboratory by one of my students,

Mr. Frederick W. Alexander.
It is a spontaneous semi-fluid exudation concreting by expos-

ure into tears and lumps of variable size and form. Our sample,
Which was a part of that brought in by Dr. Shumard, and ob-
tained directly from the U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, consisted
£f small irregular pieces and rounded balls about the size of a
hazel nut, semi-transparent, and shading in color from a lemon
^h'te to dark amber. When broken, the fracture faces were
brilliant

; and the gum was easily reduced under the pestle to
a dull white powder. One of the balls was enveloped with an
outer pellicle of gum about TVth of an inch in thickness.
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The specific gravity of the gum was 1*5, but this determina-

tion may possibly admit of correction upon purer samples than

were disposable for the experiment.

Its proximate composition was found to be,

Water, 11.640

Foreign Matters, - 0236
Bassorin, --.'--"-
Arabia, -<*-.-
Ash, -

0-206

84 967

3000

i 100 049

1. 2.

4363 4310
6-11 6 50

47*26 47-40

3 00 3-00

Cerasin was also sought for, but not found. The ash was estima-

ted by burning a given quantity in an atmosphere of oxygen and

weighing the residue.

The ultimate analysis, made also by effecting combustion ot

the carefully dried gum in oxygen gas, yielded, in two separate

experiments, the following numbers:

Carbon, ...
Hydrogen, - -

Oxygen,
Asb, -

100 00 10000

These proportions approximate very closely to those obtained

from gums Senegal and Arabic by Gnerin and Mulder. The
general appearance, too, of the gum is similar to that of gum
Senegal, and the dark inferior qualities of gum Arabic. In chem-

ical properties, also, it is aliied to them ; being insoluble in abso-

lute alcohol, partially soluble in common alcohol, and readily

forming with hot or cold water a very adhesive mucilage. It is

in fine, a true gum, and promises, in its physical and chemical

behavior, much of the advantage, expected by its discoverer, as

an economical substitute for gum Arabic or Senegal.

University of Maryland, Baltimore, January, 10, 1855.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

L Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the elastic forces of vapors in vacuo and in gases at different

temperatures, and on the tension of mixed vapors.— Under this title

Regnault has communicated to the Academy of Sciences the results

of an elaborate series of investigations extending from the year 184d

to 1850 and now first made public. The author divides his communi-

cation into five parts. The first contains the results obtained on the elas-

tic forces of saturated vapors furnished by a certain number of liquids

selected from among those which are easily obtained in a state of purity,

in quantity, and at a reasonable price.
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The second part treats of the elastic forces of the vapors of saline
solutions and of their application to the study of different phenomena
of molecular physics and chemistry.
The third treats of the phenomena of the vaporization of liquids in

gases.

The fourth of the results of experiments on the elastic forces of va*
pors furnished in vacuo by volatile liquids displaced or superposed.
The fifth contains the result of experiments undertaken to decide

whether the tension of a vapor in vacuo depends or not on the solid or
liquid state of the body which furnishes it.

The methods of observation employed to determine the elastic forces
or vapors in vacuo are the same as those which the author used in
studying the tension of the vapor of water. The author simply gives
his results for alcohol, ether, bisulphid of carbon, chloroform and oil
of turpentine, for every 10 degrees Centigrade. These are contained
in the following table, the tension being expressed in millimeters.

Alcohol. Ether. Bisulph. of carbon. Chloroform. Turpentine.
-21° 3-12

o-20 3-34 69-
~10 6*50 113-2 79-0

12 73 1823 1273 2'1

!0 2408 2865 199*3 1304 2*3

20 4400 434*8 2982 190*2 4*3

SO 78*4 637*0 434 6 2761 7*0

40 1341 913*6 6175 364-0 112
50 220-3 1268-0 8527 5243 172
€0 3500 1730*3 11626 7380 269
70 5392 23095 15490 976 2 419
80 8128 2947-2 2030*5 1367*8 612
90 1190 4 38990 2623 1 1811-5 910
100 1685*0 49204 3321*3 23546 1349
HO 2351-8 6249 4136 3 3020 4 187'3

120 3207*8 51211 38180 257
130 43312 6260 6 47210 347
140 5637-7
150 72578

I
1^2 7617-3
160
170

462-3

604*5

777*2

989*0

The author remarks that these results were obtained partly by the
direct measure of the tensions in vacuo and partly by the measure of
the temperature which the vapor of the liquid presents when boiling un-

j

<jer the pressure of an artificial atmosphere. The first method was used

for low and the second for high temperatures. In all cases the exper-

|

imems were made in such a way that the curves of the elastic forces

|

given by the two methods, presented a part in common so as to permit
the observer to judge of their coincidence. This coincidence was in

fhe author's former°experiments perfect for the vapor of water ; he finds
it to be perfect also for other volatile liquids provided that these are

chemically pure . When however an extremely small quantity of an-
other volatile substance is present, the two methods give different values
for the elastic force of the vapor at the same temperature, and this

gives an extremely delicate method of judging of the homogeneity of
a volatile substance. The author found it easy to obtain perfectly pure

Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 56.—March, 1855. 34
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bisulphid of carbon, but difficult to get pure ether and alcohol, while

chloroform always contains many substances mixed with it which cannot

be separated. Thus the tension of its vapor as directly determined

was 342-2 at 36°, while by the method of ebullition it was found to be

313*4 at the same temperature. Some liquids change their molecular

structure when long boiled under high pressures, and of this change oil

of turpentine furnishes a remarkable example. Other liquids appear

to undergo molecular changes when left to themselves for a long time

in hermetically sealed tubes: ether is a curious instance of this.

With respect to the second part of the subject, as indicated above,

the author in the first place verified the law of Rudberg, that whatever

be the boiling point of a saline solution the vapor has simply the tem-

perature which it would have if disengaged from pure water. As how-

ever the experiments of Rudberg were made only at ordinary atmos-

pheric pressures, Regnault endeavored to extend our knowledge of the

subject by studying the phenomena of the ebullition of saline solutions

under very different pressures. The apparatus used was a copper boiler

through the cover of which four closed tubes passed, two into the liquid

beneath and two into the vapor above. The tubes contained a small

quantity of mercury and served to contain the thermometers. A lube

communicating with a refrigerator served to condense the vapor while

the refrigerator itself communicated with a large reservoir of air, the

pressure of which could be varied at pleasure. Concentrated solutions

of chlorid of calcium were placed in the boiler and made to boil un-

der various pressures while at the same time the temperatures of the

liquid and the vapor were measured. The author gives two tables of

his results, of which however our limits permit us to give but one. In

this table the first column gives the pressures corresponding to the tem-

peratures observed, the second the temperatures of the liquid, the third

the temperature of the vapor and the fourth the temperature which

the vapor would have had if it had been produced by distilled water

boiling under the same pressure.

1. 2. 3. 4. 1. 2. 3. 4.

mm

.

o o o mm. o o o
8252 52 47*88 47-84 75722

^^

99.88 9990
13661 61-58 5820 58-16 1807-15 129-86 126 63 12616
21944 7180

, 6873 68-61 218235 13630 13292 132-42

28643 7494 74-84 27021

3

14279 14035 13981

43419 87-54 85-09 85-07 812369 14791 14557 14500

It will be seen from this table that the thermometer plunged into the

vapor constantly indicates a temperature a little higher than that which

corresponds to the vapor of pure water under the same pressure. The

small difference may be attributed to radiation from the hotter liquid

and to small drops of liquid projected by the boiling saline solution.

The thermometers plunged into the liquid indicated abrupt variations,

sometimes of several degrees. It may then be admitted that the law

of Rudberg holds good for pressures much higher and much lower than

the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere. By placing the bulb of the

thermometer in different parts of the space above the liquid, the author

found that, at a distance of 3 or 4 centimeters above the surface of the

solution, the thermometer was always wetted and consequently could

only indicate the temperature of the vapor of pure water. When the
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bulb descends toward the surface the temperature rises but the bulb
dries and this drying takes place only in the layers of vapor immedi-
ately above the liquid. This appears therefore to give the explanation
of the fact observed by Rudberg; the vapor has at first the tempera-
ture of the saline solution, as it rises however it parts with its excess
of heat in consequence of its low specific heat as compared with its

volume, and thus at a certain height above the surface of the liquid

has only the temperature which it would have if coming from pure
water. As it was found impossible to determine the temperature of the

ebullition of saline solutions so as to deduce from these observations
certain results, the author directed his attention to the elastic forces
of the vapors which these solutions emit in vacuo. These tensions
may be determined with great accuracy and their observation has
already led to most interesting and valuable results. Thus when any
molecular change takes place in the substance dissolved, it is immedi-
ately manifested by a singular point in the curve of the elastic forces
of the vapor furnished bv the solution. Regnault suggests therefore
that the study of the tensions of the vapor of saline solutions promises
to yield results as important as those which Biot has deduced from the

phenomena of circular polarization.
It is generally admitted by physicists that vapors behave in gases as

in vacuo, excepting that in gases the equilibrium of tension is estab-
lished slowly, while in vacuo this takes place instantaneously. The
experiments of Regnault on this point confirm those of Magnus and
conclusively show that elastic force of a vapor in a gas is less than in

vacuo. The apparatus employed was the same as that used by the au-
thor in his former researches on the tension of the vapor of water and
consisted of a vessel of 600 or 700 C. C. capacity communicating with
a mercurial manometer. The whole apparatus was placed in a large

vessel filled with water kept at a constant temperature. The vessel was
then filled with dry air and the tension of this first determined at differ-

ent temperatures. A small glass bulb previously filled with the liquid

to be examined and introduced into the glass vessel was then broken by
heating the vessel sufficiently ; the vapor thus produced caused the mer-
£ury in the manometer to descend and its elasticity therefore could easily

,

be measured. The following table gives the results o( a single series of

experiments on the tension of air containing the vapor of ether, the first

column giving the temperature, the second the elastic force of the vapor

^ the air, the third the elastic force of the vapor in vacuo, and the fourth

the difference between these two tensions.

o
517
1442
1438
20-78

Precisely similar results were obtained with a different form of ap-

paratus, with different vapors in air, and with the vapor of ether in dif-

ferent gases. With this second form of apparatus the author also stud-

ied the influence exerted on thejension of the vapor by the total pres-

SUfe of the atmosphere which acts on the liquid and by the quan-
tily of liquid in exce3S w h*lch moistens the sides of the containing ves-

mm. o
225-94 2325 66 11-09

340-15 3453 51 1111
3: 48 3345 8 19-37

439-50 445-6 61 1 o-oo

mm.
291-10 300*2 3-1

:.&1S 3U06 3-8

41402 4231 91
311-30 3150 3*7
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sel. The author's conclusion is that the law of Dalton on mixed gases

and vapors may be regarded as a theoretical law which would proba-

bly be verified with all rigor in a vessel the walls of which should be

formed by the volatile liquid itself of a certain thickness, but this law

is inaccurate in our apparatus because the hygroscopic affinity of the

matter of the vessel brings the vapor to a tension which is variable and

which is always inferior to that which corresponds to saturation. Thus

the table which we have given above gives the maximum tension of

the vapor of ether in air at the temperatures mentioned. The tension

of the vapor at the moment that dew begins to deposit on the vessel is

far from being equal to that of the vapor in vacuo. If we compress

the gaseous atmosphere the condensed liquid becomes more abundant

and the tension of the vapor increases and approaches more and more

the tension in vacuo. But it only becomes equal to this when a thick

layer of liquid is found on the surface of the mercury and when the

obffervation is made immediately after the reduction of volume.

As the result of his experiments on the tension of the vapor of mixed

volatile liquids in vacuo, the author finds that two volatile liquids which

are not capable of dissolving each other give in vacuo a tension of

vapor equal to the sum of the tensions which these substances present

separately. It is however only in this case that the law of Dalton is

verified. Whenever the liquids mutually dissolve each other, the ten-

sion of the vapor is in general less than that which would be produced

by the most volatile liquid separately. The difference is greater the

less the proportion of the less volatile liquid.

With respect to the last of the subjects of investigation undertaken,

the author found that the vapor of liquid acetic acid below the temper-

ature of condensation possesses a higher tension than that of the solid

acid at the same temperature. He attributes this however, to the pres-

ence of small quantities of foreign substances which in the case of the

liquid acid are disseminated throughout the whole mass and therefore

exert but a slight influence on the tension of the vapor. In the act of

congelation however, the impurity separates from the mass, and there-

fore must exert a much greater influence on the tension.— Comptes

Rendus, xxxix, 301, 391, 345, August, 1854.
: 2. On butylic Alcohol.—Wurtz has obtained butylic alcohol in con-

siderable quantity by the fractionated distillation of certain varieties of

fusel oil. These contained common alcohol, and the corresponding

compounds of amyl and butyl, but not that of propyl which Chancel

has found in the fusel oil of brandy. Perfectly pure butylic alcohol

was obtained by decomposing pure iodid of butyl obtained from the

raw alcohol, by means of acetate of silver, and then decomposing the

acetate of butyl by caustic potash. It is a colorless liquid more fluid

than amylic alcohol, and having a somewhat similar but more vinous

odor. It does not deflect the plane of polarization, boils at 109° C. and

has a density at 18° 5 of 0-8032. The density of its vapor is 2*589,

and corresponds to 4 volumes. It takes fire readily and burns with a

luminous flame; it is soluble in 10*5 times its own weight of water

at 18 J
; with potassium and sodium it forms potassic and sodic alco-

hol ; heated with soda lime it gives butyrate of soda. Sulphuric acta

forms with it sulpho-butylic acid when the mixture is kept cool, but
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at common temperatures decomposes it, forming various hydrocar-
bons. Chlorid of zinc gives with the alcohol, burene CsHs, hydruret
of butyl CsHio, and liquid carburets. By the action of potassium on
todid of butyl the author obtained butyl CsH9, (or in Gerhardt's view,

CsHa I
) '

ll *s a co ' or'^ss oily liquid. The chlorid, iodid and bromid

of butyl were found by the usual processes ; they are liquid and resem-
ble corresponding compounds of amy I. The iodid of butyl readily re-
acts with the salts of silver, and in this manner many of the ethers of
this radical may be obtained. Wurtz did not succeed in preparing the
oxyd of butyl in a perfectly pure state ; it appears to be a liquid having
an agreeable odor and boiling between 100 and 105°. The carbonate,
acetaie, nitrate and formate of butyl are all liquid and do not require
special notice in this place. By distilling sulpho-butylate of potash
With cyanate of potash, dissolving the distillate in alcohol and then dis-
tilling this mixture with caustic potash, the author obtained butylamin.

( CsHs
In a pure state this ammonia N { H is liquid and boils at 69°-70°

;

H
it is soluble in water, alcohol and ether, and the aqueous solution is

extremely caustic and precipitates most metallic solutions like ammonia
itself

;
it dissolves alumina and even gelatinous silica. The platinum

salt of this base is CsHioNCI+PICb ; the gold salt is 2CsHi2NCI+
AuCU. The author points out the fact that butylamin has the same
boiling point with petinin, with which it is possibly identical.

—

Ann. de
Uemie et de Physique, xlii, 129.

3. On the volumetric determination of Copper.—De Haen has suc-
ceeded in applying the general method of Bunsen to the determination
of copper by means of the well known reaction 2CuO, SOs+2KI=
<-u 2 [-f-2KO, SO3+I. The details of the process are as follows : The
copper is to be brought into the form of sulphate, the solution being
either neutral or containing only a moderate quantity of free sulphuric
acid. The solution is then to be diluted in a measuring flask to a defin-
ite volume, so that 100 C. C. contain 1-2 gr. of oxyd of copper ; 10-20

j* C. of Bunsen's solution of Kl are to be introduced into a large
beaker glass; 10 C. C. of the solution of copper are to be added and
the whole mixed

; the solution of sulphurous acid is then to be added,
a [>d the operation finished by Bunsen's process. The presence of free
Di

Jtjc, chlorhydric and acetic acids, as well as of oxyd of iron and all

other substances which decompose iodid of potassium must be avoided.

* he sulphurous acid musi also be added without loss of time and the
s°!utions must not be too dilute. If these conditions be observed a very
accurate result is obtained.—Ann. der Chemie und Pkarmacic, xci,237.

Ut will be observed that this method fails entirely precisely in the case
ln vvhich it is most desirable to have a very accurate and expeditious

Process for determining copper, namely, in the assay of ctfpper ores,
—-w. g.]

4. On the action of iodid of amyI upon an alloy of sodium and tin.

^hihm has studied and described an extensive series of new radicals

containing tin and the elements of amyl, and obtained by the action of
iodid of amyl upon an alloy of tin and sodium. As however, these
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radicals do not differ essentially in properties from those already de-

scribed by Lovvig and other chemists, we shall content ourselves with

giving their formulas and names, Am being employed as a symbol

for amyl.

Methstannbiamyl, ... Sn2Am4
Methstannamyl, - Sri2 Am3
Methylenstannamy], ... Sn Am2
Stannamyl, ----- Sn Am
Bistannamyl, ... - Sn2 Am

It will be observed that these compounds correspond to those of etln

and tin, but that while the amyl compound corresponding to ethstann-

ethyl Sn^Ams is wanting a radical is here met with to which the ethyl

series affords no parallel, namely, Sn2Am4.

—

Journalfur praclisclie

Chemie, 62, 34.

5. JNeto organic radicals containing arsenic.—Cahours and Bke-

lie have still further extended our knowledge of this very interesting

class of bodies. By the action of iodid of methyl upon arseniuret of

sodium two radicals are obtained, one corresponding to stibmethyl, the

other the iodid of an arsenic ammonium which the authors term arsen-

methylium. This iodid is represented by (C2H3)4As . I, and crystallizes

in magnificent brilliant tables. By double decomposition with the

salts of silver other salts may be readily obtained. The same radical

is also obtained when iodid of methyl is brought into contact with cac-

odyl, the action being represented bv the equation 2C2H3I+2C4H6AS
(C 2 H3)4As.I-f-C4ll6AsI. With the iodids of ethyl and amyl sim-

ilar results are obtained, and the iodids of two new arsenic ammoniums
are formed having the formulas (C2H3)2(C4H5)2As . I and (C2Hs)2

(C10H1 1)2 As . I. These results in connection with those of Landolt

already mentioned in this Journal, leave no doubt as to the constitution

of cacodyl which must be regarded as Dimethyl-arsenic.

—

Comptes

Rendus, xxxix, 541.

[Note.—In connection with this subject the writer desires to draw the

attention of chemists and of medical men to the probable advantages of

employing the nitrogen, antimony and arsenic ammoniums in place

of quinine as antiperiodic therapeutic agents. It will be remembered

that the compound ammoniums of Hoffmann, tetramethyl-ammonium

N(C2Hs)4 for instance, possess in their saline compounds an intensely

bitter taste. Now as quinine in combination is also an ammonium, NR*?

it appears probable that the bitter taste is in some measure at least, char-

acteristic of the type R'R* of the ammoniums. This appears to be

the case with the antimony and arsenic ammoniums so far studied,

and I therefore suggest that careful experiments should be made to de-

termine whether these compound ammoniums which can readily be

prepared in the laboratory and at moderate prices may not answer in

intermittent fevers, &c. as well as the expensive salts of quinine.

w. G.]

6. Action of iodid of phosphorus upon glycerine.—Berthelot and

de Luca have observed that when crystallized iodid of phosphorus P12

is distilled with glycerine propylene gas is evolved, while water and ioda-

ted propylene CeHsI distill over. The proportions of these products
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vary with those of the materials employed. Iodated propylene is a
colorless liquid boiling at 101° C. It is rapidly colored by the action of
air and light, and then emits very irritating vapors : its density is 1*789
at 16° C. A solution of ammonia after forty hours action at 100° com-
pletely decomposes iodated propylene ; the product is a volatile alkali,

which according to the authors, has the formula CeHsNand ap-
pears to be propylamin CsH? .NH2 (?). Heated with mercury and
chlorhydric acid the iodated propylene is decomposed, yielding pro-
pylene; the reaction is represented by the equation CeH 5 1+HCI-f
4Hg=C6He-f-Hg2CI--|-Hg2l. The authors recommend this process
for the preparation of propylene. Propylene unites directly with
iodine when the mixture is exposed to the sun's light, and yields a
heavy colorless liquid having the formula CeHeb ; the authors term it

lodid of propylene.

—

Comptes Rendus, xxxix, 745. w. g.

II. Geology, Botany, Zoology.

1. Darstellung der Flora des Hainichen-Ebersdorfer und des Flohcer
Kohlenbassins ; by H. B. Geinitz. 80 pp. large 8vo, with 14 copper
plates in large folio. Leipzig, 1854. Gekront und herausgegeben
v°n der furstlich Jablonowskischen Gesellschaft zu Leipzig.—Dr.
Geinitz, the accomplished geologist and Palaeontologist of Leipzig, has
made in this new work of his, a most valuable contribution to the sci-

ence of the Coal Formation, and particularly that of Saxony. The
work contains an account of the older coal measures in the neighbor-
hood of Hainich and Ebersdorf in Saxony, which is synchronous
with the carboniferous limestone, and also descriptions of the true
coal formations from the neighborhood of Floha near Chemnitz and
Zwickau. The Hainichen-Ebersdorf beds present two members, a
conglomerate below, and a coal-bearing sandstone above associated
w«h clay shale, the former in some places at least 2000 feet thick, the
•atter about 1700 feet. The Floha basin, contains, commencing below,
A

i a lower sandstone with some some thin coal seams ; 2, a gneis oid

conglomerate, metamorphic ; 3, a Felsite porphyry, an eruptive rock;
*, an upper sandstone with clay slate and thin coal seams ; 5, clay-
stone.^ The older coal rocks afford—an Annelid-like species, named
yvrdius carbonarius G. near the JSemapodia tenuissima of Emmons
(Jacon. Syst., pi. 2, fig. 1) ; also the coal plants Catamites transit ionis

G°p., C. Rdmeri G6p°, SphenophyUum furcatum Und.—Sphenopteris
fpMans Sternb., Hymenophylhtes quercifolius Gop., Cyclop/eris teiiui-

Jo!ia Gop., Cyatheifes asper Brongn., Lycopoditcs dilatatus L. and H.,

^
epidodendro?i tetragonum Sternb., Sagenaria Veltheimiana Sternb.,

& caudata Presl., S. poh/phyJla Romer, Halonia tuberculosa Brongn.,

Knorria imbricata Sternb., Stigmaria inaqualisGop. The Sagenarise
afe the common species. The Stigmaria appear according to Geinitz,

^ be in the Hainich region the roofs of the Sagenaria?, and he quotes

Richard Brown respecting the Stigmaria? pertaining sometimes to Lep-
1(lodendra as well as Sigi'llariae. On one plate is represented a leaf sup-

posed to belong to a true Sigillaria. The plates illustrating this memoir
are exceedingly beautiful, and of very large size.

Dr. Geinitz is en^a^ed on a still larger work on the Floha coal for-
o"e

nation to contain 35 plates.
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2. A Monograph of the Cirripedia with figures of all the species;

the Balanidce or sessile Cirripedes, the Verrucidcc^ etc. ; by Charles
Darwin, F.R.S., F.G.S. 684 pp., 8vo, with 30 copper plates. 1854.

London. Ray Society.—The volume by Mr. Darwin on the Lepa-

didae or pedunculated Cirripedes, published in 1851, was noticed in a for-

mer volume of this Journal, and also his memoir on the Fossil Lepa-

didee, published by the Palceontographical Society. We welcome with

peculiar pleasure its successor which completes the subject. Mr. Dar-

win's works are the result of great labor and extreme care, and have a

critical accuracy which entitles them to the highest confidence. In the

work just issued, the anatomical structure of species of the different

(
groups is thoroughly made out and much that is new presented. The
nervous system is brought out complete, even to the nerves passing to

the eyes. The remarkable peculiarities of the genera Cryptophialus

and Alcippe, pedunculate Cirripeds, are well detailed. Mr. Darwin

shows that the sexes are distinct as in Ibla and Scalpellum ; while all

the Balanidce are hermaphrodites. We might cite largely from the

work to the advantage of our readers, but refer them to the volume,

which has the high value of giving figures of all the species, as well as

good descriptive details.

III. Astronomy.

1. Elements of Euphrosyne (31), (Astron. Jour., 79.)—The asteroid

discovered on the first of Sept. last by Mr. James Ferguson, has re-

ceived the name Euphrosyne. The following elements of its orbit

have been computed by the discoverer from Washington observations

of Sept. 2, 6, 10, 29 and 30 : Oct. 5, 7, 30 and 31 : Nov. 2, 4 and 5

;

giving the three following normal places referred to the mean equinox

of 18560.
M. T. Berlin. R. A. Dec.
Sept. 50 lh 51™ 21 s -79 -2° 54' 48"- 11

Oct. 50 1 28 11 00 2 26 54 78
Nov. 4 56 39 88 -0 57 56 13

Epoch 1854 Sept. 14-0 M. T. Berlin.

Mean anomaly, - - 300° 57' 52"-62

Long, perihelion, - - 94 37 -73 ) Mn. Eqnx.
ti

asc. node, . 31 24 24 21 ) 18560
Inclination, - - - 26 28 21 '3

Angle of excentricity, - 12 31 23 7
i Log. mean daily motion, 28008456

t* semi-axis major 0*4994407

IV. Miscellaneous Intelligence.

1. On an Atmospheric Electrical Phenomenon ; by H. Ware, (from

a letter to Prof. Silliman, dated Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 25, 1855.)—My
friend, Mr. J. M. Batchelder wrote me a few days since that you would

like some fuller account of a remarkable electrical phenomenon seen by

me, than he was able to give, and it gives me pleasure to comply wilh

his request, though regretting that the matter had not come under the

notice of some more competent observer.

On Sunday eve n » nrT T\^n 17 ia^i whit* wnll-incr nvpr the West

Boston bridge (the
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ton and Cambridge), my attention was attracted, when about half way
across (the bridge is 2483 feel long), by a loud hissing noise proceed-
ing from the iron lamp-posts, which, for a moment, I supposed to be
caused by steam from the snow melting on the lanterns, but, after ex-
amining several, found this to be a mistake. After some time I felt a
succession of sharp pricks on my forehead, and raising my hand to
remove my hat, was surprised by seeing a brilliant discharge of elec-
tric sparks wherever my fingers touched or approached the rim of my
hat (which was of felt). This gave me a new hint, and, coming soon
after to a part of the bridge where the lamps were extinguished I saw
from the ventilator on the top, and from every angle and point of the
lantern, long streams of electric light, streaming out for some 6 or 8
inches, (somewhat in the fashion depicted in the figure.)
Holding up my cane, the same appearance was observed,
the light streaming in every direction from the steel ferule
(which was quite large) for 3 or 4 inches; and the same
phenomena were noticed appearing from the tips of my
fingers which were covered by woollen gloves. The sound
was quite loud, not only from the lamp-posts, but also from
my hat, cane and fingers; that from the lanterns being
heard very loud quite across the bridge, which is 40 feet

wde, and from a number of lamps at the same time, they
being perhaps 200 feet apart ; the sound resembled that of
blowing off steam, as it seemed, at first ; but was more like

the drawing off of a continuous stream from an electrical

machine to a jar, only of course vastly louder than I ever
heard in that way. I observed that these displays were
to be seen only at a height of some 5 feet from the pave-
ment of the bridge (which at high tide is some 6 feet above
the water), and I think, though am not confident, only on that part of
the structure which is filled in solid ^ being some 600 feet on the Cam-
bridge end, the rest of it being built on piles. The phenomenon dimin-
ished in intensity as I approached the Cambridge end and ceased en-
tirely on gaining terra firma. This was between 11 and 12 o'clock at

n,ghi, snowing fast and the wind strong from the northeast; high tide

at 9.10 p. m. Had Cambridge not been so far off and the hour so late

1 should have roused some of my friends, the philosophers, from their

slumbers that they might have taken more intelligent observations than
roy ignorance was equal to. I spent more than half an hour in the

storm, amusing myself with such tests as occurred to me, and hoping
that some other person would come along whose attention I could direct

to the phenomenon, but failed even to meet a watchman.
2 - On the Clearness of the Atmosphere in Oronminh ; by Rev. D. T.

Stoddard, (from a letter addressed to Sir John F. VV. Herschel, dated

JJroomiah, Persia, N. Lat. 37° 28' 18", Long. E. from Greenwich 45° 1',

November 23d, 1852, and published in the Proc. of the Amer. Oriental

Society, 1853, p. 3.)—Presuming ibat a letter written to you from an-
cient Media, and relating to your favorite science, will not be unaccept-

able, I shall make no apology for the liberty I take in addressing you.

% home is in Northern Persia, where I have resided for the last nine
years, as an American Missionary to the Nestorian Christians. To give

Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 56.—March, 1 855. 35
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you an idea of our geographical position, I have noted, above, our lati-

tude and approximate longitude. As I wish also to give you a glance

at the physical features of this region, let me invite you to come with

me upon the flat, terraced roof of my house, where 1 am sure you will

be delighted with the scene before you. Standing at an elevation of

more than a mile above the ocean, and a thousand feet avove the adjoin-

ing country, you may look down upon one of the loveliest and most fertile

plains in all the East. Extending for forly miles in length, and from

twelve to fifteen in breadth, the district of Oroomiah smiles with hun-

dreds of villages, is verdant with thousands of orchards, and rows of

poplars, willows and sycamores by the water-courses, and in the early

summer waves with innumerable fields of golden grain. Here the

peach, the nectarine, the apricot, the quince, the cherry, the pear, the

apple, and the vine, flourish in luxuriance, and give the appearance of

a variegated forest. Beyond the plain, you see the lake of Oroomiah,

reflecting the purest azure, and studded over with numerous islands,

while further on rise distant and lofty mountains, their outlines projected

on the cloudless Italian sky, and forming a beautiful contrast with the

plain before you. The city of Oroomiah, about six miles distant, which

is so embosomed in trees as almost to be hidden from view, is the prob-

able birth-place of Zoroaster ; and the mounds which are so con-

spicuous in different parts of the plain, and which are formed entirely

of ashes with a scanty soil upon them, are supposed to be the places

where the sacred fire was ever kept burning, and the Persian priests

bowed in adoration to the rising sun.

The temperature of this elevated region is very uniform, and the

greater part of the year very delightful. During the months of June,

July, August, September, and sometimes October, there is little rain, and

the sky is rarely overcast. Indeed, I may say that often for weeks to-

gether not a cloud is to be seen. As a specimen of the climate in sum-

mer, I send accompanying this my meteorological register for the month

of August last. The observations were taken at our house on Mt. Seir,

but do not differ essentially from those taken on the plain at the same

season, except that the thermometer is here a few degrees lower, and

the air somewhat drier, especially at night.

No one has ever travelled in this country, without being surprised at

the distinctness with which distant objects are seen. Mountains fifty*

sixty, and even a hundred miles off, are projected with oreat sharpness

of outline on the blue sky ; and the snowy peak of Ararat, the vener-

able father of mountains, is just as bright and beautiful when two hun-

dred miles distant, as when we stand near its base. This wonderful

transparency of the atmosphere frequently deceives the inexperienced

traveller ; and the clump of trees indicating a village, which seems to

rise only two or three miles before him, he will be often as many hours

in reaching.

In this connection, you will be interested to know that the apparent

convergence of the sun's rays, at a point diametrically opposite its disc,

which, if I mistake not, Sir D. Brewster speaks of as a very rare phe-

nomenon, is here so common that not a week passes in summer when

the whole sky at sunset is not striped with ribbons, very much like the

meridians on an artificial globe.
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But it is after nightfall that our sky appears in its highest brilliancy
and beauty. Though accustomed to watch the heavens in different
parts of the world, I have never seen anything like the splendor of a
Persian summer evening. It is not too much to say that, were it not for
the interference of the moon, we should have seventy-five nights in the
three summer months, superior for purposes of observation to the very
finest nights which favor the astronomer in the New World. When I

first came here, I brought with me a six-feet Newtonian telescope, of
five inches aperture, of my own manufacture ; and though the mirrors
have since been much tarnished, and the instrument otherwise injured,
its performance is incomparably superior to what it was in America.
Venus sometimes shines with a light so dazzling that at a distance o^
thirteen feet from the window I have distinguished the hands of a watch,
and even the letters of a book.
Some few months since, having met with the statement that the sat-

ellites of Jupiter had been seen without a glass, by a traveller on Mt.
•ktna, it occurred to me that I was in the most favorable circumstances
possible for testing the power of the unassisted eye, and I determined
at once to make some experiments on the subject. My attention was,
of course, first turned to Jupiter, but, for a considerable time, with no
success. It was always so bright, and shot out so many rays, that it

seemed quite impossible to detect any of its moons, even at their great-
est elongation from the planet. I varied the experiment in several
ways, by looking through the tube of a small telescope, from which the
lenses had been taken, and also by placing my eye near the corner of
a building, so as to cut off the most brilliant rays of the planet, and yet
leave the view unobstructed to the right hand or the left; but in neither
case could I find any satellite. Some time after, I was silting on the ter-

race as daylight was fading into darkness, and thought I would watch
Jupiter from its first distinct appearance, till it shone out in its full

splendor. This time 1 was exceedingly gratified, just as stars of the
first and second magnitude were beginning to appear, to see two ex-

tremely faint points of light near the planet, which I felt sure were
s^ellites. On pointing my telescope towards them, my first impress-
ions were confirmed, and I almost leaped for joy at my success. Since
that night, I have many times, at the same hour of the evening, had a
similar view of these telescopic objects, and think I cannot be mistaken
as to the fact of their visibility. I must, however, add that none of my
associates, who at my request have attended to the subject, are sure

that they detect them, though the most sharp-sighted individual feels

Sor*e confidence that he can-do so. As these friends, however, are
n°t practical observers, their failure to see the satellites does not shake
at all rny belief that I have seen them myself.

The time during which these satellites are visible is hardly more than

[

e <* minutes. The planet itself soon becomes so bright that they are

!

ost in its rays. I will not stop to discuss the question, in itself a most

interesting one, why they are visble at all, when stars of the third and
£°urth magnitudes are not distinguishable, but merely give you the

*acts in the case, knowing that you will reason on them much better

than I can. Both the fixed stars and the planets shine here with a beau-
tifully steady light, and there is very little twinkling when they are
forty degrees above the horizon.
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Having come to a satisfactory conclusion about the satellites of Ju-

piter, I turned next to Saturn. This planet rose so late in the night

that I had not seen it while watching Jupiter, and I was curious to know

whether any traces of a ring could be detected by the naked eye. To

my surprise and delight, the moment 1 fixed my eye steadily upon it,

the elongation was very apparent, not like the satellites of Jupiter, at

first suspected, guessed at, and then clearly discernible, but such a view

as was most convincing, and made me wonder that I had never made

the discovery before. I can only account for it from the fact that,

though I have looked at the planet here with the telescope many times,

1 have never scrutinized it carefully with the naked eye. Several ot

my associates, whose attention I have since called to the planet, at once

told me in which direction the longer axis of the ring lay, and that too

without any previous knowledge of its position, or acquaintance with

each other's opinion. This is very satisfactory to me, as independent

collateral testimony.

I have somewhere seen it stated, that in ancient works on astronomy,

written long before the discovery of the telescope, Saturn is represented

as of an oblong shape, and that it has puzzled astronomers much to

account for it. Am I not correct in this impression ? and, if so, is it

not possible that here, on these elevated and ancient plains, where shep-

herds thousands of years ago watched their flocks by night, and stud-

ied the wonders of the glorious canopy over their heads, 1 have found

a solution of the question ?

After examining Saturn, I turned to Venus. The most I could de-

termine with my naked eye was, that it shot out rays unequally, and

appeared not to be round; but, on taking a dark glass, of just the

right opacity, I saw the planet as a very minute, but beautifully defined,

crescent. To guard against deception, I turned the glass in different

ways, and used different glasses, and always with the same pleasing

result. It may be that Venus can be seen thus in England, and else-

where, but I have never heard of the experiment being tried.

Let me say here, that I find the naked eye superior for these pur-

poses to a telescope formed of spectacle glasses, of six or eight magni-

fying power. This is not, perhaps, very wonderful, considering that

in direct vision both eyes are used, without the straining of any one of

the muscles around them, and without spherical or chromatic aberration,

or the interposition of a dense medium.
As I am an entire stranger, and at the same time am desirous of hav-

ing these statements make their full impression on your mind, it is proper

for me to say that I was formerly for several years a pupil of Professor

Olmsted of Yale College, New Haven, and have since been admitted to

his special friendship ; and that I was associated for some time in ob-

servations with young Mason, whose early death you have spoken of as

a loss to the astronomical world. And though, no doubt, very many

persons have more accurate habits of observation than myself, a practice

of fifteen years has done much to train my eye for researches like these.

You will also bear in mind the great dryness of our atmosphere, in-

dicated by the register, as well as our great elevation. Capt. Jacob,

(Proceedings of the Edinb. Royal Society, vol. ii, No. 36,) in speak-

ing of the extinction of light in the atmosphere, says :
" The loss ot

light in passing from the zenith through a homogeneous atmosphere ot
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52 miles will be '303. I was much astonished at first discovering that
the air had so great absorbent powers, and many ideas are suggested by
the fact."

My letter is already becoming tedious, but I will venture to trespass
on your patience further, by naming a few test-objects, which will en-
able you the better to compare the advantages of our position with
your own.

1. 8 Cephei. This I have looked at repeatedly with my naked eye,
and though I cannot be sure that I have seen it double, I put it down, in

astronomical language, as " strongly suspected."
2. The two small stars in the neighborhood of the pole-star, and in

the general direction, of y Cephei (thus •.) are seen distinctly,

and almost every night, as a single point of light.

3. 4 and 5 e Lyrreare very beautiful and well defined. When lying
on my back, the view of these stars, as they have passed near the
zenith, has been very similar to that I have ofien had of Castor in a good
telescope. There being no dew here, it is almost the universal custom
for the people to sleep upon the terraced roofs, which gives them
an opportunity, if so disposed, to gaze upon the blue vault above them.

4. u Libra? is seen as two stars in any ordinary state of the atmos-
phere, as readily as « Capricorni would be in America.

5. Mizar and Alcor in Ursa Major. On looking at these any favora-
ble night, two faint stars, which must be telescopic in England, are dis-

tinctly seen. They appear somthing like this (* .

J.

As I am absorbed in other and pressing labors, which allow me to

devote only an occasional thought to astronomical pursuits, and as, be-
sides, I am not furnished with any first rate instruments, allow me to

suggest the great desirableness of some experienced observer's coming
here to avail himself of this magnificent climate. One who should
spend even a limited period in Oroomiah, might safely promise him-
self a good, and perhaps a very rich, harvest of astronomical discovery.
The averages of the meteorological register for August, alluded to

above, were as follows :

Barometer reduced. Fahrenhexfs Thermometer.

Sunrise.

24-246
2 P. M.

24-247
10 r. if.

24235
Sunrise.

67° -4

2 p. if.

79°-45
1 P. M.

71°-37

General average, 24242
Barometer highest, 24-417

lowest,
it

097

General average of the three ob-

servations, 72°-74.

Hygrometer—wet bulb.

Diffe re nee 320

Sunrise.

54° -82

2 P.

60°-43
10 p.m.

55° 37

General average from the above,

56° -87

Average difference of Hygrometer and Thermometer, 15° 87.
" u u u « " at 2 p. m., 19°-02.

Greatest change of Thermometer in 24 hours, 18°.

N. B. The daily observations differ but little from the weekly aver-

se. One day follows another with great uniformity.
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3. Abstract of Meteorological Observations made at Burlington, Vt.,

in 1854; by Z. Thompson.—The location where the observations were

made, is one mile east from Lake Champlain and 256 feet above it

(346 above the sea) in Lat. 44° 29', and Long. 73 11

1861.

Months.

January, .

February,
March,

April, . .

May, . .

June, . .

July, . .

August, .

September,
October, .

November,
December,

THERMOMETER.

Mean.

Annual result

19-57

1631
30-18

39-21

57-77

64-03

73*95

68-85

60- 10

5110
3763
17*76

Highest.

44 71

o
53
46
56
69
83
86

99£
91

95
76
63

42

99j

Lowest,

o
-17
-12

6

17

27

40
52
49
34
30
13

-21

Ranzv

-21

o

70
58
50
52

56
46
47 i
42
61

46
50
63

BAROMETER.

120*

Mean.

Inches
29-74

2980
2961
2973
29 66

2964
29-75

29-72

2977
29-77

2953
29-64

2970

Highest Lo . • .

Indies.Inches.

3041 28-85

30-41 29 18

30-08 28-84

3027 20*22

300

1

29-30

2993 2935
29-98 2951
3000 2941
3018 2920
30-17 29*08

30-21 28-80

30-46

30 46

28-84

28*80
1

R nge.

Inches.

1-56

1-23

3-24

1-05

•71

•58

•47

•59

•98

109
1 41

162

1-66

1854.

Months.

January,
.

February,
.

(March, . .

April, . .

May, . .

June, . .

July, . .

August,

September,
October, .

November,
December,

WINDS.

s. w\ w. N. W
WEATHER. SNOW.

*^ - Ni h** £*. & K. s. Fair. Cloudy* Inches.

10 1
~2~

11 1 4 2 20 11 14
9 9 1 2 1 4 3 17 11 17
8 1 2 11 1 4 4 19 12 7
15 1 1 9 1 1 2 19 11 12
9 1 1 2 12 1 1 4 26

| 5
15 1 12 1 1 23 1
8 1 1 16 1 2 2 30 1

9 2 1 2 11 1 4 1 29 2
10 2 1 15 2 26 1 4
6 1

I

1 t 18 1 3 23 8 1

6 3 11 1 4 5 15 15 6
6 2 1 1 12 2 3 4

32

18

265

13 21

111 12 8 18 145 10 29
|

100 78 '

WATFR.

Inches

~T82
1-65

1-69

3-60

1-62

288
1-60

0-61

444
226
217
HI
2545

was -14':

1

oo

The results in the preceding tables were derived from three derily

observations, made at sunrise, 1 p. m., and 9 P. M.* The warmest day
in the year was the 4th of July, the mean temperature of which was
85°, and the coldest was the 22d day of December the mean of which

' "~\ The greatest cold in the year, was -21°, at 6 o'clock in

the morning of the 20th of December. The mean temperature of the

year was 0°15 colder than the average of the preceding sixteen years

and 0*51 colder than 1853. The range of the thermometer was 14§'

greater, and that of the barometer 030 inches less than in 1853.

The fall of water in rain and snow was 759 inches less than in 1853,

and 6 96 inches less than the average fall in the preceding sixteen

years; and it was 0*89 inches less than in any one of those years,

26-35 inches in 1849 being the least.

** I continue my observations at these hours for the easy comparison of the results,

with the results of my former observations, extending back twenty years and made
at the same hours. I also note in my journal the temperature at 7 a." m., and 2 and 9

p. m., which are the times adopted in the Smithsonian system of Meteorological Ob-

servations. The annual mean temperature deduced from these last observations,

average about three-fourths of one dearee higher than that derived from the former.
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During the summer of 1854, this section of country is believed to

have suffered more from drought than in any former season since its

settlement, and the fall of water in the three summer months was never
before known to be so small. The following table exhibits the amount
of water which fell in those months in seventeen consecutive years.

By this table it will be seen that the

amount of rain in the
Year.

1838
1R39

1840

2841

1842

1843

1844

1845

1846

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

1853

1854

June.

Inches.

5-37

270
2-84

5 16

3*24

4-58

208
208
363
505
2*19

1-41

318
7-83

4-76

1*74

288

July.

Inches.

3-25

626
418
2-87

462

5 5
4-51

5*08

405
357
1-73

508
3-81

499
3-12

160

Aug.

Indies.

241
1*91

3*51

HO
174
2-09

346
237
0-48

3-12

440
5-69

089

1-50

061

o2

Total.

Inches.

11-03

11 87
1053
943
9 60
9-26

11-39

896
9-19

12*22

1016
8-83

915
13 56
11-25

8-32

059

in

was 3 23
three summer

inches lessmonihs of 1854,

than in the same months in any one of

the preceding sixteen years, and less than

one-half the average for those months

for the same period. During the con-

tinuance of the drought, fires prevailed

extensively, destroying large quantities

of lumber, growing timber, fences and

buildings, and the atmosphere was, most

of the lime, densely filled with smoke.

In consequence of the drought, the sum-
mer crops were greatly injured and that

of potatoes nearly ruined.

The fall of snow in 1854, was sev-

enty-eight inches, which was twelve
H>ches less than in 1853 and twenty-five inches less than in 1852.
oleighs run, more or less, for three or four weeks, but the sleighing
could hardly be said to be good at any time. The lake became en-
tirely frozen over the 4th of February, was passable by teams the 6th
ifi all directions. The passing became unsafe the middle of March

the ice was broken up the 10th of April, and the lake became clear
and the steamers were out the 18th. The lake was highest May 10th,
being then one foot four inches below extreme high-water mark, and
was lowest September 1st, being seven feet five inches below high
Wa 'er, showing a change of level amounting to six feet one inch.

Robins and Bluebirds were seen March 12th, Song Sparrows the 15th.

Red P|,Jrn j n blossom May 16th, Cherry 18th, Pear 20th, Crab Apples
*3d, Common Apple 25th.

%

The Aurora Borealis has occured less frequently than in some pre-

vious years. I find the following notes in my journal, but as my loca-

tion is not favorably situated for observing the meteor near the north-

ern horizon it may have occurred sometimes without being noticed.

January 23d, A beautiful low auroral arch in the N. E. from 8 to

W ?• M.
; 28th, several ill defined arches in the N. about 8 p. m. ;

«ih, slight Aurora Borealis.
February 17th, Slight Aurora Borealis; 24th, a very bright aurora

seen through various openings in the clouds; 27th, Auroral arch in the

N
-i 10° high and well defined at 9 p. K.

M«rch 16th, Auroral glow in the N. E. ; 21st, Auroral arch about
8 high at 10 p. m. ; 30th, a low arch of light in the N. E. at 9£ p. m.

April 15ih, Auroral arch in the N. about 30° high at 9 p. M. ;
19th,

dreamers in the N. reaching as high as the pole star, at 9 p. M. ;
20th,

a bright glow in the N. with streamers reaching up half way to the

P°'e. 21st, A very fine exhibition of the aurora ; at 9 p. m. a narrow
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belt extended from E. 8° S., overhead to N. 25° W. bending a litle south

in the eastern part, with an average width of about 2£° and well de-

fined. 23d, Another splendid aurora; at 8£ p. M. an arch extended

from E. to N. W. bending S. through the zenith ; at 9 the vertex of the

arch had moved S. about 20°, while the ends of the arch had appar-

ently remained stationary. There were in the mean time other bright

arches in the N. ; in these the flitting motions of the light were very

° high sky be

conspicuous.

May 15th, An ill defined auroral arch in the N., 18
neath it, nearly black ; 19th, slight aurora.

July 19th, Slight aurora in the N. W. ; 27th, a low auroral arch

in the N.
September 13th, Auroral arch quite low ; 21st, slight auroral light;

26th, slight auroral light and several shooting stars.

By the foregoing notes, it will be seen that the aurora borealis was

of very rare occurrence during the last half of the year, it having been

observed only five times after the 19th of May, and not once in the last

three months. During the entire year it was observed only twenty-one

times. In former years its occurrence has been annually between thirty

and forty times.

4. Demonstration of the Theory of the Pendulum Experiment ; by

Rev. J. L. Dagg.*—Let TABL, fig. 1, be a circular table, over the

centre of which K, let

a pendulum be sus-

pended. If this pen-

dulum be made to vi-

brate over any diame-
ter of the table, it will

continue to vibrate .

K

1.

D

over the same as Ions
as it continues to

move
;

provided the

table remains at rest,

and the motion be un-

disturbed by any inter-

fering cause.

If all the parts of the table move, with equal velocity, in the same

direction; if the point from which the pendulum is suspended, moves

with the same velocity and in the same direction; and if the pendulum

itself has the same motion, in addition to that by which it vibrates

:

then the relative positions of the pendulum and the table remain as

before. The point of suspension will continue to be over the centre

* During the month of June, 1851, while I was preparing to perform the pendu-

lum experiment, at this place, the Rev. J. L. Dn^g, President of our University, showed

me a mathematical demonstration, by himself, of the principles involved in the ex-

periment. It appears to me exceedingly simple aml comprehensive; the annexed

copy I have procured from Dr. Dagg, and, with his permission submit it for publica-

tion. Your Journal from time to time, has contained several excellent articles on

the subject : yet a compact, geometrical demonstration, like the above, may be

acceptable to many teachers, who have felt the need of a simple and concise form,

in the instruction of classes. Tours truly, J. E. Willet.

Mercer University, Penfield, Geo.
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f

of the table ; and the pendulum will continue to vibrate over the same
diameter as before.

Let us suppose that the pendulum, its point of suspension, and the
centre of the table, are all moving as in the last case, with equal velo
city, in the same direction, as towards E; but that the point A of the
table, is moving in the same direction, that is towards D, with a greater
velocity. In this case, the point A will leave the pendulum which
was vibrating from A to L behind it; and the effect on their relative

position will be the same as if the diameter over which the pendulum
vibrated, receded from the position AL to the position CH. Since
the table is a solid, the excess of velocity at A over that of the centre
-k, w iH tend to give to the whole mass a rotary motion around the centre.

• ife >'

A

_ _ _ i. * m — ~

Hence, if another pendulum be supposed to vibrate from the same point
of suspension, over any other diameter, as NO, its relative direction
will change with the same angular velocity as the former; and the di-

ameter over which it vibrates, will appear to recede from NO to MP.
Let NDS, fig. 2, represent a me*

vidian of the earth. Let the table,

% I, be supposed to touch this me-
ridian at K. From the extremity A
of its diameter, and from its centre K,
let perpendiculars AB and KF be
drawn to the earth's axis, NS.

t

It is manifest that the diurnal mo-
tion of the earth carries the point A
around the earth's axis, with a greater
velocity than the point K, since it de-
scribes a greater circle in the com-
plete revolution. The excess of the
velocity of A over that of K, will, as
has been explained, cause a pendu-
lum, vibrating over the diameter AL of the table to recede from the
point A: and a pendulum, vibrating over any other diameter of the
la ole, to change its relative direction, with the same angular velocity.

The velocity of A, is to the velocity of K, as the circumferences of
he circles which they respectively describe ; and these circumferences
are as their radii AB and KF. Hence, velocity of A- velocity of

£: velocity of K : : AB-KF=AE : KF. The velocity of K carries

f»e point K in 24 hours, through a circle whose radius is KF. Hence
Y°Hovvs from the last proportion, that the velocity of A- the velocity
01 K would suffice to carry a point in 24 hours through a circle wh6se
JWius is AE. If AE were the radius of the circle in which the pen-
a,J lum moves in receding from the point A, it would complete a revo-
IUUon in 24 hours. But,~in this motion, the pendulum in fact describes

j*
CJ rcle around the point K, the radius of which is AK. Hence, 24

J)°urs : time of revolution : : AE : AK. But the angle AKE is equal to

^e angle KCG (which is the latitude of the point K) each being the

complement of CKG. Hence, AE : AK : : sine o( the latitude : radius.

e have therefore the following proportion,

Si ne of latitude : radius : : 24 hours : time of revolution.

SfiEtES March, 1855. W
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5. On the distinctions supposed to limit the Vegetable and Animal

Kingdoms; by Edwin Lankester, M.D., F.R.S, (Notices of meet-

ings of the Roy. Ins., Mar. 24, 1854.)—In commencing, the Lecturer

made some general remarks on classification, and pointed out the im-

portance of accurate definitions in order to constitute the classes, fami-

lies, genera, and species of the naturalist. The importance of defining

species was greater than that of larger groups, because these were com-

posed of species. As genera were collections of species, and families

collections of genera, so the animal and vegetable kingdoms were but

collections of species. The difficulty in distinguishing between the an-

imal and vegetable kingdoms consisted in our imperfect knowledge of

the characters of species which existed on what might be called the

limits of the two kingdoms. The history of the attempts at defining

animals and plants, for systematic purposes, would afford the best idea

of the nature of these difficulties. The definition of Linn?eus, that

minerals grow, plants grow and live, animals grow, live, and feel, was

first examined. In order to apply this definition, the terms growth, liie,

and feeling, required explanation. Growth simply indicated increase.

The term life could not be defined in such a manner as to render it in-

applicable to the physical phenomena of the inorganic world and at

the same time embrace the lowest forms of organized beings. Feeling

could not be defined so as to separate the movements evinced by so

many members of the vegetable kingdom on the application of exter-

nal stimulants, as the movements of the leaves of the sensitive plant,

of the Dioncea muscipula, the stamens of the barberry, and the closing

and unfolding of flowers, from those of the animal kingdom. Such

were the distinctions attempted to be made by ono who disregarded the

use of the microscope.

One of the most obvious distinctions between the organic and inor-

ganic kingdoms was the presence of the cell in the former. Under

some circumstances it was not easy to detect the cell, as in certain fos-

sils, and sometimes inorganic matters assumed a cellular form.

Another distinction adopted by naturalists, even since the general in-

troduction of the microscope into natural history inquiries, was, that

animals moved, whilst plants were fixed. This distinction, though ap-

plicable to the higher forms of plants and animals, was more than ever

applicable to the organisms which required the microscope to detect

their existence. Recent researches had shewn that the motile tissues

in animals were composed of the same substance that was found to be

present in the cells of all plants, and which under the names of nucleus,

cytoblast, primordial utricle, and endoplast, had been recognised by all

vegetable physiologists. This substance, composed of protein, was as

actively motile in the plant as the animal. It was this substance

which gave motility to the cells of Protococcus, the fibres of OsciUar%d%

the spores of various Conferva and Fungi, and probably also to all

other movements observed amongst plants.

When cilia were originally discovered as the agents of movement

in infusoria, and upon the internal organs of higher animals, they were

regarded as characteristic of animal life. These organs were now

known to be present in the zoospores of various Confervas, and were the

active agents of movement in the Volvox globator, of whose vegetable
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nature there could be little doubt since the researches of Williamson
and Busk.

The possession of what were called eye-spots in doubtful organisms
had been brought forward to decide the animalily of these beings. Such
eye-spots were present as red points in certain stages of the growth of
Vohwx, and other undoubtedly vegetable organisms, and according to
Henfrey, were due to the relation of the contents of the cell to light,

were in no way the agents of vision in the cells in which ihey are
found.

The definition of Aristotle, that animals possessed a mouth, whilst
plants had none, had been recently revived ; and of all merely struc-
tural characters, it was the one best suited to the purpose of the uatur-
altst. Until recently the exceptions to this definition were numerous

;

but since the botanist had claimed so large a number of mouthless infu-
soria, as the DiatomacecB, Desmidea, and Volvocinece, it was more than
ever applicable. There were, however, certain exceptions ; and these
were found in the Foraminifera, the Difflugice, and other low organ-
isms which had no permanent mouth. Some of these have the power
ot formingia temporary sac for the purposes of digestion.

Chemistry had from time to time offered its aid to the naturalist. At
one time, the possession of cellulose by the vegetable kingdom was con-
sidered distinctive, and the ready application of iodine and sulphuric
acid as the test of its presence rendered it an easily ascertainable diag-

nostic mark. It had, however, been recently detected by Smid in the
Ascidian mollusca, by Thwaites in the Acaridae, and by Virchow in the
brain and spleen of man.
Another substance, chlorophyll, appeared at one time, to pronounce

the presence of plants; but it had been found by Schulz in Hydra
y

Turbellaria, Vortex, Mesostomum, Stentor, Bursaria and other decid-
ed 'y animal organisms.

Starch was another vegetable product, easily detected by iodine,
whose universal presence in the plant seemed to offer the best practical

chemical test ; but Busk and other observers had recently detected
this substance in the br tin of man, and there was reason to suppose
that starch might be very generally present in the animal kingdom.

.

h was thus seen that no one point in structure or chemical composi-
te could furnish a means of distinction. A physiological point of
^uch interest and importance had principally determined a certain

number of botanists in claiming the Diatomacea and Desmidea as plants.

*« certain Conferva* it had been observed, that previous to the produc-
tion of the zoospore, two contiguous cells united, and each contributed

Ks contents to form the germinating spore. This process was observed

ty Ralf and others in Desmidece, and subsequently by Thvvaites w rhe

Uiatomacea. In addition to this point these families exhibit other rela-

tions
;

with the vegetable kingdom.
. „ #J y

.
Whatever might be the difficulties presented in any individual case

l

JJ

the application of all or any of the before-mentioned distinctions,

there was evidently a great antagonism or polarity exhibited by the an-
lr«al and vegetable kingdoms when viewed as a whole. They were
Mutually dependent, attained the same ends in their growth and organi-

sation, but by contrary means. The great function of the animal tis-
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sues was the absorption of oxygen, and the disengagement of carbonic

acid. The great function of the vegetable tissues was the absorption

of carbonic acid and the disengagement of oxygen. The processes

in the hislory of the life of the two kingdoms in which these distinctive

functions appeared to be reversed, were not exceptions to the law, but

were due to other agencies than those connected with the essential life of

the plant or the animal. Thus carbonic acid was given out by plants at

night, during fructification and germination. In the first instance, the

gas given out was that which had been taken up during the day, and

was not decomposed by the agency of light. In the latter instances a

process of exudation took place in which the contents of the cells were

undergoing change independent of the life of the plant. The germ dur-

ing the growth of its cells absorbed carbonic acid and sjave out oxygen,

as in the growth of all other vegetable cells. The development of the

carbonic acid arose from the decomposition of the starch and the sugar

of the albumen of the seed. In the cases where animals had been

found to give off oxygen, it was doubtful as to whether plants were not

present or even mistaken for animalcules.

The composition of a series of vegetable and animal products was

exhibited ; and attention was drawn to the fact, that in all cases the

vegetable compounds were formed from carbonic acid and water, or

from carbonic acid, water, and ammonia, by the loss of oxygen. Acetic

acid was referred to as an exceptional instance ; but it was shewn that

it was more probable, where acetic acid occurred as the result of veg-

etation, that it occurred as the result of deoxydation than of a process

of fermentation in which alcohol was developed and subsequenty oxyd-

ised. An exception was also referred to in the animal kingdom in

which fat is supposed to be formed by the deoxydation of sugar; but

attention was drawn to the fact that this process admitted of another

explanation, not opposed to the physiologico-ehemical distinction point-

ed out.

These processes were further shewn to be connected with the rela-

tions existing between the animal and vegetable kingdoms. The plant

was produced from mineral compounds—carbonic acid, water, and

ammonia,—the substances out of which the animal was formed ;
and

no instance was known of the animal appropriating and forming or-

ganic substances out of these compounds. This was the distinguish-

ing feature of the life of the plant, and the liberation of oxygen gas

its most constant result. The appropriation of substances thus formed,

and the uniting them once more to oxygen gas, was the distinguishing

feature of animal life, and the formation of carbonic acid gas its most

constant result. Minor changes occurred ; but these were the grand

distinguishing features of the two kingdoms, the recognition of which

by structure, function, or results could alone enable us to distinguish

between plants and animals.

6. Letter on the Smithsonian Institution, by Prof. Agassiz, ad-

dressed to the Hon. Charles W. Upkam.—Dear Sir:—Every scien-

tific man in this country has been watching with intense interest the

proceedings of the Smithsonian Institution ever since its foundation,

satisfied, as all must be, that upon its prosperity the progress of sci-

ence ia America ia a very great measure depends. The controver-
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*

sies which have lately been carried on respecting the management of
the institution have increased the solicitude of its friends with regard
to its future prospects in a degree which can hardly be realized by
those who are not immediately connected with the great cause of
science.

As a foreigner, who has enjoyed but for a few years the privilege
of adding his small share to support the powerful impulse which scien-
tific investigations have lately received from those who are the native

representatives of science in America, I have thus far abstained from
taking any part in this discussion, for fear of being charged with med-
dling with matters in which I have no concern. There is, however,
one feature of the institution itself, which may, I trust, justify the
step I have taken in addressing you upon this subject us the chair-
man of the committee elected by the House of Representatives to in-

vestigate the proceedings of that establishment.
With the exception of a few indirect allusions, I do not see that any

reference is made in the discussion now going on to the indisputable
fact that the Smithsonian Institution is not an American institution. It

was originated by the liberality of a high-minded English gentleman,
intrusting his fortune to the United States to found in Washington an
institution to increase and diffuse knowledge among men. America, in

accepting the trust, has obtained the exclusive management of the most
important and the most richly endowed scientific institution in

world :
"

the

; but it is at the same time responsible to the scientific world at
large for the successful prosecution of the object of the trust, which is

to increase and diffuse knowledge among men.
Were it not for this universal character of the institution, I would

flot think it becoming in me to offer any suggestion with regard to it.

As it is, I feel a double interest in its prosperity—in the first place, as
an institution destined to foster the progress of science at large, and
without reference to nationalities or local interests, and next, as more
immediately connected with the advancement of science in

#
the coun-

ty of my adoption.
The votaries of science may differ in their views about the best

toeans of advancing science, according to the progress they have them-
selves made in its prosecution ; but there is one standard of apprecia-
tion which cannot fail to guide rightly those who would form a candid

°P»nion about it. I mean the lives of those who have most extensively

contributed in enlarging the boundaries of knowledge.
There are two individuals who may, without qualification, be consid-

ered the most prominent scientific men of the nineteenth century—Cu-
v*er and Humboldt. Bv what means have they given such powerful

unpulse to science? How have they succeeded not only in increasing

[he amount of knowledge of their age, but also in founding new
Ranches of science ? It is by their own publications and by aiding in

lhe publications of others; by making large collections of specimens
and other scientific apparatus, and not by the accumulation of large

trades. Humboldt never owned a book, not even a copy of his own
works, as I know from his own lips, " He was too poor," he once
said to me, " to secure a copy of them ;" and all the works he receives

constantly from his scientific friends are distributed by him to needy
students.
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Again, there is hardly a scientific man living on the continent of Eu-

rope, who is not indebted to him for some recommendations in the

proper quarter for assistance in the publication of their works. I men-

tion more particularly these details about Humboldt, because he is hap-

pily still among the living, and his testimony may be asked in a matter

of such deep importance to the real progress of science. But the same

is equally true of the partCuvier took in his day in promoting science.

All his efforts were constantly turned towards increasing the collection

of the Jardin de$ Plantes, and supporting the publication of original

researches, giving himself the example of the most untiring activity in

publishing his own.

In this connection, I ought not to omit mentioning a circumstance to

which the United States owes the legacy of Smithson, which I happen

accidentally to know, and which is much to the point, in reference to the

controversy concerning the management of the Smithsonian Institution.

Smithson had already made his will, and left his fortune to the Royal

Society of London, when certain scientific papers were offered to that

learned body for publication. Notwithstanding his efforts to have them

published in their transactions, they were refused ; upon which he

changed his will and made his bequest to the United Slates. It would

be easy to collect in London more minute information upon this occur-

rence, and should it appear desirable, I think I could put the committee

it] the way of learning all the circumstances. Nothing seems to me
to indicate more plainly what were the testator's views respecting the

best means of promoting science than this fact.

I will not deny the great importance of libraries, and no one has felt

more keenly the want of an extensive scientific library than I have

since I have been in the United States ; but, after all, libraries are only

tools of a secondary value to those who are really endowed by nature

with the power of making original researches, and thus increasing

knowledge among men. And though the absence or deficiency of libra-

ries is nowhere so deeply felt as in America, the application of the funds

of the Smithsonian Institution to the formation of a library, beyond the

requirements of the daily progress of science, would only be, in my
humble opinion, a perversion of the real object of the trust, inasmuch

as it would tend to secure facilities only to the comparatively small

number of American students who may have the time and means to

visit Washington when they wish to consult a library. Such an appli-

cation of the funds would in fact lessen the ability of the Smithsonian

Institution to accomplish its great object, (which is declared by its

founder to be the increase and diffusion of knowledge among men,) to

the full extent to which they may be spent towards increasing unduly

the library.

Moreover, American students have a just claim upon theiT own coun-

try for such local facilities as the accumulation of books affords.

If I am allowed, in conclusion, to state my personal impression res-

pecting the management of the Institution thus far, I would only ex-

press my concurrence with the plan of active operations adopted by

the Regents, which has led to the publication of a series of volumes,

equal in scientific value to any production of the same kind issued by

learned societies anywhere.

\
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The distribution of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge has
already carried the name of the Institution to all parts of the civilized

world, and conveyed with them such evidence of the intellectual activ-
ity of America as challenges everywhere admiration : a result wliich

could hardly be obtained by applying the resources of the Institution

to other purposes.

7. On the So-called "Fountain of Blood" of Honduras; by Dr.
E. D. North, (from a note to one of the Editors.)— It would seem that

my friend, Mr, Ogden Rood, who is now in Germany, neglected to report
to the Editors of the Journal the explanation obtained through the mi-
croscope of the brownish-red liquid from the "Fuente de Sangre" or
Fountain of Blood, noticed in the Number for November last.

The brown liquid according to my examinations and also Mr. Rood's
must be a solution of the dung of Bats ! Nearly a year ago Mr. Rood
left with me a few drachms of a reddish liquid, with a request that I

should examine it and give him my opinion as to what it was. Being
m haste, he gave me no account of the locality from which it was ob-

tained, and indeed seemed to know nothing concerning the article, ex-

cept that it was from some cavern. When I next saw him, he had
himself examined the liquid and without having learned anything more
of the locality and history of the sample had come precisely to the

same conclusion as I myself had done. The liquid had evidently been
copiously diluted, yet a drop confined by a bit of thin glass on a slide

exhibited in as large number as could be expected in a substance exces-
sively diluted with water, various of the harder and less destructible or

digestible parts of insects, together with perhaps occasional fragments
of small crustaceans. No memoranda were made and but few examina-
tions, for the reason that the slightest and most cursory search revealed
a sufficient number of such objects, and no other remains whatever.

All that was necessary was to pass the whole of a
#
single diffused drop

through the field of view. Perhaps the branched spines of caterpillars

which were quite common, in addition to the harder portions of legs,

wings, cornea?, &c. indicated the excrement of birds as well as bats, for

* do not know whether the latter take insects otherwise than in the air.

Since the notice of the " fountain" mentions that the cavern is fre-

quented by " vast numbers of large bats (vampyres)" that " the liquid

has the color, smell and taste of blood" (of course, we may make large

allowance for exaggeration) and that "dogs eat it eagerly" we may
conclude that the vampvres gorge themselves to that extent that, as is

common with all animals overfed, much of their food passes without

being digested. As to the statement that the " blood" is found " in a

stale of coagulation," a physiologist will withhold his belief untd a care-

ful examination is made 'by one who knows what the coagulation of

blood really is. Evaporation and settling will reduce a solution of any
°ung to a semi-solid mass.
A suggestion is made that the character of the liquid may be due to

Infusoriae. Do even the unquestionably animal Infusonce ever cause by
•heir death,—no matter how vast their numbers—a putrefactive and

offensive fermentation ? One of their offices when living being to

counteract the effects of putrefaction, is it not a fact that they them-
selves are so organized or constituted, as not materially to corrupt

the liquid in which they die ?
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8. On a large Diamond from the district of Bogagem, Brazil ; by

M. Dufrenoy, (L'Institut, Jtfo. 1096.)—M. Halphen has received re-

cently from Brazil a diamond of remarkable dimensions, purity, and

crystalline form. It has been called VEtoile du Sud. It weighs 52375
grammes, or 254£ carats. It will be reduced in cutting to about 127

carats. It is therefore among the four or five finest diamonds known.

The Regent weighs 136 carats; the Kohinoor 120 to 122 carats; the

Duke of Tuscany 139, the Great Mogul 279 carats, the Orlow, 195. It

is perfectly limpid, and has the peculiar lustre which gives the diamond

its highest value. The commercial value of the Star of the South has

not been estimated. The Regent is estimated at six millions of francs.

The form is a rhombic dodecahedron, having the edges bevelled and

thus passing to a solid of 24 faces. The surface is unpolished and

slightly chagrined, and shows some striae corresponding to the octa-

hedal cleavage. Its specific gravity is 3529 at a temperature of 15 C.

On one of the faces there is a cavity, evidently due to an octahe-

dral crystal implanted in it, as shown by its form and the octahedral

striae which it has copied. On another face there are two other cavities

which were similarly formed by octahedral crystals. Moreover there

is on this side a cleavage fracture, which I am disposed to believe was

the point of attachment of this diamond to the gangue, from which it

was apparently detached by alluvial causes. I also distinguish some
black lamellae which appear to be titaniferous iron, a mineral frequently

found associated with quartz crystals in the Alps and Brazil.

It results from these facts that the Star of the South was originally

one of a group of diamond crystals, analogous to a group of crystals

of quartz and other minerals. The diamond therefore occurs in

geodes in certain rocks as yet unknown, but which according to the ob-

servations of M. Lomonosoff belongs among the metamorphic rocks of

Brazil.
m

The Star of the South was found near the close of July 1853, by a

negress employed at the mines of Bogagem one of the districts of Mj-

nas-Geraes. It is the largest diamond yet brought from Brazil. This

diamond will be exhibited at the Paris Exhibition of 1855.

9. Observations of the Variable Star Algol wanted, (from a letter

addressed to the Editors, by B. A. Gould, dated Cambridge, 1855,

Feb. 9.)

—

My Dear Sirs:— Professor Argelander has sent me a com-

munication upon the variability of Algol, together with an ephemens

of the minima visible in America during the current year, and so full

instructions concerning the proper method of observation, that it is

within the power of any one, who can be sure of his time to withm

one minute and who will devote some little care to the process, to furnish

by means of his unassisted eye, exceedingly valuable observations.

The Astronomical Journal comes into the hands cf comparatively few*

and professional astronomers furnished with valuable instruments feel

it their duty to give themselves to such observations as cannot be made

by those destitute of these facilities ; and I venture therefore to indulge

the belief that many lovers of science may through your Journal be in-

duced to devote themselves to the labor of attaining additional facts for

the study of this singular and interesting phenomenon. You will there-

fore pardon me for asking your aid in calling the attention of your
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large circle of readers to the subject and requesting all who are inter-

ested in the progress of astronomy and can spend the time for observa-
tion, to do their part in contributing to the materials available for inves-
tigating this variability—which is one of the most remarkable of all

the unexplained phenomena of Sidereal Astronomy.
Note.—Dr. Gould desires us to state that he will send to any ob-

server who may request it, a copy of the No. of the Astronomical Jour-
nal, (1855, Jan. 31,) which contains Prof. Argelander's communication.
We propose to copy it in our May Number.

—

Eds.
10. Discovery of Gold in Australia.—The first discovery of Austral-

ian gold belongs to the Rev. VV. B. Clarke, who has long been engaged
in Geological researches in New South Wales. The following letters

adclresed to Mr. Clarke are part of the evidence taken before a govern-
ment committee on this question.

From R. Therry, Esq., one of Her Majesty'1

s Judges of (he Supreme
Court, dated Keera Vale, Wollongong, October 2, 1852.

—

My Dear
S&*i—" I can have no hesitation in stating, I quite well recollect the cir-

cumstance of your communicating to me your discovery of gold. The
conversation took place on board the Paramatta steamer some time in

1844 on my return to Sydney from a visit to a part of the country
which I then represented in the Legislative Council. On that occasion
you showed a piece of quartz in which two or three large specks of gold
shone very distinctly and brilliantly ; and you intimated that from that

and other specimens you had seen, and from the geological observations
you had made, you were confident that gold would be found in abund-
ance in this colony. I mentioned the matter to many of my friends

at the time, and the recent extensive discoveries of gold brought very
vividly to my recollection your predictions which these discoveries have
verified.

I therefore, can have no objection to the mention of my name in the

>/

banner in which you have introduced it in your evidence."
Prom James Macarthur, Esq., M.L.C., who was Chair

Cold Committee on 24th September, 1852, dated Camden Fork, Camden
29th July, 1854.—My Dear Sirf

—"I have deferred answering your
note in order to refresh my memory by a reference to memoranda con-

nected with public transactions, which I know took place at the period

of our conversation, relative to yourfirst discovery of gold in the Hart-

ley District, and your conviction, from geological investigations, that

Australia would prove to be a great ^/(/-producing country. I find,

uPon reference to those memoranda, that your communications to me,
°n the above subjects, must have been in 1843 and the early part of

18*4. I well recollect that you pointedly alluded to the grave objection

to opening gold mines to the cupidity of a population which at that time

constituted the great majority of the inhabitants of these colonies, and

you mentioned the strong views entertained by Sir George Gipps as to

the ill consequences to be dreaded from a disclosure of what you had

ascertained." * * * *

.
H. Stereoscopes.—The great beauty and perfection of photographic

Vlews in a stereoscope have given great and deserved popularity to this

*«* instrument. We have recently received a form of it from J. F.

Mascher of Philadelphia (No. 408 North 2nd St.), which is exceedingly

Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 52.—March, 1855. 37
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convenient, and effective. It is hardly larger than a common daguerreo-

type case and has all its compactness and simplicity, and requires but

a single trial to be fully understood and appreciated. The views ac-

companying it are excellent, and those on glass especially are wonder-

fully life-like. A view of the Suspension Bridge at Niagara for exam-
ple, has in effect all the length and depth and sublimity of the natural

scene. Another of Mount Vernon transports you instantly to the

place, and the trees seem to stand around you and almost overhang

your head—the only deficiency is that the leaves are motionless.

Views of statuary, as is well known, present most admirably the effect

of the real statue. There is no reason why the complete galleries of

Florence, Rome and other cities should not be on exhibition in this and

other countries. Mr. Mascher makes these instruments of a great va-

riety of forms, besides the simple one here alluded to.

12. Heights of Perpetual Snow in the Alps.—M. Roret has deduced

from observations during the years 1851, 1853 and 1854 in the French

Alps that the height of perpetual snow is 3400 meters, or 700 meters

above the height stated in many works on physics and meteorology.

Vlnstitut, No 1093.

13. Hail at Cuba.—Hail is of very rare occurrence in Cuba, and the

neighboring islands. According to M. Poey no hail fell at Havana
from 1784 to 1825, an interval of 40 years. Between 1825 and 1828

there were two years without hail. There were also 17 years from

1828 to 1846 without hail ; but from 1846 to 1849, there were four

cases of hail, three of which occurred in the same year, 1849, one in

March, two in August. There was none in 1850.

—

UInstitute No.

1092.

14. Gold near Reading, Pa.—Dr. C. M. Wetherill has confirmed

his former announcement of the discoverv of gold near Reading. The
gold was discovered by Mr. Philipps, a mining geologist, searching for

iron ore, a few miles westward from Reading and on the farm of Mr.

Entlich, also on the western slope of Penn's Mount. It was obtained in

washing specimens of ferruginous quartz.

15. On the Mountain Systems of America.—M. J. Marcotj presented

a paper on this subject to the Academy of Sciences, Paris, Dec 26,

I85i.—V Institute No 1096.

16. Obituary.—Professor Edward Tories, (Ath., Nov. 25, 1854.)

Professor Edward Forbes was born at Douglas, in the Isle of Man, and

received there his early education. When very young he acquired a

taste for natural history ; but, evincing talent for drawing, he was in-

duced to commence his studies as an artist, and, with this object in view,

he attended for six months' the studio of the late Mr. Sasse in London.

In after life, in his travels and natural history studies, he felt the advan-

tage of this short training. His love, however, of natural history led

him to the medical profession, as affording him a wider field for his

favorite pursuit. He accordingly repaired to Edinburgh, where he com-

menced his career as a medical student in 1830. Although he pur-

sued his medical studies with great zeal and success, he never pre-

sented himself for his degree at the University. He had, in fact, con-

tracted so strong an attachment for the sciences of zoology and botany,
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that he determined to devote himself to a scientific career. Whilst a
student, plants and animals seemed equally to attract his altenlion. It

was, however, in a knowledge of the lower forms of the latter,—the
Mollusca and Radiata,

—

that he was most distinguished. Whilst still

a student at Edinburgh, he had an opportunity of making a voyage in

the Mediterranean, and visiting the coast of Algiers, and one of hif ear-
liest published papers was 4 On the Land and Fresh-water Molluscs of
Algiers and Bougia.' About this time he also visited the continent of
-Europe, resided for some time in Paris, and made a tour in Norway.
During this time he was active in the pursuit of natural history, and he
published several papers giving 'the result of his observations. Among

Man and the neighboring Sea.
whilst a student in Edinburgh he acquired a remarkable ascendancy

over the minds of his fellow students,—and many of his contemporaries,
who have since pursued a successful career of natural history study,
have traced it to his influence. This power of drawing men under his

influence increased with his years; and, perhaps, few men of his age
have produced so permanent an effect on the minds with which he came
in contact. It was in Edinburgh that he may be said to have invented
the art of dredging, for till his time it had scarcely been regarded as

f ftei1 of the serious work of the naturalist. He drew attention to the

mnportant results that could be obtained by the use of this simple in-

strument, which had been only employed by fishermen to procure shell-

fish. His numerous papers at this time l On the Structure and Forms
pf the Marine Invertebrate' attested the value of the dredge, and with
* l he may be said to have opened a new field of research, if not a new
branch of science. It was, afterwards, with this instrument, in the

^gean Sea, that he made the important observations by which he was
enabled to point out the great law, that as there were zones of animal
and vegetable life in altitude on the sides of the mountains that covered
the earth, so there were zones of animal and vegetable life in depth on
the sides of the valleys of the ocean.

Frequent records of his dredging excursions are to be found in the

P*«e« of the Magazine of Zoology and Botany; and through his influ-

ence Dredging Committees have been appointed by the British Associ-

ation,—-whose" labors have greatly contributed to enlarge our knowledge
of the inhabitants of the British- MM. Oqe of the earliest and most

Jjjiporiant of his systematic works was the result of his dredging labors.

This was his 8 History of British Star-fishes and other Animals of the
C| ass Echinodermntu, 1

published in 1841, In this work he displayed a

jninute and comprehensive knowledge of the class of animals to which

if * as devoted,—and added not only many species new to the British

'SUM, but manv species were here described for the first time'. Though
°n a subject far removed from ordinary human sympathy, he gave it a

wide interest by lively descriptions, pretty vignettes and quaint tail-

pieces, a || from ^ own penc j| #

.

w hen, subsequently, he became a geologist, and one taking rank
w *th the most distinguished, it was his practical acquaintance with the
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bed of the ocean, which he had acquired by means of the dredge, that

ave his opinions weight, and which enabled him to determine points

in the age and relationship of the strata of the earth that had hitherto

been unsolved problems.

In 1841 Mr. Forbes obtained the appointment of Naturalist to H. M.

Surveying Ship Beacon, which was commissioned to bring from Lycia

the marbles brought to light by Sir Charles Fellows. In the spring of

1842 he was occupied with the Rev. Mr. Daniell and Lieut. Spratt in

examining the coast and country of Lycia. In this journey Mr. Dan-

iell fell a victim to the fever of the country, and Mr. Forbes had an

attack, the effects of which he occasionally felt till within a short period

of his decease. An account of their joint labors,—which resulted in

the discovery of the sites of eighteen ancient cities,—was afterwards

published by Messrs, Spratt and Forbes in their fc Travels in Lycia.' It

was during this voyage that Mr. Forbes prosecuted his researches with

the dredge in the /Egean, which resulted in the enunciation of the law

for the development of animal and vegetable life in the depths of the

ocean. The results of these researches were first made known in a

4 Report on the Mollusca and Radiata of the iEgean Sea, and on their

distribution, considered as bearing on Geology,' made to the British

Association, at their meeting at Cork, in 1843.
During his absence on this voyage, the chair of Botany at King's

College, London, became vacant by the death of the late Mr. David Don.

Although his later published papers had been on zoology, Mr. Forbes

had devoted much attention to botany, and was known lor applying the

same acumen to the study of plants and their distribution as he had now

become so distinguished for in relation to the lower forms of animals.

He was the successful candidate for this chair, which he filled with

great success till his recent appointment to the chair of Natural History

at Edinburgh. Those who attended his class will ever remember the

charm he threw around the study of Vegetable Structure and the de-

lightful hours they spent in his company during the periodical excur-

sions, which he made a point of taking with his pupils, in the neighbor-

hood of London. Nor were these excursions attended by pupils alone.

Many are the distinguished men of science in London who sought this

opportunity of availing themselves of his great practical knowledge of

every department of natural history. It was during the delivery of his

first course of lectures ' On Botany' that he worked out the interesting

relations that exist between- the morphology of the reproductive system

of the Sertularian Zoophytes and its analogy with that of flowering

plants. His paper on this subject was read at the British Association,

at York, in 1844.

He now also obtained the appointment of Librarian and Curator to

the Geological Society. He occupied this position till his appointment

to the Palseontological Department of the Museum of Economic Geol-

ogy in 1846.

Although the chief part of his time was now occupied in the practl "

cal details of palaeontology, he still found leisure to arrange some of

the vast mass of original matter which he had collected during h*s

dredging excursions. In 1848 he wrote for the Ray Society a ' Mono-

graph on the British Naked-eye Medusa^ This work was beautifully
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illustrated from drawings made by himself. It was characterized by
the same extensive research and accuracy of detail that distinguished
his * History of Starfishes, 1—and is one of the most important contri-
butions ever made to this department of natural-history literature. No
sooner was this work published than we find him engaging, in conjunc-
tion with Mr. Henley, in the publication of a History of British Mol-
luscs.' This work was completed, in four volumes, in 1S53.

It was not long after his connection with the Geological Society and
Museum of Practical Geology, that the fruits of his closer acquaint-
ance with the facts of geology became apparent. One of the most re-

markable contributions to the science of geology in this country ap-
peared in the first volume of the ' Memoirs of the Geological Survey
of Great Britain.' This paper, which may be regarded as a work on
the subject, is entitled 'On the Connection between the Distribution of
the existing Fauna and Flora of the British Isles, and the Geological
Changes which have affected their area.' In this work the happy com-
bination of great botanical and zoological knowledge is made to bear
on some of the most intricate inquiries with regard to the age and re-

lationship of the rocks of Great Britain. From this time the Transac-
tion of the Geological Survey, and the 'Journal of the Geological So-
ciety,' were enriched with his papers, all displaying accurate and exten-
sive observation, combined with profound and original thought. Turn-
lngto the list of his papers and works on Zoology and Geology, in the

'Bibliography,' published by the ilay Society, we find them amounting
to eighty-nine. This list does not comprise his 4 Botanical Papers,' or
those published since 1850, which together are very numerous. But
whilst thus engaged in severe scientific toil, he found time to engage in

lighter literary occupations,—contributing to more than one periodical.

We will not speak of his contributions to the Athenaum, though they
were many and valuable. His article on 'Shellfishes, their Ways and
Works,' in the first number of the new series of the Westminster Re-
Wt&, is a gem in its way ; and the brilliant article on l Siluria,' in the

last number of ihe Quarterly, was from his pen. At the time of his

death he was engaged on several works. The one which he early an-

nounced, under the title of ' Rambles of a Naturalist,' he still intended

to complete. Another, the ' Zoology of the European Seas,' is nearly

a| l printed. He was also preparing for publication the results of his

researches in the ^Egean.
*oung as he was, such a man had earned the highest honors that

natural history science could confer, and to the honor of those with

whom be associated, they were not slow to discern and reward his

merits. In i$52, he was elected President of the Geological Society,

and sat in the chair which had been filled by Prof. Sedgw.ck, Sir Rod-
er'ck I. Murchison and Sir Charles Lyell, who bore willing testimony

J°
the genius of their youthful successor. In 1854, he was appointed

Resident of the Geological Section of the British Association. He
was early elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and appointed a mem-
ber of jia Council.
when the illness of Prof. Jameson rendered it necessary that a sue-

cessor should be appointed, all interested in the prosperity of the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh looked to Prof. Forbes as his successor. He ob-
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tained this appointment in 1853. He was enthusiastically welcomed
by professors and students to his Alma Mater. He was proud of hav-

ing attained the position which, as a student, he had hoped one day to

fill. He lived to complete but one course of his lectures. But though

he is gone, his spirit survives in his works, and these will ever form an

important part of the history of natural science during the present

century.

He was buried on Thursday last: the town council and professors

of the University and students following his remains to the grave.

17. Faraday's Lectures, (The subject matter of six lectures on the

Non-metallic Elements, delivered before the members of the Royal

Institution in the spring and summer of 1852.) 12mo. pp. 293. Lon-

don, Longmans, 1853.—This interesting little volume has apparently

escaped general attention in this country, not having been republished.

Like everything emanating from the same source it is marked by orig-

inality, clearness and the broad philosophical spirit in which the several

topics, apparently so trite,—are handled. It abounds in every lecture

with highly suggestive remarks on the general tendencies of chemical

philosophy and especially as this sciences receives new light from the

late recent advance of our ideas respecting the subject of Allot ropism.

The topics are treated in the following order : Lecture 1st, Oxygen
(and ozone) ; 2nd, Chlorine, Bromine and Iodine ; 3d, Hydrogen ;

4th,

Nitrogen (including ammonia and respiration) ; 5th, Sulphur and Phos-

phorus ; 6th, Carbon. Each lecture is preceded by an introduction

rehearsing the well established elementary facts bearing on the subject

of the lecture; and in a general introduction, the history of the science

is reviewed in a graphic manner with reference to tracing the golden

thread of system and philosophy from its origin to the present time.

Every teacher will read these lectures by Prof. Faraday with a high

relish sharpened by curiosity to see how the first of living chemical

philosophers in England, will handle the plainest topics of elementary

chemistry, without becoming either tedious or trite. The various facts

relating to the history of Ozone are very fully discussed, and Faraday

gives full acceptance to the facts and observations of Schonbein on this

subject. Such an unqualified admission of these facts accompanied by

interesting generalizations founded on them from so high an authority,

must, serve to strengthen the faith of doubtful disciples. The proof-

reader has been sadly negligent of his task in the editing of this vol-

ume otherwise so creditable to Mr. J. ScofFern, M.B., late Professor of

Chemistry at Aldersgate College, who was permitted the use of the

author's notes in preparing these lectures for the press. Most of the er-

rors alluded to are such as the reader at once detecls, as property for

propriety (p. 49), an acid, for acids (p. 93), marked for masked (p. 85),

found for burned (p. 233), &c. But the use of sulphur for sodium (p.

149, last line), 100 for 80 (p. 84), and similar errors of fact may em-

barrass the young chemical reader. In that fine experiment illustra-

ting the production of ammonia by the action of spongy platina, on a

mixture of jive vols, of hydrogen witK two of binoxyd of nitrogen, the

reader is told to mix one volume of hydrogen with two of nitrogen

(p. 214). Dr. Hare is, if we remember correctly, entitled to the credit of
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devising this most satisfactory of all modes of showing the production
of ammonia from purely inorganic materials, a fact which Prof. Brande
in his lectures on Organic Chemistry applied to the Arts, takes care to
mention. An error on page 292 respecting the number of gases that
have been solidified, which is corrected in the errata, occurs again on
page 79, where we are told that "one gas (carbonic acid) has been
condensed

—

into a solid." Such an editorial error is particularly un-
fortunate in reporting the lectures of a philosopher who has himself re-
duced nine of the gases to the solid state. Abating these and similar
blemishes, we have perused this little volume with the highest satisfaction.

18 Professor Brandos Ten Lectures on some of the Arts connected
with organic chemistry, were delivered also before the Roval lnstitu-
tion, subsequent to those by Prof. Faraday, just noticed, and are reported
also by Mr. Scoffern. The subjects discussed are, Lecture 1st, Dyeing,

preceded by an Introduction on the History of textile materials to which
dye-stuffs are Applied—2d, On the Operations involved in Bleaching

3d, On Calico Printing—4th, on Gelatine, Tannic and Gallic acids
and their applications,—5th, On Sugar and its manufacture with an Intro-

duction on the general and natural history of Sugar—6th, on Woody fibre

• th, on the Chemistry of fatty bodies involving the manufacture of
ooaps and Candles: with an Appendix on the collateral influences of
the Discoveries of M. Chevreul—8th, On hydrocarbons—9ib, on Nitro-
genous or Azotized Substances— 10th, On the phenomena and products
of Fermentation. A glance at these topics will satisfy the reader that the
ten Lectures here reported must have possessed uncommon interest

coming from a source so abundantly experienced in the Chemical Arts
as Prof. Brande. The reports are however so much condensed as to

present few new facts to the scientific reader, but notwithstanding this

unavoidable defect in a popular performance, the labor of Mr. Scoffern
in giving us so good a report oi Prof. Brande's lectures will be warmly
appreciated.

*9. Outlines of Chemical Analysis, prepared for (he Chemical Lab-
oratory at Giessen; by Heinrich Will, Professor of Experimental
Chemistry in the University at Giessen. (Translated from the third

German edition by Daniel"Breed, M.D., and Lewis H. Sreiner, M.A.,
M-D.) Boston and Cambridge : James Munroe & Co., 1853. pp. 279,
8vo.—Dr. Will's "Outlines" is a book too well known to all Chemical
teachers and students to require more than the simple announcement
of a new translation by Drs. Breed and Steiner from the third (last)

German edition. Those who remember only the first edition will find

J

J

ule 'n the general appearance of the present portly volume to remind
them of the'thin I2mo of former years. Chemical science has made
great progress in the last ten years, and Dr. Will has not been slow in

keeping his book up to the times. This work fills an important place

among chemical text-boob, being much more useful to the young siu-

de "t than the voluminous treatise of Rose, while it is sufficienly full

t0 meet most of the wants of the more advanced student. We have
not had an opportunity of proving the accuracy of the present edition

lrorn actual use, but it has every guarantee for this important quality.

v t?"
The Nafive Races °f the &™si<*n Empire; by R. G. Latham,

Mai F.R.S., &c., with a large colored map and other illustrations.
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London and New York : H. Bailliere, 1854. 12mo, pp. 340.—This is a

most timely contribution to the small amount of real knowledge pos-

sessed by even intelligent foreigners of the many various races which

make up the population of Russia. The great interest universally felt

at this moment in everything relating to the vast empire of Russia, will

render this descriptive account of the tribes occupying its surface, and

including all those nations who have been conquered by the ruling race

or absorbed into its body— particularly acceptable. The volume is ac-

companied by a reduced copy of the great Ethnological and Statistical

Map of Russia which was published in 1852 by the Imperial Geograph-

ical Society of St. Petersburg.

The author recoomises three chief constituent stocks in the Russian

Empire, viz., the Ugrian, the Turk and the Sarmatian. These original

races are now subdivided into no less than thirty-eight tribes each dis-

tinguished on the map by a separate color.

Dr. Latham is beyond doubt the leading authority in our language on

all ethnological topics, and his present compendious little volume will be

caught up with avidity by thousands who would have hesitated to grap-

ple with a more extended work, while the amount of new facts and

new summaries of old facts is such as to reward the perusal of all.

F. Engel : Axonometrical Projections of the most important geometrical surfaces

and drawings for descriptive geometry, with ix plates and a catalogue of models

for the study of Optics and the higher branches of Geometry. Price $3.50. [The

models in wood or plaster can be had at 343 Broadway, the Depot of J. B. Luhme &
Co., of Berlin.]

British Association: Proceedings for 1853. London, 1854.
S. S. Garrigues : Chemical Investigations on Radix Ginseng Americana, Oleum

Chenopodii Anthelmintic!, and Oleum Mentha* viridis. Inaugural Dissertation. 24

pp. 8vo. Gottingen, 1854.

Proceedings of the Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, VoL VII, No. 6.—p. 196,

Characteristics of some of the Cartilaginous fishes of the Pacific Coast of North

America ; C. Girard.—p. 197, Abstract of a Report to Lieut. Jaa M. Gilliss, IT. S~

N., on the Fishes collected during the U. S. N. Astronomical Expedition to Chili, C
Girard.—p. 199, Fossil bones from the banks of the Ohio, Indiana; J. Leidfr—J*
203, Loxia leucoptera abundant near Philadelphia ; /. Cassin.—p. 204, Abstract of

Experiments on the Physical Influences exerted by living Organic and Inorganic

membranes upon Chemical Substances passing through them by Endosmosis ;
/.

Jones.—p. 209, On the question of the identity of Bootherium cavifrons with Ovibos

moschatus; /. Leidy.—p. 211, Descriptions of the Species of Trox and Omorgus in-

habiting the United States ; J. L. LeConte.—p. 216, Some corrections in the No-

menclature of Coleoptera found in the United States ; J. L. LeConte.—p. 220, De-

scriptions of new Coleoptera, collected by T. H. Webb, M.D., in the years 1850, '51,

'52, while Secretary to the U. S. Mexican Boundary Commission; J. L. LeConte.--

p. 226, Abstract of a Report to Lieut. J. M. Gilliss, U. S. N., on the Reptiles, col-

lected during the U. S. N. Astronomical Expedition to Chili ; C. Girard.—p. 227, A
List of Pigeons of the Genus Carpophaga. in the Academy of Nat. Sci. Philadel-

phia, and of the U. S. Exp. Exped. ( Vincennes and Peacock,) Washington ; / Cas-

sin.~p. 232, Herrerite identical with Smithsonite ; F. A. Genth—Chemical No-

tices; C. Jr. WetkerilL—p. 236, Rectification of Mr. T. A. Conrad's Synopsis of the

Family of Naiades of North America, published in the Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad

for Feb. 1853; I.Lea.
Proceedings of Acad. Nat. Scl, Sax Francisco.—p. 7, New Fishes of the Genus

Sebastes ; Centrarchus ; Morrhua, Grystes lineatus, Clypeocottus robustus = ^Pl

[

cottus bison of Girard; Brosmius marginatua A.; Syngnathus griseo-lineatus A. ;

Accipenser acutirostris A., A. bracbyrhynchus A.; Osmerus elongratus A., Mustelus

felis A., Catostomus occidental A., Gila grandis -4.,—all by W. O. Agres, pages

1 to 18 all that we have received of the Proceedings.—p. 14, Description of Lara-

tera assurgentiflora (n. sp.) ; Dr. Kellogg.
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YALE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.

CHEMISTRY AND NATURAL SCIENCE.

B. SILLIMAN, Jr.,

Professor of General and Applied Chemistry.

JOHN A. PORTER,
Professor of Agricultural and Analytical Chemistry.

The course of instruction is designed to meet the wants of those intending to pursue
practical analysis, medicine, agriculture or manufacturing, as well as those who purpose
m> engage in teaching or scientific research. It embraces, among other applications, the
analysis of grains, soils atid minerals, the determination of the value of drugs and chem-
icals, and experiments in medical Chemistry.

lie Laboratory is open to students during the whole day at a charge of from $60 »o $70
per term of twelve or fourteen week-?. Thw includes the expense for materials consumed
and the use of apparatus. The charge is diminished in the case of students entering for
ess than a term or spending a portion of each day in the Laboratory. Previous study of
Uwmistry i« not essential to admission.
Ine terms commence for the current collegiate year, Sept. 16th, Jan. 5th and May 4.

lectures on Agricultural Chemistry will be given during the first ten weeks of the winter
rrrt; fee, $10. Lectures on Geology, Mineralogy, Elementary Chemistry and Natural

rnuosophy are also accessible. Matriculation fee $5.
Analyses of grains, soils, mineral waters, <fcc, and other chemical investigations under-

taken on reasonable terms.
Yale College, New Haven, November, 1854.

ENGINEERING.
WILLIAM A. NORTON,

Professor of Engineering,

r
. . ,- , !_„ u partial or a full course, at his option. The stmhes required

r admission to the full course are, Arithmetic. Algebra, Ceometry, and 1 rignnometry.
Ul« a^demical year is divided into three terms, commencing on September lb, Jan-

y a, and iMay 4. and continuing about three monih* each.
union fee, for the full course of each term. $30 ;~io be paid in advance Fee for the

c urse of Survey,^ alone, $12. Mo charge for incidental expenses beyond the matricu-
lation fee of $5.

Lectures on Geology, Mineralogy, Elementary Chemistry, and Natural Philosophy
cessible

i students in ibis Department.
students who pass a MitUfacU>ry examination are entitled to the degree of Bachelor of

rniiosopuy, a fler bei||g (ur lwu yearb CUIIIieclecJ with ihitf Department.

**k Col^ New Haven. November. 1854. 1
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NORTON'S LITERARY GAZETTE,
Published on the 1st and 15th of every Month, at the

IRVING BOOKSTORE, 71 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK
TERMS, |2 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.

hes

11 It is, as usual, one of the best Literary Periodicals we have ever seen."

—

Daily Re-

publican, Binghumton,
"This useful periodical comes to us this month in an improved form, and furnish

more information respecting books than any other publication."

—

Boston Transcript.

**The publications of England, Scotland, Ireland, France, (Germany, Holland, etc., are

all noied in the pages of this admirable periodical."

—

Toronto Colonist.
" It is the most useful publication of the day, to all who wish to know any thing about

the book trade."

—

Nor/elk Democrat.
"This is one of the most beautiful and useful periodicals in the world."

—

Boston Com-
monwealth.

" In its department, as a vehicle of book intelligence, it has no equal in the country."
—WestjitId Transcript.

"This is the cheapest and best guide to the literary man in the purchase of books

which can be had in any quarter"

—

D B >w's Review.
" It is an indispensable companion for the scholar, and all who wish to keep pace with

the literary movements of the age."

—

Family Friend, Columbia, S. C.

JUST H

Westminster Review,
North British Review,
British Quarterly Review, Southern Literary Journal,
Retrospective Review,
Monthly Review,
Foreign Review,
Edinbunr Monthly Review,
Pamphleteer,
Blackwood's Magazine.
Fraser's Magazine,
Dublin Vnwefiy Magazine
North American Review,

American Eclectic,

Eclectic Museum,

A GENERAL INDEX TD PERIODICAL LITERATURE
BY H. F. POOLE, A.B.,

LIBRARIAN OF THE BOSTON MERCANTILE ASSOCIATION.

Being a Complete Key to the Contents of the following, among other Stries of

STANDARD PERIODICALS:
Edinburgh Review.

|

Democratic Review, Walsh's American Review,
London Quarterly Review, American Monthly Review,
Foreign Quarterly Review, Mass. Quarterly Review,

" "
Brownson's Quarterly Review, Eclectic Magazine
Southern Literary Messenger, Bibliotheca Sacra,

Christian Examiner,
American Literary Magazine, Christian Disciple,

Littell's Living Age, Christian Review,
Museum of Foreign Literature, New Englander,
American Journal of Science, Methodist Quar. Review,

Hunt's Men-hunt's Magazine, Princeton Review,
L)e Bow's Comm. Review, Am. Biblical Repository,

Knickerbocker Magazine, Church Review,
New England Magazine,
Analeptic Magazine,

American Quarterly Rev'vv. Nile's Register,
New York Review, United States Lit. Gazette,
Southern Review, Carey's American Museum,
American (Whig) Review, American Almanac,

Each of these volumes—some fifteen in number—has been carefully indexed by an ex-

amination of each article, and reference has been made under the subject of which the arti-

cle treats. The whole is arranged alphabetically, so that by turning to any subject, the

periodical, the volume, and the page where it has been discussed, can be immediately

ascertained.

An important feature of the work has been to give, with the reference to an article, the

name of the writer. This was an undertaking attended with no little difficulty; yet tne

Amer. Quarterly Observer,

Lit. and Theological Review,

Mon and Quar. Chr. Spectator

Spirit of the Pilgrims,

Lord's Theological Review.

work will contain the names of the authors of many thousand articles that were con-

tributed anonymously to the leading Reviews and Magazines, and in several series—on

of which is the North American Review—the writer's name of every article will be gner

.

The Index is brought down to January, 1853, and is an indispensable book of releren

to every student and literary man. Complete in 1 vol , 8vo., 6lX) pages. Price $o.

Orders for the abo\e work should be sent in at once to the publisher,

C\ B. NORTON, 71 Chambers St., {Irving House,) New Yor/c.

Jan. 1855.

i
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CHEMICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL APPARATUS, INSTRU-
MENTS, ETC.

J. F. LUHME & Co., of Berlin, Prussia,

PANTHEON BUILDING, 343 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
*

This well known Chemical Establishment, has opened a Maga-
zine for the sale of their goods in New York under the management
of Mr. H. GOEBLER at 343 Broadway; where they keep on hand
and offer for sale a great variety of Chemical Apparatus. Philoso-
phical Instruments adapted for all departments of Physical and
chemical research and for EXPERIMENTAL demonstrations.

Fine chemical Thermometers of every description ; Hydrometers
in every variety and of superior accuracy, reading actual densities to

0005: Chemical Balances for analytical use—also a cheap and supe-
rior Balance for ordinary Laboratory work ; Fine Scales for Druggists'
use. Every variety and form of Chemical and Druggists' Glass Ware
and Porcelain, including an extensive assortment of the celebrated Bo-
hemian hard Glass Ware, Tubes and Beakers— Gasholders of
mefal and Glass

—

Graduated Tubes and Cylinders

—

Chests with grad-
uated instruments for Alkalimetry, Chlorimetry, etc

—

Mineralogi-
oal Test Cases, Plattner's Blowpipe Cases, Reagent Cases

—

Re-
agent bottles with permanent enamel labels

—

Lamps for alcohol
of every construction

—

Wooden ware in great variety and of excellent

quality

—

Chemical blast furnaces

—

Geometric and Crystal Models,
etc. etc.

Calologues furnished on application and special orders for Incorpo-
rated Institutions imported duty free on liberal terms.

Address H. GOEBLER, Agent of J. F. Luhme & Co, 343 Broad-
way, New York.
March, 1855. [tf]

CHEMICAL AND GEOLOGICAL LABORATORY.

DR- J. LAWRENCE SMITH, Professor of Chemistry ih the

Medical Department of the UNIVERSITY of LOUISVILLE,

Having completed his private Laboratory for Chemical and Geological

Purposes, is now prepared to undertake investigations in either of the

above branches in his laboratory or in the field. Examination of Mines
and Minerals, Assay of Ores and Coal, Analysis of Mineral Waters,

Medico-Legal investigations, and Manufactural and Mining consultations

are especially attended to. The Laboratory is on Guthrie street, be-

Jween Second and Third, and Dr. Smith's residence is on Walnut street,

between Second and Third.
The Laboratory is also open gratuitously to three or four advanced

students, such as have already acquired some practical knowledge in

Analytical Chemistry.
Nov. 1854.
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To Chemists and Druggists

G. QUETTIER
IMPORTER OF FRENCH AND BOHEMIAN

CHEMICAL GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN, EARTHENWARE, &C.

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND LABORATORY
UTENSILS.

FRENCH REAGENTS BOTTLES, OF ALL SIZES.—COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT OF DRUGGISTS' STORE FURNITURE.

193 Greenwich street,

NEW YORK,
Between Dey and Fulton Sireets.

Sept. 1853.f6tl

GEJNERAL INDEX
TO THE FIRST SERIES OP '

THE JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND AKTS.
IN ONE VOLUME OF 348 PAGES, 8vo.—Price, $3.

A fkw copies remain for sale in the hands of the Publishers.

Enquire of Silliman & Dana.

See furl her, second page of Cover.
New Haven, Man h I, 1851.

G. A. KOCH 1

^ Verlagsbuchhandlung; Th. Kunike, Greisswafd,

Dr. Albert Hokfer : Zehflchrift fur die Wissenschafi der Sprache ;

4ib vol. 2nd Heft. Greinswaid, 1854.

A H Baier—Symbol ik der christliehen Confessionen und Reli-

grions-pariheien. E rater Bund: Symbolik der romisch-katholische

Kii
; zwette Abiheilunir, Der romische Katholicismus in der Organ-

isal m »ei«er besonderen Spharen.
J. H. L Koskgarten, Theologiseet Literarum Orientalism in Acade-

n Pomeraaa Professor© : Carolina Hudsailitarum quotquot in cod ice

L»i lui rise insuni, Aruhice eriita adiectaque Translaiione Adnoiaiiom-

b illustrnia. Vol, I. Sumtu Societaiis Anglicae quae Oriental

Translation Puad nuncupatur. 1854.

< P. P> rNAM has recently published Journey to Central Africa,

by Bayard Taylor, 522 pp. 8vo, with maps and plates.

The i iid of the Saracens by Bayard Taylor, 452 pp. 8vo.

Mr. iitherfoitTa Children, Vol. 11. By the author of "The Wide

W l e V >rld."



Geology, Botany, Zoolqgy.—Darstellung der Flora des Hainichen Ebersdorfer und des
Floluer Kohlenbassins, by H. B. Gei.nitz, 271.—A Monograph of the Cirripedia with

figures of all the species ; the Bulanidae, or sessile Cirripedes, the Verrucida?, etc.
t
by

Charles Darwin, F.R.S., F.G.S., 272.

Astronomy.—Elements of Euphrosyne (31), 272.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.—On an Atmospheric Electrical Phenomenon, by II. Ware,
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Art?. XXXL—The Vegetable Individual, in its relation to Spe-

cies, (Das Individuum der Pflanze in seinem Verhaltniss zur

Species,—Generationsfolge, Generationswechsel und Genera-

tionstheilung der Pflanze); by Dr. Alexander Braun, Pro-

fessor of Botany in the University of Berlin, &c. &c. Berlin,

1853 * Translated by Chas. Francis Stone.

Part I.a .artj. J..—j.i>-±xv\-/i»u^j--i '-"- »^--~ — i

In Organic Nature the two principal phenomena in which the

shifting scenes of Life are unfolded, are individual development

and individual propagation. Through then! the intricate course

of Nature, and its living chain of organized beings, are refreshed

and renewed. Every new generation seems to bring back the

oidiorm; still, to the investigator wno iuu* —^- »»- ~~

graves of the past, a slow, but certain, progress ^veals itself even

in this apparently identical succession. If nature is o be for us

something more than a labyrinth of varied^^f^
ena; and if, in the apparent disorder, ^e hidden threads of Ae

connection are to become visible, we mus firs^ of a I epa.ate

and compare the different spheres of life, placi.;ig h^ gr
o£ aCC0rd t0 their rank.. ftgggEttt"s
wte^tal Sons?££ ^^L^JSk
appear, when followed out to particulars lead to difficulties * nicn

J
From the Transactions of the Royal Prussianig^Mp for 185S"

t I have omitted the authors brief introductory remarks.-; ' ««*'•

May, 1855. 38
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demand an accurate examination.* From the Botanist such an

examination is particularly demanded : as the vegetable ideal pre-

sented to us by the science in its earlier stages has been obscured

by conceptions obtained from the animal kingdom having been

transferred to Botany, though'based upon the mistaken assumption

that plants possess the same independent individuality asanimals r

the same organs with equally well-defined functions, and the same

mutually dependent relations of the vital activities. And the

investigations of late years, forsaking the old views more and

more, have arrived at no well-defined conclusions, and, particu-

larly as regards vegetable individuality, seem to lead more to

negative than to positive results. After all, this should not surprise

us; for even a superficial investigation shows relations in plants

which will hardly harmonize with the common conceptions of

individuality, and which require a careful review.

In the whole realm of organic nature, we know of not a sin-

gle species of which any one individual is a perfect representative :

on the contrary we see each spesies adding generation to genera-

tion, by multiplying the individuals in time and space, until its

day has ended, whether from internal or external causes. In this

particular, the species resembles the individual itself: having its

allotted age, though measured by days of a higher order, and its

appointed cycle of life,—in which the individuals appear as mem-

bers occupying a certain time and place,—resembling the succes-

sive relatfve forms through which the individual passes, £ or

the organic individual does not manifest itself in one single per-

manent form, but in a succession of forms, now gradually con-

nected, now broadly interrupted ; and these last, especially in

plants, may attain to an independence, which gives them the

character of a subordinate species. To this analogy between in-

dividuals and species it may he objected, that, in most cases

very remarkable metamorphosis is connected with the successive

forms of the individual, while within the sphere of the species

the consecutive members continue to have essentially the sawe

* Should any one be inclined to doubt that the nature of the vegetable indr hrf

needs a futher disci ion, I would beg him to turn to the latest works on b *ny

and compare the passages which treat of the plant's individuality. I ta tuw**r

Grundzuge der phit. Botanik (2nd Part), as we have a right to demand from a wore

that lays claim to philosophical development, i fundamental discussion ol this i

-

ject, since it is the ground-work of the whole science. The first two pa rapn^

der the heading " Das Pfianzenln dl >;<!>< n als Organistnm? read as follows: J

individual we here mean a single v< etabte body nut organically conne< d wi

similar vegetable body. Vegetable individuals have the power of developing

general phenomena of vegetable life by them Ives, uu listed by any other mai

nal of the >ame species. It is the nature of an organism to cor. t of m
^ .

el
^li'

'

The possession of members is the first, as well as the most essential condition 01

existence of the vegetable individual." Not one of the<e assertions is true ol \e^

etable individuals, either in the broader or the narrows Bcatjon of the teini.
,

,
a

*

say nothing of the connection, in which the individuals appear which are succe

d*7eloped by shoot-fiwmation, the coalesence of stocks which were originally P*
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•character.* Bat, however important this fact may be, still we
may assert of the individual as well as of the species, that it com-
pletes the cycle of its existence in a succession of subordinate
generations, while, on the other hand, we may affirm of the spe-
cies, that like the individual, it exhibits a determinate cycle of
development.! In comparing the processes of propagation with
the process of the formation of the individual, cell-formation,
which lies at the foundation of both, reveals the intimate con-
nection which exists between the small and the great spheres of
development,- while the numerous cases which admit of a double
explanation (since they may be ascribed with almost equal jus-
tice to the inferior cycle of development of the individual, or to

the superior owq of the species) establish the close relationship of
both. The ahove-men^owcd circumstance, that the cycle of de-
velopment does not present *s graduated a progress ici the species
as it does in the individual, seems to suggest that the most relia-

ble view of the analogy between the species and the individual
ls that in which the species is not compared with the whole cycle
°f the individual's successive development, but with the single
<slcps of the metamorphosis (which of course has its own sub-
ordinate members), and in which the species itself is regarded

,
$s an inferior u momentum" of a still more comprehensive cycle
of development ; but to determine this would lead us too far from

I our subject.^ In a word, the relation of the individual to the

I species is that of an inferior cycle of development to U superior:

I the individual is a member of the species. However, although

I they are under one and the same specific law, all the members of

I the species are not identical: a single member only represents the

I idea of the species more or less incompletely; and certain mem-
I bers, or series of members, are thus reciprocal complements.

P
The regular relations here brought to view will form the princi-

pal subject of the present investigation. But we must first care-

felly determine the sphere of the individual. The individual"

^all not and may not be considered by itself; it must be viewed

fate is no rarity. Are the pines of a pine-forest no individuals because, as Goppert
Iws ,h,nrn, thev are connected with each other by tl k roots Do the filaments of
£m'» - se to be individuals when they copulate. Are the cells of llydrodic-

tfn md PediaUrvm, originally separate, no longer individuals when they have joined

themselves into a net, o? a star? To refute the second as rti
,
we may refer to

<li ' !
''"us plant to refute the third we re r t he one-celled Alga and h tmgi, a part

°f *Wch, at 1 -t, are of s«eh a character that we can by no mean >e to them

™ orgatUatior, n the usual acceptation of the teim. However we m. regard it

an «'mp> bat Kiitd*?* Onn: Hge treats of the v. ible mdivn ual at

;!
- for the earlier manuals do not even mention this important subject but com-

n'er their account of plants with desert] oBs of the roe m and other organs,

°«-. »s it has been prefer/ I of late years, of the cell- and vesicles.

t
.
* Those of theYorms and properti which persist through the successive genera-

tlons, di termine t , I k: Gfrwndlehren ckr Krmterkunde n, p. 11.

f Ti>e sp< an individual of a higher ra higher power). L fc, L c, p. 11.

X Of. the Author's work on J t&nga»f (1819), note to p. 344.
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in the successive generations to which it belongs. This succes-

sion may be similar or dissimilar, simple or complicated by divi-

sions, continuous or graduated by cyclical changes. It is by this

that the phenomena of fissi parous and alternate generation may
be explained. It is only by a consideration of these relations that

the nature of the individual itself, as a subordinate sphere of the

species' development, can be rightly comprehended, and that the

single individuals in their worth and importance, in their relations

to each other and to the whole realized cycle of the species, can

be understood.
i

Preliminary remarks on Vegetable Individuality ; different

views in regard to it.

We must determine what constitutes the vegetable individual,

before we can investigate its relations to the whole cycle of gen-

eration of \he species. But it is this determination itself which

presents so many difficulties ; and these difficulties become the

greater, the further we push our investigations. Individuality in

plants seems as obscure and ambiguous, as in animals (at least

in their higher orders,) it appears clear and simple : so that, as

Steinheil remarks, it escapes us just when we are upon the point

of seizing it
;

# and investigators might even conclude that we can

realize no other individuality than that which is manifested in the

totality of the species. The first obstacle to our comprehending
the vegetable individual as a single sphere of conformation, as a

morphological whole, is the disconnected and separate character

which obtains in the most heterogeneous modifications of vegeta-

ble organisms. For no where in the vegetable kingdom do we
perceive that indissoluble connection, and those pervading recipro-

cal functions, which in the animal kingdom we are accustomed

to associate with the idea of an individual organism. Neverthe-

less, by starting from a comparison with animals we get an appo-

site point of departure for a comprehension of the plant's indi-

viduality. Among the higher animals, the individual appears as

a member of a race produced by sexual generation ;
and this very

test may be applied to plants, except in the very lowest forms,

to which sexual generation does not apply at all, or not posi-

tively. Without at present discussing the question whether the

vegetable individual thus conceived is truly analogous to the an-

imal individual, we may here state, that this conception car-

ried out to its consequences, involves the assumption that all the

plant-stocks produced, not by sexual generation, but by any mode

of vegetable division, are not individuals, but only parts of the

primary individual to which they owe their origin; as Gallesio has

* " Dans chacun cle ce<? organes nous
de

.

••• rindiTiclualite normale, et partout elle nous echapj
dlviduali ale (1836 >. p. 9.

us nous croyons aii premier aspect sur le point

rtout elle nous ccLappe:' Sieinfi I: Vet in-
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in fact contended.* Botanists have often asserted that it is the
individualf alone, which is reproduced by slips (branches, buds,
tubercles etc.), and their opinion coincides with this view. Still,

how are we to distinguish plant-stocks of such an origin, from
those derived from seeds ? The former take root, ramify, blos-
som, ripen their fruit and seeds, just as the latter do, so that in a
physiological sense they are complete individuals.."}: For exam-
ple, let us cast a glance at the weeping-willow (Satix Babylonica).

I

V

It is well known that this tree, which was originally brought
from the banks of the Euphrates, is always propagated by slips;

for with us it never bears seeds—not because our climate is unfa-
vorable, but because in our gardens there is no fructifying male
tree.§ According to Loudon (Arboret. Brit.), the weeping-wil-
low was sent to England in 1730, by a French merchant named
Vernon. It was planted in Twickenham Park, whence it spread
rapidly over England and the continent. The tree, from which
the first slips that were brought to Europe were taken, was most
probably a cultivated one itself, raised from a slip. However this
niay be, could the descent of all our weeping-willows be traced,
H would undoubtedly lead us back to a willow, a female willow,
grown in its native country from a seed. And so, on this ac-
count, we are to regard all the beautiful weeping-willows of our
gardens and our cemeteries—and surely they are perfect trees
!j°t as individual stocks, but as the disjecta membra of a primary
trunk, now hidden in mythical darkness ! In other cases this pri-

* Galleno ; Teoria delta riproduzione VegetaU (IS 16), a work, which I am sorry to
**y I have not been able to consult my- tf. Huxley (upon Animal Individuality, to
tne Ann. and Mag, of Nat Hist., June 1852), holding corresponding views, regards
ail tlie animals which spring from an egg by non-sexual increase, as one individual, or,
as he expresses it, as a representative of the individual by successive coexisting sep-
arable tonus;—regards as such, for example, the sum total of all the Aphides, pro-
duced in successive generations, by non-sexual increase, from the first "nurse" which
8pnmg fmm t]]e i ^ j f

. we .lssume w j t }1 £onn£t that one nurse encloses one hun-
dred voting Aphides in the tenth generation (and according to Kyber they often
reach even a higher number) the series would amount to much more than a billion

{1,010,101,OIO,101,()1(),101
). Those who regard sexual reproduction as the en rion

°t wdividmUity must admit this a i perfectly legitimate consequence of their view.

VJGfemm© individuum continuant cum semina spa m propagent." Link: Elcm.

is to u propagent," cannot

BoL, p. 85, say, 4l
In these

~, V%M9 drop off) the~bud- formation is a true prop fttion, by which

;.

ile Kidmdual is multiplied- though we must distinguish this mode of prop, atiou
!r°m ^at of generation, by which the species is reproduced." Here the meaning is

°wotm, tiv h the expression is perfectly paradoxical; for how can we irmi»;me
1

* the individuals are multiplied without the species being reproduced? I have
e J^here attempted to show what is here meant, by representing non-sexual propa-

*as a propagation subordinate to the cycle of sexual reproduction (ct. Ver-

J*W«fty, pp. 26, 27).

X In many i the experienced gardener can distinguish them, but certainly not
)n all; in ;ome t |ie difference is very remarkable: e.g. in Araucarm raised from
brand,es.

8 Hits has the advantage of avoiding the disagreeable seed-down. For the same
n on, it is said, in China they cultivate the male tree only.
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mary trunk is known with perfect certainty. It can be proved

by history that many hybrids and varieties have been produced

in one single exemplar; though they now ornament our gardens

far and wide, having increased by means of slips, as they do not

bear seeds. This was the case of the famous Cytisns Adami,
which sprung, shortly before the year 1825, from the mingling'

of C purpitreus and C Laburnum. The single parent-stock,

preserved in the garden of the celebrated Adam in Paris, has

long since disappeared ; but its scions and scions-scions, have

grown up into fine trees in half the gardens of Europe.* In

the view just stated, they all form but one individual ! To
support such a view, its partisans adduce the fact of certain

individual particularities being preserved (in dioecious plants espe-

cially the gender), when propagated by slips. In general this is

true, and for practical gardening, e. g. for the cultivation of the

finer kinds of fruit, of the greatest importance ; but exceptions

are not rare : among which the well known re-division of Cytisus

Adami into its two primary stocks is one of the most striking

and remarkable. In our gardens the rule is that from slips the

weeping-willow produces female trees; still some exceptions

may be noted here. Napoleon's grave ki St. Helena is shaded

by a weeping-willow, which has become the subject of scien-

tific discussions. It was supposed to belong to a species (Su-

lix Napoleonis) indigenous to that Island; but London's ex-

haustive researches show that it is descended from our weeping-

willows, one of which was carried from England to St. Helena

in 1810. Branches of this Salix Napoleonis were brought back

to England, and to the astonishment of botanists they bore male

flowers. Since up to that time no male weeping-willows had

been seen in England, a change of gender must have been pro-

duced through vegetative iucrease. A similar case has also oc-

curred in Germany. In the Grand-ducal Gardens at Schwetzin-

en there is a weeping-willow which, although a descendant

from the commoji parent tree of all European weeping-willows,

has changed its gender to such a degree that we not only find on

it the most heterogeneous stages of transition from female flowers

to male ones, but on many branches purely male catkins are pro-

duced.! Besides these cases, a curled variety of weeping-willow

Salix crispa or S. annularis of the gardens, is known ;
which,

as it is a mere garden plant, has probably been produced by slip-

propagation. If it be true that we sometimes obtain varieties

with hanging branches from several kinds of trees by grafting

the slips inverted, we should have one of the most remarka-

* Cf. Verjunffrnp, pp. 337 and xi. In another place I shall communicate the his-

tory of this hybrid, which has since been investigated. ..

t Tliis; tree was first observed by C.Sckimper in 1827. Soma remarsa u?°n &

may be found in Spennef* Flora Fribury *< . vol. iii, p. 10(5 1.
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ble examples of the production of a singular peculiarity by
non-sexual increase. But even if such exceptions did not exist,
and if in every case a series of peculiarities which are extin-
guished in seminal propagation were continued by grafting, yet we
cannot perceive how we can seriously refuse an individual exist-
ence to such stocks as these, produced, it is true, by non-sexual
propagation, but still completely separated externally, developing
it) different places and under the most dissimilar relations, and ex-
hibiting subordinate differences indefinitely, though with certain•it •

similar characteristics. But if we were to make any concessions
on this point we should be carried irresistibly on to others.

Most of the modes of non-sexual propagation thus far consid-
ered agree in this particular ; that some shoot of the plant, whether
it be undeveloped (eye, bud), or developed (branch, sucker, layer,

&c.), is separated from the parent-stock by natural development,
itself, or by artificial means. As the nature of the separable part
is not changed by the separation, it is no great step to attribute

individuality to the shoot, (or as it is commonly called, the bud,)
even when it is not separated from the stock. Each single plant-
stock could then be no longer regarded as an individual in the
usual meaning of the term, but as an united family of individual
shoots;—a view which seems to be of high antiquity ; as passages
are found in Aristotle* and Hippocratesf, which are interpreted
W this sense. In later times, this view has been more or less, ad-
vocated, especially by De la Hire,J Linnaeus, Darwin^, Batsch,
Goethe, Roper, Schleiden|| and others.

But, even in this narrower view of vegetable individuality, the

»

same difficulty meets us : for the shoot itself is divisible, and new
stocks may be produced by its parts : i. e. by the members of the

*C£ Wimmer: Phytologia AritMeKem Freammta, |§ 23-28, 66 et 113. I cannot

!
^ver that explicit acknowledgment of the individuality of shoots or buds, which

18 id by Schultz (Anapfo/tosc, p. 24) to be found in Aristotle, either in Schultz'a

quotation^, nr even in Wimmer's complete collection of the passages in Aristotle re-

ferring to plants. It is true that Aristotle repeatedly speaks of the divisibility of

Pi:l nts
; says that separated parts of plants may continue to exist ; that on this account

many trees may spring from a single source ; that many plants are propagated by slip

(P7 —apxyajidTwy hTr^vnuonhuv), and by lateral bud-formation (rw wapapXaaTavuv)
e

-'f
he bulbous plants; but he does not state his opinion of the parts which de-

,*f

loP after h a iration, and explains the phenomena in general, by saying that

™e vegetable soul of plants (9-pirmxn ^vX^) fe simple in actuality, (*»n*fx*0 though

^tiple in capacity (5w&4ut).

t According to Moquin-Tandon : Teratologic, p. 5.

, ? But de VAcad. Roy. tkt Sciences, 1708, p. 233. Do la Hire regards all the
oranehAa ao «™.~i-._.*._ _ ii «-~«« k;A4**i m-nioa Myriads of these ovules,
,
ranches Ils WW plants proceeding from hidden ovules
le flunks, exist between the bark and the wood; more cm
.% according to drciim stances.

or less of them come to ma-

fiar n ; j'h ytoloqia ( 1 800) p. 1.
tf If a bud be torn from the branch of a tree, or

cut out and plan d 'in the earth . . . ; or if it be inserted into the bark of
another tree, it will grow and become ft plant in every respect like its parent. This
evinces, that every bud of a tree is an individual vegetable being, and the tree there-

i t
* f'imily or swarm of individual plants ..."

S I shall eonsj the views of these authors more at large in the next section.
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stem and its leaf or leaf-whorl.* Besides, the several members

of the shoot are not contemporaneous creations, but, developing

successively out of and over each other, they constitute a suc-

cessive generation, composed of divisions each of which repeats

essentially the same form, each of which may be compared to the

embryonic plant originally developed in the seed, and consisting

of its stemlet with one or two leaves (cotyledons). Thus the

shoot itself came to be regarded as a succession of individual

vegetable members, built up one above the other, like the stories

of a house. The earliest traces of this view may be found in

Darwin''s Phytologia;\ it was developed at a later period in vari-

ous ways and with various modifications : e. g. by AgardhJ, En-

gelmann.^ Steinheil|| and GaudichaudU—the last of whom calls

the member of the shoot elevated to the rank of an individ-

ual vegetable being, "thephyton," and ascribes to it not only

a stem and leaves, but even a root, by which he imagines it is

connected with the preceding phytons, as the first phyton (the

embryonic plant) is connected with the ground. Steenstrup**

and Forbesff employ a similar view for their comparison of alter-

nate generation in plants with that in the lower animals.

But this restriction of vegetable individuality could not stop

here ; for even the members of the shoot, the " phyta" or " sto-

ries," are themselves too complex organisms not to present subor-

dinate divisions, which, like the whole member possess a certain

independence, and under certain circumstances may even give

birth to new stocks. Although botanists have attempted to

view the petiole as the lower part of the leaf,JJ or, vice versa,

the leaf as the upper part of the petiole,§§ (so as not to be com-

pelled to divide the phytons of the structure themselves into rel-

* I adduce this point in connection with the history of the views held by botanists

in regard to vegetable individuality, in the terms in which it has been usually ex-

pressed; further on I shall show that this view needs qualification. The individual

members of the stem cannot expand into a new stock by direct development, like

the separated shoot ; they have this property only by being connected with a lateral

sprout, by means of the eye which they bear, or have the power of producing. aIus

view naturally brings us back to the shoot as the individual.

f P. 9 ; where even the single well-defined stem-members of different herbaceous

plants are described as so many buds, and hence as so many individuals.

% Agardh : Essai de reduirela Physiologie vegetale a des principesfondametitaux,

1829, (Ann. des Sci. Nat., torn, xvii, p. 86).

| Engelmann: de Arttholysi, (1832) p. 12.

I Steinheil: FIndividuality dans le regne vegetal*. 1836. , .

%Gaudkhaud: Recherches sur V Organographies la Physiologic ct F Organogenic

des Vegetaux. 1841. .

** Steendrup : On alternate Generation (1842), p. 128. As this important Irtttt

work may be supposed to be in every one's hands, I refrain from quoting this inter-

esting passage.

If Forbes : On the Morphology of the reproductive system of Sertularian
Zoophytes,

etc., Ann. and Mag. of Xat. Hist. v. xiv, (1844), p. 385.

X\ Ernst Mayer: die Metamorphose der Pflanze und ihre Widersacher. Lwn#a,

1832, p. 401.
r

§ Hochstettcr: Aufbau der Graspfianze. (Wurtemberger Jahreshefte, 1&47 »D

1848). •
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*

atively independent members) this much at least is certain (and it is

the important point here), that each of these two parts is capable
of producing new growths by itself, yes, this capacity is enjoyed
even by different determinate or casual parts of either member.
It is well known that the leaf of Bryophyllum produces sprouts
in every notch on its edges, while on the other hand, caducous
leaves of many bulbous plants (e.g. Eucomis regia, according
to Hedwig, Orriithogalum thyrsoides according to Turpin)* pro-

duce new plants in the form of bulblets on any portion of the
whole of the upper surface. The petiole itself under certain cir-

cumstances, has the power of producing the so-called adventi-
tious buds, not only on the portions determined by the position
of the leaf (leaf-axil), but sometimes on any other portions; a

- power enjoyed by the root in many cases. Hence parts of plants,

otherwise most dissimilar, when they contain cambium, may
have the power of reproducing the plant.f This is the founda-
tion of the Schultz-Schultzenstein-ian doctrine of anaphytons ;
viz., those vegetable members "which, even when separated from
the plant, continue to live, bud, and develop,'^ and which are

hence regarded as the individuals proper, as the true element-
ary forms or morphological elements ; and it is by various com-
binations of these that the organs (commonly so-called), root,

stalk and leaf, are formed, by the repetition of which the whole
plant is built up and indefinitely renewed.

But where are the limits of the anaphytons ? How shall lines

be drawn to include all the buds of the root, stalk and leaf; from
which new formations may spring? Aub. du Petit Thouars§
who had already developed doctrines similar to those of the ana-

phyton-theory, attempts to draw Jhe line between individuals by
means of the cellular tissue, regarding every vascular bundle as
a» individual, since it has in itself, and independently of all oth-
ers, the means of its growth, its preservation, and the reproduc-
tion of new bundles. But it is difficult to perceive how, in such
a view, the labyrinth of anastomosing bundles, (not less compli-
cated in the majority of petioles, than in most reticulated leaves,)

* Of. Treviranus: Pjlanzenphy ologie, where several examples are adduced.

T Aristotle himself says that plants possess the power of reproducing "stalk and
wot* m every one of their parts. (Traviax? 7<*P *X« *a * ?'£av xaJ "a5A<" l 5uv6-fX(' Vlt
wng. et brev. c. 6, p. 467). __
XSchultz: die Anaphutose (1848) and, System der Morphologie (1847). Th~k«w»; ate ^lnapfn/tose (l»4o; ana, aysarm wi «w^«/*vy« x

,,,* r **«.

-sage quoted is taken from his later work, Verjungung im Pflanzenreick (1851).
j he remark made above, when treating of the members of the petiole, holds good
nere. The so-called Anaphyta can by no means grpw into new plants themselves

;

°" the contrary, the new plant is produced as a germ, which is not identical with

*• anaphytons.

S E**ais sur la vegetation considers dans U deviloppement ds bourgeons (1809) cf.

?• Si P- 174. "(Test done le bourgeon en qui reside toute l'energie ^ jetale; aussi
te re.rrnrr!o_+ — .i • i . ^L-***. „„ {mA\*riA„ lYonrfa Ips nrineinps nnPle

chaq
preced

larnm
Ltrea, les moyens d'aecroissement, de conservation et de reproduction.

5

Second Series, Vol XIX, No. 57.—May 1855. 3»
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can be disentangled and resolved into separate individuals and

why the same independence and the same rank should not be

allowed to the parts of the vascular bundles. And how shall

we regard the lower plants, which have no fibres at all ? If

our conclusions are to be anything more than mere arbitrary

assumptions, we must go still farther; and we shall find no

halting-place till we reach the cell, the true seat of every reno-

vation in the plant, the starting-point of all non-sexual increase,*

as it is of sexual propagation.! The cell has a better right to

be considered as the vegetable individual than any other subor-

dinate member of the plant ; when connected with other cells

it still continues to be an independent sphere of formation,

sharply defined and, in youth at least, completely isolated.^ Be-

fore the universal law of cell-formation was known, and before

botanists had succeeded in reducing all the elementary organs of

plants to cells, Turpin hit upon the idea of seeking the vegetable

individual in the cell ; though his views did not rest on as solid a

foundation as Schleiden's assertion that :
" in a scientific point of

view, the cell is the vegetable individual."§
The most reliable authorities have agreed that new cells can

never be formed externally to, but only within, other cells al-

ready formed,H so that cell-multiplication must be regarded as a

propagation, while all the cells of the mature plant must be re-

garded as the progeny of the first embryonic cell. Besides, each

and every plant is at first a cell; and there are single-celled plants

in the strictest sense of the term, in which the first formation

of new cells is that destined to reproduction ; i. e. : the germina-

ting cells or spores.** Again, there are other plants in which the

cell-generations contained between the first generation (which

e it probable

ngle cell. The first convincing

proof of this fact, was given by Hofmeister (Vergleichende Untersuchun

* Earlier investigations into the origin of adventitious buds had mad
that, in its formation, each new shoot arises from a single cell. The tir

o- u. s. w
der Coniferen, p. 94), in Equhetum. The propagating cells on the foliage and edges of

the leaves of liverwort, which develop into new plants, have long been known. The

spores of the Cryptoganike belong here, as they are cells originating and developing

non-sexually.

t Pollen-cells, and the embryonic utricle and germinating cells,—as well as those

of the archegonium of the higher Cryptogamiae.

X Malpighi himself (Anatom. Plant, 1675), calls cells utriculi, or sacculi, though

he distinguishes the wood and bast-cells as "fibres? the vascular cells as "fistu'a

and the cells containing milky sap as " vasa specialia." As early as 1805, Link (Ro-

mer's Archiv., iii, p. 439), had expressed himself very explicitly "in regard to the iso-

lated positron and the independence of cells: " Quaevis cellula sistit organon pecul-

iare, nullo hiatu nee poris conspicuis prseditum in vicina organa transeuntibus. Con-

spicies non raro cellulam rubro colore tinctam inter reliquas virides."

§ Schleiden : Grundzuge, lte Aufl., 1842, vol. ii, p. 4, [Eng. trans. (1849), p. 127 T.J

% C£ Schleiden : Grand ie, i, p. 267 [Eng. trans, p. 103 T]. " The process of the

propagation of cells, by the formation of new cells in their interior is an universal law

in the vegetable kingdom." Mold: Anat. und Phys. d. veg. Zelle, 1851, p. 53. "Cell-

formation in plants takes place only in the cavities of older cells, not between or

upon them." Schacht : die Pfanzenzelle (1852), p. 47. " The formation of new veg-

etable cells always takes place in the interior of cells already formed."
** E. g. : Ascidium, Chytridium, Codiolium (a genus lately discovered in Heligo-

land) Sciadium, Hydrodictyon (the last two with " colonial formation").
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sprung from spores) and the last (itself returning into spores) sep-
arate from each other, so that all the cells belonging to one cycle
of vegetable development are segregated, and live completely-
independent of each other* The importance, of the cell as
an individual seems to be decided by these facts ; that of the
entire plant, as a superior whole composed of individual cells,

seems to be settled, and a firm foundation for the doctrine of veg-
etable individuality to be gained. But let us try to obtain a
clearer view of some of the most important of these facts. The
view which regards all cell-formation as a process of reproduction
rests upon observations of the formation of free daughter-cells
(blastidia) in the contents of the mother-cells (matrices),—the
so-called/ree, or endogenous, cell-formation. Schleiden, who dis-

covered this process, and Karstenf the most decided and original
of his followers, regarded endogenous formation as the universal
law of cell-formation. By this view the whole doctrine was
turned in a wrong course, from which it could only be gradually
recovered by the discovery, or rather the farther investigation,
of another mode of cell-formation, which Nageli designated as
fc

'wandstandige," Unger as " merismatic," and Mohl as " cell-for-

mation by division of the primordial utricle.'
7 But even at this

day the misconception caused by generalizing the view that new
cells are formed within old ones, has not been entirely removed.
I have already£ called attention to the fact that cells are divided
which have no cell-wall, which is often the case among the
AIga?.§ In several genera in which numerous spores are formed
in one mother-cell, its entire contents first divide into two parts
(the so-called daughter-cells) which, without first secreting a
cell-wall, immediately divide again into two; and this process
m&y be repeated over and over,|| according to the number of
spores which are to be formed (8, 16, 32, &c). In the second
ajid subsequent divisions there is no formation of new cells in
<jld ones, of daughter-cells in mother-cells, and hence no repro-

bation, in the sense of one or more individuals being produced

J?
an old one. The entire mother-cell is converted into two

filial cells; the filial cells are nothing but the mother-cell divided.

And this is essentially the case in every cell-formation by division :

for the wall of the mother-cell (within which the division gener-

* Many Palmellaceie, Desmidiacea?, and Diatomese. Cf. Braun : Verjilngv.ig, p. 132,
et seqq.

t H. Karsten, (De Cella Yitali, 1843,) emphatically rejects every mode of cell-for-

mation by division and by sprouting and asserts that every cell originates at its first

^PPearance as a dot-like utriculus * "Warding all formations found in the contents of
tt« cell as cell-brood.

Cf. Verwngung, p. 245.
*"g.: Protococcus (viridis), Characium, Pediastmm, TJlothrix, Enteromorpha,

U1
^r€tc

' ^ring the process of spore-formation.

af ^eIi (Monocellular Algce, p. 28) calls such cell-generations "transitory gener-
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ally takes place) certainly is not the living mother-cell, but merely

its cast-off garment, its perishing shell. Cell-formation by divi-

sion (called the " merismatic 5
' or " wandstandige") is that which

obtains through the whole realm of vegetative development;

while free cell-formation occurs only in fructification. Thus, the

same phenomenon, which, regarded as endogenous cell-formation,

seemed so favorable to the importance of the cell as the vegeta-

ble individual, when more justly comprehended only brings us

back to the divisibility of the vegetable organism, repeated in the

most heterogeneous spheres. But still more : even the cell whose

contents are not converted by division into new cells, but re-

main simple, presents phenomena which can hardly be reconciled

with their view by those who regard such a cell as an individual,

isolated in space and independent in time. In the genera Van-

cheria, Bryopsis, Caulerpa, and other related Alga? in the fam-

ily of SiphonicB, we find such cases, examples of the most extra-

ordinary kind of cell-formation. The single cell, which forms

the vegetable organism of these plants, has in fact a development

which may continue indefinitely. Certain parts of the elonga-

ted stem-like cell shoot forth into branches which lengthen by an

independent terminal growth, without separating from the cavity

of the maternal trunk by any partition. The principal trunk of

the cell is either creeping, with an indefinite terminal growth

though dying off from behind (Caulerpa prolifera)* or it is up-

right and deciduous, while the sucker-like branches, club-shaped

at the ends, and filled with a denser contents, are perennial {Van-

cheria tuberosa).f In both cases the branches separate from the

dying trunk, closing up at the bottom ; and thousands of new
trunks may thus be produced without any proper cell-formation.

Thus the cell leads us back to the point from which we started

at the tree; and, as we could not refuse individuality to the rami-

fications of the tree, neither can we refuse it to the ramifications

of the cell. Hence we cannot regard the cell as an absolutely

single being, completely isolated and indivisible. Shall we pen-

etrate still further into the anatomy of the cell itself, in the hope

of possibly finding a valid vegetable individual ? All that we dis-

cover here is, first, the vesicles, spherules and granules in the con-

tents of the cell (amylum, chlorophyll and other pigment-vesicles,

spherules of fat and, finally, the granules of the viscous cell-con-

tents, whose chemical nature it is difficult to determine) ; and sec-

ondly, the fibres, which compose the cell-membrane according to

the old view advanced by Grew and lately revived by Meyen4.

* Cf. tfageli's important paper on this plant (Zeitschrift fur wissen. Bot, i, p. 134),

especially the exposition of the above-mentioned relations beginning p. 158.

f A new species from the vicinity of Lake JSeuenberg in Switzerland, remarkable

for its purely furcated ramifications, with constrictions at the bottom of the brandies,

as well as for the club-shaped suckers at the ends. .

.

X Mi n : Pjtanzenphyno!., i, p. 45 ; answered bv Mohl, in his Tennischte bchnj-

ten, p. 314.
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and J. Agardh.* These parts, it is true, have often been regarded
as the elementary formsf of plants, or their primary " individual-
ized" bodies ;$ the attempts, however, to represent them as the
true and real vegetable individuals are not numerous; and they
astonish us by their daring rather than entice to imitation.
Turpin, who commenced by considering plants to be composed
of different kinds of individual cells, which he compared with
various lower plants (especially the Algae-genera Protoconus and
Conferva), afterwards expanded his views, so as to regard the cells

themselves as individuals of a second rank; while he consid-
ered the true primary individuals to be the granules of the cell-

contents, from which, in his opinion, the cell (cell-wall) is formed
by agglomeration.§ Mayer of Bonn, basing his theory upon
molecular motions, considers the smallest granules of the cell-con-
tents as individuals possessing animal life (biospheres) which
buildup plants for their dwellings. "Like hamadryads these
sensitive monads inhabit the secret halls of the bark-palaces we
call plants, and here silently hold their dances and celebrate their
orgies. "||

Farther than this we cannot go : if we did we. should have to
leave specific vegetable life, and, instead of investigating its most
ttiinute spheres of formation, the visible cells, vesicles, granules
or monads, turn to the invisible individual of brute matter, so
as to consider plants as phenomena of appellant and repellant, co-
herent and incoherent atoms. If we must understand by an in-

/• Agard: de Cell. Veg. fibrillin tenuiss^nis contexta (1852). 1

the importance of the authors new investigations, they still need s

(TNotwithstandin

a more searching
examination, as some point*- directly contradict well-ascertained facts, e. g. : the di-
rect transition of the fibres from the outer to the inner layers of the cell-wall. The
^nole theory of the formation of cells by the uninterrupted growth of fibres cannot
be admitted in view of the undoubted independence of the formation of tbe cell-wall
from the contents. Mohl is certainly right in regarding the fibrous division and di-
visibility of many cellular tissues as a mere structural relation of the membrane
(winch in other parts is continuous) ; and he thinks it depends upon the peculiar
totode of agglomeration of the molecules. As such molecules of the cell-wall are in-

visible, I think it preferable to regard it as dependent upon a regular change of the
relations of density.

t Cutting : Phil. BoL, i, p. 125, 129, does not regard the cell as the elementary
H>rm of plants, but as a complicated structure itself, and preceded by many other
m°re simple forms, which he comprehends under the name of * molecular tissue,"
ar

;

(

! ,

Wnich, he says, present in themselves many lower vegetable forms. Plants
^ich are not even cells

!

th\^ ; Grnudz. d.Anat u. Phys. der Pflan-m, p. 4. The cell is represented as

s/«7ym: "tfMr u nombre deux? {ZWm. cm jwusee, yvi, ioz *, p. ovoj. nmsi
<2es individus globuleux, rapproch£s simplement contigus, forment la membrane de la
v6$icule Individu du tissu cellulaire, le filament Individu du tissu tigellulaire, et la

^embrane cuticulaire Individu. Des agglomerations de ces dermers constituent les

jMmdualtt, provenantes des bourgeons developpes, et enfin, celles-ci achevent

Wmdualit- composee d'un arbre."

*\* jer: SuPP^nente zum Lehre vom Kreislauf (1837), p. 49. I am acquainted

h ^yert views through Meyen's Prlanzenphys., ii, p. 256.

i! Cicero calls the atoms " Individual
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dividual, a being perfectly simple and indivisible, this is our last

refuge, in which we may indeed reach an individual, but not a

vegetable individual ; for this would then be identical with the

material individual common to all corporeal existence. But, even

if we could give up all hopog of a specific vegetable individual,

doubt would still linger round these physical individuals ;
for even

the existence of the universal primary particles of bodies,—the

material individuals, the atoms,—is not conclusively established.

No eye has seen them ; we do not even think of considering them

as objects of direct perception ; we only accept them as an hy-

pothesis, to eke out our theories of motion and of chemical affinity,

and to enable us to compute their relations. The question might

easily be asked, whether the same phenomena may not be as well

explained by assuming the continuity, expansibility and penetra-

bility of matter. However this may be, the question concerning

the existence of atoms certainly lies beyond the limits of botan-

ical investigation ; and if the existence of vegetable individuals

depends on this question, the botanist must despair of proving it.

Thus the question at which we have now arrived is this : can we

speak of individuals iu botany? and this is identical with an-

other : are plants mere products of the operations of matter (i. e.,

of a substance self-moving, uniting and separating by an innate

force), and hence non-entities, or mere phenomena resulting from,

or produced by, the blind forces of nature ; or may we ascribe

to plants an independent existence in nature, notwithstanding

their connection with the external world ?

If what we call plants are nothing but complex chemical and

physical processes, then we can no longer speak of their individ-

uals and species in the sense the words usually bear; for the

mere phenomena of the operations of the primary substance

which have no other efficient principle than the forces of this

substance, cannot be regarded as self-existent beings, or as pe-

culiar (specific) kinds of these beings, or as single (individual)

modifications of them. This is, in fact, the result towards which

the later physiological investigations are hastening, grounded on

the positive results of investigations in the physical sciences.

Even vegetable physiology cannot resist this tendency of science,

although it struggles more or less against these conclusions.* The

operations by which plants, and all organic beings, form and pre-

serve their organisms, were formerly ascribed to peculiar vita

forces ; but the physiology of our day would recognize in the vital

functions of the organism the same forces by which the processe.^

of inorganic nature are perfomed. Thus physiology becomes

Even Schleiden, the most prominent and most decided of the representatives

01 i,his tendency, seeks to counterbalance the deadening effects of the purely mate-

rialistic view by an esthetic one (Die Pflanze und ilir Leben ; last lecture :
a. J2&

thetik der Pflanzenwelt),

•
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physics and chemistry, or, according to the usual conception of
the physical and chemical processes themselves, the " mechan-
ics'

1

of organic nature in the most comprehensive meaning of the
term mechanics. And thus the life of the enchanter is un-
veiled, who had seemed to be the immediate cause of his own
works; the lofty partition-wall between organic and inorganic
nature falls, and one common foundation is laid for investiga-
ting all material processes in every realm of nature. This impor-
tant result is reached : the existence of the higher orders of nat-
ural phenomena, which had been regarded as the peculiar realm
of Life, is referred to the same natural causes (the same mate-
rial substance and the same kind of forces) by which the lower
orders, those of "inanimate" nature, have their being and per-
form their functions. Still further conclusions may be attempted,
and it is in the nature of scientific progress that these attempts
should be made. As physical forces seem to be everywhere
mdissolubly connected with matter, and as a fixed regularity dis-
plays itself in their operations, men were found bold enough to
consider the totality of natural phenomena as the result of orig-
inal primary substances, cooperating with determinate forces,

according to the laws of a blind necessity ;—a natural mechan-
ism revolving in its endless orbit.*

Though this view seems to explain all the phenomena of na-
ture from one principle, in fact it precludes any real explana-
tion of them, that is when exlusively applied to their solution.
a hat which is eternally necessary can only be conceived as eter-

nally carried out ; and thus any real event becomes an absurdity.
If the " mechanical" (physical and chemical) forces of nature are

necessarily active, then if any motion is to take place, the first im-
pulse, the proximate cause, cannot be explained by the nature of
fhe motion

; it must be another principle above necessity ; and this

j

s true not only of nature as a whole, but also of every particu-
lar motion in nature as well. Thus not only the first impulse, but
me universally apparent final cause, remains an inexplicable rid-

\

die in the doc tr ine f blind necessity. Hence the insufficiency
of the " physical" theory, compared with the "teleologicaFf
Peculiarly obvious in the realms of organic nature, where the

As far as concerns Natural History these views are developed, e. g.
:
in both of

ttohlschott's works : d. Physiol, des Stoffwechsels in Pflanzen u. Thieren, (1851),
and d. Kreislauf des Lebens (1852) ; in the last mentioned work we find such sen-
t€"ces as these : " The miracle of nature is the interchange of matter, the first-

cause of physical life," p. 83 " Creative omnipotence means the relations of mat-
*
er
{ (p. 258). « The hinge round which the wisdom of the present day is turning

is the doctrine of the interchanges of matter," (p. 363).—The doctrine, that the um-

JJJjj*
is the play of attrahent and repellant atoms, belongs, after all, to the " wis-

a o°
f the P2^1

' Professed by £e?nocrittis and Epicurus.

t Cf. Schwann: Mkroscopische Untersuchungen iiber die Ueberemstimmung in
<w Structur u. d. Wachsthum A Thiere u. Pflanzen, (1839), especially p. 221-225

;

on the °ther side, Eschricht d. Physische Leben, (1852), in sections 11 and iii.
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final cause of each particular life appears so distinctly. The ad-

vocates of the physical view perceive this ; but they explain the

fitness of means to ends in nature as a whole, and in its individ-

ual parts, by supposing matter, with its blind forces, to have been

created by an intelligent being.* But we can regard this as a

germ of an explanation only in proportion as it is also granted,

that the intellect of the Creator lies not only behind and without

nature and her processes of .development, but that, as if incorpo-

rated in nature, it is taken into the destiny of each created being,

in proportion to its individuality. But this, again presupposes the

admission of a substantiality of nature fit for such an hypothe-

sis ;—a substantiality not grounded on mere matter, like a blind

force ; but which, on the contrary, must comprehend matter as

subordinate to itself, and must realize itself through matter:—an

assumption which modifies the physical view essentially, and

would seem to be a modification of some ideal, or teleological

theory.

Without underrating the great importance, which the phys-

ical view possesses for vegetable physiology, still we must confess

that we cannot find in it the key to a conception of vegetable in-

dividuality: for, after all, this must be sought for, not in the ex-

ternal conformation, but in the essence of the plant, determined

from within. This leads us from the last negative results to an

historical view of the attempts at a positive explanation.

It is evident from the foregoing review that, if we would not

give up all hope of conceiving plants as beings, realized in indi-

vidual conformations, we must not allow so great and decisive an

importance to the external divisibility of their organism as has

been usually done. We must seek a decision in the essential

concatenation of all the steps in the plant's development forming

one whole, according to one idea. This is the tendency of the

concluding remark of Nageli, to which he is lead by the rela*

tions of growth and propagation in Caulerpa ;
when he says that

indivisibility of form is not an element essential to individuality,

which, indeed must be constructed upon a new, and somewhat

less material a basis. Link calls attention to this same unity,

which is expressed in the whole development of the plant, and

which forms the essence of its individuality, in the following true

words: " We cannot recognize an individual unless we are con-

vinced that it remains the same in different periods of its exist-

ence."! Now the question is just this : how can we perceive

* "The fitness of means to ends, in every organism, even a superior degree o

this individual fitness, cannot be denied; but in, this (the physical) view, the cause

of the fitness does not consist in the fact that every organism is produced by an in-

dividual force tending towards a certain end, but, like the cause of the fitness o

means to ends in the inorganic world, that matter is the creation of an intelligen

being." Schwann, 1. a, p. 221, and, ir '
" *

almost
Elem. Phil Rat- VA. ii. n
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such a oneness of essence amid these changes of form and mate-
rial ? How do we perceive that, with all its divisibility, the
plant remains after all really one and the same individual ?

Every development presents a succession of phenomena, which,
while they present themselves in a regular order, also show un-
mistakably a point of 'departure, an end, and a course between
the two advancing after a fixed plan, and which indicate a com-
mon internal principle.*

.
- - t

common to the whole succession ;—to a principle which must be

conceived of, not only as an idea which guides the whole pro-

cess, or as a force determining the specific type of this plastic

succession, but also as a living essence, comprehending the idea
as its internal determination, and the force as the means of its

realization;—an essence which precedes and shapes the external

existence
; as intentions precede and determine aets.J If, in ac-

* Du Petit-Tkouars, I. c, p. 284 :
" L'individu est un etre dont toutes Ies parties

sont suhordonnees a un principe unique d'existence." Link, Elim. Phil. Bot*, ed. iii

P- 3.
u
3So8 individuum vocamus, quod ab nno eodferaque priacipio interne- deter-

ttunatum est, ad idcalcm potius quarn ad realern respicientes divisionem/'

t Spring : Ueber d. B<<jriffc v. Gatt »><<!, Art u. Abaft, (I s 38), p. 55. " It is this in-

dwelling principle "which makes the individual ; and in natural history, every body is

an individual in a< far as it reallv exists as a single being, whose existence is deter-
mined by a peculiar indwelling vital principle." Spring afterwards distinguishes
the systematical and the physiological individual : in the former one moment of the

development is comprehended, in the latter the whole metamorphosis. The physi-

I ologieal individual comprehends an assemblage of forms, which might be regarded
by a casual observer as so many systematical individuals.—Still, a true systematic]*

*»u*e protest against such a purely" subjective distinction of systematical and physi-

ological individuals. However much the embryos of mosses resemble Conferva-, or

I the larva of an insect resembles a worm, a true systematic^ will not separate the

I young individual from the developed one ; and genera which are founded upon our

[

Ignorance of their successive development, as Protonema, Lepr<>. Sderotimn, etc.,

jmist be given up by the systematist himself. True, we shall be ca I upon at a
later point in this inquiry to decide, whether a sphere of development which ret ly

belongs to the individual can present itself to us so divided that the divisions them-
selves attain to the importance of subordinate individuals.

J Aristotle describes the internal » ence of plants as a "plastic soul," (Sptmtxh

"*?*-, tdb ^Cvto; crcouaT^ am a ftd ap%v). Cf.Wi-nmer: Phfftof. Arid,frag^c fif,ctepl*

v |ta :itque anima. The charge of anthropomorphism baa been made \

;nst such a
yiew, which attempts to conceive of nature as a chain of esseoc* both m the recip-

rocal relations of her forces, and in her internal developments :
but, if man himself

* a member of nature, if he is the highest member in the order of natural bem
,

that member which presents the most complete unison of all the pi es He m
nature,—then all his knowledge of nature must be connected with his knowledge of

ton If. However meanly we mav estimate this knowledge at the pi est stage of

P^Aologteal science, still it is sufficient to assure man of his own "ego. And li

a»n is justified in regarding himself as a human being, by analogy he is justified m
regarding his relations, the animals, in the same manner, as animal beings

;
plants as

stable beings ; and every single animal every single plant, as an individual being

(«ven though included in * higher entity). To attain a unity ot idea, in .atural

History, man must apply this idea farther down in the scale of nature, and must re-

gard minerals, even the elements themselves, as beings of their own kind. But the

materialist will reply : individual beings are only the elementary substance
:
all other

JftagS, s called, are formed bv a temporary composition and cooperation of these.

But who hs seen these elements of chemical combinations, as elements,
^
or has

Proved their existence in any way \ But even if they should exist as such, is it not

Second Series, Vol. XIX, No.*57.—May, 1 855. 40
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cordance with this idea, we regard external development as the

revelation of the internal essence, which exhibits its purport in

the processes it undergoes in connexion with the world without

it, and whose realization is thus produced by a determinate sphere

of activities, necessary for such a realization, then, vice versa, we

may infer the essential unity of each particular sphere of devel-

opment, from the complete unity of the functions relating to this

realization. This leads us to the attempts made at a physiolog-

ical determination of the vegetable individual. The usual defi-

nition, and one entirely in accordance with the physiological

point of view, is that an individual is a perfect representative

of the character of the species, possessing all the functions neces-

sary to the continuance of the species. Now if we would con-

ceive of a physiological individual, in the broadest meaning ot

the term, we should certainly be compelled to demand that our

conception should be such as to exhibit not only single phases,

but all the phases of the specific life during its entire develop-

conceivable that a higher being should include the lower beings? We say : hydrogen

and oxygen form water; but it would do as well to say, water forms itself out of

hydrogen and oxygen. The elements do not form the plant ; the plant forms its

body out of the elements. We may declare both these views to be hypotheses ; hut

of hypotheses that is preferable which is nearest to man,—I would almost say, most

necessary to man's nature, when he proceeds from the data of his own existence. Shall

the elements have a stronger claim to be acknowledged as real existences than man
himself? Or will any one say that it is a more daring hypothesis to a- ime that

man thinks
; that brutes move themselves ; that plants themselves produce the deter-

minate form of their organism, than to suppose that elementary substances in their

connexions and cooperations produce the phenomena of thought, voluntary motion

and typical conformation i But after all, is it not true that the elementary sub-

stance is everywhere present j that without it none of the phenomena just mentioned

can occur? Certainly, this is so; the higher stages cannot be realized without the

lower, which enable them to exist ; but these higher stages can never be explained

by, and comprehended in, the lower. No one, as yet, has shown even the shadow
of a possibility of explaining, from the things themselves merely, why the ele-

mentary particles form a mineral kingdom, a vegetable kingdom, an animal king-

dom, and man. And why do they not fulfill their task after an eternal immutable

manner, since such a fulfillment is one of their necessary, eternal, and immutable prop-

erties I Why have they succeeded in composing man' only in the most recent geo-

epoch ? Why have they not from eternity produced in man's brain the tbe-ogical

ory of their actions, and thus, in accordance wlth'their eternity, eternally manifested

and glorified themselves ! The most industrious investigations into the relations of

the physical world promise us a deeper insight into the regular connexions of all

the parts of nature
; into the cunning mechanism, which carries on and upholds all

natural life. Still a key to the interior of this structure, and an admission to the es-

sence of plastic nature in her operations, cannot be found by our investigations 1

by presumptuous hypotheses, they debar us from the higher realms of development,

especially those of organic nature and of human life. Flesh and blood are hypoth-

eses ; but mind is truth, says a well known writer ; and Des Cartes could find a

proof of his own existence and of that of the world around him in his mind alone.

It would be a strange contradiction, if the investigation of the most distant realms

into which the human mind can penetrate should rob us of what is nearest and

surest, the intellectual ego itself, the starting point of all investigations. But W
who has not recognized the foundations of the spiritual world in nature itself, m^t
of consequence deny their existence in man, if he would not lose, in an inexplicable

dualism, the hope of obtaining coherent views of nature.
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merit; that it should realize all the capabilities of the specific be-
ing, and thus present to us the whole plan, the whole destiny of
the species. If we examine the preceding conclusions from this
point of view, it will be evident that single cells cannot be such
individuals

;
for, although the whole construction of the plant

and all the functions of its life are carried on by means of the
cells, still, viewed as a connected whole, the cells are only single
stones, single elements, in the great mechanism of the organism.
Any single member of a plant (as the internode and leaf) corres-

ponds no more to such a physiological individual than does the
cell; for plants undergo their metamorphoses in their successive

members; and the various processes of their preservation, repro-

duction and propagation are connected with the various steps of
these metamorphoses. Nor can it be the shoot ; for that usually
does not embrace all the steps of the metamorphosis; besides,

the functions are variously distributed in the shoot ; and in many
cases, this takes place for the reciprocal completion of the func-
tions. Besides, whatever is characteristic in ramification and in

growth depends upon the combined shoots, and without these it

is impossible to conceive of trees, for instance. Then we come
back to the whole plant-stock ? Nay, farther ; we cannot stop at

the plant-stock
; for the single stocks are far from being perfect

representatives of all the phases, and tendencies of the specific life.

I would refer to the division according to gender, or the modes
°f fructification, which is often made in botany ; the dioecious

and trioecious,* relations, and farther, to the varieties, especially

to those which do not possess essential organs and functions,

which belong to the species as such ; e. g. : those varieties which
never bear blossoms (Ball -acacias), or which never produce fruit

(congested blossoms), or which never perfect seeds (currant-

grape, cultivated bananas and bread-fruit trees). Besides, no
stock is exactly similar to another: we ascertain only the limits

°f the possible relations of the specific form by a comparison of

many stocks. As in animal physiology the solution of the prob-

!em of the life of many animals depends upon their social relations

(societies composed of couples or of flocks, or of self-governing

states), so in vegetable physiology it depends upon characteristic

Physiological traits whether plants live single and dispersed, or m
societies. For example, in considering the life of turf-mosses we
must determine whether they grow in great sods or in carpets;

and of grasses, whether they form meadows; or of trees, forests.

E^en the relations of geographical distribution, which are discov-

ered by a comparison of all the stocks, depend upon the physio-

. TricBdons plants are exceedingly rare among Phanerogam!* (Ceratonia, some

TO of Rhus), but are more common anion? the Cryptogams ;
perhaps we may

add the Floridi*. In Polvsyphanio violacea I haye found three kinds of stocks mixed,
and

Fihou).

pou the same
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logical character of the plants : plants of sensitive and inflexible

constitutions are found only within narrow limits ; while plants of

adaptive and pliant constitutions are more widely distributed, be-

come migratory plants, and by degrees spread over almost ail parts

of the earth, if their seeds possess the necessary properties. From
these considerations, and many others which might be adduced,

it is obvious that there are no determinate limits to a purely

physiological conception of the vegetable individual ; and that

we may expand the definition of the individual until it coincides

with that of the species itself.

How then can we steer a middle course, betweeif the mor-

phological view, which results in indefinite subdivision, and the

physiological, which ends in indefinite expansion ? The physio-

logical view has shown that none of the divisions or spheres o(

formation, which have been regarded as the individual ones, fully

realizes the idea of the species; and that each needs the others

to render this idea complete* The morphological view has shown,
in the same manner, that there are subordinate and comprehen-
sive spheres of development, none of which exhibits complete

independence, since all appear in unequal degrees, as more or less

perfect members of the entire succession of the specific develop-

ment. If we would discover the individual under such circum-

stances, we must not demand of it all that belongs to the species

;

for this is completely represented only in the totality of the indi-

viduals, not in any single individual. We must answer this ques-

tion : Which member of the graduated potential series in the

sphere of development subordinate to that of the species deserves

preeminently the title of individual? And we shall be compelled

to reply : That which exhibits the most complete independence
and defiuiteness. Good use has decided in regard to man (and

the higher animals), and it justifies itself by the fact, that what is

usually termed an individual undoubtedly possesses great organic

independence : and this is true both of its subordinate spheres (i. e.

the members of the organism, down to the cells) and of those by

which the individual is comprehended (family, state, race, etc.).

By means of comparison and analogy, the signification of the

more doubtful spheres of development among the lower animals

and plants may receive some new light from such a view. I pro-

pose to attempt this iii the second part of this Investigation, but

now I will only subjoin a few general remarks.
In the conception of individuality, there are two elements ;

that

of multiplicity, and that of unity. Each development exhibits

multiplicity: but this multiplicity is not equally subordinate to

the unity in every development. The more complete this sub-

ordination, the more perfect is the individuality ; for it is only

this subordination to the unity which binds up the multiplicity

of the conformation into an indivisible organism. The less com-
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plete the subordination, the more perfect will be the independence
of the parts, and the more indefinite will be the individuality of
the whole. If we apply this view to plants, whatever is dubious
in our conception of vegetable individuality will be explained.
Successive development, we may say, is the peculiar nature of
plants, which, beyond the power exhibited in the process of for-

mation and propagation, possess no higher vital power; while in
animals the process of the formation of the body appears only as
an operation preparatory to its connection with a higher vital ac-
tivity. For animals, in addition to their powers of external man-
ifestations, have a power of internal vital comprehension, which
expresses itself iu the life of the soul (by which animals possess
an internal centre, from which the organism is governed and reg-
ulated). It is the soul alone which connects in indivisible unity,
and for reciprocal services the products of the plastic power, and
gives to the organism of anirrjals the character of a definite indi-

viduality. Among plants the case is different : plants in their ope-
rations are active solely in oi^e direction, externally—are split up
so to say in the process of external conformation, so that the parts
appear less connected, as compared with the plant as a whole more
independent, and more divisible amon? themselves. Thus the
vegetable organism is a dividual, rather than an individual ; a
multiplicity* rather than an unity ; i. e. a whole whose parts hold
the same relation to each other as individuals to each other, but
which present spheres as indivisible as the whole itself. This is

the doctrine of the relative^ individuality of plants, which Stein-
heil has especially noticed. According to this doctrine, different

orders of vegetable individuals, as it were different powers of indi-

viduality, are distinguished. In the same manner DeCandolleJ
jhstinguishes the cell-individual (Vindividu cellulaire, in which
he has been preceded by Turpin); the bud-individual (Vindividu
bourgeon, after Darwin

) ; the slip-individual (Vindividu boirfurc)

:

the stock-individual, or the vegetable individual (Vindividu vege-
tal penes quern est jus et norma loquendi) ; and the embryo-indi-
yidual (Vindividu embryon), which, in accordance with the mean-
lng in which Gallesio used the term, comprehends all that pro-

ceeds from one germ, even if multiplied by division. Since the
D

* u
Planta est muHihulo." Ennhnann : de Antholysi, p. 12.

t Steinheil : 1. <;., especially p. 4 and p. 17 : " Les v.- aux ne peuvent arrive? a

mdividualite absolue ; ils se presentent a nous Jans im t' tat, qu'on pent designer par
Ae nom d'lndiVidualite relative ; ce qui distingue cette partie de la creation du regne
Mineral, ou l'mdividualite est nulle, et du regne animal, ou elle est presque toujour

absolue."

X DeCandrAk: Phymoloqie Veget, p. 957. The author doc not attach much im-

portaacc to his division, as he savs he has assumed it for convenience of expression,
and to avoid the usual confusion of language. His son Alphonse DeCandolle consid-
er* it quite an arbitrary matter which part of the plant we call the individual

:
" Le

Veg«taux sont evidemment des etres composes: mais jusqu' ou veut-on les decom-
poser, pour que les Siemens s'appellent des individus ? (Test une chose arbitrate,
qui depend de l'idee par laquelle on se laisse dominer ' (after Steinheil, p. 6).
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slip-individual is essentially the same as the bud-individual (i. e.

shoot-individual), we have four degrees of individuality, in which
at least one more might have been easily inserted, between the

cell and the shoot-individual, i. e. : the member or "story"-indi-

vidual (Gaudichaud's/jAyfoft). With this view Schleiden's divi-

sion is connected: he distinguishes the cell as the plant of the

first order ; the shoot as that of the second, which he calls the

simple plant (a term borrowed from C. F. Wolf, who used it in

the same sense) : the whole stock as that of the third order, which
he designates as the composite plant By a searching investigation

into the shoot, I shall endeavor to decide whether all these rela-

tive individuals can be considered individuals with the same jus-

tice ; or whether, after all, one of them does not deserve the title

preeminently, corresponding to the animal individual. In either

case Goethe's words may be applied with perfect justice to plants

and their individuality : #

Freuet euch des wahren Scheins,

Euch des ernsten Spieles

;

Kein Lebendiges ist jSlns

Irnmer isfs ein Vide*.

He " Every
one of Thy works Thou makest one and perfect, and like itself

alone."

This sentence presents the other aspect of existence, by which

the multiform is one ; and every unity in the one-sidedness and

incompleteness of all single manifestations, is after all a perfect

whole. These words lead us to the internal essence of things, re-

ferring us at the same time to the primary ideas, which Nature

comprehends and realizes in Life.
(To be co7ithiued.)

Art. XXXII.—A Research on Tellurmethyle; by F. Wohler

and J. Dean.

(Read before the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, by Prof. Horsford.)

It was not difficult to foresee that a compound of tellurium

would be formed with the radical of methylic alcohol after the

corresponding ethyle compound had been described. In this little

research which we propose to offer in the following pages, we

only desire the credit of having made the first step, and of hav-

ing overcome the difficulties which are inseparably connected

with the investigation of a body possessing such an excessively

disgusting odor.

The preparation of tellurmethyle is conducted in a manner

exactly similar to that employed for obtaining tellurethyle

;

namely, by distilling telluret of potassium with a moderately con-

* Abhandl der k. Gesell. der Wissenschaft zu Gottingen. B. vi—Ann. Gb. Pharm.,

lxxxiv. 69.
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centrated solution of sulphomethylate of baryta. The reaction
goes on very easily of its own accord, very little heat being re-

quired, and the distillation is continued as long as oil drops are
seen to go over with the water.

Tellurmethyle is a pale clear yellow, oily, very mobile liquid,

heavier than water with which it is not miscible. Its smell is

extremely disagreeable, resembling garlic, very intense, and en-
during so long that the breath itself smells strongly after working
with it for any length of time. Its boiling point we found to be
about 82° C* Its gas is yellow, like that of tellurium itself.

Exposed to the air it smokes feebly in consequence of oxyda-
tion. Set on fire it bums with a clear, luminous, bluish white
flame forming copious vapors of tellurous acid. Tellurmethyle,
C2HaTe, behaves like tellurethyle, as a radical, or so to speak as
a metal. It forms a basic oxyd and the corresponding haloid com-
pounds. Its elementary analysis was considered superfluous, as
its constitution can be safely determined from its compounds,
which are also much easier to analyze.

Oxyd of Tellurmethyle—CzHsTeQ.—This is formed when
tUlurmethyle is heated with somewhat strong nitric acid. At
first it is partially dissolved imparting a reddish yellow color to
the liquid, then there takes place a strong reaction, and we obtain
a colorless solution of oxyd of tellurmethyle, nitrous oxyd gas
being evolved. After careful evaporation, the salt is obtained in

colorless, prismatic crystalsf. It is easily soluble in water and in

alcohol. By heating it is decomposed, flashing like gunpowder.
It is the material for the formation of all the other compounds.
We found however that the simplest method for preparing oxyd
°f tellurmethyle was not from this salt, but from the chlorine or

iodine compounds, by decomposition with oxyd of silver. The
compound was covered with a little water, and oxyd of silver

freshly precipitated by means of baryta water, and well washed,
Vas mixed with it in excess. The decomposition begins in-

stantly and is attended by spontaneous warming of the mass.
In the fluid filtered from the iodid or chlorid of silver, oxyd of

tellurmethyle is contained in solution.

.
Oxyd of tellurmethyle is, when evaporated to dryness, indis-

tinctly crystalline. Exposed to the air it evaporates, absorbing

Very probably the boiling point should be stated at 80° 0., for in the experi-

-«^ut the tellurmethyle itself was covered with a little water, and the thermometer

J™ not plunged into this, but into oil, in which the very' thin tube containing the

tellurmethyle was placed and heated.

,,
"we take 80° C, as the boiling point, according to the law laid down by H. Aopp,

Jne boiling point of tellurmethyle, which is not yet determined by experiment would
*>e about 99° C.

+ Sometimes, probably either by the employment of too much or too* strong an
aeid, we obtained by evaporation, not a crystalline salt, but a transparent, amor-
phous mass. In this case it contained, as it appeared, in consequence of the decom-
position of a part of the methyle, tellurous acid, either merelv as a mixture or in

combination.
J
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also carbonic acid. It has a disagreeable taste but is without

smell. Its solution reacts strongly alkaline upon red litmus paper.

It is so strong a base as to drive out ammonia, even at the com-

mon temperature, from sal-ammoniac ; and gives with a solution

of sulphate of copper a voluminous blueish precipitate. From
its solution, sulphurous acid precipitates oily drops evolving the

peculiar smell of tellurmethyle. Hydrochloric acid precipitates

white chlorid of tellurmethyle, and hydriodic acid, the red iodid.

Sulphate of oxyd of tellurmethyle, is formed by the immedi-

ate saturation of the base with the acid ; it crystallizes in trans-

parent, somewhat large and regular cubes, is very soluble in wa-

ter, but insoluble in alcohol. The other salts we were unable to

form from lack of material ; we could only observe that the salts

of oxalic, tartaric, acetic and formic acids were very soluble.

Chlorid of Tellurmethyle—GaKaTeGL—It is formed as a vo-

luminous white precipitate, resembling chlorid of lead, when hy-

drochloric acid is added to a solution of the nitrate ; by heath)

it is dissolved, and crystallizes by slowly cooling, in very beauti-

ful, long prismatic needles, resembling chlorid of mercury. It

melts at about 97°5 C, but appears not to be capable of bei*%

entirely melted without decomposition. Although it cannot be

distilled over with water, its solution possesses a feeble smell of

garlic. After being melted it becomes again quite crystalline. It

(T
3

is very soluble in alcohol. If prepared from a solution of the

amorphous nitrate, it contains tellurous acid either in admixture

or in combination. With bichlorid of platinum it gives no pre-

cipitate.

Oxychlorid of Tellurmethyle—C 2H 3 TeO + C 2H 3 TeCl.

This is formed by dissolving the chlorid in ammonia, after evap-

orating a mixture of chlorid of ammonium the oxychlorid is

obtained. These can be easily separated by means of strong al-

cohol. The oxychlorid forms colorless short prisms. Hydro-

chloric acid precipitates from its solution the chlorid.

Bromidof Tellurmethyle—CsHaTeBr.—It is formed in the

same way as the chlorid, which it very much resembles and with

which it is perhaps isomorphous. It forms shining, colorless

- prisms and melts at 89° C.

Iodid of Tellurmethyle—C.HaTeL—If colorelss hydriodic

acid, or a solution of iodid of potassium is dropped into a solution

of the nitrate or chlorid of tellurmethyle, a bright citron yellow

precipitate is formed, which after a few moments changes to a

vermilion color. If the solutions are mixed while still warnfy

the precipitate becomes immediately red and crystalline. Alter

drying it forms a vermilion colored, crystalline powder. The

iodid was used for determining the constitution of tellurmethyle.

The carbon and hydrogen were estimated by combustion with

oxyd of copper ; the iodine by dissolving the compound in water
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and' precipitation with nitrate of silver; the tellurium by. decom-
posing the compound with aqua-regia, evaporating to dryness, re-

dissolving and precipitating with sulphite of ammonia.
0-265 grm. gave 00525 grm. C0 2 and 00386 grm. HO.
0-2665 grm. gave 0-305 grm. Agl.
0-2721 grm. gave 0085 grm. Te.

Or'in 100 parts.

C 2 = 5-81

H 3 1-45

Te 3112
I 61-62

Found.

5-40 *>
1-61

31-24

61-54

/

10000 99-79

Iodid of tellurmethyle is but slightly soluble in cold water,

much more so in warm ; it dissolves in large quantity and im-
parts a reddish yellow color to alcohol. From both liquids it

crystallizes in small, shining, vermilion colored prisms, which
are largest when obtained from an alcoholic solution. They ap-
pear to be rhombic octahedrons. If the cold alcoholic solution

is^iixed with about an equal volume of water, the iodid is pre-

cipitated as a citron-yellow precipitate, but after a few moments,
one sees in the fluid a disturbance, and soon the entire precipitate

Whilst still in suspension is changed into glittering, crystalline

plates of a vermilion color. This body, like iodid of mercury,
has two different states, one yellow and one red, connected prob-
ably in both cases with a dimorphous condition. All endeavors
have. failed so far to preserve and crystallize either in the yellow
form. By spontaneous evaporation of the alcoholic solution in

which it is certainly contained in the yellow form, red crystals

are obtained, and it is not fusible without decomposition. At
about 130° C. it is changed into black iodid of tellurium. A cyan-
ogen compound we were not able to obtain ; at least by dissolving

oxyd of tellurmethyle in aqueous hydrocyanic acid: by evapora-
tion the base remained unchanged.
There appears also to be a sulphur compound which we were

unable to study farther from lack of material. If hydrosulphuric

acid gas be conducted into a solution of the chlorid of tellur-

methyle, a white flocculent precipitate is formed, which becomes
soon yellow, giving when exposed to the air a most insupporta-

ble alliaceous smell. If the liquid is now distilled, there goes over

with the water an excessively offensive, heavy, oily liquid of a red-

dish yellow color, which by oxydation with aqua-regia gives a pre-

cipitate of sulphate of baryta when treated with chlorid of barium.

If the solution of the oxyd of tellurmethyle is saturated with

hydrosulphuric acid, a light, whitish cloudiness is produced;

when distilled, sulphur is deposited, and a yellow oil goes over

^hich appeared to be only reduced tellurmethyle.

Second Sebies, Vol. XIX, No. 57.—May, 1855. 41
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Art. XXXIII.

—

Memoir on Meteorites—A Description of jive

new Meteoric Irons, with some theoretical considerations on

the origin of Meteorites based on their Physical and Chem-
ical characters; by J. Lawrence Smith, M.D., Professor of

Chemistry in the Medical Department of the University of

Louisville.

(Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, April, 1854.)

(Continued from p. 163.)

Some Theoretical considerations connected with Meteorites.

Under this head no mention will be made of the phenomena
accompanying the fall of meteorites, as their light, noise, burst-

ing, and their black coating ; which arise after the bodies have

entered the atmosphere, and are brought about by its agency.

This omission will affect in no way the theoretical views under

consideration, and the introduction of these particulars would

uselessly increase the length of this memoir.
The lessons to be learned from meteorites, both stony and n|e-

tallic, are probably not as much appreciated as they ought to be;

we are usually satisfied with an analysis of them and surmises as

to their origin, without due consideration of their physical and

chemical characters.

The great end of science is to generalize facts that are ob-

served. Thus terrestrial gravitation has been extended to the

solar system, and in fact to the whole universe. The astronomer

by his discoveries only proves the universality of this one law

of nature operating on matter ; he has found no evidence that

any other force pertaining to terrestrial matter displays itself in a

similar manner in other spheres. However true and self-evident

it may appear that all matter in space is under the same laws,

be they those of gravitation, cohesion, chemical affinity, etc., it

is none the less interesting to have the fact proved, and meteor-

ites when looked upon as bringing these proofs acquire addi-

tional interest.

Meteorites studied in the way just mentioned, lead us to the

inference that the materials of the earth are exact representatives

of the materials of our system, for up to the present time, no ele-

ment has been found in a meteorite that has not its counterpart

on the earth ; or if we are not warranted in making such a broad

assumption, we certainly have the proof, as far as we may ever

expect to get it, that materials of other portions of the universe are

identical with those of our earth.

Meteorites also show that the laws of crystallization in bodies

foreign to the earth, are the same as those affecting terrestrial

matter, and in this connection we may instance pyroxene, olivine
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and 'chrome iron affording in their crystalline form angles identical
with those of terrestrial origin.

But perhaps of all the interesting facts under this head developed
by meteorites, is the universality of the laws of chemical affinity,
or the truth, that all the laws of chemical combination and atomic
corjstitution are to be equally well seen in extra-terestrial and
terrestrial matter ; so that were Ualton or Berzelius to seek for the
atomic weights of iron, silica or magnesia they might learn them
as well from meteoric minerals as from those taken from the bowels
of the earth. The atomic constitution of meteoric anorthite or of
pyroxene is the same as that which exists in our own rocks.

I
Keeping in view then the physical and chemical characters of

meteorites, I propose to offer some theoretical considerations
which to be fully appreciated must be followed step by step.

These views are not offered, because they individually possess

j

particular novelty
; it is the manner in which they are combined,

to which especial attention is called.

Physical Characteristics to be noted in Meteorites.—The first

physical characteristic to be noted is their form. No masses of rock,

however rudely detached from a quarry, or blasted from the side
of a mountain, or ejected from the mouth of a volcano, would
present more diversity of form than meteoric stones : they are

rounded, cubical, oblong, jagged, flattened, and in fine they pre-

sent a great variety of fantastic shapes. Now the fact of form
I conceive to be a most important point for consideration in re-

gard to the origin of these bodies ; as the form alone is strong

proof that the individual meteorites have not always been cos-

mical bodies, for had they been, their form must have been spher-
Jcal or spheroidal ; as this is not* so it is reasonable to suppose
that at one time or another, they must have constituted a part

°f some larger mass. But as this subject will be taken up again,

I pass to another point—namely the crystalline structure; more
especially that of the iron, and the complete separation in nod-
ules, in the interior of the iron, of sulphuret and phosphuret of
the metals constituting the mass. When this is properly exam-
ined, it is seen that these bodies must have been in a plastic state

for a great length of time, for nothing else could have determined
such crystallization as we see in the iron, and allow such perfect

separation of sulphur and phosphorus from the great bulk of the

me tal, combining only with a limited portion to form particular

minerals
; and did we aim to imitate such separation by artificial

processes, we could only hope to do it by retaining the iron in a

plastic condition for a great length of time. Also, no other agent

fban fire can be conceived of by which this metal could be kept

*n the condition requisite for the separation.

If these facts with reference to the crystalline structure be ad-

mitted, the natural suggestion is that they could only have been
thus heated while a part of some large body.
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Another physical fact worthy of being noticed here, is the

manner in which the metallic iron and stony parts are often inter-

laced and mixed, as in the Pallas and Atacama irons, where

nickeliferous iron and olivine in nearly equal portions (by bulk)

are intimately mixed, so that when the olivine is detached the

iron resembles a very coarse sponge. This is an additional fact

in proof of the great heat to which the meteorites must have been

submitted, for with our present knowledge of physical laws, there

is no other way in which we can conceive that such a mixture of

iron and olivine could have been produced.

Other physical points might be noticed, but as they are famil-

iar to all, and would add nothing to the theoretical considerations,

they will be passed over.

Mineralogical and Chemical points to be noted in Meteorites.

The rocks or minerals of meteorites are not of a sedimentary

character, not such as are produced by the action of water. This

is obvious to any one who will examine these bodies. A mineralo-

gist will also be struck with the thin dark-colored coating on the

surface of the stony meteorites. The coating, in most, if not in

all, instances is of atmospheric origin, being acquired after the

meteorite enters the atmosphere, and as such, no fnrther notice

will be taken of it ; but I will proceed at once to notice the most

interesting peculiarities under this head. First of all, metallic

iron alloyed with more or less nickel and cobalt is of constant

occurrence in meteorites,—with but three or four exceptions,

—

m
some instances constituting the entire mass, at other times dis-

seminated in fine particles through stony matter. The existence

of this highly oxydizable mineral in its metallic condition is a pos-

itive indication of a scarcity, or total absence, of oxygen (in its

gaseous state or in the form of water) in the locality from whence

it came.

Another mineralogical character of significance is, that the

stony portions of the meteorites resemble the older igneous rocks,

and in even a more striking manner, the volcanic rocks belonging

to various active and extinct volcanoes. It is useless to dwell on

this fact, as it is one well known to all mineralogists who may have

examined this matter, and none have given more especial atte"-

tion to it than Rammelsberg who in a paper published in ^^'
details his examination of a great variety of lavas, and traced

t

the perfect parallelism between them and stony meteorites. He

showed that the Juvenas stone has the same constitution as the

Thjorsa lava of Heckla, both consisting substantially of an
§![

e

and anorthite, even in nearly the same relative proportions :
while

the Chateau Renard and Nordhausen stones, have labradonte re-

placing the anorthite
; and the Blansko, Chantonnay and Utrecht

stones have oligoclase as the feldspar, and resemble the lavas oi

iEtna, Stromboli and the newer lavas of Heckla.
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The inference to be drawn from the last character is very evi-
dent, it is highly significative of the igneous origin of these bod-
ies, and of an igneous action similar to that now existing in our
volcanoes.

Yet another point of resemblance to certain of our terrestrial

igneous rocks is the presence of metallic iron, for lately Mr. An-
drews has proved the existence of metallic iron in basaltic rocks,

but this will not be insisted on, as the quantity of iron discovered
in basaltic rocks is so minute as only to be detected by the most
delicate means of investigation.

Ever since the labors of Howard in 1802, the chemical consti-

tution of meteorites have attracted much attention, more espe-
cially the elements associated in the metallic portion, and although
we find no new elements, still their association, so far as yet
known, is peculiar to this class of bodies. Thus nickel is a con-
stant associate of iron in meteorites, (if we except the Walke
Co., Ala., and Oswego, N. Y., meteorites upon whose claims to

meteoric origin there yet remains some doubt) \ and although co-
balt and copper are mentioned only as occasional associates in my
examination of near thirty known meteorites (in more than
one-half of which these constituents were not mentioned), I have
found both of the last mentioned metals as constantly as the
nickel. With our more recent method of separating cobalt from
tnckel, very accurate and precise results can be obtained as relates

to the cobalt ; the copper exists always In so minute propor-
tion that the most careful manipulation is required to separate it.

Another element frequently, but not always, mentioned as asso-

ciated with the iron, is phosphorus. Here again my testing of
thirty specimens lead me to a similar generalization concerning

phosphorus, namely, that no meteoric iron is to be expected with*
ou t it

; my examination has extended as well to the metallic par-

ticles separated from the stony meteorites as to the meteoric irons

proper. It may be even further stated that, in most instances, the

phosphorus was traceable directly to the mineral Schreibersite.

These four elements then, Iron, Nickel, Cobalt and Phospho-
rs, I consider remarkably constant ingredients. First in the me-
teoric irons proper, and secondly in the metallic particles of the

stony meteorites
; there being only some three or four meteorites

among hundreds that are known, in which they are not recog-

nized.

As regards the combination of these elements, it is worthy of

remark that no one of them is associated with oxygen, although
all four of them have strong affinity for this element, and are never

found (except copper) in the earth uncorabined with it, except

where some similar element (as sulphur, &c.) supplies its place*

* The traces of iron found in basaltic rock already alluded to, forms too insignifi-

cant au exception to be insisted on,—J. ft* s.
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The inference of the absence of oxygen in a gaseous condi-

tion, or in water, is drawn from such substances as iron and

nickel being in their metallic state, as has been just mentioned:

but it must not be inferred that oxygen is absent in all forms at

the place of origin of the meteorites ; for the silica, magnesia, pro-

toxyd of iron, &c. contain this element. The occurrence of one

class of oxyds and not another would indicate a limited supply

of the element oxygen, the more oxydizable elements as silicon,

magnesium, &c, having appropriated it in preference to the iron.

might be mentionedMar
here, and some of them for aught we know may be constant in-

gredients, but in the absence of strong presumption at least on

this head, they will be passed over, as those already mentioned

suffice for the support of all theoretical views to be advanced.

I cannot, however, avoid calling attention to the presence of

carbon in certain meteorites, for although its existence is denied

by some chemists, it is nevertheless a fact that can be as easily

established as the presence of the nickel. The interest to be

attached to it, is due to the fact that it is so commonly regarded

in the light of an organic element. It serves to strengthen

the notion that carbon can be of pure mineral origin, for no

one would be likely to suppose that the carbon found its way
into a meteorite either directly or indirectly from an organic

source.

Having thus noted the predominant physical, mineralogical

and chemical characteristics of meteorites I pass on to the next

head.

Marked points of similarity in the Constitution of Meteoric

Stones.—Had this class of bodies not possessed certain proper-

ties distinguishing them from terrestrial minerals, much doubt

would even now be entertained of their celestial origin, and va-

rious would be the explanations made even in those cases where

the bodies were seen to fall and afterwards collected. Chemistry

has entirely dissipated all doubts in the matter, and now, an ex-

amination in the laboratory of the chemist is entitled to more

credit than evidence from any other source in pronouncing on

the meteoric origin of a body. No question need be asked as to

whether it was seen to fall, or whether this or that rock or mineral

exists in the neighborhood where it may have been collected.

* The reagents of the chemist alone are unerring indications that

suffice to set aside all caviling in the matter.

It is the object of this part of the paper to explain more

prominently perhaps than has yet been done, how it is that chem-

istry pronounces with such unerring certainty on the celestial origin

of certain bodies; and I propose to go even a step farther, and see

if the chemical constitution of the meteorites can indicate from

what part of the heavens they may have come.
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When the mineralogical and chemical composition of these
bodies are regarded, the most ordinary observer will be struck
with the wonderful family likeness running through them all,

however unlike at first sight. There will be seen to be three
great divisions of meteoric bodies (omitting three or four), namely

metallic
; stony with small particles of metal ; and a mixture of

metallic and stony in which the former predominates; as in the
Pallas and Atacama meteorites.

As regards external appearances, these three classes differ
in a very marked manner from each other. The meteoric iron
being ordinarily of a compact structure, more or less corroded ex-
ternally, and when cut showing a dense structure with most of the
peculiarities of pure iron, only a little harder in texture and whiter
in color. The stony meteorites are usually of a grey or greenish
grey color, granular structure, readily broken by a blow of the
hammer, and exteriorly are covered with a thin coating of fused
material. The mixed meteorite presents characters of both of the
above

; a large portion of it is constituted of the kind of iron al-

ready mentioned, cellular in its character, and the cells filled up
with stony materials, similar in appearance to those constituting
the second class.

Although there are some instances of bodies of undoubted
meteoric origin not properly falling under either of the above
three heads, still they will be seen upon close investigation not to
interfere in any way with the general conclusions that are at-

tempted to be arrived at ; for these constituents are represented in
the stony materials of the second class from which their only es-

sential difference consists in the absence of metallic particles.

If we now examine chemically the three classes mentioned,
we find them all possessed of certain common characteristics that
link them together and at the same time separate them from, every
thing terrestrial. Take first the metallic masses : and in very
many instances, in some fissure or cavity, exposed by sawing or

otherwise, stony materials will frequently be found, and a stony
crystal is sometimes exposed ; now examine the composition of
these, and then compare the results with what may be known of
the stony meteorites, and in every instance, it will agree with some
mineral or minerals found in this latter class, as olivine or pyrox-

ene, most commonly the former ; but in no instance is it a min-
eral not fouj>d in the stony meteorites. If these last, in their

turn, be examined, differing vastly in their appearance from the

metallic meteorites, they will with but two or three exceptions
be found to contain a malleable metal identical in composition
Wlth the metal constituting the metallic meteorites.

As to those mixed meteorites in which the metallic and stony

P°«ions seem to be equally distributed ; their two elements are
b^t representatives of the two classes just described. Examined
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in this way there will be no difficulty in tracing the same signa-

ture on them all, endorsing the above as their true character, and

almost serving to tell us whence they came. They may emphatic-

ally be said to have been linked in their origin by a chain of iron.

There is one mineral which there is every reason to believe

constantly accompanies the metallic portions, and which may be

regarded as a most peculiar mark of difference between meteor-

ites and terrestrial bodies. Jt is the mineral Schreibersite (see

first part of this memoir) to which the constant presence of phos-

phorus in meteoric iron is due. This mineral as already re-

marked has no parallel on the face of the globe, whether we con-

sider its specific or generic character, there being no such thing

as phosphuret of iron and nickel or any other phosphuret found

among minerals. These facts render the consideration of Schrei-

bersite one of much interest, running as it probably does through

all meteorites, and forming another point of separation between

meteorites and terrestrial objects.

Another striking similarity in the composition of meteorites is

the limited action of oxygen on them. In the case of the purely

metallic meteorites we trace an almost total absence of this ele-

ment. In the stony meteorites, the oxygen is in combination with

silicon, magnesium, &c., forming silica, magnesia^ &c., that com-

bine with small portions of other substances to form the predomin-

ant earthy minerals of meteorites. When iron is found in com-

bination with oxygen, it is found in its lowest state of oxydation

as in the protoxyd of the olivine and chrome iron, and as mag-

netic oxyd.

Without going further into detail as regards the similarity of

composition of meteorites, they will be seen to have as strongly

marked points of resemblance as minerals coming from the same

mountain, I might almost say from the same mine, and it is not

asking much to admit their having a common centre of origin and

that whatever the body from which they originate, it must con-

tain no uncombined oxygen and I might even add none in the

form of water.

What is this centre of origin ? Physics does not point it out,

and although the chemist cannot explore the elementary constitu-

tion of any other great celestial bodies than the earth, he can ex-

amine those smaller celestial masses which come to the earth ana

from his results stand on a firmer basis for theoretica^conclusions.

Origin of Meteoric Stones.—In taking up the theoretical con-

siderations of the origin of meteoric stones, it is of the utmost

consequence, to reflect well before we confound shooting stars

and meteoric stones as all belonging to the same class of bodies,

a view entertained by many distinguished observers. It isdoub -

less owing to the fact of their having been confounded that bu

little advance has been made in settling upon the origin of these
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bodies
;

in fact, owing to this manner of viewing the subject,
observers such as Arago, Bissel, Olbers and others have turned
away from the original conception of the origin of meteoric
stones to views of a different character based on observations of
the shooting stars.

It may be a broad assumption to start with, that there is not a
single evidence of the identity of shooting stars (as exemplified
by the periodical meteors of August and November) and these
meteors which give rise to meteoric stones, and this conclusion
is one arrived at by as full an examination of the subject as I am
capable of making.# Some of the prominent reasons for such a
conclusion will be mentioned.
Were shooting stars and meteoric stones the same class of bod-

ies, it is natural to suppose that the fall of the latter would be
most abundant when the former are most numerous. In other
words these periodic occurrences of shooting stars in August and
November and more particularly those immense showers that
have been sometimes seen, ought to have been attended with the
falling of one or more meteoric stones ; whereas there is not a
single instance on record where these showers have been accom-
panied with the falling of a meteoric stone. Again, in all in-

stances where a meteoric body has been seen to fall and has been
observed even from its very commencement, it has been alone and
not accompanied by other meteors. Very little reflection will

serve to convince any one that an objection to the identity of
the two classes of bodies based upon the above fact is of great

weight.

Another strong objection to considering the bodies of the same
mature, is based on the want of proof of their velocities being the
same. It is a pretty well established fact that the average velo-
city of shooting stars is 16£ miles a second, a result arrived at by
difterent observers, and doubtless a close approximation to the
truth, as from the constant occurrence of shooting stars, thou-
sands of observations maybe made with comparative ease by
different observers noting the same stars: not so with meteoric
st°nes, these occurrences being rare, sudden and unexpected,
and no two observers being ever prepared to note the data requi-

re for calculating their velocities ; besides I am prepared to prove

that the two or three cases of supposed determination of veloci-

ties of meteoric stones cannot be considered even gross approxi-

mation to the truth: in fact the difficulties in the way are so

great that we probably never shall arrive at a knowledge of their

f
* frof. D. Olmsted in a most interesting article on the subject of meteors, to be

lound in the 26th volume of the Am. Journai^of Science, p. 132 insists upon the

^fference between shooting stars and meteorites, and the time and attention he has
devoted to the phenomenaof meteors give weight to his opinion..
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velocities.* Not even their effect on striking the earth, will furnish

any data whereby to calculate their velocities before entering the

atmosphere, for this medium must offer such enormous resistance

to bodies penetrating at great velocities, that these velocities must

be reduced to but a fraction of what they originally were, and it

is a question whether a body entering our atmosphere at ten miles

a second would penetrate the soil to a much greater depth than

one entering it at five miles a second, for the increased velocity

of the former would cause an increased resistance in the atmo-

sphere and therefore have received proportionally a greater check

before striking the earth.

Another fact tending to prove a dissimilarity between shooting

stars and meteoric stones, is that the velocity of no one of the

shooting stars has been observed to be so low as to allow of then-

being considered satellites to the earth ; their average velocity is

16J miles a second and it requires a reduction to less than six

miles a second for them to assume a path around the earth. Now,
assume what we may as to the original orbit of the meteoric

stones, and as to their original velocity—let their orbit be around

the sun and their velocity 10 miles a second—there is one thing

we know, namely that these bodies* do enter our atmosphere, and

it is but right to assume, often pass through the atmosphere with-

out falling to the earth, sometimes passing through the very up-

permost portion of that medium, at other times lower. What
becomes of their original assumed velocity after this passage?

As it can be so checked as to be drawn to the earth's surface, and

thus stopped altogether in its passage, their velocities may be

changed to any velocity from 16 miles a second to zero, accord-

ing to the amount of resistance it meets with ; and what is equally

true in this connection, is, that when the velocity falls below six

miles a second (or thereabouts) they can no longer escape from

the attraction of the earth and resume their solar orbit, but must

revolve as a satellite around the earth until ultimately brought

to its surface by repeated disturbances.

The deduction from the above fact, is as follows : that as the

most correct observations have never given a velocity of less than

* Under this head I will merely note what is considered one of the best established

cases of the determination of velocity of a meteoric stone—namely that of the Weston

meteorite the velocity of which Dr. Bowditch estimated to " exceed three miles a sec-

ond." Mr. Herrick considers the velocity verv much greater, and writes among other

things what follows. " The length of its path from the observations made at Rutland,

Vt, and at Weston was at least 107 miles. This space being divided by the duration

of the flight as estimated by two observers, viz., 30 seconds, we have for the mete-

or's relative velocity about three and a half miles a second The observations made

at Weoham, Mass., are probably less exact in this respect and need not be men-

tioned here. An experienced observer, however intelligent, will give the time ten

or even twenty fold too large. OuAiot unversed in science who saw the meteor is

confident it could not have been in sight as long as ten seconds." The above is given

aa a specimen of the uncertain data we are to proceed upon in estimating the ve-

locity of meteoric stones.
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nine miles a second to a shooting star, it is reasonable to suppose
that none have ever entered our atmosphere, or what is perhaps still

more reasonable, that the matter of which they are composed -is

as subtle as that of Encke's comet, and any contact with even
the uppermost limit of the atmosphere, destroys their velocity
and disperses the matter of which they are composed. Other
grounds might be mentioned for supposing a difference between
shooting stars and meteoric stones, and I have dwelt on it thus
much because it is conceived of prime importance in pursuing
the correct path that is to lead to the discovery (if it can be made)
of their origin. It is also of no small value to the beautiful and
probable theory of shooting stars that we should separate every
thing from it that may tend to affect its plausibility.

Various theories have been devised to account for their origin.
One is that they are small planetary bodies revolving around the
sun, and that at times they become entangled in our atmosphere
lose their orbital velocity by the resistance of the atmosphere and
are finally attracted to the earth. They are also supposed to
have been ejected from the volcanoes of the moon : and lastly

they are considered as formed from particles floating in the at-

mosphere. The exact nature of this last theory, is understood by
reading the views of Prof. C U. Shepard, as expressed in an in-

teresting report on meteorites published in 1848. The author*
says—" The extra-terrestrial origin of meteoric stones and iron

basses, seems likely to be more and more called in question with
the advance of knowledge respecting such substances and as ad-

ditions continue to be made to the connected sciences. Great
electrical excitation is known to accompany volcanic eruptions,

which may reasonably be supposed to occasion some chemical
changes in the volcanic ashes ejected ; these being wafted by the

ascensional force of the eruption into the regions of the magneto-
polar influence, may there undergo a species of magnetic analy-
sis- The most highly magnetic elements, (iron, nickel, cobalt,

chromium, &e.,) or compounds in which these predominate,

would thereby be separated, and become suspended in the form
°f metallic dust, forming those columnar clouds so often illumin-

ated in auroral displays, and whose position conforms to the direc-

tion of the dipping needle. While certain of the diamagnetic

elements, (or combinations of them,) on the other hand, may un-

der the control of the same force be collected into different masses,

taking up a position at right angles to the former, (which Fara-

day has shown to be the fact in respect to such bodies,) and thus

Produce those more or less regular arches, transverse to the mag-
netic meridian, that are often recognized in the phenomena of the

^rora boreaiis.

inform

written

[d they not exist in his

entertained by some.
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"Any great disturbance of the forces maintaining these clouds

of meteor-dust, like that produced by a magnetic storm, might

le^d to the precipitation of portions of the matter thus suspended.

If the disturbance was confined to the magnetic dust, iron masses

would fall ; if to the diamagnetic dust, a non-ferruginous stone;

if it should extend to both classes simultaneously, a blending of

the two characters would ensue in the precipitate, and a rain of

ordinary meteoric stones would take place,
11 The occasional raining of meteorites might therefore on such

a theory, be as much expected, as the ordinary deposition of mois-

ture from the atmosphere. The former would originate in a me-

chanical elevation of volcanic ashes and in matter swept into the

air by tornadoes, the latter from simple evaporation. In the one

case, the matter is upheld by magneto-electric force ; in the other,

by the law of diffusion which regulates the blending of vapors

and gases, and by temperature. A precipitation of metallic and

earthy matter would happen on any reduction of the magnetic

tension ; one of rain, hail or snow, on a fall of temperature. The
materials of both originate in our earth. In the one instance

they are elevated but to a short distance from its surface, while in

the other, they appear to penetrate beyond its farthest limits, and

possibly to enter the inter-planetary space ; in both cases, how-

ever, they are destined, through the operation of invariable laws

to return to their original repository."

This theory, coming as it does from one who is justly en-

titled to high consideration, from the fact of the special atten-

tion he has given to the subject of meteorites, may mislead,

and for that reason objections will be advanced which will doubt-

less entirely set aside this notion of terrestrial origin, and to this

end I would consider two fundamental principles of it. First of

all it must be proved that terrestrial volcanoes contain all the va-

rieties of matter found in the composition of meteoric bodies;

there is no doubt that many of the varieties are ejected from vol-

canoes, as olivine, &c., but then the principal one, nickeliferous

iron has never in a single instance been found in the lava or other

matter coming from volcanoes although frequently sought for.

But the physical obstacles are a still more insuperable difficulty

in the way of adopting this theory. In the first place it is con-

sidered a physical impossibility for tornadoes or other currents of

air to waft matter, however impalpable, "beyond the farthest lim-

its of the earth and possibly into interplanetary space." Again

if magnetic and diamagnetic forces cause the particles to coalesce

and form solid masses, by the cessation of those forces the bodies

would crumble into powder. Another strong physical objection

to the theory is, that as the consolidation of these masses is ex-

pected to take place in. " magneto-polar regions"' their tall should

only be in those portions of "the earth, for like rain and hail (to
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which the consolidation of these bodies are assimilated in this
theory) they should fall perpendicularly or nearly so, from their
points of condensation. And lastly (under the head of physical
objections) how can bodies so formed be precipitated in such very
oblique directions as many are known to have, and that too from
East to West and not from the North..

We pass on to a concise statement of some of the chemical ob-
jections to this theory of atmospheric origin, and if possible,

they are more insuperable than the last mentioned. Contemplate
for a moment the first meteorite described in this paper;—here
is a mass of iron of about sixty pounds of a most solid structure,

highly crystalline, composed of nickel and iron chemically united,

containing in its centre a crystalline phosphuret of iron and nickel,

and on its exterior surface a compound of sulphur and iron also

ill atomic proportions, and then see if the mind can be satisfied

in supposing that the dust wafted from the crater of a volcano

>/

/<

create the body iu question. However finely divided this vol-

canic dust might be, it can never be subdivided into atoms, a
state of things that must exist to form bodies in atomic propor-

tions, where no agency is present to dissolve or fuse the particles

concerned. One other objection and I am done with this theory.

The particles of iron and nickel supposed to be ejected from
the volcano, must pass from the heated mouth of a crater ascend
through the oxygen of the atmosphere without undergoing the

slightest oxydation, for if there be any one thing which marks
the meteorites more strongly than any other it is the freedom of

the masses of iron from oxydation except on the surface. Eat a

still more remarkable abstinence from oxydation would be the

ascent of the particles of phosphorus to form the Schreibersite

traceable in so many meteorites.

Having noticed the prominent objections to this theory I pass

on to consider in as few words as possible the other two theories.

A very commonly adopted theory of the origin of meteonc

bodies, is that they are small planetary bodies revolving around

the sun, one portion of their orbit approaching or crossing that of

the earth, and from the various disturbing causes to which these

small bodies must necessarily be subjected, their orbits are con-

stantly undergoing more or less variation, until intersected by our

atmosphere when they meet with the most serious derangement

and fall to the earth's surface in whole or in part
;

this may not

°ccur in their first passage through the atmosphere, but repeated

obstructions in this medium at different times must ultimately

bring about the result. In this theory their origin is supposed to be
the same as that of other planetary bodies, and they are regarded as

always having had an individual cosmical existence. Now, how-
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ever reasonable the admission of this orbital motion immediately

before and for some time previous to their contact with the earth,

the assumption of their original cosmical origin would appear to

have no support in the many characteristics of meteoric bodies as

enumerated some pages back. The form alone of these bodies is

any thing but what ought to be expected from a gradual condensa-

tion and consolidation ; all the chemical and mineralogical charac-

ters are opposed to this supposition. If the advocates of this theory

do not insist on the last feature of it, then the theory amounts to

but little else than a statement that meteoric stones fall to us from

space while having an orbital motion. In order to entitle this

planetary theory to any weight it must be shown, how, bodies

formed and constructed as these are, could be other than frag-

ments of some very much larger mass.

As to the existence of meteoric stones in space, travelling in a

special orbit prior to their fall, there can be but little doubt when
we consider their direction and velocity ; their composition proving

them to be of extra-terrestrial origin. This, however, only con-

ducts in part to their origin, and those who will examine them

chemically will feel convinced that the earth is not the first great

mass that meteoric stones have been in contact with, and this

conviction is strengthened when we reflect on the strong marks of

community of origin so fully dwelt upon.
It is then in consideration of what was the connection of these

bodies prior to their having an independent motion of their own
that this memoir will be concluded.

Lunar Origin of Meteoric Stones.—It only remains to bring

forward the facts already developed, to prove the plausibility of

this origin of meteorites.

It is a theory that was proposed as early as 1660 by an Italian

philosopher, Terzago, and advanced by Olbers in 1795, without

any knowledge of its having been before proposed; it was sustained

by Laplace with all his mathematical skill from the time of its

adoption to his death ; it was also advocated on chemical grounds

by Berzelius, whom I have no reason to believe ever changed his

views in this matter, and to these we have to add the following

distinguished mathematicians and philosophers: Biot, Brandes,

Poisson, Giuetelet, Arago and Benzenberg who have at one time

or another advocated the Lunar origin of meteorites.

Some of the above astronomers abandoned the theory, among

them Olbers and Arago, but they did not do so, from any sup-

posed defect in it, but from adopting the assumption that shooting

stars and meteorites were the same : and on studying the former

and applying the phenomena attendant upon them to meteor-

ites, the supposed lunar origin was no longer possible.

On referring to the able researches of Sears C. Walker onl
the

periodical meteors of August and November (Trans. Am. Poll.
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Soc, Jan., 1841), that astronomer makes the following remarks
about Olbers's change of views. "In 1836, Olbers, the original
proposer of the theory of 1795, being firmly convinced of the cor-
rectness of Brandes's estimate of the relative velocity of meteors,
renounces his selenic theory, and adopts the coswical theory as
the only one which is adequate to explain the established facts be-
fore the public."

For reasons already stated, it appears wrong to assume the
identity of meteorites and shooting stars, so that whatever diffi-

culty the phenomena of shooting stars may have interposed in
conceiving this or that to have been the origin of meteoric stones,
it now no longer exists, and we are fully authorized in forming
our conclusions concerning them to the utter disregard of the
phenomena of shooting stars. Had Olbers viewed the matter m
this light, he would doubtless have retained his original convic-
tions, to which no material objection appears to have occurred to
him for forty years.

It is not my object to enter upon all the points of plausibility
of this assumed origin, or to meet all the objections which have
been urged to it ; for most of them have already been ably treated
°f. The object now, is simply to urge such points as have been
developed in this memoir, that appear to give strength to the
lunar theory ; they may be summed up under the following
heads

:

1st. That all meteoric masses have a community of origin.

2nd. At one period they formed parts of some large body.
3d. They have all been subject to a more or less prolonged

igneous action corresponding to that of terrestrial volcanoes.

4th. That their source must be deficient in oxygen.
5th. That their average specific gravity is about that of the

moon.

From what has been said under the head of common charac-

ters of meteorites, it would appear far more singular that these

bodies should have been formed separately from each ether than
that they should have at one time or another constituted parts of
the same body; and from the character of their formation, that

hody should have been of great dimensions. Let us suppose all

the known meteorites assembled in one mass, and regarded by

fhe philosopher, mindful of our knowledge of chemical and phys-

ical laws. Would it be considered more rational to view them
as the great representatives of some one body that had been bro-

ken into fragments, or as small specks of some vast body in space

that at one period or another has cast them forth ? The latter it

seems to me is the only opinion that can be entertained in re-

viewing the facts of the case.

As regards the igneous character of the minerals composing

Meteorites, nothing remains to be added to what has already
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been said ; in fact no mineralogist can dispute the great resem-

blance of these minerals to those of terrestrial volcanoes, they

having only sufficient difference in association, to establish that

although igneous they are extra-terrestrial. The source must

also be deficient in oxygen either in a gaseous condition or com-

bined as in water: the reasons for so thinking have been clearly

stated as dependent upon the existence of metallic iron in mete-

orites ; a metal so o*ydizable, that in its terrestrial associations

it is almost always found combined with oxygen and never in its

metallic state.

What then is that body which is to claim common parentage

of these celestial messengers that visit us from time to time?

Are we to look at them as fragments of some shattered planet

whose great representatives are the thirty-three asteroids between

Mars and Jupiter and that they are " minute outriders of the as-

teroids" (to use the language of R. P. Greg, Jr., in a late commu-
nication to the British Association), which have been ultimately

drawn from their path by the attraction of the earth ? For more
reasons than one this view is not tenable ; many of our most dis-

tinguished astronomers do not regard the asteroids as fragments

of a shattered planet, and it is hard to believe if they were, and

the meteorites the smaller fragments, that these latter should

resemble each other so closely in their composition ; a circum-

stance that would not be realized if our earth was shattered into

a million of masses large and small.

If then we leave the asteroids and look to the other planets we
find nothing in their constitution, or the circumstances attending

them, to lead to any rational supposition as to their being the ori-

ginal habitation of the class of bodies in question. This leaves

us then but the moon to look to as the parent of meteorites, and

the more I contemplate that body, the stronger does the convic-

tion grow, that to it all these bodies originally belonged.
It cannot be doubted from what we know of the moon that it

is in all likelihood constituted of such matter as compose meteoric

stones
; and that its appearances indicate volcanic action, which

when compared with the combined volcanic action on the face ot

the globe, is like contrasting Mi
great is the difference. The results of volcanic throws and out-

bursts of lava are seen, for which we seek in vain any thing but

a faint picture on the surface of our earth. Again in the support

of the present view it is clearly established that there is neither

atmosphere nor water on the surface of that body, and conse-

quently no oxygen in those conditions which would preclude the

existence of metallic iron.

Another ground in support of this view is based on the specific

gravity of meteorites, a circumstance that has not been insisted

on, and although of itself possessing no great value, yet in con-

junction with the other facts it has some weight.

,
s0
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In viewing the cosmical bodies of our system with relation to
their densities, they are divided into two great classes—planetary
and cometary bodies (these last embracing comets proper and
shooting stars), the former being of dense, and the lajter of very
attenuated matter

; and so far as our knowledge extends, there is

no reason to believe that the density of any comet approaches that
of any of the planets : this fact gives some grounds for connect-
ing meteorites with the planets. Among the planets there is

also a difference, and a very marked one, in their respective den-
sities

; Saturn having a density of 0-77 to 0'75, water being 1-0
;

Jupiter 2-00-2-25; Mars 3-5-4-1 ; Venus 4-8-5-4; Mercury be-
tween 7 and 36 ; Uranus 0-8-2-9 ; that of the Earth being 5*67.*

If then from specific gravity we are to connect meteorites to

the planets, as their mean density is usually considered about
3*0,1 they must come within the planetary range of Mars, Earth
and Venus. In the cases of the first and last we can trace no
connection, from our ignorance of their nature and of the causes
that could have detached them.

This reduces us then to our own planet consisting of two parts,

the planet proper with a density of 576, and the moon with a
density of about 3624 On viewing this, we are at once struck
with the relation that these bear to the density of meteorites, a
relation that even the planets do not bear to each other.

As before remarked, I lay no great weight on this view of the
density, but call attention to it as agreeing with conclusions ar-

rived at on other grounds.
The chemical composition is also another strong ground in fa-

v°r of their lunar origin. This has been so ably insisted on by
Berzelius and others that it would be superfluous to attempt to

argue the matter any further here ; but I will simply make a
comment on the disregard that astronomers usually have for this

argument. In the memoir on the periodic meteors by Sears C.

Walker, already quoted from, it is stated, " The chemical objec-

tion is not very weighty, for we may as well suppose a uniform-
ly of constituents in cosmical as in lunar substances." From
this conclusion it is reasonable to dissent, for as yet we are ac-

quainted with the materials of but two bodies, those of the earth

ai>d those of meteorites, and their very dissimilarity of consti-

* or these estimates
P*>f. Peircc.

t Although the average specific gravity of the metallic and stony meteor-
ites is greater, yet the latter exceeding the former in quantity, the number 3'0 is

doubtless as nearly correct as can be ascertained.

. X Although the densities of the earth and moon differ, these two bodies may con-

*** of similar materials for the numbers given represent the density of bodies
as wholes

; the solid cvu<t of the earth for a mile in depth cannot average a den-
ltJ of 30.

Second Series, VoL XIX, No. 57.—May, 1855. 43
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tution is the strongest argument of their belonging to different

spheres. In further refutation of this idea it may be asked, Is it

to be expected that a mass of matter detached from Jupiter (a

planet but little heavier than water) or from Saturn (one nearly

as light as cork) or from Encke's comet (thinner than air), would

at all accord with each other or with those of the earth. It is

far more rational to suppose that every cosmical body, without

necessarily possessing elements different from each other, yet are

so constituted that they may be known by their fragments. With

this view of the matter, our specimens of meteorites are but

multiplied samples of the same body, and that body, with the

light we now have, appears to have been the moon.
This theory is not usually opposed on the ground that the

moon is not able to supply such bodies as the meteoric iron and

stone; it is more commonly objected to from the difficulty

that there appears to be in the way of this body's projecting

masses of matter beyond the central point of attraction between

the earth and moon. Suffice it to say, that Laplace, with all his

mathematical acumen, saw no difficulty in the way of thistakin~

place, all hough we know, that he gave special attention to it at

three different times during a period of thirty years, and died

without discovering any physical difficulty in the way. Also for

a period of forty years, Olbers was of the same opinion, and

changed his views as already stated for reasons of a different

character : and to these two we add Hutton, Biot, Poisson and

others whose names have been already mentioned.
Laplace's view of the matter was connected with present vol-

canic action in the moon, but there is every reason to believe

that all such action has long since ceased in the moon. This,

however, does not invalidate this theory in the least, for the force

of projection and modified attraction to which the detached

masses were subjected, only gave them new and independent or-

bits around the earth, that may endure for a great length of time

before coming in contact with the earth.

The various astronomers cited concur in the opinion, that a

body projected from the moon with a velocity of about eight

thousand feet per second would go beyond the mutual point ot

attraction between the earth and moon, and already having an

orbital velocity may become a satellite of the earth with a modi-

fied orbit.

The important question then for consideration is, the force re-

quisite to produce this velocity. The force exercised in terres-

trial volcanoes varies. According to Dr. Peters, who made observa-

M
peak

3000 feet a second. Assuming, however, the former velocity to

be the maximum of terrestrial volcanic effects, the velocity with
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which the bodies started (stones with a specific gravity of about
3*00) must have exceeded 2000 feet a second to permit of an ab-
sorbed velocity of 1250 feet through the denser portions of our
atmosphere. Now suppose the force of the extinct volcanoes of
the moon to have equalled that of iEtna, the force would have
been more than sufficient to have projected masses of matter at a
velocity exceeding 8000 feet a second : for, the resistance to be
overcome by the projectile force, is the attractive force of the
moon, which is from 5 to 6 times less than that of the earth, so
that the same projectile force in the two bodies would produce
vastly greater velocities on the moon than on the earth, discard-
ing of course atmospheric resistance of which there is none in
the moon.*

But doubtless, were the truth of the matter known, the pro-
jectile force of lunar volcanoes far exceeded that of any terres-

trial volcanoes extinct or recent, and this we infer from the enor-
mous craters of elevation to be seen upon its surface, and their

great elevation above the general surface of the moon, with their

borders thousands of feet above their centre ; all of which, point
t0 the immense internal force required to elevate the melted lava
that must have at one time poured from their sides. I know that

Prof. Dana in a learned paper on the subject of lunar volcanoes
(Am. J. Sci., [2], ii, 375, argues that the great breadth of the cra-

ters is no evidence of great projectile force, the pits being regarded
as boiling craters where force for lofty projection could not accu-

mulate. Although his hypothesis is ingeniously sustained, still,

until stronger proof is urged, we are justified I think in asuming
the contrary to be true, for we must not measure the convulsive
throes of nature at all periods by what our limited experience
has enabled us to witness.
As regards the existence of volcanic action in the moon with-

out air or water, I have nothing at present to do, particularly as

those who have studied volcanic action concede that neither of

these agents is absolutely required to produce it ; moreover, the

surface of the moon is the strongest evidence we have in favor

°t its occurring under.those circumstances.
But it may be very reasonably asked, Why consider the moon

the source of these fragmentary masses called meteorites? May
not smaller bodies, either planets or satellites, as they pass by the

earth and through our atmosphere, have portions detached by the

Mechanical and chemical action to which they are subjected?

To this, I will assent, as soon as the existence of that body or

fhose bodies is proved. Are we to suppose that each meteor-

ite falling to the earth is thrown off from a different sphere

*
OA

It would require at the moon the same force to produce an initial velocity of

«000 feet a second as at the earth ; and the difference of rate at the end of the first

second would be slight (discarding from consideration the atmosphere).—Eds.
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which becomes entangled in the atmosphere ? If so, how great

the wonder that the earth has never intercepted one of those

spheres, and that all should have struck the stratum of air sur-

rounding our globe (some fifty miles in height) and escaped the

body of the globe 8000 miles in diameter. It is said that the

earth has never intercepted one of these spheres ; for if we collect

together all the known meteorites, in and out of cabinets, they

would hardly cover the surface of a good sized room, and no one

of them could be looked upon as the maternal mass upon which

we might suppose the others to have been grafted
;
and this would

appear equally true, if we consider the known meteorites as

representing not more than a hundredth part of those which

have fallen.

If it be conceived that the same body has given rise to them,

and is still wending its path through space, only seeming by its

repeated shocks with our atmosphere to acquire new vigor for a

new encounter with that medium, the wonder will be greater,

that it has not long since encountered the solid part of the globe;

but still more strange, that its velocity has not been long since

destroyed by the resistance of the atmosphere, through which, it

must have made repeated crossings of over 1000 miles in extent.

But it may be said that facts are stronger than arguments, and

that bodies of great dimensions (even over one mile in diameter)

have been seen traversing the atmosphere, and have also been

seen to project fragments and pass on. Now of the few instances

of the supposed large bodies, I will only analyze the value ot the

data upon which the Wilton and Weston meteorites were cal-

culated
; and they are selected, because the details connected with

them are more accessible. The calculations concerning the latter

were made by Dr. Bowditch ; but his able calculations were based

on deceptive data,—and this is stated without hesitation knowing

the difficulty admitted by all of making correct observation as to

size of luminous bodies passing rapidly through the atmosphere.

Experiments, that would be considered superfluous, have been in-

stituted to prove the perfect fallacy of making any but a most

erroneous estimate of the size of luminous.bodies, by their appa-

»/

tancefi

any estimate of size made, where the observer does not know the

true size of the body, and not even his distance very accurately.

In my experiments, three solid bodies in a state of vigorous

incandescence were used ; 1st, charcoal points transmitting electri-

city
; 2nd, lime heated by the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe ;

3d, steel

in a state of incandescence in a stream of oxygen gas. They
were observed on a clear night at different distances, and the body

of light (without the bordering rays) compared with the disk ot

the moon, then nearly full, and 45° above the horizon. With-
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out going into details of the experiment the results will be tabu-
lated,

Actual diam. Apparent Apparent diam. Apparent diam.
^

as seen at 10 in. diam. at cOO yds. at i mile. at | mile.

Carbon points, -^ ofan inch, J- the diam. moon's disk, 3 diam. do.do. -3X diam. do.do

Lime light, -^ u u i " " « " 2 " M 2" " "

Incandes. steel, T
2^ M M ± " " u " j u « j u 11

If then the apparent diameter of a luminous meteor at a given
distance is to be accepted as a guide for calculating the real size
of these bodies the

Charcoal* points would be 80 feet in diam. instead of $y of an inch.

Lime " " 50 " " " * "

The steel globule " " 25 " " " & "

It is not to place to eater into any explanation of these decep-
tive appearances, for they are well known facts, and were tried
in the present form only to give precision to the criticism on the
npposed size of these bodies. Comments on them are also un-

necessary, as they speak for themselves. But to return to the
two meteorites under review.
That of Wilton was estimated by Mr. Edward C. Herrick, (Am.

Journ. of Science, vol. xxxvii, p. 130) to be about 150 feet in
diameter. It appeared to increase gradually in size until just before
the explosion, when it was at its largest apparent magnitude of
ith the moorrs disk—exploded 25° to 30° above the horizon with
a heavy report, that was heard about 30 seconds after the explo-
sion was seen. One or more of the obervers saw luminous frag-

ments descend toward the ground. When it exploded, it was three
°r four miles above the surface of the earth : immediately after

the explosion, it was no longer visible. The large size of the
body is made out of the fact of its appearing one-fourth the ap-

parent disk of (he moon at about six miles distant. After the ex-

periments just recorded, and easy of repetition, the uncertainty
°f such a conclusion must be evident ;

and it is insisted on as a
fact easy of demonstration, that a body in a state of incandes-

cence, (as the ferruginous portions of a stony meteorite,) might
exhibit the apparent diameter of the Wilton meteorite at six miles

^stance, and not be more than a few inches or a foot or two in

diameter according to the intensity of the incandescence.!

Asides, if that body was so large, where did it go to after

throwing off the supposed small fragments ? The fragments were

* Estimate made according to a table given by Prof. Olmsted (Am. Journal of

^ience, vol. xxvi p 155) for estimating the diameter of meteors on comparison with
toe moon.

'

t It ought however to be stated, that in the paper above referr 1 to, Jfr. Herrick

f
xpressly mentioned this and other sources of fallacy, endeavored as far as practica-

bIe to guard against them, and gave his final careful result as necessarily open to

^me uncertainty.—Eds.
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seen to fall, but the great ignited mass suddenly disappeared, at

30° above the horizon, four miles from the earth, when it could

not have had less than six or seven hundred miles of atmosphere

to traverse, before it reached the limit of that medium ; it has

already acquired a state of ignition in its passage through the air

prior to the explosion, and should have retained its luminous ap-

pearence consequent thereupon, at least while remaining in the

atmosphere : but as this was not the case, and a sudden disappear-

ance of the entire body took place in the very lowest portions of

the atmosphere, and descending luminous fragments were seen,

the natural conclusion appears to be, that the whole meteorite

was contained in the fragments that fell.

As to Jhe Weston meteorite, it is stated that its direction was

nearly parallel to the surface of the earth at an elevation of about

18 miles; was one mile farther when it exploded ; the length of

its path from the time it was seen until it exploded was at least

107 miles ; duration of flight estimated at about 30 seconds, and

its relative velocity' three and a half miles a second ; it exploded
;

three heavy reports were heard; the meteorite disappeared at

the time of the explosion.

As to the value of the data upon which its size was estimated,

the same objection is urged as in the case of the Wilton meteor-

ite; and it is hazarding nothing to state that the apparent size

may have been due to an incandescent body a foot or two in di-

ameter. Also, with reference to its disappearance, there is the

same inexplicable mystery. It is supposed from its enormous

size that but minute fragments of it fell
;
yet it disappeared at the

time that this took place, which it is supposed occurred 19 miles

above the earth, (an estimate doubtless too great when we consider

the heavy reports). Accepting this elevation, what do we have ?

A body one mile and a half in diameter in a state of incandescence,

passing in a curve almost parallel to the earth, and while in the

very densest stratum of air that it reaches with a vigorous reaction

between the atmosphere and its surface, and a dense body of air

in front of it, is totally eclipsed ; while, if it had a direction only

tangential to the earth, instead of nearly parallel, it would at the

height of 19 miles have had upwards of 500 miles of air of van-

able density to traverse, which at the relative velocity of 3J

miles a second (that must have been constantly diminishing by

the resistance) would have taken about 143 seconds. It seems

, most probable that if this body was such an enormous one, that

it should have been seen for more than ten minutes after the ex-

plosion, for the reasons above stated. The fact of its disappear-

ance at the time of the explosion, is strong proof that the mass

itself was broken to fragments, and that these fragments fell to

the earth ;—assuring us that the meteorite was not the huge body

represented, but simply one of those irregular stony fragments
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which, by explosion from heat and great friction against the at-
mosphere, become shattered. I say irregular, because we have
strong evidence of this irregularity in its motion, which was
11 scolloping," a motion frequently observed in meteorites, and
doubtless due to the resistance of the atmosphere upon the irreg-
ular mass, for a spherical body passing through a resisting medi-
um at great velocity would not show this. In fact, if almost any
of the specimens of meteorites in our cabinets were discharged
from a cannon, even in their limited flight the scolloping motion

' would be seen.

This then will conclude what I have to say in contradiction to
the supposition of large solid cosmical bodies passing through
the atmosphere, and dropping small portions of their mats. » The
contradiction is seen to be based ; first, upon the fact tha|Ji(**me-
teorite is known of any very great size, none larger than the
granite balls to be found at the Dardanelles along side of the
pieces of ordnance from which they are discharged ; secondly, on
the fallacy of estimating the actual size of these bodies from
their apparent size: and lastly from its being opposed to all the
laws of chance that these bodies should have been passing
through an atmosphere for ages and none have yet encountered
the body of the earth.

To sum up the theory of the lunar origin of meteorites, it

niay be stated

—

That the moon is the only large body in space

°f which we have any knowledge, possessing the requisite con-

ditions demanded by the physical and chemical properties of me-
teorites ; and that they have been thrown offfrom that body by
volcanic action, (doubtless long since extinct,) and, encountering
no gaseous medium of resistance, reached such a distance as that

the moon exercised no longer a preponderating attraction—the

detached fragment, possessing an orbital motion and an orbital

velocity, which it had in common with all parts of the moon, but

now more or less modified by the projectileforce and ?ieta condi-

tion of attraction in which it was placed with reference to the earth,

acquired an independent orbit more or less elliptical This orbit,

necessarily subject to great disturbing influences may sooner or

later cross our atmosphere and be intercepted by the body of the

globe.

In concluding this lengthy examination, I must say that a dis-

cussion of the phenomena accompanying the falling of meteor-

*tes has been avoided, as well as many points connected with

^eir history. This has been done from its having no immedi-
ate connection with the object of this memoir, which is intended

si*nply to present to the Association some new views, and many
°!d views in a new light, so as to awaken attention to the study

°f this most interesting class of bodies.
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Art. XXXIV.

—

On the Variable Star Algol, or
fi
Persei; by

Fit. Argelander.*

Algol, or
f?
Persei, is unquestionably one of the most remark-

able of all the variable stars, on account of the shortness of its

period, in general, and especially the short time during which

it continues at its minimum,—on account of the comparative pre-

cision with which this minimum may be determined,—and the

regularity with which the star goes through its period. This

regularity is so great that Wurm, even in the year 1819, that is

to say, thirty-six years after Goodricke had discovered the peri-

odicity of the variation of light in Algol, was able to represent

all the observations by a uniform period, and did not venture to

decide whether this period had become longer or shorter.f Nev-

ertheless, the values of the duration of a period computed by him-

self at various epochs, indicate the former of these alternatives.

From the earlier observations, comprising a series of 16 months,

he found the period to be 2d 20h 48m 59s
; after sixteen years

of additional observations, he diminished the time by S *3 ; and

redetermined it after 36 years as 2d 20h 48m 58 s 5. The dimi-

nution of the time indicated by these computations has been put

beyond all doubt by modern observations, which have also shown
that the amount of this diminution is not proportional to the time,

but is continually growing larger and larger. A collation of the

duration of the period, as obtained by combining the nearly con-

temporaneous observations and discussing these series according

to the method of least squares, will show this very distinctly.

If we assume as the principal epoch, that of the minimum which

occured 1800, January 2, morning, Paris civil time, the first col-

umn of the following table of periods gives the number comple-

ted since this principal epoch ; the second, the time; the third,

the duration of the period which holds for this time, accompanied

by the probable uncertainty of this latter determination.

Periods ofA lyol.

h.

N«>. of minimum. Date. 1 th of" pel

m. s.

d.

d. s.

-1987 1784, Mav 27 2 20 48 5942 ± 32

-1405
I 1788, Dec 21 58-74 ± 0-09

— 825 i 1793, July 11 68-39 ± 18

+ 751 1805, Nov. 25
i 5845 ± 004

+ J28 1818, Apr. 13 58-19 ± o-io

+3885 i 1880, July 3 5 7 -97 ± 05

+54-11 1842, Sept 20
1848, July 18

5518 ± 0-35

+6183 5337 ± 008

A glance at this table shows immediately that the several obser-

vations can be represented neither by a uniform nor by a uniformly

* Copied from the Astronomical Journal, No. 80, January 1S55.

f Bode's Astronomisches Jahrbuch for 1822, p. 120.
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diminishing length of period. They might, however, be repre-
sented by having regard to the third and fourth power of the time

;

or, still better, by introducing a correction to a uniform period,
whifch should progress according to sines and cosines in such a
way that the p

th minimum after the epoch E would be given by
the formula,

E + ap + b sin (np + B) + c sin (2?*;? + C) +
But the endeavor to develop the constants, even taking account
of the first term only in the series of sines, proves fruitless, owing
to the insufficiency of the data; of which, indeed, we have a
tolerable number for the last century, but which since then are
so scarce, that for the first forty years of the present century I

I am only aware of 19 observed minima. In the last few years
certainly the attention of astronomers has been again more di-

rected to this remarkable phenomenon ; but if we are soon to ar-

rive at an accurate knowledge of the phenomenon itself, and of
the rules according to which the period varies, the number of ob-
servers must be very considerably increased. Out of the 127 or 128
minima which occur in a year, there are scarcely 40 for which
the requisite darkness, and a sufficient altitude of the star above
the horizon, permit a trustworthy observation. Then deducting,
Rot only the many days which are overcast, but those also on
which flying clouds or mist disturb the observation, as well as

those on which other pressing avocations prevent the astronomer
from devoting his attention to the phenomenon, this number will

be extraordinarily diminisKed. I have myself not yet succeeded
in observing more than 8 minima in any one year, and then only
in the year 1840, in which no more extended series of observa-
tions demanded my time. Under these circumstances, I take the
liberty of earnestly entreating American astronomers to give their

attention to this interesting phenomenon. Certainly some sacri-

fices are requisite for this, inasmuch as a complete observation

demands not less than an hour and a half, during which the bril-

liancy of this star must be compared with that of others every
6* or 8™. For comparison-stars I use 5 and q Persei, and a and £
Triangull The star q Persei indeed is itself somewhat variable,

but its period is longer, and it is especially favorable* on account

°f its proximity to Alg^t, and because it is very nearly equal to

this star when at its minimum. In a comparison of Algol with

?) the little variations from uniformity in the transparency of the

air
, which always exist to a greater or less degree, will exert the

smallest possible influence. L
Concerning the manner in which the comparative brilliancy of

st*rs is to be observed without the aid of instruments, I have
sP°ken in detail in another place;* and will here only briefly re-

* Schumachers Jahrbuch fur 1844, p. 191 et £
Secoud Series, VoL XIX, No. 57.—May, 1855. 44
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peat what I have there said. When the weather is misty^, when

clouds are flying, in bright twilight or too close vicinity" to the

moon, such observations should not be undertaken. It is especially

important to avoid the impression of any other light, and, when

the moon is up, to place one's self in such a position that the

moon will be hid by some object. Before observing, the eye

should be for some time accustomed to the darkness, in order

that the pupil may be dilated as much as possible. Then look

alternately at the two stars which are to be compared, and en-

deavor to receive the image on that part of the eye in which it is

seen the brightest. On the other hand exercise the most zealous

care not to look at both stars at once, for in such a case the two

can never be seen at once in their full brightness. After the eye

has thus been directed alternately to the one and to the other sev-

eral times and a distinct judgment formed as to their relative bril-

liancy, write this down in figures. I denote a decided difference

in the brightness of two stars by the expression "a grade/*—set

down the differences of brightness as 2 grades when I can im-

agine a third between them, and of a brilliancy decidedly differ-

ent from either,—as 3, when the difference is so great that two

others can be thus interpolated in imagination between them

;

and so on. A greater difference than 4 grades I do not estimate,

since this mode then becomes too unsafe ; but do on the other

hand, estimate half, and in some cases even quarter grades. In

recording, the letter denoting the brighter star is first written

down, then the number of grades, and 4ast the letter of the fainter

star. The precision which may be obtained in this way, after a

little practice, is very considerable ; the probable uncertainty

amounts, for a single estimate, to about half a grade, and this is

much diminished by comparing the star which is to be deter-

mined with many others, especially when some of these are

brighter and others fainter.

As to the computation of the time of the minimum of Algol

from the observations at hand, I do not content myself with put-

ting for this the time of least brilliancy; but use for this purpose

all the observations made for half an hour before and after the

minimum, tjy taking the mean of the times at which Algol man-

ifested the same difference of brightness from the comparison-

stars during its decrease and increase of brilliancy, and then the

mean of all these means, as the final result. Treated in this

way, the observations afford remarkable precision, so that the

probable error of an observed minimum does not amount to so

much as 6 minutes, and discordances of a quater of an hour from

the mean are extremely rare.

Since the number of observers has increased within a short

time, a series of minima are available which have been inde-

pendently determined by different observers, and, in part, at
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But during the same time there were, besides these, 9
other minima obtained from a single observer.
tions. 42 in all

i

different places; thus affording a means of learning the real
errors of observation. Since the autumn of last year I have
collected 8 minima, which have been determined by several ob-
servers, the number of the several observations amounting to 33.
From these 33 observations the probable uncertainty in the de-
termination of a minimum by a single observer is deduced as
5^ -625. "

These observa-

I have, ill order to be more independent of the
length of the period, combined in two means, compared the sev-
eral observations singly with these, and thus found the probable
error of such an observation to be 5m,S95. This error is some-
what larger than the preceding; still the difference lies consider-
ably within the limits of uncertainty of both determinations,
and consequently cannot warrant us in inferring that the period
is subject to irregular variations, but merely that, if such exist,

they can only be extremely small. The assumption of such au
irregularity, amounting to but little more than lra

, would bring
the two numbers into perfect agreement.
To make the agreement in the several results more clear, I will

here give the 24 minima observed during this autumn and win-
ter, after reducing them by assuming the period 2d 20h 48m 53s

,

to one principal epoch, namely, the minimum of Oct. 8. The
annexed table contains in the first column the number of pe-
riods elapsed since 1800, Jan. 2;—the second, the time as ob-

Minima of Algol.

minimum

6959

6966

6967

69*73

6974

6981

<>983

6989
6997

Observed Paris time.

Aug. 20

Sept. 9

Sept. 12

Sept. 29
Oct. 2

Oct. 23
Oct. 28

Nov. 14
Dec. 7

h. m. s.

11 28 27
11 30 27

13 23 1

25 310

23

52

9 53 U
10 2

10 15 9

10 16 54
14 53
11

11

11

11

12

12

3 45

3

4

4
46
46
53 12

44
1 52
28

57
39
30

7 18 48
51 46
19 31

10 23 10

10 25 31

13 18

7 1

7 7

7 11

11

10

Observer.

A.

Sd.

B.

K.
B.

Sd.

A.
O.

B.

K.
A.
B.

ir.

o.

Sd.

Sd.

A.
K.
H.
N".

B.

A.
Sd.

K.

Equation of lisrht

m. s.

+ 27

+ 2 59

+ 3 20

Reduced time.

+ 5 11

-f 5 27

+ 6 55

+ 7 12

+ 7 35

+ 7 2

Oct. 8

s.

55

Oct. 8

h. m.

5 19

21 55
34 50
36 52
16 51

25 40
38 26

40 11

25 42

26 58

29 16

29 17

41 25

43 57

45 5

20 58
26 58
32 40
36 31

43 49
23 52

20

23 39

5 26
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served, reduced to mean Paris time by applying the difference of

longitude ;— the third indicates the observer ; B. denoting Mr.

Bruhns in Berlin ; H., Prof. Heis in Munster ; N., Dr. Nell in

Manheim; O., Dr. Oudemans in Leyden ; Sd., K., and A., Dr.

Schonfield, Dr. Kriiger and the author in Bonn. The fourth

column contains the equation of light, and is that quantity which

is to be added to the observed moment in order to correct it for

the difference of time which, in the different distances of the

stars from the earth, is required for the light to reach us. Finally,

the fifth column gives the time, reduced to the principal epoch.

To obtain from these numbers the most probable result, we
should not take the mean directly, but if a denote the probable

irregularity of the period, and b the probable error of observation

the value 1

each one of the n observations of the same minimum will receive

: (na 2 +b 2
). But since, as we have already seen, a 2

is at any rate very small in comparison with A 2
,
and the number

of observations yet too small to determine a with any degree of

accuracy, the simple mean will still afford the most trustworthy

result. This is, for the epoch 6976, Oct. 8, 5 h 30n 27s M. T.

Paris. The period might, according to the table already given,

be assumed for the next year as about 2d 20h 48 ra 51 s *5. But

since the above result for &p. 6976 compared with that which 18

observations furnish for Ep. 6870, namely, 1853, Dec. 8, 7h 7m 24 s *6

M. T. Paris, gives the decidedly longer period 2d 20* 48in 53"S±
l s -04, I have, in computing the following table of minima for the

year 1855, combined the period 2d 20h 48m 52 s with the epoch for

1854, Oct. 8. According to this, the first minimum of the year

occurs Jan. 2, » 38 ra 57s M. T. Washington, and the subsequent

ones which occur in the hours of darkness, are stated below, and

already corrected for the equation of light, so that the time for

observation is directly given.

Minima of Algol visible in America, 1855.

—

Washington mean time.

h.

Jan.
, 7 IS
10 15

13 11

16 8
19 5
30 16

Feb . 2 13

5 10
8 7

Mar

in.
i

12 Feb.
1

50
40
29
46
35 Apr.
24 May
13 June

1). in.
|

2 15 19 |JuIy

5 12 8
!

28 8 57
17 1351
20 10 43
23 7 32
12 9 16

19 15 52
11 14 22

Aug

h. in.

1 16 3 Aug.
4 12 52 Sept
7 9 41

24 14 31

27 1120
33 8 9
13 16 11

16 12 59 Oct.
19 9 48)

6 37 Oct.
I), fn.il

22 6 37'

2 17 49
5 14 38

8 1127
11 8 16

25 16 19

28 13 7

1 9 56

4 6 45

Nov.

h. m.

15 17 d'J Xov.

18 14 *8 Dec.

21 li 36

24 8 25

7 16 if

10 13 18

13 10 7

16 6 56

27 18 11

Bonn, 1854, December 9.

i
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Art. XXXV,

—

Supernumerary Tooth in Mastodon giganteus ;

by John C. Warren, M.D.

The jaw which contains this remarkable tooth was found in
the autumn of 1854 at Terre Coupie in Michigan, while digging
a cellar, at the depth of six feet from the surface, in a sandy de-
posit. Other portions of bone were discovered in the same place
but not presenting anything remarkable. Fortunately it fell into
the hands of an able geologist of Milwaukie, J. A. Lapham, Esq.,
who was competent to discover the peculiarity of the case. He
wrote to me, gave some account of the bone, and being encour-
aged by my reply sent a description of it to the Boston Society
of Natural History, which has been published, and afterwards
procured the specimen for me.

1 he measurements of this jaw are as follows

:

Length of right ramus on outer side, - -26 in.

" " " " inner " - 28 in.

" " dental surface, » 16 in.

" " lower edge of jaw, - 22 in.

Distance from teeth to beak of symphysis, - 8 in.

Circumference of thickest portion of right ramus over
ridges of penultimate tooth, - - - - 26J in.

Length of left symphysial portion,^ - * 8 in.

The number of the teeth is three. The first of these counting
from before backwards has the form and magnitude of the fifth

tooth in the lower jaw of the Mastodon giganteus. Its superior
or coronal face is quadrangular, excavated on its middle portion
from excessive use, its internal edge though much worn elevated
compared to the external, which is more worn. The three ridges
of the crown are nearly obliterated by wear, but we are able to

discover the enamel which partially circumscribed each ridge.

The whole of this surface has a beautiful smooth polished ap-
pearance of a dark color excepting the enamel ridge just spoken
°f The fangs are, in number, two supporting the anterior ridge
and united in one common mass, and four supporting the poste-

rior ridges also united in a common mass. The extremities of
the fangs are absorbed, so as to leave the tooth loose in its socket,
and undoubtedly it would have been extruded had the animal
Hved sometime longer. There is no appearance of cavity in the
fangs or body of the tooth, and the whole aspect is that of a tooth
°f great age, a portion of the anterior ridge being fairly worn
away. The alveolar cavity is, however, separated into two parts

jy a ridge which divides it unequally, leaving one- third anterior
for the anterior fangs, and two-thirds posterior for the posterior
fangs. In the alveolus of the. outer fang is found a portion of

*
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bone, which seems to have been broken from the extremity of

this fang. This tooth is slightly penetrated by oxyd of iron,

increasing its weight. It measures from before backwards over

the centre of the grinding surface four inches; transverse width

anteriorly three inches, posteriorly three and a half inches; inner

edge antcro-posteriorly four and a half inches ;
outer edge an-

tero-posteriorly three and a half inches. The basal cingulum is

more prominent on the outer than on the inner side, and measures

in circumference thirteen inches. This tooth, it appears, is fully

characterised as the fifth tooth in the lower jaw of M. giganteus.

The tooth behind this is an ultimate molar of the right side of

the lower jaw. It is not removable from its socket, like the tooth

last described, though not entirely fixed. It? crown is well worn

though not so much as in the preceding tooth ; it is divided into

four ridges, has of course three transverse fissures and eight cusps,

two cusps on each ridge. The cusps are all worn, the anterior

ones very much, the posterior slightly. The longitudinal groove

separates the cusps of the ridges from each other. There are no

papillae. The worn surface is oblong in the transverse direction,

and not rounded like the Mastodon Andium, nor lozenge-shaped

as in the M. longirostris. The ridge of enamel surrounding the

cusps is an eighth of an inch in diameter, rather thicker than in

these Mastodons usually; the cingulum is prominent on the outer

edge, and flattened on the inner edge of the tooth ; it measures

eighteen inches in circumference. The anterior extremity of the

tooth is as usual broader than the posterior and is partially worn

away. The posterior extremity is composed by a talon with a

single cusp partially fissured. This spur is about equal in size to

that commonly found in this situation, but not so large as in

many instances, there being behind it another tooth which

checked its development.

The two teeth already described having all the characters of

the fifth and sixth teeth of the Mastodon giganteus, the tooth

behind the sixth is a seventh, and is the only instance of the kind

I have ever seen or heard of. This tooth is situated behind the

sixth, and nearly in a line with it, but projects outwards from one

to two inches more than the other, while its inner face is sur-

passed by that of the sixth tooth three quarters of an inch. The
anterior face is in contact with the posterior face of the sixth

tooth to a certain extent, though not exactly : there being a slight

deviation as mentioned in the position of the seventh tooth, the

two surfaces in question do not correspond. The posterior face

of the seventh tooth is imbedded in the bone, so that it cannot

be seen, nor described ; but the buried part of it seems to have the

form of a talon. The external face of this tooth corresponds with

the root of the coronoid process. Its superior face presents

three ridges crossed by a longitudinal furrow, and separated from
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each other by two transverse furrows which are deep. The cusps
in the exposed part are of course six in number, but although well
developed, and above the tooth in front, they are very slightly
worn. The principal wear is in the outer anterior cusp. This
tooth, like the last described, is slightly movable in its socket : in
magnitude, it is about the same as the sixth tooth, and is greater
than the fifth. In construction, it resembles the sixth more than
the fifth, having a fourth ridge and a well marked talon. Its cingu-
lum is accessible on the inner and anterior faces, but not on the
outer and posterior, the last being in contact with the bone. The
crown may be said to be well developed, and evidently has been
m use ; of course the tooth may be taken out of the category of
teeth imbedded in the bone, as the sixth tooth is before it is fairly

cut. In another jaw, in which the fifth tooth is fully developed,
those in front have disappeared, and the sixth tooth is undevel-
oped, but displayed by cutting away the bone so as to bring its

four ridges into view.
It is obvious from what has been stated, that this tooth is a

repetition of the sixth, a superadded tooth, increasing the num-
ber from six on a side to seven. It would have been fortunate,
if the left side of this jaw had been preserved, but only a frag-

ment of it remains, and this the symphysial part which does not
contain any teeth, the four teeth occupying the situation in front

having wholly disappeared in both sides of the jaw without
leaving a trace of their sockets.

The remainder of this jaw has nothing very remarkable about
it. The texture of the bone is moderately sound, and may en-

dure for a succession of ages. The condyloid process has been
broken off, and also the coronoid, but the cavity for the implan-
tation of the temporal muscle is preserved, and the angle of the
jaw is perfect. The symphysis is entire, of a wedge-like form
rather than foliated, and presents no mark of the cavities for the

Tetracaulodon sockets ; of course it is likely to have been the jaw
°f a female. The front part of the symphysis measures in a per-

pendicular direction Jive and a half inches, and the back part

^ven inches ; the latter is broader than usual, and gives more
space for the lingual fossa. The orifices for the issue of the sub-

maxillary and mental vessels are larger, the forefinger being read-

% admitted into the posterior opening. The canal on the left

side is one inch and three eighths in diameter ;
on the left portion

^ a trace of an alveolus four inches long.

.
After a careful examination of the appearance of this jaw in

"s integral state I thought it best to uncover the extraordinary

tooth, and ascertain its situation and extent This was done not

without hesitation, as it might alter the relation of the parts and
bring into doubt the existence of an additional tooth. On the

inner face of the bone three incisions were made, two vertical
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three inches long, and these were united inferiorly by a third ho-

rizontal incision six inches long. Then by cutting through the

alveolar process, which passed across between the first and second

fangs, the large internal plate was removed with some additional

projections. When this bone was raised, we found a great molar

tooth equal in size to the sixth tooth. The surface of the crown

was in superficial extent full as large as that of the sixth ; the an-

terior part rather larger than that of the other. This crown had

four ridges, and a talon with a longitudinal furrow through the

centre. The ridges had each two cusps, which are unworn ex-

cept the two anterior; the posterior ridges, not having been fully

developed, were not covered with enamel : the talon was of good

size and had two or three cusps. Each of the ridges was sup-

ported as usual by a pair of fangs, the two anterior separate, the

two posterior coalesced into one mass. The anterior fangs passed

under the posterior fangs of the sixth tooth. The length of this

tooth was seven inches; the width anteriorlyfour inches; the

cingulum measured in circumference sixteen and one half inches

;

from the point of the fang to the tip of the corresponding second

internal- cusp seven and one half inches. From the anterior face

of the anterior cusp arises an additional projection or cusp. The
bone was somewhat shattered in the operation of exposing the

tooth, but not sufficiently to disturb that organ, which remains in

its original situation, and has never been displaced.

We naturally ask, whether this additional tooth is to be con-

sidered a lusus naturce, or an instance of the power of increased

dental development in old age. On page 60 of the work on the

Mastodon giganteus, we have said, it is the opinion of some natu-

ralists that the elephant may attain an age which might give

him a seventh and even an eighth tooth. Mr. Corse, in his paper

on this animal in the Philosophical Transactions of 1779, gives a

plate representing a seventh tooth and a cavity behind it, which

he thinks might have contained an eighth tooth; but Professor

Owen remarks upon it, that if a tooth had existed, there would

have been some remains of the calcified plates, and he does not

express his belief in the existence of a seventh tooth. No in-

stance of the kind has occurred in the Mastodon giganteus. The

M. longirostris has been shown to possess in addition to the six

teeth a small vertical premolar above the second and third milk

molars in the upper jaw, which gives its even teeth ;
no such

tooth has been discovered in the lowerjaw as yet ; and none suctt

in the upper or lower jaw of M. giganteus.

No instance of a great supernumerary ultimate molar has been

found in any species of Mastodon thus far with the present ex-

ception. Anomalies of the teeth both as to number and form are

well known to exist. But the laws which govern the dentition ot

the Elephant and Mastodon are different from those which regulate
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dentition in other animals. These two pachyderms having im-
mense teeth develop them, as we have elsewhere said, succes-

sively from behind forwards, to prevent the jaws from being over-

charged with the weight at any one time. On the whole, we are

disposed to consider this as the result of that law, which, in con-
sequence of the hardness of the substances used for food, gives

these animals an unusual power of dental development, which
"

may be displayed from circumstances not known to us.

Art. XXXVI.

—

Supplement to the Mineralogy of J. D. Da?ia,

by the Author.—Number I.

In continuing in this Journal the semi-annual reviews of min-
eralogical researches, I propose to give them the form of Supple-
ments to the last edition of my Mineralogy, believing that they
will thus prove more convenient to many mineralogical readers

of the Journal. The following abstracts cover the first six

months since the publication of the work: they are given as

briefly as is consistent with their object ; and if deemed too

concise, they may be taken as an index to the papers where the

subjects are discussed at length. My own observations or criti-

cisms are enclosed in brackets.

The new facts which have been brought to light, suggest no
essential modification of the general arrangement of the work.

Some minor changes in the grouping of the species are proposed,

such as the following:

—

Boltonite according to Dr. J. Lawrence
Smith, should be united to Chrysolite: also, as the author shows
beyond, from the observations of Haidinger, Partschin should

probably be placed near Allanite and Epidote, if not united

to one or the other; Mosandrite also should follow Epidote;

Keilhauite, should follow Sphene, the probability of this relation,

announced by the author, having now become a certainty on
crystal Iographic as well as chemical grounds.

Important contributions to American mineralogy have been

recently made by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, Dr. F. A. Genth, and
G J. Brush. Observations on some American minerals have also

been published by Dr. Kenngott of Vienna (including analyses by

M. C. von Hauer,) whose " Mineralogical Notices" are generally of

great value. But owing apparently to false labels, poor specimens,

or other circumstances, many of the results, although intended as

corrections, serve only to multiply doubts, at least m Europe it

n°t in this country.

I have adopted an alphabetical arrangement, and distinguished

species recently proposed as new, by putting the name in large

capitals.

Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 57.—May, 1 855. 45
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1. New Mineralogical Works.

Quenstedt : Handbuch der llineralogie, von Fr. Aug. Quenstedt, Prof, zu Tubin-

gen. 2nd and concluding part. 1854.

Kexngott: 60 Krystallformennetze zum Anfertigen von Krystallmodellen, von

Dr. Adolf Kenngott, Wien, 1854. Heft 2. A collection of figures to assist in making

models of crystals—very convenient and excellent.

Scheerer: Paramorphismus, und seine Bedeutnng in der Chcmie, Mineralogic und
Geologie, von Dr. Theodor Scheerer, Prof. Kongl. Sachsiscben Bergakad. zu Freiberg,

ISO pp. 8vo. Braunschweig, 1854.—The work presents a review of Dr. Scheerer's

latest results in Isomorphism and Paramorps.

Volger : Entwickelungsgeschichte der Mineralien, by G. H. Otto Volger. Zu-

rich, 1854.

2. Notices of Species*

Achtarandite, Breit,—Achtarandite is a pseudomorph after Helvin according to

Breithaupt. Lieb. u. Kopp Jahersb., 1853, 856.

Aciculite [p. 81].—A mineral, probably aciculite, occurs in North Carolina, at

Gold Hill in Rowan Co., according to Dr. F. A. Genth, Am. J. Sci., [2], xix, 16.

Allanite [p, 20$].—Analyses of Allanite from Orange Co. N. Y., Eckbardt's

Furnace, Eerks Co., Pa., and Bethlehem, Pa., by F. A. Genth, Am. J. Sci., [2], xix, 20.

Specific gravity of the Allanite of East Bradford, Pa., 3-53, and that of Beth-

lehem, Pa., 3-935, G. J. Brush.

Allophane [p. 336].—Analysis of allophane from Polk Co., Tenn., by Dr. C. T.

Jackson, Am J. Sci, [2], xix, 119.

Alstonite [p. 451].— Analvsis of alstonite, by C. v. Hauer (Jahrb. Geol. Reich?.,

1853, 832).

fiaC 65-71 CaC 3429 Si trace = 100. = BaC+CaO
Alum, (Mangano-magnesian), [p. 382].—Analvsis by Dr. J. L. Smith of a specimen

from the region of the Salt Lake, Utah, Rocky Mts., Amer. J. Sci., [2], xviii, 379.

Anauxite [p. 505].—Analyses of anauxite from Bilin, Bohemia, by von Hauer

(Jahrb. geol. Reichs., 1854, 83, and J. f. pr. Ch., fariiL 36)

:

-

Si £l Fe , Ca Mg fl (ign.)

62*20 23-82 trace 100 trace 1240 = 99*42

62-41 24-65 065 12*28 = 99*99

Analysis 1 gives von Hauer the oxvgen ratio for the Silica, alumina and water,

8-72 : 3 : 2*974 = (nearly) 3:1:1, which is the ratio of the Cimolite of Argentiera

and Alexandrowski. Probably a result of the decomposition of augite.

Anpalusite. [p. 257].—Analyses of Andalusite from Brazil by Damour (Ann. des

Mines [5], iv, 53):

Si XI 3Pe «n
I 3675 6115 1-54 tr. = 99'44

II. 37*32 61*74 0*81 = 99-81

Mean, 37*03 6145 M7 = 9965

•whence the formula 3fcl* Si 2
. Specific gravity 3*160

Antigorite [p. 281].—Schweizer states (Pogg. Ann., xcii, 495), that the analyses

of Antigorite by him should be rejected as not accurate.

Apatite [p. 396].—A locality of apatite in trappean rocks occurs on the Achi-

gan River, 2 miles below St. Roch, Canada, (T. S. Hunt, in Logan's Rep. Geol. Can.,

1852-3, 172). The rock consists of glassy feldspar and black hornblende in small

grains ; the apatite is abundantly disseminated in hexagonal prisms, more or tesi

regular.

* Kenngott's Mineral Notices, referred to beyond, are published, Bfe. 10, in tJ>e

Sitzungsber. Akad. der Wissenseh., Wien, 1854, xii, 161 ; No. 11, ib., p. 281 $* Ih
lb., p. 485 : No. 13, (the last No. that has reached us.) ib.. p. 701.
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Aphrosiderite, a Chiortie-like mineral [p. 297].—Analysis by v. Hauer (Jahrb.
geol. Reichs., 1854, 79, and J. f. pr. Chem., bdii, 30)

:

Si 26-08 £l 20-27 Fe 3291 Mg lO'OO A 10-06 99-32

affording the oxygen ratio for the protoxvds, peroxyds, silica and water,
5:417: 597: 395, or quite nearly 5 : 4 : 6 :4. Von Hauer appears to prefer the'
ratio 5:3:6:4 and deduces the formula 5l fl* -f-ft* Si', and remarks on the near-
ness of the formula to that of chlorite (Rose), as written by Kenngott.
The aphrosiderite occurs in calcite and specular iron in minute, lustrous, crystal-

line laminae, of a deep olive green color. Rather easily decomposed by muriatic
acid.

[Taking the ratio 5:4:6:4 which the analysis gives, the oxygen ratio between all
the bases and the silica (excluding the water) is then 9:6 ==3:2, the same as in

ripidoliteJRose), which would give the ripidolite formula (Il
3,3tl)5i*+Aq in which

B 3 and Al are here to one another as 4 : 5 ; or including these proportions (4ii 3

-f-

*fi)Si*+Aq.
The ratio adopted by von Hauer, 5:3:6: 4, gives for the oxvgen ratio of the

bases and silica 8:6 = 4:3. which is the ratio of chlorite ("Rose). Thus the liberty
taken with the analysis in deducing the ratios is sufficient to transfer the mineral
from one of these species to the other.

—

d.]

ARSENOMELAN and SCLEROCLASE, von Waltershausen.—Description and
analysis by W. S. von Waltershausen (Pogg., xciv, 123):—Occurs with the Du-
frenoysite in the Binnen Valley in dolomite. Form trimetric: a brachydome of
115° 16'; angle between a plane of the brachydome and that of a macrodome
134° 59'

; axes a (vertical axis) :b:c = 0*6538 : 1 : 10315, [giving for the funda-
mental vertical prism 91° 47'1. Crystals longitudinally striated. Color lead-gray
to tin-white, also steel-gray to iron black. Analyses

:

S As Pb Ag Fe
I. Lead gray; G. = 5*393 25*910 28556 44-564 0424 448 = 99*922
It G. =5 5-405 24-658 25-740 47*586 0*938 =98922
HI. G. a- 5.469 23*949 26*458 49657 0*629 = 100 693

Atomic ratio for the basef, arsenic and sulphur in I, 0*36:0*61:1*29; in TI,

0*38: 0*555 : 1*24
; in III, 038 : 0*56 : 1*185. As the ratios do not correspond to

a simple formula, von Waltershausen regards the compound as consisting of two
^morphom compounds, PbS+AS* S3 (A) and SPbS+As* S3 (B), and calculates
that I, contains A and B in the ratio 3*124 : 1 ; II, in the ratio 1 : 1234 ; III, in the
ratio 1 ; 0*966. He gives the name Arsenomelan to A, and Scleroclase to B. He ob-
serves that A is the formula of zinkenite, except that it contains arsenic in place of
antimony, while Scleroclase (B) differs only in its arsenic from heternmorphite or
tentlior ore. The composition of scleroclase is near that obtained by Damour in

ra analysis of dufrenoysite [see Miu., p. 77J.
[Zinkenite and Heteromophite are both regarded as trimetric

;
yet as far as is

known, they are fty from liomoeomorphous : for zinkenite has a prism of 120° and
occurs in hexagonal compound crystals, while heteromorphite is not in such twins
aod according to von Waltershausen has nearly the form above given for ar lome-
lan. The hypothesis that A and B are isomoVphous appears therefore to need evi-

dence to sustain it. The angles of arsenomelan are near those of bournonite.—-d.]

Atacamite [p. 138].—Analvsis of the atacamite of Copiapo, Chili, by F. Field,

1*4 J. Chem. Soc. vii, 193):
•*• CI 14*94 Cu 56*46 fl 17*79 = CuCl 28*22 Cu 5^99 fl 17 79

2. 15 0l 50 .24 18 .

()0
— 2835 53*62 1800

whence the formula CuCi-f 3CuO + 5HO. SpeciBc gravity 4*25.

Maliet obtained in an analysis of atacamite (Ranun., 5th Suppl., oi), Ou o5*94,

Cu U-54, 01 16*33, H 12*96, Quartz 00S ass 99*85.

Adtomolite [p. 103].—Occurs at Bridgewater, Vermont.

Baltimorite Tp 2821 —In the Jahrbuch geoL Reic) mstalt, Wien, 1853, No. 1. p.

JH C von Hauer published an analysis of a specimen from Texas, Pa., labelled

Baltimorite, which is copied in the Mineralogy, p. 285, making it to contain 27*15

°f silica, 26 of magnesia, <fcc In Kenngott's Mm. Notizen, No. 11, a very different
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result by von Hatier is published apparently from the same investigation. The spe-

cimen was a fibrous, grayish or reddish gray mineral, affording 60*53 p. c. soluble

in acids, (15 p. c. of this carbonic acid, and 886 of water,) 39*85 p. c. insoluble in

acids. From such a mixture, after a series of estimates, Baltimorite is judged to

have a composition corresponding to the percentage :

Si Si Fe Ca % A
25*88 13*00 7*33 14*29 21*11 1841

for which the formula given is [it3 Si -f ft Si] + [4(fig Ca-ffl) -f (Mg, Ca) Si]

[Thus we have a new analysis of a stone which somebody has labelled Balti-

morite. It is very wide from the original Baltimorite of Thomson (from Bare

Hills, Maryland) ; and is no better entitled to the name than many other fibrous

stones that could be gathered from our serpentine regions. Taken as an analysis of

a mineral from a serpentine region, it can hardly be esteemed of much value on

account of the mixtures with it ; as a correction of former accounts of the mineral

Baltimorite, it is only perplexing the subject.]

Barnhardite [p. 500].—Dr. F. A. Genth, Am. J. Sci., xix, 17.

Barytocelestine [p. 369].—Analysis by von Waltershausen of a heavy spar con-
'** **

" " * - '

m ~
Valley in the Alps (Pogg.,

,--.,. ..-, , ~. ,
39-702. It occurs in nests

or druses of crystals.

Baulite [p. 248].—A specimen of this mineral consisting of an aggregation of

quite small glassy crystals or grains resembling glassy feldspar in appearance,

has been received by the writer from Dr. F. A. Genth. Under the suspicion that

the excess of silica in the analysis might be due to mixed quartz, I examined it

with a microscope, but could not satisfy myself that there was any quartz present.

It appeared to be purely the baulite. The published analysis "by Genth (Ann.

Chem. Pharm, Ixvi, 270), and Forchhammer (Skand. Nat. Saram.," i, Stockholm),

make the species a feldspar, in which the oxygen ratio for the protoxyds, peroxyds

and silica, according to the former, is 1 : 3 : 24.

—

d.

Beckite, Duf. Min., iii, 750.—A siliceous coral from Devonshire according to Kenn-

gott, Ber. Wien Acad., x, 292.

Biotite [p. 225].—Analysis of the mica of Greenwood Furnace, by C. v. Hauer

(Kenngott Min. Not., No. 12). Mean of results :

Bi Si Pe Ca Mg K Na ign.

40*21 1999 7*96 155 21*15 5*22 090 2-89 = 98*97

Oxygen ratio for fe, K, Si, 1 : 113 : 2 13 or 1 : 1 : 2, as in most biotites. The paper

contains a review of the analyses of biotite.

[Smith and Brush obtained for the oxvgen ratio from their analyses of this biotite

11*26 : 9*38 : 20*63. The sum of the oxygen of the bases equals '20*64, or just the

oxygen of the silica ; and the same holds true in v. Hauer's analysis, each corres-

ponding to the general formula (R.3, JJ) gi.

—

D.] See further, Phlogopite.

Bismuthixe [p. 33, 503].—Occurrence of bismuthine in Rowan Co., North Carolina,

F. A. Genth, Am. J. Sci., [2], xix, 16.

Bohxeez [p. 131].—R. Schenck (Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm., xc, 123, and J. f. pr. Ch.»

lxii, 313) shows by analysis that the bohnerz of Kandern is a clayey or argillaceous

limonite.

Boltonite fp. 167].—Boltonite, according to analyses by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith,

is ideirtical with chrysolite. He obtained (Amer. J. Sci., [2], xviii, 372,) as a mean

of his results

:

Si 42*31 ]&a 51*16 fe 2*78 Xl 0*17 loss by heat 190

Analysis of boltonite by v. Hauer (Kenngott's Min. Not., No. 12)

:

Si 13-32 Fe 3*80 Ca 2900 &g 21*17 C (by loss) 3271 = 100

The boltonite was analyzed mixed with the carbonates in which it was imbedded,

amounting to about fds the portion employed.
[The results of von Hauer differ widely from those of Dr. Smith, and as we have

independent testimony to the general correctness of Dr. Smith's analyses, in analy-
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ses by another not yet completed, von Hauers must be erroneous. The method
adopted by von Hauer allows of too many uncertainties to be free from doubt.—d.]

Boracic Compounds [p. 392].—On the Boracic compounds of the Tuscan La-
goons, E. Bechi, Am. J. Sci,, [2], xix, 119.

Breyicite [p. 327], from Clinkstone near Oberschaffhausen in Kaiserstuhl,
E. Tobler obtained in an analysis (Ann. Ch. u. Pharm., xci, 229)

:

Si Si Ca Slg tfa £ fl
43085 29-214 12551 0714 3152 0393 11-000 = 100*114

correspondingJo R3&2-f3£lSi+6fl. The oxvgen ratio afforded bv the analy-
sis for R, fi, Si and fi is, 1 : 309 : 518 : 2'22. Specific gravity 2246 ; hardness= 6

;

^
when pulverized gelatinizes in muriatic acid.

Brongxiarditk.—Occurs in combinations of the regular octahedron and dodeca-
hedron

: L. &eir>ann. (Communicated.)

Brucite [p. 133].—Add to the locality in the Mineralogy: occurs in Texas Penn-
sylvania. The crystal figured on p. 133 was from Low's Mine* in Texas and not
from Hoboken.

Cacoxexe [p. 424].—Analysis by von Hauer (Jahrb. geol. Eeichs., 1854, 73)

:

P Pe Ca fi (loss by ignition) Insol. in mur. acid.

1856 4505 trace 30*94 363 = 98*18

Excluding the insoluble portion, von Hauer's, Steinmanns and Richardson's results
are as follows

:

1. P 19-63 £e 47*64 it 3272, von Hauer.
2. 22*28 45*32 32*38, Steinmann.
3. 21-85 45*94 3219, Richardson.

giving alike the formula Pe 2 P-f 12fi = phosphoric acid 2117, sesquioxyd of iron
47-07, water 31-76=100.

Calcite [p. 435, 503.]—Analyses of different limestones of the Tyrol, by A. von
Hubert, Jahrb. der geol. Reichs., i, 729, and J. f. pr. Chem., lxii, 225, 1854. Also
analyses of limestone and dolomite from the Saitzburg Alps, by v. Lipoid, J. f. pr.

Chem., lxii, 228.
A peculiar earthy calcareous rock from the tufo of Pico Crux, Madeira, afforded

E. Schweizer (J. f. pr. Chem. lxiii, 201), a large proportion of silica in the soluble
state. The following were the results of the analysis :

Si Jfcg jjvo Ca<3 3?e, £, etc. Organ, subst. fi Sand
20-38 5-39 5-15 52-12 0-36 476 10*00 1*57 = 99*73

Ihe 5*39 p. c. of magnesia are regarded as in combination with silica.

The limestone of Cani§al, Madeira, which is a modern formation of calcareous
sands containing shells mainly of existing species, according to the same analyst,

consists of

CaC 8429, JfgC 5-48, Phosphates TOO, nitrog.org. subst. 466, fl 241, Sand 1-48=99-32

Carpholite [p. 316].—Analvsis by v. Hauer (Kenngott's Min. Jtfot., No. 12] :

Si Si 3Pe ' Sin Ca Fl fl

3615 19-74 9-87 20*76 1*83 1*74 1019 = 10028

corresponding to 5 Si+Hfi. Crystallization trimetric ; in groups of acicular crys-

tals. [The oxygen ratio 1 : 1 : \ is identical with that of calamine.—dJ

CHALiLrrE [p. 326].—A massive mineral associated with chalilite (see p. 326 of

£
lu), looking something like bole, afforded von Hauer (Kenngott s Mm. Jiotiz.,

No. 11);

-Si SI fe Ca Mg Mn
4411 10*90 1-05 6-14 1301 trace

Joe oTvaroin *M*-v4-i*-* iT*-*m* -A- l* -^ m i narrt'Tvrirla fail

& iga.

trace 24*07 = 9988

£ne oxygen ratio for the protoxyds, peroxyds, silica and water, as deduced is,

?'204
: 6-363

; 29 211 • 26*744 Von Hauer adopts the ratio 4:3:12: 13. [4^:3 : U\\ 1

2

much nearer the analysis, but neither this nor the other leads to any formula.]

. Chiolite
[p. 98].—Imperfect crystals of chiolite, from the Topaz mine of Mursinsk

^ the Ural, have been measured by Kenngott (Sitzungsber., xi, 980). The form, ac-

cording to hia observations is trimetric, with the prismatic angle 124° 22'
j the acute

•
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edge of the prism is truncated, giving the angle on the prismatic faces 117° 49'.

These results are wide from those of Kokscharov, who describes the form as dimetric.

Chloropal or ITnghwarite [p. 504].—The analysis on p. 504 of Min. is a mean of
,

two analyses. The result affords the oxygen ratio for the protoxyds, silica and wa-

ter 1 : 6 f3£. In the analyses of Brandes and Biewend, Kenngott supposes the iron

may have been protoxyd instead of peroxyd (the latter the result of these chemists)

and obtains thus the oxygen ratio 1:3: 2.

Chlorophylltte [p. 215].—Measurements of a crystal of chlorophyllite are given

by Kenngott (Min. Not., No. 11), and the conclusion arrived a% from the angles, that

it wa6 originally iolite, a fact which the unaltered iolite ofteu associated with it

places beyond doubt. ^
Chrysolite [p. 184].—Observations on chrysolite by Dr. Scheerer, Handw. Chem.

Lieb. Pogg., <fcc., 1853.

A slag from an Iron Furnace at Easton, Pa., afforded Dr. C. T. Jatkson (Proc. Am.
Assoc, iv, 384):

gi m 6a 3?e MnSa £l
33*70 31-80 18-00 1490 3*50 = 10P90

Dr. Jackson observes that the iron and manganese were probably all protoxyd, and

this gives the formula (Ca, Fe, Mn)3 Si. The crystals have a clove-brown color like

axinite and are described as rhombohedral. [The formula is that of chrysolite.

Crystals of this color and probably the same, from Easton, received by the writer

from Dr. E. Swift, are rhombic prisms of 98° 48 ', with the obtuse edge truncated

and a macrodome of 132° 40 ;
. The first angle corresponds to the prism Vt in chry-

solite which equals 99° 6', and the last approaches eg, which equals 130° 2'.-— d.]

Chuysotil [p. 282].—Analysis of chrysotil from serpentine at Abbottsyille, N- J->

by E. L. Reakirt, under the direction of Dr. Genth, Amer. J. Sci., [2], xviii, 410.

Clixochlore [p. 293].—M. N. de Kokscharov has measured anew the chlorite

(ripidolite, von Kobell) of Achmatowsk, and come to the conclusion that the form is

monoclinic, and that the species is identical with clinochlore which last name he

adopts for it. No optical characters are given. Akad. Wiss. St. Petersburg, 1854,

and Am. J. Sci., [2], xix, 176.

Clixtonite [p. 297, 505].—Analyses by Plattner (Breith. Min., ii, 385) of a speci-

men from Amity

:

Si £l 3Pe ftg Ca ft

2P4 46*7 4-3 9*8 12*5 3*5 = 98'2

The zirconia in the analysis, p. 505 of Min. was due to zircon mechanically mixed.

Copiapite [p. 387].—Dr. J. L. Smith obtained in his analyses the formula

£e S* + llft G. =1-84. Amer. J. Sci., [2], xviii, 375.

Couzeranite [p. 206].—In part altered scapolite according to Kenngott, Sitsungs-

ber. xii, 714. One specimen examined was different, but composition not ascer-

tained
; form a square or perhaps rhombic prism. H.=6 5. G. =2 85.

Cuban [p. 68].—Analysis by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, agreeing with Prof. Booth's,

Am. J. Sci, [2], xviii, 381.

Danbcrite [p. 212].—Specific gravity by a new determination, 2958, G. J. Brush.

Datholite [p. 334].—The crystalline form of il datholite of Andreasberg has

been studied bv R. H( - (Pogg*Ann., xciii, 380). He obtained for the inclination ot

O on ii 89° 56-2' in one crystal, and 89° 592' in another; and from these and Ins

other measurements concludes that the axis is vertical, or at least within 1
,

mm" .*?

of 90°. He obtained for 1:1 (see Min. for lettering, and this Jour., ami, 215)

115°15'2'; fori2:i2= T6°42 ,

;
2^ : 2? (over O)= 115° 25'. [The dathohte ot

Roaring Brook afforded the writer for /: /, 115° 12'.— d.] ,

.

Analysis of crystals from the Gabro Ro o, Mt. Caporciano, Tuscany, by Becni,

(Am. J. Sci., [2], xiv, 65)

:

Si 37-500 51 0852 & M441 3Ig 2 121 B 22033 H 1'562 = 99*413

whence Bechi deduces the formula 2(6*3 §i« -f- Slift S)+ fig A* =* **
{Jfi

B 21-95, Ca 35-36, % 2'09, fi 1-87. The small proportion of water is a remark
'aD
^

peculiarity of this varietv. [The ratio between the oxvgen of the silica and all t

other ingredients in this formula is 24 : 33, and in the analysis 24 : 34, or very neany

2 : 3, which is probably the true ratio, affording the general formula (K3,H3
,
B) b* J-
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Dklvauxitk [p. 421].—Analysis by von Hauer (Jahrb. k. k. geoL Reichs., 1854,
68, and J. f. pr. Ch. bdii, 13), taking the percentage after excluding the silica

:

* 3Pe 6a fl
2093 52-03 794 19*08 =99-98
20 04 52-54 8*37 1904 =99*99

Von Hauer thence deduces the formula Caa £ + #e5 P -f lift.

Diamond [p. 24].—A large diamond of pure water, from the Province of Minaa
Geraes, Brazil, has been described by Dufrenoy. It is a dodecahedron with bevelled
edges, and weighs 2541 carats. It is called the " Star of the South." There are
impressions of diamond crystals in it, showing that it is one of a cluster that were
formed together probably in a geode like quartz crystals. L'Institut, No. 1096, and
Am. J. Sci., m xix, 288.

Diaspore [p. 128].—The locality of diaspore at the Topaz vein, Trumbull, Conn.,
mentioned on page 483 of Min., may be added at page 129.

Dolomite [p. 441].—Analysis and description of the dolomite of the Binnen Val-
ley, in the Alp-, containing the Dufrenoysite, Ac, by W. S. v. Waltershaasen (Pogg.,
gu, 115)

: Structure saccharoidal ; G. =2*845. Composition, C 45*6, Ca 29*852,% 20-488, insoluble 3-8 14=99-220, or very nearly 1 of Ca C to 1 of Mg C. Besides
Uuirenoysite, the dolomite contains blende, pyrites, orpiment, realgar, arsenomelan, etc.

Dufrenoysite rp. 17].—Analysis of Dufrenoysite by W. S. v. Waltershausen
(Pogg,xciv,120);

\
J

S As Ag Pb Cu Fe
27-546 30059 1*229 2749 37'746 0824 = 100-153

affording von Waltershausen the formula, the iron being supposed to be in the
condition of mixed pyrites, [R2 S+ As2 S 2

] + R S in which R is mainly copper.
Von Waltershausen says that in Damour's analysis the mineral used must have

°een mixed with arsenomelan (q. v.). He was careful to analyse the monometric
crystals. G. =4*477, mean of 3 determinations.

Edingtonite [p. 323].—Analysis by M. F. Heddle (Phil. Mag., [4], ix, 179), Si 36*98,
Al 22*63, Ba 26*84, Ca and Na (race, fl 12'46=98-91. G. =2*694. The analysis,

P- 323, is the deduced percentage corresponding to the formula.

—

Glottalite of Thom-
son is regarded by Mr. Heddle°as impure Edingtonite.

-Ehlite [p. 426].—According to Kenngott (Sitzungsber, xii, 26), the Ehlite from
^nl near Linz on the Rhine, is similar in form to liroconite, being trimetric; the sum-
mit is a dome, or two planes meeting in an edge.

Eckolite [p. 343]. cleavages,
^eeting at an angle of 60°

; and a fourth at right angles with the three ; optically

'O Damour : L. Sasmann. (Communicated.)

Euxenite [p. 358].—Description and analysis by David Forbes (Edinb. N. Phil. J.,

l-h i, 62). Mineral from Alve on Tromoen, an island near Arendal, Norway. Ap-
parently trimetric; observed planes go, go -go, oo-co , m-co , 1. Approximate meas-
urements by M. Dahl: co : oo-co = 117°, oo: oo = 126°, ao-S :m-& = 154° 30',
*•«

: 1 — 1070^ Cleavage none. H. =6*5 ; G. as 4*99 at 60° F. of a small crystal

;

<£ a pure fragment of a crystal 4'89. Lustre brilliant and metallic vitreous; m very
thin splinters translucent with a reddish brown color. Fracture conchoidal.

In a glass tube no change of color or lustre, B.B. ; alone, infusible and un-

brownish-yellow glass, some-
flaming

in a glass tube no change of colo
^nged

; with borax in the oxydatin
vhat lighter in color when cold ; in the . 9 o ,

- ,
,**h salt of phosphorus, a glass greenish-yellow while hot, nearly colorless on cool-

metals.

Cb Ti XI Ca fig V & & tJ fi

38*68 14*36 312 121 019 29*36 331 1-98 5*22 2-88 = 100-3-7

0xygen 4*53 5*79 1-45 0*38 007 6*87 047 0*43 0*61 256

Some columbic acid h mixed with the titanic acid. The oxygen I

IHose's niobic) is deduced from the atomic weight of tantalum
•cub and bases, excluding the water is 1032 : 928.

The
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[If the titanic acid be reckoned with the bases (see Min.) the ratio is 4*53: 15*07,

which, allowing for some columbic acid with the titanic acid, may point to the ratio

1:3; this would give the formula R Cb or (S, R3) Cb3
, which is analogous to the

formula of tantalite. There is some approximation to the form of tantalite, the oc-

curring prism being 126° in euxenite, and 122° 54' in tantalite; or, taking another

view of their relative positions, the angle 117° above may correspond to 0\^i in

tantalite which is 117° 2'. But without further erystallographic examinations it

would be premature to assert a near relation.

—

dJ

Feldspars [p. 228].—A review of the various analyses of different species of the

feldspar and scapolite families of minerals is given by Scheerer in the Handworter-

buch A Chemie, Braunschw., 1853, and an abstract,*in Neues Jahrb., 1854, 593.
I

Felsobanyite [p. 134].—Felsobanyite of Haidinger has been referred to gibbsite.

Haidinger sustains it as a good species in the Sitzungsber., xii, 183. giving the fol-

lowing characters. Usually in concretions ; also in 6-sided folia, with two angles of

112°. Crystallization trimetric, optically biaxiaL H. =1*6 ; G. =2*33 (Kenngott).

Cleavage-face pearly. Color snow-white, surface often yellowish. Composition ac-

cording to C. v. Hauer, il2 §+ loll = sulphuric acid 17*18, alumina 4415, wa-

ter 38-66. Aifelysis afforded

:

8 16-47 XI 45-53 fi 37*27 = 9927

The mineral is hence near websterite, and particularly paraluminite, [p. 509J.

Ficinite.—Ficinite of Bernhardi, by some referred to Vivianite, has been exam-

ined by Kenngott (Min. Not., No. 11), and is described as follows: it is from Bo-

denmais in Bavaria, where it occurs with garnet, iolite, etc. Form monoclone;

cleavage perfect in one direction, and also in a second inclined 129° to the former,

both parallel to the orthodinironal. Color black ; within greenish-brown. Lustre

weak ; waxy or pearly. Subtranslucent. H. =5.0-5*5 ; G. =3*4-3*53. In a glass

tube yields water, without much change. B.B. fuses to a semimetallic slag, which

is magnetic; with borax and salt of phosphorus a clear bead colored by iron which

becomes opaque and whitish on cooling. In acids hardly attacked. Ficinus ob-

tained in his analysis

:

£ § Fe Mn Ca Si fi

1282 4*07 58-85 6*82 0*17 0*17 16*87

Kenngott remarks that it is probably not vivianite, but more nearly related to the

triphyline group.

Fluolite.—A mineral of this name from Iceland, mentioned in Glockers Mineral-

ogy, is a pitchstone, according to Kenngott (Min.'Not., No. 12). H. =6 5 ;
G. =='2-24.

Greenish black in the mass and vitreo-resinous. Composition according to v. Hauer:

Si 51 Fe An 6a % £ Na fl(*gn,)

67-470 13*375 1*785 trace 3025 tr 1*380 2*870 9*500 = 99*405

The oxygen ratio afforded for ft, fi, Si, fl is 21 : 6 : 344 : 8*1.

Franklinite [p. 106].—The following important note is by Mr. George J. Brush'

having been received by letter dated Freiberg, Jan. 27, 1855.

Note on Abicfis analysts of Franklinite.—In consulting Abich's monograph on

the Spinel group * the writer has observed some errors in the calculations of tne

analysis of Franklinitef which it may be well to note. In this analysis, A ^ic

obtained 68*88 Fe, which, considering the iron to exist in the mineral as magnetite

(Fe Fe), he erroneously makes equivalent to 47*52 Fe and 21*34 Fe, the correct

numbers being 4593 Fe and 20*67 Fe.
.

, •

Again, 1*094 grm. MnS he calculated as equal to 0*440 grm. Mn; jt sbonW Wj

0*515 grm. which on 2*690 grm. mineral used for analysis gives 1914 Mn, or - -•

3ifn, instead of 16*44 Mn or 18*17 Mn, the amount stated by Abich. The anaiyw

corrected reads

:

Fe Fe £a Zn *1 Si fig and Cd
45*93 20*67 21*29 10*81 0*74 0*40 trace* *= 99*84.

sis

Fe 68*88

* Pogg. Ann., xxiii, 305.

\ Ibid., p. 345. The errors do not appear to be typographical.
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Garnet [p. 190].—Black garnet or melanite occurs with feldspar at "Warren, Ches-
ter Co., Pa. The aplome of Keirn's mine, Pa., is rather a brown garnet than true
aplome.

Analysis of the fine red garnet from Yonkers, N. Y., sometimes called pyrope,
and also of another similar from Green's Creek, Delaware Co., Pa., by F. A. Genth,
Am. J. Sci., [2], xix, 20.

Galactite.—Description by Kenngott (Min. Not., No. 11). A zeolitic mineral in
needles, which have cleavage parallel to a rhombic prism, near 91° in angle (v. Zepha-
royich). Color partly reddish white. Lustre of fracture vitreous, H. =4" 5-5

;

G. =221. In a tube yields water, and becomes opaque white. B.B. intumesces
and fuses easily to a clear colorless glass, and shows a siliceous skeleton on cooling.
Gelatinizes readily in heated muriatic acid. Mean of analyses by C. v. Hauer

:

Si Si Ca K Na fiatign. A at 100° C.
46-99 2684 4-36 0*45 9*68 10*56 049 = 99-31

[Oxygen, 24-89

The oxygen ratio for the protoxyds, peroxyds, silica and water, as deduced by

J.
Hauer, is 0*305 : 1 : 2629 : 0*784, for which von Hauer writes 2:6:15:5, and de-

duces the formula 2(&a, Ca) £l + oil Si. From the Kilpatrick Hills', and Dumbar-
ton, Scotland. [Recalculating the oxygen ratio as given in the second line in the
analysis, we obtain 3-81 : 12*53 :

24*89*: 9*38, or nearly (supposing a small deficiency
m the protoxyds) 1 : 3 : 6 : 2, the ratio of natrolite ; whence galactite is probably
Aatrolite.—D.]

Si Ca K Na fi at ign.

26-84 4-36 0-45 9-68 10-56

12-53 1-24 0*07 2-50 938

Fe JVtn % K A
630 trace 8-35 4-84 676 == 99*36, v.Hauer.

7-39 6-87 v. Hauer.

- M 1-16 1-20 6-20 4-89 == 96*71, Strom.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1-5 65 55 == 98-0, Pfaff.

Geocrojote [p. 85].—Probably occurs at Tinder's Gold mine, Louisa Co., Ya., ac-
cording to Dr. F. A. Genth, Am. J. ScL, [2], xix, 19.

Gieseckite [p. 233].—Analyses of gieseckite, from Greenland, by von Hauer
(Jahrb.geol. Reichs., 1854, 76, and J. f. pr. Chem., lxviii, 27), with also the analyses
of Stromeyer (Gott. gel. Anz., iii, 1993, 1819), and Pfaff (Schw. Jahrb., xlv, 103)

:

I i v Si 51 Pe
I ti &angerdluarsak, 46*40 2660 —

;•
"

45-36 27*27
«• Akulliarasiarsuk, 4608 33*83 3*36
4 * "

48*0 325 4*0

Jon Hauer deduces the ratio for the silica, alumina, protoxyds, and water, 4:2:1:1
for exactly 4: 2*05: 0-92: 1-00, which affords him the formula R3 Si+£l2 §i5+SH)
differing considerably from the other analyses. Stromeyer observes that his mate-

, *?,
a* may not have been quite pure from the feldspar with which it was mixed. Hai-

ajnger, Tamnau, Blum and Kenngott have taken the ground that gieseckite is altered
ekeolite or nepheline. The mineral analyzed by von Hauer became brownish red
after heating ; and it was partly soluble in muriatic acid.

Gold [p. 7].—At Beresofski, gold is sometimes interlaced with crystallized galena.

Communicated by G. J. Brush.)

Gtrolite
[p. 305J.—According to L. Sasnann, a specimen of gyrolite examined

^ k™ was mixed or interlaminated with another, presenting all the characters of
pectohte

; and he suggests that pectolite, on losing its alkali, takes a lamellar tex-
ture an^ becomes gyrolite ; and losing its lime becomes okenite. (Communicated.)

HARRrNGTONITK [p. 328].—Analysis of Harringtonite by C. von Hauer (Kenngott's
«n- Notiz., No. xi)

:

§i & Ca fig #a fi at ign. fiatl00°C.
45 07 2621 11-32 trace (?) 3*75 12'93 1*41 = 100*69

whence the oxygen ratio for R, S, Si and & is 1 : 3 : 6 : 3, and the composition is ob-

served to be that of mesolite.

Haarctalitt:.—This name in DufrenoVs Mineralogy, arose from.a mis-reading>f
a label of Haarzeolith : L. Siemann. (Communicated.)

Hilvix
[p. 194].—An analysis of helvin by Rammelsberg (Pogg. Ann., xciii, 455,

horded the foUowing results, to which Gmelin's is subjomed

:

S *?* Si 3313 »e 11-46 Sin 4912 fe 400 == 103*42, JRamm.
506 33-26 ~~ 1203 40-45 5*56 ign. 115=97*51, Ghn.

Second Series, VoL XIX, No. 57.—May, 1855. 46
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Supposing the 5*71 of sulphur combined with manganese (of which it requires 9*77

p. c, and makes 15*48 sulphuret of manganese), the analysis becomes, according to

Kammelsberg

:

Mn S 15*48 Si 33*13 Be 11*46 Jin 36*50 te 4'00 = 100'57

giving the formula, Mn S + [(^In, Fe) 3 Si + 35e Si], and not according with the

garnet formula.

[Although this does not precisely sustain the writer's formula given in his Mineral-

ogy, a comparison of the percentage corresponding to his formula with the above

may be of some interest ; the percentage is as follows :

MnS 14-6 Si .34*1 Be 96 Mn + Fe 41 '7 = 100.—d.]

Helvin has been obtained at Brevig, Norway, in a zeolitic gangue : L. Sawann.

(Communicated.)

Heteromerite [p. 199.]—In the Jahrb. k k. geol. Reichsanstalt for 1853, at

p. 155, C. v. Hauer published an analysis of heteromerite from Slatoust as given

in the Min., p. 169. In Kenngott's Min.~Notizen, No. 10, Kenngott publishes a differ-

ent result by v. Hauer as follows

:

Si Xl 6a Mg Fe ign.

3659 22-25 34*81 trace 4*56 0*55 = 98*76,

This analysis gives the oxygen ratio for the protoxyds, peroxyds and silica, 3£- :S : 6,

which if taken at 3 : 3 : 6=1 : 1 : 2 is the ratio of Idocrase, to which species Kenn-

gott refers it, as had been done before the analysis in 1853.
Kenngott in this paper reviews the analyses of idocrase, comparing the proportion

of the protoxyds and peroxyds, but not, what is of more importance, the oxygen

ratio of all the bases and silica.

Hornblende [p. Il0].—Nordenskidldite according to Kenngott (Min. Not., No. 12)

is a variety of tremolite occurring mixed with calcite. An analysis by v. Hauer of

a specimen containing 38*27 p. c. of carbonates, is given.

Hudsonite [p. 160].—Kenngott observes (Min. Notizen, No. 11) that the Hudson-

ite has a cleavage parallel to a prism of 124°, like hornblende, and is near heden-

bergite, in composition.

[On reexamining this mineral, which is like sahlite in structure, we find, besides

the basal planes of lamination, an orthodiagonal cleavage distinctly inclined about

106° to the base, and also another varying much in angle, but in general making an

angle with the diagonal of about 135°
; the last appears to correspond to the lateral

faces of the prism of pyroxene. No cleavage parallel to a prism of 124° is ap-

parent on our specimens. »

The oxygen ratio deduced by Kenngott from his recalculations of the analysis of

Brewer, is the same given by the writer, that is 14*91 : 30*42 == 1 : 2 for the oxygen

of the protoxyds and Si -f- XL •

The recent analvsis of Smith and TCmsh

Si Xl fe Sin Ca % K Sfa ign -

38*94 10-42 30 49 0*60 1035 3*00 2*48 166 1"95

Oxygen, 20*63 4*87 6*70- 013 2*96 121 0*41 0*43

gives for the oxygen ratio for the protoxyds and silica (51 included) 11*84: 25*50,

which is intermediate between the hornblende and augite ratios, the former requir-

ing 11*84 : 26 64, the latter 1 1*84 : 23*68. The mineral analyzed, we have reason to

know, had every appearance of purity.

—

v.]

HYALOPHAN, von Waltershausen.—Description and analysis by von Walters-

hausen (Pogg., xciv, 134). Form monochnic and resembling orthoclase; I:H1 (*•

figure 421 of orthoclase, Min., p. 242) =120° 36, 0: \i =130° 55£', tfjjfelll 5a

By calculation, C (or inclination of vertical axis) = 64° 16' 8". Color white.

H. =6 5 ; G. =2-711-2*832. Crystals single, or in groups of two or three. Analyse

(mean result) :
•

Si SI Ca fig Na Sa 8 #
nnM

24*127 49929 1570 0*420 5*742 14*403 2*702 0*650= 99*D4«>

giving the formula 3R* 8i+ 5XU 8i+ Ba S = Silica 24*03, alumina 50*52, lime

1 57, magnesia 0*42, soda 5*75, barytes 1508, sulphuric acid 2-63. Occurs wnu

barytocelestine in the dolomite of the Binnen Valley.
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[In this formula, the first member has the oxygen ratio 2 : 3, the second 9 : 3, a
very wide diversity. Considering the oxygen ratio of the bases and silica, we ob-
serve that this ratio, according to the above, is 24-67 : 12, or nearly 2:1, which is the
ratio in staurotide, as if the compound might possibly come under the general form-

ula (&3
y
K) git jt jg remarkable that the crystalline form should be almost iden-

tical with that of orthoclase, suggesting the idea of a pseudomorph,—against which
view however, the hardness of the mineral and its bright faces seem to stand op-
posed.]

Iodyrite or Ionic Silver [p. 95, 506].—Analysis of the Chilian iodyrite by Da-
mour (Ann. d. Mines,

,

r

5j, iv, 3*29) : Iodine 5403, silver 45-72=99 75, (mean of two
analyses) corresponding to Ag I*. Specific gravity 5707 at 8° C. Becomes deep
orange at 300° C. but resumes its yellow color on cooling.

Iridosmine [p. 19L—Ciaus found palladium in the iridosmine of the Urals.

Keilhauite [p. 341].—Description
by D. Forbes (Edinb. N. Ph. J., [2], i,

S2). Monoclinic, according to crystals
obtained by Mr. Dahl at Arkeroen", Nor-
way, [gee angles below]. Some of
the crystals weighed 2£ lbs. ; the faces
were rough and the angles were meas-
ured only by the common goniometer.
J he crystals were generally twins
lng.2). G. =553 at 60° F. Analysi

1. 2.

s:

Oxygen,

Si

31-33

15-06

15
28-84

11-18

Si
8-03

3-75

£e
0-52

0*32

Ca
1956
5-56

V
4*78

095

Fe
687
1-52

028
0-06

9941

Ihe analysis agrees nearly with those of Erdmann and Scheerer. Taking the Ti
as base, the oxygen ratio of the silica and bases is then 2 : 3, and the formula, Dr.

Forbes observes may be (lis, H) gi* which is the same as that of sphene.

.
[These results afford a complete confirmation of the writer's conclusion respect-

"jg the basic relation of the titanic acid in sphene, and also of hi? published view
°f Keilhauite. As the above formula for sphene has not been written as above ex-
cept by the writer recently in this Journal, xviii, 130, and his Mineralogy, Dr. Forbes
obviously adopts the view, and agrees with the writer in objecting to the so-called

smco-titanates and silico-tantalates. The resemblance in formula between keilhauite
and sphene is mentioned in this Journal and in the writer's Mineralogy. This im-
portant paper adds the confirmation required by showing that the form is mono-
kine lik% sphene : and more than this, what the paper does not recognise, that the
angles are closelv like those of sphene. The accompanying figure 1 is drawn from
the data afforded bv the figures ; the lettering is like that of sphene in the place

referred to. The corresponding lettering of Dr. Forbes and of Brooke and Miller is

here given

:

°

O 2

T
y n

-2

t

-1

s

1

M
c

-2i

n
Dana.
Forbes.

The following are the anodes measured by Dr. Forbes ; and in a separate col

urun trip rnnr.,.., v , . i^.r ««k^«« Oro mv-pn from Brooke and Miller:

Keilhauite.

/: ii

-2 : -1

-ii : 2

0:i
2: 1
2: O

147°
149°
125°
122°
153° 30'

143° 30'

Sphene, B. and 31.

(r:c)

(t :

(c : v)

(n:r)

(» : y)

146° 44'

150° 17'

126° 26'

119° 33'

152° 45'

141° 36'

From calculations made by Mr. Hansteen, O : I is given as 114 WW\
114° 21' in sphene

; O : -1 is given at 140° 42', while it is 139° 20 m sphene.

Considering the roughness of the faces, the approximation is close. The form
tne crystal is very near the variety lederite of Shepard. See the writer's Min.,

it is
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268. The twins resemble those of sphene, being compounded parallel to the

plane ii. These results therefore confirm entirely the announcement by the writer

that keilhauite and sphene are related.

—

j. d. d.]

Lanthanite [p. 456].—J. Lawrence Smith, Amer. J. ScL, [2], xviii, 378.

Leuchtkxbeegite [p. 294].—Observations on the crystallization of leuchtenbergite

by Kenngott, Mia Not., No. 1 2.

Matlockite [p. 127].—Angles according to Kenngott (Min. Not., No. 11), 1 : 1 (ba-

sal edge)= 121° 2' ; 2i : U (basal edge) = 136° 17

Melinite of unknown locality. Melinite is a hydrous silicate of alumina. Analysis

by v. Hauer (Jahrb. GeoL Reichs., 1853, 828):

Si Si (by loss) Pe Ca fi

46-54 26-79 14*92 039 1 1 -36 (of which 1 -08 lost at 100° C.) =100
46-47 40-82 1164 " 1-06 "

Corresponds to 10*27 silica, 7'08 peroxyds, and 11-42 water.

Mica [p. 225J.—M. N. de Kokscharov announces that according to his measure-

ments the mica of Vesuvius is not hexagonal but trimetric with the habit mono-

clinic.

Note on the optical character of mica, by Grailich, Sitzungsber., Wien, xii, 536.

See further, Biotite, Phlogopite.

Mimetene [p. 4011—Mimetene and a vanadate of lead occur at the Wheatley Mine,

near Phcenixville, Pa. i J. L. Smith, Am. J. ScL f2], xix, 127.—Analysis of mimetene
of Caldbeck Fell, Cumberland, by C. Rammelsberg, (Pogg., xci, 316):

Is P Pb Ca Pb Ci
18-47 3-34 68 89 0*50 7'04 2-41 = 100*64

corresponding to 3?b3 (Is, £) -f Pb CI. G. =7*218. In muriatic acid soluble with

difficulty, but perfectly.

MisncKEL(Arsenikkies) p. [62,509].—Analysis by Freitag, Rammelsberg's Handw.
5th Suppl. 55 ; by C. v. Hauer, Jahrb. k. k. geol. Reichs., iv, 400; Ragsky, ib., S28.

See also Lieb. u. Kopp Jahresb., 1853, 779.

Molybdate of Iron.—The occurrence of a mineral containing molybdic acid and

sesquioxyd of iron, in Heard Co., Georgia, which is probably a molybdate of iron, is

announced by Mr. W. J. Taylor. It is in deep yellow silken tufts, formed of deli-

cate fibres or acieular crystals coating quartz, aikTresembles the California molybdate

described by D. D. Owen.

Molybdenite [p. 66].—Molybdenite occurs in Canada in a vein of quartz inter-

secting white crystalline limestones north of Balsam Lake, on a small island in Big

Mud Turtle Lake. It is associated with greenish scapolite, green cleavable^pyroxene

and iron pyrites (Logans Rep. Geol. Canada, 1852-3, 144).

Mosandrite [p. 342].-—L. Ssemann states in a recent communication to the writer

that he has fine specimens of mosandrite in prisms, having the aspect of epidote, thus

confirming the suggestions on p. 343 of Min.

Nitre or Nitrate of Potash [p. 433].—Nitre, according to Frankenheim is di-

morphous, like carbonate of lime, one form (the common one) prismatic like ara-

gonite, the other rhombohedral like calcite. Both may exist between the tempera-

tures -10° C. and 300° C.
~~ " ~ x""*"

the rhombohedral (,d) abnorm^, —.- .. *~v~ ~ r
ferent influences such as the presence of some foreign rabetanceft, or of a crystal ot

the prismatic kind. At a higher temperature near the fusing temperature of nitre,

the rhombohedral is normal and the prismatic abnormal, the latter changing to the

former, and retaking again its form as the temperatnre diminishes.—Pogg. Ann.;

1854, xcii, 354.

Oligoclase [p. 239].—Analysis of oligoclase from Zrnin near Krumau in Bohe-

mia, where it occurs in granulite, by v. Hauer (Jahrb. geol. Reichs., 1853, iv, 830).

.euim use caicne. x>oin may exist ui'iwteu w«s »«—r-

L The prismatic (a) is Dormal between these u\ aperatures

;

normal, and easily transformed into the prismatic by dit-

Si 63-16 Si Ult Ca 3-00 K 017 $a 9'72 fi 0'T9 == 100

Scheerer presents views in a paper in the Handwort, Chem. of Liebig, PoggeQ

dcrtf, &c, on the composition of oligoclase, and the existence of compounds inter

a
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mediate between it and orthoclase and albite, one of which he calls oligoelase-albite
and the other oligoclase-orthoclase.

Orpiment [p. 32.]—Kenngott (Sitzungsber, xi, 982) opposes the view of G. II. O.
Volger, that orpiment is in general a result of the alteration of realgar.

Ozocerite [p. 474].—R G. Hofstadter in Ann. Ch. u. Pharm., xei, 326, on natural
and artificial paraffin. '

Pai^eo-nateoljte.—Scheerer, Pogg. Ann., xciii, 95.

Palac-onite
fp. 166J.—Observations on palagonite, by Scheerer, Haudw. Chem.

Lieb., Pogg, <fce., 1853-

Partschin [p. 501].—Description of partschin from Ohlapian, by Vf, llaiclinger
(Siteungsb., xii, 480) :—Monoclinic ; (7=127° 44'. Fundamental prism (oo )=<H° 62 ',

a clinodiagonal prism of 116°. The planes without lustre, and measurements only
approximations. Cleavage indistinct.

H. =Go-7 # g. =4-006, C. v. Hauer. Lustre weak greasy. Slightly subtrans-
lucent. Composition according to C. v. Hauer

:

Si £l Fe Mn Ca fi
1. 3528 19-03 14*38 29*11 1*82 0*38 = 100
2. 34*89 18*95 13*86 2934 loss 2*77

whence, as v. Hauer observes, it has the garnet oxygen ratio, 1:1:2, and garnet
formula. Haidinger remarks upon the mineral as dimorphous with garnet, and
especially with the variety spessartine.

[The oxygen ratio of partschin is the same with that of allanite, which species
too, is dimorphous with garnet Moreover the form also is near that of allanite

;

and hence it is in all probability a closely related mineral. The angle 127° 44'
corresponds to O : U ±s 128° 45' m allanite : the prism 91° 52' is the clinodome j-/,

which would be 93° 42 ' in allanite. The discrepancies in angle are not so large as
they appear, when it is noted that the faces are rough.—n.]

Phlogopite [p. 224J.—Kenngott endeavors to show in his Min. Not., No. 13, (1)
that the mineral called phlogopite by Shepard and Dana is not Breithaupt's phlogo-
pite

; and (2) that it is not optically biaxial. On the first point lie remarks that the
description does not agree with Breithaupt's description ; ergo it cannot be the min-
eral he described. On the second, he states that in his observations with a polariscope,
the appearances are the same as for the biotite of Greenwood Furnace, and hence
the ellipses observed are only distorted circles.

[These are both errors. The specimen of phlogopite on which Breithaupt institu-
ted the species was sent him by Prof. Shepard, and Prof. Shepard received soon af-
ter a letter mentioning that he had so named it* Hence Prof. Shepard was not ig-

norant oi' the mineral or its locality, nor were other American mineralogists to
^horn American mica-; and localities are familiar. When Prof. Shepard stated the
angle at 120° to 121° 15, while Breithaupt said 121° 15', it was because he had
found 120° the angle from his many specimens; while irregularities allowed of the

Note by Prof. Sr.liman, Jr.—As M. Kenngott has suggested a doubt as to the
correctness of our recognition of the mica called phlogopite by Breithaupt—inasmuch
as lie asserts that the characters of the micas described in Shepard's and Dana's works
on Mineralogy by that name do not correspond with those given by Breithaupt to the
*aiea from Antwerp, N. Y. f—it ia well for me to state in the absence of Prof. Shep-
ard, that our first knowledge in America of Breithaupt's specbs phlogopite was
from a letter written by the Saxon Mineralogist to Prof. Shepard, and which I had
the pleasure of reading. In that letter he first applies this name to a reddish yel-

low somewhat brownish mica from Antwerp, Jefferson Co., N. Y., associated with eal-

^te and serpentine, a specimen of which Prof. Shepard had sent to him not long be-
fore. A portion of this same specimen I saw in Prof. Shepard's hands at the time
Eluded to, and from its entire similarity to other known specimens of the locality

and tho*e I have since measured (from one of which the figure beyond has been made)
there cannot be the smallest doubt of our correctness. I may add, that all the mi-
cas from that portion of Northern New York, which I liave seen and examined
^ith reference to their optical characters, belong to the species phlogopite with an-
gles from 7° to 17°

; or to biotite, and not to muscovite.

*
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variation to 121° 15'. In fact no mica affords normally for the vertical prism (if not

oblique) any other angle but 120° and its supplement 60°
; this is the angle of

the basal cleavage section in all cases. It is useless to consider other characters

mentioned by Breithaupfc ; for Kenngott would have made no such argument if he

had been aware of the facts.

The error as to the optical characters arose from the examination of too thin a

plate.

The annexed figures by 3. 4.

the writer from a thick

plate (£th of an inch) ren-

der words unnecessary.

are from an Ant-They
werp (Natural Bridge) mi-

ca, the same in locality with
that sent Breithaupt {* and
moreover are very similar

to the phlogopites of Ed-
wards, Pope's Mills, and
other localities, as the wri-

ter has especially observed.

The figures are made from
views just now shown the
writer by Prof. Silliman, Jr.

The angle between the ap-

parent optical axes has just

been measured by Prof. Silliman, and found to be 15° to 15£°. The results of the

measurements of different phlogopites are given in the writer's Mineralogy, p. 219.

Whether biotite is a distinct species is another question. The chemical
#
composi-

3tion of phlogopite, as far as known, is different, the oyygen ratio for &, £, Si, bein

3 : 2 : 5, or perhaps 7:4: 11, while in biotite it is 1 : 1 : 2. But both of these ratios

appear to occur in idocrase, while the latter is characteristic of garnet. There is

here a subject for further investigation.

It is unnecessary to follow Kenngott in his review of the analyses.—d.]

Picranalcime [p. 318].—The crystals of picranalcime, a specimen of which the

writer has received from E. Bechi, are as clear and glassy as any analcime and show
no evidence of alteration.

—

d.

Pitchstose [p. 248].—The pitchstone of St. Hatolia, Sardinia, afforded Delesse

Bull. Soc. Geol. de France, xi, 105)

:

Si

6259
XI
1659 317 0-55

Ca
1-16

Mg K
226 648 314

H and organic

3-90 = 99 4

83.

Resembles a black pitch and is associated with trachyte.
A review of analyses of pitchstone is given by Scheerer, Handw. ChenL Lieb.,

P°gg-> <kc.> 1854. See also Fluolite.

PITKARANDITE.—" A paramorphic amphibole species," Scheerer, Pogg. Ann.,

xciii, 100. Habit that of augite. Color leek-green, light or dark From Pitkaranda

in Finland. Composition according to R. Richter :

Si XI #e Mn 6a
6125 041 12 71 083 9*17 1330

019 282 018 262 532

M^
252
2-24

100*19

uxygen, 31-60 _ m mmm
whence Scheerer deduces the oxygen ratio for the silica and protoxyds, 31 '93

:
ll'*>9

= 11:4. [Excluding the water the ratio is 3180 : 1094 = nearly 12 : 4 -— ° ' 1 nr

taking for the atomic weight of silica 566 25, which is most generally ad

becomes 32*45 : 1094, which is very closely 3:1, the ratio of some steatite.

3:1 or

>ted, it

D.J

Platina Td. 12].—The
fies silver-k Bogota

* Bo#i the Vrooman's Lake and Natural Bridge localities are in Antwerp, and the

micas are of similar character, differing a little only in the optical angle. Breithaupt s

specimen came from Xatural Bridge.

—

d.
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Plumbocalcite
fp. 488].—Von Hauer obtained in an analysis of plumbocalcite

from Leadhills, Scotland, 92*43 carbonate of lime and 7'74* carbonate of lend =
100 17. G. =2*772 ; H. =30. White to pale reddish-white. Kenngott's Min. Not,
No. 13.

PoLYHALtTE [p. 377].—H. Rose states (Pogg. Ann., xciii, 1) that according to an
examination of the mineral from Vic in Lorraine (that analyzed by Berthier) by Mr.
Dexter, the gray variety as well as the red consists of polyhalite, mixed with a
hydrous silicate of magnesia and alumina. An analysis of the polyhalite of Hallein
by Behnke, and of that of Aussee by Mr. Dexter, afforded :

CaS Slgg KS NaS Na CI Si fi
1,42 29 18-27 27'09 260 1-38 0*27 610 =9800, B.
2. 4562 18-97 28*39 061 0'31 03S 602 'ifg 049, Ve 0-24=1 0O'97,D.

Analysis 1, contains also 1*35 p. c. of basic sulphate of sesquoxyd of iron.

Prosopete [p. 502],—Scheerer in Poggendorff's Annalen, xcii, 612, has made
some additions to his observations on prosopite, but without any complete analysis.

A somewhat similar mineral from Schlackenwald is described.

Pyrophvllite [p. 303J.—Analysis by Dr. F. A. Genth, of pyrophyllite from Crow-
der's Mtn., N. Carolina, in Am. J. Sci., [2], xviii, 410. The analyses lead to the form-
ula Si2 Si 5 + 2IL

Pyrites
fp. 54].—Specific gravity of 52 crystals, according to von Zepharovich,

between 3769 aud 5*185, the lowest, of crystals partially altered to limonite: pol-

ished crystals 4*8-5-185. Kenngott's Min. Not., No. 11.

PYRORETIN, Eeuss.—Pyroretin is a new fossil resin from the Brown Coal forma-
tion near Aussig in Bohemia, described by A. E. Reuss (Sitzungsb., xii, 551 ). It occurs
in plates sometimes an inch thick and in nodules ; is brittle ; brownish-black

;
greasy

resinous in lustre ; hardness of gypsum ; streak-powder dull wood-brown. Burns
easily with a reddish yellow flame and a smell like burning amber, leaving a black
coaly residue. Heated, it blackens and melts easily, and begins to intumesce from
incipient decomposition, and on cooling forms a black asphaltum-like mass. Begins
to melt at 100° C, and if kept at this temperature gives off oxygen. Analysis by
J. Stanek

:

Carbon 80*02 Hydrogen 9*42 Oxygen 10*56

corresponding to the formula C 4
H 2 8 °4- Kin near the Beta resin of the Pinns

Abies according to Johnson, which gave C 4 H 2 9 5 , differing only by 1 atom of
water. Dissolves in hot alcohol, and is deposited again on cooling.

Pyroxene [p. 158].—Analysis of augite from Sasbach, by E. Tobler, (Ann, CEl
U. Pharm.. xci. 2301 •

Si • Si fe fin Ca fig Na K H
44-40 7*83 11*81 0*11 22*60 1015 213 0*65 1-03=100-12

Oxygen, 23-52 3*65 2*62 002 6*46 3*92 0*55 011 0*92

If the alumina replaces silica, the formula is that of augite, the oxygen ratio

being 13*68: 27*37 = 1:2.
Other new analyses, Lieb. u. Kopp. Jahrsb., 1853, 797.

Kenngott has observed the prism oo-£ in a diopside from Schwararenstein in the

Tyrol. (Min. Not., No. 13.) This mineralogist has reviewed in the same paper

the analyses of pyroxene with reference to the alumina.

Pyroxenic Rocks.—A paper on the original composition of some pyroxene rocks,

by E. Sochting, is published in the Halle Zeitsclir. fur die gesammten Naturwissen-

schaften, Sept., 1854, iv, 194.

Pyrrhotine [p. 50].—The magnetic pyrites of meteoric irons is found by Dr. J.

Lawrence Smith to be a protosulphuret of iron, corresponding to the formula Fe S
(instead of Fe? S«) = Sulphur 36-36, iron 63*64. Analysis afforded Sulphur 35*67,

iron 62 38, nickel 0*32, copper trace, silica 0*56, lime 0*08 = 98*91. G. =475. Am.
J

- Sci., [2], xviii, 380.

Retinitis, see Pitchstone.

Ripidolite. see Clinachlore.
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Saline efflorescence from the Desert ofAtacama.—F. Field, Quart, J. Ckem. Soc,

vii, 308. A few miles to the east of the port of Caldeca in the north of Chili, the

soil for many leagues around is white with a saline efflorescence looking like a recent

fall of snow. An analysis afforded :

§ 42-60 CI 1963 Na Btf'tt Ca 6*72 Slg 4*75 fl 12*30

with traces of oxyd of iron and carbonates of lime and soda ; which corresponds to

the following, part of the sodium being united to the chlorine :

fta S 41-77 Ca S 16*32 Mg S 1375 Wa CI 15*60 fl 12*30 = 99-71

It is perfectly soluble in cold water, if added in sufficient quantities and digested

with it for a long time. Soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid with scarcely percepti-

ble effervescence. Slightly alkaline to test paper, owing probably to a trace of car-

bonate of soda. Dissolved in water at 100° F. and allowed to cool, it deposits large

crystals of sulphate of soda. One pound of the soil produces more than its own
weight of crystallized sulphate of soda.

Scapolite [p. 201].—Analysis of a Bcapolite from near Perth, Canada, by T. S.

found in a boulder;

subtranslucent

:

ocapolite ip. *zuij.—Analysis oi a scapoute irom near rt
Hunt (Logan's Rep. Geol. Surv. Canada, J852-53, p. 168)
H. =5*5

; G. =2'640-2'667
; color greenish-gray ; subtranslu

Si Si Fe Ca ftg K fta ign.

46-30 26*20 000 12-88 3*63 2*88 4*30 2'80= 99*59

It differs from ordinary scapolite in the large proportion of potash and also the mag-

nesia present. * *

Scorodite [p. 419, 511].—Occurrence in Cabarras Co., N. C, F. A. Genth, Am. J.

Sci., [2], xix, 23.

Scolecite fp. 328]—.Analysis of scolecite from the E. Indies, by W. I Taylor in

the laboratory of Dr. F. A. Genth, Am. J. Sci, [2], xviii, 410.

Seladoxite (Terre \
r
erte).—The analysis, p. 511 of Min. is pnblished also in the

Ann. d. Mines, [5], iv, 351.

Serpentina [p. 282, 511]—The crystals of serpentine from Easton, Pa., were ex-

amined and pronounced pseudomorphs after hornblende and augite by G. Rose

(Pogg., lxxxii, 511). The angl of the augite form given by Rose, agree closely

with those of augite ; one only gave a discrepancy, that of 0\ ii, which was 1° 48'

less. Hermann has since measured the hornblendic form (Pogg., xcii, 287), and tinds

considerable divergence from unaltered hornblende. He obtained -1 : -1 = 143° 67'

(instead of 148° 30'), and O : u1= 112° 4' (instead of 104° 50'). He regards both

these hornblendic and augitic forms, as new sprries of serpentine and not pseudo-

morphs.

[The writer lias received a hornblendic serpentine crystal from Dr. E. Swift

of Easton, which gives for -1:-1, 148° 15'-148° 30', using the reflecting go-

niometer (with the reflection of the light of a candle); and approximately

104f-105° for the edge -1 : -1 on ii (an uneven rounded plane) with the com-

mon goniometer
; (it is 106° in hornblende). The variations from the hornblende

angles are therefore evidently irregularities, and there is no sufficient reason for re-

garding the crystals as other than pseudomorphs. Dr. Swift observes that there arc

unaltered crystals of augite and hornblende of similar form in the same vicinity.—»•]

Severite [p. 504].—Analysis of severite from St. Severe, in France, by C. v.

Hauer (Jahrb. geol Reichs., 1853, 826)

:

§i 4442 £l 36-00 Ca 0*65 fl 18*40, (of which 2*95 lost at 100° C.)= 9H7
Corresponds to 9*8 parts of silica, 7 alumina and 17*17 water. Amorphous and earthy,

with a white color.

Silver Glance.—The ore of Prince's Location, Lake Superior, is chiefly native

silver in thin laminae in calcite with quartz, silver glance, copper glance, blende

and erythrite ; some assays of the crude ore afforded T. S. Hunt 3*5 p. c. of sil-

ver containing a little gold. (Logan's Report GeoL Surv. Canada). Horn silver

is said to have been found there.

Smtthsonite [p. 4471.—Herrerite of Del Rio has been shown by Dr. F. A. Genth

to be a cupriferous Smithsonite. (Proc Acad. Nat Sci Philad., vii, 232).
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Spherulite and Retinite or Pitchstone [p. 248].—Analysis by Delesse (Ann d
Mines [5], 457): .

Si £l Fe Mb &g Ca £ Na ign.
1. Spherulite, 72-L'O 15 65 1-64 050 062 098 171 552 rr2=00-40 G.=2 <459
2. Retinite, 7<r59 13*49 1-60 030 070 1*31 4*29 352 3*7C=99'50,G.==28 ;>6

Spherulite includes concretions, often somewhat radiated, in pitchstone. The two
analyses here given are from the same mass. The formation of spherulite within
the retinite is regarded as an impure crystallization of feldspar.

Spodumene [p. 169].—Specific gravity of variety from Sterling 3*182 : J.L.Smith.

Sulphur [p. 22].—A brownish sulphur of Radoboy in Hungary, owes its color ac-
cording to Magnus (Pogg. Ann., lxii, 657) to mixture with a bituminoi. mbstanc*
impregnating a little earthy material, the whole amount of this material being about
02 per cent.

Sylvanite [p. 64].—Kenngott has compared (Sitzungsber. Akad. Wien, xi, 977)
all the analyses of sylvanite and shown that the ratio between the tellurium
(including the antimony) and the other^ metals varies between 248:1 and 3*66:1,
the mean being about3:1.*
Tetradymite [p. 21, 512].—Analyses by Dr.F. A.Genth of tetradymite from Flu-

vanna Co., Va., Am.'J. Sci., [2], xix, 16. The results correspond closely with the
formula Bi Te 3 = Tellurium 4806, bismuth 51 '94.

Tetrahedrite (Gray Copper, or Fahlerz) [p. 82, 512.]—Analysis of the mineral
from Eldridge's Gold Mine, Va,, andCabarras Co., N.C., F. A. Genth, Am. J. ScL, [2],
ax, 18.

Thuringite [p. 290].—Owenite identical with Thuringite, Dr. F. A. Genth, Amer.
J. Sci., [2], sviii, 411.

(
Titxgstates.—Wolfram, Seheelite and probably Tungstate of Copper, [Sfin., p. 502],

in North Carolina, F. A. Genth, Am. J. Sci., [2], xix, 22.i

TYRITE, D. Forbes.—Resembles euxenite. Occurs in crystals having a square
section, but too irregular and unreflecting for measurement. Cleavage none. H. =65

;

G. =5'30 at 60° F. 5*56 of a massive piece. Color and lustre same as in euxenite.

Heated in a glass tube decrepitates strongly, evolves water, and the powder re-

sulting from the decrepitation is of a brilliant yellow color. B.B. with borax forms a
glass of a reddish yellow color when warm, but colorless on cooli

phosphorus, soluble with difficulty, the glass greenish yellow while hot, green when
cold. Analysis

:

Cb Xi Ca Y Ce $ te ft
44*90 5-66 081 29*72 5*35 303 620 452 = 100*25

0x7?en, 2-64 023 0*77 0'35 138 4'02

Taking the atomic weight of tantalum for that of columbium, the oxygen ratio of
bases and silica is 5*23 to 11*31, [which is that of Columbite], Occurs with euxen-
ite at a place called Hampemyr, Norway.

Warwickite [p. 395].—Analysis of warwickite by T. S. Hunt* (Amer. J. ScL,

[2],xi,352):
F

*

*

Ti 31*5 tig 43*5 fe 8*1 Los^ on ignition 2*0= 65*1

This analysis was made on the small lustrous unchanged crystals. G. =289. The
loss in the analysis, which for want of material was not investigated, is explained
by the recent discovery of boracic acid by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith

Specific gravity, according to G. J. Brush, of fresh small crystals of warwickite,

3'351 • of large crystals, 3*423. (Communicated.)
m

0n
P- 231, Min., vol. i, the proportion of boracic acid m warwickite should be

stated at 15 to 20 per cent.

Mr. Hunt's Enceladite was instituted as a species on the large crystals of the

warwickite, which had undergone, as be suggests, partial alteration The composi-
tion obtained differed totally from Prof. Shepard's results (as have all other examin-
ations), and appeared at the time to indicate that the mineral was a distinct speciea.

Srconi> Series, ToL XIX No, 57.^- May 186*. «

g ; with salt of
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WnriCHiTB (Kupferwismutherz), [p. 88].—Analyses 1, 2, by E. Schneider (Pogg.

Ann., xciii, 305 and 472),—and 3, R. Schenck (Ann. Ch. u. Pharm., xci, 232):

Sulphur, 16-15 15-87 16-64

Bismuth, 5183 5062 5251
Copper, 31-31 == 99*29 33-19 == 99*68 30*85

/

100

Schneider deduces the formula 2€u S-f- Bi S 2
, Bi standing for the double atom of

bismuth ; or [3€u S -f- Bi S3
] + x Bi, supposing it to contain some metallic bismuth.

Schenck gives the formula 2€u S + Bi S5= Sulphur 1928, bismuth 50'14, cop} < r

3058. * In his analysis, he obtained 2*54 of iron which he excludes as mixed sul-

phuret of iron.

Wolfram [p. 351].—Analysis of a wolfram from Neuhaus Stollberg near Stass-

burg, by R. Schneider (Pogg., xciii, 474)

:

W 76-57 fe 18*98 ftn 4-90 Ca 0'70 Stn trace = 100'95

The protoxyd of iron and manganese are to one another as 4 : 1

.

Xenotime [p. 401].—The xenotime of Georgia contains, according to Dr. J. Law-

rence Smith (Am. J. ScL, [2], xviii, 378), Phosphoric acid 32*45, yttria 5413. oxyd of

cerium with a little lanthanum and didymium 1V03, oxyd of iron 2f silica

089 = 100-56= ( Y, Ce)* £.
,

; £ '1^ f

Errata and Addenda to Mineralogy.—-VOLUME I.—P. 67, 1. 14th fr. top, after 1,

add, "the plane a regular hexagon."—p. 197, after 1. 9, add, Xenotime, :
1=138°30'.

—To p. 238, list of papers on slags, add, Rammehberg in Pogg., lxiv, 95, and Lehr-

buch der Chem. Metallurgie ;

—

Hausniann, Beit, zur Kenntniss der Eisenh<^»fen

Schlachen nebst einem geologischen Anhange, from Studien des Gott. Ver. Bergm.

Freunde, and an abstract in Am. J. ScL, [21, xviii, 422.

—

J. D. Dana's criticisms oa

Hausmann's paper, Am. J. Sci., ibid. ;

—

C. T. Jackson, analysis of a slag fromEaston,

Pa., Proc. Amer. Assoc, iv, 384 (also this Suppl., under Chrysolite).

VOLUME II —P. 8, anal. 1, for Linarowski, read Syranowski—p. 32, 1. 10 and 11 frf

top, for C and 2
W

, read 12, 22; also in part of edition, for 2, read 22.—p. 40, top L,

for Jargionite, read Targionite ; and the corresponding change should be made in the

Index.—p. 44, 5 1. from top, before rock, read serpentine.—p. 47, over coluro^pfef

analyses, add, S, Cu,Fe.—p. 102, 28 1. fr. top, for specular iron, read magnetite.—

p. 117, 9 1. fr. top, trf. G.=4o6-4-66 to line above after Syenite; and in 8 1. fr. top,

after Bay, dele and.—p. 130, 6th analysis, for Breithaupt, read Brandes; and 7th analy-

sis, for Breithaupt, read Plattner, and after Si, add, and loss—p. 138, 1. 12 fr. bottom,

add Cu and ft before 2nd and 3d columns of analvsis.—p. Ill, in f. 359, 360, for If,

read -1, and for 0, -1?.—p. 181,22 1. fr. top, for V^rcad Fe.—p. 189, 19 1. fr. top, trans-

pose 72-85 and 27'15.—p. 190, 6 1 fr. top, for 25*14, read 5514.—p. 204, in analysis

10, the 6-68 is water.— p. 210, 12 1. fr. bottom, dele * at St. Paul's, Canada West. —
232, 1. 18 fr. bottom, for f, read %.—p. 256 and 257, in formula of Gehlenite, for each

i and i, read f—p. 269, 1. 14 fr. bottom, put the semicolon of 1. 15th after Island

;

and in 1. 15, for Yemaska, read Yamaska.—p. 274, 17 1. fr. bottom, insert after Cy.,
|

" with idocrase and garnet" from the next line.—p. 279, before analyses of Crocidolite, I

add Analyses by Stromeyer (Pogg., xxiii, 153).— p.284, in analysis 26, arfdNa "9^f?
d

|
in last L, for Westchester, Chester Co., read Texas, Lancaster Co.—285 anal. 1 of Me- I

taxite, for Fe, read £e—p. 318. anal. 1, for 351 2, read 5512.—p. 360, 21 1. fr. top, lor
|

Nischne Tagilsk, read Beresofski ; and where Beresof occurs, it should be Beresofski.

—p. 389. L 24 from bottom, for fe, read Pe.—392, 5 1. from bottom, for Danbiinte,

rW Datholite.—p. 395, 1. 19 from top, for fe readPe—451, 2 1. from top, for Walters-

hausen, read Wachtmeister.—p. 503, 1. 20 fr. bottom, for Kenngott, read Kokscharov.

p. 505, 1. 17 fr. top, for G. A. Brush, read G. J. Brush.—Add, aknowledgments to K. r.

Greg, Jr., for figures of crystals of Leadhillite, Susannite, Linarite, Triphyhne. iw
author would mention again his obligations to Mr. Greg for various important iae

respecting British mineralogy, and also for many communications relating to Euro-

pean minerals and localities, which were most generously contributed.

P. 497, in Canada localities, for Aubert, read Aubert-Gallion : after Boucherviiie

add Mountain : for Polton read Potton ; after St. Norbert, for Amethyst, r^AP
tite ; after Wallace Mine, add Arsenical and Sulphuret of Nickel, and Nickel v
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riol
;

after Bruce's Mnrss, another locality, add Copper glance, Erubescite : add
Princes location, on Lake Huron (see above, Silver glance). The author is

indebted far the list of Canada localities to Logan's Rep. Geol. Canada, and to Mr.
T. S. Hunt.

P. 498.—On the Geological Ages of the Crystalline Limestones; (Communicated).
—The crystalline limestones of northern New York, and those of the whole of the
north side of the St. Lawrence Valley are by Mr. T. S. Hunt referred to the Laurentian
[Azoic] System of rocks, which underlies the New York system, while the marbles
of western Vermont, of Berkshire Co., Mass., of northwestern and southwestern
Connecticut, and of southern New York, N. Jersey and Pennsylvania belong to the
Trenton group of Lower Silurian rocks. The serpentines and dolomites which are
found all along the eastern line of these limestones from Lower Canada through
Vermont and Massachusetts, to Winchester and Litchfield, Conn., and which are
again seen at New Haven, Milford and Hoboken, appear to belong to the upper part
of the Hudson River group ; while the limestones extending from Lake Memphre-
magog, down the Connecticut River Valley, to Halifax, Vt., and thence through
Coleraine, Ashfield, Deerfield, Whately and Bernardstown in Mass., are Upper Silu-
rian

; to which also belong the calcareo-micaceous rocks of western Connecticut,
and probably those of Bolton farther east in the same State. The limestones of
eastern Massachusetts, as in Chelmsford, Bolton and Boxborough, and those of Wal-
pole ancF Attleborough, he supposes to be of Devonian and Carboniferous age. The
same crystalline minerals occur Alike in the highly altered rocks of the Laurentian,
Lower Silurian and Devonian systems. See Mr. Hunt's paper in the Am. Jour. ScL
[2], xvm, 193. < *

Art. XXXVII.

—

Review of MurchisonJ

The geologist whose field of observation has been within the
irnits of the United States where the formations are spread out
on so grand a scale and where there are such immense gaps in

the series, can hardly look at the geological map of England with-
out wondering at the perfection of the sequence in that country
and the small ness of the space into which so great a variety of

formations hare been crowded. Hardly a link in the chain, as re-

cognised by European geologists, can be said to be wanting : of
the 28 etages, or groups, into which all the fossiliferous rocks have
been divided by d'Orbigny, only two have not been recognised
in England, and of these, one, the etage Danien, is only a few
yards in thickness. And how much of the ardor and success

with which geology has been cultivated in England is due to the

multiplicity and variety of the facts forcing themselves, as it were,

into the notice of every one who ever cast a glance at the rocks

beneath his feet. The facilities which that country affords for

obtaining a clear insight into the structure of the earth gives to the

English geologist, in some important respects, very great advan-

tages over his co-laborers in the same science in this country.

Not to speak of the physical suffering which must be gone

through in exploring the remote portions of our territory, how

* Siluria
: The History of the Oldest known Rocks containing Organic Remains,

with a briefsketch of the Distribution of Gold over the earth ; by Sir Roderick Impey
Murchison, &c &c. London, 1854.
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much we lose in the rapidity and accuracy of our observations

for want of good geographical maps. European geologists have
as a basis for their operations almost an exact miniature copy of

the surface, on which every elevation, every undulation of the

ground, every land-mark, every stream and almost every house

is laid down. With such maps he is not obliged to be his own
surveyor, topographer and draughtsman, and he is never at a loss

to know where he is in the world. Another great advantage

which an old and thickly inhabited country possesses over a new
one, is the aid afforded by artificial sections of the rocks, such as

are furnished by canal and railway cuttings, deep wells, mines or

quarries. When the structure of a country is complicated, such

helps become of the greatest fmportance, and the geologist who
is deprived of their aid is often obliged to leave the most inter-

esting problems unsolved. Great Britain, small as is the space

she occupies on the map of the world, is the first of nations in

mineral and metallic wealth, and depends more exclusively for

her national prosperity on that branch of her industry 0rith which
geology is most intimately connected, than any other country.

Thus it is that this science has at all times been a favorite there,

and its cultivators have been numerous, devoted and highly suc-

cessful.

In the course of the development of English geology those

rocks naturally got the first attention which were most accessible,

most thickly filled with organic remains, and most simple in their

stratigraphical position. The remoter districts of Wales and the

north of England were comparatively neglected, under the idea

that the rocks of those regions were too scantily supplied with

fossils and too much metamorphosed ever to be reduced to a sys-

tem of consecutive groups. The same was the case on the con-

tinent. The German geologists-had contented themselves with

calling all the rocks below the Old Red Sandstone primary and

transition ; but the line of division between them was rarely at-

tempted to be drawn. Grauwacke was one of those indefinite

names under which were ranged a great variety of rocks of differ-

ent ages. Some attempts were made, it is true, to separate the

transition rocks in Germany into groups
; but as these classifica-

tions were based on mineralogical and not on palaeontological

grounds, they were of no value in any general application ;
they

implied no real progress in the task of unravelling the order of

succession of the older rocks. The first step in the right direc-

tion seems to have been taken by Hisinger, who showed, in 1826,

that the older fossil iferous rocks of Sweden might be separated

into two groups, according to the nature of their fossil contents.

In this country we were quite as completely in the dfcrk on

the subject of our older geological formations as they were

in Europe in regard to their own. In the words of Murehi-
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son, " Before the labors which terminated in the publication
of the i Silurian System/ no one had unravelled the detailed se-
quence and characteristic fossils of any strata of a higher anti-
quity than the Old Red Sandstone ; and even that formation was
only known to be the natural base of the carboniferous or moun-
tain limestone, and to contain a few undescribed fossil fishes.

Not only were the relations and contents of the inferior strata un-
defined, but even many rocks which are now known to be
younger than the Silurian, were then considered to be of much
more remote antiquity. No one had then surmised that the
great series of hard slates with limestones and fossils, which have
been termed Devonian, is an equivalent of the Old Red Sand-
stone, and younger than, as well as distinct from, the deposits of
the still older Silurian era. On the contrary, British authorities

believed (and I was myself so taught) that the schistose and sub-
crystalline rocks of Devonshire and Cornwall were about the
most ancient of the vast undigested heaps of greywacke. In
short, the kest ^
leave off with such rocks, as constituting obscure heaps of sedi-

ment, in and below which no succession of ' strata as identified
by their fossils' could be detected. 7 "

It was in 1831 that Murchison, desirous of throwing some
light on this dark subject, under the advice of Dr. Buckland, be-

gan his explorations along the borders of England and Wales,
where the older rocks are well developed. At the same time
Prof. Sedgwick, with similar intentions, selected North Wales as

the field of his labors, and for many years both these gentlemen
labored indefatigably to elucidate the order of succession of the

palaeozoic strata. In 1833 and 1834, Murchison presented vari-

es papers containing the results of his observations to the Geo-
logical Society of London, and ki the last named year prepared a
classification of these ancient strata, which is essentially the same
as the one now sustained by him, the rocks below the Old Red
being grouped into four formations (Ludlow rocks, Wenlock and
Dudley rocks, Horderly and May Hill rocks, afterwards named
Caradoc, and Builth and Llandeilo flags) the whole underlaid by
the unfossiliferous greywacke of the Longmynd. In 1835 the

name Silurian was given to these four groups, and the distinction

between upper and lower Silurian was established. Eight years

of persevering labor were at length worthily crowned by the ap-

pearance of the magnificently illustrated quarto, entitled, " The
Silurian System," which appeared in 1838. In this work, so

well known to every geologist, the fossils which up to that time

have been discovered in the Silurian groups were described and

%ure#by the most eminent English paleontologists, and thus

the means were placed in the hands of geologists throughout the
world of studying their older formations and comparing them
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with those of England. Nothing could have been more opportune

for American geologists than the promulgation of the Silurian Sys-

tem. The study of our fossiliferous rocks had just been seri-

ously commenced in this country by the organization of the ge-

ological surveys of the great states of New York and Pennsylva-

nia, which are chiefly occupied by the strata of the same age as

those studied by Murchison, but developed on a vastly greater

scale and in a much completer sequence. At this time the great-

est confusion prevailed in regard to the position, age and nomen-

clature of our palaeozoic strata. The Silurian and Devonian

rocks of Pennsylvania were simply designated as " secondary"

by the State Geologist in his first report (1836). In the same

year Mr. Featherstonhaugh described all the rocks of the North-

west, including the whole series from Lower Silurian up to the

coal, as being of carboniferous age, and in his report for the pre-

vious year he had made still greater confusion in attempting to

classify the rocks of the Atlantic States. Troost had also consid-

ered the Silurian of Tennessee as carboniferous, and Eaton had

identified rocks of the same age in New York as of the age of

the New Red Sandstone.

Great was the impetus given to pakeozoic geology by the es-

tablishment of the Silurian System, and geologists everywhere

began to search among their transition and greywacke rocks for

the equivalents of the group, established by Murchison. No one

however was more active in extending his system to foreign coun-

tries than our author himself, and with the especial object of

finding fresh confirmation of the truth of the British palaeozoic

classification he visited Russia, and with the aid of de Verneuil

and under the especial patronage of the Emperor, carried out, in

the years 1840 and 1841, an extensive survey of Russia in Eu-

rope and the Ural mountains. In 1842, '3 and ?

4, farther investi-

gations were made by Count von Keyserling in Russia and by

Murchison himself in England, Germany and Scandinavia, and

in 1845 the results of these laborious and costly researches ap-

peared in the form of two quarto volumes entitled " The Geol-

ogy of Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains," a work print-

ed and illustrated in a style of truly imperial magnificence. Be-

sides this work and the " Silurian System," numerous papers by

Murchison, either alone or associated with Sedgwick or Verneuil,

appeared in the transactions and proceedings of the Geological

Society of London, in the preparation of which the aid of the

most accomplished palaeontologists of England was obtained in

their various departments.

The results of all these researches are presented by the author

in a condensed form in the work now before us, an odtovoot

523 pages, evidently prepared with the object of posting up the

geology of the palaeozoic formations to the present time and pre-
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senting to the public a volume which should not be too strictly

scientific to interest any but the professional geologist, and which,
at the same time, might not, like the works previously mentioned,
be inaccessible to many on account of its great cost. For this

purpose, the original plates of fossils drawn by Mr. Sowerby
and engraved for the " Silurian System" have been reproduced
by transferring to stone, with the exception of the corals, which
being originally lithographs could not be thus made use of again.
These latter however have been, with additions and corrections,

drawn upon wood, and numerous species are also figured in this

way which have been found in Great Britain since the " Silurian

System" was published, or of which better specimens have been
obtained

; these were drawn on wood by Mr. Salter. Thus the
" Siluria' 7

is declared by its author to be u a faithful outline of his

previous labors and also of our present knowledge of the older

palaeozoic rocks as registered in the noble series of organic life

collected in the Government Museum of Practical Geology."
Having thus noticed the successive publications of our author,

it is proposed to glance at some of the principal results and opin-
ions which are discussed in the Siluria, with especial reference to

the light thrown on them by the researches of geologists in other

countries, and particularly in the United States.

The author of the " Sfturian System" has been very much
troubled during the last ten years, by the pertinacity with which
his old friend and fellow-laborer, Prof. Sedgwick, has insisted on
robbing his favorite system of its lower half in order to make out

a " Cambrian System." The controversy on this subject has

been warmly carried on by both parties and their respective

friends. Its history is briefly this : While Murchison was inves-

tigating the geology of the border counties of England and Wales,
the typical N Siluria," Sedgwick was equally hard at work in

North Wales; both of these distinguished geologists having the

same object in view, namely, the unravelling the order of suc-

cession of the lower palaeozoic strata. Apart from all considera-

tions of personal qualifications for success, it is evident that the re-

gion selected by Murchison was better adapted for the purpose to

he obtained. The rocks of North Wales are so much broken up
and invaded by igneous masses, and hence so complicated in their

stratigraphical relations, and moreover so poorly supplied with

fossils, that it has required all the skill of the government corps

of geologists, working out every thing in the most detailed

Wanner, to determine the structure of the region. Hence,

while Murchison had elaborated his views and divided the Silu-

rian rocks into a number of groups, which have, in the main,

keen recognised by the Government Geological Survey, and,

what is of still higher importance, had caused the typical organic

forms of his system to be described and figured, thus enabling
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geologists in other parts of the world to identify rocks of the

same age, Sedgwick had made but little progress in his district,

and certainly had not published a sufficiently clear account of his

Cambrian rocks and their fossil contents to enable geologists to

recognise them as forming a distinct system. The name Silurian

has therefore been almost universally adopted ; and when it was

found that Sedgwick's Cambrian was nothing more nor less than

Lower Silurian, the latter name had already become too familiar

to make it possible, had it been desirable, to exchange it for an-

other. Murchison did, indeed, on the authority of Sedgwick,

for a time admit that the Cambrian rocks were distinct from and

lower than his Lower Silurian; but he soon became convinced

that this was an error, as has since been proved by the government

geologists, who have demonstrated that the supposed lower rocks

of North Wales are physically and paleeontologically identical

with the groups of Siluria. Unfortunately, as we think, the name

of Cambrian has been retained by the British Geological Survey

and is now applied to the non-fossiliferous rocks, below an arbi-

trary base line, in which no fossils have as yet been found. The
sandstones of Barmouth and Harlech, the slates of Llanberis and

the conglomerates, grits and schists of Longmynd are included

in the Cambrian as at present understood. These rocks, however,

are not unconformable with the fossiltferous beds lying directly

over them, and if hereafter, they should be found to contain or-

ganic remains and these should be Lower Silurian types, then the

name of Cambrian would have to be dropped.

The whole space occupied in England and Wales by rocks

supposed to be azoic is very small, only a few patches being col-

ored as Cambrian on the geological map accompanying our au-

thor's work ; and should any or all of these beds prove to contain

a few traces of organic life, it need not excite surprise, or at all

invalidate our belief in the existence of a system of sedimentary

beds destitute of organic remains in other parts of the world.

Geologists have, indeed, been generally unwilling to admit that

in the Lower Silurian we have reached the lowest zone of organic

life, and with a few exceptions in Europe, among which the most

prominent names are those of Barrande, d'Orbigny and Murchi-

son himself, the name azoic has been rejected in its application

to the lower unfossiliferous rocks, as implying what could not be

proved, namely, that we had positive evidence of the deposition

of sedimentary beds previous to the appearance of organic life upon

this earth. Murchison was the first to distinctly set forth the the-

ory that in the lowest Silurian strata we have the first represent-

atives of organized existence, that we are justified in asserting

that a base line may be drawn from which palaeontological rea-

soning may start. In his M Russia and the Ural Mountains

(1845) he thus expresses himself: "On this point, we have re-
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cently convinced ourselves, by clear and indisputable sections,
that the lowest beds (Scandinavian) charged with anything like

animals or vegetables, are the exact equivalents of the Lower Si-
lurian strata of the British Isles, and that these have been dis-

tinctly formed out of, and rest upon, slaty and oiher rocks which
had undergone crystallization before their particles were ground
up and cemented together to compose the earliest beds in which
organic life is traceable. To the crystalline masses which pre-

ceded that palaeozoic succession to which our remarks were mostly
directed, we apply the term " Azoic/ 7 not meaning dogmatically
to affirm, that nothing organic could have been in existence dur-
ing those earlier deposits of sedimentary matter, but simply as ex-
pressing the fact, that in as far as human researches have reached,
no vestiges of living things have been found in them, so also from
their nature they seem to have been formed under such accompany-
ing conditions of intense heat and fusion, that it is hopeless to ex-
pect to find in them traces of organization." In the Siluria the au-
thor seems to have partly abandoned this ground, since he speaks

(p. 458) of the lowest sedimentary strata as being "almost entirely

Azoic, the heat of the surface of those earlier periods having been,
it is supposed, adverse to life." He has also hesitated about giv-

ing the name of " Azoic" to his lowest rocks and has adopted the

term " Longmynd or Bottom Rocks." This change of opinion

in the face of the large amount of evidence in support of the

existence of Azoic rocks in various parts of the world which has

accumulated in the last few years, is due, probably, to the dis-

covery of a vestige of organic life in the purple and greenish

greywacke of Bray Head near Dublin, a rock which is believed

by the Government Surveyors to occupy the same place in the

series as the rocks previously classed as Azoic on the other side

°f the channel. This most ancient Irish fossil is a peculiar zoo-

phyte, in regard to which but little is known, but which has

been called by Edward Forbes Oldliamia; two species of it have

been detected. Before asserting that the discovery of this polyp

renders the rejection of the azoic system a matter of necessity,

" must be recollected that the geological structure of the dis-

trict in which it occurs is very complicated, and that the strata

have been so folded together and invaded by igneous rocks from

the lowest known strata up to the Upper Silurian, that it is with

difficulty that the true succession of the formations can be made

«**, while the space occupied by those rocks which are designa-

ted the " Bottom Rocks," is so small when compared with the im-

mense development of the Azoic in other countries, that it seems

hardly pwper to accept this as the typical region of the lowest

formations. We see np difficulty in admitting that none of the

Welch rocks are older than the Lower Silurian, while we regard

the evidence of the existence of an azoic system m other parts of

Second Series, Vol XIX, No. 57.—May, 1865. 48
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the world as too strong to be easily set aside. The thickness of

the Lower Silurian rocks may be increased to an almost indefinite

extent by intercalated trappean masses and volcanic grits and

conglomerates. This is not only exemplified in North Wales,

where the trappean and Bala groups, which are made of a suc-

cession of black slates, with occasional bands of sandstones and

grits and great masses of trappean rocks and a few bands of lime-

stone containing Lower Silurian fossils, reach the enormous devel-

opment of 24,000 feet, but in this country, in the basin of Lake

Superior, where the lower member of the Silurian, the equiv-

alent of the Potsdam sandstone, which in its normal condition,

at a distance from volcanic disturbances, is composed of a feu

hundred feet of fine-grained sandstone, in the region of trappean

outbursts, acquires a thickness, with its associated trappean rocks

and conglomerates, of at least three miles.

The whole course of geological investigations since the publi-

cation of the " Silurian System" seems to us to have accumulated

so much evidence in favor of our having reached in the Lower
Silurian the commencement of the existence of organic life on

the globe, that this is to be accepted as one of the great results of

the science, at least until some vestiges of a Fauna or Flora of

an older type shall have been discovered. There can be no fact

more unequivocally made out than the extraordinary resemblance

everywhere manifested in the Fauna of the oldest fossil iferous

rocks. Throughout the whole extent of the earth's surface which

has been explored, we find that there is in the Lower Palaeozoic

types, as we descend in the series, a more near approach to iden-

tity in fossils of remote localities but of the same geological period.

In the Bohemiau basin, whose geology has been so elaborately

worked out by Barrande, this geologist describes, at the base ol

the fossiliferous beds, a series of schists, conglomerates and un-

doubted sedimentary strata, in which not a trace of organic life

can be discovered, and which he does not hesitate to designate as

Azoic. These he divides into two groups, of which the upper one

is not to be distinguished from the overlying fossiliferous beds

either by stratigraphical position or mineralogical characters, re-

sembling in that respect the Lot ^
Above the Azoic rocks rests the group of argillaceous schists con-

taining a set of fossils, designated by Barrande under the name ot

the " Primordial Fauna." "This Fauna is mostly made up of tn-

Ell

Hyd
are associated a Pteropod, an Orthis, and two Cystidians or

analogous bodies. Of the seven genera of trilobites above men-

tioned, only one, Agnostus, is found in an overlying group
;

&'

the others disappear forever with the eruption of a vast mass

of porphyry which separates the "Primordial Fauna" from the

" Second Fauna."
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Both Barrancle and Murchison agree in considering the "Pri-
mordial Fauna" to be represented in Great Britain, although not
as sharply limited as in Bohemia, by the so-called Lingula beds
of Wales, which contain Paradoxides, Coiwcephahts, \ Diostus,
and Lingula, and by certain beds in the Malvern Hills, contain-
ing Olenus. The same genera are typical of the lowest band
containing organic life in Scandinavia, where the .Azoic rocks are
developed over an immense space and everywhere recognised as
unconformable with the fossiliferous strata. The number of
species of trilobites in the Primordial Fauna of this region is very
great, but they have not yet been as thoroughly studied as those of
Bohemia. The lowest zone of organic life, however, is occupied
by fucoids only.

In this country we recognise the existence of the Azoic System
over an immense extent of teritory in the Northwest. The fact
that the Lower Silurian sandstones rest upon the upturned edges
of the older unfossiliferous rocks, in an almost unaltered condi-
tion and in the very position in which they were first deposited,
renders the study of the relations of the two systems a very in-
testing one.* In the Azoic rocks we have slates, ripple-marked
quartz rocks, and occasionally thin bands of limestone with inter-

stratified traps in immense masses, the whole being so folded over
ana metamorphosed as to render any estimate of their entire thick-
ness but little better than a mere guess. These rocks extend far to

the Northwest, but are much covered by heavy accumulations of
drift, and, being in an almost uninhabited country, have been but
little explored in their details. In Missouri, the oldest fossiliferous

beds, which are of Lower Silurian age, but whose organic contents
have been but little studied as yet, rest unconformably on altered

sedimentary rocks and porphyries, and the same is said to be the
case in Arkansas. In the Lower Silurian sandstone of Lake Su-
perior the few relics of organic existence which have been found
have a marked analogy with what has elsewhere been observed
] n the oldest fossilifeous rocks. The only trilobite thus far ob-

served is a Paradoxides or a closely allied genus; besides there

are a few fucoids and Lunula. Farther west, however, in the

same sandstone, on the St. Croix river, a series of trilobite beds,

tying at the base of the fossiliferous formations, has been discov-

ered by Dr. D. D. Owen, in the drawings of which Barrande has

^cognised forms either identical with^or m the highest degree

resembling Paradoxides, but of which the fragments figured in

* Murchison ha* been, in several instances, led into great errors by adopting M,
J ules Marcou as one of bfe American authorities. * Thus he h\s failed to re j the

^conform
>iii of the Lower Silurian and the Azo in the Northwest, a weli-estab-

uahed fact. We take the lil tv of referring the author to Siiliraan s Journal for

March, 1 54, where he will find Mr. Mareou's g logical knowledge of the United
btates discu> d, and we have little i ubt that, after examining that article, he will

Prefer to consult more reli authors.
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Dr. Owen's Report are too imperfect to allow of their generic posi-

tion being fixed with certainly. Barrande also discovered on a

specimen of the St. Croix sandstone a Pteropod nearly allied to

the Pugiunculus primus of his primordial Fauna. Add to these

the Lingula, and the closely allied forms of Orbicida and Obohts

and we have, with the fucoids of the Lake Superior and New
York sandstones, a fair representation of the primordial Fauna.

The unity of the system of organic life below the coal is very

evident, and the great difference of opinion as to where the lines

dividing the whole palaeozoic series into groups ought to be drawn

proves sufficiently the difficulty of breaking up the system into

parts. The Devonian System was proposed by Sedgwick and

Murchison about the same time as the Silurian, and embraced a

series of rocks intermediate in position between the upper Silurian

and the Carboniferous. The fine-grained limestones and slates of

Devonshire were regarded by these geologists as contemporaneous

with the Old Red Sandstone of Scotland, the rocks of Devon and

Cornwall containing shells and corals of both Upper Silurian and

Carboniferous types, while the Old Red is rich in fossil fishes. We
have in this country found it very difficult to reconcile our geol-

ogy with the views generally adopted in England in regard to

the Devonian. As has been shown by James Hall, our forma-

tions can with difficulty be brought into parallelism with those

of England, as long as the systems and groups remain with the lim-

its which they have generally been regarded as having among the

geologists of that country. The latest investigations, however,

seem to have thrown new light on this subject and when the de-

tailed examination of the groups in the south of Ireland which

are intermediate between the Carboniferous and the Lower Silu-

rian shells have been published, we may hope to be materially

aided in our comparisons. At present, Mr. Sharpe considers the

South Devon limestones as the exact equivalent of the limestone

of the "Systeme Eifelien" of Dumont* and therefore above the

Old Red Sandstone. The Eifelian is intermediate between the

Condrusian and Ahrian systems, of which the former is repre-

sented in England by the Carboniferous series together with the

Culm measures of Devonshire, including the Petherwin and Pil-

ton beds, which Mr. Sharpe removes from the Devonian to the

Carboniferous. The Ahrian and the next inferior system, the Cob-

lenzian, which are intermediate between the Old Red Sandstone

and the Silurian, have not been recognised in England, but are

considered to be represented in New York by the rocks between

the Oriskany sandstone and the sandstone and shales of the Oats-

kill Mountains. In the Devonian, as at present limited in Eng-

land, the proportion of Silurian and Carboniferous species is so

* This geologist employs the term systeme as the equivalent of group, or su

ison: terrain is his word for system as usually understood.
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enormous that, as Hall justly remarks* " the small number of re-

stricted species reduces the importance of the system to the value
of some of our subordinate groups." D'Orbigny, however, con-
siders that the great number of species heretofore considered iden-
tical is due solely to incorrect determinations.

Where in England the line between Upper and Lower Silurian
shall be drawn is another question which seems by no means sat-

isfactorily settled, although Murchison remarks that M
it was at

the summit of this Caradoc sandstone that I long ago drew the
line of demarkation between the inferior and superior masses of
the Silurian systems and observations extended to many distant
regions have confirmed the general truthfulness of that division."
In the original classification of the Silurian by Murchison, the
Caradoc and Llandeilo groups were bracketed together as Lower
Silurian, and in the Siluria we are reminded that all the fossils

which most frequently occur in the heart of the Caradoc forma-
tion are found in the Llandeilo, and yet the Government Survey-
ors have decided that the Caradoc must be taken from the Lower
Silurian and placed as an intermediate group between that and the
Upper division, at the same time allowing that the two cannot
be palasontologically separated from each other. Sedgwick and
M'Coy have shown that the rocks colored as Caradoc in the Mal-
vern Hills by the Government Survey are filled with Wenlock
fossils. Partly as a result of this confusion, we find figured in

the Siluria, as characteristic of the Lower Silurian a number of
fossils which in this country are universally recognised as tipper

Silurian only; for instance, Pentamerus oblortgus, Halysites ca-

othei

Favosites
:s.

The map attached to the Siluria, on which is represented the

extent of the palaezoic rocks throughout the world, shows the re-

markable fact that these, together with the Azoic or crystalline

rocks, cover by far the larger part of the earth's surface. Judg-

ing by the eye it would appear that of the regions whose geology
is approximately known, not more than one-fifth or one-sixih of

the surface is occupied by the Mesozoic and Cainozoic, or Second-
ary and Tertiary, strata. It will not escape anyone's notice that

the predominating rocks in high northern latitudes are paleozoic
;

as far north as the most adventurous explorers have penetrated,

Silurian and Carboniferous fossils have been found amid eternal

snow and ice. The great uniformity in the character of organic

life over so vast an extent of the globe during the palaeozoic epoch,

indicating, as it does, climatic conditions of a very different charac-

ter from those which now prevail, is one of the most interesting

of the revelations of geological science. The very small devel-

opment of the older fossillferous rocks in the equatorial zone

* Foster and Whitney's Report, Part II, p. 312.
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is another important fact which seems to us to indicate that the

conditions for the growth of organic life in that part of the earth

were unfavorable during the earlier periods of animal and veget-

able existence. If the internal heat of the earth be adopted, as

is done by most geologists, as the principal cause of the more uni-

form and elevated temperature of the globe during the earlier

geological periods, is it not a legitimate inference to conclude that

the same causes which rendered the now frozen arctic zone suffi-

ciently warm to support a prolific growth of plants and animals,

must have so increased the temperature of the equatorial regions

that life could not exist there except under peculiar and excep-

tional circumstances? Thus, the colder portions of the earth are

by far the best provided with coal, and within the limits of the

torrid zone there seems to be almost a total want of the proper

coal-measures.

The order of the palaeontological development of the palaeozoic

strata can nowhere be so well studied as in North America- The
vast space over which the older fossil iferous rocks are spread out

and the fact that, in spite of the immense period since the ani-

mals and plants entombed in them lived and flourished, they re-

main almost in the same position in which they were originally

deposited, are two strong reasons why this study should be car-

ried on in this country with vigor and success. The labors of

James Hall have already shed a flood of light over this, the most

interesting, department of our geology, and we look on the vol-

umes of the "Palaeontology of New York" as a not less import-

ant contribution to our knowledge of the palaeozoic world than

those of Murchison or Barrande. Much yet remains to be done

in our great western valley, before our acquaintance with the his-

tory of the development of organic life in our older strata will

have reached anything like a satisfactory stage. When the various

groups, which have been so thoroughly studied in New York by

Hall, shall have been equally well worked out in their western

and southwestern extension, we shall have a more complete pic-

ture of palaeozoic life, as developed under every variety of physi-

cal condition, than any part of Europe can furnish. Thanks to

the labors of Mr. Logan in Canada, we are fast gaining a knowl-

edge of that interesting region thus getting a clue to some of the

intricacies of New England geology, so that we may hope that so

large a part of our northeastern states will not always remain but

little better than a blank upon our geological maps.
The subject of the original formation and distribution of gold

over the earth's surface is one in which Murchison has, since his

visit to the Ural, been particularly interested, and a chapter of the

Siluria is devoted to a recapitulation of what he has elsewhere

published m regard to it. In 1844 our author was led, prin-

cipally by an examination of specimens collected by Count
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Strzelecki along the eastern mountain range of Australia to infer
that there was a strong resemblance between that region and the
Russian auriferous chain, and he adverted to this in his address
before the Geographical Society in that year, suggesting that gold
would probably be found there. It had indeed been already dis-
covered by Strzelecki, as early as 1839; but at the earnest re-
quest of the Governor of New South Wales this gentleman has
kept the matter a profound secret * In 184G Murchison received
specimens of auriferous quartz from that region, and he again en-
larged on the analogy between the Australian Cordillera, as he
termed it, and the Ural chain, urging the Cornish miners to go
out and seek their fortune as gold washers in that distant country.

Since that time, he has written numerous papers, the chief ob-
ject of which has been to set forth the facts of his connection
with the gold discoveries in Australia and to show that the pub-
lic need be under no apprehension of a fall in the value of the
precious metal, on account of its immensely increased production
since the opening of the auriferous regions of California and Aus-
tralia. This increase, according to Murchison, can only continue
for a short time, since the records of mining have shown that au-

m p .

"
nierons veins rapidly decrease in richness from the surface down-
wards, so that they cannot be worked with profit, while the de-
trital beds, from which almost all the gold is obtained, are neces-
sarily limited in depth and are therefore soon exhausted, espe-
cially when Anglo-Saxon energy is directed to their exploration.

Our author's predictions have been more completely sustained in

the case of Australia than in that of California. The yield of
gold from the former country is already falling off rapidly, but
the California!! gold-fields, although they were attacked four years

before those of Australia are still yielding only a slightly dimin-
ished quantity. Still there is no' doubt that the maximum of

production has been reached, and that there will be a decline,

probably slow and gradual, but still inevitable. It seems hardly

possible to avoid the conclusion that enough gold will have been

obtained in the course of the twenty years following the open-
lr>g of California, to produce a sensible effect in depressing the

value of the precious metal. The auriferous sedimentary and

detrital beds are accumulated on a more gigantic scale along the

flanks of the Sierra Nevada than anywhere else, and a very con-

siderable time must elapse before they will have become exhaust-

ed of their metalliferous contents, while it is by no means proved

* It is worthy of note that the authorities of New Soutii Wales again and again

endeavored to suppress the knowledge of the exigence of gold in that region, lest

it should interfere v. h >heeplowing. Although Strzelecki was actually the first
*-**-••* __r o.

,. .
jue to Sir. Hargraves, a "returned

spirit brought from the other side of
the worldoomm^d "prospecting* and digging, without much regard for governors

"heep-.

« snouia interfere with sheep-growim:. ahd«
to tind gold ; vet, prad lly, the discovery k
Cahfornian/' who with a little of the " go-ahead
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that a very considerable amount of the precious metal may not

be obtained from workings in the veins themselves, if properly

and economically managed.
Within the last few years, the ratio of the production of gold

to silver has undergone a great change. Early in the present

century it was by weight nearly as 1 of gold to 43 of silver;

in 1845 when the Siberian washings were most productive, the

ratio was 1 : 17 ; in 1852, when California and Australia were

yielding most largely, it was as 1:4. It has been generally

admitted by writers on political economy, that so great a change

as this in the relative amount of the two metals brought into use

must have an effect on their relative values, and that silver must

gradually rise to something approaching the value which it former-

ly had as compared with gold. Murchison however has the extra-

ordinary idea that " Providence seems to have originally adjusted

the relative value of these two precious metals and that their rela-

tions having remained the same for ages, will long survive all the-

ories." He seems to forget, that the opening of the silver mines

to South America in the sixteenth century so increased the produce

of that metal as to depress its value, as compared with gold, from

a ratio of about one to ten, which it had maintained for a long

period, to one to fifteen. Since the earliest historical times the

relative value of the two noble metals has always been more or

less fluctuating, and, being dependent on the varying influences

of demand and supply, it will no doubt always continue so;

although, except under extraordinary circumstances, such as the

discovery of the California gold-fields may be conceived to be,

usually vibrating within narrow limits.

The last chapter of the Siluria is chiefly devoted to a general

view of the succession of life from a beginning, as based on pos-

itive observation, carefully distinguishing absolute geological re-

sults from mere theoretical speculations on what may hereafter

be found. The idea of a progressive development in animal and

vegetable life, which was for a time so stoutly battled against,

seems to be more generally recognised. It is now seen that in the

general anxiety which once prevailed among geologists to bring

down the higher types of organized existence into the lowest

strata, a good many mistakes were made, which more careful ob-

servations have set right. Thus the famous tracks in the Pots-

dam sandstone of Canada, which were once so confidently pro-

nounced to belong to Ckelonians, are now regarded as Crustacean.

At one time we were led to believe that fishes made their appear-

ance as low down in the series as the Lower Silurian, and this

was strongly insisted on as opposed to the theory of progression.

It now seems, however, to be almost certain from the comparison

of observations made all over the world, that it is not until^we

rise to the uppermost beds of the Silurian System that we find
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traces of vertebrate life, in the form of a few minute fishes. In
England the earliest fishes are now supposed to occur in the up-
per Ludlow, the so-called " fish defences" in the lower rocks,
having been shown to be crustacean. The fragments of jaws,'

• teeth and skin found in the " bone-bed 7
' of the tipper Ludlow,

however, do not seem to be capable of being referred with abso-
lute certainty to the class of fishes, since the opinions of palae-

ontologists are divided with regard to the larger part, if not all,

of them.

Our author, therefore, seems to us justified in asserting that,

looking at the Silurian System as a whole, we know that its

chief deposits (certainly all the lower and most anterior) were
formed during a long period, in which, while the sea abounded
with countless invertebrate animals, no marine vertebrata had
been called into existence

; that these may yet be found is

certainly not impossible; but every year of active exploration all

over the world diminishes the probability of such an event, and
should make us more unwilling to accept as a fact any supposed
discovery of the kind, unless substantiated by undoubted evi-

dence.

In taking leave of our author, we feel strongly impressed with
the change which under his guidance, has been wrought in

our knowledge of the lower fossiliferous strata during the last

few years ; the impulse which his labors have given to palaeo-

zoic geology is everywhere felt and acknowledged. Still we
close the pages of the " Siluria" feeling quite as deeply that if

much has been done, much more remains to do; the outlines

have been drawn upon the canvass, but the perfect picture will

only be the result of long-continued and associated labor. The
geologists of this country especially have a noble task before

them
; their field is almost unlimited, the results must be pro-

portionally grand.

—

j. v. w.

Art. XXXVIII.

—

Barometric Anomalies about the Andes ; by

Lieut. M. F. Maury, U. S. N.*

Lieut. Herndon, U. 3. N"., in his descent of the Andes, in

185 U52, on his way from Lima to explore the valley of the Ama-
zon and to descend that river to the Atlantic, determined the

heights of various places above the level of the sea, both by baro-

metric pressure, and by the boiling point ol water. His boiling ap-

paratus was constructed by Mr. Wm. Wurdemann, of Washington.

His observations as to atmospheric pressure, made with the

view of determining heights above the sea level, appear to indicate

* From Mauris Sailing Directions, 4to, 1S53.

Second Szbies, Vol. XIX, Mo. 57.—May, 1855. 49
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that the form or shape of the Andes is repeated in the atmosphere.

In other words, that there is in the region of the clouds, a ridge

or pile of atmosphere, answering to an air-cast mould of the Cordil-

leras ; for at the eastern base of the Andes he found the pressure of

the atmosphere, as measured by the temperature of boiling water,

to be nearly as great as it is usually at the sea level—and after

having descended the river for nearly a thousand miles below this

place of great pressure, he found that, according to the boiling

point, he had ascended nearly 1,500 feet!

These mountains extend from three to five miles up into the

atmosphere. The Trade Winds blow almost perpendicularly

against them. Of course, these winds are obstructed by an ob-

stacle, which extends as far up, or nearly as far up, as they them-

selves do; and, being thus obstructed in their course, would there

not, consequently, be a banking up of air against the Andes, as

there is of water against a rock or other impediment, over which

the current of a rapid river has to force its way? In such cases,

there is a ridge or pile of water above the obstruction, and a de-

pression or hollow in the water both above and below this ridge.

Herndon's observations on the boiling point of water, have sug-

gested to me the idea of an air-cast mould of the Andes in the

atmosphere
; in other words : that there is to windward—that is,

to the eastward of the Andes, where the trade winds first im-

pinge—an accumulation or ridge of atmosphere, with a valley or

depression on each side of it.

To illustrate this, I have had a diagram drawn, upon the sup-

position that the average descent of the Amazon from Chasuta, at
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the head of uninterrupted navigation, down to the sea, is 8 inches
to the mile. Eight inches to the mile is probably toe great a de-
scent from the foot of the last rapid in the Amazon to the sea.
But the object of the diagram is not to illustrate the slope of the

• Amazonian water-shed; it is to illustrate the remarkable degree
of barometric pressure that has been found near the eastern base
of the Cordilleras. I therefore assume the descent of the river to
be on the average, very nearly what Herndon's observations made
it to be, after he had passed from under the supposed elevation,
or ridge of the atmosphere. The distance from Chasuta to the
sea is, by the windings of the river, about 3,285 miles.

The dotted line, shows a profile view of Herndon's descent,
according to the temperature of the boiling point ; and the con-
tinuous line, his actual descent, upon the supposition that the
average inclination of the river from Chasuta to the sea is as be-
fore stated—S inches to the mile.

Prom Nauta, where his boiling point placed him at only 126
feet above the level of the sea, to Egas, where, though drifting

down the stream all the way, it placed him 1,715 feet above it,

the distance is 707 miles. If intermediate observations could
have been made between these two places, he would probably
have found that he had passed from under this supposed air-cast

range of mountains long before he reached Egas.

However, observations sufficient for a full explanation of the

phenomena presented by this diagram are wanting, and we must
deal with those we have, as best we may, hoping by calling at-

tention to the subject upon such meagre facts, some other trav-

eller will be provoked into a thorough and complete series of baro-

metric observations along the slopes of the Andes.

Lieut. Herndon assumed that at the mouth of the Amazon,
the mean height of the barometer would be 30 in., the boiling

point 212°. But during a portion of his descent, the belt of the

equatorial calms was over the mouth of the Amazon. All the

ships whose Log Books I have with records in them, as to tire

barometer, show that it does not stand as high in these calms as

it does on either side of them. Dewey's observations at Para,

confirm this. Therefore Herndon's heights as determined by
the boiling point of water during bis descent erf the Amazon, are

probably not so great as the standard, to which he referred his ob-

servations, would make them. At any rate, whether his observa-

tions were uniformly too great or too small, is immaterial to my
present purpose, which is to show the remarkable variations dis-

covered by him in the pressure of the atmosphere, particularly

during his descent of the Amazon.
At Nauta, in Peru, which is about 2,700 miles above the mouth

of the Amazon, it appears there was an accumulation of atmosphere

sufficient to cause a pressure nearly equal to the ordinary atmos-
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pheric pressure at the sea level. In other words, this traveller

found himself under a ridge ormountain of atmosphere, the pres-

sure of which away up on the side of the Andes was nearly as

great as is the mean pressure of the atmosphere down upon the

sea shore.

Drifting along down the river from Nauta, Lieut. Herndon,

much to his surprise, found that according to his boiling point,

he was ascending or going up-hill quite rapidly, though by the

river and his own senses, he was descending. Finally, by his

boiling point, at Egas, he ceased to ascend, and again began to

descend according to it and his own senses also.

It is worthy of remark, that M. Castlenau, the French traveller,

who preceded Herndon, observed the same phenomenon with re-

gard to the high barometer, at Nauta, that the American did with

regard to the boiling point.

Their measurements, which were both made on a bluff or high

bank of the river, differ from each other as to the height above

the sea level, 51 feet. At the next place—Pebas—where they

both again observed, the difference between them is 138 feet.

At Barra also, they both observed. Here, too, the German trav-

ellers, Spix and Martins, observed. These observations give the

height of Barra, by Castlenau, 293 feet; by Herndon, 1,380 J
by

Spix arid Marlins, 522 feet ; above the level of the sea. M. Cas-

tlenau complains that in his descent of the Amazon his barometer

got out of order, and that in consequence, he was compelled to

reject a portion of his observations. Was it because his baro-

meter made him apparently go up hill, as Herndon 's boiling point

did, when he knew he was going down stream?
It is to be hoped, if this should evermeet the eye of that clever

French traveller, he will have the goodness to let the world see

those rejected observations.

Moreover, it would probably depend upon the season of the

year whether barometrical observations along the Amazon, and to

the north of it, would detect this supposed repetition of the Andes

in the air. When the equatorial calms are upon the Amazon, as

for a month or two annually they are, the trade winds do not

blow at Nauta or Pebas, consequently there would be no accumu-

lation of air then, and from this cause, over those places. But at

the other season, when the S. E. trades are felt at Pebas and

Nauta, and when they are impinging and pressing against the

Andes, I imagine they accumulate and pile up too, and will make

the barometer feel the weight of this accumulation. Now, the

fact that those travellers passed along the Amazon at differrent

seasons of the year, may help to account for this extraordinary

difference in their barometrical observations.

Reasoning from these facts and conjectures, I have been led to

ask the question—that if there be an elevation in the atmosphere
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to windward of the Andes
;
ought there not to be a hollow or de-

pression in it to leeward of them also? With the view of get-
ting some light with regard to the answer to this question, I have
sought to ascertain what is the mean height of the barometer at
Lima and along the Peruvian coast of South America, It appears
that the mean height of the barometer at Lima is, according to
Doctor Unanue, 29-13, (27 pulgadas, 4 tineas,) with a variation
in its range of from 2 to 4 tineas (0in *18 to in *37). He says the
barometer rises 2 tineas in the summer, and falls as much in win-
ter. Assuming the mean height of the barometer at the sea level
io Oallao to be 30 in., Unanue's mean reading would give 765 feet
as the height of Lima above the sea. But according to a level
run for the railroad between the two places, the height of Lima
above the sea level of Callao, is only 496 feet, and until it was
thus run, the height of Lima above the sea was generally
assumed at what the barometer would make it, viz. : about 750
feet.

The change in the barometric pressure due a height of 496
feet, is one-third of an inch, and this correction being applied to

the Lima barometer of Unanue to reduce it to the sea level,

would make the mean reading of the barometer at Callao to be
29-46; thus confirming this conjecture, (so far as these scanty
observations go,) that the barometric pressure along this part of the
coast, is less than that due to its latitude and elevation. Admitting
these conjectures to be truths, we derive a practical rule, that the
height of a chain of mountains determined by barometric pres-

sure depends upon the way the wind blows.

if the standard for comparison be placed at the foot of the

mountain on the wind waif side, the height of the mountain will

appear too great ; and if it be placed on the lee side, the height
°f the mountain will be too low.
Lima is far enough, or nearly far enough south, to be beyond

the reach of the diminished barometric pressure due to the belt of

equatorial calms. But Lima may be under the hollow or de-

pression caused in the atmosphere by the Andes, or rather in con-

sequence of the obstruction which these mountains oppose to the

trade winds. The effect of this obstruction, as before explained,

is to cause a banking up in the atmosphere on the windward side

°f the Andes, (as there was found to be over Nauta,) and a de-

pression in the air on their lee side. Whether Lima is under the

a*is of this atmospherical valley or not, or whether it is on one

side or the other of its axis, is a question for actual observation to

decide. I shall certainly look for lower barometers in vessels

lasting along the shores of Peru, than I would in vessels cross^

ing the same parallels of latitude, but at a considerable distance

°ut to sea.
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Upon the same principle and for the same reason, I should ex-

pect to find* in Southern Chile and Western Patagonia a bank of

atmosphere to windward of the Andes, and a depression to lee-

ward—the lee side in this place being the eastern, and the wind-

ward side the western side—of the Andes, Now, Lima is in the

range of permanent trade winds, and Lieut. Herndon, by assum-

ing the barometer at the sea level of Callao, to be 30-019, would,

after leaving that city, make the heights of all places determined

by him, from 210 to 380 feet too high with regard to the Pacific,

depending of course, upon the season of the year ; for the fluc-

tuations of the barometer here are periodical as well as diurnal.

At Para, at the mouth of the Amazon, where we have a low

barometer not from mountain agency, but from the effect ot the

equatorial belt of calms upon the barometer, Herndon's heights,

except under the remarkable banking up of the atmosphere to the

windward of the Andes, are not far from 230 feet too great' as

compared with the sea level of the Atlantic at the mouth of the

Amazon. Assuming the barometer at the level of the sea, for the

mouth of the Amazon, to be on the average 30*019, Lieut. Hern-

don by the boiling point, which agrees well with direct barome-

tric determination elsewhere, makes the city of Para to be 255

feet above the level of the sea.

Para is about 90 miles from the sea, in an alluvial country ;
it

is about 15 feet above the mean tide-water level, and if we sup-

pose that the river has thence to the sea a total fall of 10 feet,

(more than an inch to the mile,) we should make Para 25 feet

above the sea level. It can scarcely be much more than 25 feet,

because we know, or rather because we are entitled to assume

that the Amazon has no very great raf£ of descent near its mouth.

Assuming, then, that Para is only 25 feet above the level of the

sea, Herndon's mean boiling point at Para, reduced to the sea level,

would be equivalent to a mean barometric pressure of 2964. By

the mean of actual barometric observations taken at Para, he

makes the barometer at the sea level, supposing Para to be 2a

feet only above it, 29*57, his readings being corrected for temper-

ature only.

If the Andes offered no obstruction to the passage of the trade

winds—if there were no barometric anomalies resulting from the

rising up of this chain of mountains into the air—and if we had

a series of accurate barometric readings from Chasuta, (the head

of navigation on the Amazon,) down to the sea, we might expect

that the elevation above the sea, as determined from such obser-

vations, would gradually decrease from the foot of the mountains

to the Atlantic. There would in such a series of measurements

be expressed, it is true, upon the resulting heights, the effect of

diurnal changes of the barometer; and if the person making the

observations were to be occupied for several months in descending
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the river with his barometer, the agency of the periodical barome-
tric changes would also be perceived by their effects upon his
determinations of elevation. lam supposing in this case of
imagined barometric heights, that such an observer would have
no corresponding observations at the sea level, and that the height
of the barometer at the mouth of the Amazon would be consid-
ered a constant.

The mean monthly heights of the barometer at Para, as ob-
served by Dewey in 1846, 1847, and 1848, and till May, 1849,
showed an extreme range of only 041 in., viz.: from 30 02,
which was the monthly mean for July, 1840, to 2961, which
was the monthly mean for September, 1846.

The fluctuations arising from the monthly barometric changes
might give the line of descent along the Amazon, as determined
in this way, a wave-like appearance, amounting, perhaps, to 300
or 400 feet at most. But in the case before us, the change actu-
ally amounted to something like 2,000 feet. For after Herndon
had descended the river 707 miles, and approached with its cur-

rent the sea level 571 feet, he was then 1,589 feet higher than he
was when he set off.

We cannot, therefore, well conceive how we could find from
such a source as daily or monthly changes in the uniform baro-

metric pressure of Para, such anomalies in barometric determina-

tions, heights, and pressures as were observed.

If the suggestion, that the high boiling point of Herndon and
the high barometer of Castlenau at Nauta were caused by the pres-

sure of the Trade Winds against the Andes, should turn out cor-

rect, and the barometric observations on the head waters of the

Amazon, both of Humboltt and Condamine, tend to confirm it,

will not the Andes be converted into an immense anemometer,
by which the force of the Trade Winds may be determined

;
and

if their force, consequently their velocity also?

Art. XXXIX.

—

Impressions {chiefly Tracks) on Alluvial Clay,

in Hadley, Mass. ; by Charles H. Hitchcock of Amherst

College.

Mr
Hartford, I accidentally discovered various in

,

bed situated upon the east bank of the Connecticut river di-

rectly south of Hadley Centre, and a short distance north of

Shepard's Island. The bed lies beneath about twenty feet of allu-

vial sand, which abounds in ferruginous tubular concretions. By
the action of freshets, a large amount of the sand lying upon the

clay has been removed, leaving about two or three acres of level

surface exposed. The bed itself is close by the place described
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in my father's (Pres. Hitchcock's) Final Report on the Geology

of Massachusetts, as abounding in claystones of remarkable forms.

The impressions are principally found upon muddy deposits

made by rains in the irregularities of the surface. The circum-

stances in which these impressions occur, afford an admirable

illustration of the manner in which similar appearances were pro-

duced upon what is now solid rock. It is to be lamented that

recent tracks were not more studied at the time when it was

doubted by men of science whether ichnolites were originally

made by animals. In those days of discussion at least one of such

doubters was convinced that the impressions were /ooZ-marks, by

noticing a piece of clay in the cabinet having on it a few tracks

of a snipe. Though skeptics are now few on this subject, addi-

tional confirmation of the facts and deductions of Ichnolithology

may still be of value.

Impressions of thirteen different kinds of animals have been

noticed at this locality : viz., of man, four species of birds, two

of quadrupeds, one batrachian, snails and annelids, besides two or

three of a doubtful character.

The human imprint is one of the most interesting. It is a

single impression of a boy's foot, and occurs with two of a crow.

Raindrop impressions had been made on the spot before the oth-

ers had been formed, and were not entirely obliterated by the

foot of the boy. All the stria} and lines upon the sole of the

foot appear distinctly on the specimens, particularly the fine

striae and ridges. The phalangeal impressions and papillae of

the crow's foot are also strongly marked. The difference be-

tween the integuments of the foot of man and birds is finely ex-

hibited : in the former the lines are $iuch finer, and parallel to

one another, running mostly across the foot ; while in the latter

the papillae cover the whole phalanx with dots, scattered irreg-

ularly.

The tracks which I have referred to the crow, may have been

made by some other bird. It is a curious fact, that these tracks

are frequently more difficult to refer to the true animal than Tri-

assic* impressions. The most common track at this locality is

that of the common snipe, Tringa minida. It is four-toed, and

about an inch in length. In some places on the bed I have seen

* Prof. Henry D. Rogers (see this volume, page 123) has advanced reason

for supposing that the sandstone of the Connecticut valley belongs to the Jurassic

rather than the Triassic series. My brother, also, (Dr. Edward Hitchcock, Jr., of E.

Hampton, Mass.,) has recently discovered in this formation fine specimens of the

Clathroptcr's, a genus of ferns confined in Europe exclusively to Liassic sandstone.

He proposes to describe it in the following number of this Journal. But strongm to*

probability is that the Liassic sandstone exists in this valley, I have thought it best

to use the name Trias. The recent measurement of two sections across the valley

by my father, shows a thickness of rock four times greater than either the Lias or

Trias of Europe, and leads him to conclude that probably several formations may
exist here, which in time may be distinguished.
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perfect tracks of this species in rows several yards long, and
some have been found in relief, by splitting open the layers
of clay. A few thousand years might so petrify the impressions
and their casts, that they could not be distinguished from fossil

foot-marks, except so far as difference in species is concerned.
The tracks of two other species of birds, one of them, perhaps a
TringOt have been found ; but with no additional character of
importance.

Of the two genera of quadrupedal tracks noticed, those of the
dog only are recognised. In some specimens, because of the

toughness of the clay, the claws merely are impressed. A care-

less observer might suppose that these canine impressions were
made by a biped, because he sees only an apparently right and
left foot-mark. But a close examination shows that every track

is double: that is, the hind-foot steps into the tracks of each fore-

foot. In other cases, instead of being double, the two tracks are

placed side by side very near to each other. The marks of hair

ttiay be seen on some specimens. The papillae of the dog and
crow are quite similar.

At another place there were impressions in two long rows
which were possibly produced by a young bird—the progress of

Tringa minuta, perhaps. Others were made by a frog at rest.

Of these last, the two largest were made by the hind feet ; they
are toed in. An oval spot between the tracks was probably

made by the body of the animal.

Another class of impressions forms irregularly curved lines.

These may have been made by the smaller Conchifers and Mol-

Insks, Unio and Palud ina : of course, different species which were
of the same size could not be distinguished from each other by
their tracks.

The trackway of an Annelid is very distinct. It is a continu-

ous fimbriated trail, depressed in the centre throughout its whole

extent and elevated along its edges. At least two species have

been noticed. Of these daguerreotypes have been taken as well

as of some others ; and we "find this an admirable, though some-
what expensive, mode of preserving them.

Raindrop impressions and air-vesicles have been found in

abundance. They are more fully noticed beyond.

From the facts obtained at this locality we derive a very

clear idea of the manner in which foot-marks on stone were

produced.

The surface of the denuded clay is somewhat uneven. Every
tjme it rains the depressions become filled Willi water, thus

taking small pools of muddv fluid, which form a deposit admi-

rably fitted for receiving impressions. Upon this soft stratum, after

the water has nearly dried up, animals tread, leaving the imprints

°f their feet. Subsequently the deposit becomes hardened by the

Second Series, Vol. XIX, No. 57.—May, 1855. 50
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heat of the sun, and the tracks of course remain upon the clay as

distinct as when first formed. Another storm arises, and a new
stratum is brought on, covering up the former layer, without ob-

literating the tracks. When the water has retired, this second

deposit is trod upon, and hardened in the same manner as the

first. At the same time the new layer fills up the recently made

tracks. Thus an exact cast of the forms of the tracks is pro-

duced. A third stratum protects the impressions upon the second

deposit, and in this way the process may go on indefinitely.

Having dug up and cleared the successive layers, the tracks hi

relief, as well as the corresponding depressed ones, have been

found, as was stated in the description of the foot-marks made

by the Tringa minuta.

Now let us consider the condition in Triassic times, when the

Connecticut valley was an estuary. Upon its shore after a plen-

tiful rain, birds and other animals were scattered along in search

of accustomed food. The heat of a tropical sun quickly hardens

the first stratum impressed with tracks. Another shower comes,

or more probably the tide rises, and a second layer is brought on,

covering up the impressions just formed. This too in turn re-

ceives the impress of feet and becomes hardened, as may also

others in succession till the sandstone of the whole valley above

the tracks, at least a mile thick, was deposited. And since ani-

mals seek their food chiefly along the margin of the water, we
find the rock, usually over only a few feet in width, impressed

with tracks.

The correspondence between the alluvial and Triassic impres-

sions extends to every minute point. In both formations appears

the same alternate order of right and left foot. They are found

in relief in each instance. The phalangeal impresssons are anal-

ogous in both periods. The print of the claws, also, is quite

distinct upon stone as well as clay.

Tetrapodal ichnolites find alluvial counterparts at this locality.

The form of feet and manner of gait of the Dog and Amsopus

Deweyanus somewhat resemble each other. The fore- feet how-

ever, in the fossil species, are much smaller than the hind. But

the impressions, instead of being situated at an equal distance

from each other, are arranged by twos—a large and a small track

together. This peculiar arrangement arises from the structure

of quadrupeds, and the rapidity with which the animal moves.

The swifter the movement the more nearly the hind foot is

brought into the place of the fore one.

The tracks of a frog correspond well with the ichnolites of

the Anom&pus scambus. There are specimens of the impres-

sions of this animal in the cabinet of Amherst College, proving

it to be a huge batrachian in a sitting posture, and like the spe-

cimen on clay. The impressions of the Conchifers and Mollusks
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upon the clay, illustrate the Herpystezoum Marshii and H. mini-
mum of the fossil foot-marks. No difference in character be-
tween the Trfassic and alluvial specimens has been noticed.
The trails of Annelids have been found upon stone. Refer-

erence is made to those upon the Clinton group of the New York
Silurian rocks, described in the 2d volume of the Palaeontology
of New York, page 30, 31, figures 13 and 14 Some differences
exist between the impressions occurring in the different forma-
tions. But much of the diversity may be referred to the disparity
of size in the animals, and the partial filling up of the fossil trails

with sand.

These tracks afford a presumption respecting the time of man's
appearance upon the globe. Among these impressions in Hadley
as already mentioned, are those of man. Now, if he had lived

when ichnolites were formed, it is probable that he would have
left similar traces of his existence on stone: but in the whole
series of rocks below the alluvial, no tracks made by human feet

have been discovered*

The phenomenon of raindrops on stone receives a beautiful illus-

tration at the Hadley locality. These are preserved most perfectly

when it barely sprinkles. In a heavy or long continued shower,
so many impressions are made, that they coalesce, and leave no
distinct trace of their separate existence. The surface in this case

resembles a chopped sea. Specimens of raindrop impressions de-

noting every variety of shower, have been found upon stone and
upon this alluvial clay. In no particular are they dissimilar. On
page 502 of the Final Report on Geol. Mass., it is stated that

some specimens of raindrop impressions denoted the direction of

the wind when the mud was sprinkled. The alluvial depressions

indicate the same fact, though less perfectly ; owing of course to

the want of strength in tho wind.
ie Hadley clay furnishes another appearance so similar to

•ops as to be mistaken for them, and which has led some ge-

ologists to doubt the existence of fossil rainmarks. Air-vesicles

are sometimes found scattered like raindrops over the surface.

These are of course swelled upwards. By this mark they can

always, when the surface has been undisturbed, be distinguished

from raindrop impressions. But when the clay dries, the air es-

capes, and the vesicles collapse, and may even sink below ihe

Wrface. The gas in the vesicles probably proceeds from the par-

tial decomposition of organic matter in the clay. That organic

matter also mixed with the clay, forms a thiufilm at its surlace,

which is raised by the gas into pustules.

Another kind of impression common to stone and this clay is

that of ripple marks. These are formed by the action of waves

upon the bottom, arranging small quantities of sand and clay in

continuous ridges. Specimens of ripple marks upon stone and

Th
raindt
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those observed on this clay bed exactly resemble each other in

form and size.

It may be added that we have found at this locality large sur-

faces covered with scratches similar to the striae made upon stone

by drift. Hence we infer that the latter may sometimes have

been made in a similar way. In the spring, the Connecticut river

is swollen to an unusual size, and filled with masses of ice and

floatwood. Driven by the current, they are forced over this bed

while it is scarcely covered by the water. And thus the surface

becomes covered with striae : all pointing in the same direction

except a few which cross the others at a small angle.

The phenomena of mud-veins are also illustrated by a fact

noticed at this clay bed. Great heat causes clay to contract,

as may be seen in deposits left by small pools of muddy water,

which have been exposed to the sun.
rm\e surface of this bed

in Hadley is similarly divided during seasons of drought. So
when in Triassic times a clayey mud was cleft in this way, the

returning tide, or a storm of rain would fill the fissures with de-

tritus, producing the mud-veins which are very common in the

rocks of the Connecticut valley. Another fact may be men-
tioned here. The summers during which the best specimens of

these alluvial foot-marks were obtained, *vere quite dry* If a long

drought succeeded a copious shower, a fyie crop of tracks was
gathered. Hence it may be inferred, that ^hen the Triassic ich-

nolites were made, the climate was tropical. This will explain

the remarkably fine preservation of delicate ichnolites.

This locality serves to explain why among so many fossil foot-

marks as have been disinterred, scarcely allelic of 'the animals

themselves have been found. For three years I have not noticed

on this clay bed any other trace of the animals besides their

tracks.

As this seems to be the common feeding-ground for many spe-

cies, if any of them died there, their remains would probably have

been devoured or floated away by the water. Such a spot there-

fore, is the least likely of any to contain organic remains. As it

seems to be a type of the spots where fossil footmarks occur, we
may reasonably infer that the paucity cf such remains in the

Triassic rocks is not strange.
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Art, XL.

—

Emmons on American Geology *\

The laborious investigators of our American geology can
scarcely find time for the preparation of popular treatises, which
shall embody the results of their researches, and the consequence
too often is that this labor is left for those who are most unfit for
the task. It is but a few months since another pen than ours

: called attention to Mr. Marcou's poor caricature of a geological
*

map of North America, and showed that both the map and the
accompanying text are full of errors and mis-statements, calcu-
lated to give foreign readers most erroneous ideas, not only of the
state of American science, but of the true geological structure
of the country. We recall this with more regret, because we
observe that Sir R. * Murchison was deceived by Mr. Marcou's
pretensions, and lent to the map a certain sanction in the pag
of Siluria, before he was apprized of its worthlessness. The fe

ees

fact

that Mr. Marcou is a comparative stranger in our country may
explain his ignorance though not his presumption; but we regret
to say that no such excuse can be urged in behalf of the author
whose name appears at the head of this article. Dr. Ebenezer
Emmons is known to t^e American public as having been the ge-

ologist charged with the examination of the northern district of
the State of New York, and as the author of the so-called

Faconic System ; besides which, as geologist to the State of

North Carolina, he has given us two or three reports, which we
may notice further on. With these antecedents, he presents to

the world the first part of* a work on American Geology.

1 he author seems to have sat down to his task without any
well defined plan, and hence the promiscuous arrangement, rep-

etitions, obscurities, and contradictions of the volume. As to

scientific accuracy, style, or even English grammar, the work is

filled with errors. He objects in his preface to the works of

American geologists, that they are not American, and proposes
t0 give us a truly American geology. Our readers shall judge
how far his work is worthy of such an honorable title.

Passing over his preliminary remarks for the present, let us

glance at our author's classification of rocks. Besides the Hy-
dropfaitic rocks embracing all the sedimentary deposits, and the

p!/' aplastic, including all traps, lavas, etc., we have a third class,

lJ
yrocrystalline rocks, divided into laminated and massive, this

last embracing " granite, syenite, hypersthene rock, serpentine,

* American Geology, containing a statement of the Principles of the Science,

^ah full Illustrations of the characteristic American Fossils; to be completed m
four parts, with an Atlas and a Geological map of the IT. States ; by Ebenezer Em^
"*ons. hirt I. Albany. 1854.

. m , m ^ ^
t The Editors make no apology for inserting a review of another of Dr. Emmons 3

*&rk», other than the tact of its recent publication and its especial claim to notice.

#
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rensselaerite, and octahedal iron ore," besides what he calls pyro-

crystalline limestone, as distinguished from laminated limestone,

which he however places in the laminated division of his pyro-

crystalline rocks, with laminated serpentine, gneiss, mica slate,

hornblende, talcose slate, etc., p. 43. He here objects to the name
of metamorphic rocks as applied to gneiss, and the subsequently

named rocks because " its use is theoretical, and was thus ap-

plied on the hypothesis that those rocks are altered sediments,

of which there is no evidence" The italics are our own, but we
shall let the author explain his notions of the origin of these pyro-

crystalline rocks, which he tells us have been produced by the

consolidation of the earth's crust*

" A pellicle must have ultimately been formed, and which still main-

tains its existence as a constituent part of it. From the manner in which

the surface cools, the consolidated masses which successively form,

must lie in contact with the inferior surface of the first-formed pellicle.

The thickness of the crust increases from below."

So that the order which is observed in the hydroplastic rocks is in-

verted, and " the newer are beneath and the older above. "

—

p. 45.

On the next page we are told that the first formed rocks are the

most highly crystalline, because the heat of the earth was great-

est at the epoch of their formation. We are at a loss to conceive

what greater heat than that of a central fused mass can be re-

quired, or what better condition for crystallization can be con-

ceived than that of a mass slowly congealing between the outer

crust and the central fire. We are then told that granites are the

first products resulting from the cooling of the earth's crust ;
as

a consequence of the inverted ordei^of succession already de-

scribed, it would follow according to our author that granites

should overlie all the other pyrocrystalline rocks, which we
should find beneath it, arranged in consecutive layers, the least

crystalline ones, like talcose slates, serpentines, lowest down!
He further adds. I(

traps, and greenstones, never form those parts

of the earth's crust which belong to the most ancient periods

the rocks of the most ancient periods being represented by gran-

ites and gneiss, whose structures are eminently crystalline."

The author, while he finds it difficult in speaking of veins and

dykes of granite, (whose subsequent intrusion he admits,) to dis-

tinguish this rock from his pyroplastic group, is not less disposed

in the next paragraph to class greenstone with granite as a pyro-

crystalline rock. Further on, serpentine, whose pyrocrystalline

nature he has already asserted, is spoken of as an igneous rock,

which, like other rocks of this class, has been formed at different

periods. Quartz rocks, even when they have the character of

sandstones, are set down as pyrocrystalline when found in the

company of talc and mica slates, while of clay slate, which is

described as a pyrocrystalline rock, he says, " I should not regard
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it as an eruptive rock, and place it in this connection, were it not
generally placed among the primary rocks, and were it not also
quite common in proximity with veins in granite in North Caro-
lina and other places/'— p. 104. Good and sufficient reasons truly.

Elsewhere we read of pyrogenic rocks, that " at one extreme
of time the rocks formed were all crystallized, while at the other
they all want it."—p. 62. There are no good grounds for distin-

guishing a third class of rocks distinct from those designated by

j

Mr. Emmons as hydroplastic and pyroplastic. The former may
be so far altered as to become crystalline, and even undergo fusion,

so as to take the shape and position of pyroplastic rocks ; indeed
it would be difficult to prove that any of these latter rocks have
any other origin than the fusion of subjacent hydroplastic strata.

The pyrocrystalline limestones are introduced to our notice by
Mr. Emmons in the following language, literatim*:

"The class of limestones under consideration, though they contain
many minerals, yet as a rock it is not associated with any important
ones except serpentine, and its congener rensselaerite. * * The cir-

cumstances under which this rock occurs in this country, warrants its

recognition as a rock quile as distinct from all others as granite. It is

by no means a metamorphic mass."—p. 57.
r

Having mentioned the limestones of Northern New York, and
those of the southern counties of the same State, he proceeds to

object to the view that they are Silurian strata altered by heat.

In order to sustain his own notion of the igneous origin of cry**

|

talline limestones, Mr. Emmons confounds, perhaps ignorantly,

the limestones of two different regions occurring under verv un-
like conditions. Those of Southern New York and the adjacent

parts of New Jersey and Pennsylvania have been clearly shown
by Rogers and by Mather to be of Silurian age, while the crys-

talline limestones of Northern New York belong to a formation

older than the Potsdam sandstone. Mr. Hunt, of the Geological

Survey of Canada, in a paper on the crystalline limestones of

Canada and the Northern States, read before the American Asso-

ciation at Washington, in May last, and published in this Journal

for September, has clearly pointed out the facts in these two
cases, and has shown that the different limestones cannot for a

moment be confounded; and that they have nothing in common,
but the crystalline minerals which belong to the altered lime-

stones of all geological ages. In Northern New York, as Mr.

Hunt has shown, the presence of great stratified masses of a lime

feldspar rock, having generally the composition of andesine or

labradorite, and often mixed with hypersthene, characterizes the

group to which the crystalline limestones belong, while there is

nothing to represent these among the altered Trenton limestones

of Southern New York.
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Mr. Emmons brings forward many cases in illustration of his

theory of the hypogene origin of these crystalline limestones, such

astheir occurrence in veins and intruded masses among the feld-

spathic and qnartzose rocks of the region. That such cases exist

is very true ; but any one who has intelligently studied them,

will admit that the limestones are nevertheless interstratified with

these felspathic and quartzose rocks, and that they may be traced

for miles in the direction of the undulations, maintaining through-

out, the same relation to the accompanying strata. We speak

from personal observation. This is indeed so evident, that Mr.

Emmons both in his Geological Report, and in the present work,

finds no other means of describing the distribution of these lime-

stones in New York, than to speak of them as beds, running

N. E. and S. W. At the same time, Mr. Hunt, in the paper already

referred to, observes that the limestone appears at some period to

have been rendered almost liquid, and to have been subjected at

the same time to great pressure, so that in many cases, it has

flowed around and among the broken and often distorted frag-

ments of the accompanying silicious strata, as if it had been an

injected hypogene rock." (This Journal, [2]. xviii, p. 194.)

The crystalline limestones of Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North

Carolina are described by our author as " ranges belonging to the

laminated and schistose rocks," yet he says, all these limestones

must be regarded as belonging to the eruptive class, p. 83. Ac-

cording to him they resemble the limestones of the Hoosick range

in Western Massachusetts, which are also pyroerystalline, and are

not to be confounded with the Vermont and Berkshire marbles,

"which are of sedimentary origin and belong to the Taconic

system." He then tells us that these two limestones are related

to each other as granite and gneiss, as if he admitted the sedi-

mentary origin of gneiss, which he has already classed with

granite as pyroerystalline. The distinction which he draws be-

tween the Washington and Pittsfield marbles is as baseless as the

Taconic system to which he refers the latter. Both of these

limestones belong to a single formation which may be traced with

a continuous outcrop, from the exposures holding Trenton fossils

near Missisquoi Bay, in Canada, through the marbles of Rut-

land, of Berkshire and of Westchester Co., N. Y., the alteration

gradually increasing, until we reach Orange Co., New York, and

Sussex Co., N. Jersey. Yet the sedimentary origin of these rocks

is not more clearly marked, than is that of those of the Lauren*

tian series, which, having been disturbed and rendered crystalline,

are, along their whole outcrop in Canada and New York, covered

by the unaltered and horizontal palaeozoic strata of the New York

system, the base of which is sometimes a conglomerate of these
^

crystalline rocks. In the face of these facts Mr. Emmons would

have us understand that the eruption of the crystalline limestones
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and serpentines was subsequent to the deposition of the Potsdam
sandstone, which he asserts is vitrified in contact with the lime-
stone. Again, speaking of the Adirondack Mountains west of
Lake Champlain, which belong to the Lanrentian series, he tells

us that their elevation
u Was probably subsequent to the consolidation of all Lower Silu-

rian rocks. On Lake Champlain the evidences of movements of a
much later date are fully established. * * These movements have
taken place since the drift. * #

It cannot be determined wheiher
they extended to the central mass of mountains situated between Lake
Champlain and the St. Lawrence. All that portion however of the hy-
persthene rock, which extends to the lake has been ftused about 500
feet since the drift period.

1 '— p. 77.

The only evidence of recent eleyation upon Lake Champlain,
where all the palaeozoic strata are undisturbed, is the existence of
marine tertiary clays 500 feet above the present sea-level, and
incredible as it may seem, Mr. Emmons has confounded the gen-
eral elevation of the continent since the drift period, with the up-
lifting of the most ancient mountain system of America!

"W tth regard to his vitrified Potsdam sandstone, the fact is sim-
ply this, that the limestones of the Laurentian series are generally

associated with very quartzose strata, and often with pure quartz

rock, which constitutes an important member of the series, and is

constantly mistaken for the Potsdam sandstone by Emmons. We
have seen the unaltered and horizontal beds of this sandstone repos-

ing upon the upturned edges of the crystalline limestone which
was interstratified with the vitrified quartz rock, having in some
of the beds the character of a conglomerate. In connection with

this, we may mention an error into which the author has fallen

W his description of the Potsdam sandstone in his report on the

Northern District of New York. He tells us that this rock ap-

pears at the Falls of Montmorenci in Canada, stained green with

carbonate of copper, and resembling lithologically "the new
red sandsone." At this locality the Trenton limestone with its

characteristic fossils, reposes upon the gneissoid Laurentian rocks

with the interposition of a thin layer of conglomerate sandstone
*

the debris of the inferior strata. If this be Potsdam, the whole

calciferous sandrock, with ihe Chazy, Birdseye and Black River

limestones, are wanting.
Serpentine as we have already seen, is placed by Mr. Emmons

among the pyrocrvstalline rocks, yet he tells us that the evidence

of*

its igneous origin " is Jess than that of primary limestone.
14

1 have never seen it in narrow veins and dykes like greenstone,

neither does it occur resting upon other rocks. It rather ap-

pears to have been protruded" between other rocks, as at Middle-

field, where one side of it is bounded by hornblende, and the

other by mica slate.
5'—p. 88. He elsewhere describes it as form-

XIX $1
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ing a belt along the eastern slope of the Alleganies extending from

Canada to Georgia. Such modes of occurrence scarcely go to

confirm the notion of its intrusive character, yet we are told that

" the facts revealed by the relations of the associated rocks, sup-

port the view that serpentine is truly an eruptive rock, and be-

longs to the same class as granite and syenite. 77
(p. 89— ) " while

it occurs so rarely among rocks of sedimentary origin, that its age,

even approximately, is left undetermined." Who but Mr. Emmons
will deny the sedimentary origin of the Green Mountain rocks?

We pass now to note some extraordinary statements with re-

gard to the eruptive rocks on the Hudson River, known as the

Palisades, whi<?n Mr. Emmons tells us

M Are upon a north and south line of fracture, which extends north-

wardly through the valleys of the Hudson, Champlain, and St. Law-

rence, in the range of Montreal and Quebec. The trap rarely appears

on this line between the Highlands and head of the Champlain Valley.

At this point trap begins to appear again, and with frequent repetitions

down to Port Kent. From this place onward to Montreal, the disturb-

ance of the rocks is much less ; but at the latter place the phenomena
justify us in regarding it as the centre of a highly disturbed district. It

may be traced onward to Quebec. It does not necessarily follow that

this belt was fractured for 400 miles north of the Highlands in New
York, at the time the eruption of trap forming the Palisades took place,

yet it probably was. This erupted mass ranges along this fractured

belt, and if this belt extends to North Carolina, it is one of the longest

lines of eruption east of the Rocky Mountains. Admitting the fact of the

continuity of this long line of fracture, we are led to look for some cause

which determined its extent and direction. We have found a part of

this belt to be occupied by trap and greenstone, and to form a very

striking feature in its geology ; but upon other parts of the belt, though

the rocks are fractured and very much disturbed, yet the eruptive rocks

. do not appear at the surface : for example, between the Highlands and

the head of the valley of Champlain. This part of the belt, together

with the more northerly part of it,, between Montreal and Quebec, is

upon a line of junction between two systems or formations, and the

juncture or belt in proximity with it, is made up apparently of the thin-

. nest masses of the system, and hence is a line of weakness. If this

position is true then, and if it has been one of great tension, it explains

the fact of the fracture and disturbance upon the line."—p. 11 1-1 12.

This extended line of fracture is purely imaginary. There is a

great anticlinal which running along the Hudson and Champlain

valleys, is prolonged into Canada, through that of the Yamaska

River, and hence to Deschambault, thirty miles above Quebec.

This anticlinal, as Mr. Logan has shown, divides the palaeozoic

rocks of Northeastern America into two great basins, and be-

longs to the series of undulations which have produced uncon-

formity between the Champlain and Ontario divisions. Subse-

quent disturbances have affected the latter, as well as the Helder-
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berg series, and it is upon the upturned edges of these different
strata, that the liassic sandstones of the Connecticut and Hudson
valleys (which our author calls triassic and permian.) repose in a
nearly horizontal altitude, and are penetrated by outbursts of trap,

having not even the most remote connection with the great
northern anticlinal, which is of the palaeozoic age. Montreal lies

entirely out of the line, being some thirty miles to the northwest
of this anticlinal, and in the midst of a broad area of almost hori-
zontal rocks of the Champlain division, broken here and there by
masses of trap, which with beds of volcanic asff, are interstratified

with different members of the Champlain group. Yet we are told
by Mr. Emmons, that " the phenomena justify us in regarding
Montreal as the centre of a highly disturbed district.

"

The object of all this is to pave the way for his Taconic sys-
tem, upon which, although it may be superfluous to most of
our readers, we shall make a few remarks. The Taconic rocks,

according to Emmons, are a series of fossiliferous sandstones,
slates and limestones, reposing upon the western flank of the
Green Mountains, and dipping beneath the rocks of the New-
York system. The existence of such an inferior formation is

however completely incompatible with the geological and geo-
graphical structure of the region ; for while the Taconic rocks
are supposed to play a very important part on the east side

of Lake Champlain, they are entirely wanting a few miles
to the west, on the opposite side of the lake, where the Pots-

dam sandstone reposes directly upon the crystalline rocks of

the Laurentian series, which cannot for a moment be confounded
either with the Taconic System or the gneissoid rocks of the

Green mountains. Nor can any traces of such an inferior forma-
tion be found along the whole northern outcrop of the New York
system of rocks, which are seen from Lake Huron to the Gulf of

St. Lawrence to rest upon the Laurentian series, without the in-

tervention of any other strata. Passing over the gneissoid rocks

of the Green Mountains, we find reposing unconformably upon
their eastern flank, formations which belong to the Ontario and

Helderberg series, and north of the parallel of 45°, although

touch altered, they exhibit their characteristic fossils. The Lower
a^d Upper Silurian formations are both traceable as far as the

Peninsula of Gaspe, forming a continuous outcrop of 700 miles,

*ith a breadth of about 50 miles between the two, which is oc-

cupied by the crystalline rocks of the Green Mountains. Now if

these crystalline strata be, as Mr. Emmons maintains, older even

than the Taconic rocks, we are required by his theory to admit that

both the Taconic and Lower Silurian strata are everywhere want-

ing along the southeastern side of these mountains. The simple

solution of these difficulties, as long since shown by the Geological

Survey of Canada, is this : the Green Mountains are the upper

Portions of the Champlain division in an altered condition, and
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the Taconic rocks as Mr. Hall many years ago made known, are

none other than these same strata disturbed and partially altered.

See also some remarks on the Taconic System, by H. D. Rogers,

this Jour., 1844, xlvii, 151, and T. S. Hunt, Proceedings of (he

American Association for the Advancement of Science for 1850,

p. 202.

The published results of the Canadian Survey show that the

Green Mountain rocks as they escape from the limits of the al-

tered district exhibit the characteristic fossils of the 'Hudson
River group, white the white marbles of Rutland and Missis-

quoi, as already stated, afford the fossils of the Trenton limestone

in their northern and southern prolongations. It has moreover

been shown that the auriferous veins are not confined to the rocks

of the Champlain division, but extend into the overlying slates.

All these facts have been for years before the scientific public,

and yet Mr. Emmons tells us, that the auriferous rocks are inferior

to the Taconic System. He adds:

" There is no evidence that the Lower Silurian are metamorphic
rocks which contain the gold of the country. * * * I entertain

the opinion that we have no facts which sustain the doctrine that the

rocks of the Blue Ridge are altered Hudson River sandstones and

shales, and yet the Blue Ridge, which is auriferous, is identical with the

Green mountain range."—p. 165.

Mr. Emmons conceives that the Taconic and Champlain rocks

west of the Green Mountains are wedge-shaped masses, which

in a breadth of a (e\v miles are reduced from a thickness of

several thousand feet to nothing, and it is along the overlapping

edges of these extraordinary formations, that he fixes his "line

of weakness," which corresponds to the imaginary line of fracture

and disturbance. Comment upon this is unnecessary.'

The detailed description of the hydroplastic rocks is not given,

but we have, to compensate for this deprivation, some eighty

pages devoted to mines and mining, which we can only say are

worthy of the author. We pass over his crude notions about the

theory of metallic veins, and the economics of mining, expressed

in his usual style, and shall confine ourselves to pointing out some

two or three errors. The iron ores of the Laurentian rocks are

described as forming veins, while they in all cases form beds in-

tcrstratified, with limestone and gneiss, and affected by all the

undulations of the accompanying strata. The drawings given

by the author, (pp. 14U-150,) are sufficient to illustrate this, and

to prove the incorrectness of his view. At p. 141 he attempts

to explain the position of the iron by supposing that the strata

have been folded since the formation of the veins.

Wisconsin and Iowa are said by Mr. Em-

mons to belong "to the Cliff limestone, the lower part of which

is equivalent to the Niagara limestone of New York." This is

an old error which was corrected some years ago by Mr. Hall
j

i
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and it is now well known that the lead-bearing limestone of these
regions rests upon the Trenton limestone and is overlaid by the
Hudson River group. The lead mines of Missouri however oc-
cur in the Calciferous sandrock.

In his description of the copper mine of Bristol, Conn., we are
told by Mr. Emmons that the ore is gray copper, with yellow
sulphuret, and that the locality is remarkable for its fine crystals

of gray copper. The crystals of copper-glance or vitreous copper
ore from this mine are well known to mineralogists, but gray
copper, (fahlerz) which Emmons confounds with this species, is

a very rare ore in this country, and has never yet been found at

Bristol. He also informs us that Chatham Co., N. C, aifords veins

of gray copper (copper-glance, ) " which is probably an altered yel-

low sulphuret,' 5 But this is not the only instance where his min-
eralogy is at fault ; on page 53, leucite is classed with the zeo-
lites, although it is a feldspar and has no affinities with that class.

Steatite is said by our author scarcely to diifer from laic ; but the

only analysis given in the illustration of this similarity, is the

following,

—

Silica 48*30, magnesia 26*65, oxyd of iron 2-00, alu-

mina 6* 18, and water 9*05, which is the composition of saponite
;

the true steatites contain upwards of 60 p. c. of silica, with but

little water and no alumina.
Mr. Emmons's zoology is however still worse than his miner-

alogy. We quote a few samples from a glossary of scientific

terms appended to his report on the Geological Survey of North

Carolina. 1852.

" Belemnite—a fossil of a cylindrical form, tapering rapidly to a

point, and at one end or the other it has a conical cavity ; it is the back-

bone of an extinct animal allied to the entile fish.
11 Mammalia—animals which furnish glands for the secretion of

milk.

" Mastodon—see mammoth.
u Mammoth—an extinct thick-skinned animal allied to the elephant."

He thus confounds the two distinct genera Mastodon and Ele-

phas. And these we are ashamed to say, are from the pen of a

man, who is now, and has been for thirty years, Professor of Nat-

ural History in an American college.

Whatever else may be objected to our author, it must be con-

ceded, that in endeavoring to enliven the technicalities of geology

by excursions into other fields, he does not disdain to enrich his

pages with gleanings from kindred sciences, and even to summon
poetry and philosophy to compensate for his shortcomings in En-

glish grammar. We shall take the liberty of transcribing a few

specimens for the gratification of our readers. In his preliminary

sketch of the physical geography of North America, he thus dis-

courses of the ocean. " The profound depths of the ocean are

tenantless wastes, except for the dead who have here found rest-

ing places, where no wind or wave can move them, or bring up
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their sacred relics to light, and cast them once more upon a

troubled shore."—p. 26. The belts of sand which skirt our At-

lantic coast, "ill time support a scanty vegetation and admit ofpas-

tnrage for mules, horses, and sheep. The horses which run wild

upon these semi-deserts belong to the pony breed ; but they are

tough and hardy," and our author naively adds, " They invaria-

bly refuse corn when first taken."—p. 12.

The moon " that luminary which shines with such silvery

light and appears so plane and even" to Mr. Emmons, and which

he calls "a smaller pattern of our earth" appears to have exercised

a strong influence upon his imagination; he gives "a diagram

from the Penny Cyclopedia," in order that the student " may lo-

cate the volcanic peaks," some of which he tells us " exceed one

and a-half miles in height." We may remark that according to

the accurate measurements of Beer and Maedler there are six of

these mountains which are over 19,000 feet and more than twenty,

over 15,000 feet in height. A little farther on, the moon's mass

and density being given, we are told, " Hence a body weighing

six pounds at the earth, would weigh one pound at the moon, if

each weight retained its terrestrial gravity /"—p. 119.

In his report on North Carolina just quoted, he compares the

cycles of the heavenly bodies with geological periods, and adds,

" for us space is a unit, and it gives us a measure of time, so that

time is space, and space is time, but geology cannot convert time

into space, nor space into time." He then in the style of Mr.

Chadband inquires " why geology gives us no unit" of time, and

consoles himself with the reflection that " the inquiry is futile,

and we can only say, that it can have no final cause; it can have

no practical use."—p. 86.

As he draws to the close of the first part of his American Ge-

ology, and alludes to the progress of the science, our author

speaks approvingly of the " inquiry after causes," and he tells us :

" What is to be discouraged are the attempts to leap the wall at a

single bound. We are to climb, and the steps are to be cut by labor.

Proceeding in this way, even the essential nature of things may be

opened before us. And who shall forbid inquiries into the essential na-

ture of spirit? Step by step we climb the ascending pathway. Light

gleams up in the distance. The essence of cause, the essence of God,

may faintly illume the horizon of our prospects. It is the goal of man s

hopes and aspirations."—p. 193.

This is sheer nonsense, or it would be blasphemy, of which we

are willing to acquit the author. But we have copied enough of

this, and our only object in calling attention to such a production

has been to utter a protest, in which we are sure that every one

who has the honor of his country or the advancement of science at

heart, will unite, against Dr. Emmons and his book as exponents

Am x.
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Art. XLI.— Correspondence of M. Jerome Nickles, dated, Paris,
Dec. 30, 1854.

Academy of Sciences.— On the relations tvhich exist between the

>f The
principal event of this month consists in the communication of the syn-
thetic researches which have for a long time occupied M. Dumas, and
which he has zealously pursued even when occupied with political and
administrative duties as Member of the National Assembly and Minis-

\
ter of Agriculture and Commerce. No one is better fitted for success
in this kind of study, a subject so well adapted to his generalizino-
*nind, and which he first opened to the world when in ]822 he published
in Blainville's Journal de Physique his paper " On the relations between
the atomic weights and densities of bodies." At that time he an-
nounced the identity of atomic volume of certain analogous bodies which
afterwards were recognised as isomorphous : t&us he prepared the way
since pursued by MM. Hermann, Kopp, Schroder and others, with so

.
much distinction. He then entered upon his great researches on the
densities of vapors, invented the process which bears his name, investi-

gated the relations between the equivalents of volatile bodies and the
densities of their vapors, studied the great questions of isomerism, poly-
raerism and polymorphism, while at the same time he was perfecting
the methods of investigation, and was also engaged with M. Liebig inbe? ' « ZJ

ringing organic chemistry to the condition of a sci

Besides the communication which he made in J851 to the British

Association, an abstract of which has appeared in the American Journal
of Science, M. Dumas has published nothing for some years. However,
he has often spoken on the subject, in his course of lectures on Organic
Chemistry at the Ecole de Medecine, and also since 1852, in his General
course on Chemistry, at the Faculty of Sciences (Sorbonne) : and when
M. Wurtz, his successor in the Faculty of Medicine, made his beauti-

ful discovery of ammoniacal homologues, and recognised that each of
the 4 equivalents of hydrogen of Az H±, could be replaced by a metal
or by a carburetted hydrogen, M. Dumas immediately estimated the

possible number of alkaloid analogues of ammonium which we may
expect to obtain in this way, and placed it at 400,000 at least; and
We now know that this number is far from an exaggeration.

What is the relation between the composition of these homologous

alkaloids and their crystalline form or that of their compounds ? This
js a question which I have resolved in 1849* not only as concerns the

homologous alkaloids, but homologous bodies in general. By giving to

the word isomorphism the extension which Laurent gave it, I estab-

lish :

—

1. The isomorphism of the crystallized ethers of the same kind.

2. The isomorphism of salts of the same kind and of the same ho-

mologous alkaloids.

3. The isomorphism of the anhydrous salts of the same base and of

homologous acids.

4. The hemimorphism of these same salts differently hydrated.

Chem.

Laure
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I may take occasion to reproduce these facts which were at first

strongly contested, although now admitted, and which a German chemist

has recently brought out with some variations,* leaving it to be supposed

that nothing had been done on the subjecf before.

Two communications- have been made by M. Dumas on these phys-

ico chemical questions. Not being able for want of room to speak of

them with detail, I will restrict myself specially to that one which has

not been published in the Comptes Rendus, but which M. Dumas pre-

sented orally to the Academy.
In order tocompare, with advantage, the composition of bodies and

their principal physical properties, M. Dumas employs a graphical

method easily understood. He places, along the axis of abcissas,

numerical values representing the atomic weights of bodies ; and on the

axis of the ordinateyhe vtfrites the values corresponding to the physical

property under comparison 9 #hen for example, he would treat of the'

atomic volumes of tjpe alcohol series OH n+2 2
, ordinates are drawn

proportional to their wllime^r arfftt is at once seen that all these ordi-

nates terminate in the samfr litdlight Tine making a certain angle with

the abcissas; in producing Ate line towards the axis of the abcissas, it

passes near the summit of the ordinate which corresponds to water, HO,
the point of departure for the series.

The acids OH nO*, corresponding, as is known, to the series of so

called alcohols, afford the same resuit; all the ordinates of these acids

have their extremities in this same straight line parallel to that of the

alcohols to which they are related, and the prolongation of the line for

the acids ends at the summit of the ordinate corresponding to the atomic

volume of the binoxyd of hydrogen or oxygenated water HO2
.

As to the ethers of different acids and alcohols: the lines for the

ethers of the same base but of different acids are parallel to the lines of

the alcohols and acids ; but for ethers of the same acids and of different

bases, they are parallel to one another, but not to those of the alcohol

and acids. The line of the nitric ethers meets the place of hyd rated

nitric acid ; that of the sulphuric ethers passes by the point representing

hydrated sulphuric acid : the summit of the ordinate corresponding to

liquid sulphuretted hydrogen is in the line of mercapton and its homo-

Iogues. In fine, then, on producing the line of the ethers of the same

acid, you always meet the point of the hydracid or hydrated acid corres-

ponding.

The line of the aldehyds is parallel to that of the alcohols ;
it is

however a little less elevated. The acids and the alcohols of the same

series are united by lines almost parallel to the axis of the abscissas.

The lines which unite the places of the compound ethers, the simple

ethers, and the anhvdrous acids, are straight, as well as those which unite

together the alcohols and the hydrated acids ; but the ether and its al-

cohol, the compound ether and anhydrous acid, are sinuous lines and

very irregular (tres accidentees). The above are the principal facts

flowing from the researches which M. Dumas presented in an eloquent

manner before a most distinguished and attentive audience.

Limits of the vaporization of Mercury.—Till now it has been

admitted with Faraday that the vaporization of mercury is very Ufl*"

* Annalen der Chem. u. Pbarra. Aug., 1854.
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ited
; that at 20 G. the mercurial vapor may reach a height of one

decimeter, and at a lower temperature to (P C, it does not exceed two
centimeters. Faraday employed in his experiments a plate of gold
placed at the requisite heiglrt. M. Brame, Professor of Chemistry at
Tours, has found on his trials, that the vapor passes much beyond these
limits. He used a reagent more sensitive than gold, viz., sulphur depos-
ited in a vesicular state on a plate of glass, which becomes brown under
the influence of mercurial vapor. In the vaults of the Paris Ob-
servatory where the temperature is uniform, this reaction took place at a
height of 1-20 metres in the space of twenty days; and by prolonging
the experiment he was enabled to condense on the surface^ ponderable
quantity of mercury. It was the same with mercurial ointment, silver

amalgam, tin amalgam, &c. From these experiments and others tend-

ing towards the same end, M. Brame concludes that the vapor of mer-
cury is subjected to the ordinary law torn the mixture of gases and
vapors. .

Assimilation of Nitrogen by P/#*ZsJ^Thi*%ubject is always un-

der discussion. M. Boussingautt perfiste^n denying more strongly

than ever, that plants can assimilate nitrfcfen directly from the atmos-
phere. His experiments have always beer* made on limited portions

of air, while M. Ville, on his side, has constantly operated in the free

air and perseveringly sustains the fixation of pitrogen. The following

explanation offered by an agriculturist, M. Roy, appears to harmonize
these discordant results. He admits that nitrogen from the air is not ab-

sorbed by the leaves, but that when dissolved in water, it is taken up by
the roots. But a plant in an enclosed portion of atmosphere, which is de-

veloped wholly in this condition, does not transpire water by the leaves;

find it hence must absorb by the roots only a very limiied quanity of wa-

ter and consequently an inappreciable quantity of nitrogen ; such is the

case in the experiments of Boussingault. On the contrary a plant endow-
ed with great power of transpiration, as wheat, placed in the apparatus of

M. Ville, absorbs as much more water as the transpiration is more ac-

tive from the renewal of the air. The quantity of nitrogen which is

then taken up by the water into the interior of the plant and assimila-

ted, is sufficient to be sensible in analysis.

Action of some animal fluids on 'the fats.— It is known that Bf. CI.

Bernard attributes to the pancreas, the property of emulsionating fatty

substances. M. Blondlot, Professor at the School of Medicine at Nancy,

finds that this property does not belong exclusively to the pancreas ;
the

chyme possesses it to the same degree. JM. Longet now announces lhat

the seminal fluid possesses this property in a much higher degree, and

that under a temperature of 35° to 40° C, during 14 to 16 hours, fat is

decomposed into fatly acids and glycerine. Before subjection to heat,

the emulsion has an alkaline reaction, and after this treatment it is acid.

Calculating Machine.-Thls machine is the invention of M.

Thomas, of Colmar (Haut-Rhin). It was registered at the Patent Of-

fice in 1820; and ever since then he has been perfecting it. Hia

efforts have been appreciated, and the machine has taken a prize from

the "Societe d'Encouragement" in 1849, and at the Worlds Exhi-

bition at London. It was recently reported upon at the Academy

Sxcoxd Series, Vol XIX, No. 57.—May, 1855. 52
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of Sciences by a commission consisting of MM. Cauchy, Piobert

and Matthieu. A similar honor has been conferred upon the author

by the Academy of Sciences at Madrid^ vet with a singular restriction :

the Spanish Academy feared that if brciufty into use, it would be a dam-

age to society by creating a distaste in^hose w^o would use it to

cising their minds in the study. of number^ and their combinations.

Pascal, who was the first to conceive of an arithmometer, though

without the ability to realize his conceptions, was of a different opinion,

and so have been the many scientific and practical men who have

highly applauded all attempts of this kind. The arithmometer of M.

Thomas will be at the World's Exhibition of 1855 at Paris. The ap-

paratus is two metres long, and is constructed for 30 numbers: it gives

the products of 15 numbers by 15 even to

999, 999, ^99," 999, 999, 999, 999, 999, 999, 999.

It can consequently express an amount exceeding the number of grains

of wheat in the whole world. When there is written on the squares

the large number # *

999, 999, 999, 999, 999,

and upon the first slide (" coulisse'
1

) a unit is written, by a single turn of

the crank, there appears in an instant

1,000, 000, 4)00, poo, 000,

a result of a series of simultaneous changes, which are performed as

by enchantment.

A description of this beautiful piece of apparatus may be found in

all its details in the Comptes Rendus for Dec. 11, 1854 ; it is by the

Commission, by whom the arithmometer was examined and used for

several months to their entire satisfaction.

Artillery in the Ibth Century.—A learned historian, M. Dureau

de la Malle has discovered in the Public Library of Rennes, (Dep. of

Pille et Villaine,) a manuscript illustrated with drawings representing

the arms used in war in the 15th century. It is a French translation

of a celebrated work written in 1473 and entitled " Gouvernement des

Rois, par Gilles Colonna, /Egidius Romce, fundatissimus Doctor,
1
' to

•
* * P

whom Philip " Le Hardi" King of France entrusted the education ot

his son Philip " Le Bel." It contained originally 10 designs which are

attributed to Jean de Bruges, M Grand-maitre" of the artillery of the

Duke of Bourgogne Philip " Le Bon." These designs are now but

seven in number; but they are sufficient to prove that cannon, howit-

zers, hollow projectiles, bombs, were not a Flemish invention, and that

they were not first used in the battle of Crecy ; that these agents of de-

struction were perfectly well known at the end of the 14th century and

the commencement of the 15th. Even the Paixhan guns were not

a recent invention, though reintroduced in modern times.

Gilles Colonna taught his young student to make a breach into the

most formidable ramparts in 14 to 20 days.

Zoological Society for Acclimation and Domestication.—A year

has hardly passed, and this Society* has already extended itself enor-

mously and engaged the attention of all men of science and of almost

* See this Journal, May, 1844.
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all European governments. The monthly Bulletin is full of results ob-
ta.ned by its influence and efforfe. We owe to it partly ihe introduction
of the Bombyx Cynthiu, the silkworm which feeds on the Ricinus, as
already mentioned ;* also the introduction of the Yak, a ruminant of
Thibet which is now sccceediflk* well in the Jura mountains where they
are in a state nearly of libe%tunder the superintendence of two mem-
bers of the Society residing in those regions. These animals have al-
ready reproduced

; they afford milk and butter of good quality, and
their hide is useful for various purposes. M. Dollfus, President of
the Industrial Society of Mulhouse, and M. Schlumberger, Spinner, have
made yarn from the wool of the Yaks which this Society had sent
them, and they say that the manufacturers of carpets would obtain
beautiful results from the product, it having high Jusfre and uniting the
softness and elasticity of wool with the strength qf the stoutest hair.

According to a report of M. Duvernoy, Professor of. Zoology at the
Museum d'Histoire Naturelle and at the Col|eg# de France, the Thi-
betans make out of the wool of the yak It cloth which sheds water.
I his animal has been domesticated in Asia, and there is every prospect
of success here. It is important to remembef that the domestication of
the merinoes, alpaca and lama was slowly accomplished ; that of the
merino, conceived by Colbert, took a century ; that of the lama and al-

paca, undertaken by Buffon, Js. Geoffrey St. tJilaire and others, is

not yet completely realized, fhe Society of Acclimation has it ir;

hand, and with its abundant means and extended resources, the experi-

ment will be faithfully tried.

Besides the above, the Society, on the report of Dr. Richard, Vice
President, has undertaken to promote the multiplication and training of
the Hemione (a species of the genus Horse), which is already domesti- N

cated at the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, under the care of I. G.
St. Hilaire, President of the Society. It has been trained without trouble

for the saddle and traces; it carries its rider without " mauvaise vol-

onte." The female is easily managed. The animal is very intelligent,

but also very sensitive, and it is necessary to treat him with gentleness,

as harshness renders him restive and ugly. Dr. Richard has made the

domestication of animals his study through life: his specialty is Zoo-

techny of the mammifers, and his experience is of the highest value

in all these questions of acclimation and domestication.

Silkworms.— Since the muscardine has made so great rava

among the mulberry silkworm, there has been an attempt to introduce

°ther kinds of silkworms. I have already spoken of the Bombyx of

the Ricinus. It is now proposed to acclimate three American species

°f Bombyx; the Cecropia whose larves feed on leaves of the willow

and may be fed also on the plum ; the Lvna, an elegant species of a

green color, which lives on the Liquidambar, and which will also eat

^e leaves of different species of walnut; the Polyphemus, a large At-

'***§, of a brownish gray color, which feeds on the apple, oak, beech,

&c. These three species are abundant in the woods of Louisiana,

Georgia and South Carolina. Their silk is of inferior quality
;

but it

costs so little to obtain it, that the acclimation of the species is regarded

as desirable on the score of economy.

* This Journal, January, 1S5*2.
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Objections have been made to the introduction of silkworms afford-

ing silk of an inferior quality. It is said that the ordinary silkworm is

sufficient and that its production may be easily increased by extending its

culture, so that France would not have to pay out to foreigners several

millions of francs for raw silk for its manufactures ; and also that the

Indian silkworm is better. This is like objecting to the introduction of

the ass because the horse is a superior animal.

The great defender of both indigenous and exotic silkworms, M.

Guerin Meneville, well known by his numerous works in Natural His-

tory, has published a series of excellent papers on the subject in the

Bulletin of the Zoological Society of Acclimation. He has founded, in

connection with E. Roberts, at St. Tulle (Dep. of the Basses- Alpes) a

Sericicole Institute (Institut Sericicole) in which they give gratuitously

a theoretical and practical course on the silk industry. There are stu-

dents there from different parts of France, besides some from foreign

countries ; they assist in the labors of acclimation and amelioration of

races which M. Guerin Meneville has undertaken, this savant giving,

with rare disinterestedness, six months of each year to these labors.

Anesthesis of Bees.—Apiculturists often find it desirable to stu-

pefy bees, when, for instance, there are two feeble swarms and it is

best to kill the queen of one. In Brittany, as well as in Alsace, the

smoke of a common puffball, Lycoperdon cryptus Lvpi, has been em-
ployed from time immemorial. In the Diet. d'Hist. Nat. of D'Orbigny,
it is reported that in Southern Russia the Lycoperdon horrendum and

the Endoneuron suberosum are used to intoxicate the bees in order to

get their honey. Dr. de Beauvoys has taken up this subject, and has

found that the best species for the purpose is the Lycoperdon gigan-

teum. In using it, a piece of the Lycoperdon is put on burning charcoal

contained in a chafing dish and covered with a funnel of stoneware,

and the smoke is directed from it into the suspended hive : a cloth laid

on the ground receives the bees as they fall. The experiments have

been repeated before the Zoological Society, in which the stupefaction

of the bees continued for half an hour.

Pisciculture.—This important subject has occupied much the

Society of Acclimation. A method has now been ascertained by which

we may know the maturity of the eggs of certain fishes, a method

which has been arrived at through the researches of MM. Valen-

ciennes and Fremy on the eggs of osseous fishes. These investigators

have found that the eggs, while adhering to the ovarian iamelte, give

with water an abundant precipitate of a substance named by them Ich-

tuline ; while the mature egg affords no ichtuline : whence the eggs of

certain fishes are ready for fecundation when they give no precipitate

with distilled water. In this trial with the Cyprinoids, for example, an

egg is taken and broken upon a plate of glass, and a drop of pure wa-

ter added : if the liquid is not clear the egg is not mature.

Production of Alcohol.—The question bearing on the cheap pro-

duction of alcohol has not made much progress since my last commu
nication. New projects and new processes have been sent to the 00-

ciete cf Encouragement without appearing to resolve the problem. As-

phodel, in this connection, may look forward to a fine future. Accord-

ing to Dumas, the quantity of bulbs of asphodel in Algeria is enormous,
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they cover a space 20 leagues square and are so crowded that clearing
them out is a great labor.

General Vaillant, who commands one of the military divisions in

French Algeria, states that the pulp proceeding from the extraction of
the alcohol from q^phodel may be used as food for hogs, who eat it

without hesitation and with advantage. In the month of May, June,
July, and August, the proportion of the fermentable principle reaches
even 12 p. c, nearly the maximum of that of cane sugar, and almost
douFle that of beet sugar.

^
M. Dumas also calls attention to another plant more abundant still in

Algeria, the Scilla maritima, whose large and dry bulbs are so crowded
in the soil that no space is left between. According to M. Fee, Pro-
fessor of Botany in the Faculty of Medicine of Strasburg, the Scilla

affords more than 30 p. c. of saccharine matter. It is however impor-
tant to remark that it contains also a bitter principle which may injure

the alcohol.

Photographic news.—A number of Photographers are attached to

the army in the east and share in the fatigues of the Crimean cam-
paign. Four hundred photographic proofs have already been sent by
them to Paris. They present the facts respecting the land and sea
forces in all their aspects and circumstances, with astonishing precision.

One of the most surprising operations in Photography is the repro-

duction of flowers, leaves and branches. At a recent meeting of the

Academy of Sciences, amateurs have been agreeably surprised with

the exhibition of an album containing more than one hundred pho-

tographic proofs of flowers, remarkable for the harmony and perfec-

tion of the work. The author is a protestant pastor, M. Braun, of

Doznach near Mulhouse (Haut-Rhin). He proposes to form a collec-

tion of studies, for artists who employ flowers as a means of deco-

ration for painting cloth or paper, a manufacture for which the Haut-

Rhin is distinguished. He also engages to group branches and flowers

; n a manner to produce effects highly interesting in an artistic point

of view. Unfortunately M. Braun has not made known his secrets:

*ve have heard accomplished photographers say that the processes

actually known are altogether insufficient for attaining the results which

be claims.

Photographic proofs of another kind have been exhibited at the same

Academic session by MM. Bisson brothers, Parisian photographers, for

a long time well known. They are views of the Louvre, of a size

*hich exceeds all that has been hitherto seen. They had before exhib-

it some fine views ; but they were far inferior to these, which are 60

centimeters (30 inches) high and 60 broad, and as perfect at the

border as at the centre. The negatives on collodion were taken with

objectives having an aperture of 5 inches, and 2 meters focal distance,

from the shop of Lerebours and Secretan. The plate was exposed

^out 20 minutes. T .
"" w

(Eucres rle Francois Arago, tome ii, Des Notices Biographiques.

Paris. Chez Gide et'Bciudry.—This new volume contains the bulogies

°f Ampere, Condorcet, Baillv, Monge, and Poisson, which were read at

different times at the sessions of the Institute of France, and are almost

^1 unpublished.
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Astronomie Populaire, par Fr. Arago, tome i. Paris. Chez Gide et

Baudry.—The author, in this volume, describes with his usual clearness

the instruments used by astronomers. Apparatus the most delicate and

the most complicated are treated of with so much simplicity that they

become intelligible to persons least familiarized witU physics.

Lecons Elementaire de Chimie, par M. Malaguti, Prof, de Chim. a

la Facuhe des Sciences de Rennes. 2 vols, in 12 mo, pp. 736-740.

Paris. Chez Dezobrv et Madeleine.—These Lessons are arranged in

the form of a course. In preparing them the author had his audience

under his eyes. They are written with a precision and perspicuity

which have given great success to the work. M. Malaguti has bestowed

upon it the same care as on his fine discoveries in organic chemistry.

Diclionnaire raisonne (VAgriculture et (V Economic, du Bet ail) sui-

vant les principes des Sciences apphquees, par le Dr. Richard (duCantal)

Vice President of the Zoological Society of Acclimation, &c. 2 vols, in

8vo. Paris. Chez Auguste Goin.—Definitions of technical terms;

rural economy ; multiplication, hygiene, crossing, pairing, raising, ac-

climation, of domestic animals; study of good and bad conformation;

choice of kinds or types for reproducing ; their influence on the ameli-

oration of races: elements of the veterinary art, of physics, of agricul-

tural entomology, of grazing, botany, &c. &c. ; such are some of the sub-

jects, treated by Dr. Richard, with his recognised ability. This work

of the Vice President of the Zoological Society of Acclimation has been

received with acclamation by its distinguished members.

Correspondence of M. Nickles, dated, Paris, March 1, 1855.

Obituary notice of Melloni.—The philosopher Melloni, whose death

we announced in November, 1854, was born near the commencement
of the century at Parma, where he began his studies. His sagacious

and observing mind was soon apparent to his parents and teachers.

The phenomena of the radiation of heat even thus early interested him

and lie was not slow to suspect the analogy between the radiation of

heat and of light. More fortunate than Laurent and other promising

youths, the young Macedoine iMelloni had at least the satisfaction of

seeing himself understood by those who had charge of his education.

They encouraged his studious habits instead of endeavoring to divert

him, and when in 1824 the Chair of Physics at Parma became vacant,

Melloni was appointed to it although he had not then published any of

his researches.

Completely destitute of instruments, the young professor devoted his

first efforts to contriving them. Nobili hid just then constructed his

ihermoscope. Melloni soon brought it to perfection, and Nobili was so

pleased with the result that he proffered him his friendship. A note

which Nobili inserted in the *• Bibliotheque Universale" of Geneva is

a token of the interest which that philosopher felt in the researches of

Melloni. This was almost his only labor at Parma where he remained

till 1831 ; a considerable change then took place in his position which

stimulated his activity and from that time he began to publish the beau-

- tiful discoveries which established his fame.
The political events which overturned Italy during 1831 were the

cause of this change. Melloni was one of the leaders of the Carbonari.

Unfortunate and proscribed, he took refuge in France with his thermo-
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scope. As he was already well known to the French savants they were
not slow in giving him a position and thus provided him wkh the
means of continuing his studies. He was appointed lo the chair of
Physics in the College of Dole (in the Jura) a little village unfortu-
nately destitute of scientific resources. Not wishing to remain long at

such a distance from all scientific centres, he took his dismission and
returned to Geneva long renowned for Saussure, DeCandoIle, De la Rive
and Prevost. Now at length his intellectual wants were satisfied. De la

Rive put at his disposal his scientific apparatus, and with these conven-
iences he prepared his first memoir upon the radiation of heat, soon fol-

lowed by many others, for which, on the recommendation of Faraday
he obtained the Rumford Medal which had been given some years be-

fore to Malus and Fresnel. At the same time M. Biot made an able

report to the French Academy upon all the labors of Melloni, from his

thermo-multiplier which was so sensitive as to be affected by the heat
of the human body at a distance of 50 feet, downto the heterogeneity

of the calorific spectrum, a discourse which led De la Rive to call Mel-
loni " the Newton of heat.'" During this time, the Italian philosopher

was attentively examining the different sources of heat : he repeated
the experiments of Davy upon the proper heat of insects, and he ob-
served anew that the phosphorescent bodies give certain indication of
sensible heat. He also studied the moon with reference to its radiation

of heat and was a long time without obtaining satisfactory results.

However after a time he succeeded, having used a lens a metre in di-

ameter, and taking many precautions.

So many remarkable labors called toward him the attention of the

Italian government. He was summoned to Naples as Professor of Phy-
sics, and charged with meteorological observations upon Vesuvius. He
remained in this position until quite recently and was removed from it

at a time when he least expected it. Without taking into the account

the services which he had rendered to science, the Italian government
heeding only its own fears or its resentments, deprived him of his post

and rendered it impossible for him to continue his researches. He re-

tired to a farm which he owned in the vicinity of Naples and there

occupied himself with some investigations in electricity, until his death,

which occurred on the 7lh of August, 1854, brought them unfinished to

a close. A treatise upon the calorific spectrum, entitled,
u La Thermo-

chrose," was found among his papers and published by his friends. Mel-

loni was a corresponding member of the French Institute, and also of

other scientific bodies.

Death of M. Braconnot—The discoverer of xyloidine, pyrogallic

acid, equisetic acid, leucine, populine,etc, the author of the transforma-

tion of wood into sugar, the patient analyst, who for half a century has

continued his labors upon the proximate principles, died at an advanced

age at Nancy in the department of IVleurthe on the 13th Jan., 1855,

where he was established and where nearly all his labors had been per-

formed. In another communication, I will give some biographical ac-

count of this celebrated chemist.

Death of Joseph Remy.—We have often brought before our readers

the poor fisherman of the Vosges mountains who without instruction,

without scientific education, was a discoverer in the domain of natural

history, and gave to humanity a new branch of useful industry well
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named, pisciculture. He died as he lived, poor and modest, having

hardly had opportunity to enjoy the pension allotted to him by govern-

ment. He expired at 51 years of age in his native village la Bresse

(department of Vosges). We have, during his life time, given a short

account of his career, which may be found in the volumes of this Jour-

nal of the two years past. He left a wife and six children, the oldest

of whom, a young man of 30, shows talents similar to his father's, if

we may judge from his fulfillment of the charge committed to him by

the minister of Agriculture for repeopling the Loire.

Monument to Arago.—The subscriptions for the erection of a monu-

ment to Arago have amounted to a sum sufficient to carry out the

plan proposed. A sarcophagus of a simple and severe model, orna-

mented with wreaths of laurel, and having inscribed upon it the titles

of the principal works of Arago, will support his statue cast in bronze.

This recumbent statue will be covered by a shroud, the head inclined,

the pen falling from his dying hand, as it wandered over the celes-

tial sphere. The execution of this monument has been intrusted to a

celebrated sculptor, David Angers, and its completion is expected by the

last of May. (To be continued.)

Extractfrom a letterfrom T. S. Hunt to J. D. Dana, dated Montreal,

Canada, March 12, 1855.

On the Equivalent of some species.—The crystals of the compound
of grape-sugar and common salt, which you have found to be rhombo-

hedral, closely approximating to —2R of calcite*, gave me by analysis

1331 p. c. of NaCl closely agreeing with the formula of Erdmann and

Lehmann, C24H24O24, NaCl, H2O2, which requires 13*40 p. c. The
density of this substance was determined with great care in oil of tur-

pentine, and gave for small well formed crystals the numbers 1*561 and

1*575; two other trials with crystals half an inch in diameter, gave

each 1-558. The mean of these four determinations is 1*563 (water

being 1*000), and gives for the above formula with an equivalent

weight of 436*5, a volume of 279*25, which doubled is 558*5. 1 had

previously, as you know, fixed the volume of calcite and the species ho-

mceomorphous with it, at between 5550 and 564*0, and the present de-

termination seems to confirm the correctness of my view. It is worth

while to compare the volume of this compound with those of milk-su-

gar and cane-sugar, both prismatic species, whose volumes, correspond-

ing like the above to CU8,etc., are respectively 464 and 430, accord-

ing to the determinations of Playfair and Joule. Correct observations

upon the crystallization and density of grape-sugar are still required.

The crystals of codeine which you find to approach brookite in form,

and which may likewise be compared with Barytesf, gave me in three

** The crystals are little shorter than broad a I present the faces of an acute

rhombohedron with the terminal truncating plane O, this last convex The angle oi

the rhombohedron, over a lateral edge is 101° 40', giving for the angle over the ter-

minal edge 78° 20'. The angle of -2R in calcite is 78° 51'.—J. d. d.

f The angles obtained by the writer for codeine using reflected light ^vitri the re-

flecting goniometer are /: 7= 99° 48', i%: £-2=134° 20', Vi : 1>=93° 20'. Miller ob-

tained for the corresponding angles 100° 46', 134° 50' and 92° 20'; and Kopp found

for th Srst and last 101° 30' and 92° 30'. If Millers 134° 50' is right, thenAm
100° 46' would be bv calculation, 100° 80'. The corresponding angles in Brookite

are 99° 50' (to 100° 50'), 134° 22' and 93° 16'. These are very near the correspona-

ifig angles of Barytes, if U be taken as } 1. -j.v.d.
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determinations of density, with large crystals, the numbers 1-302, 1-297,
and 1*300 (water being 1000), giving a mean of 1-J00, which, with
the formula fixed by Anderson, C36H21N 06+11202=317, gives a
volume of 244. The density was determined in distilled water, and I

convinced myself that the loss by the slight solubility of codeine in this

liquid, produced no sensible error.

I have made two determinations of the density of transparent cleava-
ble rock salt, in oil of turpentine, and h&ve obtained the numbers 2-137
and 2134, (water being 1*000,) which approach very nearly to that of

. Kopp, 2*15. Taking as the mean 2*135, we have for the volume
lONaCI the number 172, corresponding to the volume of alum, 274.
(See this Journal [2], vol. xvi, p. 206.)
On the so-called Talcose Slates of the Green Mountains.—Besides

the beds of steatite and chlorite slate among the altered Hudson
[er rocks, there is. a great amount of reddish and greenish glossy

%

unciunctuous slates, which disintegrate very much by the action of the
weather, and have hitherto been known by the name of talcose slates.

It was however evident that these were formed by the alteration of or-

dinary clay slates, and I have found by analysis that they contain little

or no magnesia, but are essentially silicates of alumina, belonging
to the class of minerals represented by pyrophyllite and pholerite,

which are aluminous talcs. The nacrite of Thompson from Brunswick,
Me., is probably allied to the former, and his talcite from Wicklow,
Ireland, to the latter species. In the crevices of a sandstone associated
with the above described slates on the Chaudiere river, I have obtained
a beautiful white mineral in minute pearly scales, whose analysis has
afforded me the composition of pholerite. I shall send you soon my
detailed results ; meanwhile, to avoid the perpetuation of an error, I

would suggest for these unctuous aluminous schists the name of nacre-

°us or nacrite slates.

On a newly discovered Meteoric Iron.—A large mass of native iron

was found last autumn upon the surface of the earth in the township of
Madoc, C. W. ; it has since been procured by Mr. Logan, the director

of the Geological Survey, in the collection of which it has been placed.

The mass is rudely rectangular and flattened, but very irregular in

shape; its surface is deeply marked by rounded depressions which are
lined with a film of oxyd. It closely resembles in appearance the

Lockport (N. Y.) iron, wiih which it seems to agree in composition ; a
s, ngle analysis gave me 6*35 per cent of nickel, in which no cobalt

was detected. The iron is very soft and malleable, and from a trial

*Mi a small fragment, exhibits a coarsely crystalline structure; the

height of the mass is 370 pounds. We purpose to have it cut, and I

shall then be able to make a more complete examination of the iron.

On some Orys of Nickelfrom Lake Superior.—Some specimens from

fichipicoten Island, Lake Superior, furnished me by my friend and pu-

P ll
> Mr. Charles Bonner, have been found to consist of nickelme As N12,

and domeykite As Cue. The ore was mistaken for the first named spe-

c,es, but is intermixed with a tin-white mineral, often tarnished, which
aP[>ears to be the arseniuret of copper, since the varying results of sev-

eral analyses, correspond to different mixtures of the two species. As-
sociated with these is an amorphous earthy mineral with a conchoidal

Second Sekijes, Vol XIX, No. 57.—May, 1856. 53
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fracture; its hardness is not greater than 2, and it polishes under the

nail, is transluc^t on the edges, and falls to pieces when placed in wa-

ter. Its color is yellowish-green to olive-green. This material is the

gangue of native silver and native copper, and is represented as occur-

ring in considerable quantities. It is a hydrous silicate of nickel-oxyd,

allied to the nickel-gymnite of Genth, but differing from it in containing

less magnesia and some alumina. One of two concordant analyses,

executed by Mr. Bonner under tay direction, gave, Silica 3360, oxyd

of nickel with a little cobalt 3040, magnesi^3"55, lime 4*09, alu-

mina 8*40, peroxyd of iron 2*25, water 17'10z=99'39.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics. S
1. On the specific volumes offluid compounds.—Kopp has resumed

his investigation of this very interesting subject and has communicated
Some new results of much theoretical value. By specific volumes the

author understands the relative spaces occupied by equivalent weights

of different substances and they are obtained by dividing the equivalents

by the corresponding densities. If the equivalents are expressed in

grammes the specific volumes will be expressed in cubic centimeters.

To institute however a proper comparison between the specific volumes

of liquids, the author long since showed that it was necessary to deter-

mine these volumes either at the boiling points, or at temperatures equally

distant from these and for which the tension of the vapors is the same.

Thus the specific volume of alcohol at its boiling point is the sum of

the specific volumes of water and ether at their boiling points. Kopp's

own elaborate investigations' of the densities oi bodies at different tem-

peratures, together with those of Pierre on the same subject, have fur-

nished materials for the present instructive comparison. The author

in the first place, by the comparison of the specific volumes of a num-

ber of ethers, as well as of several alcohols and acids, demonstrates

the correctness of the proposition formerly advanced by him, that an

equal difference of specific volume corresponds to an equal difference

of constitution. Thus for a difference of constitution of C2H2 the dif-

ference of specific volume is about 22, In like manner it appears

that when an organic acid passes into the corresponding methyl or

ethyl ether, a corresponding change of volume of 22 is produced, thus

the difference between

Formic acid and formate of methyl is 21'3

Acetic acid and acetate of methyl is - - - 20*4

Butyric acid and butyrate of methyl is - - • - J9'5

Formic acid and formate of ethyl is - - - 21*5

Acetic acid and acetate of ethyl is 22
Butyric acid and butyrate of ethyl is - - - 21'5

The author's former assumption that fluids of the same empirical form-

ula but different rational constitution have equal specific volumes at f
their boiling points, is confirmed by the following numbers, which at
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the same time show that—as also formerly advanced by him—equiva-
lent weights of oxygen and hydrogen- may replace each olher in fluid

compounds without a sensible change of volume.

Wood-spirit C2H4O2 42-3
Formic acid C2H2O4: 41-8

Formate of ethyl CeHaO* 84*7

839Acetate of methyl "
Amylic alcohol C10H12O2 123-3

Buty'e of methyl CioH#aO* 126-3

Alcohol C4H6O2 62-2

Acetic acid C4H4O4 635
Formate of methyl CAH^Oi 63-1

Butyric acid CsHeO* 106.7

Acetate of ethyl CsHaCU 107-4

Anhyd. acetic acid CsHeOe 109*9

Buty'te of ethyl C12H12O4 149*7

Valerate of methyl " 149*6

The comparison of the specific volumes taken at temperatures equidis-
tant from the boiling points leads to the same results though with less

close approximation, while the specific volumes taken at J shew but
little connection with each other. The author next investigates the
questions whether the specific volume of the same elements is to be
considered as equal in all liquids at corresponding temperatures and
whether the specific volume of a fluid can be expressed simply by the
sum of the specific volumes of its constituents, in the case of a com-
pound of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, for example, by a formula like
xc~\-yh-\-zo where c, h and o represent the specific volumes of car-
bon, hydrogen and oxygen in such compounds at their boiling points.

According to this formula the specific volume of a compound Cx H y Oz

ought to be precisely half oi' that of a compound represented by
C2xH2y02z, and the specific volume of a compound should be equal
to the sum of the specific volumes of two others when the formula of
the first is the sum of the formulas of the other two. This however
proves not to be the case, thus twice the specific volume of aldehyd

CaHiCbmllS 9 while the specific volume of acetate of ethyl Cs flsO*
107-4. In like manner C4H402+UeH60 2= 56-9+77-4=134-3

1

while CioHioOi= 126*3. Hence the author infers that in comparing
the specific volumes of liquids, only the spaces filled by the true equiv-

alents and not multiples of these are to be considered. The want of

coincidence in the specific volumes of aldehyd and ether is explained at

once if we consider the formula of ether to be C8H10O2 as Geihardt

•ong since proposed. The author leaves it for the present undecided

whether it is possible to determine the specific volumes of carbon, hy-

drogen and oxygen. Although many compounds give the specific vol-

ume of carbon 63 about, olhe°rs give somewhat different values ; it may
be that the data for these latter determinations are inaccurate, and I hat in

all
> as certainly in the majority of cases, the specific volume of a com-

pound is simply expressed by the sum oC the specific volumes of its

constituents and that at corresponding temperatures the same element

has the same spec. vol. in all fluid compounds. The author is engaged

fejbe experimental solution of this problem. The specific volumes of

fluid compounds may be brought under one point of view by adopting

the theory of Gerhardt that water has the formula H2O2 (H=l, 0=8)
a "d that the ethers, alcohols and unibasic acids may be considered as

derived from water by the replacement of one or both the equivalents

°f hydrogen by other radicals. Thus when in water (S. V= 18-8 at

100° C.) an equivalentof hydrogen is replaced by an equivalent of ethyl
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there is an increase of volume of 45 since the specific volume of alco-

hol is 628. When the second equivalent of hydrogen is replaced by

one of ethyl the same change of volume occurs and we have 106*2 for

the specific volume of ether which agrees wiih^experiment. The
same result is obtained for the acids and aldehyds which may"' be con-

sidered as derived from water by the total or partial replacement of

the hydrogen by radicals like acetoxyl C1H3O2 and .acetyWE^ils. If

from the specific volume of acetic acid
4
rj

3
[ 02=63 we sub-

tract that of aldehyd
C^°2

I —568 we obtain 6 2 *as the specific

volume of the 2 atoms of oxygen which occupy the space of the oxygen

in water. The two atoms of hydrogen in water then occupy the space

18-8-6-2= 12-6 and each atom of hydrogen consequently the space

6*3. From these considerations taken in connection with the results

above stated the author makes the following representation of* the part

played by each element in forming the following compounds.
Calculated. Observed.

S.V.

H
Water, g [

O2 g.g[62rz 188 18-8^

C2H 3
Wood-spirit, ^y J

}02 °*j6-2= 408 423

Formic acid,
C2£°2

I O2 *T2 J 62 = 40-8 41'8

Alcohol,

Ether,

H
CiHs
H

C4H5
C4H 5

O2 ^3} 62= 62-8 622

O2 ??'?U-2= 106-8 106 2

Acetic acid,
Cil
\f

2 \o 2
5
^| 1 62 = 62"8 63-4

Anhydrous acetic acid,
^IrIqI }

°2 5^.3 }
6 '2 = 106 '8 109 *9

Aldehyd,
CiHaO* ) 50"3

J

_ 56 .6 56 .8

C4
c 2t} £1* = *» «

Benzol, ^ J

8™
} = 942 960

Kopp considers these results as shewing at least that in the acids

OH^O*, 2 atoms of oxygen are contained in a different form from the

other two. The author concludes his very interesting and able me-

moir by some judicious remarks on the value of physical characteristics

considered in connection with chemical constitution.

—

Ann. der Chemie

und Pharmacie, xcii, 1, October, 1854.
2. On the employment of a solution of chlorid of iron in the galvanic

battery.—At the suggestion of Liebig, Buff has determined the elec-

tromotive force of a galvanic element consisting of zinc in contact

with dilute sulphuric acid and carbon in contact with a solution of ses-

'
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1

quichlorid of iron. The solution of the sesquichlorid must be acidula-
ted with muriatic acid to prevent the deposition of metallic iron. A
battery of this kind showed a satisfactory degree of constancy so long
as the deviation of the needle of a tangent's compass did not exceed
14°. For deviation of 18° and upward a gradual diminution of con-
stancy was perceptible which arose evidently from the fact that the hy-
drogen? wW% evolved at the surface of the carbon more rapidly than it

could be absorbed by the chlorine of the sesquichlorid. For a Bun-
sen's element the author found an electromotive force represented

I

by 1-8167. For a cell of Daniell's battery the electromotive force was
1*0201

; for another of the same 1*0316. For the sesquichlorid of iron

battery with but a small quantity of free HC1 the electromotive force

was 13537 ; with a larger quantity of acid 1*3250 ; with a small quan-
tity of free HC1 and with a solution of common salt in the porous cell

the electromotive force was 1*3958. From these results it is clear that

the chlorid of iron battery stands between Bunsen's and Daniell's in

point of constancy. It has greater power and constancy than Daniell's

while it is perfectly free from the offensive vapors which render the use
of the nitric acid batteries so annoying.

—

Ann. der Chemie und Phar-
macie, xcii, 117.

[Note.—Would not the solution of the sesquioxyd of iron which is

; obtained by the spontaneous oxydation of a solution of green vitriol in

the air answer the above purpose as well as the sesquichlorid ? Its con-
ducting power would in all probability be much better and it would cer-
tainly be cheaper. Moreover the protosulphate of iron formed by the

reducing process in the battery might be exposed to the air a second
time and thus reoxydized and again employed.—w, g.]

3. On the law of the absorption of gases.—Bunsen has communicated
a most admirable and elaborate investigation of the subject of the ab-

sorption of gases by liquids. As however it is impossible to do it jus-

tice by any abstract, we must refer our readers to the original paper in

the Ann. der Chemie und Pharmaeie, xciii, 1, Jan., 1855.

4. On the mechanical equivalent of heat.—Upon this important sub-

ject, Person has contributed to the Academy of Sciences a note which

possesses much interest. The author in the first place alludes to

the different values of this constant as given by different experiment-
ers, and then proceeds to show that we shall have the exact value as

soon as we know the specific heat of air c at a constant volume, or rather,

without external work. In the mean time however it is well to remark that

the value of c taken from the formula of Laplace, which serves to correct

the velocity of sound, gives a value of the mechanical equivalent closely

greeing with that found by Joule. The air which dilates without pro-

ducing external work resumes in a few moments its primitive tempera-

te, and in spite of its dilatation contains precisely as much heat as

before. This principle is perfectly established by the recent researches

°f Regnault. Setting out from this fact we determine the mechanical

equivalent of heat by a very simple reasoning. Consider a cubic me-

ter of air at 0° under a normal pressure of H kilogrammes per square

metre
; let p be its weight and c its specific heat at a constant volume,

if we give this air the heat p c without permitting it to expand, the tem-

perature will rise 1 degree and the pressure will become (1-j-a) H
where a is the coefficient 000367 If we then open a communication
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with a vacuum we shall have the same temperature and the same quan-
tity of heat in spite of the dilatation, and if the volume of the vacuum
is the fraction a of the cubic metre the pressure will again become H.
Now take again a cubic metre of air at 0° and under a pressure H, and
let C denote the specific heat under a constant pressure. Give to this

air the heat p C, permitting it this time to dilate under the pressure which
it supports. 1+ under a pressure H
precisely as in the preceding case in which however we have only intro-

duced the quantity of heat pc. But in the first case there was no ex-

ternal work, while in the second the dilatation a under the pressure H
produced the work a H. As the two masses of air were identical in

their initial and terminal slates, they both contain precisely the same
quantity of heat. We have therefore a right to conclude that the heat

p(C-c) is exclusively employed in producing the work all. Conse-

quently the work of the unit of heat is

all

P(C )

By taking the num.

i

bers H=1033ik
,
_p=lk-293, C =01686 according to Laplace, and

c=0 2377 according to Regnault, we find 424 kilogrammetres for the

mechanical equivalent of heat.— Comptes Rendus, xxxix, 1131, De-
cember, 1854. w. g.

5. A new Carbonic Acid Apparatus ; communicated by Alfred M.
Mayer, of Professor Morfifs Laboratory, University of Maryland.

Having lately invented an apparatus, for the es-

timation of carbonic acid in carbonates, or ra fher

made a modification of Will's and Presenilis

apparatus, I have thought it might be of some

service to science ; and I therefore send you a

drawing (half-^ize) with the dimensions marked.

The following is the description of the drawing.

A is a flask, at the bottom of which is placed the

carbonate with a little water. B is a short piece

of test tube closed with a cork perforated witl

two holes. CC is a syphon leading from the

bottom of the tube to the flask. D is a hole pas-

sing from the tube B through the cork of the

flask. E is another hole perforating the cork of

the flask.

After the carbonate is introduced into the flask

(A), the tube (B) is nearly filled with sulphuric

acid, and being attached to the cork A' by the

tube D is inserted into the flask. The tube E
is then closed with a small piece of wax or cork.

/ Suction i then applied at the tube D ; the air in

B being rarefied, equilibrium is disturbed, and the

air of the flask passes through the syphon into

the tube B. When the mouth is removed, equi-

librium is restored in B, but the air in A being

rarefied, the acid passes over through the sy-

The acid

Length of line k I, I £

of r $in. : m ifl
tin.; of '«2i in.; height P h°n tU

.

be t0 f^^ ^T L the car-
of whole to o! 4| inches,

coming in contact wuh the carbonate, the car

Syphon C, 1-16th io. bonic acid is set free and passses into tne woe
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C C through the sulphuric *acid, where it is thoroughly dried, and out
through the tube D. This is repeated until no more gas is disengaged

;

when the piece of wax is removed from the tube E, and the air is drawn
through the apparatus by suction at D. When all the gas is out of ihe
flask it is weighed ; the loss of weight indicating the amount of CO2.
The advantages which I think this form of apparatus has, are com-

pactness, lightness, more convenient to weigh and in general easier in

manipulation.

Baltimore, Feb. 13, 1855.

6. On Bimucate of Amyhoxyd ; by Samuel W. Johnson.*—In

1830, Malaguti described the neutral compounds of mucic acid with
methyl- and ethyl-oxyd. He prepared these by dissolving the acid in

warm oil of vitrol and adding to the deep-red solution after cooling,
either wood-spirit or alcohol, without preventing the accompanying ele-

vation of temperature. After twenty-four hours, the whole had solidi-

fied to a mass of crystals which was purified by washing with alcohol

. and recrystallization. The colorless crystals thus obtained are com-
posed of one equivalent of acid and two equivalents of oxyd of the

alcohol radical.

Afterwards Malaguti observed that an impure solution of the vinic

ether sometimes decomposes, alcohol becoming free, and a bimucate
of ethyl-oxyd or mucovinic acid is formed in the solution and may be

separated in the crystalline state. This acid forms salts with bases.

Last winter in the laboratory of Prof. Erdmann at Leipsic, and at

his suggestion, I undertook the study of thfe compounds of mucic acid

with amyl-oxyd and communicate herewith the imperfect results of my
investigations which have been necessarily suspended. Applying amyl-
alcohol in the process of Malaguti, I obtained a crystalline ether, but

only in a few of many trials, and when operating on small quantities.

When, however, fuming hydrochloric acid was added to the mixture of

mucic acid, amyl-alcohol and oil of vitriol, and the whole digested at a

moderate heat for some hours, the new body was prepared without diffi-

culty. The brown semi solid mass thus obtained was washed with alco-

hol so long as that liquid ran off colored, and was then several times

recrystallized from hot alcohol or water. As thus obtained, this ether

usually appears in the form of a bulky opake mass of indistinct crystals ;

from a not too concentrated hot solution it separaies as distinct trans-

parent needles on slow cooling. When dry, it is tasteless, has a fatty feel,

and is scarcely wetted by water, more easily by alcohol. It gives a

distinct acid reaction when laid on moist litmus-paper. By combustion

with oxyd of copper the following results were obtained on distinct

Preparations, which agree with the formula CioHi iO, HO, CiaHsOi*.

Calculated.
*

found -

It 2.t

C22 132 4714 4699 46 68

H20 20 714 ™8 7-29

Oig 128 35-72 45 93 4603

280 10000 100 00 10000
* From the u Juur fur Prakt. Cheni.:* communicated to this Journal by the author,

t 1st, -3325 gm. gave 573 gnu CO2 and 212 gm. HO.—2d, '2623 gm. gave -4491

gm. C02 and '1723 gm. HO.
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The substance is accordingly bimucate of amyl-oxyd or mucamylic
acid. When pure, its solution is not precipitated by salts of lead, silver

or baryta, nor by ammonia. With the latter, as with caustic potash and

soda, it instantly decomposes, amyl-alcohol being set free. Its boiling

aqueous solution smells faintly of fusel oil, owing to gradual decompo-
sition ; its cold solutions become mouldy in warm weather but do not

appear to undergo decomposition. It is incapable of expelling carbonic

acid from its weakest combinations.

The mother liquors sometimes yielded a slight white precipitate with

ammonia which may have been mucamid, thus making the existence of

the neutral ether probable. That body was not however obtained sep-

arately.

It is not a little remarkable, that while in the ethyl series the neutral

mucic ether is easily obtained, and the acid ether rarely and by chance,

in the amyl series the acid is of easy preparation, while the neutra-l

compound is not obtained.

It is further remarkable, that this ether, so stable in solution and in

the presence of alkalies, is, unlike the analogous ethyl compound, im-

mediately decomposed by soluble bases.

7. On Terrestrial Magnetism ; by Col. Sabine, (communicated for

this Journal, by J. Renwick.)—Col. Sabine, V.P.R.S., communicated
to the British Association, 25th September, 1854, a very remarkable
and important paper on terrestrial magnetism. It will be recollected

that at the meeting of the Association in 1838, a request was made to

the British government that it should cause observations on the phenom-
ena of magnetism by officers of the army and navy to be made at fixed

stations, and by means of naval expeditions. The request was promptly

acceded to, and Col. Sabine, who was and has continued on duty at

Woolwich was made the centre of communication. The readers of our

Journal will have seen that various Americans have entered zealously

into the same pursuit, and the observations of others are intercalated

with, and form a part of, the observations, whose results we are about

to state.

As early as 1825, Col. Sabine had inferred that an influence was ex-

erted by the sun and moon on terrestrial magnetism. In a set of ob-

servations taken at the winter station of one of the Polar Expeditions

where the declination was about 90°, and discussed by him, it was re-

marked : that when the Sun and Moon were on the meridian at the

same time, the diurnal variation reached. 5°
; but that when they were

at right angles to each other this quantity fell as low as 20;

. The
sagacity he exhibited in his inference from this isolated set of ob-

servations has been sustained by the laborious and patient observa-

tions and discussions of fifteen years. Some quantities so minute are

developed in the researches, that a less time would hardly have served

to separate them from the larger quantities in which they are involved.

The results set forth by Col. Sabine are as follows:

(1.) The diurnal variation, following in all places the order of solar

time, and being at its maximum about two hours after noon, changes its

sign at the time of the two equinoxes. Thus, while the maximum
diurnal deflection from the magnetic meridian is eastward in all places

up to the 21st March, a change in the amount of deviation begins on
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(he 22d, and is completed in about ten days, after which the maximum
daily variation is to the westward, and at a mean equal to the eastern
variation of the preceding six months.

(2.) There is an annual variation in the intensity of terrestrial magnet-
ism, of small amount indeed, but affecting both the northern and south-
ern hemisphere in the same manner, the intensity being greatest when
the sun is in perigee, and least when it is in apogee.

(3.) It being well known that all the instruments in magnetic observa-
tion are from time affected by disturbances, or storms as they are
often called, these disturbances have been found to be subject to a peri-

odic fluctuation. This period has been discovered to correspond with
that assigned by Schabe.to the spots on the solar disc.

(4.) It has been clearly shown that there is a variation in magnetic de-

clination dependent on the change of the moon's position in relation

to the meridian of the place of observation, and having, therefore, for

its period the lunar day. This although first inferred by Sabine from a
single set of observations, was fully proved by Kriel from observations

made in the Austrian Slates before the publication of the paper of

which we are stating the substance.

Finally, the hypothesis which ascribes the variations in the phenom-
ena of terrestrial magnetism to local variations of temperature is com-
pletely refuted.

May we not hope, that the relations of the magnetism of the earth to

the two heavenly bodies which exert the greatest influence in other res-

pects upon our planet, having been thus conclusively shown, a basis is

now provided upon which to erect a science that will be as simple in

its laws, and as fertile in its results as the theory of universal gravita-

tion ? Up to the present time, terrestrial magnetism as a science has

had no other foundation than vague and unsupported hypotheses, or

empiric proposiiions, which although true, have been founded on no

general law. Henceforth it would appear to be as closely within the

reach of mathematical methods as the tides.

7. On the Stauroscope of Prof. Fr. von Kobell, (translated for this

Journal by S. W. Johnson, from a paper by von Kobell ; also see Ge- %
lehrte Anzeigen, Mar. 30 and April 2, 1855)—This instrument con-

sists of two cylinders as shown in figure 1, one of which aaaa, is

firmly fixed in a ring, which is attached to a support in such a way as

to be inclined at convenience (fig. 4). The fixed cylinder has at one end

a polarizing apparatus consisting of a tourmaline plate 1, and a plate of

calcite 2 with polished basal planes (= OR). Through an orifice in

the disk aa y the eye looks through the instrument upon a horizontal

mirror of black glass, upon which, by proper revolutions of the tourma-

line, is seen the well known black cross. At its lower end, this cylinder

has a graduated semicircle (fig. 2, half size) marking 90° either side of

a common zero, which zero coincides with the plane of the axis of

the tourmaline. The inner cylinder is open at both ends, slides into,

and is moveable within, the other. At its upper end it has a ring fixed

within it, which serves to support the circular perforated plates or dia-

Phragms upon which the crystals are mounted for observation. The

position of the crystals to be examined is shown at 3, fig. 1. Figure 3

represents one of the circular diaphragms upon which is accurately

Sbco*d Series, Vol. XIX, No. 57.—May, 1 855. 64
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engraved a square, a b; a crystal is seen upon it secured with wax,

a 1 b 1

; at its centre is seen the orifice for the passage of the light, its

size corresponding to that of the crystal to be examined : at some

point on the edge is made a notch, which is adapted to a pin secured

to the inside of the tube so that the position of the diaphragm shall

remain fixed. By these means, the crystal under examination may be

properly adjusted ; two sides of the engraved square must coincide

with the axis of the analyzing tourmaline, while two are at right angles

with it. The movable cylinder carries an index, fig. 1, 2, which trav-

erses the graduations of the graduated semicircle.

If now a cleavage plate of calcite be so fixed upon the diaphragm

that a' b' is parallel with a b of the engraved* square as in fig. 3, and

the movable cylinder be adjusted to zero, then a1

b' is also parallel with

the longitudinal axis of the tourmaline, and no black cross is visible.

The cylinder must now be turned until the cross appears normal, and

the angle of revolution may be read off on the graduation.

I have investigated various crystals in this manner, and have arrived

at the following results which in general characterize the systems of

crystallization.
*

Hexagonal System.—Through parallel planes of the hexagonal

pyramid, the vertical arm of the black cross is seen at right angles to

the basal edge (edge Z). Through parallel planes of the rliombohedron

the cross arranges itself in the direction of the diagonals. Through
the planes of the prism, the vertical arm of the black cross stands in

the direction of the principle axis. Examples, quartz, calcite, beryl,

soda nitre, corundum, apatite.

Seen through the basal planes, the cross is not changed by a revolu-

tion of the cylinder. (Tourmaline has peculiarities, the account of

which is here omitted.)

Dimetric Svstem.—Through parallel planes of the square pyramid

the same relation was observed as in the hexagonal system : the same

is true also for the planes of the prism, and the basal planes.

When the edges of the pyramid are laid horizontal the cross appears

* revolved. Ex. meionile, vesuvian, apophyllite, zircon, mellite, chalco-

lite, rutiie, etc.

Trimetfjc System.—Seen through two parallel planes of the rhom-

bic pyramid the normal arm of the cross is not at right angles with

1

the basal edge. Ex. sulphate of zinc, of magnesia, and of nickel,

topaz,* &c. •

Seen through the basal planes of the rhombic prism, the cross takes

the direction of the diagonals. Ex. epsomite, topaz, muscovite, ara-

gonite, barytes, &c.
Through the lateral faces of the vertical rhombic and rectangular

prisms, the cross stands in the direction of the vertical axis. Ex. an-

hydrite, &c.
Through the faces of the domes, the normal arm of the cross is at

right angles wilh the terminal edge of the dome. Ex. epsomite, &c.

Monoclinic SystEx>i.—Through the oblique terminal planes the cross

stands in the direction of the diagonals. Through the lateral planes

* In general the angle of revolution upon the triangles of the pyramids of the

mmetric and hexagonal systems are of two kinds, but in case of the trimetric sys-

tem of three kinds.
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of the prism the cross does not stand in the direction of the principal

axis and the system is thus distinguished from the Trimetric.

Through the orthodiagonal planes the cross stands in the direction of

ihe principal axis. Through the clinodiafjonal planes it is not in the di-

rection of the principal axis. These planes comport themselves very

different from the similar ones in the rhombic system.

Through the clinodiagonal domes the cross also appears revolved.

Ex. orthoclase, augite, cane sugar, gypsum, borax, bicarbonate of pot-

•ash, glauber salt, euclase.

Triclinic System.—The cross is oblique upon all planes, if an edge

of the prism be placed parallel with the axis of the tourmaline. Ex.,

kyanite, bichromate of potash.

Boracite is plainly doubly refractive. Yellow prussiate of potash is

opticariy binaxial. Prof, von Kobell describes peculiarities in several

species, which are here omitted.

II. Mineralogy and Geology.

1. Minerahgical Notes ; by T. S. Hunt.—Pyrrhotine.—This spe-

cies with the formula Fe 7 S 8 , is regarded by Laurent as a protosul-

phuret in which a portion of iron exists asferricum, (fe) with two-thirds

its ordinary equivalent; the formula of the mineral is then (Pe 5 fe 3 )S*

According to Schaffgotsch, some varieties have the composition FeS,
5?

erjS3 = Fe 3 S4 or(F« fr^S^ corresponding to magnetite Fe a04 or (Fefe 3 )04 .

By thus regarding it as a protosulphuret, its relation to Greenockite is

more apparent.

Wilsonile.—The further examination of specimens of the mineral

Wilsonite in the possession of Prof. E. J. Chapman has shown him

that the form of this mineral is triclinic with inclination to the right.

He gives as approximations the following angles obtained by the

common goniometer with cleavage surfaces. P : T = 94°
; P:0

145°; Tie = 129°; P:M and T : M = 110° to 115°. Cleavage

perfect with P and T, less so with M. The cleavage with e, accord-

ing to Chapman, " is not easily obtained, but is very distinct and even.

Density 2*77. Hardness 3*5 en the more facile cleavages, and their

combination edges ;
5-5 on the ends of the prismatic concretions."

Prof. Chapman also pointed out to me the existence of intermingled

carbonate of lime in the specimens which I had previously analyzed,

and I have since found that the finely pulverized mineral yields up al-

most the whole of its lime to cold dilute hydrochloric acid, which does

not attack the silicate. This still retains its rose color, and is a hydrous

silicate of alumina and potash, with a little magnesia. The results of

the analyis by myself of two specimens thus purified, (1 and 2,) and a

partial analysis kindly furnished me by Prof. Croft, of a third, are as

follows

:

I, n . in.

Silica, - • -47 50 47*70 47*42

Alumina, - - - 3117 3122 ) 3480
Magnesia, - - - 425 4*14 J '73

Potash, - 9-22 938
Soda, - . - . -82 *95

Lime, - 151 39 -42

Water, (loss by ignition), • 550 535

89 97 99 13
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The pure mineral from which the carbonate of lime has been re-
moved, seems to be uniform in composition, and approaches the felds-
pars in constitution.

Bytownite.—Bytownite isup pose to be anorthite with some quartz,
or more probably a mixture of different feldspars. It is very similar in

composition to Genth's thiorsauite. All those triclinic feldspars interme-
diate in composition between anorthite and albite, appear to be only

|
crystalline mixtures of these two species. See Am. Jour, of Science,

[2], xviii, 270.

Magnesite.—A silicious magnesite rock of considerable extent is

found among the strata of the Hudson River group in Bolton, Lower
Canada. Its analysis gave carbonate of magnesia, 60* 13, carbonate of
iron 8-32, silica with a little chromic oxyd 32-20=) 0065. The ser-

pentines of this formation are believed to result from the alteration of this

silicious carbonate, in the presence of water. (See Geol. Rep. Canada.)
Dolomite—A very compact, fine grained coral limestone from the

Island of Matea, north of Tahiti, furnished me by Mr. Dana from the

Collections of the U. S. Expl. Expedition, has a hardness greater than
fluor

; and a density in powder, equal to 2-830. Its analysis gave Car-

bonate of lime 60 50, carbonate of magnesia 38*77, silica, etc., 030=
99*57. Another determination gave 38*25 of carbonate of magnesia.

[This analysis confirms the result of Prof. Silliman, Jr., (this Jour.,

[2], xiv, 82) and shows that the dolomisation took place in the con-

solidation of the coral material. The rock is the white compact
limestone of Matea, an elevated coral island, and resembles much of
the rock found about other reefs. It is as solid and firm as any Silu-

rian limestone. See the writer's Geol. Report, and also this Jour., xiv,

76.—j. d. D 1

of a new Locality of Molyhdate of
Taylor.—I obtained in September last a mineral from Heard County,

Georgia, which resembles in every respect the molybdate of iron, re-

cently described by D. D. Owen, (Proc. Ac. Nat.Sci. Philad., vi, 108),

from the gold region, near Nevada city, California. It consists of deep

yellow, silky tufts, formed by groups of delicate, acicular crystals, coat-

ing and filling the cavities of dark ferruginous quartz.

This quartz forms numerous veins in micaceous and granitic rocks,

m a district where gold has been found.
A qualitative analysis showed Slo, £e. It has been as yet impossible

to obtain sufficient of the mineral for a thorough quantitative analysis.

3. Reaction of common salt in theformation of Minerals ; M. Forch-

*UMMER._.On fusing together phosphate of lime (the phosphate of bones)

a *>d chlorid of sodium (four parts to one of the phosphate) he obtained

af<er a slow cooling a mass in which were many cavities covered with

prismatic hexagonal crystals, which were apatite in composition
;

the

specific gravity 3069. At the temperature of fusing, apatite dissolves

readily in common salt and separates in needle-form crystals. By this

method small quantities of phosphoric acid in rocks may be detected
;

ll*ey are to be melted with 50 to 100 parts of common salt, and if easily

f^ible the silicates separate easily from the salt; if not, chlorid of so-

d'um fi|| s the cavities in the vesicular mass, resembling the cavities in an

amygdaloid. M. Forchhammer concludes that common salt has played

an important part in the formation of minerals.—Pogg. Ann., xci, 568.
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4. Gneiss.—Analyses by F. Schonfeld and H. E. Roscoe, (Ann. Ch.

u. Pharm., xci, 302.)— 1, a mica slate from the right shore of the Eisack

G. =3- 1410 ; 2, gneiss from Cachoeria da Canapo, Brazil, consisting of

orthoclase, quartz, and mica, yellowish-gray in Qolor, G. =2'6128; 3,

so-called protogine, from the north side of Mont Blanc, a hundred feet

below the highest peak, G. =2-7088 ; 4, gneisp from Norberg, Swe-

den, consisting of flesh-colored orthoclase, quartz, and grayish-black

mica; 5, ibid., a fine grained mixture of orthoclase and quartz.

» Si £l Pe Ca Mg K $* II

1. Mica slate, 6945 1424 654 2-66 1-35 252 402 0-52 == 101'80

2. Gneiss, 67-32 fl-6-08 4'52 3-87 1-54 5-08 2*98 043 == 101-82

3. Protogine. 71-41 14-45 2*58 2-49 111 2-77 305 1-25 =s 9911

4. Gneiss, 74*51 * 1305 385 3-26 048 2-31 364
i

= 101-10

5. H 7655 12-86 085 247 012 5*29 3-03 = 10117

5. Meteoric Ironfrom Greenland.—Forchhammer describes this mass

as weighing 21 oounds ; it is 7 inches long, 7 high and 5£ broad. Specific

gravity 700-702, Rinck. Hardness like that of steel. With nitric acid

affords fine WidmanstMtian figures. Composition (Pogg. Ann., xciii,

155)
Fe 93-39 Si 1-56 Co 0-25 Cu 045 S 0*67 Ph 0*18 C 1-69 Si 0*38=98-57

The large proportio#%f carbon is peculiar.

6. On the Sandstone and Coal of North Carolina of the age of the

Richmond coal basin ; by Prof. D. Olmsted.*—[The following observa

tions are from the Geological Report on North Carolina, by Prof D
Olmsted, published in 1824, the first of all the State Geological Re
ports, made in this country. The facts have not appeared in this Jour

rial, and as the Report was long since out of print, we republish them

The author, at the time when the investigations were made, was Pro

fessor of Chemistry and Mineralogy in the UniversMy of North Car

olina.]

Freestone and Coal formation of Orange and Chatham.—" The

formation is very extensive, embracing a great number of beds of ex-

cellent freestone, varying among themselves in color and texture, but

nearly all extremely well suited to the purposes of architecture. The

sandstone extends from Oxford in a southerly direction, quite through

the State. Its length, within our own State, is about 120 miles. The

breadth of the formation varies considerably in different places. On
the southeast of Oxford it disappears among the valleys, converging al-

most to a point ; on the Neuse, its breadth is about 12 miles ;
between

Raleigh and Chapel Hill, it is 18 miles; not more than 8 miles on the

Cape Fear, but southward of that, it grows a little wider. Its average

breadth may therefore be stated at about 12 miles. On this supposition,

the whole area of the formation is 1440 miles. In going from Oxford

to Chapel Hill, the traveller passes nearly on the line of its western

boundary. This runs onward, at the foot of Chapel Hill, a mile and a

half east of the University ; meets Haw River about three miles above

Haywood, and Deep River five miles northwest of Tyson's Mills.

Thence it passes through Moore County, by Richland Creek ;
thence

* Professor Olmsted's first announcement of these coal mines will be found in

this Journal, ii, 175, 1820, and v, 228, 1822, An abstract of a paper on these mines

by Professor W. E. Johnston is contained in Proc. Amer, Assoc, iv, 274, New Haven

meeting, 1850.
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into Montgomery by Cheek's Creek ; and finally through Anson, a few
miles above Wadesborough, into South Carolina. The eastern bound-
ary will be indicated wirti sufficient exactness, by mentioning the points
where the roads meet k, that diverge westward from Raleigh. On the
road to the Fishdaq, on the Neuse, the sandstone begins to appear
two miles north of B&yce's Mills, and five from the Fishdam, on the
same road. On the Western road to Hillsborough, the line of the forma-
tion passes a little east^ff Brassfield's. The same line is met with on
the way to Chapel Hill, near Mrs. Jones's on Crabtree Creek, twelve
miles from Raleigh. Farther south it is found five miles below Hay-
wood, on the Cape Fear, and not far from Sneedsborough, in the County
of Anson. * * *

u Red is the predominant color of the sandstone ; but several shades
of this are exhibited, and a light gray and a chill yellow are not un-
frequent colors. All these varieties are offen contained in the same
bed within a few feet of each othef. A similar diversity prevails in

the texture of this rock. It is sometimes very finely grained, some-
times very coarse : in one place, the grains are very closely ce-

mented together, forming a hard, firm rock ; in another, they cohere
loosely, and the rock is proporlionably friable and destitute of strength.

It is important to note all these cinAtostances, to show that there is

much reason for examining with care and pains in selecting materials
for building or other purposes. * * * J

"This region of sandstone embr^ps several beds of that conglomer-
ate rock which is used for millstones. But the most distinguished lo-

cality of the millstone grit occurs on Richland Creek, in Moore County,

near the western limit of the formation. The importance of this arti-

cle, and the probability of finding it in other parts of the sandstone re-

gion, will justify some degree of minuteness in speaking of it. This

excellent bed of millstone grit is exposed to view directly on the bank
of the Creek, forming three horizontal strata or layers, each composed
of large tabular masses. The lowest stratum is of the best quality for

millstones. It consists of a hard, grayish red sandstone, in which are

thickly imbedded water-worn pebbles of white flint or quartz.

" This formation may be considered as a continuation of the Rich-

mond coal deposit, and both are believed to be a continuation of a long

and narrow deposit of sandstone which extends from Connecticut River

to the Rappahannock.* Indications of coal have been observed in va-

has

suppo. terminate on the south. Of the Richmond
„ fat. Aiatant frnm the nmcrp of the red sand

formation hud it continued so far south." Our sandstone formation, whic±J lies m the

same range, was not known to geologists at that time. From an entire similarity m
the rocks, as well as from a coincidence in their range, I have little doubt that both

the Richmond and the North Carolina sandstone belong to the same formation with

that north of the Rappahannock. The sandstone and coal deposit of Richmond or

Chesterfield, baa a greater extent than was believed by Mr. M'Clnre, being 60 or 70

"idea instead of 20 as he supposed, and if we add to this 120 miles, the length of

°ur sandstone deposit within this State, (and I know not how far it extends into

South Carolina
) we make nearly 200 miles, which is half the length of the whole

jange north of the Rappahannock. (Vide M'Clure's Obs. on the Geology of the U
States, p. 44.)—[These distant deposits are now known to be of the same age and
formation. thtmJd t,«+ nnn+mnmtQ nnd be!onj?in£ to different vallevs.1
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rious parts of this range. The mine in Chesterfield County, between

the James and Appomatox Rivers, in Virginia, has been wrought to

some extent, and furnishes at present a considerable article of com-

merce. * * *

" In the third place, in addition to the foregoing presumptions that

coal might be found in the district of country under consideration, we

have it in our power to say, that coal has actually been discovered in

this region, and that a bed of considerable extent has been opened not

far from the Gulf on Deep River.
" It is about fifty years since this coal-bed was first discovered.

Mr. Wilcox, an enterprising gentleman, proprietor of the Old Iron

Works at the Gulf, took some pains to have it opened, and to introduce

the coal into use. , Blacksmiths from different parts of Great Britain

made trial of it, and concurred in pronouncing it to be of excellent

quality. During the life-time of Mr. Wilcox, it was freely employed

in the vicinity, although the want of water carriage prevented its being

transported to a distant market. For some years past the mine has

been neglected, and at the time of my visit, it was not in a favorable

state for observation. The principal excavation is one-fourth of a mile

North of Deep River, on a ridge elevated but a few feet above the gen-

eral level of the country, and distinguished from all the other ridges

in the district, by consisting chiefly of a finely divided black slate.

The present edge of the bed is about ten feet below the surface

of the ground, and dips to the southeast at an angle of about twenty

degrees. The thickness of the bed when entirely exposed, ac-

cording to Mr. Tyson, the proprietor, is about one foot. The water

and rubbish with which the pit was encumbered, did not permit my as-

certaining the facts respecting it so much from personal observation as

I desired, but the respectable proprietor assured me, that waggon loads

of the coal could be obtained with ease. The coal is highly bitumin-

ous, burns readily with a bright flame, and is, I think, of much the same

quality with the Richmond, or the Liverpool coal.

With regard to the extent of this coal mine, I have no means of

judging with much certainty. On the road from Salem to Fayetteville,

by way of Tyson's Mills on Deep River, the traveller crosses a number

of ridges of that shelly kind of black slate which is the accompani-

ment of the coal, and may be considered as a symptom of it wherever

it occurs. This however passes under a soft red rock, called by geol-

ogists slaty clay, which extends southward towards Moore Court House,

and nothing is seen of the black slate on the south side of the River.

Coal is found also in the County of Rockingham, and the subject will

be resumed should a subsequent Report lead me to speak of the geology

of that region.

"A marly kind of limestone is found connected with the sandstone

near its eastern limit, not far from Brassfield's, in the County of Wake.

It does not appear to be extensive, nor is its quality good. But though

unsuitable for making good quicklime, it would probably be found a use-

ful kind of manure. These soft and marly kinds of limestone, when pul-

verized and spread on land, often prove very fertilizing. But a more

extensive deposit of limestone, and that of a better quality, maybe

reasonably looked for in the neighborhood of the coal.
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44 The color of this species of limestone is never white, but is dark,
varying from gray to black. It is frequently nearly of a slate

color, and is sometimes fetid, especially when two pieces are rubbed
together.

44 Limestone has been discovered among the coal beds of Moore
County, though as yet it has not been found to any great extent. I

was informed by the late Murdock M'Kenzie, Esq., that it was formerly
obtained in such quantities as to be employed in the reduction of Iron
ore at Wilcox's Old Furnace ; and that traces of it were found to the

distance of seven or eight miles south of Deep River ; but I cannot
learn that any one has discovered it, except in detached nodular
pieces, though I cannot but think there is some encouragement to look
for it in that region. .

44
Iron ore is found near the western line of the freestone and coal

formation, where small quantities were formerly obtained for the iron

Works on Deep River. It consists of iron mixed with a large quantity

of clay, but is so easily quarried and broken up as to become in many
instances a profitable ore. * * *

44 To sum up what has been said, it appears that the district of coun-
try which contains what I have called the freestone and coal formation
of Orange and Chatham, affords materials for various purposes of arch-

itecture, for millstones, for grindstones and whetstones ; that it em-
braces a bed of bituminous coal of unknown extent ; and that, both
from indications already remarked, and from established geological

principles, hopes may reasonably be entertained that the same region
will yield a supply of limestone and iron ore, and possibly of salt and
gypsum."

6. Preliminary Geological Report of the U. S. Pacific Railroad
Survey, under the command of Lieut. JR. S. Williamson, Corps of Top,
Eng., 1853 ; by W. P. Blake, Geologist of the Survey.—-This Pre-

liminary Report is to be followed by a detailed account of the regions

examined, and we defer an extended notice till the latter appears. Part

of the facts have already been published in this Journal. We cite some
observations on Bitumen Springs,—p. 68. It is an interesting fact,

which I believe is not generally known, that there are numerous places

in the Coast Mountains, south of San Francisco, where bitumen exudes
from the ground, and spreads in great quantity over the surface. These
places are known as Tar Springs, and are most numerous in the vicin-

ity of Los Angeles. It is also common to meet with large quantities

of this material floating on the Pacific, west of Los Angeles, and north-

ward towards Point Conception. I have seen it, when, passing this point,

floating about in large black sheets and masses. They are probably

^e product of submarine springs ; or they may be floated down by

small streams from the interior.*

Some of the springs that I examined near Los Angeles were
nothing more than overflows of bitumen or asphalt from a small

aperture, around which it had spread out so as to cover a circular

* I am informed by Lieutenant "W. P. Trowbridge, of the United States Engineer
c°rpa, that the channel between Santa Barbara and the Islands is sometimes covered
*ith a film of mineral oil, giving to the surface the beautiful prismatic hues that are

produced when oil is poured on water.

Second Sejuis, VoL ZIX, No. 57.—May 1855, W
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space of about thirty feet in diameter. This had hardened by ex-

posure, and was covered and mingled with dust and sand, which

quickly adheres to its clean and fluid surface. The outer portions were

hard as a pavement ; and the mass was highest towards the centre,

where it was soft and fluid, like melted pitch. It was thus evident that

all the hard portions had risen in a fluid state, and by the heat of the

sun had been gradually spread out over the surface. Being constantly

exposed to the dust, it had become so thoroughly incorporated with the

asphalt that the compound had all the consistency of an artificial ad-

mixture.

The spring that I have described is one of several similar ones, on

the bank of a small brook about seven miles from Los Angeles.

I passed up and down the stream just mentioned for a short

distance, on each side, and found one or two natural exposures of

the edges of nearly horizontal shales of a light color, and very

thinly stratified. The lowest layers were charged with bitumen, and

were of various shades of brown and black.

These shales were principally silicious, and were overlaid by a stra-

tum of pebbles and sand, probably beach-shingle.

Bituminous shales are also exposed in the harbor of San Pedro, near

the base of the vertical bluffs of sedimentary formations along the

beach. They have a dark brown or black color, and appear to be ar-

gillaceous. They emit a strong bituminous odor when struck by the

hammer.
Notes on some Fossils of described

by Dr. Emmons; bv James Hall, (from a letter to one of the Editors

of this Journal.)

—

Nemapodia, Emmons. Some years since it was dis-

covered by Dr. Fitch that the Nemapodia was the track of a slug or

worm over the rusty-looking surface of the rock. To the naked eye

the surface appears simply of a brownish or grayish brown color, the

color being due to granules which are removed by the passage of the

animal.

Nereites.—The Nereites are from Maine, and belong to slates prob-

ably of carboniferous or devonian age. None of the fossils of the

Maine slates referred by Dr. Emmons to the Taconic System, are iden-

tical with those of the original Taconic rocks of New York.

Gordia marina.— I stated in my Palaeontology of New York (vol. i,

p. 319) that the Gordia marina presents no evidence of organic struc-

ture, and has the appearance of the cast of a furrow made perhaps by

some mollusc, which was afterwards filled with mud. Dr. Fitch in

1848, in his Geological Survey of Washington Co., demonstrated that

it was the track of some marine animal, and proposed for it the un-

wieldy name Hehninthoidichnites, calling one species, a line wide, tl.

marina, and another half as wide, H. tenuis. He shows thai the worm

has pushed before it sometimes a grain of sand, until the mud was piled

up so as to be an obstruction and then the animal rose over it.

Trihbites.—The Trilobite Olenus (EUiptocephalus) Asaphoides, and

another species, have lately been found in the slates of Vermont in such

a relative position to the limestones below, as to leave no doubt as to

their age. Dr. Fitch found Trinucleus concentricus in the shales of Mt.

Toby in Washington Co., reputed Taconic ; and Prof. Adams found

Chaletes and several other Hudson River fossils in the same position-
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Fucoids.—The F, simplex is undoubtedly a graptolite, and is appa-
rently identical with a species in the unaltered slates of the Hudson
river group. The F. rigida (which is the same as F. flexuosa) is be-
yond doubt a Hudson river species.

Becraft's mountain, east of Hudson, 3 miles from the Hudson river,
is composed of lower Helderberg limestones resting on Hudson river
slates more or less folded and contorted ; and it has in general the
same elevation as the continuous range of the Helderberg on the west
side of the Hudson. In the Helderberg, the rocks are nearly undis-

turbed, the Helderberg limestones above and the Hudson river slates

below being nearly horizontal. The locality east of the Hudson is in

the Taconic region. Had there been the great fault along the Hudson
which the author of the Taconic System supposed, how could the Hel-
derberg limestone have found a place here, over the so-called Taconic
slates? The facts show plainly that the slates below, are no other than
the Hudson river slates, as I have before observed.

8. Dolomisation.—M. Delanoue denies that dolomisation is a result

accompanying the alteration of rocks: and takes the ground that crys-
talline dolomites were dolomites in composition before the crystalliza-

tion. He has analyzed altered limestones which were regarded from
their appearance as dolomites and found them to contain no magnesia.
Ulnstitut, No. 1801.

9. Mikrogeologie : Das Erden und Felsen schoffende Wirken des

unsichtbar kleinen selbslandigen Lebens aufder Erde,von C. G. Ehren-
fi£RG. 1 vol. folio, with 41 plates. Leipsic, 1854. Price $72.—A large

portion of the text, with 41 folio plates of this magnificent and long ex-

pected volume is now published, giving the results of fourteen years of

zealous and unwearied labor on the part of the distinguished author in

accumulating and arranging for the benefit of science all the facts con-

ceded with the geological influence of microscopic life. The work,
as its title imports, is strictly a geological one ; but geological in the

widest sense of the term, including the past and present, the air and
waters, as well as the solid strata of the earth. The author states in

the introduction, p. ix, that his great work, u Die Infusionthierschen," pub-

lished in 1838, is to be considered as an introduction to the present vol-

ume^and we notice in various parts of the present work that not one
of the much controverted positions assumed in the former work has been

yielded. The term Polygastrica is retained; implying of course that the

views of the author with regard to the intestinal canal and gastric

pouches of the Infusoria are still unchanged. The Bacillaria and many
other forms, removed to the vegetable kingdom by many writers of the

present day, are still classed by the author as animals; his views being

supported by the following remarks (/. c, p. xi) :

u As early as 1830 the process of feeding with indigo and carmine had
so fully demonstrated the digestive apparatus and the active power of

nourishment in microscopical animals, that the want of acknowledg-

ment of the same is only due to faults in the manipulation of observers.

Where the introduction of solid matter into the interior of minute forms

takes place, the animal character is decidedly proved : therefore, in

sPUe of all contradiction, the rock-forming Bacillaria are for ever es-

tablished as no plants, but as silicious-shelled polygastric animals."
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The author divides all the microscopic forms connected with geology

into the following classes :

A. Silicious. B. Calcareous.

Class 1. Polygastrica, Class 5. Polythalamia,

" 2. Polycistinse,
' u 6. Zoolitharia.

" 3, Phytolitharia,
M 4. Geolitharia.

^

The classes just mentioned are treated of in the present volume with

reference 1st, to Freshwater formations; 2d, to Marine deposits; 3d,

to minute life transported by the atmosphere. The published portion

of the text which amounts to 374 pages is devoted to the freshwater

formations and completes the account of that division for all parts of

the world except Europe and North America. The plates, 41 in number,

contain over 4000 figures drawn by the author from carefully preserved

specimens, and with a few exceptions represent the objects as magnified

300 times in diameter. It is evident that no expense of labor has been

spared in making either the drawings or the engravings ; and so far as

accurate outlines and elegant artistic effect is concerned, few faults can

be found with them : but we must, express one disappointment with re-

gard to the details of many of the figures. A good magnifying power

of 300 diameters ought to show much more than these figures present,

and to give means of distinguishing between allied forms which these

drawings fail to furnish. That the author has most faithfully attempted

to represent all he saw we have no doubt; but as he states that from

1832 up to the present time, he has made almost exclusive use of a

microscope made by Schick, it is obvious enough why he did not see

more, and we can but regret that so excellent an observer has not been

tempted at least to try if more might not be seen with the undoubtedly

superior lenses made in London and in this country. While so many

of his views are controverted, one would suppose that he would not rest

satisfied with an instrument made over twenty years ago, when such

vast improvements in microscopes have been made within the last ten

years. There is another thing with regard to the plates which appears

to us ill judged. The attempt is made to represent for each locality

the most important and characteristic forms belonging to it, which is

doubtless convenient; but in our opinion the value of the work #ould

have been greatly enhanced by giving one good figure for each of the

species, instead of repeating over and over again on different plates,

and in some cases over on the same plate, the figures of well known

forms. Who would not prefer to have a complete series of all the

known species instead of this constant repetition of forms for each of

which one good figure would suffice ?

In turning over the plates and their accompanying explanations we

find that on one plate is represented one of the microscopic forms from

the deep soundings of the Atlantic of which we published an account

in a former volume of this Journal. The author's results are in perfect

agreement with our own except that he applied acid to a portion of the

material, and thus detected a small amount of inorganic mineral matter

which we overlooked. We must however beg leave to differ from the

author with regard to the origin of the plants which he evidently sup-

poses to have grown at the bottom of the ocean, and which he has repre-

sented in PI. 35, B. iv, 25, 26 and named Hygrocrocis spongiacea, and
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Hygrocrocis Erebi. These plants are beyond a doubt merely minute
fungi or moulds which have developed themselves in the damp bottles
at the expense of the sizing of the paper in which the soundings were
enveloped, or of the organic matters contained in the mud. In one of
our bottles of similar materials these plants have developed into con-
spicuous patches of mould with tufts of spores, and we have now no
doubt that the minute bodies in these soundings which we once mistook
for the ova of Polythalamia (see Smithsonian Contributions to Knowl-
edge, ii, 13) are merely the spores of these Fungi.
The text so far as published is full of detailed and interesting accounts

of foreign localities of microscopic beings of freshwater origin, and the

plates promise a rich treat when the text for the remaining portion shall

be completed. Our own country is largely represented by figures of
fossils from numerous localities, but the text relating to them is not yet
published.

We trust that the author will give, either in the present volume or in

a supplement, a revision of the generic and specific characters of all

his species. At present all that we know about many of them is from
the brief characteristics published in the Berlin Reports. These are
excellent as far as they go; but are at fault in some respects in conse-
quence of the use of too low a magnifying power, and the frequent
reference to apertures where none exist. We think too that some, but
by no means all, of the changes, suggested by recent writers on these
minute bodies, are worthy of adoption. When the portion of the text

which refers to North America reaches us, we propose to make extracts
for this Journal of the most interesting portions. In the mean time, we
commend this volume to all lovers of the microscope, and of geology,
as a rich mine of carefully arranged facts, presenting in one connected
series the proof of the vast influence of microscopic life throughout
air, earth, and ocean. J. w. b.

10. Exploration of the Red River of Louisiana in the year 1852 ; by
Randolph B. Marcy, Captain Fifth Infantry U. S. Army, assisted by
George B. M'Clellan, Brevet Captain U. S. Engineers. 286 pp., 8vo,
w 'th numerous plates. Washington, 1854.—This is a valuable Report,
both in its narrative part, which gives details of the country, and
its scientific appendix. The party visited the Witchita mountains,
which rise abruptly from the plains, and consist of granite, unlike the

surrounding regions, and are intersected by quartz veins and dykes of

greenstone. They are the only high mountains in the Red River Ter-
ritory. Dr. Shumard, in his Geological appendix, gives an account
°f the carboniferous formation in northwestern Arkansas, and be-

yond, between Fort Smith and Fort Washita. At Fort Washita cre-

taceous strata commence, and continue on uninterrupted to the south-

western boundary of the Cross-Timbers in Texas. They extend in

the direction of Fort Towson 100 miles, with an average breadth of
50 miles. The beds correspond to the upper part of the European
chalk. They are often full of fossils, and at Fort Washita, ammonites
were observed three feet in diameter.—Beyond the Witchita mountains,
there were ranges of hi<*h bluffs which resembled fortifications in their

even height and regularity ; they consisted of layers of red and blue
c|ay thickly interstratified with snow-white gypsum. Some masses of
gypsum at their base were 10 feet in diameter. On the Red River,
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from Cache Creek to Sweet Water Creek there are two terraces, be-

sides the lower plains subject to inundation ; the lower is 10 to 20 feet

high ; the other 50 to 100 feet.

The Appendix includes Reports on Minerals by Prof. C. U. Shep-

ard ; on Geology, by E. Hitchcock and G. G. Shumard ; on the Pa-

laeontology, by B. F. Shumard ; on Reptiles, by S. F. Baird and C.

Girard, containing descriptions of new species, with many fine plates;

on Shells, by Prof. C. B. Adams; on Orthopterous Insects, Arachnidi-

ans, Myriapods, by Charles Girard ; on Botany, with several plates, by

Dr. John Torrey ; on Ethnology, by Capt. Marcy, and Prof. Turner.

11. Annual Report on the Geological Survey of the Slate of Wis-

consin ; by James G. Percival. 102 pp. 8vo. Madison, Wisconsin,

1855.—Dr. Percival entered upon his duties as Geologist of the State

of Wisconsin in August, 1854, and the season therefore was already

so far advanced, tha at complete preliminary reconnoissance even of

the mineral district was hardly possible. The Report still shows much
labor. The rock strata of the lead region are described ; and consid-

erable information of value is given respecting the lead mines. Dr.

Percival appears to be inclined to the view, not hitherto admitted, that

the lead occurs in veins, instead of deposits or beds, which veins may
be traced far below the recognised lead-bearing rocks. We shall look

with interest for facts on this important point which the progress of the

Survey may bring out, deferring for the present an extended notice of

the subject.

12. First Annual Report of the Geological Survey of the State of

New Jersey for the year 1854. 100 pp., 8vo. New Brunswick, 1855.

This Report embraces Reports by YVm. Kitchell, the Superintendent

on the northern section of the State, Prof. G. H. Cook, assistant Ge-

ologist, on the southern section, Henry Wurtz, Chemist, and Eg-

bert S. Viele, Topographical Engineer. The observations presented

in this Preliminary Report, are principally of a practical character and

relate to the marls and beds of ore.

Mr. Cook recognises in the cretaceous strata, three distinct beds oi

greensand marl, alternating with strata of sand ; the lower marl bed is

about 30 feet thick, and contains as fossils, Exngyra costata, Gryphaa

convexa, Ostrea falcata, Terebratula Sayii, Belemnites Americanus,

etc. The second and third marl beds are each near 50 feet thick. The

second contains Gryphaea convexa, and at one place vast numbers of

Terebratula liarlani, with other species. In the third bed, fossils are

rare, and appear to differ in species from those below.
13. Geological Survey of Canada ; Report of Progress for the year

1852-53. Printed by order of the Legislative Assembly. 180 pp., 8vo.

Quebec, 1854.—No Geological Survey on this continent has been car-

ried on with more thoroughness and with results of higher importance to

the science than those of Canada under the direction of Mr. W. E. L°-

gaft. There is great precision in his observations, and exactness in his

statements; and it will be a work of great honor to Canada when the Sur-

vey is throughout completed, and the Final Report, fully illustrated with

plates of fossils and sections, is published. Much more time will yet

be needed before this can be satisfactorily done. All the observations

bear directly on the geology of the United States, and they have already

solved several doubtful points as to the age of American rocks.
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III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Dr. Hooker's Flora of New Zealand. Parts 7 and 8, 1855, com-
plete this excellent Flora, in 2 quarto volumes, with 130 colored plates.

Both these parts are devoted to the lower Cryptogamia, namely, the con-
clusion of the Hepaticce, by Mr. Mitten; the Fungi, by Mr. Berkeley;
the Algce, by Dr. Harvey ; and the Lichenes, by Mr. C. Babington.
Dr. Hooker has added an analytical key to the natural orders represent-

ed in the flora, and another key to the genera, adapted to the Linnsean

I
method. Also a Catalogue of European and other plants introduced

into New Zealand ; and a Supplement, of some recent additions and
corrections, manifesting the authors scrupulous care and indefatigable

activity to the last. We notice with interest the statement that the small

order of Monimiacece " should be transferred to the neighborhood of
Magnoliacea, to which it is closely allied, whereas it has no real affinity

with Laurinece" We hope soon to have to speak of Dr. Hooker's la-

bors upon a different field, namely, the Indian flora. a. g.

2. Seemann's Botany of the Voyage of the Herald. Part 6, (1854, pp.
201-253, tab. 51-60,) brings to a conclusion the flora of the Isthmus of
Panama. As usual, the author introduces new observations here and
there upon the botanical history and economical uses of important

plants, or their products; and the present fasciculus is more than usu-
ally rich in this respect. The first relates to the famous Panama hats,

made from the leaves of Carludovica palmata, a Pandaneous plant.

The Jipajipa or Panama hats are principally manufactured in

Veraguasand Western Panama : not all, however, known in commerce
by that name are plaited in the Isthmus; by far the greater portion is

made in Manta, Monte Christi, and other parts of Ecuador. The hats

are worn almost in the whole American Continent and the West Indies,

and would probably be equally used in Europe, did not their high price,

amounting often to 150 dollars for a single one, prevent their importation.

They are distinguished from all others by consisting of only a single

piece, and by their lightness and flexibility : they may be rolled up and
put into the pocket without injury. In the rainy season they are apt to

get black
; but, by washing them with soap and water, besmearing them

with lime-juice or any other acid, and exposing them to the sun, their

f whiteness is easily restored. So little is known about these hats, that

|
U may not be deemed out of place to insert here a notice of their man-
ufacture. The straw (Paja), previous to plaiting, has to go through

several processes. The leaves are gathered before they unfold, all

their ribs and coarser veins removed, and the rest, without being sepa-

rated from the base of the leaf, is reduced to shreds. After having

been put in the sun for a day, and tied into a knot, the straw is im-

mersed in boiling water until it becomes white. It is then hung up in

]
a shady place, and subsequently bleached for 2 or 3 days. The straw

is now ready for use, and in this state is sent to different places, espe-

cially to Peru ; where the Indians manufacture from it, besides hats,

those beautiful cigar-cases, which fetch sometimes more than £6 a piece.

The plaiting of the hats is done on a block, which is placed upon the

knees; it commences at the crown and finishes at the brim. Accord-
ing to the quality of the hats, more or less time is occupied in their

•
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completion ; the coarser ones may be finished in two or three days

;

the finest take as many months. The best times for plaiting are the

morning hours and the rainy season when the air is moist : in the mid-

dle of the day and in dry clear weather the straw is apt to break, which

when the hats are finished is betrayed by knots, and much diminishes

their value."—p. 204.

Vegetable Ivory.—This consists of the seeds of the Phytelephas

macrocarpa; a palm-like plant, but not, it appears, a member of the

family of Palms. It is now taken as the type of a separate group,

more closely allied to the Aroidece than to the Palmea. Seemann in-

corporates into his account the whole history of our knowledge of the

tree and its useful product,* from its discovery by Ruiz and Pavon down

to his own personal observations, which have enabled him to complete

the botanical characters, &c, and has introduced a translation of Mor-

ren's account of a microscopical investigation of the structure of the

ivory ;—of which we give a condensed abstract

:

Passing by the tegumentary portion, u the albumen, or vegetable ivo-

ry itself is composed of concentric layers of a white substance, thin por-

tions of which are transparent in water and perforated with an infinity

of holes, the sections of so many cavities. The latter are irregularly

rounded, and also prolonged into arms or tubes, which give a starry

appearance to the cavities, many of them being 5-10-rayed. Here

and there may be seen a little spheroid* cavity; finally the tubes ap-

pear to be each of them tipped with a small swollen head. Throughout

the albumen this structure is more or less regular, offering a beautiful

study to the vegetable anatomist. Generally the starry cavities are

arranged in a quincunx, so that the interval between two of them cor-

responds to a third. A little attention enables the observer to see that

those rays which are terminated by a litile head always answer to one

another. * * It is evident that these starry cavities represent so

many cavities of cells, which still preserve their radii of communication,

though the primitive parielies are obliterated. * * * Thus we see

revealed the whole organization of vegetable ivory, which is merely a

prismemchyme with thickened cells, in which the rays of communica-

tion are preserved. This substance is very analogous to that which

Schleiden and Theodore Vogel found in the albumen of the date, only

that in the latter there is no starry disposition of the tubes, and the hol-

lows of the cells are elongated into only 2 or at most 3 radii of com-

munication." This ivory, as Morren observes, is nothing but the albu-

men of the seed, which at first milky, then pulpy, then of the fleshy con-

sistence of an almond, becomes at length hard, white, and elastic nearly

as ivory itself. Solid as it is, in the germination it reverts to the pulpy

and milky condition (as was seen by Hooker in the stoves of Kew

Gardens), and nourishes the forming embryo just like the albumen of

an ordinary seed. In its native country the still soft young seeds are

greedily eaten by bears, hogs and turkeys ; and in the earlier fluid state

it forms a delicious beverage.

"The Pine-apple was among the first plants which Columbus met

with, on landing in northern Veraguas, where it was extensively used

by the Indians. It may have been brought to the country at a very early

period of history ; but the fact that it was met with in the Isthmus on
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the arrival of the first European, together with the circumstance that
it grows to ail appearance wild in various parts of the country, may be
looked upon as almost conclusive of its being indigenous."— p. 216.

Sarsaparilla.—Seemann appears clearly to have proved that Smilax
officinalis, H. H. K., S. papyracea, Duhamel, and S. medica, Schlecht.
all yielding officinal sarsaparilla,—are botanically one and the same
species. It grows on the slopes of mountains, to an elevation of 5000
feet above the level of the sea, in South America, between the 20th de-
gree of north, and the 6ih degree of south latitude, and the 110th and
40th degress of west longitude. The "Jamaica sarsaparilla," it ap-
pears, is not the produce of that island, but is received there from the

Spanish Main, and thence shipped to Europe and ihe United States.

The H Lisbon or Brazilian sarsaparilla" is distinguished from the former
by pharmacologists chiefly by having fewer rootlets or " beards ;" but
it is evident that the rootlets have been removed by some rough me-
chanical process, as the marks of their origin are plainly seen ;

* prov-
ing that the roots when gathered had as much beard as the sort usually
received as Jamaica sarsaparilla, and making it probable, that, if the
merchant buying up this Zarza in various parts of Brazil, were to in-

form the collectors that by preserving the beard they would not only
save themselves much unnecessary trouble, but increase the weight and
the commercial value of the roots they dig up, we should soon get all

our Jamaica sarsaparilla fromfirazil, and in a few years have difficulty

in obtaining even a specimen of what is now termed Lisbon sarsapa-
rilla." As to another chief distinction of the pharmacologists, into the

mealy and non-mealy sorts ;
" any body opening, a bundle of Jamaica

sarsaparilla may pick out as many roots as he chooses, mealy at one
end and non-mealy at the other." As to the distinctions of the form
of the cells of the 4

liber,' which have been considered by physiologists

as forming good marks of distinction between the sarsaparillas of Cen-
tral America and those of South America, our author cites from a pa-

per by Mr. Bentley, in the Pharmaceutical Journal for April, 1833, the

results of recent microscopical examinations which invalidate these

characters also.

The rather few GraminecB and Cyperacece of the Isthmus are elabora-

ted by the venerable Nees von Esenbeck, and this is announced as

probably the last scientific labor of a career as an author which began

f about forty years ago. The Ferns, here numerous in species, are elab-

orated by Mr, Smith of Kew, who has introduced and explained the

characters discovered and turned to important account by him in clas-

sification, founded on the structure and mode of development of the

caudex and fronds. In a note, Mr. Smith gives further information

about the Lomaria eriopus of Kunze, or Stcrngeria paradoxa, which

proves to be a true Cycadaceous plant, * presenting a new feature in that

order on account of its simply forked venation rising from a true midrib,

thus rendering untenable the character which is usually relied upon for

I distinguishing fossil Cycadea from fossil Filices." I

1 From the plates in this part belonging to the Flora of Northwest-
cm Mexico, we perceive that Schultz intends to keep Acourtia distinct

from Perezia. * a. g.

Second Seeies, YoL XIX, No. 57,—May, 1855. 56
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3. Tulasne, on the Uredinece and Ustilaginece.—Nearly two num-

bers (2 and 3) of the second volume of the botanical portion of the An*

nales des Sciences Nalure/les for 1854, are occupied with Tulasne's

elaborate "second Memoire sur les Uredinees el les Ustilaginces,

which are those microscopic Fungi that attack and inhabit living

plants (foliage, herbaceous and even woody stems, immature fruits,

&c.), some of which, known to us by the name of Rust, Blight, and

the like, often do a vast deal of damage. As an instance we may al-

lude to the malady of the grape, which for the last year or two has so

seriously diminished the product of this important culture in the south

of Europe, Madeira, &c. This memoir, like its predecessor (in 1847),

is not of a popular character, and scarcely touches directly upon the

subject of these ravages; but is a profound scientific investigation, of

the highest order, into the structure, development, mode of life, and

kinds of this minute parasitic vegetation, upon a clear and true knowl-

edge of which all successful remedial or preventive measures will

have to be based. As Fungi, even of these tribes, are beginning to be

studied in this country with much zeal, we have only to call the atten-

tion of our mycologists to this able paper, and to say that the general

physiologist will also find it of no small interest, from the light it sheds

upon some of the simplest forms of vegetable existence. M. Tulasne

devotes much attention to a curious complication which occurs in these

otherwise so simple plants; the lowest organized forms being almost

uniformly intimately associated with those of a different and higher or-

ganization. This has been variously explained ; some supposing one

kind to change into the other associated with it by a further develop-

ment; some have contended that one species was here parasitic upon

another, itself a parasite ; while others look upon these cases as a kind

of dimorphism in fructification, comparable with what is known to occur

in a good many Phsenogamous plants. The latter view is maintained

by M. Tulasne, and its correctness is nearly demonstrated. a. g.

4. The Grasses of Wisconsin and the adjacent States ; by I. A.

Lapham, Milwaukie : in the Transactions of the Wisconsin State Ag-

ricultural Society, vol. iii, for 1853. Madison, 1854.—Both as to the

matter which they contain and the manner in which they are edited and

printed, the 'Agricultural Transactions' of the young State of Wiscon-

sin compare most favorably with those of any of the older States. The

communications which make up a large part of the present volume are

of a better, more correctly scientific, and truly practical character than

those which we generally meet with in such publications, where the

amount of chaff \s apt to be grossly disproportionate to the grain. We
are much struck with the amount of learning and the general scientific

accuracy, as well as the practical good sense of those we have particu-

larly examined ; such as the articles on the Potato, and its disease, by

R. VV. Wright of Waukesha, and on Vegetable Physiology as applied

to Farm Plants, by J. Townnly of Moundville. At the close of the

volume nearly 100 pages are occupied by Mr. Lapham's faithful and

excellent account of the grasses of Wisconsin, prefaced by a general

account of the family, and a convenient artificial arrangement or key

to the genera of the Grasses of the Northwestern States. The species

are well described in plain botanical language, their qualities and uses

f
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indicated, good 8vo plates of eleven species are given, each accompa-
nied by magnified analyses of the parts of fructification, and similar
analyses of as many more species are given on another plate. These
are creditably executed from original drawings by Mr. Lapham him-
self, and they will afford invaluable assistance to the student of this

difficult but very important natural order of plants,—most important
to the agriculturist since it furnishes the principal sustenance of man
and the domesticated animals. a. g.

5. H. G. Reickenbach : De Pollinis Orchidearum Genesi ac Structura,
et de Orchideis in artem ac Systema redigendis. Lcipsic, 1852, pp. 38,
4to. tab. 2.—We ought earlier to have noticed this elaborate essay of
the younger Reichenbach, who is devoting himself to the study and
systematic arrangement of the great Orchideous family with much
ability and acuteness, as this and other recent publications show. The
formation and development of the various and singular forms of pollen
JO this family are fully and beautifully illustrated, both in the letter-

press and in the figures, which last fill two crowded plates. Of their

bearing upon the systematic arrangement of Orchidece we are not qual-
ified to judge : but it is highly in their favor that they appear to coincide

v
*

with the views long ago propounded by Robert Brown. a. g.

Ergot, of Rye and other Grasses, is produced by species of C/av*
iceps, a genus of Ascomycetous Fungi established by Tulasne, who
has cleared up the great confusion which prevailed respecting the na-
ture and history of these vegetables, or vegetable productions. The
ergot is not a metamorphosed seed resulting from diseased conditions,
nor a mere diseased form of the seed associated with a parasitic fungus,
as thought by E. Quekett, Leveille, Phcsbus, Mougeout, and Fee, but a
real fungoid structure. The first sign of the attack of the fungus upon
the flower of a grass is the appearance of the sphacelium upon the out-

ftde of the nascent pistil ; it soon penetrates the wall of the ovary, grow-
ing with it until it forms a fungoid mass of the same shape as an ovary,
but obliterating the cavity of the latter. At this time it is soft, while,

J

grooved on the surface, and excavated by irregular cavities, which are

connected with the external folds or grooves: the surfaces of these are
all covered with parallel linear cells, like a hymenium ; and from the ex-

tremities of these arise elongated, ellipsoid, or oval cells, about 1-5000"
J n length. These become detached, and when placed in water germi-
nate and emit filaments. These bodies are spermatid, stylospores, or

Perhaps conidia. At a certain epoch a viscid fluid exudes from the
sphacelium, flowing over it and carrying about multitudes of the sper-

matid or stylospores ; but previously to this, a solid body, of a violet

co'or on the surface and white within, has originated at the base of the
sPermagonium, and it gradually grows and rises out of the paleae of the

flower, forming the spur or ergot. Three species are described by
T^$ne.—(Micrographic Dictionary, by Griffith and Henfrey, part 6.)

I A. G.

I 6. Trigonocarpon.—-Mr. Jos. D. Hooker has shown, from the struc-

j

tore and integuments, that the fossil fruit of the coal era called Trigo-

I gocarpon, is the fruit of a coniferous tree, and is near that of the genus
Salisburia.— Roy. Soc, London, March, 1854.

.

?• Analytical Class-Book of Botany, designed for Academies and

,

Private Students. In two parts. Part 1, Elements of Vegetable Struc-
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ture and Physiology; by Frances H. Green; Part II, Systematic

Botany, illustrated by a Compendious Flora of the Northern States;

by Joseph VV. Congdon. 328 pp., small 4to. New York, 1855. D.

Appleton and Co.—An elementary and well illustrated text-book for the

young student of Botany.

8. On Bathygnathus borealis, an extinct Saurian of the New Red
Sandstone of Prince Edward's Island; by Joseph Leidy, M.D., (ex-

tracted from the Journal of the Acad, of Nat. Sci. Philad., vol. ii.)

In the last visit of the enihusiastic and distinguished geologist Sir Charles

Lyell, to this country, he informed me that Mr. J. VV. Dawson of Pictou,

Nova Scotia, had received from Mr. D. McLeod, for disposal, a frag-

ment of a jaw of a large saurian animal, which was found in the New
Red Sandstone Formation of Prince Edward's Island. Mr. Lyell sent

me an outline drawing of the jaw : and with the disinterestedness of a

cosmopolite philosopher, recommended Mr. Dawson to send the speci-

men to the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, in prefer-

ence te disposing of it abroad. It was accordingly sent to the latter

place, and was purchased by Messrs. Isaac Lea, VVilliam S. Vaux, and

myself, and was presented to the Academy, in the cabinet of which it

is now very appropriately arranged at the side of the only other known

saurian bones discovered in the New Red Sandstone of North Amer-

ica, described by Mr. Lea, under the name of Clepsysaurus Pennsyl-

vanicus.

The specimen consists of the right dental bone, considerably broken,

attached by its inner surface to a mass of matrix of a red granular

sandstone, with large, soft, angular, red chalk-like stones imbedded in

it. The fossil has seven large teeth protruding beyond the alveolar

margin of the jaw ; and it is hard, brittle, and cream-colored, and stands

out in beautiful relief from its dark red matrix. The jaw indicates a

lacertian reptile, and in comparison with that of other known extinct and

recent genera is remarkable for its great depth in relation to its length.

The depth of the dental bone below the contiguous pair of equal

sized teeth is five inches, whilst its length in the perfect condition ap-

pears not to have been more than seven and a quarter inches; for in

the specimen the middle part of the posterior border is so thin and

scale like, that I am disposed to think it here came in contact with the

supra-angular and other neighboring bones.

The outer side of the jaw is vertical, and over the course of the al-

veolar parapet is plane; but below this posteriorly and inferiorly above,

the base of the bone is depressed into a moderately deep concavity, ± he

upper or alveolar border forms a convex line rapidly descending to

wards the chin. The base forms an oblique line, and ascends anteriorly

to the chin ; and it appears thick and rounded externally ;
but in the

specimen it presents an abrupt border internally, as if the inner sue

of the bone bad been broken away, or as if the angular bone had ar-

ticulated with it much in advance of its usual position in saurians.

The external surface of the dental bone is every where marked by

fine, reticular, vascular grooves, and in the vicinity of the alveolar bor-

der it presents numerous minute vasculo-neural foramina.

There is no regular row of foramina, visible in the specimen, for top

transmission of terminal branches of the inferior dental nerve, such a*

exists in the Iguanas, Varaniana, etc., but near the point of the chin

<
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there is a relatively very large foramen, partially filled with matrix,
which appears to correspond with the internal mental foramen of the
Iguana. Just posterior to this foramen there is a deep vascular groove,
which in the perfect condition of the specimen may have proceeded
from another foramen.
The teeth in their relation to the dental bone, are placed upon the

inner side, and rest against the alveolar border, which rises in a parapet
external to them. Whether the parapet is supported by abutments be-
tween the teeth, as in Megalosaurus, I cannot certainly ascertain from
the inner side of the jaw being so closely adherent to the matrix. The
dental bone, if it be considered complete in its length in the specimen,
is capable of containing a series of twelve teeth posterior to and inclu-
ding that situated most anteriorly in the fossil.

As the teeth were worn away or broken off, they were replaced by
others produced at their inner side, as is indicated in the specimen by
a young tooth, which is situated internal to, and is concealed by, the
Urges t mature tooth.

The enameled crowns of the fully protruded teeth are exserted at their

base for several lines above the alveolar border of the jaw. They are

compressed, conoidal, and recurved, but compared with those of Me-
galosaurus they are not so broad, compressed, nor recurved, and they
are more convex externally, and are less so internally. They resem-
ble much in form those of the recent Monitor ornatus^ but are less con-
vex internally.

The transverse section of the crowns of the teeth, except that of
the first, is antero-posteriorly elliptical, with the inner side less convex
and the extremities acute and in most instances slightly incurved.

The anterior and posterior acute margins of the crowns are minutely

crenuiated ; and the crenulations commence just below the tip and de-

scend as far as the enamelled base.

In comparison with the teeth of Clepsysaurus Pennsyhanicus, those

of the fossil under examination are broader and more compressed, and
except the first one of the series, present an acute, crenuiated margin

anteriorly and posteriorly, whilst in the former animal they are acute

and crenulate only posteriorly.—[We omit part of the details.]

From the extraordinary relative depth of the dental bone above de-

scribed to its length, and from its northern locality, I have proposed for

the carnivorous lacertian to which it belonged the name of Bathygna-
ihus borealis*

This interesting fossil is the second authentic discovery of saurian

hones in the New Red Sandstone Formation of North America ;
the

first being those found near Hassac's Creek, in Lehigh Co., Pennsylva-

nia, by Dr. Joel Y. Shelley, and described by my friend Mr. Isaac Lea,

under the name of Clepsysaurus Pennsylvanicus.i

In relation to the exact locality and geological position of the Bathy-

gnathus borealis, Mr. J. W. Dawson has furnished me with the following

note.

"The fossil was found at New London, on the northern side of the

Island, imbedded to the depth of nine feet in red sandstone, with calca-

reous cement, similar to the matrix attached to the fossil. The total

* Proc. AcaA Nat. ScL, vi, 404. f Ibid, v, Hi, 205 ;
Jour. Ac. Nat Sci, ii.
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depth from the surface was 21 feet 9 inches, and the discovery was
made by Mr. D. McLeod of French river, New London, when digging

a well.

" The sandstone in question belongs to a formation which occupies

nearly the whole of Prince Edward Island, generally dipping at a small

angle to the northward. It includes thin beds of coarse, concretionary

limestone, and at the southern side of the Island, where the oldest beds

of a formation appear, there are beds of gray clay or soft shale, and

brown and gray sandstone, approaching in aspect to the upper beds of

the coal formation of Nova Scotia, and containing silicified trunks of co-

niferous trees, with indistinct vegetable impressions, perhaps catamites.

These beds may either belong to the top of the carboniferous system,

or to an overlying deposit of the Permian or Triassic age ; and in either

case the red sandstones which conformably overlie them will be equiv-

alent to the New Red of western Nova Scotia and Connecticut, and

probably Triassic or Permian. The present specimen is the first ani-

mal fossil hitherto discovered in these sandstones, (of Nova Scotia,)

which must, however, be distinguished from the Lower carboniferous

Red Sandstones of some parts of Nova Scotia, associated with gypsum
and marine limestones, which were formerly confounded with the New
Red. See Letter by the writer in Proc. of Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad., iii.,

272; and Papers in Journal of London Geological Society, iv, 50."

This paper is illustrated by a fine plate.

IV. Astronomy.

1. Elements of Polymnia, (33) (Compt. Rend., t. 39, p. 1019).

The elements of this planet given below were computed by Mr. Bruhns

from the observations at Paris, Oct. 28, and at Berlin, Nov. 3 and 9.

Epoch 1854, Nov. 00 M. T. Berlin.

Mean anomaly, 10° 26' 8" 5
Long, perihelion, . . . 22 25 58 -4

| Mn. Eqnx.
u asc. node, - - . 1 12 29 -2 * 1855-0.

Inclination, - - - - 1 22 20 B6
Angle of excentricity, - - 12 58 2 -1

Mean daily motion, ... 967" 235
Log. semi-axis major, - - . 0-376356

1060.)

Mr. Yvon Villarceau has computed a set of elements of this planet

making use of all the observations collected during its appearance.

Epoch 1854, March 00 M. T. Paris.

Mean anomaly, . - - 123° 51' 0"-85

Long, perihelion, 56 52 31 26 \ Mn. Eqnx.
11 asc. node, ... 356 23 55 -19 j March 00

Inclination, .... 6 7 41 -08

Angle (sin = excen.), 4 16 31-76
Mean daily motion, - - - 869"-4S24

1

Semi-axis major, - 2*5536647
Period of sideral revolution, - 4 y rs080810

By means of these elements an ephemeris has been computed for

this planet and published in the Compt. Rend., tome 40, p. 244.

t
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3. Comet III, 1854, (Compt. Rend., t. 40, p. 199).—The parabolic el-

ements of this comet given below were computed by Mr. Santini by
means of Argelander's observation of June 11, and those of the author

J of June 26 and July 10.

Perihelion passage 1854, 173d03264 M. T. Berlin.

Long, perihelion, . - - 62° 13' 35" -9 ) Mn. eqnx.
44

asc. node, . . . . 347 39 36 -3 J 1854 Jan. 00
Inclination, .... 108 41 '4

Log. perihelion dist., - • - 9*811640

i

New A new comet was dis-

covered Jan. 14, by Mr. Dien, an assistant in the Imperinl Observatory
at Paris, and by Mr. Winnecke at Berlin, in the neighborhood of y Scor-
pionis. Its position Jan. 15, 18^ 4m 16s

, was R. A. 226° 5' 15" and
Dec. —27° 15' 5". Its apparent motion in 24 hours was R. A.
and Dec. —

4

/
.

, V. Miscellaneous Intelligence.

+45

1. Mascher^s Stereoscopes.—The annexed figure is a perspective
view of a very ingenious application of the stereoscope to daguer-
reotype medallions. A patent for this improvement has been recently

granted to J. F. Mascher of Philadelphia. Attached to the main
central rim of a locket, there are two lids with daguerreotype pic-

tures on them ; these lids are hinged on each side of the rim. There
are also two supplementary lids, each containing a lens, which are

also hinged !o the rim as shown, but are fitted to fold within the pic-

ture lids, and are arranged in such relation to the same, that upon be-

ing opened and properly adjusted, the lenses will stand opposite to

the pictures, and convert the medallion into a stereoscope, by which a

person looking through the glasses, will see but one picture, solid

and life-like. The patentee has applied double convex lenses to these

medallions—the sides of which are of unequal convexity (as one
to six)—according to Brewster, so that the picture is rendered very
c,ear. A medallion of this character can be used for a microscope and
sun glass, and thus it can be carried around in the pocket, both as an

ornamental and useful memento of affection.

More information may be obtained by letter addressed to J. F. Mas-
cher, No. 408 North Second street, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Sci. Amer.
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2. A wonderful specimen of credulovs ignorance;—Fossil man and

icoman.—A Cincinnati paper of March 23, contains a narration of the

discovery of some 4fc very curious petrified human bodies" found in

Pennsylvania in the bed of a stream, which is one of the branches of

the Alleghany river* The account says: "These remains are sup-

posed to be those of a man and woman, who by the wonderful petri-

factive process have been turned to solid stone," and they are regarded

as M irrefragible proofs of the existence of man upon this revolving

globe long before the periods when corals, crinoids and trilobites first

made their appearance." * * "* But " the man is the great curiosity

Its feet are now wanting ; its body and legs are composed of sand-

stone, and its head of quartz and gneiss" ! Thus, according to the

narrator, the whole science of geology is upset, over and over. The

writer continues, " It is assumed that when first found the feet were on

this male petrifaction, but as they seemed slaty and of a coal-like tex-

ture, they were burned by the women, who prefer utility to scientific

discovery." * * * " It is certain the man when alive must have

inhabited the sandstone for a period, and if, as we think is evident, he

was buried with his head downwards, and at just such a depth that his

head came in the gneiss, and his body in the sandstone formation, [he

might have added, his feet in a coal-bed], then it is easy to conclude

that his body petrified into sandstone, and his head into quartz and

gneiss." The believer in such nonsense is the most of a wonder.

3. Obituary.—Notice of the late Frederic W. Davis of Boston.—We
have to record the death of one of our excellent practical chemists and

metallurgists, Frederic W. Davis of Boston, who died at his father's

house of typhoid fever on the 12th of December last, at the age of 31

years. Mr. Davis received a good education at the school of Mr. Green

of Jamaica Plains in Roxbury, and was then placed under the scientific

instruction of Dr. Charles T. Jackson, in whose laboratory he pursued

his studies with great diligence and success, for three years. In 1844

he accompanied Dr. Jackson in his early explorations of the copper re-

gions of Lake Superior and distinguished himself as an active and

faithful explorer of the mineral district on Keweenaw Point. In 1847

he was appointed by the Revere Copper Company, as Superintendent of

their copper smelting furnaces at Point Shirley, which he conducted

with signal ability from that time, until he was seized with the fever of

which he died. While attending to the active and complicated business

of the copper works making all the assays of ores, fluxes, furnace slags,

and of the crude copper produced, he found time to make many inter-

esting and important metallurgical researches, and manf scientific ob-

servations and experiments on the formation of artificial minerals, both

in the furnace and in the roasting heaps of copper ores. He produced

a new mineral, composed of the sulphurets of zinc and copper, which

was found in brilliant black crystals in the roasted ores. He pointed

out several new forms of crystals in the stags from his blast furnaces,

and he also beautifully illustrated the theory of the formation of native

copper from the vaporized chlorid of copper, while working the Ata-

camite of Peru.

The most important of his labors were of an eminently practical na-

ture, such as discovering the best and most economical methods o

mixing the various copper ores of commerce, so as to make one ore
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flux another, and thus to obtain the largest yield of metal at the least

expense.

Science and the arts have met whh a great loss in the death of this

excellent young metallurgist, whose labors were calculated to render
efficient services to mankind and to raise the business of the working
furnace to the rank of a truly chemical art and science.

His numerous friends and acquaintances well knew his worth as a
man, and a friend, always generous, considerate and kind, and never
wanting in public spirit when occasion called him out, he was both re-

spected and beloved by all who knew him. c. t. j.

Boston, February 17, 1855.

4. The Physical Geography of the Sea ; by M. F. Maury, L.L.D.,
Lieut. U. S. N. 274 pp. 8vo, with maps and plates. New York,
1855. Harper & Bros.—Lieut. Maury in this volume on the ocean,

brings together under a popular form many of the results and discus-

sions brought out in his Sailing Directions and other publications, and
the work cannot fail to find many interested readers. The following

are the subjects treated of: The Gulf Stream; The Atmosphere;
lied Fogs and Sea Dust; On the Probable Relation between Magnet-
ism and the Circulation of the Atmosphere ; Currents of the Sea ; The
open Sea in the Arctic Ocean ; The Salts of the Sea and the Influence

of Molluscs and Corals on the Circulation of the Ocean; Equatorial

Cloud-ring
; Geological Agency of the Winds; Depth of the Ocean ;

Basin of the Atlantic ; Winds ; Climates of the Ocean ; Drift of the

Sea ; Storms ; Routes for Vessels. While the work contains much in-

struction, we cannot adopt some of its theories, believing them unsus-

tained by facts.

5. Report and Charts
the direction of the Navy
332 pp., 8vo, with maps and plates. Washington, 1854.—This volume

contains the sea observations made during a cruise in search of several

shoals in the Atlantic Ocean. The sea and air temperatures are given

mnnv nthf>r nninis of interest receive attention. The

if the Cruise of the Dolphin : made under

atid

Las
ronha, was found to be a Coral Island, having a regular lagoon. The
reef is 1£ miles from east to west and If from north to south, and is

covered at high tide, with the exception of two small islets, Sand and

Grass Islands, situated on the west side of the reef, and some scattered

rocks on the other sides ; these dry spots are 10 to 15 feet above the reef

but are without wood or water. The reef is generally level, although

with many holes in it. There is 1 to 4 feet water within the lagoon at

low tide. A rocky bottom was found at 15 fathoms 6 miles east of the

reef, but no bottom at 30 fathoms 2£ miles N. N. E., nor at 70 fathoms

4 miles S. W. of it.—The centre of this dangerous reef is in latitude

3° 51' 27" south, and longitude 33° 48' 57" west.

6. Grammar and Dictionary of the Dacota Language, edited by

£ev. S. R. Riggs, A.M.—This is one of the valuable series of volumes

published by the Smithsonian Institution, and forms a learned addition

to an important department of knowledge in which Americans should

take the lead, because the materials are more accessible to them*

Second Series, VoL XIX, No. 57.—May, 1355. 57
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The grammar is carefully elaborated, and the etymological portions

of the dictionary exhibit a thorough acquaintance with the language.

Such works should be continued by the Institution and Indian Bureau,

and would be verv creditable if done as well as this. But there are

several defects to which it is proper to call attention, that they may be

avoided hereafter.

In the English-Dakota part the accent is not indicated, so that after

finding a word here, we must turn to the first part to enable us to pro-

nounce it, thus requiring an examination of two alphabets for one word.

This work is founded upon the labors of various missionaries for eigh-

teen years ; it received the approbation of the Minesota Historical So-

ciety, and the Board of Foreign Missions ; and it was submitted to Pro-

fessors W. W. Turner and C. C. Felton. Yet the explanation of one

of the new characters " —denotes a nasal sound similar to the French

n in ban, or the English n in drink" This renders the pronunciation

of a large number of words doubtful, the French nasal, as in bain,

ending with a vowel, has no affinity with English bang, ending with a

consonant.

Judging from the cognate Konza it is probable that both these sounds

occur in Dacota. In the presence of such a fact, no dependence can

be placed upon the comparisons with Arabic sounds, probably never

heard ; nor are the " emphatic" consonants described with sufficient

minuteness. The relations and affinities of Dacota with other Ameri-

can languages are not mentioned, although they are of the greatest im-

portance.

The orthography is judicious, although perhaps open to improvement.

Whilst philologists are endeavoring to ameliorate the orthography of for-

eign languages, Mr. Schoolcraft prefers an English basis, from which

noihing but typographical abortions can result. For example, let us

write an Indian word containing the English syllable paw followed by h

in hut. This word will then stand "patch" in English orthography.

Anoiher Indian word is composed of ta in tart, followed by wh in when,

giving the English orthography, " tawh." Notwithstanding the appa-

rent resemblance, pawh and tawh have not an element in common,
their finals being as distinct as their initials. The fine art department

of Mr. Schoolcraft's great work is also defective, a large sum having

been spent in engraving the almost worthless sketches of Captain East-

man, instead of devoting it to ethnological illustrations of more value.

7. FresneVs Welhnflache ; Axonometrical Projections of the most

important Geometrical surfaces, Drawings of Descriptive Geometry,

serving in the same time as a Catalogue of Models carried out accord-

ing to aforesaid Projections; by Ferdinand Engel, with 11 plates-

Berlin.—By way of a notice of this able work, we give here in a con-

densed form the introductory remarks by F. Joachimstahl, Professor at

the University of Halle.—The collections of models Af Mr. Engei, and

his drawings, are of special importance in the study of the higher Geome-

try and Optics and merit general attention. The model of the wave

of light gave him most difficulty. Hitherto it had been thought sufficient

in giving an idea of the surfaces with their two sheets, to represent

the principal sections by means of wire. Mr. Engei was the first to
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succeed in modelling the surfaces in wood* His model, as it is dis-

sected, opens ihe exact form to inspection. The Jury of the World's
Exhibition in London gave Mr. Engel the prize medal for this model,
Sir David Brewster being the Chairman of the Jury and Sir John Her-
schel one of its members. Mr. EngePs models 3 to 12, represent the
five principal classes of surfaces of the second order, with their circular

sections, right lines and lines of curvature : numbers 13 to 20, repre-
sent cones, combinations of hyperbolical paraboloids, &c. ; 21 to 27,
several helicoids and screws ; 28 to 30, three retilinear screw planes
(not belonging to the family of surfaces just mentioned) ; 31, 32, two
developable surfaces; 35 to 37, refer to the theory of spherical curves
and their polar curves, etc. The drawings are made with great ex-

actness. S» 8« H

8. A Catalogue of British Fossils, comprising the Genera and Spe-
cies hitherto described : with references to their Geological Distribu-

tion and the Localities in which they have been found ; by John Morris,
F.G.S. Second Edition, considerably enlarged. 8vo. London, 1854.

—

Mr. Morris's 'Catalogue 1

affords us the results of the numerous exam-
mations of the fossils of the British Islands, both by native and foreign

palaeontologists. These researches, scattered through numerous works
—periodical, monographic, and miscellaneous—were of limited value
until brought within the reach of geologists in such a compendious
form as the work now before us.

However well acquainted one may be with the bibliography and nat-

ural history of one or more groups of fossil creatures, whether bivalves,

cephalopods, fishes, or any other,—and however readily he may ex-

change his knowledge with his fellow-workers in palaeontology and give

assistance to the practical geologist, yet, from the loss of lime in hunting

up references and figures of fossils,—the uncertainty of memory,— the

mislaying of note-books, and a hundred other reasons, we well know
that geological work cannot satisfactorily proceed without our having at

hand a trustworthy book of reference to all described and figured spe-

i cies of organic remains.

Some ten years ago Mr. Morris produced such a work, thereby sup-

plying the want then felt, and which the partial lists of fossils already

compiled could not meet. Since 1843 geologists have extended their

researches, both over new localities, and in parts of the organic king-

dom previously but little studied ; and an enormous increase of palreon-

tological observations has been the result. That these observations

should prove of their full value, it was high time that they should be re-

duced to order and brought to the lest of strict comparison. With re-

newed energy and increased knowledge the author, has again applied

himself to the crowd of names and synonyms, and has now marshalled

in alphabetical array, in their several classes, families, orders, and gen-

era, upwards of 8300 species of British fossils.

In carrying out this arrangement the author submitted some sections

of his works to those of his scientific friends who had respectively

paid attention to the several groups of fossils; and the assistance ren-

dered him in these departments the author freely acknowledges in the

preface, where he assigns to each his due, and carefully notices the

public and private collections from which he has gathered information

and received assistance.
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Many of the palasontographical notes and memoirs recently published,

especially in the case of monographs, have done much to the correction

of the nomenclature of the subject. Of these Mr. Morris has fully

availed himself.

—

Mag. Nat. Hist., xiv, 55.

9. Fossils of South Carolina ; by M. Tuomey and F. S. Holmes, No.

1. 8 pp., 4to, with 2 4to lithographic plates. Charleston, S. C. 1855.

John Russell.—It is especially gratifying to see the commencement of

a work, under so good auspices and on so liberal a plan, on the Fossils

of South Carolina. We wish it rapid progress towards completion,

and abundant patronage. The number issued contains descriptions

and figures of M Pleiocene" Fossils, including 2 corals, and 7 echino-

derms. The plates are beautiful.

10. A History of the British Marine Testaceous Mollnsca, distribu-

ted in their natural order on the basis of the organization of the ani-

mals, with references and notes on every British species ; by William

Clarke. 536 pp., 8vo. London, 1855. John Van Voorst.—The au-

thor of this work describes the characters and habits af the animals at

considerable length, and partly as a result of original observations.

The volume has therefore an importance beyond the limits of the coun-

try of which it treats.

11. The Chemistry of Common Life ; by Jas. F. W. Johnston, M.A.,

F.R.S., F.G.S., &c. Nos. iv and v, The Narcotics we indulge in ; The
Poisons we select; The Odors we enjoy; The Smells we dislike;

What we Breathe and Breathe for; What, how, and why we Digest.

In a former notice of this work, we expressed our opinion of its scien

tific ability and the popular interest thrown into every subject discussed.

The author argues against the use of opium like one who personally

valued the indulgence.

12. The Year Book of Facts in Science and Art, for 1854; exhib-

iting the most important discoveries and improvements of the past year,

in Mechanics and the UsefuKArts, Natural Philosophy, Electricity,

Chemistry, Zoology and Botany, Geology and Geography, Meteorology

and Astronomy ; by John Timbs, F.S.A., Editor of "The Arcana of

Science and Art" and author of Curiosities of London. 288 pp., 12mo.

London, 1855. David Bogue.—The frontispiece of this useful annual,

is a portrait of G. B. Airy, the Astronomer Royal.
13. A Complete Treatise on Fish-breeding, including the Reports

on the subject made to the French Academy^ and the French Govern-

ment; and Particulars of the Discovery as pursued in England. Trans-

lated and edited by W. H. Fry. 188 pp., 12mo, illustrated with en-

gravings. New York, 1854. D. Appleton & Co.—Artificial Fish-

breeding has already been undertaken in several parts of the country,

and carried on with great success. This work is most opportune, and

is just the thing needed to spread a knowledge of this important subject

over the land. It is popular in style and full in its details.

14. On Adipocire and its Formation; by C. M. Wetherill, M.D-

From the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, vol.

xi. 25 pp., 4to. Philadelphia, 1855.—This valuable paper contains

the results of both chemical and microscopic examinations of adipo-

cire, and also an account of experiments upon the decomposition of

muscular fibre (bullock's heart) with water, with a view to the forma-

tion of adipocire.
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15. An Essay on the Contagious character of Malignant Cholera,
with brief instructions for its Prevention and Cure ; by Bernard M.
Byrne, M.D., Surgeon U. S. Army. 2nd edit., with additionl notes by
the author. 160 pp., 8vo. Philadelphia, 1855. Childs & Petersen.

16. The World a Workshop, or the Physical relationship of Man
to the Earth; by Thos. Ewbank, author of " Hydraulics and Mechan-
ics." 198 pp., 12mo. New York, 1855. D. Appleton & Co.—This
work is written for working men, and to them dedicated " as a testimony
of respect to the dignity and omnipotence of enlightened labor." It

presents a view of nature mainly from the utility side, and at the same
time is characterised by a high mora! tone.

17. The Florist and Horticultural Journal, a monthly magazine of
Horticulture, Agriculture, Botany, Agricultural Chemistry, Entomology,
etc. H. C. Hanson, Editor. Philadelphia, vol. iv, No. 1, Jan., 1855.

Each number of this Horticultural Journal contains 32 pages 8vo,
and is illustrated by one or more colored plates. The following per-

sons are announced as among the contributors : John Le Conte, Esq.,

Profs. J. P. Kirtland, R. E. Rogers, S. S. Hardeman, W. B. Rogers,
with John Cassin, VV. D. Brackenridge, &c.

18. Seventh Annual Report of the Regents of the University of the

State of New York, on the Condition of the State Cabinet of Natural
History, and the Historical and Antiquarian Collections, annexed thereto.

Made to the Senate, Jan. 18, 1854. 124 pp., 8vo. Albany, 1854.

This Report contains a valuable appendix on the Serpents of New
York, by Spencer F. Baird, illustrated by upwards of 30 figures on two
plates.

19. Handbuch der krystallographischen Chemie, von C. F. Ra3I-

melsberg. 410 pp., 8vo, with 401 wood-cuts.—Prof. Rammelsberg has

here issued an excellent work on the crystallization of various chemical

products, giving figures of most of the forms, and the angles in full.

20. Alexis Perrey : Note sur Ies Tremblements de Terre ressentis

en 1853, (From Bulletin of the Acad. Roy. Belg. xxi, No. 6).—Note,

ibid., with Supplements pour les annees anterieurs. Mem. de l'Acad.

de Dijon, 1854.

Documents relatifs aux Tremblements de Terre au Chili, 208

pp., large 8vo. Presentes a la Soc. Imp. d'Agriculture, d'Hist. Nat. et

des Arts utiles de Lyon, dans la Seance du 3 Mars, 1851.—A very

complete and valuable collection of the various accounts of eathquakes

in Chili.

21. E. Desor: line Derniere Ascension, (Extrait de la Revue
Suisse de Janvier, 1854) 25 pp., 8vo. Neufchatel, 1854.—On an as-

cension of the Galenstock in the Alps in 1845.

Du climat des Etats Unis, et de ses effets sur les habitudes et les

ttioeurs; (Extr. des Actes de la Soc. Heiv. des Sci. Nat. session de

1853 a Porrentruy.)

Notice sur les Echinides du Terrain nummulitique des alpes,

avec les diagnoses de plusieurs especes et genres nouveaux. (Extr. des

Actes Soc. Helv., &c. Session de 1853)—These nummulitic beds are

stated to have close affinity with the Calcaire grossier of Paris, in their

Echinidae, and not with the lowest Tertiary or Suessonian of D'Orbigny.
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E. Desor : Les Cascades du Niagara, et leur Marche retrograde, avec

une carte et une coupe geologique ( Extr. des Bulletin Soc. Sci. Nat. Neu-
chatel, tome iii.)—M. Desor, in his interesting memoir, concludes that

the Falls of Niagara recede at a rate nearer 3 feet per century than 3

feet a year. He also argues that, in consequence of the position of

the shale below, the height of the falls will increase, as they recede, so

as to be much higher after receding two miles than now. The dip of

the rocks to the south is stated at 0° 17' or 25 feet to the mile, near the

Queenstown heights, or 0° 10', or 15 feet to the mile, from the present

position of the falls to Lake Erie.

Proceedings of the Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. v, 1855.—p. 81, Remarks
on the Embiotocidae ; C. Girard.—p. 82, On some points in the osteology of the

Mastodon and Fossil Elephant ; Sir J. Richardson.—p. 84, Remarks on Batrachian

footprints \ J. Wyman.—p. 88, On Arenicola natalis ; C. Girard.—p. 90, Parasitia

plant destructive to house fly; /. Wipnan.—p. 92, Note on the chemical composi-

tion of the scales of the Gar Pike ; C. T. Jackson.—p. 94, New Species of *Califor-

nian Fishes; W. 0. Ayres.—p. 103, On American Hydras; W. O. Ay res.—p. 108,

On the Orange Insect ; W. I. Burnett.— p. 110, On some marine invertebrates inhab-

iting the shores of S. Carolina; W. Stimpson.—p. 118, Notes on the Wild Hybrid

Duck ; Cabot.—p. 120, Analysis of AUophane from Tennessee ; C. T. Jackson.—

p. 120, Note on the effects of locality, temperature, <fcc., on the forms of shells; /.

Lew*.—p. 122, Remarks on the Cyclas and Lyrmea; /. Lewis.—p. 125, Note on
the manner in which birds retain their position in roosting; J. nymdn.—p. 126,

Brief notes on some deep dredgings off the coast of Georgia, and Florida, by the

Coast Survey; A. A. Gould.—p. 127, New species of land and freshwater shells

from Western N. America; A. A. Gould—p. 133, On the number of Teeth of the

Mastodon giganteus ; L A. Lapham.—p. 186, Observations on A. Perrey's theory

of Earthquakes.—p. 144, On the Cochituate Water; A. A. Hayes and J. Bacon.

Statistical View of the United States, being a Compendium of the Seventh

Census, by J. D. B. DeBow, Superintendent of the United States Census. Wash-

ington. 400 pp. 8vo. 1854.

The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, vol. xi, Parti, No. 41.

February 1, 1855.

H. T. Staixto.v : The Entomologist's Manual for 1855. London, 1855.

Literary Papers by the late Edward Forbes, F.R.S., with a Portrait and Memoir.

London, 1855.

R M. Stark : A Popular History of British Mosses. London, 1855. Reeve.

The Artificial Production of Fish ; by "Piscariu3." London, 1854. Reeve.
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Coal and red sandstone of North Caro-

lina, D. Olmstei, 430.

coal' near Lake of the Woods, School

craft, 232. v
foliation of metamorphic rocks, &>

Forbes 122.
I Liassic sandstone of Nova Scotia, con-

taining reptile remains, J. Lady, 446.

microscopic of Ehrenberg, noticed, fc».

of the Red River region, 437. n
Siluria of Murchison reviewed, J. V-

Whitney, 371. tt

'

Taconic System fossils, J. Hall, ^
Geological observations on a part oi Calitor-

nia, J. L. LeConte, 1.
D1 ,

Report, preliminary, of W. P. #iakc '

noticed, 433.

Survey of Canada, Logan's, 433.

i
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Geological Report, 1st annual, of New Jer-U
sey, noticed, 438. If

L

Lachlan, on the rise and fall of Western
Report of Wisconsin, J. 6?. Perciual,

433

fl£t F. A., Contributions to Mineralogy, jj^ riband fall of Western, Lack
Ian, 60, 164.

15.

G/Mtf, W., cliemical abstracts, HO, 264, 418.
Glaciers in N. Wales, Ramsay, 121.
Gladstone, influence of light on plants, 130.
Glass for objectives, 105.
Gneiss, analyses of, 430.
Gold in Australia, discovery of, 289.

near Reading, Pa., Wetherill, 290.
idols of New Grenada, Uricoechea, 246.

Gray, A. Botanical notices, 128, 43i>.

Greg, R. P., on meteorites and asteroids, 143.

H
Hail at Cuba, 290.

Haldemuiu & S., notice cf Riggs's Dacota
Grammar, 450.

Hall, J., on fossils of the Taconic System,
431.

9

Hanson's Florist and Horticultural Journal,
noticed, 452.

Hats, Panama, 439.
jjfcyet, A. A, Cochituate water, 257.
Heat, mechanical equivalent of, 421.

passage of through crystals, Knoblauch,

Hildr>th, S. P meteorological Journal, for
1851, 234.

Hitchcock, C. H, tracks on clay. 391.
Hemione, domesticated, 411. *
Honduras, *' Fountain of Blood," 287.
Humboldt, note on, 285.
Hunt, T. S.f theughts on solution, 100.

on the equivalent of some species, 416.
on the so-called talcose slates of the

Green Mis-., 417.
or. an iron meteorite, 417.

Lankester, E., on limit of vegetable and an-
imal kingdoms, 282.

Ldfham, on the grasses of Wisconsin, 442.
Latham, on native races of Russia, noticed.

295.

LeConte, J. L., volcanic springs in Califor-

nia, 1.

Lee, Lieut. S. P., Report by, on the Cruise
of the Dolphin, noticed, 449.

Leidy, J., fossil reptiles from Nova Scotia,

444.

Light, certain physical properties of, D. Al-
ter, 213.

Lightning conductors, 139.

Limestone, coral, magnesian, T. S* Hunt,
429.

geological age of crystalline, (in N.
America, T. S. Hunt, 371, 399,

Lupnlin, liS

Lynch, W. F., notice of Report of Exped.
to Dead Sea, 147.

M
Maiaguti's Lecons de Chemie, announced,

414.

Magnetic field, peculiarities of, Tyndall, 115.

needle, periodical variations in, W. A.
Norton, 183.

needle, change in inclination, Ilansteen,

147.

Magnetism, terrestrial, Sabine, 424.

McLeod, T. H., on the Arabic method of no-

tation, 48.

on some ores of nickel from Lake Su-
j

Mareou, a paper by, on Mountain Systems
perior, 417.

j

of America, announced, 290.

min^ralogical notes, on Wilson ite, By- Marcy's Exploration of the Red River, no-
tow nite, Magnesite, a coral island dolo- ticed, 437.
«mte, 428. Marlins's Flora Brasiliensjs, 123.

I

Insectjnseets, Emmons Report on, reviewed, 217.
todid of fimyl, action of, m an alloy of so-
dium and

Mascher's Stereoscopes, 289, 44/.

Mastodon giganteus, supernumerary tooth

in, J. C. Warren, 349.

in California, 133.

range of to Rupert '- fund, 131.

270.

tin, Grimm, 269. ..„ -. , - ,„ .

of phosphorus, action of, on glycerine, Matteoco, Cours sur Llnduction, etc., no-
A ° * " ticed, 152.

{ron, meteoric, 153, 417, 430,
lvory, Vegetable, 440.

J

Maury, W. F, barometric anomalies about

the Andes, 385.

Maury's Physical Geography of the Sea,

, noticed, 449,
Jachion, C. T.

t Allophane of Tennessee, Meat, preservation of fresh, G. Hamilton,

Johnson & W., on bimucate of amyl-oxyd, Mellow, obituary of, 414.

423. Mercury, limits ot vaporization of, 40S.

Johnston** Chemistry of Common Life, no- Meteoric iron of Tenne^ee, J. L. Smith,

toed, 451.
I

153, 159.

iron from Mexico, J. L. Smith, 160, 161.

from Greenland, 430.K
Knoblauch, passage of radiant heat througl

Cr> Is, 1 10.
&obell, F. von, on the Stauroscope, 425.

T. S. Hunt. 417.

Meteorites, theoretical considerations on, J.

ir t l
" " *w '*i "" nits otmirusuuut?. •**•/. *-*' K- mi "» » • ~ _ lo

*<**&**», on Clroochlore, 176. um\ v^eroidi, R. P Greg, U3.
AoM on specific volume of fluid com- h Meteorology, theory of atmospherical phe-

pounds., 418.
(j

nomena, in, Dove, 31.
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Meteorology, weather at San Francisco, for

June, Gibbons, 1 i 1.

Meteorological Journal for 1854 5. P. Hil-
dreth, 234.

observations at Burlington, Vermont,
Z. Thompson, 278.

Mezquite gum, G. Morfit, 263.
Microscopes for micographic demonstrations,

105.

Microscopic test object, a new, J. W. Bailey,
28.

Mikrogeologie of Ehrenberg, noticed, 435.
Mineralogy, contributions to, F. A. Genth, 15.

Supplement to Dana's, J. D. Dana, 353.
Minerals, reaction of common salt in the

formation of, Forchhummer, 429.
Achtarandite, 354.

Aciculite in N. Carolina, F A. Genth, 17.

Allanite, specific gravity of Pennsylvania,
G. J. Brush, 354.
analyses of, F. A. Genth, 20.

Alstonite, C v. Hauer, 354.
Alum, mangano-magnesian, J. L. Smith,

354.

Anauxite, C. v. Hauer, 354.
Andalusite, analyses, Damour, 351.
Antigorite, Schutizer, 354.
Apatite, locality in Canada, T. S. Hunt
354

Aphrosiderite, C. t?. Hauer, 355.
note by J. 7). Dana, 355.

Arsenikkies, reference to analyses, 364.
Arsenomeian, a new species, v. Walters-

huusen, 355.

Atacamite, analysis of, F. Field, 355.
Automolile, locality in Vermont, 355
Ballimorite, Kenngott, 355.

note on, J. D. Dana, 355.
Barnhardtite. a new mineral, F. A. Genth,

17.

Baulite, 356.

Beckite, 356.
Biotite of Greenwood Furnace, C. v.

Hauer, 356.

Bitumen Springs in California, Blake, 433
Bis mu thine, in N. Carolina, F. A. Genth,

16.

Bohnerz of Kandern, 356.
Boltonite, analysis by J. L. Smith, 356.

C. v. Hatter, 356.
note on, J. D. Dana, 356.

Boracic acid, compounds of, , Tuscany,
Bechi, 121.

Brevicite, analysis, E. Tobter, 357.
Brongniardite, form of, L. Smnann, 357.
Brucite, 357.

Bytownite, T. S. Hunt, 429.
Cacoxene, C. v. Hauer, 357.
Calciie, limestone of Maderia, 357.
Carpholite, Kenngott and C. v. Hauer, 357
Chalilite, Kenngott and v. Hauer, 357.
Chioiite, form of, Kenngott, 357.
Chlorid of iron, in meteorites, J. L. Smithy

159.

Chloropal, Kenngott, 359.
Chlorophyllite, Kenngott, 353.
Chrysolite slag, Fa., 5. T. Jackson, 358.
Chrysonl of New Jersev, 358.
Chntonite, analysis by Plattner, 358.
Clinochlore, Kokscharov, 176.
Copiapite, J, L. Smith, 358.

Minerals.—
Couzeranite. Kenngott, 353.

Cuban, J. L. Smith, 35S.

Dnnburite, specific gravity, G. J. Brush,

358.

Datholite, form of, /Z. jFfess, 358
analysis of Tuscan, Bet hi, 358.

Delvauxene, C. v. Hauer, 359.

Diaspore, 359.

Dolomite of the Alps, v. Waltershauscn,

359.

Dolomite of Coral Island, T. S. Hunt,

429.

Dufrenoysite, v. Waltershauscn, 359.

Edingtonite, M. F. Heddle, 359.

Eh lite, Kenngoit, 359.

Eukolite, form of, L. S&mann, 359.

Euxenite, form and composition, D. Forbes,

359.

note on, J. D. Dana, 360.

Fahlerz, see, Tetrahedrde.

Feldspars, reference to Scheerer on, 360.

Felsobanyite, Haidinger, 360.

Ficinite, Kenngott, 360.

Fluolite, Kenngott, 360.

Franklinite, on Abich's analysis, G. J.

Brush.
Galactite, Kenngott, with note by J. D-

Dana, 361.

Garnet, analyses, 20, 361.

Geokronite, 19.

Gieseckite, C. v. Hauer, 361.

Gneiss, analyses of, 430.

Gold with Galena, 361.

near Reading, Pa., 290.

discovery of, in Australia, 289.

Gray copper, see, Tetrahedrite.

^Gyrolite, note on, L. S&mann, 361.

Helvin, analysis, Rammelsberg, 362.

Heteromerite, Kenngott, 362.

Hornblende, Nordei^kioldite, 362.

Hudsonite, Kennzolt, 362.

note on, J. D. Dana, 362.

Hyaiophan, v. Waltershausen, 362.

note on, J. D. Dana, 363.

lodyrite or iodic silver, Damour, 363.

Iridosmine, 363.

Iron, meteoric, 153, 417, 430.

Keilhauite, D. Forbes, 363.

note on, J. D Dana, 363.

Kupferwismutherz, analyses, 370.

Lanthanite, J L. Smith, 364.

Larderellite, E Bechi, 121.

Leuchtenbergite, 364.

Magnesite in Lower Canada,
429.

Magnetic pyrites, see Pyrrhotine.

Matlockite, angles of, Kenngott, 364.

Melinite, v. Hauer, 364.

Mica of Vesuvius, Kokscharov, 364.

Mimetene of Wheatley's Mine, 127, 364.

Mispickel, reference to analyses, 364.

31olybdate of iron in California, 364.

new locality, 429.

Molybdenite in Canada, 364.

Namte slates, T. S. Hunt, 417.

Mosandrite, note on, L Scemann, 364.

Nickel, on some Canada ores of, T. o-

Hunt, 417.

JNitre, dimorphism of, 364.

Nordenskioidite, 362.

T. S. Hunt,
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i

Minerals.—
01igocIa.se, v, Hauer, 364.
Orpi merit, Kevngott, 365.
Ozocerine, 365.

Palaeo-natrolite, reference to, 365.
Palagonite, reference to Schcerer on, 365.

|N. Carolina, coal and red sandstone of, 430.
Nitronaphthalin and nitrobenzin, action of

salts of iron on, 114.

Nitrogen, assimilation of, by plants, 128,409.
Norton , IV

7

. A., periodical variations of mag-
netic needle, 183.

Partschin, IV. Haidinger, with note on by Notation, on the Arabic method of, T. H.
J.D.Dana, 365.

Phlogopite, Kenngott, with note on hyJ.D.
Dana, 365.

Picranalcime, 366.

Pitchstone of Sardinia, Delesse, 366, 367.
Pitkarandite, Scheerer, 366.
Platina, note on the name, 366.
Plumbocaleite. v. Hauer, 367.
Polyhalite, analyses, Bthnke and Dexter,

367.

Prosopite, Scheerer, 367.
Pyrophyllite, F. A. G^rTi, 367.
Pyrites, specific gravity, Kenngott, 367.
Pyroretin, Rett**, 367.
Pyroxene, E. Tobler, 367, Hudsonite, 362.

Pyroxenic rocks, E. Sochting, 367.
Pyrrhotine, J. jL. Smith, 156, 367.
Retinite, 369.

Kipidolite, Kokscharov, 127, 176.
Saline efflorescence, Afacama, 358.
Scapolite, T. S. Hunt, 368.
Schreibersite, J. L. Smith, 156.

Scleroclase, v. Wultervhaasen, 355.
Scorodite in jN. Carolina, F. A. Genth, 23.

Scolecite, F. A. Genth, 368.
Seladonite, 368.

Serpentine pseudomorphs of Easton, Pa
36.S.

Severite, v. Bauer, 368.
Silver glance. Prince's Location, Lake Su-

perior, 368.
Smithsonite, Herrerite identical with, F.

A. Genth, 368.
Sphenilite, Delesse, 369.
Spodumene, specific gravity, J. L. Smith,

Sulphur of Hungary, brownish, 369.
Sylvanite, Kenngott, 369.
Tetradymite of Va., F. A. Genth, 15.

Tetrahedrite of Va. and N. Carolina, F. A
Gevih, 18.

Thuringite, Owenite, F. A. Genth, 23.
Tungstates, in N. Car., F. A. Genth, 22.

Tyrite, D. Forbes, 369.

L'nghwarite, Kenngott, 358.
Vanadate of lead in Pennsylvania, J. L.\

Smith, 127.

Warwickite, analysis of, T. S. Hunt, 369.
VVavellite in N. Carolina, F. A. Genth, 23.

Wdsonite, T. S. Hunt, 428.
Wittiehite, Schneider and Schench, 370.
Wolfram, R. Schneider, 370.

in IS. Carolina. F. A. G™M, 369.
Xenotime of Georgia, J, £. Smith, 370.

Wollusca of Irkutsk, 137.
Morfit. G., Gurn Mezqnite, 263.
Murchibon'B Siluria, review of, 371.

N
^acrite slates, T. S. Hunt, 417.
dewier, H. M, fructification of Arachis hy-

pogaea, 212.

2?*el
i on some ores of, T. S. HmU 417.

tickles, correspondence of, 103, 407.

McLeoa\ 48.

Nova Scotia, fossil reptile from, J. Leidy,
444.

o
Obituary, Braconnot, 415.

F. W. Davis, 448.

E. Forbes, 150, 290.

Melloni, 414.

B. de Mirbel, 103, 129.

J. Remy, 415.

Stocks, Botanist, 129.

Winterbottorn, Botanist, 129. .

Ocean, level of, affected by atmospheric
pressure, Ross, 52.

Olmsted, D., coal and red sandstone of If;

Carolina, 430.

Oloba, Uriroerhea on, 243.

Optics, manufacture of glass for objectives,

105.

Orr's Circle of the Sciences, part on Crys-
tallography and Mineralogy, noticed, 150.

P
Panama hafs, "439.

Payer, Traite d'Organogenie, etc., noticed,

129.

Pendulum experiment with gyroscope, Fou-
cault, 280.

experiment, demonstration of, J". L.
Dagg, 280.

Ferrey, A., Report on researches on Earth-

quakes by, 55.

work by, noticed, 452.

Perforating animals, 136.

Phosphorus, action of iodid of, on glycerine,

270.

Photography, 413.

Pine apple, 440.

Pisciculture, method of ascertaining the ma-

turity of eggs, 412.

Fry on, noticed, 452.

Planeis, Amphiirite (29), 446.

Euphrosyne (3D, 272.

Polymnia(33), 446.

Urania (30), elements of, 137.

Plant Individual, A. Braun, 297.

Plants, a-Mmilation of nitrogen by, 128, 409.

influence of light on, Gladstone, 130.

and animals, limit between, E. Lankes-

ter, 282.

Polarization of the atmosphere, 105.

Polymnia (33). 137,446.

Pomona (32), 137.

R
Raindrops on clay, C. H. Hitchcock, 395.

Rankme on the Air-engine, 137.

Red River region, Geology, &c, of, from

Keport of R. B Marcy, 438.

Refraction, astronomical, Fave, 104.

Regents of University, N. Y., seventh an-

nual Report of the State Cabinet, noticed,

452.
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Regnault, elastic forces of vapors and gases.
&c, 264.

Reichenbach de Pollinis Orchidearum, 443.
Uemy, J., death of, 415.

Reptiles of N. Y., Baird on, referred to, 452.

Riggs's Dacota Grammar, noticed, 450.

Richard's Dictionnaire raisonne d'Agricnl-

Terraces of the Red River region, 438.

Timbs's Year Book of Farts, noticed, 451.

Trigonocarpon, fruit of a Conifer, 443.

Tutasne, on the Uredineae arid I'stilaginesc,

442.

Tuomey, on Black Copper mine of Tennes-
see, 181.

ture et d'Economie du Retail, &c, noticed, Tuomey's Fossils of S.America, noticed, 451.

Tyndall, on the diamagnetic force, 24.

peculiarities of the magnetic field, 115.

u
Uricoechea, E., work by, on N. Grenada,

noticed, 150.

on the Oloba, 243.

analysis of gold idols of N. Grenada,

243.

V
Valenciennes and Fnmi/, on the Composition

of Eggs, 38, 238.

Vienna Transactions, 151.

Volcanic Springs in California, J. L. Lc-

Conle, 1. w

414.

Rocks, foliation of metamorphic, E. Forbes.

122.

S
Sabine on terrestrial magnetism, 424.

Salt, reaction of, in formation of minerals,
429.

Sandstone of Conn. River valley, age of,

W. B. Rogers, 123.

Sarsaparilla, on plants afford ing, 441.
Schlagintweit, observations on atmospheric

pressure, 145.

Schoolcraft, H. R., coal near Lake of the
Woods, 232.

Seavvater for Vivaria. G. Wilson, 146.

Seeman'a Botany of the voyage of the Her-
ald, 439.

Siluria, review of, J. D. Whitney. 371.
Silk in Algeria, 108.

Silkworm, new, introduced into France, 108,
411.

Smith, J. L., on meteorites, 153, 322.
on arsenate and vanadate of lead in Pa.,

127.

Smithsonian Institution, letter of L. Agassiz
I

on, 284.

Solution, thoughts on
? T S. Hunt, 100.

Specific volume of fluid compounds, Kopp.
418.

m
Stauroscope, F. v. Kobell, 425.
Stereoscopes, Mascher's, 289,447.
Stoddard, D. T., on atmosphere in Oroom-

iah, 273.

Sun and sola* magnetism, Thomson, 104.

W

T
Taconic System, review of, 400, 403.

on fossils of, J, Hall, 434.
Talcose slates, the so-called of the Green

f

Mountains, T.S.Hunt, 417.
Taylor, W. J., a new locality of raolybdate
of iron, 429.

Thomson, W., on the magnetic field, 117,
Thompson, Z., meteorological observations
at Ruriington, Vermont, 278.

7are, H„ atmospherical electrical phenom-
enon, 272.

Warren, J. C, supernumerary tooth in Mas-

todon giganteus, 349.
Water for marine Vivaria, Wilson, 146.

Wetherill, on adipocire, 452.

Whitney, J. D., review of Siluria, 371.

Will, H., Outlines of Chemical analysis, no-

ticed, 295.

Willow, Weeping, origin of, 301.

Wohfer, F. % on tellurmethyle, 318.

Wurtz on butyiic alcohol, 263.

Y
Yak, domesticated in France, 411.

z
Zoology.—Viviparous fish in Louisiania,

133.

Crustacea, geog. distribution of, J- V.

Dana, 6\

Fishes of Western America, Agassiz,

71, 215.

Reptiles, of N. Y., Baird on, referred to,

452.

Saxicavous Echini, 137.

Ma>todon, 131, 133, 349.

IVlolluscaof Irkutsk, 137.

Tellurmethyle, F. WohLr and J. Dean on, Elephant, Fossil American, 131, 133.

Tennessee Copper Mine, Tuomey, 181.

Fossil species, see Fossil.

Zoological Society for Acclimation, 419
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YALE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.

CHEMISTRY AND NATURAL SCIENCE.

B. SILLIMAN, Jr.,

Professor of General and Applied Chimisiry.

JOHN A. PORTER,
Professor of Agricultural and Analytical Chemistry.

The course of instruction is designed to meet the wants of those intending to pursue
practical analysis, medicine, agriculture or manufacturing, as well as those who purpose
to engage in teaching or scientific research. It embraces, among other applications, the
analysis of grains, soils and minerals, the determination of the value of drugs and chem-
icals, and experiments in medical Chemistry.
The Laboratory is open to students during the whole day at a charge of from $60 to $70

per term of twelve or fourteen weeks. This includes the expense for materials consumed
and the use of apparatus. The charge is diminished in the case of students entering for
less than a term or spending a portion of each day in the Laboratory, Previous study of
Chemistry is not essential to admission.
The terms commence for the current collegiate year, Sept. 16th, Jan, 5th, and May 4.

Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry will be given during the first ten weeks of the winter
term; fee, $10. Lectures on Geology, Mineralogy, Elementary Chemistry and Natural
Philosophy are also accessible. Matriculation fee $5.
Analyses of grains, soils, mineral waters, &c. t and other chemical investigations under-

taken on reasonable terms.

Yale College, New Haven, November, 1854.

ENGINEERING.
WILLIAM A. NORTON,

Professor of Engineering.

Course of Instruction.—Surveying in all its branches, with the use of instruments, and
systematic exercises in the field :— Drawing, topographical, geometrical, mechanical, archi-

tectural ,* with shading and tinting ; Descriptive Geometry, Shades and Shadows. Linear
Perspective, Isometrical Projection : Applications of Descriptive Geometry to Masonry
*nd Stone-cutting, and to Civil and Mechanical Engineering, generally;—Principles of

Architecture;—Analytical Geometry, and the Differential and integral Calculus .-—Me-
chanics, with Applications to Machinery and Engineering;—the Science of Construction :

-^-Engineering Fieldwork ;—Use of Astronomical Instruments for the determination of

time, latitude and longitude, &c.
The student may pursue a partial or a full course, at his option. The studies required

for admission to the full course are, Arithmetic, Algebra, Gee-me try, and Trigonometry.

The academical year is divided into three terms, commencing on September 16, Jan-

uary 5, and May 4, end continuing about three months each. _ _

Tuition fee, for the full course or each term, $30,—to be paid jn'advance. Fee for the

course of Surveying alone, 12* No charge for incidental expenses beyond the matricu-

lation fee of $5.

Lectures on Geology, Mineralogy, Elementary Chemistry, and Natural Philosophy
accessible to students m this Department.

Students who pass a satisfactory examination are entitled to the degree of Bachelor of

Philosophy, after being for two years connected with this Department.

Fafc College, New Haven, Novtmber, 185 i.
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MINERALS AND FOSSILS.

The undersigned would respectfully call the attention of the scientfic

and lovers of Mineralogical and Fossil Specimens to his Collection,

consisting in a great variety of both, all of which he offers for sale at

exceedingly low rates.

Having been an extensive Mineralogist for upwards of twenty-five

years in his native country (Germany) (Prussia), he flatters himself to

be able to produce Specimens of rare interest, to all lovers of the study.

With satisfactory references, would be willing to send samples to

any part of the United States, Expenses of transportation to be paid

by those requiring the samples, which I can send in cases from 50 dol-

lars up.

CH. W. A. HERRMANN,
May, 1855.—ly] No. 1007 Broadway, New York.

Dr. JAMES R. CHILTON, 93 Prince street, New York,

Has just issued a Catalogue of Chemical and Philosophical Appara-
tus, pure Chemical preparations, &c, illustrated by 330 engravings

which will be forwarded to those who desire to purchase articles of

the kind, by sending their address.
May, 1855.

JUST PUBLISHED, fcp. 8vo, Price 4$. 6d.

A Course of Practical Chemistry, arranged for the use of Medical

Students, by VV. Odling, M.B., F.C.S., Professor of Practical Chemistry

and of Natural Philosophy at Grey's Hospital ; corresponding member
of the New Orleans Academy of Sciences.

LONDON : S. HIGHLEY, 32 Fleet street.

May, 1855.

To Chemists and Druggists.

G. QUETTIER
IMPORTER OF FRENCH AND BOHEMIAN

CHEMICAL GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN, EARTHENWARE, &C

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND LABORATORY
UTENSILS.

FRENCH REAGENTS BOTTLES, OF ALL SIZES.—COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT OF DRUGGISTS' STORE FURNITURE.

193 Greenwich street,

NEW YORK,

Between Dey and Fulton Streets.

[6t] Sept. 1853.
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NORTON'S LITERARY GAZETTE,
Published on the 1st and 15th of every .Month, at the

IRVING BOOKSTORE, 71 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK.
TERMS, $2 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
14

It is, as usual, one of the best Literary Periodicals we have ever seen.
publican, Binghamton.

?«

Daily Re-

14 This useful periodical comes to us this month in an improved form, and furni*hes
more information respecting books than any other publication."

—

Boston Transcript.
''The publications of England, Scotland, Ireland, France, Germany, Holland, etc., are

all noted m the pages of this admirable periodical.
1 '

—

Toronto Colonist.
M

It is the most useful publication of the day, to all who wish to know any thing about
the book trade.

11—Norfolk Democrat
"This is one of the most beautiful and useful periodicals in the world.

11—Boston Com-
monwealth.

" In its department, as a vehicle of book intelligence, it has no equal in the country."
—Wcstjietd Transcript.
"This is the cheapest and best guide to the literary man in the purchase of books

which can be had in any quarter.
11—De Bow's Review.

44
It is an indispensable companion for the scholar, and all who wish to keep pace with

the literary movements of the age.
11—Family Friend, Columbia, 8. C.

JUST PUBLISHED,
A GENERAL INDEX TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

BY H. F. POOLE, A.B.,

LIBRARIAN OF THE BOSTON MERCANTILE ASSOCIATION.

Being a Complete Key to the Contents of the following, among other Stries of

Edinburgh Review.
London Quarterly Review,
Foreign Quarterly Review,
Westminster Review,
North British Review,

STANDARD PERIODICALS:
Democratic Review,
American Monthly Review,
Mass. Quarterly Review,
Brownson's Quarterly Review,

Walsh's American Review,
American Eclectic,

Eclectic Museum,
Eclectic Magazine,

Southern Literary Messenger, Bibliotheca Sacra,
Christian Examiner,
Christian Disciple,

Christian Review,
American Literary Magazine,
Littell's Living Age,
Museum of Foreign Literature, New Englander,

American Journal of Science, ;
Methodist Quar. Review,

Hunt's Merchant's Magazine,
De Bow's Comm. Review,

Princeton Review,
Am. Biblical Repository,

Church Review,
Amer. Quarterly Observer,

Lit. and Theological Review,
Mon. and Quar. Chr. Spectator

Spirit of the Pilgrims,

Lord's Theological Review.

British Quarterly Review, Southern Literary Journal,
Retrospective Review,
Monthly Review,
Foreign Review,
Edinburg Monthly Review,
Pamphleteer,
Blackwood's Magazine,
Eraser's Magazine, Knickerbocker Magazine,
Dublin Univer'ty Magazine New England Magazine,
Worth American Review, A nalectic Magazine,
American Quarterly Rev' w. Nile's Register,
Wew York Review, I United States Lit. Gazette,
southern Review, Carey's American Museum,
American (Whig) Review,! American Almanac, ,

Each of these volumes—some fifteen in number—has been carefully indexed by an ex-

amination of each article, and reference has been made under the subject of which the arti-

cle treats. The whole is arranged alphabetically, so that by turning to any subject, the
periodical, the volume, and the page where it has been discu >d, can be immediately
ascertained.

An important feature of the work has been to give, with the reference to an article, the

name of the writer. This was an undertaking attended with no little difficulty; yet the
Work will contain the names of th authors of many thousand articles that were con-

" in several aeries—one
article will be given.

v WWi . .„„ , __ .
able book of reference

to every student and* iiterary'rain. Complete in I v. , 8fo., 000 pages. Price $6.
-

Orders for the above work should be sent in at once to the publisher,

C. B. NORTON, 71 Chambers si., (Irving House,) New York.

Jan. 1855,
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CHEMICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL APPARATUS, INSTRU-

MENTS, ETC.

J. F. LUIIME &/ Co., of Berlix, Prussia,

PANTHEON BUILDING, 343 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

This well known Chemical Establishment, has opened a Maga-

zine for the sale of their goods in New York under the management
of Mr. H. GOEBLER at 343 Broadway ; where they keep on hand

and offer for sale a great variety of -Chemical Apparatus. Philoso-

phical Instruments adapted for all departments of Physical and

chemical research and for experimental demonstrations.

Fine chemical Thermometers of every description ;
Hydrometers

in every variety and of superior accuracy, reading actual densities to

0005 : Chemical Balances for analytical use—also a cheap and supe-

rior Balance for ordinary Laboratory work ; Fine Scales for Druggists
1

use. Every variety and form of Chemical and Druggists' Glass Ware
and Porcelain, including an extensive assorlment of the celebrated Bo-

hemian hard Glass Wake, Tubes and Beakers— Gasholders of

metal and Glass

—

Graduated Tubes and Cylinders

—

Chests with grad-

uated instruments for Alkalimetry, Chlorimetry, etc

—

Mineralogi-

cal Test Cases, Plattner's Blowpipe Cases, Reagent Cases

—

Re-

agent bottles with permanent enamel labels

—

Lamps for alcohol
of every construction

—

Wooden ware in great variety and of excellent

quality—Chemical blast furnaces

—

Geometric and Crystal Models,

etc. etc.

Catalogues furnished on application and special orders for Incorpo-

rated Institutions imported duty free on liberal terms.

Address FL GOEBLER, Agent of J. F. Ltjhme & Co, 343 Broad-

way, New York.
March, I8.-5. [tf]

MICROSCOPE FOR SALE.

One of Nachet's best instruments with five Objectives, viz., I, 2, 3, 5 and 7 ; three ocn-

lnrs, achromatic and oblique light condensers, polarizing apparatus, two micrometers,

diaphragms, goniometer on Smith's plan for crystal measurement, dissecting instruments

&c. &c. This instrument is of the largest size id very best construction, and was built

to order without limit of price. It is in perfect condition and is offered for sale irom no

fault or defect in the instrument itself, which has received the approval of some of the

best rnicroscopists in the country. Jt will be sold at its Paris cost without duty or ex-

penses.

Address Editors of this Journal.

DIAGRAMS OF CRYSTALLINE DEPOSITS AND URIVVRV CALCULI.

For the Illustration of Lectures in Physiological Chemistry— beautiful Series of En-

larged Microscopic Views selected from the Plates of Robin and Verdeil, of Lehmann,

&<\, including all the more commonly occurring forms, Crystalline and other deposits m
the various secretions, but especially in the urine. There are about 30 plates three feet

and a half square on drawing paper, "backed wi t cloth and bound, in perfect order, ana

uited to the wants of any teacher of 3Iedical Chemistry.
Address Editors of this Journal.

May, 1855.
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